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Who we are

Royal Bank of Canada is a global

financial institution with a purpose-

driven, principles-led approach to

delivering leading performance. Our

success comes from the 80,000+

employees who bring our vision,

values and strategy to life so we

can help our clients thrive and

communities prosper. As Canada's

biggest bank, and one of the largest

in the world based on market

capitalization, we have a diversified

business model with a focus on

i nnovation and providing exceptional

experiences to our 16 million clients

in Canada, the U.S. and 35 other

countries.

Why invest?

> Market leaderwith a focused

growth strategy

> Diversified business model with

leading client franchises

> Financial strength underpinned by

prudent risk and cost management

> Innovation is in our DNA

> Leading corporate citizen

Connect with us:

~ facebook.com/rbc

~ instagram.com/rbc

y twitter.com/@RBC

p www.youtube.com/user/RBC

Irl linkedin.com/company/rbc
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Our purpose

Guided by our vision to be among the world's most trusted and successful financial institutions, and driven
by our purpose of helping clients thrive and communities prosper, we aim to be:

The undisputed financial
services leader in Canada

Our values

~ Client First

> Collaboration

> Accountability

> Diversity &Inclusion

> Integrity

Our business segments

The preferred partner to
corporate, institutional and
high net worth clients in
the U.S.

Our strategy

A leading financial services
partner valued for our
expertise in select global
financial centres

Our purpose, vision and values are aligned to strategic initiatives that
drive our competitive advantage in a changing marketplace.

Exceptional Simplify.
Sustainable client Agile. Community &

growth experience Best talent Innovate. social impact

eci/ A ■

. ~~'

2̀4~ '~`° ~ ~ ~~r

Personal & Commercial Banking Capital Markets

> Financial services leader in Canada with > Premier North American investment bank with

a presence in the Caribbean and the U.S. select global reach in Europe, Asia and other

> Number 1 or 2 market share in all key international locations

Canadian Banking product categories > 9th largest global investment bank by fees~l~

Investor &Treasury Services

> Leading global asset services
provider and Canadian
transaction bank with an
integrated client offering

> Provides short-term funding
and liquidity management
services for RBC

Insurance

> Canada's Largest bank-
owned insurer and among the
fastest growing insurance
organizations in the country

> Offers reinsurance solutions
for clients globally

(1) Dealogic, based on global investment bank fees, Fiscal 2017.
(2) Scorpio Partnership Global Private Banking Benchmark, 2017.

Wealth Management

> Largest mutual fund company

and wealth advisory business
in Canada

> Growing presence in U.S.
private and commercial
banking and wealth
management

> Top-five wealth manager
globally~~~

Royal Bank of Canada: Annual Report 2017 1



Message from Dave McKay

On behalf of my 80,000+ colleagues, I am
honoured to share the story of our record
2017 and our ongoing journey to position
RBC For the future.

We reported record earnings of
$11.5 billion, up 10%from the prior year.
This demonstrated the strength of our
diversified business model, our disciplined
approach to risk and cost management,
and above all, our purpose of helping
clients thrive and communities prosper.

We del(vered a return on equity of 17%
and strengthened our Common Equity
Tier 1 capital ratio to 10.9%. In November
2017, we were designated as a Global
Systemically Important Bank by the
Financial Stability Board, reflecting the
size and scale of our global operations.
As we already meet the requirement of a
1%buffer, we do not expect any
significant impact to our capital position.

We also returned a record $8.2 billion of
capital in dividends and share buybacks,
reFlecting our commitment to shareholders
while exer.uting nn our growth strategies.
We delivered compound annual Total
Shareholder Returns of 12%and 17%over
three and five years, outperforming our
global peer group.

The favourable macroeconomic
environment contributed to our success,
with strong GDP growth, high
employment and interest rate increases
leading to low credit losses, strong
demand for credit and stronger margins.

Beyond our performance, we believe how
we achieve success is as important as
whatwe achieve; this is critical in
creating a path for sustained growth over
the long term. It is heartening as CEO to
see how our principles-led approach and
our values, including the importance of
diversity and inclusion, drive our daily
decision-making from the Board to the
branch and everywhere in between.

Sustainable growth

high-growth client segments within our
priority markets of Canada, the U.S., and
in select global financial centres. Across
geographies, we are deepening
relationships with our clients and
bringing the strength, breadth and depth
of RBC to meet their goals.

In Canada, where w? are number one nr
two in all key banking segments, we are
not being complacent but looking to
transform our physical network and
digitize our operations to meet changing
customer needs. We've expanded our
insurance offering and we see
opportunities for further growth within
Personal &Commercial Banking,
specifically in commercial banking,
investments, deposits and credit cards.

We are also exploring ways to add new
sources of value for our clients. We are
increasingly collaborating with strategic
partners to create the ecosystems in
which our customers live and work. For
example, we have recently started
offering employee health care expense
management for commercial clients, and
we have integrated invoicing, accounting
and financial insights into our business
banking platform so that entrepreneurs
can spend more time growing their
businesses.

I n our leading Canadian wealth
management franchise, we are adding
more value to clients through our
unmatched wealth planning expertise,
including business succession and
intergenerationai wealth transfers. We are
also building out our top-performing
asset management capabilities.

In the U.S., the successful integration of
City National is allowing us to serve more
commercial and high net worth clients. In
2017, City National deepened its
presence in its core markets of California
and New York City while also expanding
in Washington, Q.C. and Minneapolis and
building on synergies with other parts of
the firm, including Capital Markets.

0[~r U.S. capital markets business
continues to grow. It accounts for more
than half of overall Capital Markets
earnings. Globally, RBC Capital Markets
has been ranked as one of the top 10
investment banks by fees for the last five
years. Together, our U.S. capital markets

and wealth management businesses

to be the preferred partner to corporate,
institutional and high net worth clients
and their businesses in the U.S.

We also continue to improve our
competitive position in select markets in the
U.K., Europe and Asia, by focusing on key
client segments seNed byourwealth and
asset management, capital markets and
investorand treasury services businesses.

Exceptional client experiences

More than ever before, we are building
from the customer in, creating a Digitally
Enabled Relationship Bank that is simple
to deal with and that adds more value to
clients.

We believe how we achieve

success is as important as

whatwe achieve; this is

critical in creating a path

for sustained growth over

the long term.

Group Executive Officers

David McKay
President &Chief Executive Officer

Rod Bolger
Chief Financial Officer

Michael Dobbins
thief Strategy R Corporate
Development Officer

Helena Gottschling
Chief Human Resources Officer

Douglas Guzman
Group Head, Wealth
Management &Insurance

Mark Hughes
Group Chief Rlsk Officer

Douglas McGregor
Group Head, Capita( Markets and
I nvestor &Treasury Services

Neil McLaughlin
Group Head, Personal &
Commercial Banking

Bruce Ross
Group Head, Technology
and Operations

~enniferTory
Chief Administrative Officer
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Key metrics in 2017

We are learning from and working with
our clients to develop the next generation
of products. Our size and scale gives us
an advantage in using data to better
understand our clients, anticipate their
future needs and offer them increasingly
personalized solutions, while investing in
keeping their information secure.

Our digital and innovation strategies are
fundamental to creating exceptional client
experiences, driving customer loyalty and
acquiring new clients. In Personal &
Commercial Banking, we have grown our
sales force in advice roles, we have
significantly grown our mobile users, and
today 84% of our financial transactions are
performed in self•serve channels. The work
we've done to serve clients as we move to a
digital future helped us win Highest in
Customer Satisfaction Among the Big Five
Retail Banks in ).D. Power's 2017 Canadian
Retail Banking Satisfaction survey for the
second year in a row.

Simplify. Agile. Innovate

As we integrate into our customers'
digital lives, we are collaborating with an
ever broader range of global partners,
bringing exciting new opportunities to our
clients across all of our business lines.

We are working in new ways to design
and build products, processes,
technology and serv(ces in a faster,
simpler, more adaptable and cost
effective way. In an unprecedented time
of change in our industry, customer
expectations and preferences are shifting
almost daily. I believe one of my greatest
responsibilities as CEO is to ensure that
the cadence and speed of change inside
RBC matches that of the wider world. So,
as we reimagine our future and the role
that we play in our customers' lives, we
are changing the way that we work.

We're proud to be a champion for
Canadian innovation, particularly the
transformational technologies of
blockchain and artificial intelligence
(AI). As one of the leading voices on
AI in Canada, we have established the
research institute Borealis AI to pursue
curiosity-driven research in machine
learning. This will help to not only drive
our own innovation, but also secure
Canada's position as a global destination
for AI research and ventures.

Best talent

We know that our best ideas come when
we unlock the potential of our people,
allowing the full diversity of our
organization to thrive. To accelerate this
journey we are simplifying our structure,
redefining our leadership model and
tapping into the strengths and talent of
our employees. By creating an
environment where employees are
encouraged to be bolder and use their full
expertise, capabilities and experiences,
we will be able to succeed in hiring and
retaining top talent and provide them
with meaningful work.

Community and social impact

As apurpose-driven company, we believe
we are accountable for creating a positive
social impact in the communities where
we operate. Among countless examples
across our businesses and regions in
2017, none articulated this focus more
clearly than RBC Future Launch, our
$500-million commitmentto empower
Canadian youth for the jobs of tomorrow.
Over the next 10 years, we are dedicating
our knowledge, skills and resources to
help young people access meaningFul
employment. Investing in the next
generation is both a business imperative
and the right thing to do.

Thank you
offer a sincere thank you to the
16 million clients who continue to put
their trust in RBC. I also want to thank my
colleagues for their ideas and their
commitment to seeing those clients
succeed. As always, I appreciate the
guidance and insight from our diverse
board of directors. And finally, to you our
shareholders, I reiterate our commitment
to executing on our strategy and
delivering sustainable earnings growth in
line with our purpose.

~; f
—~'

David McKay
President and Chief Executive Officer

Sustainable growth

Diluted EPS

$7.56
F'~ ~f

17.0%
CET1 ratio

10.9%
Dividend payout ratio

46%
Three-year TSR

12%
See poge 5 /oi more injurmotio~i

Exceptional client experience

#1 Client
Satisfaction
among Big five Canadian retail

banks in 2017 J.D. Power survey

Best talent

94%
employees who are proud

to be a part of RBC~'~

Community and social impact

150,000+
employee volunteer hours11'

$98+million
in cash donations and

community investments~3~

(1) 2017 Employee Opinion Survey.

(2) Includes non~work time hours reported by
employees globally and retirees in Canada

through RBC's formal volunteering programs.

(J) Includes employee volunteer grants and gifts
i n-kind, as well as non-profit contributions to

non-registered charities. Flgure does not
Include sponsorships.

Royal Bank of Canada: Annual Report 2017



Message from Katie Taylor

Dear fellow shareholders,

RBC has a clear purpose: to help clients
thrive and communities prosper. This
simple statement unites your board of
directors, the management team and
dedicated employees as we focus on
delivering long-term shareholder value by
ensuring positive outcomes for all
stakeholders. Change has become a
hallmark of our times and in 2017 RBC
successfully executed on its key
strategies, moved forward on its
transformation priorities and welcomed
new talent to its senior management
team.

Overseeing our strategy

One of the board's most critical roles is to
provide oversight and stewardship of
RBC's strategic direction. We provide
guidance to management as it builds a
Digitally Enabled Relationship Bank and
focuses on markets and segments where
RBC is positioned to succeed. In order to
anticipate and respond to a dynamic,
global marketplace, we advise
management on its strategic plans,
challenge assumptions, and assist in
identifying and building pathways to
sustainable growth within the bank's
risk appetite.

focusing on talent

Talent management, including senior
management succession planning, is a
key board responsibility, essential to
supporting RBC's strategic objectives.
We take a comprehensive approach to
pipeline development that includes early
identification of key candidates and
in-depth evaluations of the skills and
expertise required for both the near and

experiences, perspectives and
backgrounds represented at all levels
of management becomes a critical
advantage and key to successfully
executing on the bank's strategy.

We were also saddened this year by the
7~assirrgvf-our~ste~~d c~tieagu~
Richard (Rick) George. Rick was a true
leader in Canadian business and a
trusted advisor on the RBC board. He is
greatly missed by all.

Shareholder engagement

Working with our stakeholders is an
i mportant component of our governance
process, notable this year for the
collaborative efforts that produced the
RBC Proxy Access Policy. Committed to
the creation of long-term value, we will
continue to look for new and effective
ways to meaningfully engage with
investors, clients and the communities
we serve.

The board assesses managements plans to
ensure business opportunities are
balanced against sound risk management
priorities and an effective enterprise-wide
framework. We actively engage with
management to assure that a strong risk
culture is supported at all levels of RBC and
that the bank's risk management function
is independent from the businesses. We
also provide guidance on, and approve the
bank's risk appetite, and maintain open
communications with regulators.

Good governance

Your board champions RBC's culture of
`doing what's right and our core values of
i ntegrity and accountability. We help
establish and promote ethical standards
and behaviour across all levels of the
organization, working to foster an
approach to business that considers
impacts to society, the economy and the
environment. Diversity of gender, thought
and experience is critical to successful
board oversight, and our board culture
encourages transparency, active
engagement and productive debate.
Once again in 2017, we were recognized
for our approach, winning Best Overall
Governance at the Excellence in
Governance Awards in Toronto and Best
Overall Corporate Governance —
Internationat atthe Corporate Governance
Awards in New York.

We also continue to refine the skills and
experience needed to provide orderly board
succession and strengthen our ranks to
support RBC's future strategic goals. To this
end, we were pleased to welcome
Jeffery Yabuki to the RBC board. As the
president and CEO of Fisery Inc. - a leading
provider offinancialservices-)efFbrings us
deep experience in financial services,
technology solutions and strategic advice.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT: rbc.com/governance

On behalf of the board, I would like to
thank Dave McKay and his leadership
team for their commitment and
dedication to helping realize RBC's vision
of being recognized as one of the world's
most trusted and successful financial
institutions. We would also like to
express the board's deep appreciation to
RBC employees around the world who
deliver the very best to our clients and
communities every day.

.t.C__r'~..~._: ~s.fPJ
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Kathleen Taylor
Chair of the Board

RBC Board of Directors

Andrew Chisholm

Jacynthe Cote

Toos Daruvala

David Denison

Alice Laberge

Michael McCain

David McKay

Heather Munroe-Blum

Thomas Renyi

Kathleen Taylor

Bridget van Kralingen

Thierry Vandal

Jeffery Yabuki
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Sustainable growth

RBC continued to achieve high-quality earnings growth by focusing on our clients, deploying capital

effectively and investing forthe future, while carefully managing risks and costs.

Strong Earnings

Net Income (C$ billion)

Profitable Growth
Return on Equity (ROES

Solid Returns to
Shareholders
Dividends Declared per
share (C$)

Earnings by business segment~z~

Diluted Earnings per Share

(C$)

Financial Strength
Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) Ratio

Annualized dividend increase of:

7% —one year

7% —ten year~1'

Financial Performance Metrics~3~

Medium-Term Objectives 2017 Results

Diluted CPS Growth 7%i 11.5%

Return on Equity 16%+ 17.0°/a

Capital Ratio (CET 1) Strong 10.9%

Dividend Payout Ratio 40% — 50% 46%

Total Shareholder Returns"~ RBC Global Peer Average

Three-year 12% l0%

Five-year 17% 15%

(1) Compound Annual Growth Rate.
(2) Excludes Corporate Support.
(3) Our focus fs to maximize total shareholder returns (TSR) through the achievement of top half performance compared to

our global peer group over the medium term (3-5 years), which we believe reFlects a longer term view of strong and

consistent 1lnancfal performance.
(4) ReFlects annualized TSR and is calculated based on the TSX common share price appreciation plus reinvested dividend

income. Source: Bloomberg, as at October 31, 2017. RBC (s compared to ourglobal peer group. The peer group average

excludes RBC; for the list of peers, please refer to our financial performance objectives section of our 2017
Management's Discussion and Analysis.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT:www.rbc.com/investorrelations

Royal Bank of Canada: Annual RepoA 2017
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16%Wealth Management
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Sustainable growth

We are remmitted to distributing economic value to create a better future for our clients and communities.

We do this with a simple equation. We earn money through the products and services that we provide, and
, - - - - -

paicl out to sharehulders through dividends and repurchases or reinvested for future growth.

in 2017, we earned revenue of $4~.7 billion

$29.2 billion was spent on:

$13.3 billion ~ ~ a
F I~1 y

SALARIES &BENEFITS

• We employ more than 80,000 employees in 37 countries

• 1 in 5 people in the Canadian financial services
sector works at RBC

$8.5 billion a_
EXPENSES

• We are allocating more resources into digital initiatives
to continue building a more convenient, simple and
secure client experience

• Investing to meet increasing requirements for
cybersecurity and regulations

• 1,235 branches in Canada, 73 in the U.S. and 68 globally

$3.2 billion
INCOME TAXES I—I

• We support communities as one of the largest taxpayers
in Canada, and as a taxpayer in other countries where
we operate"'

$3.0 billion

INSURANCE POLICYHOLDER BENEFITS,
CLAIMS AND ACQUISITION EXPENSE

• The funds we provide to support our clients in their
time of need so they can focus on what matters most

$1.2 billion ~s

PROVISIONS FOR CREDIT LOSSES

• Funds we se[ aside to cover loans that are unlikely
to be repaid

• The cost o(lendinv to support our clients' economic growth

The remainder of our profit of

$11.5 billion
goes to shareholders or is reinvested:

$8.5 billion
DIVIDENDS~'~ AND REPURCHASES

• Returned over 75%of profits to our one million
shareholders, of whom 70 % are based in Canada

• Returned a record amount ofcapital to
shareholders, the most in our history

53.0 billion

AVAILABLE TO REINVEST IN ORGANIC GROWTH

• Remaining funds available to reinvest in our
business for future growth

(]) Includes dividends paid on both common and preferred shares. Dividends were $5.1 billion on common shares and $0.3 billion on preferred shares.
(2) See page 90 for RBC's total tax contribution.

P.uyal ~anY, of lanada~ Annual P,eo~xt 2077



Exceptional client experience

Our business is about people and always earning the right to be our clients' first choice. We aim to deliver

excellent service, including meaningFul, personalized interactions that build life-long client relationships.

Whether it's day-to-day personal, business or corporate banking, we want to be the best bank to help our

clients achieve their goals.

Reshaping how we engage Digital experience

We are reshaping our physical and advisor networks and adding new ways to We are building a Digitally Enabled

serve our clients. This includes rethinking how we support the specific needs of Relationship Bank. Life moves quickly so we're

surrounding communities and important client demographics such as retirees, making sure that we focus on speed of service

newcomers and students. and simplifying everyday client needs.

Providing personalized advice
This means re-imagining how we serve our
clients no matter how they choose to interact

We're providing personalized advice and solutions to help our clients manage with us. We are also developing innovative
their dayto-day finances and products but also anticipate their future banking partnerships and investing in online and
needs. This is backed by local expertise in the markets where we operate and mobile channels, new branch formats and
an understanding of each clients needs to offer the right advice and solutions more expert advisors.
to help them succeed.

The client is at the centre of everything we do

P&CB CAPRdL MARKETS INVESTOR &TREASURY SERVICES

1

+ i '~, i - e

Alternative branch
formats
> We're taking a different approach to
banking by creating tailored spaces
on campuses across Canada to
support students' financial wellness.
We aim to provide today's youth with
the tools, resources and knowledge
to prepare for their financial future
while building lifelong relationships.
We opened the first branch of this
kind at McMaster University,
followed by the University of British
Columbia and University of Calgary,
with more locations to come in 2018.

" I came in asking for advice on
banking. I left with a connection.
You don't get that everywhere."

Pawel, a student of McMaster
University

Developing a cleaner
economy
> Acting as sole financial advisor to

ENGIE North America andl~cium
Infrastructure, RBC led an innovative

SO•year public private partnership to
position Ohio State University as a
leader in sustainability. As the
largest university energy privatization
deal in the U.S., the deal is funding
the development of an energy
research centre and will improve
energy efficiency on the Columbus
campus by 25 % within the next
10 years.

Clients are part of the solution
> Through the Advanced Client

Experience program - one of our
largest technologyfnvestments - we

are involving clients directly in our

innovation labs to build digital
solutions to evolve with their needs.

By simplifying processes and
providing data analytics, we are
able to produce timely and relevant
insights to help our clients grow
their businesses.

Supporting life transitions

Things don't always go
es planned
> Ahmed and Sara had to cancel

a vacation and instead book

emergency flights to deal with

a family situation. RBC helped

with logistics and ensured they

paid np penalties.

"The staff at RBC Insurance showed

me why [hey are the best. All I can

say is thank you so very much to my

advisor -for your kind words, how

you handled everything and what
you have done to help us."

Ahmed &Sara, RBC clients

> Richard and Stuart were overwhelmed by the responsibility of settling and ultimately

managing their parents' estate and Family legacy. They relied on the knowledge and

judgment of their RBC PHB~N Investment Counsellorto support them and their families

through [his challenging financial and life transition, ensuring they had a plan to

provide for future generations.

"Our role beyond investment management Is to educate and guide - to translate

complex issues and connect Families to the right people for advice, that helps to

manage [heir burden."

Susan, RBC PH&N Investment Counsellor

Royal Bank of Canada: Annual Report 20] 7



Best talent

We are attracting, inspiring and empowering our people to deliver their best. RBC has a diverse

workforce and inclusive culture that promotes sharing different perspectives and experiences to

enable innovation and creative thinking.

Our talent strategy

Our success begins and ends with engaged

ernployee5. Our 80,000+ wllea~ue5 U~in~ uur

vision, values and strategy to life so we can help

our clients thrive and communities prosper.

We recognize the value a diverse workforce

brings. That's why we continually strive to create

an inclusive environment where everyone feels

valued, engaged and empowered to pursue a

meaningful career.

We encourage employees to have an always-

learningmindset, speak up for the good of

RBC and set dnil~iliuus guals. Iii the past year,

we've stepped up our focus on changing the way

we work to ensure our people are equipped with

the skills to be successful today and in the future.

An organization of our size offers a world of

opportunities, including: mentorship, coaching,

employee resources groups, and making a

difference in ourcommunities. We develop our

talent through:

~ Engaging careers with opportunities for growth

> Investments in learning and development to

enhance knowledge, skills and capabilities

> Competitive compensation and benefits

> Diversity and inclusion

Employees who are proud

to ha cart of RRC~'~

(1) 2017 Employee Opinion Survey.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT: rbc.com/careers

Investing in youth

RBC believes that all young people should have work integrated

learning experiences prior to graduation. Career Launch —our one-

year, paid internship program —provides just that to 100 recent

graduates annually.

I n 2016, we introduced RBC Amplify, an intensive four-month

internship in Toronto where students were assigned to some of our

toughest business challenges. The program is now global, expanding

to Minneapolis, Jersey City and Luxembourg in 2017. This is a

window into the future of RBC.

Workplace recognition awards

Ranked #1 "Best Places to Work in Canada" (Indeed)

One of Canada's Best Diversity Employers —

Employment Equity Achievement Award (EEAA) —for

outstanding achievement in initiatives for women;

visible minorities; Indigenous peoples; and persons

with disabilities.

(Government of Canada)

Named one of the Best Workplaces in Canada

(The Great Place to Works Institute Canada)

8 Royal Bank o(Canada: Annual Report 2017



Simplify. Agile. Innovate.

i nnovation is more than a buzzword at RBC. We're not just digitizing our existing products, but building new

business models across our platforms. We're investing in smarter, simpler ways to interact and add value

for our clients, communities and people. This means changing the way we work and using data to create

new insights and services, but also thinking bigger and partnering with startups and universities to drive

Canada's role in global innovation.

Leading in Artificial Intelligence

We're using artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning to better understand
our clients and offer relevant and timely
offerings and services:

> Launched NOMI InsightsT'" and NOMt
Find &Save"', two AI-enabled services
that provide personalized advice to our
clients, helping to manage their day-to-

dayfinances and make saving simpler

> Established Borealis AI, an RBC
Institute for Research, to pursue
curiosity-driven research in machine
learning and increase collaboration
with world-class research centres

> Supporting initiatives like NextAl
and the Vector Institute to ensure
Canada remains a global destination
for the study of AI and becomes home
forAl-focused ventures, entrepreneurs
and scientists

> Piloted NORA, an AI bot that helps the
Wealth Management team to better
serve potential clients

Delivering Value for our Clients

> First bank in Canada to enable bill

payments and Interac e-Transfer

using Siri voice commands

> Connecting clients to a mutual fund
advisor using live video through
MyAdvisor, our online advice platform

> Teamed up with Petro-Canada to
deliver exclusive savings and loyalty
benefits, adding more value for
clients using our award-winning RBC
Rewards program

> Working with Wave, our small

business clients have access to an
integrated financial management

platform within online banking, a
first among North American banks

> Providing travellers with peace of mind

through RBC Insurance PATH, a travel

app that provides up-to-date
advisories, emergency and medical
assistance and the ability to send

automated emails to family and friends

> Using machine learning to identify

sales and trading opportunities for

our Capital Markets clients

Driving Innovation and Research

> Committed to shaping the Canadian

innovation ecosystem through
partnerships like OneEleven and 0100,

which support the growth of start-ups

> Working with the best, brightest and

boldest minds in universities to launch

programs like ONRamp that help
students and graduate entrepreneurs
develop and commercialize their ideas

> Exploring how to use emerging

technologies like blockchain with

industry leaders, the Fintech community

and the Canadian government across all

of our businesses

> Created an in-house RBC GAM
innovation lab to incubate digital
capabilities and drive innovation

> Using robotics, Investor &Treasury
Services has dedicated teams in

Malaysia, Luxembourg and Canada
using software applications to handle

repetitive tasks and to deliver
operational excellence

2017: By the numbers

(1) Represents the 90•Day Active customers in Canadian Banking only.
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Community &social impact

As apurpose-driven company, creating a positive social impact —not just an economic one -- is

i ntegral t~ hew we yin hii~inPss. It is tunrlamental to o~ir rhilosophy and is at the very heart of our

corporate citizenship approach.

Breakthrough investment in youth

- We announced RBC future Launch, a 10-year, $500-million commitment to
hPlning yni~ng rPn~lP ~~rPss mP~ningfi.il Pmrinyment through work
experience, skills development and networking. In 2017, we partnered with

organizations across Canada, donating over $24 million, volunteering our

time and bringing together youth, community organizations and stakeholders

to better understand the issues facing young Canadians and the opportunities
available to them. Additionally, RBC supported approximately 150 charitable

partners with nearly $8 million in donations to help youth and their families

,. vim , . access the right mental health care at the right time.

We support clean growth and the transition to low carbon

We recognize that accelerating low carbon growth and enabling resilience in

the face of a changing climate will reduce risk and safeguard economic

growth. We also support efforts to standardize and enhance the disclosure of

climate-related financial risks and we are participating in a United Nations led

working group to test drive the recommendations ofthe Financial Stability
Board's Task force for Climate-Related Disclosures.

..~1 ~ ~
55.1 bllllon 54 bllllon The only major Canadian

in green bond in renewable energy financial f~stitution with a dedicated
underwriting in 2017 financing~'~ Cleantech advisory team

Our employees care

What gets measured, gets managed

We have developed a new framework to better

measure the impact of our $98+million in cash

donations and community investments« and drive

better decision making and resource allocation

to address relevant societal issues. We're also

committed to helping the charitable sector better

manage the impacts of its work through our capacity-

buildingactivities on measurement and evaluation.

Employees who feel inspired to Raised in support of children's No~•work time hours volunteered Raised by 24,000 employees

volunteer and donate based on charities around the world from the by employees globally and retirees and retirees in Canada For

RBC's commitment and support 15,000+employees who participated -- -- in fanada as-part of RBC's Formal 4,000+ charities in-our annual

in our annual Race for the Kids volunteering programs employee giving campaign

across 12 cities globally

~ We are recognized by the following for our leadership in Corporate Citizenship

waE~ o~
DowJones ,~,r EURONEXT BEST 5USustainabilitylndices 

N
z011
CANADA'S

In Collaboration with RohecoSAM r~rr r n r _ _ r iris CORPORATF.CITIZF,NS ~' GREENEST
~ , EMPIDYER$

(1) As at October 31, 2017. Calculated based on "Authorized" amount.
(2) Includes employee volunteer grants and gifts in-kind, as well as non•proFitcontributions tonon-registered charities. Figure does not include sponsorships

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT: rbc.com/community-sustainability
~ ----
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Management's Discussion and Analysis

Managements Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) is provided to enable a reader to assess our results of operations and financial condition for the fiscal year ended

October 31, 2017, compared to the preceding fiscal year. This MD&A should be read in conjunction with our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements and related

notes and Is dated November 28, 2017. All amounts are in Canadian dollars, unless otherwise spectfled, and are based on financial statements prepared in accordance

with International Fnancial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), unless otherwise noted.

Additional information about us, including our 2017 Annual Information Form, is available free of charge on our website at rbc.com/investorrelations, on the Canadian

Securities Administrators' website at sedar.com and on the EDGAR section of the United States (U.S.) Securities and Exchange Commission's (SEC) website at sec.gov.

Information contained in or otherwise accessible through the websites mentioned does not form part of this report. All references in this report to websites are tnact(ve

textual references and are for your information only.
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From time to time, we make written or oral forward-looking statements within the meaning of certain securities laws, including the "sate harbour" provisions of the United States

Private Securities Litigotion Reform Act o~1995 and any applicable Canadian securities legislation. We may make forward-looking statements in this 2017 Annual Report, in

other filings with Canadian regulators or the SEC, in other reports to shareholders and in other communications. Forward•lookingstatements inthis document include, but are

not limited to, statements relating to our financial performance objectives, vision and strategic goals, the Economic, market, and regulatory review and outlook for Canadian,

U.S., European and global economies, the regulatory environment in which we operate, the Strategic priorities and Outlook sections for each of our business segments, and the

risk environment including our liquidity and funding risk, and includes our President and Chief Executive O~cer's statements. The forward-looking information contained in this

document is presented for the purpose of assisting the holders of our securities and financial an~lycts in understanding our financial position and results of operations as at

and forthe periods ended on the dates presented, as well as our flnanc(al performance objectives, vision and stretegic goals, and may not be appropriate for other purposes.

Forward-looking statements are typically identified bywords such as "believe", "expect', "foresee", "forecast", "anticipate", "intend", "estimate", "goal", "plan" and "project"

and similar expressions of future or conditional verbs such as "will", "may", "should", "could" or "would".

By their very nature, forward-looking statements require us to make assumptions and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties, which give rise to the possibility that

our predictions, forecasts, projections, expectations or conclusions will not prove to be accurate, that our assumptions may not be correct and that our financial performance

objectives, vision and strategic goals will not be achieved. We caution readers not to place undue reliance on these statements as a number of risk factors could cause our

actual results to differ materially from the expectations expressed insuch forvvard-looking statements. These factors — many of which are beyond our control and the effects of

which can be diFFlcult to predict —include: credit, market, liquidity and funding, insurance, operational, regulatory compliance, strategic, reputation, legal and regulatory

environment, competitive and systemic risks and other risks discussed in the risks sections of our 2017 Annual Report; including global uncertainty and volatility, elevated

Canadian housing prices and household indebtedness, information technology and cyber risk, regulatory change, technological innovation and new entrants, global

environmental policy and climate change, changes in consumer behaviour, the end of quantitative easing, the business and economic conditions in the geographic regions in

which we operate, the effects of changes in government fiscal, monetary and other policies, tax risk and transparency and environmental and social risk.

We caution that the foregoing list of risk factors is not exhaustive and other factors could also adversely affect our results. When relying on our forward-looking statements

to make decisions with respect to us, investors and others should carefully consider the foregoing factors and other uncertainties and potential events. Material economic

assumptions underlying the forward-looking statements contained in this 2017 Annual Report are set out in the Economic, market, and regulatory review and outlook section

and for each business segment under the Stretegic priorities and Outlook headings. Except as required by law, we do not undertake to update any forward-looking statement,

whetherwritten or oral, that maybe made from time to time by us or on our behalf.

Additional information about these and other factors can be found in the risks sections of our 2017 Annual Report.
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(Millions of Canadian dollars, except per share, number o/and percentage amounts)

Total revenue (1)
Provision for credit losses (PCL)
InsurancP~nli~olcler benefits, claims and acquisition expense PBCAE _ ___

$

2017

40,GG9
1,150
3 _,0 53

$

Non-interest expense tl) 21,794
Income before income taxes 14,672__._

Net income S 11,469 $

Segments -net income
Personal &Commercial Banking S 5,755 $
Weatth Management 1,838
InSUran[e 726
Investor &Treasury Services 741
Capital Markets 2,525
Corporate Support (116)

Net income $ 11,469 $_._.._ __
Selected information

Earnings per share (EPS) -basic
-diluted

Return on common equity (ROE) (z), (s)
Average common equity (z)
Net interest margin (NIM) - on average earning assets (z)
Total PCL as a % of average net loans and acceptances ~z~
PCL on impaired loans as a °/4 of average net loans and acceptances (z)
Gross impaired loans (GIL) as a % of loans and acceptances (u)
Liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) (s)

Capital ratios and Leverage ratio (6)
Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) ratio
Tier 1 capital ratio
Total capita ratio
Leverage ratio

Selected balance sheet and other information (~)
Total assets
Securities
Loans (net of allowance for loan losses)
Derivative related assets
Deposits
Common equity
Total capital risk-weighted assets
Assets under management (AUM)
Assets under administration (AUA) ~s>

Common share information
Shares outstanding (OOOs) -average basic

- average diluted
-end of period

Dividends declared per common share
Dividend yield (v)
Common share price (RY on TSX) (io)
Market capitalization (TSX) (so)

Business information (number o~
Employees (full-time equivalent) {fTE) (ii)
Bank branches
AutomaCed teller machines (ATMs)

Period average US$ equivalent of C$1.00 (i2)
Period-end US$ equivalent of C$1.00

2017 vs. 2016
2016 increase (decrease)

X8,795 $ 1,874 4.8'%
1,546 (396) (25.b)%
7./i2(i _ (371) - 1 n
7.0,56 1,268 6.2°/a
13,299

_ - -_.. __ 
1,373 10.3°/a

10,458 $ 1,011 9.7%

5,184 $ 571 11.0%
1,473 3b5 24.8%
900 (174) (19.3)%
613 128 20.9%

2,270 255 11.2%
18 (134) {744.4)%

10,458 $ 1,011 9.7%

S 7.59 $ 6.80 $ 0.79 11.6%
7.56 6.78 0.78 11.5°/a

17.0% 16.3% n.m. 70 bps
S 65,300 $ 62,200 S 3,100 5.0%

1.72% 1.70% n.m. 2 bps
0.21% 0.29% n.m. (8) bps
0.21% 0.28% n.m. (7) bps
0.46% 0.73% n.m. (27) bps
122% 127% n.m. (5001 bps

10.9% 10.8% n.m. 10 bps
123% 123% n.m. -bps
14.2% 14.4% n.m. (20) bps
4.4% 4.4% n.m. -bps

S1,212,853 $ 1,180,258 S 32,595 2.8%
218,379 236,093 (17,714) (7.5)%
542,617 521,604 21,013 4.0%
95,023 118,944 (23,921) (20.1)%
789,635 757,589 32,046 4.2%
fi7,416 64,304 3,112 4.8%
474,478 449,712 24,766 5.5%
639,900 586,300 53,600 9.1%

5,473,300 5,058,900 414,400 8.2%

1,466,988 1,485,876 (18,888) (1.3)%
1,474,421 1,494,137 (19,716) (1.3)%
1,452,898 1,485,394 132,496) (2.1)%

$ 3.48 $ 3.24 5 0.24 7.4%
3.8% 4.3% n.m. (50) bps

5 100.87 $ 83.80 $ 17.07 20.4%
146,554 124,476

___
22,078 17.7%

78,210 77,825 385 0.5%
1,376 1,419 (43) (3.0)%
4,630---_____ 4,905 (275) (5.6)%

$ 0.765 $ 0.755 $ 0.010 13%
S 0.775 $ 0.746 $ 0.029 3.9%

(1) Effective Q4 2017, service fees and other costs incurred in associa[lon with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis in non interest expense. Comparative
amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.

(2) Average amounts are calculated using methods intended to approximate the average of the daily balances for the period. This includes Average common equity used in the calculation of
ROE. For further details, refer to the Key performance and non-GAAP measures section.

(3) These measures may not have a standardized meaning under generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) and may not be comparable to similar measures disclosed by other Flnancial
institutions. For further details, referto the Key performance and non-GAAP measwes section.

(4) GIL includes $256 million (2016 - $418 million) related to the acquired credit•impaired (ACI) loans portfolio from our acquisition of City National Corporation (City National). ACI loans added

5 bps to our 2017 GIL ratio (2016 - 8 bps). For further details, refer to Note 2 and 5 oFour 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.
(5) LCR is calculated using the Basel III Liquidity Adequacy Requirements (LAR) guideline. Effective the Flrst quarter of 2017, the OFFlce of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI)

requires the LCR to be disclosed based on the average of the daily positions during the quarter. for further details, refer to the Liquidity and funding risk section.
(6) Capital and Leverage ratios presented above are on an "all-in" basis. The Leverage ratio is a regulatory measure under the Basel III framework. For further details, refer to the Capital

management section.
(7) Nepresents period-end spot balances.
(8) AUA includes $18.4 billion and $8.4 billion (201b - b18.6 billion and b9.6 billion) of securitized residential mortgages and cred(t card loans, respectively.
(9) Defined as dividends per common share divided by the average of the high and low share price in the relevant period.
(30) Based on TSX closing market price at period-end.
(S1) Amounts have been revised from those previously reported.
(121 Average amounts are calculated using month-end spot rates for the period.
n.m. not meaningful
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Royal Bank of Canada is a global financial institution with apurpose-driven, principles-!ed approach to delivering leading performance. Our
success comes from the 80,000+ employees who bring our vision, values and strategy to life so we can help our clients thrive and communities
prosper. As Canada's biggest bank, and one of the largest in the world based on market capiCalization, we have a diversified business model
with a focus on innovation and providing exceptional experiences to our 16 million clients in Canada, the U.S. and 35 other countries. Learn
more at rbc.com.

Our business segments are described below.
Personal &Commercial Banking operates in Canada, the Caribbean and the U.S., and comprises our personal and business banking

operations, as well as our auto financing and retail investment businesses.
Wealth Management serves high net worth (HN1A~ and ultra-high net worth clients (UHNW) from our offices in key financial centres mainly in

Canada, the U.S., the U.K., the Channel Islands and Asia with a comprehensive suite of investment, trust, banking, credit and other wealth
management solutions. We also provide asset management products and services directly to institutional and individual clients through our
distribution channels and third-party distributors.

Insurance provides a wide range of life, health, home, auto, travel, wealth, group and reinsurance products and solutions. In Canada, we
offer insurance products and services through our proprietary distribution channels, comprised of the field sales forte which includes retail
insurance branches, our field sales representatives, advice centres and online, as welt as through independent insurance advisors and affinity
relationships. Outside Canada, we operate in reinsurance markets globally offering life, accident and annuity reinsurance products.

Investor &Treasury Services serves the needs of institutional investing clients by providing asset services, custodial, advisory, financing
and other services to safeguard assets, maximize liquidity and manage risk in multiple jurisdictions around the world. We also provide short-
term funding and liquidity management for RBC.

Capital Markets provides public and private companies, institutional investors, governments and central banks with a wide range oP
products and services. In North America, we offer a full suite of products and services which include corporate and investment banking, equity
and debt origination and distribution, and structuring and trading. Outside North America, we offer a diversified set of capabilities in our key
sectors of expertise such as energy, mining and infrastructure, and we have expanded into industrial, consumer and healthcare in Europe.

Our business segments are supported by Corporate Support, which consists of Technology &Operations and Functions. Technology &
Operations provides the technological and operational foundation required to effectively deliver products and services to our clients, while
Functions includes our finance, human resources, risk management, internal audit and other functional groups.

The following chart presents our business segments and respective lines of business:

o Canadian Banking
o Caribbean &

U.S. Banking

o Canadian Wealth
Management

o U.S. Wealth
Management
(including City
National)
Global Asset
Management

o International Wealth
Management

o Canadian Insurance
o International

Insurance

o Corporate and
Investment Banking

o Global Markets
o Other

Corporate Support

o Technology &Operations o Functions

Our business strategies and actions are guided by our vision, "To be among the world's most trusted and successful financial institutions:' Our
three strategic goals are:
• In Canada, to be the undisputed leader in financial services;
• In the U.S., to be the preferred partnerto torporate, institutional and high net worth clients and their businesses; and
• In select global financial centres, to be a leading financial services partner valued for our expertise.

For our progress in 2017 against our business strategies and strategic goals, refer to the Business segment results section.
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The predictions and forecasts in this section are based on information and assumptions from sources we consider reliable. If this in
formation or

llie5e 855ut71pti0ii5 die iiui dtCUl'dt0, dCtUdl ewnui7fiC OUZCOITI@5 ii"idy tllFf~'i ~~ater~ally from the outlook Nr~s~r~ted .r this section. Far 
details o

risk factors from general business and economic conditions that may affect our business and financial results, refer to the Macroeconom
ic risk

drivers and Overview of other risks sections.

Canada
"̀"" " Thetanadian economy is expected to grow by 3 ~7'~~~ during Calendar 2017, w+rtch is a~ov~ bot~~ cur estlmatesof i.~~ asaz

~vemverz#~ tvru

and 2.9% as at August 22, 2017. Growth has been broad-based across regions and sectors. In particular, strong growth earlier this 
year reflected

a robust increase in consumer spending amid strong employment growth, low interest rates, and wealth accumulation from rising h
ome prices.

Business investment has also improved alongside growing corporate profits and improving business sentiment. The unemployment 
rate of 6.3%

in October is down from 7.0% a year ago and indicates the labour market is close to full employment. Growth is expected to slow to 
a more

moderate rate towards the end of 2017 as the economy nears capacity limits and consumer spending returns to a more sustainable trend. 
The

housing sector is expected to slow as ri5in8 interest rates and recent policy changes weigh on activity. Business investment is 
expected to

continue rising although uncertainty surrounding U.S. trade policy could impact business sentiment. With strong growth over the first 
half of the

year pushing the Canadian economy close to full capacity, the Bank of Canada (BoC) raised rates, once in July and again in September. The

overnight rate was then left unchanged at 1.00% in October 2017.

In calendar 2018, we expect the Canadian economy will grow at a rate of 2.1% as stronger business investment, exports and g
overnment

spending offset slower consumer spending growth and further moderation in the housing sector. Uncertainty relating to NAFfA nego
tiations

remains a downside risk to the outlook for exports and business investment. That risk, along with uncertainty about how highly-ind
ebted

households will respond to higher interest rates, is keeping the BoC cautious in raising interest rates. We expect a pause in the curre
nt tightening

cycle until the second calendar quarter of 2018.

U.S.
The U.S. economy is expected to grow by 2.2% in calendar 2017, which is consistent with our estimate as at November 29, 2016 an

d slightly

above our estimate of 2.1°/a as at August 22, 2017. Growth this year has been supported by consumer spending, reflecting a strong l
abour

market and elevated consumer confidence, as well as rising business investment. Economic activity remained strong in the third cale
ndar

quarter of 2017 despite a negative impact from severe weather conditions. The labour market is close to full capacity with October's

unemployment rate of 4.1%well below the federal Reserve's (Fed) longer run estimate of 4.6%.Inflation remains below the Fed's 2%target but

is expected to increase over the medium term amid tight economic conditions. We expect the Fed will raise the federal funds target 
range by

25 basis points to 1.25%to 1.50% in December 2017.
In calendar 2018, we expect the U.S. economy will grow at a rate of 2.5%, largely reflecting continued strength in consumer spending

 amid

a solid job market and elevated consumer confidence. Business investment is also expected to continue rising as a result of strong
 business

confidence, accommodative fiscal policies and stronger global growth support investment. The release ofthe Tax Reform Framewor
k by the U.S.

administration in the fourth quarter of 2017, including corporate tax reform, if or when enacted, could have significant implications
 for both

corporations and individuals. As inflation reaches its target, we expect the Fed will continue with steady, gradual rate hikes next yea
r.

Europe
The Eurozone economy is expected to grow by 2.3% in calendar 2017, which is well above our estimate of 1.3% as at November 29, 2016 

and

above our estimate of 2.0°/a as at August 22, 2017. Despite a politically unstable environment, including the Catalonian ref
erendum, Brexit

negotiations, and the success of populist parties seen in recent elections, the Eurozone has experienced positive growth. Improvin
g labour

market conditions, stronger business and consumer confidence, and accommodative financial conditions have supported abroad
-based

recovery. The unemployment rate of 8.9°/a in September was the lowest since January 2009. In October, the European Central Bank (
ECB)

announced its asset purchase program would be extended at least through September 2018, although with net monthly purchases
 being

reduced beginning in January 2018.
In calendar 2018, we expect the Eurozone economy will grow at a rate of 1.9%.Growth will continue to be driven by improvin

g labour

market conditions, accommodative monetary policy and a stronger global backdrop. However, with inflationary pressure and wage gr
uwtli

remaining muted, we expect the ECB will hold its deposit rate at -0.4%throughout 2018 and maintain asset purchases as planned.

Financial markets
A strengthening global economic outlook has contributed to equity markets rising to record highs, Some central banks have begun scaling 

back

accommodation but monetary policy remains stimulative. Government bond yields have increased modestly as markets anticipate 
further

monetary policy tightening will be gradual. Geopolitical and trade risks remain a source of uncertainty and have the potential 
to weigh on global

markets.

The macroeconomic headwinds discussed above, such as the potential for greater uncertainty or financial market volatility related 
to proposed

policies by the U.S. administration, including the Tax Reform Framework and NAFTA negotiations, Brexit, high household indebtedn
ess, and

possible further cuts by the BoC and the Fed to their respective stimulus measures may alter our outlook and results for fiscal 2018
 and future

periods as these continuing pressures may lead to higher PCL in our wholesale and retail loan portfolios, slower volume growth, an
d impact the

general business and economic conditions in the regions we operate.

Regulatory environment
We continue to monitor and prepare for regulatory developments in a manner that seeks to ensure compliance with new requ

irements while

mitigating any adverse business or economic impacts. Such impacts could result from new or amended regulations and the expectat
ions of

those who enforce them. Significant developments include continuing changes to global and domestic standards for capital and li
quidity,

changes to federal mortgage rules, over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives reform, and initiatives to enhance requirements for institutio
ns deemed

systemically important to the financial sector. We also continue to monitor changes to resolution regimes addressing govern
ment bail-in and

total loss-absorbing capacity.
For a discussion on risk factors resulting from these and other regulatory developments which may affect our business and financia

l results,

refer to the Risk management section. For further details on our framework and activities to manage risks, refer to the Risk managem
ent and

Capital management sections.
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Defining and measuring success through total shareholder returns

Our focus is to maximize total shareholder returns (TSR) through the achievement of top half performance compared to our global peer group
over the medium-term (3-5 years), which we believe reflects alonger-term view of strong and consistent financial performance.

Maximizing TSR is aligned with our three strategic goals discussed earlier and we believe represents the most appropriate measure of
shareholder value creation. TSR is a concept used to compare the performance of our common shares over a period of time, reflecting share price
appreciation and dividends paid to common shareholders. The absolute size of TSR will vary depending on market conditions, and the relative
position reflects the market's perception over a period of time of our overall Nerformance ielalive lu uui ~eeis.

Financial performance objectives are used to measure progress against our medium-term TSR objectives. We review and revise these
financial performance objectives as economic, market and regulatory environments change. By focusing on our medium-term objectives in our

;ion-maKing, we oeueve we wiu oe weu-positionea to proviae suscainaoie earnings grov✓m ana sous returns to our common si
The following table provides a summary of our 2017 performance against our medium-term financial performance objectives:

_
2017 results

--- _ --- _ _
diluted EPS growth of 7%+ 11.50
ROE of 16%+ 17.0%
Strong capital ratios (CETl) ~i~ 10.9%
Dividend payout ratio 40% — 50% 46%

(1) For further details on the CET1 ratio, refer to the Capital management section.

For 2018, our medium-term financial performance objectives will remain unchanged.

We compare ourTSR to that of a global peer group approved by our Board of Directors. The global peer group remains unchanged from last year
and consists of the followin$10 financial institutions:
• Canadian financial institutions: Bank of Montreal, Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, Manulife Financial Corporation, National Bank of

Canada, Power Financial Corporation, The Bank of Nova Scotia, and Toronto-Dominion Bank.
• U.S. banks: JPMorgan Chase & Co. and Wells Fargo &Company.
• International banks: Westpac Banking Corporation.

- ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~

Three year TSR (i> Five year TSR (i)

Royal Bank of Canada 12% 17%
Top half Top half

Peer group average (excluding RBC) 10% 15%

(1) The three and the five year annualized TSR are calculated based on our common share price appreciation as per the TSX closing market price plus reinvested dividends forthe period
October 31, 2014 to October 31, 2017 and October 31, 2012 to October 31, 2017, respectively.

Fo~theyearendedOctober3l 2017 2~Zfi 2015 z~14 2013

Common share price (RY on TSX) —close, end of period 5 100.87 $ 83.80 $ 74.77 $ 80.01 $ 70.02
Dividends paid per share 3.40 3.20 3.04 2.76 2.46
Increase (decrease) in share price 20.4% 12.1% (6.5)% 14.3% 23.0°/a
Total shareliulder return 25.0% 16.8% (3.0)'Yo 19.0'Yo 28.0%

~ ~~ ~ ~

Sale of certain Caribbean Wealth Management businesses
On May 12, 2017, we completed the previously announced sale of our trust, custody and fund administration businesses in the Caribbean to
SMP Partners Group. The transaction did not have a significantimpact on our financial statements. For further details, refer to Note 11 of our
Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.

Sale of U.S. operations of Moneris Solutions Corporation
On November 10, 2016, our payment processing joint venture with Bank of Montreal, Moneris Solutions Corporation (Moneris), signed a
Purchase and Sale agreement to sell its U.S. operations to Vantiv, Inc. The transaction closed on December 21, 2016. As a result, we recorded
our share of the gain which was $212 million (before- and after-tax) in Non-interest income —Share of profit in jointventures and associates. For
further details, refer to Note 12 of ourAnnual Consolidated Financial Statements.
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2017 vs. 2016
Net income of$11,4b9millionwasup$1,011million_oc_1R°~fwma,P~r~~r .Uilutedearniags{~ershare.(EPS)_of$7.5.6.w~s..up.$Q.Z8..ar_12%o.

and return on common equity (ROE) of 17.0% was up 70 bps from 16.3% last year. Our Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) ratio was 10.9°/a, up 10 bps

from a year ago.
-- ------- — - ---------- -- --

Ourresults reflected strong earnings in Personal &Commercial Banking, Capital Markets, Wealth Management and Investor &Treasury

Services, partially offset by lower earnings in Insurance. Our results include our share of the gain related to the sale of the U.S. operations of

Moneris in 2017.Our results in 2016 included the gain on sale of our home and auto insurance manufacturing business.
Personal &Commercial Banking results were higher mainly reFlecting volume growth of 6%, and our share of the gain related to the sate of

the U.S. operations of Moneris in the current year. Higher fee-based revenue in Canada and lower PCL also contributed to the increase. These

factors were partially offset by higher costs in support of business growth reflecting ongoing investments in technology, including digital

initiatives and higher marketing costs.
Capital Markets results were up largely driven by higher results in Corporate and Investment Banking and Global Markets reflecting

increased fee-based revenue, lower PCL and a lower effective tax rate due to changes in earnings mix. These factors were partially offset by

higher costs related to changes in the timing of deferred compensation, increased variable compensation on improved results and the impact of

foreign exchange translation.
Wealth Management earnings increased mainly due to growth in average fee based client assets, higher net interest income and increased

transaction revenue. These factors were partially offset by higher variable compensation on improved results and increased costs in support of

business growth, mainly reflecting higher staff-related costs in the U.S. and ongoing investments in technology, including digital initiatives.

Investor &Treasury Services results increased primarily due to higher earnings across all major businesses driven by funding and liquidity

and increased results from our asset services business. These factors were partially offset by higher investment in technology initiatives.

Insurance results decreased primarily due to the gain on sale as noted above, which was a specified item in the prioryear and is described

further below. Excluding the gain on sale, Insurance earnings were up mainly due to higher favourable annual actuarial assumption updates

largely reflecting changes in credit and discount rates and favourable mortality experience, mainly in the U.K. These factors were partially offset

by lower earnings from new U.K. annuity contracts and reduced earnings associated with the sale of our home and auto insurance manufacturing

business, which was sold on July 1, 2016.
Corporate Support net loss was $116 million in the current year, largely reflecting severance and related charges, net unfavourable tax

adjustments and legal costs, partially offset by asset/liability management activities. Corporate Support net income was $18 million in the prior

year, largely reflecting asset/liability management activities, partially offset by net unfavourable tax adjustments and a $50 million ($37 million

after-tax) increase in the provision for loans not yet identified as impaired.
For further details on our business segment results and CET1 ratio, refer to the Business segment results and Capital management sections,

respectively.
Results excluding specified items are non-GAAP measures. For further details, including a reconciliation, refer to the Key performance and

non-GAAP measures section.

The following table reflects the estimated impact of foreign currency translation on key income statement items:

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except per share amounts)

Increase (decrease):
Total revenue
PCL
PBCAE
Non-interest expense
Income taxes
Net income

2017 vs. 2016

(360)
(3)

(270)
(15)
(72)

Impact on EPS
Basic S (0.051

Diluted (0.0 5)

The relevant average exchange rates that impact our business are shown in the following table:

(Average foreign currency equivalent of C;1.00) (1) ~1 ~ 201 fi

U.S. dollar 0.765 0.755
British pound 0_S96 0.544
Euro 0.68Fi 0.683

(1) Average amounts are calculated using month end spot rates forthe period.
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(MilUons of Canadian dollars)

Interest income
Interest expense

- -- ----- -- — ---
Net fnterestincome
NIM

2017 2016

$ 26,904 $ 24,452
9,764 7,921

S 17,140 $ 16,531
1.72% 1.70%

O][Q
Insurance (3)
Trading

Underwriting and other advisory
Other (s)

4,566 4,868
806 701

2,093 1,876
1,396 1,025

Non interest income (» S 23.529 $ 22,264

Total revenue (i) 5 40,669 $ 38,795

(1) Effect(ve Q4 2017, service fees and other costs incurred fn association with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a

gross basis Innon-interest expense. Comparative amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.

(2) Includes securities brokerage commissions, investment management and custodial fees, and mutual Fund revenue.

(3) Includes premiums and investment and fee income. Investment income includes the change in fafrvalue of Investments backing

policyholder liabilities, which is largely offset in PBCAE.

(4) Includes service charges, foreign exchange revenue other than trading, card service revenue and credit fees.

(5) Includes other non•interest Income, net gain (loss) on available-for-sale (AFS) securities and share of proFlt in Point ventures and

associates.

2017 vs. 2016
Total revenue increased $1,874 million or 5%from last year, mainly due to higher investment revenue and higher net interest income. 

Higher

banking and underwriting revenue, as well as our share of the gain related to the sale of the U.S. operations of Moneris in the current year also

contributed to the increase. These factors were partially offset by lower insurance revenue and the gain from the sale of our home and auto

insurance manufacturing business in the prioryear. The impact of foreign exchange translation also decreased ourtotal revenue by $360 million
.

Net interest income increased $609 million or 4%, mainly due to volume growth in both Canadian Banking and Wealth Management
, and

the impact of higher U.S. interest rates. These factors were partially offset by lower spreads in Canadian Banking.

NIM was up 2 bps compared to last year largely due to the impact of higher U.S. interest rates.

Investments revenue increased $612 million or 7%,mainly due to growth in average Fee-based client assets, which benefitted from capi
tal

appreciat(on and net sales in Wealth Management, and higher balances driving higher mutual fund distribution fees in Canadian Bankin
g.

Insurance revenue decreased $302 million or 6%, mainly reflecting the change in fair value of investments backing our policyho
lder

liabilities, which was largely offset in PBCAE, as well as lower premiums reflecting the impact of the sale of our home and auto insurance

manufacturing business in the prior year. These factors were partially offset by higher revenues from group annuity sales in Canadian Insu
rance,

and the impact of restructured international life contracts, both of which are largely offset in PBCAE.

Banking revenue increased $262 million or 5%, primarily due to increased loan syndication activity mainly in the U.S. and Canada, and

higher card service revenue.
Underwriting and other advisory revenue increased $217 million or 12%, primarily reflecting increased debt origination activity mainly 

in the

U.S. and Canada. Higher mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activity, largely in the U.S. and Europe also contributed to the increase.

Other revenue increased $371 million from last year largely reflecting the change in fair value of our U.S. share•based compensation pla
n,

which is largely offset in non•interest expense, and a gain from the disposition of certain securities. Our results also include our share of
 the gain

from the sale of the U.S. operations of Moneris in the current year which was more than offset by the gain from the sale of our home 
and auto

insurance manufacturing business in the prior year.
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Additional trading information

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016

Total trading revenue (i)
Net interest income 5 2.370 $ 2,376
Non-interest income 806 701

-~~--

7otaltrading revenue byproduct
Interest rate and credit ~2~ $ 1,796 $ 1,830
Equities 895 684
Foreign exchange and commodities ~z~ 485 563

Total trading revenue 5 3,176 $ 3,077

Trading revenue (teb) by product
I nterest rate and credit ~2~ S 1,796 $ 1,830
Equities 1,221 1,166
Foreign exchange and commodities ~z~ 4S5 564

Total trading revenue (teb) 5 3,502 $ 3,560

Trading revenue (teb) byproduct —Capital Markets
Interest rate and credit $ 1,466 $ 1,473
Equities 1,251 1,205
Foreign exchange and commodities 331 402

Total Capital Markets trading revenue (teb) $ 3,048 $ 3,080

(1) Includes a gain of $170 million (2016 — $49 million gain) related to a funding valuation adjustment on uncollateralized OTC derivatives.
(2) Amounts have been revised from previously reported.

2017 vs. 2016
Total trading revenue of $3,176 million, which comprises trading-related revenue recorded in Net interest income and Non-interest income, was
up $99 million, or 3%, mainly due to higher equity trading revenue in Europe and Asia &other international, partially offset by lower fixed income
trading revenue mainly in the U.S., and lower foreign exchange trading revenue across all regions.

- ~

2017 vs. 2016
Total PCL of $1,150 million decreased $396 million or 26% from a year ago, mainly due to lower PCL in Capital Markets, Personal &Commercial
Banking, and Wealth Management. The total PCL ratio of 21 bps improved 8 bps.

For further details on PCL, refer to Credlt qua(fty performance in the Credit Risk section.

2017 vs. 2016
PBCAE of $3,053 million decreased $377. million or 11%from the prior year, mainly due to a change in the fairvalue of investments backing our
policyholder liabilities, largely offset in revenue. Lower claims reflecting the impact from the sale of our home and auto insurance manufacturing
business in the prior year and higher favourable annual actuarial assumption updates largely reflecting changes in credit and discount rates and
favourable mortality experience, mainly in the U.K., also contributed to the decrease. These factors were partially offset by the impact from group
annuity sales and restructured international life contracts, both of which are largely offset in revenue.
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ola S

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts) (1) 2017 2016

Salaries 5 5,936 $ 5,865

Variable compensation 5,203 ~i,583

Benefits and retention compensation 1,792 1,674

Share-based compensation 399 255

Human resources ~~~ ~~43.~~ $ ~ ~,:~7?

Equipment 1,434 1,435

Occupancy 1,588 1,568
- _ _ _ _ --

Communications 
__ _._------------- _ ~,b11 94T -- _ - _____. ___.---

Professionalfees 1,214 1,078

Amortization of other intangibles 1,015 970

Other 2,202 2,150

Non-interest expense 5 21,794 $ 20,526

Efficiency ratio (i~ 53.6°/a 52.9°h

Efficiency ratio adjusted (3) 53.5% 53.8%

(1) Effective Q4 2017, service fees and othercosts incurred In association with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a

gross basis in non-interest expense. Comparative amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.

(2) Efficiency ratio Is calculated asnon-Interest expense divided by total revenue.

(3) Measures have been adjusted by excluding the change in fair value of Investments backing our policyholder liabilities. These are

non-GAAP measures. For Further details, referto the Key performance and non-GAAP measures section.

2017 vs. 2016
Non-interest expense increased $1,268 million or 6%, largely due to increased staff-related costs including severance, and higher costs in

support of bus(ness growth reflecting ongoing investments in technology, including digital initiatives, and increased marketing costs. The

change in fair value of our U.S. share-based compensation plan, which is largely offset in revenue, also contributed to the increase. These fact
ors

were partially offset by the impact of foreign exchange translation and continued benefits from our efficiency management activities.

Our efficiency ratio of 53.6°/a increased 70 bps from 52.9% last year. Excluding the change in fair value of investments backing our.

policyholder liabilities, our efficiency ratio of 53.5% decreased 30 bps from last year mainly driven by the impact of foreign exchange translati
on

and continued benefits from our efficiency management activities. These factors were partially offset by increased staff-related costs in
cluding

severance and higher costs in support of business growth as noted above.

E~ciency ratio excluding the change in fair value of investments backing our policyholder liabilities is anon-GAAP measure. For further details,

including a reconciliation, refer to the Key performance and non-GAAP measures section.

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts) 2017
_ --.. --

2016

Incometaxes 5 3,203 $ 2,841

Other taxes
Goods and services sales taxes $ 446 $ 442

Payroll taxes 643 627

Capital taxes 88 106

Property taxes 140 134

Insurance premium taxes 30 k5

Business taxes 46 69

5 1,393 $ 1,423

Total income and other taxes

Income before income taxes _.__ __
Canadian statutory income tax rate (i)

Lower average tax rate applicable to subsidiaries
Tax-exempt income from securities
Tax rate change
Effect of previously unrecognized tax loss, tax credit or temporary
differences

Other

Effective income tax rate

Effective total tax rate (z)

(]) Blended Federal and Provincial statutory Income tax rate.

(2) ToWI income and othertaxes as a percentage of Income before income taxes and other taxes.

$ 4.596 $ 4,264
-- - --

5 14,672 $ 13,299

26.5°.6 26.5%
(3.5)% (2.6)%

(0.1)% -%

0.9%___ . __ 1.0%

21.8% 21.4%

28.6% 29.0%
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2017 vs. 2016
Income tax expense increased $362 million or 13%from last year, mainly due to higher Income before income taxes. The effective tax rate of
21.8% increased 40 bps, mainly due to lower tax-exempt income and the impact from the gain on sale of our home and auto insurance
manufacturing business of $287 million ($235 million after-tax) in 2016. These factors were partially offset by our share of a gain related to the
sale of our U.S. operations of Moneris of $212 million (before- and after-tax) in the current year.

Other taxes decreased $30 million or 2%from 2016, mainly due to lower business taxes, capital taxes and insurance premiums, partially
offset by an increase in payroll taxes. In addition to the income and other taxes reported in our Consolidated Statement of Income, we recorded
income taxes of $469 million (2016: recovery of $438 million) in our Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income, primarily reflecting the
remeasuremPnt of em~PP hPnefit_[~lans, nct vains on deri_v_a_tives designated as cash flow hedges,..~nd~F4teig1l-~ut~gusY_I~u5laLivay.,iit~__.__._
from hedging activities.

Assets under administration
Assets under administration (AUA) are assets administered by us which are beneficially_owned by our clients. We ~rovde_services that are

-- - -- -
administrative in nature, including safekeeping, collecting investment income, settling purchase and sale transactions, and record keeping.
Underlying investment strategies within AUA are determined by our clients and generally do not impact the administrative fees that we receive.
Administrative fees can be impacted by factors such as asset valuation level changes from market movements, types of services administered,
transaction volumes, geography and client relationship pricing based on volumes or multiple services.

Our Investor &Treasury Services business is the primary business segment that has AUA with approximately 78% of total AUA, as at
October 31, 2017, followed by our Wealth Management and Personal &Commercial Banking businesses with approximately 17%and 5°/a of
total AUA, respectively.

2017 vs. 2016
AUA increased $414 billion or 8%compared to last year, mainly reflecting capital appreciation.

The following table summarizes AUA by geography and asset class:

(Millions of Canadian dollars)
_ _-—

217 2016

Canada (i)
Money market S 33,100 $ 33,000
Fixed income 730,100 731,200
Equity 765,800 705,900
Multi-asset and other 774,900 733,800

Total Canada 5 2,303,900 $ 2,203,900

U.S. (i)
Money market S 35,400 $ 36,400
Fixed income 124,500 126,800
Equity 238,100 200,800
Multi-asset and other 57,500 44,800

Total U.S. S 455,500 $ 408,800

Other International (iJ
Money market $ 43,300 $ 50,300
Fixed income 3~7,i00 426,200
Equity (2) 867,600 836,300
Multi-asset and other ~z) 1,415,500

-- - --
1,133,400
— — -

Totallnternationai S 2,713,900 $ 2,446,200

TotaIAUA 5 5,473,300 $ 5,058,900

(31 Geographic information is based nn the location from where our clients are serviced
(2) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.

Assets under management
Assets under management (AUM) are assets managed by us which are beneficially owned by our clients. Management fees are paid by the
investment funds for the investment capabilities of an investment manager and can also cover administrative services. Management fees may be
calculated daily, monthly or quarterly as a percentage of the AUM, depending on the distribution channel, product and investment strategies. In
general, equity strategies carry a higher fee rate than fixed income or money market strategies. fees ere also impacted by asset mix and
relationship pricing for clients using multiple services. Higher risk assets generally produce higher fees, while clients using multiple services can
take advantage of synergies which reduce the fees they are charged. Certain funds may have performance fee arrangements. Performance fees
are recorded when certain benchmarks or performance targets are achieved. These factors could lead to differences on fees earned byproducts
and therefore net return by asset class may vary despite similar average AUM. Our Wealth Management segment is the primary business segment
with approximately 99% of total AUM.

2017 vs. 2016
AUM increased $54 billion or 9%compared to last year, primarily due to capital appreciation and net sales, partially offset by the impact of
foreign exchange translation.
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The following table presents the change in AUM for the year ended October 31, 2017:

2017 2016

Multi-asset

(MIIlionsofCanadlandollars) Money market fixed income Equity and other Totat Total

AUM, beginning balance $ 47.900 S 198,700 S 100,800 $ 238,900 S 586,300 $ 498,G00

Institutional inflows 27,200 31,500 6,600 4,000 69,300 55,200

Personal flows, net 800 2,100 10,300 18,400 31,600 21,600

Total net flows {9,900) 800 12,1Q0 2Q,1QQ 23.100 4,700

MarketimpaCt _ _ _ _

Acquisitions/dispositions -

3 6AA

-

iR_200

-

j,~600

(4,000)

42 400

(4,000)

21.500

58,100

Foreign exchange (1,100) (2.200) (2,400) (2.200) (7,900) 3,600

Total market, acquisitions/dispositions and foreign
exchange impact (1,100) 1,400 15.800 14,400 30,500 83,200

AUM, balance at end of year S 36,900 S 200,900 S 128.700 S 273,400 S 639,900 $ 586,300

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts)

Net interest income
Non interest income (z)

Total revenue (i)
PCL
PBCAE
Non-interest expense (z)

---.
Net income before income taxes
Income tax

Net income

ROE (3)

2017

Personal & Investor &

Commercial Wealth Treasury Capital Corporate

Banking Management Insurance Services Markets l~) SuppoK (1) Total

S 10,787 $ 2.248 $ - S 679 5 3,565 S (139) S 17,140 $

5,076 7,827 4,566 1,756 4,617 (313) 23,529

5 15,863 5 10.075 5 4,566 5 2,h35 S 8,182 S (452) S 40,669 $
7,054 34 - - 62 - 1,150

- - 3.053 - - - 3,053

7,176 7,611 584 1,466 4,719 238 21,794

5 7.633 S 2.430 S 929 S %9 5 3,401 S (690) S 1q,672

1.878 592 203 228 676 (574) 3,203

$ 5,755 $ 1,838 5 726 S 741 5 2,525 S (116) S 11,469

28.396 13.296 43.8% 22.796 12.9°,b n.m. 17.0°b

2016

Total

16,531
22,264

38,795

1,546

3.424

20,526

13,299
2,841

10,458

16.3%

Average assets S 421,100 S 89,100 S 14,300 S 198,100 S 494,400 S 30,600 53,366,400 $1,176,400

(1) Net interest income, total revenue and net Income before income taxes are presented in Capital Markets on a taxable equivalent basis (teb). The teb adjustment is eliminated i
n the Corporate

Support segment. For a further discussion, refer to the How we measure and report our business segments section.

(2) Effective Q4 2017, service fees and other costs Incurred in association with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis in non-Interest expense. 
Comparative

amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.

(3) This measure may not have a standardized meaning under GAAP and may not be comparable to similar measures disclosed by other financial institutions. For furt
her details, refer to the Key

pertormance and non~GAAP measures section.
n, m. not meaningful

~ ~ • ~. ~

Our management reporting framework is intended to measure the performance of each business segment as if it were a stand-alone business

and reflects the way that the business segment is managed. This approach is intended to ensure that our business segments' results include all

applicable revenue and expenses associated with the conduct of their business and depicts how management views those results.

Key methodologies
The following outlines the key methodologies and assumptions used in our management reporting framework. These are periodically reviewed by

management to ensure they remain valid.

Expense allocation
To ensure that our business segments' results include expenses associated with the conduct of their business, we allocate costs incurred or

services provided by Technology &Operations and Functions, which are directly undertaken or provided on the business segments' behalf. for

other costs not directly attributable to our business segments, including overhead costs and other indirect expenses, we use our management

reporting framework for allocating these costs to each business segment in a manner that is intended to reflect the underlying benefits. In 2017,

we maintained some of our severance and related costs in Corporate Support.

Capital attribution
Our management reporting framework also determines the attribution of capital to our business segments in a manner that is intended to

consistently measure and align economic costs with the underlying benefits and risks associated with the activities of each business segment.

The amount of capital assigned to each business segment is referred to as attributed capital. Unattributed capital and associated net charges are

reported in Corporate Support. For further information, refer to the Capital management section.
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Funds transfer pricing
Funds transfer pricing refers to the pricing of intra-company borrowing or lending for management reporting purposes. We employ a funds
transfer pricing process to enable risk-adjusted management reporting of segment results. This process determines the costs and revenue for
intra•company borrowing and lending of funds after taking into consideration our interest rate risk and liquidity risk management nhjartivPs; as
well as applicable regulatory requirements.

Provisions for credit losses
PCL are recorded to recognize estimated losses on impaired loans and losses that have been incurred but not yet identified in ourtotal loans
olio, This cr
of credit, guarantees and unfunded commitments. PCL on impaired loans are included in the results of each business segri~enl lu fully reflect the
appropriate expenses related to the conduct of each business segment. PCL on loans not yet identified as impaired are included in Corporate
Support, as Group Risk Management (GRM) effectively controls this through its monitoring and oversight of various lending portfolios throughout
the enterprise. For details on our accounting policy on Allowance for credit losses, refer to Note 2 of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial
Statements.

------
- -tn additionto th~-key methodalogres -described above, the following fiigfilig~ifs fhe key aspects o~F Fiow some of our business segments are
managed and reported:
• Wealth Management reported results also include disclosure in U.S. dollars, primarily for U.S. Wealth Management (including City National)

as we review and manage the results of this business largely in this currency.
• Capital Markets results are reported on a taxable equivalent basis (teb), which grosses up total revenue from certain tax-advantaged

sources (Canadian taxable corporate dividends and the U.S. tax credit investment business) to their effective taxable equivalent value with
a corresponding offset recorded in the provision for income taxes. We record the elimination of the teb adjustments in Corporate Support.
We believe these adjustments are useful and reflect how Capital Markets manages its business, since it enhances the comparability of
revenue and related ratios across taxable revenue and our principal tax-advantaged source of revenue. The use of teb adjustments and
measures may not be comparable to similar generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) measures or similarly adjusted amounts
disclosed by other Financial institutions.

• Corporate Support results include all enterprise level activities that are undertaken for the benefit of the organization that are not allocated
to our five business segments, such as enterprise funding, securitizations, net charges associated with unattributed capital, and
consolidation adjustments, including the elimination of the teb gross-up amounts.

~ •

Performance measures
Return on common equity (ROE)
We measure and evaluate the perforrriance of our consolidated operations and each business segment using a number of financial metrics, such
as net income and ROE. We use ROE, at both the consolidated and business segment levels, as a measure of return on total capital invested in
our business. Management views the business segment ROE measure as a useful measure for supporting investment and resource allocation
decisions because it adjusts for certain items that may affect comparability between business segments and certain competitors.

Our consolidated ROE calculation is based on net income available to common shareholders divided by total average common equity for
the period. Business segment ROE calculations are based on net income available to common shareholders divided by average attributed capital
forthe period. For each segment, average attributed capital includPS the rarital required to underpin various risks as described in the Capital
management section and amounts invested in goodwill and intangibles,

The attribution of capital involves the use of assumptions, judgments and methodologies that are regularly reviewed and revised by
management as deemed necessary. Changes to such assumptions, judgments and methodologies can have a material effect on the business
segment ROE information that we report. Other companies that disclose information on similar attributions and related return measures may use
different assumptions, judgments and methodologies.

The following table provides a summary of our ROE calculations:

• ~ • ~

2017 2016

Personal & Investor &

Commercial Wealth Treasury Capital Corporate _ ---
(Miuions of canadiandollars, except percentage amounts) Banking Management Insurance _Services Markets Support _ Total Total

_ _ ---

Net income available to common shareholders 5 5,659 S 1,775 5 718 S 725 5 2,438 S (187) S 19, ~ 28 $ 10,111

Total average common equity U), (2) 20,000 13,450 1,700 3,200 !8,850 8,100 65,300 62,200

ROE (3) 2&3% ]3.2% 41.8% 22.7% 12.9% n.m. 17.0% 16.3°k

(1) Total average common equity represents rounded Flgures.
(2) The amounts for the segments are referred to as attributed capital. Effective the first quarter of 20]7, we increased our capital attribution rate to better align with higher regulatory capital

requirements.

(3) ROE is based on actual halances of average common equity before rounding.

n.m, not meaningful

Embedded value for Insurance operations
Embedded value is a measure of shareholder value embedded in the balance sheet of our Insurance segment, excluding any value from future
new sales. We use the change in embedded value between reporting periods as a measure of the value created by the insurance operations
during the period.

We define embedded value as the value of equity held in our Insurance segment and the value of in-force business (existing policies). The
value of in-force business is calculated as the present value of future expected earnings on in-force business less the cost of capital required to
support in-force business. We use discount rates equal to long-term risk free rates plus a spread. Required capital uses the capital frameworks in
the jurisdictions in which we operate.
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Key drivers affecting the change in embedded value from period to period are new sales, investment performance, claims and policyholder

experience, change in actuarial assumptions, changes in foreign exchange rates and changes in shareholder equity arising from transfers in

capital.
Embedded value does not have a standardized meaning under GAAP and may not be directly comparable to similar measures disclosed by

other companies. Given that this measure is specifically used for our Insurance segment and involves the use of discount rates to determine the

present value of the future expected earnings and capital required for the in-force business, reconciliation to financial statements information is

not applicable.

Non-GAAP measures
We believe that certain non-GAAP measures described below are more reflective of our ongoing operating results and provide readers with a

betttremdentertdirt~of-mertaaemenH~per~pectivt omou+ perfvrmanct: F#~ex measures erthame the r. omparabikitp of oa+ f+rtertcieFpeilormnntt

for the year ended October 31, 2017 with results from last year as well as, in the case of economic profit, measure relative contribution to

shareholder value. Non GAAP measures do not have a standardized meaning under G~~P and may not be comparable to similar measures

The following discussion describes tf~e non-GAAP measures we use in evaluating our operating results.

Economic profit
Economic profit is net income excluding the after-tax effect of amortization of other intangibles less a capital charge for use of attributed capital.

It measures the return generated by our businesses in excess of our cost of shareholders' equity, thus enabling users to identify relative

contributions to shareholder value.

The capital charge includes a charge for common equity and preferred shares. Effective the first quarter of 2017, we revised our cost of equity to

8.5%from 9.0% for 2016, largely as a result of lower long-term interest rates.

The following t~hla provides a summery of our Er,~nomic profit:

. ~

2017

Personal & Investor &

Commercial Wealth Treasury Capital Corporate

(Millions of Canadian dollars) Banking Management insurance Services Markets Support Total

Net income S 5,755 S 1,838 S 726 5 741 5 2,525 S (116) S 11,469

add: Non-controlling interests (5) - - (1) - (35) {41)

After-tax effect of amortization of

other intangibles 11 179 - 15 - 1 206

Adjusted net income (loss) S 5,761 S 2,017 $ 726 S 755 S 2,525 S (150) S 11,634

less: Capital charge 1,791 1,206 154 286 1,690 722 5,849

Economic profit (loss) $ 3,970 5 811 5 572 5 4b9 S 835 5 (872) 5 5,785

2016

Personal & Investor &

Commercial Wealth Treasury Capital Corporate

(Millions of Canadian dollars) Banking Management Insurance Services Markets
__

Suppurt Total

Net income $ 5,184 $ 1,473 $ 900 $ 613 $ 2,270 $ 18 $ 10,458

add: NomcontroUing interests (8) - (1) - (44) (53)

After-tax effect of amortization of

other intangibles 12 183 - 16 - 1 212

Adjusted net income (loss) $ 5,188 $ 1,656 $ 900 $ 628 $2,270 $ (25) $ 10,617

less: Capital charge 1,756 1,229 160 316 1,694 738 5,893

Economic profit (loss) $ 3,432 $ 427 $ 740 $ 312 $ 576 $ (763) $ 4,724

Results excluding specified items

Our results were impacted by the following specified items:

• For the year ended October 31, 2017, our share of a gain related to the sale by our payment processing joint venture Moneris of its U.S.

operations to Vantiv, Inc., which was $212 million (before- and after-tax) and recorded in Personal &Commercial Banking.

• Far the year ended October 31, 2016, a gain from [he sale of our home and auto insurance manufacturing business, RBC General Insurance

Company, to Aviva Canada Inc. (Aviva), which was $287 million ($235 million after-tax) and recorded in Insurance.
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The following tables provide calculations of our business segment results and measures excluding these specified items:

2017

Item excluded

Gain related to the

-_ lMillin~~c rd fanaAia~~ ~l~~llai. w.~..~~1 i~..~~..~~l.~u .~~~~~~~~~l~l (1) .. .

Total revenue 5 15,863 S (212) 5 15,651

PCL 1,OSA — 1,054

Non-interest expense 7,176 — 7,176

Net income before income taxes $ 7,633 5 (212) $ 7,421

Net income 5 5,755 S (212) S 5,543

Other informagor
Nan-intvrPst PxpansP $ 7,176 $ — $ 7,176

Total revenue 15,863 (212) 15,651

Efficiency ratio G5.2% 45.9°/a

Revenue growth rate 5.7% 4.3%

Non-interest expense growth rate 3.5% 3.5%

Operating leverage 2.2% 0.8%

(1j Effective Q4 2017, service fees and other costs incurred in association with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis innon-interest expense. Comparative

amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.

(2) Includes foreign currency translation.

2017

Item excluded

Galn related to the

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts) (1) AS f0ported sale by Moneris e~) Adjusted

Total revenue S 14,877 S (212) S 1k,665

PCL 1,016 — 1,016

Non-interest expense 6,423 — 6,423

Net income before income taxes $ 7,438 5 (212) 5 7,226

Net income S 5,571 S (212) $ 5,359

Other information
Non-interest expense 5 6,423 5 — 5 6,423

To[al revenue 14,877 (217) ]4,665

Efficiency ratio 43.2% 43.8%__

Revenue growth rate 6.2% 4.7%

Non-interest expense growth rate 3.8% 3.8%

Operating leverage 2.4% 0.996

(1) Effective Q4 2017, serv(ce fees and other costs incurred in association with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis in non interest expense. Comparative

amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.

(2) Includes foreign currency Translation.
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2016

Item excluded

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts)

PBCAE
Non-interest expense (~)

_ .NQt_intome before income taxes _..

Net income
_ _ _. _

Other information
ROE

(1) Includes Provision for credit losses of $1 million.

52.8% 41.0%

E~ciency ratio excluding the change in fair value of investments in Insurance

Our efficiency ratio is impacted by the change in fair value of investments backing our policyholder liabilities, which is reported in revenue and

largely offset in PBCAE.

The following table provides calculations of our consolidated efficiency ratio excluding the change in fair value of investments backing our

policyholder liabilities:

zoi~
Items excluded

---.......Change infair value
of investments backing

2016

Items excluded

Change in fair value
of investments backing

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts) (1) As reported polltyholder Ilabilities Adjusted As reported policyholder liabilities Adjusted

Total revenue S40,G69 S 58 S40,727 $38,795 $ (633) $ 38,162

Non-interest expense 21,794 — 21,794 20,576 — 20,526

Efficiency ratio 53.6% 53.5% 52.9% 53.8%

(]) Effective Q4 2017, service fees and other costs incurred in association with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis in non•interest expense.
 Comparative

amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.

Personal &Commercial Banking provides a broad suite of financial products and services, and aims to provide an exceptional client experience

to individuals and businesses for their day-to-day banking, purchase of a home and investment needs. We have meaningful relationships with

many of our clients underscored by the breadth of our products and depth of expertise across our businesses.

Revenue by business lines We operate through two businesses —Canadian Banking and Caribbean & U.S. Banking.

Canadian Banking serves our home market in Canada, where we maintain top (#1 or #2)

rankings in market share in this competitive environment for all key retail and business

financial product categories. We have the largest branch network, the most ATMs and one

of the largest mobile sales networks across Canada. In Caribbean & U.S. Banking, we offer

a broad range of financial products and services in targeted markets.

i n Canada, we compete with other Schedule 1 banks, independent trust companies,

Foreign banks, credit unions, caisses populaires and auto financing companies.

■ 53 % Personal Financial Services

■ 27 % Business Financial Services

■ 20 % Cards and Payment Solutions

6 % Caribbean and U.S. Banking

~s
reported

$ 5,151
3,424
623

Gain related to
the sale of RBC

General Insurance
Company Adjusted

623

$ 900 $ (235) $ 665

In the Caribbean, our competition includes banks, trust companies and investment

management companies serving retail and corporate customers, as well as public

institutions. in the U.S., we compete primarily with other Canadian banking institutions

with U.S. operations.
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2017 Operating environment

Strong employment growth in Canada boosted consumer confidence which resulted in strong volume growth across most of our Canadian

Banking lending and deposit products.

> Continued strong demand for housing in Canada resulted in solid growth in client mortgage balances.

> Growth in our investment product balances, driven by solid equity market returns and increased client confidence.

A low interest rate environment coupled with competitive pressures persisted for most of 2017. This was partially offset by the Bank of Canada

rate increases in )uly and September.

> reprove cre i con i ions ue to ower nations unemp oyment an improve economic con itions, especia yin oil expose prov nces.

> In the Caribbean, the region continued to experience underlying economic challenges which has negatively impacted growth in our loan and

deposit balances.

> Technology is transforming the way we operate and interact with our clients. Therefore, we continued to invest in digital solutions to improve

the client experience and deliver personalized advice.

Strategic priorities

Continued to provide exceptional and secure client
experiences via mobile platForms, releasing more
mobile functionality than our competitors

Focused on innovating our branch network, including
the opening of new alternative branch formats

Targeted high growth client segments to increase our

presence in and deliver wstomizcd advice to
underserviced groups, including retirees, youth,
newcomers and business owners

Leveraged artificial intelligence to create NOMI
InsiKhtsTM and NOMI Find & SaveT'^, becoming the first
bank in Canada to offer clients personalized digital
financial insights and a Cully automated savings service

I ntroduced Interac E•trensfers with iMessage and
Siripay

Launched MyAdvisor, an online advice platform to
remotely connect a client to an advisor

Introduced CreditView Dashboard to provide clients
with online access to their credit score

Deliver anytime, anywhere solutions to our clients
across distribution channels, integrating mobile and

digital devices and capabilities into our clients' lives

Continue to reimagine our branch network to meet the

evolving needs of our clients

Focus on engaging key segments to build new and
deeper relationships and achieve industry leading

volume growth

Introduce more personalized insights to improve the

customer experience while continuing to slmolify and

digitize everyday banking

Enhance the digital experience for our small business

and commercial cUents and make it easier to do
business with us

Accelerated our investments to simplify, digitize and Continue to invest in new tools and capabilities and

automate activities and processes for both clients and proactively seek ways to simpliry internal processes

employees and the client experience

Continued to streamline our branch network and invest Continue to transform our business by investing in our

in our mobile banking platform distribution network supported by digital innovations,

self•serve channels, redesigned branches and a
Rolled out voice enabled ATMs in the Trinidad market - proactive mobile sales force to grow and retain our
a First of its kind target retail, business and corporate client base

Continued strong growth in our U.S. cross-border client
base supported by significant enhancements to our

online banking capabilities, driving increased client
engagement

Outlook

Strive to fully digitize our account opening processes,

deliver on targeted marketing, content and service

partnerships and further enhancements to the digital

banking experience to drive client acquisition and

volume growth

The Canadian economy is expected to grow by 2.1% in calendar 2018, driven by stronger business investment, exports and government

spending, offset by slower consumer spending growth. Given recent regulatory measures implemented by the Federal government in 2017, we

expect the housing market to moderate, which could impact demand for mortgage products. Although the BoC raised its overnight rate twice in

2017, we expect a pause until the second calendar quarter of 2018 as the BoC remains cautious regarding future rate increases. The rate

i ncreases in 2017, as well as any future increases, will continue to have an impact on our net interest margins, partially offset by ongoing

competitive pressures. We continue to maintain our focus on strengthening business performance by pursuing industry leading volume growth,

operational efficiency efforts and channel transformation to achieve our vision of being a Digitally Enabled Relationship Bank.

In the Caribbean, we are focused on transforming our business in order to be the best bank for our target retail, business and corporate clients,

by building an organization with amulti-channel distribution network supported by digital innovations.

For further details on our general economic review and outlook, refer to the Economic, market and regulatory review and outlook section.
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(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts and as otherwise noted) (1)- - - _

Net interest income
Non-interest income

Total revenue
PCL
Non-interest expense

Income before income taxes
Net income

_ _ _- -- -- _ __
Revenue by business
Canadian Banking
Caribbean & U.S. Banking _

Key ratios
ROE
NIM
Efficiency ratio
Efficiency ratio adjusted (~)
Operating leverage
Operating leverage adjusted (z)

Selected average balance sheet information

Total assets
Total earning assets
Loans and acceptances
Qeposits

usher Information
AUA (s)
AUM
Number of employees (FfE) (a)
Effective income tax rate

Credit information
Gross impaired loans as a %of related loans and acceptances

PCL on impaired loans as a % of average net loans and acceptances

S 14,877 $
986

28.3%
2.68%
45.2%
45.9%
2.2%
0.8%

S 421,100 $
403,100
402, 500
344,400

5 264,800 $
4,600
34,773
24.6%

0.36%
0.26%

2016

10,337
4,675
15,012
1,122
6,933
6,957
5,184

14,009-
1,003

27.5%
2.68%
46.2%

n.a.
1.3%
n.a.

403,800
385,400
383,900
3 20,100

239,600
4,600
35,362
25.5%

0.43%
0.29%

(1) EffecFive Q4 2017, service fees and other costs incurred in association with certain commissions a
nd fees earned are presented on a gross basis in non-interest expense. Comparative

amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.

(2) Measures have been adjusted by excluding our share of the QI 2017 gain rela[e~ to the sal
e of the U.S. operations of Moneris of $212 million (before- and after-tax). These are non~GAAP

measures. For further details, refer to the Key performance and non-GAAP measures section.

(3) AUA includes $18,4 billion and $8.4 billion (2016 - $]8.6 billion and $9.6 billion) of seturitized residen
tial mortgages and credit card loans, respectively.

(4) Amounts have been revised from previously reported.

n.a. not applicable

Financial performance
2017 vs. 2016
Net income increased $571 million or 11%from the prior year. Excluding our share of the gain re

lated to the sale of the U.S. operations of

Moneris of $212 million (before- and after-tax), net income increased $359 million or 7%, mainly 
due to volume growth of 6%. Higher fee-based

revenue in Canada and lower PCL also contributed to the increase. These factors were partially offset 
by higher costs, including costs in support

of business growth.
Total revenue increased $851 million ~r h% from the prior year. Excluding our share of the gain 

noted previously, revenue increased

$639 million or 4%mainly due to volume growth of 6%, and higher fee based revenue in Canada
 primarily attributable to higher balances driving

higher mutual fund distribution fees. Higher card service revenue due to higher purchase volum
es also contributed to the increase.

NIM was flat.
PCL decreased $68 million or 6%, with the PCL ratio improving 3 bps, largely due to lower provisions

 in our Canadian lending portfolios. for

further details, refer to Credit quality performance in the Credit Risk section.

Non-interest expense increased $243 million or 4%, primarily attributable to higher costs in sup
port of business growth reflecting ongoing

investments in technology, including digital initiatives, and higher marketing costs. Higher staff-
related costs, including severance, and an

impairment related to properties held for sale in the Caribbean also contributed to the increase. 
These factors were partially offset by the

continued benefits from our efficiency management activities.

Average loans and acceptances increased $19 billion or 5%, largely due to growth in Canadian r
esidential mortgages and business loans.

Average deposits increased $24 billion or 8%, reflecting growth in business and personal deposits.

Results excluding the specified item noted previously are non•GAAP measures. For further details, 
including a reconciliation, refer to the Key

performance and non-GAAP measures section.

2017

5 10.787 Y~
5,076
15,863
1,054
7,176
7,633

S 5,755 $
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In Canada, we operate through three business lines: Personal Financial Services, Business Financial Services, and Cards and Payment
Solutions. The following provides a discussion of our consolidated Canadian Banking results.

adian Rankine financial hiFhti¢hts Table

(Mllllons of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts and as othervvise noted) (1) 2017 2016

Net Interest income 5 10,128 $ 9,683
Non interest income 4,749 4,326

_ _ Tn►nl rnunnua _ __---~~jT. .
PCL 1,016 1,080
Non interest expense 6,423 6,186

Net income before income taxes 7,438 6,743
Net income $ 5,571 $ 5,002
Revenue by business
__Personal Financial_~~[vices_ 5---~~}— $ ~;A86- - - - --

Business Financial Services 3,357 3,190
Cards and Payment Solutions 3,189 2,833

Key Ratios
ROE 32.9% 32.6%
NIM 2.62°!0 2.63%
Efficiency ratio 43.2% 44.2%
Efficiency ratio adjusted (z> 43.8% n.a.
Operating leverage 2.4% 1.2%
Operating leverage adjusted (z) 0.9% n.a.

Selected average balance sheet information
Total assets 5 398,500 $ 381,000
Total earning assets 386,000 368,100
Loans and acceptances 393,400 374,600
Deposits :25,2~Q 301,400

Other information
AUA (3) 5 256,400 $ 231,400
Number of employees (FTE) (u) 31,902 32,297
Effective income tax rate 25.1% 25.8%

Credit information
Gross impaired loans as a % of related loans and acceptances 0.24% 0.27°/a
PCL on impaired loans as a % of average net loans and acceptances 0.26°10 0.29%

(1) Effective Q4 20] 7, service fees and other costs incurred in association with certain commissions and fees earned are presented
on a grass basis in non•interest expense. Comparative amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation,

(2) Measures have been adjusted by excluding our share of the Q3 2017 gain related to sale of the U.S. operations of Moneris of
$21 Z million (before• and after•tax), These are nomGAAP measures. for further details, refer to the Key performance and
non•GAAP measures section.

(S) AUA includes $18.4 billion and $8.4 billion (2016 — $18.6 billion and $9.6 billion) of securitized resident(al mortgages and credit
card loans, respectively.

(4) Amounts have been revised from previously reported.
n.a. not applicable

Financial performance
2017 vs. 2016
Net income increased $569 million or 11%compared to last year. Excluding our share of the gain related to the sale of the U.S. operations of
Moneris of $212 million (before- and aker-tax), net income increased $357 million or 7%, largely due to volume growth of 6%, partially offset by
lower spreads. Higher fee•based revenue and tower PCL also contributed to the increase. These factors were partially offset by higher costs,
including costs in support of business growth.

Total revenue increased $868 million or 6%compared to last year. Excluding our share of the gain noted previously, revenue increased
$656 million or 5%, mainly due to volume growth of 6%, partially offset by lower spreads, and higher fee-based revenue primarily attributable to
higher balances driving higher mutual fund distribution fees. Increased card service revenue due to higher purchase volumes and higher foreign
exchange revenue also contributed to the increase. --

Net interest margin decreased 1 by compared to last year.
PCL decreased $64 million or 6%, with the PCL ratio improving 3 bps, largely due to lower provisions in our personal lending portfolios. for

further details, refer to Credit quality performance in the Credit Risk section.
Non-interest expense increased $237 million or 4%, primarily attributable to higher costs in support of business growth reflecting ongoing

investments in technology, including digital initiatives, and higher marketing costs. Higher staff•related costs, including severance, also
contributed to the increase. These factors were partially offset by continued benefits from our efficiency management activities.

Average loans and acceptances increased $19 billion or ;%, largely due to growth in residential mortgages and business loans.
-- Average deposits increased $25 biUtan or 8%, reflecting growth in business and personal deposits.

Results excluding the specified item noted previously are non-GAAP measures. For further details, including a reconciliation, refer to the Key
performance and non-GAAP measures section.
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Personal Financial Services offers a full range of products Focused on meet
ing the needs of our individual Canadian clients at every stage of thei

r

lives through a wide range of financing and investment products and services,
 including home equity financing, personal lending, deposit

accounts, Canadian private banking, indirect lending (including auto financing
), mutual funds distribution and self-directed brokerage accounts,

and Guaranteed Investment Certificates (GICs). We rank #1 or #2 in market share 
for all key personal banking products in Canada and our retail

banking network is the largest in Canada with 1,235 branches and 4,290 ATMs.

Financial performance 
,

total revenue increased $345 million ur 4% iunipared to last year, primarily ref
lecting volume growth of 5% largely in residential mortgages and

distribution fees also contributed to the increase.

Average residential mortgages increased 6% compared to last year mainly due 
to solid housing market activity. Average deposits increased

5%from last year largely reflecting the acquisition of new clients and deep
ening of our existing relationships. Strong market appreciation and

net sales resulted in continued growth in client mutual fund balances.

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except number o~ 201 ~ 2016

Total revenue (i) 5 8.331 $ 7,986

Other information (average)
Residential mortgages 222,500 210,400

OUiei lua~ia a~iJ acceptances 81,400 81,800

Deposits (2) 195,700 185,600

Branch mutual fund balances (3) 148,400 132,100

AUA - SeIF-directed brokerage (s) 79,600 69,700

Number of:
New deposit accounts opened (thousands) 1,306 1,346

Branches 1,235 1,268

ATM 4,290 4,555

Average residential mortgages, personal loans and deposits
Millions of (an ~diau dc4tarcl

zzs,000

190,000

isz,000

114,000

76,000

38,000

o -- _
2017 2016 1017 2016

i zo,000

~oo,000

s0,000

so,000

40,000

za,000

-- - o
7017 2036

i Residential mortgages ■Other loans ■Deposits
and acceptances

(1) Effective Q4 2017, service fees and other costs incurred in association with certain

commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis innon-interest expense

Comparative amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.

(2) Includes GIC balances.
(3) Represents yearend spot balances.

Business Financial Services offers a wide range of lending, leasing, deposit, investment, foreign exchange, cash management, auto dealer

financing (floor plan), trade products and services to small and medium-sized commercial businesses, as well as agriculture and agribusiness

clients across Canada. Our business banking network has the largest team of relationship managers and specialists in the industry. Our strong

commitment to our clients has resulted in our leading market share in business loans and deposits.

Financial performance
Total revenue increased $167 million or 5% compared to last year, largely reelecting volume growth of 11%, Naitially offset by lower spreads.

Average loans and acceptances increased 9°/a and average deposits were up 13%, mainly due to our strategy of new client acquisition in

select business segments and markets, as well as increased activity from existing clients.

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 217 2016

Total revenue S 3,357 $ 3,190 ~s,000 iso,000

Other information (average) 60,000 izo,000

Loans and acceptances 72,500 66,400
Deposits (i) 130,400 115,800 as,000 90,000

(1) Includes GIC balances. 30,000 60,000

15,000 30,000

0 -. .. . ___ . . . . _. __- ._ _ __ . . _ p
2017 2016 2017 2016

■ Business loans and acceptances ■Business deposits
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Cards and Payment Solutions provides a wide array of credit cards with loyalty and reward benefits, and payment products and solutions within
:arada. Vb'e "avz over ; n~~Iiiuii creuit card accounis and 'nave approximately 23%market share of Canada's credit card purchase volume. In
addition, this business line includes our 50% interest in Moneris, our payment processing joint venture which sold its U.S. operations to Vantiv,
Inc. during the year.

Financial performance ____—..
--- mi ion or o compare to ast year. Excluding our share of the gain noted previously, revenue increased

$144 million or 5%mainly driven by higher loan balances and increased purchase volumes.
Average credit card balances increased 6%and net purchase volumes increased 9% reflecting higher client activity, underscored by the

strength of our proprietary rewards program and our co-brand relationships.

Results excluding the specified item noted previously are non-GAAP measures. For further details, including a reconciliation, refer to the Key
perfQrrnante~nrinon-GAAP_measures-section.- -- - -

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016

Total revenue S 3,189 $ 2,833
Other information
Average credit card balances 17,000 16,000
Net purchase volumes 106,600 97,400

is,000 izo,000
15,000 100,000

i z,000 so,000
9,000 60,000

6,000 40,000

3,000 20,000

4 --- ---- --._-_. __..__. __._._. ~
20]7 2016 2077 2016

■ Average credit card balances ■Net purchase volumes

Our Caribbean Banking business offers a comprehensive suite of banking products and services, as well as international financing and trade
promotion services through extensive branch, ATM, online and mobile banking networks.

Our U.S. cross-border banking business serves the needs of our Canadian clients within the U.S., and offers a broad range of financial
products and services to individual and business clients across all 50 states.

Financial performance
Total revenue was down $17 million or 2%from last year, primarily due to lower volumes and the impact of foreign exchange translation.

Average loans and acceptances decreased 2%,and average deposits decreased 2%, mostly due to lower client activity and the impact of
foreign exchange translation.

(Millions of Canadian dollars, number of and
percentage amounts) 2017 2016._ ___ .._......_______.-----. .__ ln.000 zo,000Total revenue S 986 $ 1,003
Other information s,000 ib,000

Net interest margin 3.85% 3.78% b,000 i~,000Average loans and acceptances $ 9,100 $ 9,300
Average deposits 16,300 18,700 4,00o s,000
AUA 8,400 8,200 z,000 a,000
AUM 4,600 4,600

Number of: ° zo» zoib Zov zo~a
Branches 67 77 ■Loans and acceptances ■DepositsATM 266 276
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Wealth Management is a global business serving clients in key financial centres. We serve high net worth (HNW) and ultra-high net worth (U
HNW)

individual and institutional clients with a comprehensive suite of advice-based solutions and strategies to help them achieve 
their financial goals.

Asset under Administration Asset under Management

1 % Mtrtnal Binds

Continued to delver comprehensive value to key HNW

and UHNW client segments by providing a more
integrated and tailored proposition across multiple

solutions, including investments, deposits, credit and

trust services

$634 billion
Total AUM

32 % Mutual Funds

■ 34 % Personal

~ 34% Institutional

2017 Operating environment

> In 2017, the Canadian and U.S. economies continued to expand and respective central banks increased core interest rates. The st
rong

economic performance resulted in improved investor confidence and stronger equity markets driving higher assets under managem
ent and

assets under administration.

> Net sales and net new assets also benefitted from strong equity markets, offsetting the negative returns of the bond market
 as interest rates

increased and are anticipated to continue rising in 2018.

> Strong loan growth and increased spreads due to the rising interest rate environment, mainly in the U.S., contributed to net inter
est income

growth.

> Technology is transforming the way we operate and interact with our clients. Therefore, we continue to invest in digital so
lutions to anticipate

and meet changing client preferences and increase efficiencies.

Strategic priorities

Maintained our position as Industry leader in our full-

service private wealth business

Our lines of businesses are compnse o

Canadian Wealth Management, U.S. Wealth

Management (including City Nationap, Giobal

Asset Management (GAM) and lnferna~iona

Wealth Management.

• Canadian Wealth Management is the largest
full-service wealth advisory business in

Canada as measured by AUA
• U.S. Wealth Management (including City

National) is among the top 10 full service

brokerage firms in terms of AUA and number

of advisors
• GAM is the largest retail Fund company in

Canada as well as a leading institutional

asset manager
• International Wealth Management serves

HNW and UHNW clients primarily through

key financial centres in Europe and Asia.

Continue to leverage our global strengths and

capabilities to drive growth in HNW and UHNW client

segments

Continue to enhance our product offering and
distribution capabilities

Continue to differentiate client experience that is
digitally-enabled and supported by data-driven insights

Improved client experience and advisor productivity Deepen client relationships jointly with our partners

through enhanced digital engagement (e.g., launch of (e.g., Private Banking and Commercial Banking in

the Advisor's Virtual Assistant application) Personal &Commercial Banking)

launched the Money in Motion initiative to further

solidify our expertise around business owners,

succession and wealth planning

I nvested in capabilities, technology and talent to grow

our full service brokerage business

Expanded City National business model to select high

growth markets with strong RBC Wealth Management

and Capital Markets presence, including Washington,

D.C. and Minneapolis

Maintained tll market share in Canadian mutual fund

assets under management

Continued to drive growth in U.S. and international

institutional clients in select investment capabilities

Continue to strive to deliver an exceptional client
experience for targeted HNW, UNNW, middle market

and business banking segments

Leverage the combined strengths within U.S. Wealth

Management (including City National) and Capital

Markets with a view to accelerating growth in the U.S.

Strengthen our partnerships with Personal &

Commercial Banking, other Wealth Management

businesses and third-party distributors to defend and

grow our distribution reach

Grow our global institutional asset management

business, partialarly in relevant markets
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Outlook

Our diversified businesses are positioned to benefit from our focus on our clients, continued investments in people and technology, volume
growth, and rising interest rates. Despite continued geopolitical and regulatory uncertainty in the major global economies, we expect global
privaie weaiin accumulation io continue to drive growth in the HNW and UHNW client segments. We will continue to leverage our brand,
reputation and financial strength to increase our market share of the HNW and UHNW client segments globally. In addition, changing
demographics and rapid advancements in digitization are expected to drive r.h~ngP in r.lient preferences, needs and service models, requiring a
continued focus on delivering adigitally-integrated, multi-channel experience for our clients and client-Facing professionals.

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except number of and percentage amounts and as otherwise noted) (1)~_ 2017
_ --

2016
- -

Netinterest income S 2,2k8 $ 1,955
Non-interest income
Fee-based revenue 5,799 5,323
Transaction and other revenue 2,028 1,725

Total revenue 10,075 9,003
PCL 3k 48
Non-interest expense 7,611 7,015

Income before income taxes 2,430 1,940
Net income S 1.838 $ 1,473

Revenue by business
Canadian Wealth Management 5 2.815 ~ 2,506
U.S. Wealth Management (including City National) 4,891 4,173
U.S. Wealth Management (including City National) (US$ millions) 3,744 3,155

Global Asset Management 1,994 1,89k
International Wealth Management-_. 375 430_ - -- -.

Key Ratios
ROE 13.2% 10.9%
NIM 3.02% 2.84%
Pre-tax margin (2) 24.1% 21.5%

Selected average balance sheet information
Total assets $ 88,100 $ 83,200
Loans and acceptances 51,500 49,200
Deposits 93,100 85,400
Attributed capital 13,450 12,950

Other information
Revenue per advisor (0005) (s) S 1,353 `b 1,184
AUA (4), (s) 929,200 $75,300
AUM (a) 634,100 580,700
Average AUA 898,500 845,800
Average AUM 600,400 560,800
Number of employees (FfE) 16,962 16,385
Number of advisors (b) 4,884 4,780

Estimated impact of U.S. dollar, British pound and Euro translation on key income statement items

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts and as otherwise noted) 2017 V5. 2016

Increase (decrease):
_._ _

Taal revenue (i) 5 (124)
PCL 1
Non-interest expense (i) (102)
Net income (17)

Percentage change in average US$ equivalent of C$1.00 1%
Percentage change in average British pound equivalent of C$1.00 10%
Percentage change in average Euro equivalent of C$1,00 -%

- - - __.
(1) Effective Q4 2017, service fees and other costs incurred in association with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis in non-interest expense. Comparative

amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.
(2) Pre-tax margin is defined as Income before income taxes divided by Total revenue.
(3) Represents investment advisors and financial consultants of our Canadian and U.S. full-service wealth businesses.
(4) Represents yearend spot balances.
(5) In addition to Canadian Wealth Management, U.S. Wealth Managements (including City National), and International Wealth Management, amounts also include AUA of $6,600 million

(2016: $6,200 million) related to Global Asset Management (GAM).
(6) Represents client-facing advisors across all our wealth management businesses.
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(Millions of Canadian dollars)
2017 2016

AUA, beginning balance $ 875,300 $ 823,700

Asset inflows 274,300 251,000

Asset outflows (254,800) (257,500)

Total net flows 19,500 (6,500)

Market impact 82,700 31,100

Acquisitions/dispositions (28,200) 17,800

Foreign exchange
-_ _ - - _

(20,100)_ 9,200_

Total market, acquisition/dispositions and foreign exchange impact_.
34,400 58,100

AUA, balance at end of year S 929,200 $ 875,300

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

AUM, beginning balance
I nstitutional inflows
Institutional outflows
Personal flows, net

Total net flows
Market impact
Acquisition/dispositions
Foreign exchange

Total market, acquisition/dispositions and
foreign exchange impact ---- -- ---- - --

AUM, balance at end of year

(Millions of Canadian dollars)
_ _

Canada (»
Money market
Fixed income
Equity
Mufti-asset and other_ _ _ __

Total Canada

2017 2016

5 21,600 $ 21,600
35,700 36,300
94,300 89,100
208, 700 180, 700

5 360,300 $ 327,700

U.S. (i)
Money market S 35,100 $ 36,100

Fixed income 
124,500 126,800

Equity 
238,100 200,800

Multi-asset and other 
45,000 30,500

--_
Total U.S. S 442,700 $ 394,200

Other International (i)
Money market 5 ]7,000 $ 23,300

Fixed income
11,400 21,400

Equity (z)
50,100 69,500

Mufti-asset and other (z) 47,700 39,200
-----

Totallnternational $ 326,200 $ 153,400

Total AUA $ 929,2Q0 $ 875,300

(t) Geographic information is based on the location from where our clients are served.

It) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.

Financial performance
2017 vs. 2016
Net income increased $365 million or 25% from a year ago, mainly due to growth in average fee-based client ass

ets and higher net interest

income and transaction revenue. These factors were partially offset by higher variable compensation on improv
ed results and increased costs in

support of business growth.
Total revenue increased $1,072 million or 12%, reflecting growth in average fee-based client assets which benef

itted from capital

appreciation and net sales, higher net interest income, mainly in the U.S. resulting from the impact of higher in
terest rates and volume growth,

and higher transaction revenue.
PCL decreased $14 million largely reflecting a recovery in one account in International Wealth Management.

Non-interest expense increased $596 million or 8%, largely due to higher variable compensation on improved r
esults and higher costs in

support of business growth, mainly reflecting higher staff-related costs in the U.S. and ongoing investments 
in technology, including digital

i nitiatives.
Assets under administration increased $54 billion or 6%, largely due to capital appreciation and net sales, part

ially offset by the impacts

from the exit of certain international businesses and foreign exchange translation.

Assets under management increased $53 billion or 9%, primarily reflecting capital appreciation and net sa
les, partially offset by the impact

from foreign exchange translation.

2017 2016

Multi-asset

Money market Fixed income Equity and other Total Total
-- ___ _

$ 48,000 $ 196,800
--

5 100,800 5 235,100 $ 580,700 $ 492,800

27,200 31,100 6,600 4,000 68,900 54,700

(37,800) (32,400) (4,800) (2,300) (77,300) (71,600)

700 2,100 10,300 18,300 31,400 21,500

(9,900) 800 12,100 20,000 23,000 4,600

- 3,500 18,200 20,400 42,100 21,600

- - - (4,000) (4,000) 58,100

(1,'100) (2,200) (2,400) (2,000) (7,700) 3,ti00

(1,100) 1,300 15,800 14,400 30,400 83,300

5 37,000 S 198,900 5 128,700 5 269,500 5 634,100 $ 580,700
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Canadian Wealth Management includes our full service Canadian wealth advisory business, which is the largest in Canada as measured by AUA,

with over 1,700 investment advisors providing comprehensive advice-based financial solutions to HNW and UHNW clients. Additionally, we

provide discretionary investment management and estate and trust services to our clients through approximately 78 investment counsellors and

103 trust professionals across Canada.
e compete wtt omestic an s an trust companies, investment counse ng firms, bank-owned full service brokerages and boutique

brokerages, mutual fund companies and global private banks. In Canada, bank-owned wealth managers continue to be the major players.

Financial performance
Revenue increased $309 million or 12% from a year ago, primarily due to higher average fee-based client assets reflecting capital appreciation

and net sales.

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016

Total revenue (~) S 2,815 $ 2,506
Other information
Average loans and acceptances 3,300 3,200
Average deposits 17,400 16,300
AUA 359,600 326,600
AUM 90,400 76,000
Average AUA 344,900 309>100
Average AUM 83,700 69,400

(1) Effective Q4 2017, service fees and other costs incurred in association with certain

commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis in non-interest expense

Comparative amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.

400,000 100,000

300,000 75,000

zoo,000 so,000

100,000 25,000

~ 2017 2016 2077 2016 ~

■ AUA ■ AUM

U.S. Wealth Management (including City National) includes our private client group and City National. Our private client group is the 7th largest

Full-service wealth advisory firm in the U.S., as measured by number of advisors, with over 1,800 financial advisors. Additionally, our

correspondent and advisor services businesses deliver clearing and execution services for small to rrid-sized independent broker-dealers and

registered investment advisor firms. City National provides comprehensive financial solutions to affluent individuals, entrepreneurs,

professionals, their businesses and their families and provides a premier banking and financial experience through ahigh-touch service model,

proactive advice and financial solutions. City National offers a broad range of lending, deposit, cash management, international banking,

equipment financing, and other products and services. In the U.S., we operate in a fragmented and highly competitive industry and our

competition includes other broker-dealers, commercial banks and other financial institutions that service HNW individuals, entrepreneurs and

their businesses.

Financial performance
Revenue increased $718 million or 17% from a year ago, mainly due to increased net interest income from higher U.S. interest rates and volume

growth of 13% in loans and deposits, higher average fee-based client assets reflecting capital appreciation and net sales, and higher transaction

revenue.

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except as otherwise noted) 2017
----- .

2016_

Total revenue ~i) S 4,891 $ 4,173
Other information (Millions of U.S. dollars)
Total revenue (i) 3,744 3,155
Average loans, guarantees and letters of

credit 33,500 29,900
Average deposits 47,500 41,200
AUA 343,200 293,900
AUM 92,200 76,700
Average AUA 319,100 289,200
Average AUM 83,500 74,200

400,000 100,000

300,000 75,000

200,000 50,000

ioo,000 zs,000

o - -- ______ o
2017 2016 2017 2016

■ AUA r AUM

(1) Effective Q4 2017, service fees and other costs incurred in association with certain

commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis in non-interest expense.

Comparative amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.
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Global Asset Management provides global investment management services and solutions for individual and institutional investors in Canada,

the U.S., the U.K., Europe and Asia. We provide a broad range of investment management services through mutual, pooled and private funds,

fee-based accounts and separately managed portfolios. We distribute our investment solutions through a broad network of bank branches, our

self-directed and full-service wealth advisory businesses, independent third-party advisors and private banks, and directly to individual clients.

We also provide investment solutions directly to institutional clients, including pension plans, insurance companies, corporations, and

endowments and foundations.
We are the largest retail fund company in Canada as welt as a leading institutional asset manager. We face competition in Canada from

banks, insurance companies, and asset management organizations. The Canadian fund management industry is large and mature, but remains a

relatively fragmented industry.
I n the U.S., our asset management business offers investment management solutions and services primarily to institutional investors and

competes with independent asset management firms, as well as those that are part of national and international banks, and insurance

companies.
I nternationally, through our global capabilities of BlueBay and RBC Global Asset Management, we offer investment management solutions

For institutions and, through private banks including RBC Wealth Management, to HNW and UHNW investors. We face competition from asset

managers that are part of international banks as well as national and regional asset managers in the geographies where we serve clients.

Financial performance
Revenue increased $100 million or 5% from a year ago, reflecting higher average fee-based client assets due to capital appreciation and net

sales.

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016

Total revenue (i) $ 1,994 $ 1,894

Other information
Canadian net long-term mutual fund
sales (2) 10,689 7,868

Canadian net money market mutual fund
sales (redemptions) (a) 240 (439)

AUM 415,200 392,600

Average AUM 398,300 383,400

(1) Effective Q4 2017, servile fees and other costs incurred in association with certain

commlesions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis in non-interest expense.

Comparative amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.

(2) As reported to the Investment funds Institute of Canada. Includes all prospectus-based

mutual funds across our Canadian Global Asset Management businesses.

400,000

300,000

Zoo,000

~oo.000

o --
2017 2016

■ AUM

I nternational Wealth Management includes operations in Europe and Asia. We provide customized and integrated trust, banking, credit and

investment solutions to HNW and UHNW clients and corporate clients in key financial centres in Europe and Asia. Competitors to our

I nternational Wealth Management business comprise global wealth managers, traditional offshore private banks, domestic wealth managers

and U.S. investment-led private client operations.

Financial performance
Revenue decreased $55 million or 13% from a year ago, mainly reflecting the impact of foreign exchange translation, the exit of certain

international businesses, and lower transaction revenue.

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016

Total revenue S 375 $ 430

Otherinformation
Average loans, guarantees and letters of

credit 5,300 7,200

Average deposits 13,700 14,600

AUA (i) 120,300 148,300

AUM 9,400 9,100

Average AUA ~i) 130,500 147,700

Average AUM 9,300
--

9,700
_-

(1) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented

zoo,000 zo,000

60,000 16,000

xzo,000 iz,000

80,000 6,000

ao,000 a,000

o -- o
2017 2016 2017 20]6

■ AUA ■ AUM
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RBC Insurance° offers a wide range of life, health, home, auto, travel, wealth and reinsurance advice and solutions, as well as creditor and

uu5iiie55 iilsuidii~e Seiviies iu iiiuiviuudi, uusines5 anu group ciienis.

Premiums and Deposits Insurance has operations in Canada and globally, operating under two business lines:
Canadian Insurance and International Insurance.

in Canada, we offer our products and services through our proprietary distribution
-~ Zharm~ts; Catnpris~~ti of the tfetd Sales force;~wFiicfiincludes retail rnsu~ance stores; our

field sales representatives, advice centres and online, as well as through independent

$4.5 billion insurance advisors and amity relationships.
Total premiums
and deposits Outside Canada, we o erate in reinsurance markets lobali offerin life, accident andp g y g

annuity reinsurance products. The competitive environment for each business is
discussed below.

■ 72 % Life and Health

■ 25% Annuity

4~ 3% P&C

2017 Operating environment

The insurance industry continues to face a number of challenges and opportunities, including regulatory changes, changing customer
preferences and expectations, and increasing technological, digital and mobile transformation in every aspect of the business. Insurers are

also refining product and distribution capacities in order to enhance operational efficiencies and manage expenses. To overcome these
challenges and take advantage of these opportunities, we have and continue to invest in digitization to enhance access and convenience,
reduce costs, and deliver value to clients beyond traditional insurance products.

Our International Insurance business continues to be impacted by market conditions in a post-Brexit environment and industry adjustments

on new mortality data.

Businesses have been revisiting their pension de-risking strategies and have looked to insurance companies to transfer their longevity risk.

Strategic priorities

We experienced solid sales growth in our Canadian
Insurance business, maintaining our #1 ranking in
individual disability sales and outpacing industry
growth in our individual term life insurance product

Our Pension De-risking business achieved record
growth end is emong the leeder9 in Canada

Our RBC Guaranteed Investment Fund recently reached
$1 billion in AUM and we continue to be one of the
fastest growing segregated fund providers in Canada

Continue to improve our distribution efficiency by
expanding our proprietary distribution channels and
focusing on the delivery of technology and operational
solutions

July 1, 2017 marked the one year anniversary °four Deepen client relationships by continuing to be an

Aviva relationship. With this relationship, our advisors innovative, client•focused provider of a full suite of

have benefitted from access to a new set of solutions insurance products
for automobiles and expanded home coverage as well
as access to new technology and tools to offer
insurance solutions to our clients

We continued our focus on investments to enhance our
client experience and our cost effectiveness through
ongoing transformation of our legacy business and
improving ourdigital capabilities

We launched two apps: RBC Insurance My Benefits,
which Rives our clients fast and easy access to their
group benefits plan; and PATH, a travel mobile app that
provides clients with access to emergency medical
assistance and up•to-date travel information

Simplify and innovate by accelerating our digital
initiatives' time-to•market, improving quality and cost
effectiveness

There has been a general slowdown in UK longevity Pursue select international opportunities, within our

transactions as the market adjusted its pricing [o reflect risk appetite, with the aim of continuing to grow our

emerging mortality trends in the UK. As such, growth in core reinsurance business

the UK annuity market slowed in 2017
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Outlook

The insurance industry is expected to continue experiencing tremendous change and disruption in the coming 
year. Traditional market

incumbents will see their market share erode if they do not adapt to forces of change that include: evolving customer
 preferences and

expectations, changing demographics and customer profiles, technological transformation in every area of the
 business, new distribution

models, and the emergence ofnon-traditional competitors. We beEieve that execution of our business strategy wi
ll allow us to continue to thrive

in this changing environment.

There was a general slowdown in U.K. longevity transactions during 2017 as the market adjusted its pricing to reflect
 emerging mortality trends.

We believe that the U.K. pension risk transfer (annuity) business offers opportunities for growth in 2018 as 
the market rebounds. We will

continue to build on our capabilities, expand our portfolio of solutions in the annuity business and diversi
fy our sources of longevity risk.

For further details on our general economic review and outlook, refer to the Economic, market and regulatory rev
iew and outlook section.

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts and as otherwise noted)

Non-interest income
Net earned premiums
Investment income (~)
Fee income

Total revenue
I nsurance policyholder benefits and claims (i)
Insurance policyholder acquisition expense
Non•interest expense (z)

Income before income taxes
Net income

Revenue by business
Canadian Insurance
International Insurance

2017 2016

S 3,875 $ 3,175
453 1,422
238 554

4,566 5,151
2.787 3,208
266 216
584 623
929 1,104

S 726 ~ 900

$ 2,569 $ 3,373
1,997_..._. 1,778

Key ratios
ROE

41.8% 52.8%

Selected balances and other information
Total assets S 14,300 $ 14,400

Attributed capital
1,700 1,700

Other information
Premiums and deposits (3) 5 4,546 $ 4,594

Canadian Insurance
2,496 7.,424

International insurance 2,050 2,170

Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities
9,676 9,164

Fairvalue changes on investments backing policyholder liabilities (i)
(58) 633

Embedded value (u)
7,320 6,886

Number of employees (FfE)
2,691 2,657

(1) Investment income can experience volatility arising from fluctuation of fair value through profit or loss (FVTP
L) assets. The investments which support actuarial liabilities are predominantly

fixed Income assets designated as dl FVTPL. C~~~seyuenlly, changes in the fair values of these assets, are rec
orded in investment income in the Consolidated Statement of Income and are

largely offset by changes in the fair value of the actuarial liabilities, the impact ofwhich is reflected in insurance 
policyholder benefits and claims.

(2) Amount includes PCL of $nil (2016 - $1 million).

(3) Premiums and deposits include premiums on risk-based insurance and annuity products, and individual an
d group segregated fund deposits, consistent with insurance industry practices.

(4) Embedded value is defined as the sum of value of equity held in our Insurance segment and the value of in•force 
business (existing polities). For further details, refer to the Key performance

and non-GAAP measures section.

Financial performance
2017 vs. 2016
Net income decreased $174 million or 19% from a year ago, primarily due to the gain on sale of our home and auto i

nsurance manufacturing

business, which was sold on ►uly 1, 2016. Excluding the after-tax gain of $235 million on the sale of RBC General Insurance Company to Aviva

Canada Inc., net income increased $61 million or 9%, mainly due to higher favourable annual actuarial assumption updates, and business growth

mainly in Canadian Insurance. These factors were partially offset by lower earnings from new U.K. annuity contracts and reduced earnings

associated with the sale of our home and auto insurance manufacturing business, as noted previously.
Total revenue decreased $585 million or 11%, mainly due to a change of $691 million related to the fair value of investments backing our

policyholder liabilities resulting from changes in long-term interest rates, largely offset in PBCAE. The prioryear also included the associated

premiums and a gain of $287 million relating to our home and auto insurance manufacturing business, as noted previously. These factors were

partially offset by higher revenues from group annuity sales in Canadian Insurance and the impact of restructured international life contracts,

both of which are largely offset in PBCAE.
PBCAE decreased $371 million or 11%, mainly due to a change in the fairvalue of investments backing our policyholder liabilities, largely

offset in revenue. Lower claims reflecting the impact from the sale of our home and auto insurance manufacturing business in the prior year and

hivher favourable 2nnual act~i~rial as~iimhtinn i~n~I~tPs largely reflecting changes in credit and discount rates and favourable mortality

experience, mainly in the U.K., also contributed to the decrease. These factors were partially offset by the impact from group annuity sales and

restructured international life contracts, both of which are largely offset in revenue.
Non-interest expense decreased $39 million or 6%, largely reflecting the impact of the sale of our home and auto insurance manufacturing

business in the prior year.
Premiums and deposits were down $48 million or 1%, reflecting the impact of the sale of our home and auto insurance manufacturing

business in the prior year, the impact of foreign exchange translation, and lower premiums from new U.K. annuity contracts, largely offset by

business growth, including group annuity sales.
Embedded value increased $434 million, reflecting the impact of favourable actuarial assumption updates, improved experience and

product updates.

Results excluding the specified item noted previously are non-GAAP measures. For further details, including a reconciliation, refer to the Key

performance and non-GAAP measures section.
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Canadianlnsurance

We offer life, health, property and casualty insurance products, as well as wealth accumulation solutions, to individual and group clients across
Canada. Our life anri hP~ith nnrtfnlin includes universal life, term life, critical illness, disability, long-term care insurance and group benefits. We
offer a wide range of property and casualty products including home, auto and travel insurance. Our travel products include out-of-province/
country medical coverage, and trip cancellation and interruption insurance.

— a~ori o our compe i ors specia ize m e an eat or property ana casualty products. We hold a leading market position
in disability insurance products, have a significant presence in life and travel products, and have a growing presence in wealth solutions as well
as in home and auto through our distribution agreement with Aviva.

Financial performance
Total revenue decreased $SO4 million or 24%from last year, mainly due to a change in the fair value of investments backing our policyholder
liabilities resulting_from c_ha_nges_ in long-term_ interest rats, largely offset in_PBCAE ThQ prior Kean also included theassociateclpremi~ms and
the gain on sale relating to our home and auto insurance manufacturing business, as noted previously. These factors were partially offset by
business growth, primarily reflecting higher revenue from group annuity sales, largely offset in PBCAE.

Premiums and deposits increased $72 million or 3°/a, as sales growth, primarily related to our group annuity business, more than offset the
impact of the sale of our home and auto insurance manufacturing business in the prior year.

Premiums and deposits ~~+u+;,~~•.:~~ < <,~:.,~;~,:, a~~i,~~~~

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 217 2016
3,000

Total revenue S 2,569 $ 3,373 z,soo
Other information
Premiums and deposits

Z,000

life and health 2,016 1,438 i,soo

Property and casualty 119 674 i,000
Annuity and segregated $~,

fund deposits 361 312 a
Fairvalue changes on

investments backing
policyholder liabilities (63) 575

1

2017 2016

■ Annuity and segregated Ni Property and Life and health

fund deposits casualty

I nternational Insurance is primarily comprised of our reinsurance businesses which insure risks of other insurance and reinsurance companies.
We offer life and health, accident and annuity reinsurance products.

The global reinsurance market is dominated by a few large players, with significant presence in the U.S., the U.K. and Europe. The
reinsurance industry is competitive but barriers to entry remain high.

Financial performance
Total revenue increased $219 million or 12%, mainly due to the impact of restructured international life contracts, partially offset by a change in
the fair value of investments backing our policyholder liabilities resulting from changes in long-term interest rates, both of which are largely
offset in PBCAE.

Premiums and deposits decreased $120 million or 6%, due to the impact of foreign exchange translation and lower premiums from new
U.K. annuity contracts, partially offset by volume growth in international life.

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016

Total revenue $ 1,997 $ 1,778
Other information
Premiums and deposits

Life and health 1,276 1,335
Property and casualty (1) —
Annuity 775 835

Fair value changes on investments backing
policyholder liabilities 5 58
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RBC Investor &Treasury Services is a specialist provider of asset services, custody, pa
yments and treasury services for financial and other

institutional investors worldwide.

Revenue by Geography We deliver custodial, advisory, financing and other services to safeguard client ass
ets,

maximize liquidity, and manage risk across multiple jurisdictions. We rank among th
e

world's leading global cu~dodians with a network of offices across North 
America, furn~e,

U.K., and the Asia-Pacific region. Our team of approximately 5,000 employees 
serves

almost 10 million investors and administers over 6,700 funds.

SZ.4 billion We have one of the widest transfer agency networks in the market, we ave atop
-ranked

~ ~•~+~. ~~.v~~~ ~~ intemationai securities lending service, and we provide short-term funding and 
liquidity

management for RBC. Our transaction banking business is a leading provider of
 Canadian

dollar cash management, correspondent banking, and trade finance for financial

institutions globally.

■ 46 % North Amer(ca

■ 30 % Europe (Ex. UK)

■ SS% UK

9 % Asia•Pacific

2017 Operating environment

> The highly competitive environment in the global asset services industry continued 
to pressure margins.

> Continued increases in financial services regulations have driven up compliance 
and technology costs; however, tightening credit spreads,

increased FX volumes and interest rate volatility benefitted our funding and liquidity 
business.

Strategic priorities

Custody revenue relatively flat compared to prioryear

due to fee pressure and competitive environment
Continue to win new business and deepen relationships

with existing clients and onboarding clients without

delay

I ncreased revenue, AUA and profit while continuing to Capitalize on trading opportunities through strategic

invest in technology to better serve our clients and pusiliuning o(our portfolio and drive client deposit

„,, reduce costs growth

Continued investment inclient-focused technology Continue to execute on Advanced Client

solutions to develop client-centered digital applications Experience (ACE) program, our multi-year strategic

and launched robotics processing automation (RPA) technology program, and our RPA initiatives

labs in Canada, Luxembourg and Malaysia

Continued to invest in technology solutions via ACE and

RPA while improving efficiency ratio compared to prior

year

OUtI00IC

Prudently manage expenses and execute cost

management initiatives

In 2018, our aim is to continue to be the leading provider of asset services and cash 
management in Canada and a leading provider of fund

services to asset managers in the key offshore markets of Luxembourg and Irelan
d. Our focus is to drive top-line growth by continuing to leverage

our leadership position in Canada and recognized capabilities in offshore fund ser
vices markets to win new business and deepen existing client

relationships. We will continue to execute on our strategic and transformational te
chnology initiatives to enhance the client experience. While we

expect the global asset services industry to remain challenging in the near•term, w
e are well-positioned to compete and grow in the continuously

changing operating environment.

For further details on our general economic review and outlook, refer to the Economic,
 market and regulatory review and outlook section.
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Investor &Treasury Services Table 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amowits and as otherwise noted) 2017 2 16

Net interest income S 679 $ R~5
Non-interest income 1,756 1,446

Total revenue 2,435 2,271
Non-interest expense 1,466 1,457

Net income before income taxes 964 814
Net ineome 5 ~n~ g'

_ __- -._ . ~ i ~

Key Ratios
ROE 22.7% 17.9%

Selected average balance sheet information
Total assets $ 138,100 $ 142,500
Deposits 132,800 134,300
Client deposits 54,400 52,800
Wholesatefundingdeposits 78,400 81,500

Attributed capital 3,200 3,350
Other Information
AUA (iJ 4,266,600 3,929,400
Average AUA 4,Ok4,800 3,770,200
Number of employees (FTE) 4,771 4,776

Estimated impact of U.S. dollar, British pound and Euro translation on key income statement items
(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts) Z~37 V5. 2016

Increase (decrease):
Total revenue S (43)
Non-interest expense (24)
Net income (15)__ ._ _ —

Percentage change in average US$ equivalent of C$1.00 1°!0
Percentage change in average British pound equivalent of C$1.00 10%
Percentage change in aver2ge Euro equivalent of C$1.00 —%

(1) Represents period•end spot balances

Financial performance
2017 vs. 2016
Net income increased $128 million or 21%, primarily due to higher results across all major businesses driven by funding and liquidity earnings
and increased results from our asset services business. These factors were partially offset by higher investment in technology initiatives.

Total revenue increased $164 million or 7%, mainly due to higher funding and liquidity revenue reflecting tightening credit spreads, and
increased revenue from our asset services business driven by higher client activity and growth in client deposits. These factors were partially
offset by the impact of foreign exchange translation.

Non-Interest expense increased ~9 rnillion reflecting higher investment in technology initiatives, largely offset by the impact of foreign
exchange translation.
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RBC Capital Marketso is a premier global investment bank providing expertise in banking, finance and capital markets to corporations,

institutional investors, asset managers, governments and central banks around the world. Over 2,800 professionals serve clients from 70 offices

in I S countries across North America, the U.K., Europe and Asia &other international regions.

Revenue by Geography

~ 54 % U.S.

■ 26 % Canada

14% U.K. &Europe

■ 6 % Asla &other international

We operate two main business lines. corporate and Investment tanking and blobal

Markets. Uur legacy portfolio is grouped under Uttie~:

I n North America, we offer a full suite of products and services which include corporate

and investment banking, equity and debt origination and distribution, and structuring and

trading. In Canada, we compete mainly with Canadian banks where we are a premier

global investment bank and market leader with a strategic presence in all tines of capital

markets businesses. in the U.S., we have full industry sector coverage and investment

banking product range and compete with large U.S. and global investment banks as well

as smaller regional firms.

Outside North America, we have a select presence in the U.K. and Europe, and Asia &

other international markets, where we offer a diversified set of capabilities in our key

sectors of expertise such as energy, mining and infrastructure and we have a growing

presence in industrial, consumer, healthcare and technology in Europe. In the U.K. and

Europe, we have continued to make experienced hires, and compete in our key sectors of

expertise with global and regions► investment banks. In our Asia &other international
markets, we compete with global and regional investment banks in select products,
consisting of fixed income distribution and currencies trading and corporate and
investment banking in Australia, Asia and the Caribbean.

2017 Operating environment
> Financial markets started fiscal 2017 very strong with elevated client trading activity following the U.S. election as well as strong investment

banking activity, particularly in North America, amidst improving credit and energy markets.

> Global investment banking fee pool increased by 7%~» in the fiscal year from the same period a year ago.

> The second half of the year was characterized by lower volatility across a range of asset classes and correspondingly lower levels of client
activity, market uncertainty (namely around fiscal policy and proposed tax and regulatory reform in the U.S.), as well as a continued rise in
geopolitical tensions. Despite these challenges, our business lines have continued to perform well. Our Fixed Income, Currencies and
Commodities business performed particularly well despite these headwinds, with our credit trading performance across numerous products in
the U.S. driving higher results.

> Improved credit and energy markets led to lower PCL.

Source: Dealogic, based on global investment bank fees, fiscal 2017
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Strategic priorities

We deepened our existing cUent relationships and
gained new clients by leveraging our strong global
capabilities and improving collaboration with enterprise

partners to drive operational efficiencies

We continued to win significant mandates Including
acting as financial advisor to Ce~ovus Enerav Inc. on its

We will continue to fnruc nn long-term r0?nt
relationships, leveraging our global capabilities and
continuing to Improve collaboration with Wealth
ManaEement

Co. and leading the deal financing, the largest ever oil &
gas asset transaction in North America

We also acted as Flnancial advisor to D+H Corporation
on Its sale to Vista Equity Partners for $4.8 billion

We deepened key client relationships from our We will continue to deepen client relationships in the

iarpoiate and u:voslmtnt banking businesses to ~,. S. ; v ~~:i.dirg on our rrornentum [hrough exp:ndeu

generate additional revenue origination, advisory and distribution activity, and

We continued to win significant mandates including
driving cross•selling through our diversified loan book

acting as flnantlal advisor to CSC on its US$8.5 billion
merger with the Enterprise Services Segment of Hewlett We expect the U.S. to continue to be the world's most

Packard Enterprise attractive market and itwill remain Capital Markets'

priority growth market
In our largest left lead high yield transaction in
technology, we acted as financial advisor to Novitex,
lead lek arranger and joint bookrunner on
US$1.45 billion of senior secured credit facilities and
joint lead bookrunner on US$275 million of PIPE
(Private Investment in Pubitc Equity) Investment in the
US$2.6 billion combination

In the U.K. and Europe, we maintained momentum
throughout the year and Improved profitability through
repositioning ourflxed income business, as wel! as
growing our corporate and investment banking
presence in key markets

We acted as joint financial advisor to Quad Gas Group
on its acquisition of a 61°ro stake in the UK gas
distribution business of National Grid plc for an
enterprise value of £13.8 billion

In Asla and other international regions, we continued to
focus on our corporate and investment banking, fixed
income trading distribution and foreign exchange
trading capabilities

We continued to focus on the e~cient deployment of
our capital and growth throughout our businesses by
reducing unproductive assets and re-allocating capital
to businesses that provide higher returns and increased
proFltability

Outlook

In Europe, we will continue to grow and deepen client
relationships in Corporate and Investment Banking and
Global Markets

In Asla, we will aim to optimize the performance of our
existing footprint

Optimize capital use to earn high risk•adjusted returns
by maintaining both a balanced approach between
investment banking and trading revenue and a
disciplined approach to managing the risks and costs of

our business

Despite geopolitical tensions, market uncertainty surrounding U.S. fiscal policy end tax reform and a historically low volatility environment

persisting into fiscal 2018, we remain confident in our franchises' ability to continue to produce strong revenue and earnings growth driven by

our diversified geographic and product mix. We remain focused on carrying forward the momentum in our Investment Banking business, with a

potential improvement in the underwriting environment particularly for equity origination. Corporate lending continues to be challenged by a

lower spread environment. We expect to continue to grow the loan book at a modest pace and with an increased focus on alignment with

fee-based business. We remain cautious in our outlook for trading businesses amidst a general market slowdown and uncertainty from lack of

volatility. Regulatory headwinds are expected to continue to impact earnings growth in 2018, particularly in our trading businesses, although we

will remain diligent in monitoring and managing the impacts of ongoing global trends as a key strategic priority. Capital Markets will strive to

maintain its focus onfull-service activities in Canada, the U.S. and Europe in 2018, while navigating through significant changes in the regulatory

environment.

For further details on our general economic review and outlook, refer to the Economic, market and regulatory review and outlook section.
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(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts and as otherwise noted) 2017 2016

Net interest income ~i~ 5 3,565 $ 3,804

Non-interest income (i) 4,617 4,146

Total revenue (~) 8,182 7,950

PCL 62 327

Non-interest expense 4,719 4,466

Net income before income taxes
3,401 3,157

Net income S 2,525 $ 2,270

Revenue by business
Corporate and lnvestm?nt Ranking 5 4,000 $ 3,694

f,~nhal M~rkPtS 4466 4,361

Other (284) (105)

Key ratios
ROE 12.9% 12.2%

Selected average balance sheet information
Total assets S 494,400 $ 508,200

Trading securities 91,800 104,900

Loansand acceptances 83,400 88,100

Deposits 60,200 61,500

Attributed capital 18,850 17,900

Other information
Number of employees (FTE) 3,970 3,883

Credit information
Gross impaired loans as a % of related loans and acceptances 0.63% 1.73%

PCL on impaired loans as a % of average net loans and acceptances 0.07°/a 0.37%

Estimated impact of U.S. dollar, British pound and Euro translation on key income statement items

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts and as otherwise noted)
2017 VS. 2026

Increase (decrease):
Total revenue S (179)

Non interest expense (111)

Net income
(51)_ _

Percentage change in average US$ equivalent of C$1.00
1%

Percentage change in average British pound equivalent of C$1.00
10%

Percentage change in average Euro equivalent of C$1.00 -%

(1) The taxable equivalent basis (teb) adjustment For 2017 was $546 million (2016 - $736 million). For further discussion, re
fer to the How we measure and report our business segments

section.

10,000

7,500

5,000

2,500

0 -- - ----
2077 2016

■ Asia and other ■Europe pp U.S. Canada

Financial performance
2017 vs. 2016
Net income increased $255 million or 11%, driven by higher results in Corporate and Investment Banking and Global Markets reflecting
increased fee-based revenue, lower PCL and a lower effective tax rate due to changes in earnings mix. These factors were partially offset by

higher staff•related costs and the impact of foreign exchange translation.
Total revenue increased $232 million or 3%, largely reflecting increased loan syndication and debt origination activity mainly in the U.S. and

Canada. Higher M&A activity primarily in the U.S. and Europe, higher equity trading revenue in Europe and Asia &other international, and higher

investment gains also contributed to the increase. These factors were partially offset by higher residual funding costs and the impact of foreign

exchange translation.
PCL decreased $265 million or 81%, due to lower provisions including higher recoveries primarily in the oil &gas sector, partially offset by

higher provisions in the real estate &related sector. For further details, refer to the Credit quality performance section.
Non-interest expense increased $253 million or 6%, largely reflecting higher costs related to changes in khe timing of deferred

compensation, increased variable compensation on improved results, and higher compliance costs. These factors were partially offset by the

impact of foreign exchange translation.
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Corporate and Investment Banking

Corporate and Investment Banking comprises our corporate lending, loan syndications, debt and equity origination, mergers and acquisitions
(M&A) advisory services, client ~ecuritization and the global credit businesses. Fur Jel;t ar~J eyuily uiigination, revenue Is allocated between
Corporate and Investment Banking and Global Markets based on the contribution of each group in accordance with an established agreement.

Financial performance
Corporate and Investment Banking revenue of $4,000 million increased $306 million as compared to last year, despite the unfavourable impact
of foreign exchange translation.

Investment banking revenue increased $248 million or 13%, primarily due to increased loan syndication activity driven by increased market
share in the U.S., and higher M&A activity mainly in the U.S. and Europe. Higher investment gains and higher debt origination activity largely in
North America also contributed to the increase. These factors were partially offset by lower results from Municipal Banking in the U.S._
-- Leming-and ofher reVenueincreased $5$ million or 3%, reflecting improving credit conditions.

- -

(Millions of Canadian dollars) Z~l~ 2016 4,000

Total revenue (~) $ 4,000 $ 3,694
Breakdown of revenue ~i~

3,zoo

Investment banking 2,140 1,892 z,400
Lending and other ~z> 1,860 1,802 l,boo

Other information
Average assets 67,900 73,200 aoo

Average loans and acceptances 6Q,500 65,300 0 ~_ g
(1) The teb adjustment for 2017 was $229 million (2016 — $279 million). for further 2017 2016

discussion, refer to the How we measure and report our business segments section.

(2) Comprises our corporate lending, client securitization, and global credit businesses.

~ ~:

■Investment banking {~ Lending and other

Global Markets comprises our fixed income, foreign exchange, equity sales and trading, repos and secured financing and commodities
businesses.

Financial performance
Total revenue of $4,466 million increased $105 million or 2% as compared to last year, despite the unfavourable impact of foreign exchange
translation.

Revenue in our Fixed income, currencies and commodities business increased $140 million or 7%, mainly due to higher fixed in~omP
trading revenue in the U.S, and Asia &other international, higher debt origination activity in North America, and a gain from the disposition of
certain securities. These factors were partially offset by lower commodities and foreign exchange trading revenue across all regions.

Revenue in our Equities business decreased $63 million or 5%, primarily due to decreased equity origination activity largely in Canada, and
lowervolume inour cash equities businesses in the U.S.

Revenue in our Repo and secured financing business increased $28 million or 3%, mainly due to higher equity trading revenue, partially
offset by lower fixed income trading revenue.

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 2~1~ 216_ _ 5,000
Total revenue ~i) S 4,466 $ 4,361
Breakdown of revenue (~) 4,000

Fixed income, currencies and commodities 2,253 2,113 s,000
Equities 1,08k 1,147
Repo and secured financing (z> 1,129 1,101

z,000

Other information i,000
Average assets 435,500 472,100 0

(1) The teb adjustment for 2017 was $319 million (2016 — $457 million). For further 20] 7 2016
discussion, refer to [he How we measure and report our business segments section.

(2) Comprises our secured Funding businesses for internal businesses and external clients. ■Repo and secured Global Cquities Fixed income, currencies
financing and commodities

Other includes our legacy portfolio, which mainly consists of our U.S. commercial mortgage-backed securities and structured rates in Asia. In
recent years, in order to optimize our capital employed to improve our risk-adjusted returns and reduce our liquidity risk on various products, we
have significantly reduced several of our legacy portfolios. Our legacy portfolio assets decreased by 28% as compared to last year.

Financial performance
Revenue decreased $179 million as compared to last year largely due to higher residual funding costs.
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Corporate Support

Corporate Support comprises Technology &Operations, which provide the technological and oper
ational foundation required to effectively

deliver products and services to our clients, and Functions, which includes our finance, human 
resources, risk management, internal audit and

other functional groups. Reported results for Corporate Support mainly reflect certain activities rel
ated to monitoring and oversight of enterprise

activities which are not allocated to business segments. Corporate Support also includes our Corp
orate Treasury Function. For further details,

refer to the How we measure and report our business segments section.

Corporate Support 
Table ki

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except as otherwise noted)

Nel irilerest intotne (loss) (i)
Nuii-illlel'e5t II1Cu111e (loss) (1)

Total revenue (~)
PCL

2017 2016
— __ _ __ _

S (139) $ (390)
•(3.13) (2n2)

(ass) (s9z)
— 51

Non-interest expense 
238 30

Net income (loss) before income taxes (i) 
(690) (673)

Income taxes (recoveries) (i) 
(574) (691)

Net income (loss) (z~ 
5 (116) $ 18

(1) Teb adjusted.
(2) Net income reflects income attributable to both shareholders and Non-Controlling Interests (NCI). N

et income attributable to NCI for the year ended October 31, 2017 was $35 million

(October 31, 2016 - $44 million).

Due to the nature of activities and consolidation adjustments reported in this segment, we believe 
that a comparative period analysis is not

relevant. The following identifies material items affecting the reported results in each period.

Total revenue and income taxes (recoveries) in each period in Corporate Support include the
 deduction of the teb adjustments related to the

gross-up of income from Canadian taxable corporate dividends and the U.5. tax credit invest
ment business recorded in Capital Markets. The

amount deducted from revenue was offset by an equivalent increase in income taxes (recoveries).

The teb amount for the year ended October 31, 2017 was $548 million and $736 million last yea
r.

The following identifies the material items, other than the teb impacts noted previously, affecting t
he reported results in each period.

2017
Net loss was $116 million, largely reflecting severance and related charges, net unfavourable tax 

adjustments, and legal costs. These factors

were partially offset by asset/liability management activities.

2016
Net income was $18 million largely reflecting asset/liability management activities, partially 

offset by net unfavourable tax adjustments and a

$SO million ($37 million after-tax) increase in the provision for loans not yet iden
tified as impaired.

Q4 2017 vs. Q4 2016
Fourth quarter net income of $2,837 million was up $294 million or 12%from last year. Diluted E

PS of $1.88 was up $0.23 and ROE of 16.6%

was up 110 bps. Our fourth quarter earnings increased as higher results in Personal &Commercia
l Banking, Capital Markets, Wealth

Management, and Insurance were partially offset by lower earnings in Investment &Treasury Serv
ices.

Total revenue increased $1,159 million or 12%, largely due to the change in the fair value of 
investments backing our policyholder

liabilities, group annuity sales growth and the impact of restructured international life contra
cts, all of which were largely offset in PBCAE.

Volume growth of 6% in Personal &Commercial Banking, growth in average fee-based client assets
 and higher net interest income reflecting the

impact from higher interest rates and volume growth in Wealth Management, and higher equi
ty trading revenue in Capital Markets also

contributed to the increase. These factors were partially offset by the impact of foreign excha
nge translation.

Total PCL decreased $124 million and the PCL ratio of 17 bps improved 10 bps from last year, mai
nly reflecting lower provisions and higher

recoveries mainly in the oil &gas and real estate &related sectors in Capital Markets. The pr
ior period also included provisions in U.S. Wealth

Management (including City National).

PBC~E increased $7h0 million, largely reflecting the change in fairvali.iP of invPstmPntS har
king our policyholder liabilities, growth in the

group annuity business and the impact of restructured international life contracts, all of whi
ch are largely offset in revenue. These factors were

partially offset by higher favourable annual actuarial assumption updates largely reflecting ch
anges in credit and discount rates and favourable

mortality experience, mainly in the U.K.

Non-interest expense increased $314 million or 6%, primarily reflecting higher variable comp
ensation on improved results in Wealth

Management and ongoing investments in technology, including digital initiatives, in Persona
l &Commercial Banking, Investor &Treasury

Services, and Wealth Management. Higher costs related to changes in the timing of deferred
 compensation in Capital Markets, higher staff-

related costs, including severance and other related charges, in Corporate Support, Wealth Manag
ement and Personal &Commercial Banking,

and charges associated with our real estate portfolio also contributed to the increase. These fac
tors were partially offset by the impact of foreign

exchange translation.
Income tax expense decreased $65 million from last year, and the effective income tax rate 

decreased from 23.2% last year to 19.9%, due

to more favourable tax adjustments and changes in the earnings mix.
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Q4 2017 vs. Q3 2017
Net income of $2,837 million was up $41 million or 1%compared to the prior quarter, due to lower staff•related costs, including severance,
favourable annual actuarial assumption updates largely reflecting changes in credit and discount rates and favourable mortality experience,
mainly in the U.K., in Insurance, higher earnings in Personal &Commercial Banking due to hieher spreads an~i vnl~~mP growth of 2~i , a,nrl Inwar
PCL due to recoveries in the oil &gas and real estate &related sectors. These factors were partially offset by lower earnings in Capital Markets
primarily due to lower fixed income and equity trading revenue across most regions, and lower M&A activity largely in Canada. There were also
lower fee•based revenue, higher marketing costs in support of business growth in Persunal & Cu~ninerc ial Banking, the Impact of foreign
exchange translation, and unfavourable tax adjustments in the current quarter.

Quarterly results and trend analysis

Our quarterly results are impacted by a number of trends and recurring factors, which include seasonality of certain businesses, general
economic and market conditions, and fluctuations in the Canadian dollar relative to other currencies. The following table summarizes our results
for the last eight quarters (the period):

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except per share and percentage
amounts)

_ _ ____ __

Net interest income
Non-interest income (z)

Total revenue (z)
PCL
PBCAE
Non-interest expense (z)

Net income before income taxes
Income taxes

- __ _- __ _
Net income

- EPS -basic 
___

- diluted

Segments -net income (loss)
Personal &Commercial Banking
Wealth Management
Insurance
I nvestor &Treasury Services
Capital Markets
Corporate Support
--- ------ -- -

Net income

2017

510,523 $10,088 $10,412
234 320 302

1,137 643 1,090
5,611 5,537 5,331

5 3,541 $ 3,588 $ 3,689
7d4 792 880

Qk Q3 Q2

$ 4,361 $ 4,257 $ k,198
6,162 5,831 6,214

$ 3,191 $ 3,160
618 713

__ -
$ 2,573 $ 2,447

_---- _.
$ 1.67 $ 1.59

1.66 1.58

2016

Q1 Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1

$ 4,324 $ 4,187 $ 4,123 $ 4,025 $ 4,196
5.322 5,177 6,229 5,597 5,261

$ 9,646 $ 9,364 $10,352 $ 9,627 $ 9,457
294 358 318 460 410
183 397 1,210 988 829

5,315 5,297 5>188 4,983 5,058

$ 3,854 $ 3,312 $ 3,636
827 769 7G1

$ 2,837 $ 2,796 $ 2,809 S 3,027 $ 2,543 $ 2,895

$ 1.89 $ 1.86 $ 1.86 $ 1.98 $ 1.66 $ 1.88..
1.88 ---,1.85 1.85 1.97 1.65 1.88

Effective income tax rate
Period average US$ equivalent of C$1.00

1,404 $ 1,399 $ 1,3b0 $ 1,592 $ 1,275 $ 1,322 $ 1,297 $ 1,290
491 4&6 431 430 396 388 386 303
265 161 166 134 228 364 177 131
156 178 193 214 174 157 139 143
584 611 668 667 482 635 583 570
(63) (39) (9) (5) (12) 29 (9) 10

2,837 $ 2,796 $ 2,809 $ 3,027 $ 2,543 $ 2,895 $ 2,573 $ 2,447

19.9% 22.1% 23.9% 21.5% 23.2% 20.4% 19.4% 22.6%
5 0.792 $ 0.770 $ 0.746 $ 0.752 $ 0.757 $ 0.768 $ 0.768 $ 0.728

(1) Fluctuations in fhe Canadian dollar relative to other foreign currencies have affected our consolidated results over the period.
Q) Effective Q4 2017, service fees and other costs incurred in association with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis in nominterest expense. Comparative

amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.

Seasonality
Seasonal factors may impact our results in certain quarters. The first quarter has historically been stronger for our Capital Markets businesses.
The second quarter has fewer days than the other quarters, which generally results in a decrease in net interest income and certain expense
items. The third and fourth quarters include the summer months which results in lower client activity and may negatively impact the results of our
Capital Markets' brokerage business and our Wealth Managements investment management business.

Specified items affecting our consolidated results
• In the first quarter of 2017, our results included our share of a gain rebated to the sale of the U.S. operations of Moneris of $212 million
(before- and after-tax).

• in the third quarter of 2016, our results included a gain of $287 million ($235 million after~tax) related to the sale of RBC General Insurance
Company to Aviva.

Trend analysis
The Canadian economy has generally improved over the period, expanding since the second calendar quarter of 2016 as the manufacturing and
mining sectors have been boosted by improving oil prices and positive results from the energy sector, after the impact of the Alberta wildfires in
May 2016. In particular, strong growth earlier this year reflected robust gains in consumer spending amid strong employment growth, low
interest rates, and wealth effects from rising home prices. With strong growth over the first half of 2017, the BoC raised its overnight rate, once in
J uly and again in September. The U.S. economy also experienced growth over the period due Yo higher household wages, strong job growth, and
continued consumer confidence as well as rising business investment. As a result of improving economic conditions, in tune 2017 the Fed raised
its funds target range for the third time over the period. Global markets were given a boost since the beginning of 2017 as equity markets
continued to rebound from the setbacks seen in 2016, particularly in the energy sector. For further details, refer to the Economic and market
review and outlook section.

Earnings have generally trended upwards over the period, driven by our Canadian Banking results reflecting solid volume growth, partially
offset by lower spreads over a majority of the period, higher fee-based revenue and our share of the gain from the sale of the U.S. operations of
Moneris in the first quarter of 2017.Our Wealth Management results reflect growth in average fee-based client assets, mainly due to strong
capital appreciation and net sales, volume growth, and the impact from higher U.S. interest rates since the first quarter of 2017. Results from our
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acquisition of City National have been reflected in our Wealth Management segment since the first quarter of 2016 and have trended higher

since the acquisition. Capital Markets results have trended upwards over the period, driven by higher results in Corporate and Investment

Banking and Global Markets driven by increased client activity and generally improved market conditions. The decline in the fourth quarter of

2016 was primarily due to lower trading revenue largely in the U.S. and Europe, and lower equity origination activity in Canada. Results in our

Insurance segment were impacted by the gain on the sale of our home and auto insurance manufacturing business in the third quarter of 2016

as noted previously. Investor &Treasury Services results have generally trended higher over the period due to higher funding and liquidity

earnings since the first quarter of 2016, reflecting tightening credit spreads and favourable interest and foreign exchange rates movements.

Revenue has generally increased over the period, reflecting solid volume and fee-based revenue growth in our Canadian Banking
businesses. The first quarter of 2Ui7 benefitted from the gain on sate of the U.S. operations of Moneris as noted previously. Wealth Management

revenue has generally trended upwards primarily due to growth in average fee-based client assets and the inclusion of City National which has
resulted in higher net interest income reFlecting volume growth and the impact from higher U.S. interest rates since the first quarter of 2017.
Capital Markets bene~tted from stabilizing credit spreads since the first quarter of 2016, resulting in higher fixed income trading over the period

except in the latter half of 2017 which was impacted by reduced market volatility. The favourable impact of foreign exchange translation due to a

generally weaker Canadian dollar over the period was partially offset by the strengthening Canadian dollar during the past two quarters.
Insurance revenue was primarily impacted by changes in the fair value of investments backing our policyholder liabilities, which is largely offset

in PBCAE and benefitted from the gain on sale of our home and auto insurance manufacturing business in the third quarter of 2016, as noted

previously, and the annual favourable actuarial adjustments in the fourth quarter.
The credit quality of our portfolios has generally improved over the period. Higher PCL related to our Capital Markets and Canadian Banking

businesses was recorded in the first two quarters of 2016, mainly reflecting the impact of the sustained low oil price environment and general

economic uncertainty. PCL trended lower in 2017 due to lower provisions and recoveries in our Capital Markets and Canadian Banking portfolios.

PBCAE has fluctuated quarterly as it includes the changes to the fair value of investments backing our policyholder liabilities, which is

largely offset in revenue. PBCAE has also increased due to business growth, and has been impacted by actuarial liabiUty adjustments and claims

costs over the period.
While we continue to focus on efficiency management activities, non-interest expense has generally trended upwards over the period,

mostly to support business growth and due to the inclusion of City National since the first quarter of 2016. Growth in non-interest expense in

2017 mainly reflects higher variable compensation in Wealth Management and Capital Markets on improved results, and was impacted by higher

severance in the third quarter of 2017. Higher costs in support of business growth reelecting ongoing investments in technology, including digital

initiatives, and an impairment related to properties held for sale in the first quarter of 2017 also contributed to the increase. The unfavourable
impact of foreign exchange translation due to a generally weaker Canadian dollar over the period was partially offset by the strengthening
Canadian dollar during the past two quarters.

Our effective income tax rate has fluctuated over the period, mostly due to varying levels of income reported in jurisdictions with different

tax rates, as well as Fluctuating levels of income from tax-advantaged sources. Our effective income tax rate has generally been impacted over'

the period by higher earnings before income taxes and tower tax-exempt income in 2017.
Results excluding the specified item noted previously are non-GAAP measures. For further details, including a reconciliation, refer to the Key

performance and non-GAAP measures section.

Tlie following table shows our condensed balance sheets.

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

Assets (~>
Cash and due from banks
Interest-bearing deposits with banks
Securities
Assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements and securities borrowed
Loans
Retail
Wholesale

Allowance for loan losses
Other —Derivatives

— Other (z)

Total assets

2017 2016

S 28,407 $ 14,929
32,662 27,$51
218,379 236,093
220,977 186,302

385,170 369,470
159,606 154,369
(2,159) (2,235)
95,023 118,944
74,788

- --
74,535

$ 1,212,853 $ 1,180,258

Liabilities (i)
Deposits S 789,635 $ 757,589

Other —Derivatives 92,127 116,550

— Other (z) 247,398 224,745

Subordinated debentures 9,265 9,762

Total liabilities 1, 7 38,425 1,108,646

Equity attributable to shareholders 73,829 71,017

Non-controlling interests 599 595

Total equity 74,428 71,612

Total liabilities and equity 5 1,212,853 $ 1,180,258

(1) Porelgn curcency-denominated assets and Ifabllities are translated to fanadlan dollars.
(2) Other— Other assets and liabilities include Segregated fund net assets and liabilities, respectively.
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2017 vs. 2016
Total assets were up $33 billion or 3°/a from last year. Foreign exchange translation decreased total assets by $33 billion.

Cash and due from banks was up $13 billion, mainly due to higher deposits with central banks reflecting our management of liquidity and
funding risk.

Interest-bearing deposits with banks increased $S billion or 17%, largely reflecting higher deposits with central banks.
Securities were down $18 billion or 8%, largely driven by lower equity trading positions, a decrease in government debt securities reflecting

our management of liquidity and funding risk, and the impact of foreign exch~ngP tr~n5l~tinn. ThPsa f»rtnra wPrP ~artia~ly offset by an increase
incorporate debt securities in support of business activities.

Assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements (reverse repos) and securities borrowed increased $35 billion or 19%, mainly 

-----attrloatav~t6 is ne mg an e impac o oreign exc ange rans a ion.--

Loanswere up $21 billion or 4°/a, largely due to continued volume growth in residential mortgages in Canada reflecting increased client

activities, and higher wholesale loans driven by business growth, partially offset by the impact of foreign exchange translation.
Derivative assets were down $z4 billion or 20%, mainly attributable to lower fair values on interest rate swaps and the impact of foreign

exchange translation, partially offset by lower financial netting on our interest rate swaps.
Other assets remained relatively flat,
Total liabilities were up $30 billion or 3%. Foreign exchange translation decreased total liabilities by $33 billion.
Deposits increased $3Z billion or 4%; mainly es a result of increased business ~a retail deposits driven by higher client activity, growth in

issuances of fixed-term notes driven by funding requirements, and higher bank deposits due to increased client activity. These factors were

partially offset by the impact of foreign exchange translation.
Derivative liabilities were down $24 billion or 21%, mainly attributable to lower fairvalues on interest rate swaps and the impact of Foreign

exchange translation, partially offset by lower financial netting on our interest rate swaps.
Other liabilities increased $23 billion or 10%,mainly attributable to higher repurchase agreements reflecting business and client activities,

partially offset by lower obligations related to securities sold short.
Total equity increased $3 billion or 4%, largely reflecting earnings, net of dividends.

In the normal course of business, we engage in a variety of financial transactions that, for accounting purposes, are not recorded on our
Consolidated Balance Sheets. Off•balance sheet transactions are generally undertaken for risk, capital and funding management purposes which

benefit us and our clients. These include transactions with structured entities and may also include the issuance of guarantees. These
transactions give rise to, among other risks, varying degrees of market, credii, liquidity and funding risk, which are discussed in the Risk
management section.

We use structured entities to securitize our financial assets as weld as assist our clients in securitizing their financial assets. These entities
are not operating entities, typically have no employees, and may or may not be recorded on our Consolidated Balance Sheets.

In the normal course of business, we engage in a variety of financial transactions that may qualify for derecognition. We apply the
derecognition rules to determine whether we have transferred substantially all the risks and rewards or control associated with the financial

assets to a third party. If the transaction meets specific criteria, it may qualify for full or partial derecognition from our Consolidated Balance

Sheets.

Securitizations ofour financial assets
We periodically securitize our credit card receivables, residential and commercial mortgage loans and bond participation certificates primarily to

diversify our funding sources, enhance our liquidity position and for capital purposes. We also securitize residential and commercial mortgage

loans as part of our sales and trading activities.
We securitize our credit card receivables, on a revolving basis, through a consolidated structured entity. We securitize single and multiple-

family residential mortgages through the National Housing Act Mortgage-Backed Securities (NHA MBS) program. The majority of our

securitization activities are recorded on our Consolidated Balance Sheets as we do not meet the derecognition criteria. As at October 31, 2017,

we derecognized $1.2 billion (October 31, 2016 — $nil) of mortgages where both the NHA and the residual interests in the mortgages were sold

to third parties resulting in the transfer of substantially all of the risks and rewards. For further details, refer to Note 6 and Note 7 of our 2017

Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.
We periodically securitize residential mortgage loans for the Canadian social housing program through the NHA MBS program, which are

derecognized from our Consolidated Balance Sheets when sold to third party investors. During 2017, we securitized $13 million of residential

mortgage loans for the Canadian social housing program (October 31, 2016 — $nil).
We also periodically securitize commercial mortgage loans by selling them in collateral pools, which meet certain diversification, leverage

and debt coverage criteria, to structured entities, one ofwhich is sponsored by us. Securitized commercial mortgage loans are derecognized from

our Consolidated Balance Sheets as we have transferred substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership of the securitized assets. During

the year ended October 31, 2017, we securitized $407 million of commercial mortgages (October 31, 2016 — $700 million). Our continuing

involvement with the transferred assets is limited to servicing certain of the underlying commercial mortgages sold. As at October 31, 2017,

there was $1.4 billion of commercial mortgages outstanding that we continue to service related to these securitization activities (October 31,

2016 — $1.3 billion).
In prior years, we participated in bond securitization activities where we purchased government, government-related and corporate bonds

and repackaged those bonds in trusts that issue participation certificates, which were sold to third party investors. Securitized bonds are

derecognized from our Consolidated Balance Sheets as we have transferred substantially all of the risk and rewards of ownership of the

securitized assets. Our continuing involvement with the transferred assets is limited to servicing the underlying bonds. As at October 31, 2017,

there were $49 million of bond participation certificates outstanding related to these prior period securitization activities (October 31, 2016 —

$81 million).

Involvement with unconsolidated structured entities
In the normal course of business, we engage in a variety of financial transactions with structured entities to support our customers' financing and

investing needs, including securitization of our clients' financial assets, creation of investment products, and other types of structured financing.

We have the ability to use credit mitigation tools such as third party guarantees, credit default swaps, and collateral to mitigate risks

assumed through securitization and re-securitization exposures. The process in place to monitor the credit quality of our securitization and

re-securitization exposures involves, among other things, reviewing the performance data of the underlying assets. We affirm our ratings each

quarter and formally confirm or assign a new rating at least annually. For further details on our activities to manage risks, refer to the Risk

management section.
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Below is a description of our activities with respect to certain significant unconsolidated structured entities. For a complete discussion of
our interests in consolidated and unconsolidated structured entities, refer to Note 7 of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.

RBC-administered multi-seller conduits
We administer multi-seller conduits which are used primarily for the securitization of our clients' financial assets. Our clients primarily use our
m ulti-seNer conduits to diversify their financing sources and to reduce funding costs by leveraging the value ofhigh-quality collateral. The
conduits offer us a favourable revenue stream and risk-adjusted return.

We provide services such as transaction structuring, administration, backstop liquidity facilities and partialcredit enhancements to the
multi-seller conduits. Revenue for all such services amounted to $287 million during the year (October 31, 2016 - $252 million).

Our total commitment to the conduits in the form of backstop liquidity and credit enhancement facilities is shown below. The total
committed amount of these facilities exceeds the total amount of the maximum assets that may have to be purchased by the conduits under the
purchase agreements. As a result, the maximum exposure to loss attributable to our backstop liquidity and credit enhancement facilities is less
than the total cumiiiilleel arnuunls of these facilities.

2017 2016

Notional of Allocable Maximum Notional of Allocable Maximum
committed notional Outstanding exposure committed notional Outstanding exposure

As at October 31 (Millions of Canadian dollars) amounts ~i) amounts loans (z) to toss (s) amounts (i) amounts loans (z) to loss (~)

Backstop liquidity facilities S 38,622 S 35,981 S 371 $ 36,352 $ 39,462 $ 36,494 $ 733 $ 37,227
Credit enhancement facilities 2,270 2,270 - 2,270 2,235 2,235 - 2,235

Total $ 40.892 S 38,251 S 371 S 38,622 $ 41,697 $ 38,729 $ 733 $ 39,462

(1) Based on total committed financing limit.
(2) Nct of allowonce for loan los9e9 and write offs.
{3) Nol presented in the table above are derivative assets with a fair value of $17 million (October 31, 2016 $11 million) which are a component of our total maximum exposure to loss from our

interests in the multi-seller conduits. Refer [o Note 7 of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements for more details.

As at October 31, 2017, the notional amount of backstop liquidity facilities we provide decreased by $8A0 million or 2%from last year.
The decrease in the amount of backstop liquidity facilities provided to the multi-seller conduits as compared to last year primarily reflects the
i mpact of foreign exchange translation. The notional amount of partial credit enhancement facilities we provide increased by $35 million from
last year. The increase in the credit enhancement facilities reflects increased client usage. Total loans extended to the multi seller conduits under
the backstop liquidity facilities decreased by $362 million from last year primarily due to principal repayments and the impact of foreign
exchange translation.

2017 2016

As at October 37 (Millions of dollars) ~U$s~ ~CS~ Total (CS) ~US$~ ~~$~ Total (C$)

Outstanding securitized assets
Credit cards $ 4,058 5 510 S 5,745 $ 5,057 $ 510 $ 7,292
Auto loans and leases 10,597 3,113 16,783 9,489 2,646 15,372
Student loans 1,747 - 2,253 2,352 - 3,154
Trade receivables 2,358 - 3,042 2,002 51 2,736
Asset-backed securities 287 - 371 547 -- 734
Equi~mant receivables 1,402 - 1,809 1,428 - 1,915
Consumer loans 1,267 - 1,634 1,470 - 1,971
Dealer floor plan receivables 939 852 2,06G 760 903 1,922
Fleet finance receivables 766 306 1,294 914 306 1,532
Insurance premiums 134 163 336 - 163 163
Residential mortgages - 1,377 1,377 - 1,122 1,122
Transportation finance 1,346 179 1,914 1,041 ]53 1,549

Total S 24,901 S 6,500 $ 38,622 $ 25,060 $ 5,854 $ 39,462

Canadian equivalent $ 32,122 $ 6,500 5 38,622 $ 33,608 $ 5,854 $ 39,462

Our overall exposure decreased by 2.1%compared to last year, primarily reflecting the impact of foreign exchange translation. Correspondingly,
total assets of the multi-seller conduits decreased by $831 million or 2.1%over last year, primarily due to decreases in the Credit Card and
Student Loans asset classes, which were partially offset by increases in the Auto loans and leases and Transportation finance asset classes.
100"/0 ofmulti-seller ioiiduils a55e15 wale irilernally rated A or above, consistent with last year. All transactions funded by the unconsolidated
multi-seller conduits are internally rated using a rating system which is largely consistent with that of the external rating agencies.
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Multiple independent debt rating agencies review all of the transactions in the multi-seller conduits. Transactions 
financed in two U.S.

multi•seller conduits are reviewed by Moody's Investors Service (Moody's), Standard & Poor's (S&P) and Fitch Ratings 
(Fitch). Transactions in one

U.S. multi seller conduit is reviewed by S&P. Transactions in the Canadian multi•seller conduits are reviewed by DBRS a
nd Moody's. Each

2QpIIC3~~E fat!^g a;ercy a!so ~~~~~e!^.~s 0!!gOEng tr~~caCtlOn pp~~rrr„rrP nn ~ ~,~nthly h~cit an~i may n~ihlish
 reports detailing portfolio and

program information related to the conduits.

As at October 31, 2017, the total asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) issued by the conduits amounted to $24.8 
billion, an increase of

$44 million or D.2% trom last year. I he increase in the amount of ABCP Issued by the multi-seller conduits curnpar
e~l lu last seer is primarily due

to an increase in client usage partially offset by foreign exchange translation. The rating agencies that rate t
he ABCP rated 70% (October 31,

In October 20'14, the U.S. federal regulators adupled regulations related to the credit risk retention requirements of 
Section 15G of the

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (as added by Section 941 of the Dodd•Frank Act) for asset-backed securities 
(the Risk Retention Rules). To

comply with the Risk Retention Rules, we hold ABCP from RBC administered U.S. multi seller conduits in an amount
 equal to at least 5% of the

aggregate principal amount of the then outstanding ABCP and any advances under the liquidity loan agreement. As at 
October 31, 2017, the fair

value of the ABCP purchased to comply with the Risk Retention Rules was $1 billion (October 31, 2016 - $670 mill
ion). This inventory is

classified as Securities - Available•for-sale on our Consolidated Balance Sheet.

We a-[so pure ~ase~~~fi issued by the m~u t1=se e-i[ r conci-ui s in our capacity as a prce-menT~t `in or~eYtb'f~Lititate'av~ratl ~sragram---

liquldity. As at October 31, 2017, the fair value of our inventory was $2 million, a decrease of $3 million from last 
year. The fluctuations in

Inventory held reflect normal trading activity. This inventory is classified as Securities - Trading on our Consolidat
ed Balance Sheets.

Structured finance
We invest in auction rate securities (ARS) of certain trusts which fund their long-term investments in student loans by 

issuing short-term senior

and subordinated notes. Our maximum exposure to loss in these ARS trusts as at October 31, 2017 was $443 mill
ion (October 31, 2016 -

$549 million). The decrease in our maximum exposure to loss is primarily related to the impact of foreign ex
change translation. Interest income

from the ARS investments, which is reported in Net-interest income, was $9.8 million during the year (October 31,
 2016 - $6.3 million).

We also provide liquidity facilities to certain municipal bond Tender Option Bond (TOB) trusts in which we have an
 interest but do not

consolidate because the residual certificates issued by the TOB trusts are held by third parties. As at Octobe
r 31, 2017, our maximum exposure

to loss from these unconsolidated municipal bond TOB trusts was $1,727 million (October 31, 2016 - $1,640 mil
lion). The increase in our

maximum exposure to loss relative to last year is primarily due to additional TOB trusts. Fee revenue from the prov
ision of liquidity facilities to

these entities, reported in Non-interest income, was $5.1 million during the year (October 31, 2016 - $4.7 m
illion).

We provide senior warehouse financing to discrete unaffiliated structured entities that are established by third parties
 to acquire loans and

issue term collateralized loan obligations. A portion of the proceeds from the sale of the term collateralized loan o
bligations is used to fully repay

the senior warehouse financing that we provide. As at October 31, 2017, our maximum exposure to loss associate
d with the outstanding senior

warehouse financing facilities was $263 million (October 31, 2016 - $141 million). The increase in our max
imum exposure to loss relative to last

year is related to the addition of new financing facilities. We provide senior financing to an unaffiUated struc
tured entity to acquire loans. As at

October 31, 2017, our maximum exposure to loss associated with the outstanding senior financing facilities was $
1.2 billion (October 31,

2016 - $1.3 billion).

Investment funds
We invest in hedge funds primarily to provide clients with desired exposures to reference funds. As we make in

vestments in the reference funds,

exposures to the funds are simultaneously transferred to clients through derivative transactions. Our maximum 
exposure to loss in the reference

funds is limited to our investments in the funds. As at October 31, 2017, our maximum exposure to loss was $2.9 
billion (October 31, 2016 -

$2.6 billion).
We also provide liquidity facilities to certain third party investment funds. The funds issue unsecured variable-r

ate preferred shares and

invest in portfolios of tax exempt bonds. As at October 31, 2017, our maximum exposure to these funds was $268
 million (October 31, 2016 -

$764 million). The decrease in our maximum exposure compared to last year is primarily due to unwinds of
 several third party investment funds.

Third-partysecuritization vehicles

We hold interests in certain unconsolidated third•party securitization vehicles, whith are structured eniilies. 
We, as well as other financial

institutions, are obligated to provide funding to these entities up to our maximum commitment level and are
 exposed to credit losses on the

underlying assets after various credit enhancements. As at October 31, 2017, our maximum exposure to los
s in these entities was $6.1 billion

(October 31, 2016 - $9 billion). The decrease in our maximum exposure to loss compared to last year reflects a 
reduction in the securitized

assets in these entities and the impact of foreign currency translation. Interest and non-interest income ear
ned in respect of these investments

was $87 million (October 31, 2016 - $95 million).

Guarantees, retail end commercial commitments

We provide our clients with guarantees and commitments that expose us to liquidity and funding risks. Our 
maximum potential amount of future

payments in relation to our commitments and guarantee products as at October 31, 2017 amounted to $355
.8 billion compared to

$339.8 billion last year. The increase compared to last year relates primarily to the business growth in both 
securities lending indemnifications

and other credit-related commitments, partially offset by the impact of foreign exchange translation. Refer to Liqui
dity and funding risk and

Note 25 to our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial5tatements for details regarding our guarantees and co
mmitments.
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Rislc management

Overview

The ability to manage risk is a core competency at RBC, and is supported by our strong risk conduct and culture, and an effective risk

management approach. We define risk as the potential for loss or an undesirable outcome with respect to volatility of actual earnings in relation

to expected earnings, capital adequacy or liquidity. Organizational design and governance processes ensure that our Group Risk Management

(GRM) function is independent from the businesses it supports.

We manage our risks by ensuring that business activities and transactions provide an appropriate balance of return for the risks assumed

and remain within our risk appetite, which is collectively managed across RBC, through adherence to our Enterprise Risk Appetite Framework.

Our major risk categories include credit, market, liquidity, insurance, operational, regulatory compliance, strategic, reputation, legal and

regulatory environment, competitive, and systemic risks,

Mission Statement

Build shareholder value through leadership in strategic management risk

Objectives .~ ..

Risk Management Principles

Responsibility Ion
risk management is

sha~eA

2017 Accomplishments
Throughout 2017, we have:
• Enabled growth while ensuring top and emerging risks remained within our risk appetite;

n Maintained strong credit quality with total PCL ratio of 21 bps and GIL ratio of k6 bps, down 8 bps and 27 bps from last year, 
respectively;

• Maintained strung capital and liquidity ratios, well above rc$ulatory requirements;

• Avoided major operational risk events;
• Enhanced stress testing capabilities and risk analysis frameworks;

• Continued to strengthen our risk conduct and culture practices; and

• Expanded our risk organization forthe U.S. region.
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Risk pyramid
Our risk pyramid identifies and categorizes our principal risks and provides a

 common language and discipline for the identification and

assessment of risk in existing businesses, new businesses, products
 or initiatives, and acquisitions and alliances. It is maintained by GRM and

reviewed regularly to ensure all key risks are reflected and ranked appropriately. 
The placement of the principal risks within the risk pyramid is a

function of two primary criteria: risk drivers and level of control and influence.

Risk Drivers
Risk drivers are key factors that would have a strong influence on whether or not one or more of our r

isks will materialize, which include the

following:
1. Macroeconomic: Adverse changes in the macroeconomic environment can lead to a partial or total collapse 

of the real economy or the

financial system in any of the regions in which we operate. Examples include deterioration in the Canadian 
housing market, abrupt

changes in the geopolitical environment, or a severe economic slowdown in China. Resultant impacts 
can materialize as loss of

revenue, as well as realization of credit, market or operational risk losses.

2. Strategic: Business strategy is a major driver of our risk appetite and the strategic choices and capital 
allocations we make determine

how our risk profile changes. Examples Include acquisitions, responding to the threats posed bynon-
traditional competitors and

responding to proposed changes in the regulatory framework. These choices also impact our revenue mix,
 affecting our exposure to

earnings volatility and loss absorption capacity.

3. Execution: The complexity and scope of our operations across the globe exposes us to operational and regulator
y compliance risks,

including fraud, anti-money laundering, cybersecurity and conduct/fiduciary risk.

4. Transactional/Positional: This driver of risk presents a more traditional risk perspective. This involves the risk of
 credit or market losses

arising From the lending transactions and balance sheet positions we undertake every day.

Control and Influence
The risk categories are organized vertically from the top of the pyramid to its base according to the relative deg

ree of control and influence we are

considered to have over each risk.
The risk categories along the base level of our risk pyramid are those over which we have the greatest level of 

control and influence. We

understand thPSP risks and earn revenue by taking them. These are credit, market, liquidity and insurance risks. 
Operational risk and regulatory

compliance risk, while still viewed as risks over which we have a greater level of control and influence, are ranked
 higher on the pyramid than the

other more controllable risks. This ranking acknowledges the level of controllability associated with peopl
e, systems and external events.

Systemic risk is placed at the top of our risk pyramid, and is generally considered the least controllable type of ri
sk arising from the

business environment in which we operate. However, we have in place measures for mitigating the impacts of
 systemic risk such as our

diversified business model and funding sources, financial crisis management strategies and protocols, stress test
ing programs, and product and

geographic diversification. Legal and regulatory environment and competitive risks, which can be viewed as 
somewhat controllable, can be

influenced through our role as a corporate entity, and as an active participant in the Canadian and global financial servi
ces industry.
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Top and emerging risks

Our view of risks is not static. An important component of our enterprise risk management approach is to
 ensure that continuously evolving top

risks and emerging risks are appropriately identified, managed, and incorporated into existing risk manag
ement assessment, measurement,

monitoring and escalation processes.

These practices ensure management isforward-looking in its assessment of risks to the organizatio
n. Identification of top and emerging

risks occurs in the course of business development and as part of the execution of risk oversight 
responsibilities by GRM, Finance, Corporate

Treasury, Global Compliance and other control functions.

A top risk is an identified risk that could have a material adverse effect on our financial results, reput
ation, business model, or strategy in

the short to medium term.

Global Uncertainty Global uncertainty remained a key risk during 2017. The U.S. administration continues to advocate polic
y

changes related to trade, financial regulation and taxation, which add to overall global uncertainty and

volatility. The Canadian economy faces additional risks from the uncertain outcome of negotiations 
of the

~~ North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and from the U.S. government's posture on financial

regulation and tax reform. Concerns remain around the social, political and economic impacts of th
e

changing political landscape in Europe, especially the impact of mass immigration, Brexit negotiations, an
d

the Catalan referendum. Concerns over a possible economic slowdown in China have increased in light 
of

mixed economic data. Global tensions have also increased due to North Korea's military activities.

Canadian Housing and The housing market is a top concern for the Canadian financial system. Housing prices remain elevated i
n

Household Indebtedness the Greater Toronto Area and Greater Vancouver Area and affordability remains stretched. We are activ
ely

monitoring the impact of recent Government of Ontario measures implemented in an attempt to help cool t
he

. ' housing market. As the BoC embarks on a path of gradual rate tightening, the rising interest rate

1 environment adds an additional level of uncertainty since elevated household indebtedness is a key 
risk.

Increasing indebtedness could have material negative credit quality implications for our consumer
 lending

portfolios, including residential mortgages, credit lines, indirect lending, credit cards, automotive 
lending

and other personal loans.

Information Technology and Information technology and cyber risks continue to be key risks, not only For the financial services 
sector, but

Cyber Rlsks for other industries in Canada and around the globe. The volume and sophistication of cyber-attacks

continue to increase and could result in business interruptions, service disruptions, thek of intellectual

~ property and confidential information, litigation and reputational damage. We continue to develop

1 advancements in cyber defence capabilities in an effort to support our business model, protect our systems

and enhance the experience of our clients on a global basis by employing industry best practices and

~~ ̀~ collaborating with peers and experts to provide our customers with confidence in their financial transacti
ons.

The adoption of emerging technologies, such as cloud computing, artificial intelligence and robotics, call
 for

continued focus and investment to manage our risks effectively.

Regulatory Changes We operate in multiple jurisdictions, and the continued expansion of the breadth and depth of reg
ulations

may lead to declining profitability and slower response to market needs. Financial reforms coming o
n stream

in multiple jurisdictions may have material impacts on our businesses and could affect their strategi
es.

An emerging risk is one that could materially impact our financial results, reputation, business model, or
 strategy, but is not well understood and

has not yet materialized. We are actively monitoring our emerging risks, which include the following:

• Technological innovation and non-traditional competitors;

• Global environmental policy and climate change;

• Changes in consumer behavior;

• End of quantitative easing and the implication for global liquidity.
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Under the oversight of the Board of Directors and senior management, the Enterprise Risk Management Framework provides an overview of our

enterprise-wide programs for managing risk, including identifying, assessing, measuring, controlling, monitoring and reporting on the significant

risks that face the organization. While our risk appetite encompasses "what' risks we are able and willing to take, our risk conduct and culture

articulates "how" we expect to take those risks.

Risk governance
The risk governance model iswell-established. The Board of Directors oversees the implementation of our risk management framework, while

employees at all levels of the organization are responsible for managing the day-to-day risks that arise in the context of their mandate. As shown

below, we use the three lines of defence governance model to manage risks across the enterprise.

• The Board of Directors (the Board) establishes the tone hom above, approves our risk appet(te, provides oversight and carries out Its risk management

mandate primarily through its committees which Include the Risk Committee, the Audit Committee, the Governance Committee and the Human Resources

Committee.
• The purpose of the Risk Committee is to oversee our risk management program by ensuring that the policies, procedures and controls used by management are

sufficient to keep risks within our risk appetite. The Risk Committee's oversight role is designed to ensure that the risk management function is adequately

Independent from the businesses whose activities it reviews. Its oversight activities include evaluating GRM's success against its key priorities, reviewing the

mandate of the GCRO, the GRM organizational structure, and the function's budget and resources.

• The Audit Committee assists the Board in its oversight of (i) the integrity of our financial statements; (ii) the qualifications, performance and independence of

our external auditors; (iii) the performance of our internal audit function and internal controls; and (iv) compliance with legal and regulatory requirements.

• The Governance Committee recommends individuals for Board member election or re-election, oversees the process for evaluating Board members, and serves

as our conduct review committee. Additional responsibilities include (i) developing and recommending governance frameworks, principles and policies to the

Board; (ii) overseeing corporate citizenship matters; (iii) monitoring developments in corporate governance and adapting best practices; and (iv) reviewing

shareholder proposals and recommending responses to the Board.
• The Human Resources Committee assists the Board in its oversight of compensation policies and programs, compensation for the CEO and Group Executives, as

well as compensation risk management. It also oversees our pension plans, key talent management stre[egies and practices, and management succession

plans.

• Actively shape enterprise risk appetite and recommend it for Board of Directors approval
• Establish the tone from above and visibly support and communicate enterprise risk appetite, ensuring that sufficient resources and expertise are in place to

help provide effective oversight of adherence to the enterprise risk appetite
• Ensure alignment of strategic planning, financial planning, capital planning and risk appetite
• Via the Compensation Risk Management Oversight Committee, oversees the design of major compensation programs to ensure alignment with sound risk

management principles and that risks that may not be fully captured in our current financial performance are appropriately considered in variable

compensation payouts, including enterprise r(sk profile relative to risk appetite

• Business and Support Functions embedJed In
the business

• Accountable for.
- Identification
- Assessment
- Mitigation
- Monitoring and
- Reporting of risk against approved policies
and appetite

• EslaLlishes risk management precticen end
provides risk guidance

• Provides oversight of the effectiveness of First
Line risk management practices

• Monitors and independently reports on the level
of risk against established appetite

• In[emal and Fnfernal Audit
• Independent assuranceto managementandthe

Board of Directors on the effectiveness of risk
management practices

Risk appetite
Our risk appetite is the amount and type of risk that we are able and willing to accept in the pursuit of our business objectives. The goal in

managing risk is to protect us from an unacceptable loss or an undesirable outcome with respect to earnings volatility, capital adequacy or

liquidity, while supporting and enabling our overall business strategy.

Our approach to articulating our risk appetite is focused around three key concepts:
1. The amount of "earnings at risk" that is determined to be acceptable over an economic cycle and including periods of moderate stress,

using an expected future loss lens and considering potential revenue and expense contributions to earnings volatility;

2. The amount of "capital at risk" that is determined to be acceptable under severe and very severe stress, using an unexpected future loss

lens; and
3. Ensuring adequate liquidity in times of stress.
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Our Enterprise Risk Appetite Framework has several major components as follows:

• Define our risk capacity by identifying regulatory constraints

that restrict our ability to accept risk. •'

• Establish and regularly confirm our risk appetite, comprised of

strategic drivers and self-imposed constraints that define the

maximum amount of risk we are willing to accept given our

financial strength, corporate objectives and business

• Set risk limits and tolerances for management to ensure that Risk Limits and

risk-taking activities are within our risk appetite. Tolerances

Regularly measure anTeva~uate our risk—pro i e, represe~ing

the risks we are exposed to, relative to our risk appetite, and

ensure appropriate action is taken to prevent our risk profile

from sur assin our risk aP g ppefite. 
_ _ — --

• Assess our risk posture to confirm whether our strategic Risk Profile
priorities entail taking on more risk over Gone-year time

frame, using a scale of contracting, stable or expanding.

Risk Posture
~~

We are in the business of taking risk; however, we balance the risk-reward trade-off to ensure the long-term viability of the 
organization by

remaining within our risk appetite. Our risk appetite is articulated in several complementary qualitative and quantitative risk appetite

statements.

• Undertake only risks we understand. Make thoughtful and

future-focused risk decisions.
• Make decisions that balance risk with sustainable and

stable business growth.
• Maintain a healthy control environment to protect our

stakeholders and meet regulatory and legal requirements.

• Avoid activities that compromise our Purpose, Vision,

Values, Goals and Code of Conduct.
• Never compromise our reputation and the trust of our clients

for profits.
• Maintain financial resilience and operational readiness for

extreme events, to protect our stakeholders, financial

markets and the broader economy.

• Manage exposure to future losses and volatility of earnings.

• Avoid excessive concentrations of risk.
• Maintain low exposure to future losses under periods of

stress.
• Ensure sound management of liquidity and funding risk.

• Ensure sound management of regulatory compliance risk

and operational rlsk.
• Ensure capital adequacy by maintaining capital ratios in

excess of rating agency and regulatory expectations.

• Maintain strong credit ratings and risk profile in the top half

of our peer group.

Our risk appetite statements are structured in such a way that they can be applied at the enterprise, business segment, business
 unit and legal

entity levels. Risk appetite is aligned with our business strategies, capital, financial and funding plans. We also ensure that the 
business strategy

aligns with the enterprise and business segment level risk appetite.

Risk measurement
Our ability to measure risks is a key component of our enterprise-wide risk and capital management processes. Certain mea

surement

methodologies are common to a number of risk types, while others only apply to a single risk type. While quantitative risk 
measurement is

important, we also place reliance on qualitative factors. For those risk types that are difficult to quantify, we place greater e
mphasis on

qualitative risk factors and assessment of activities to gauge the overall level of risk to ensure that they are within our risk a
ppetite. In addition,

judgmental risk measures are developed, and techniques such as stress testing, and scenario and sensitivity analyses can
 also be used to

assess and measure risks. Our primary methods for measuring risk include:

• Quantifying expected loss which is used to assess earnings at risk and is a representation of losses that are statistically expected
 to occur in

the normal course of business in a given time period;

• Quantifying unexpected foss which is used to assess capital at risk under stressed conditions and is a statistical estimate 
of the amount by

which actual earnings depart from the expected, over a specified time horizon;

• Stress testing which examines potential impacts arising from exceptional but plausible events; and

• 8acktesting which is performed on a quarterly basis by comparing the realized values to the parameter estimates that are current
ly used to

ensure the parameters remain appropriate for regulatory and economic capital calculations.
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Risk control
Our enterprise-wide risk management approach is supported by a comprehensive set of risk controls.

These risk controls are defined in our Enterprise Risk Management and Risk-Specific Frameworks, which lay the foundation for the
development and communicatior, of policies, establishment of formal risk review and approval processes, and the establishment of delegated
authorities and limits. The implementation of robust risk controls enables the optimization of risk and return on both a portfolio and a
transactional basis.
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Risk Responsibilities

Policy Standing Order Mitigation Policy Policy Po~i~Y

Enterpri5e-Wide Policies for Multiple Risk TyFles
(e.g., Product Risk Review and Approval Policy; Risk Limit: Policy; Stress Testing Policy)

Segment or Region Specific Risk Policy and Procedures

The approval hierarchy for risk frameworks and policy documents:

Board of Directors or Board Committees

Senior Management Committees (e.g., Policy Review Committee, Asset Liability Committee) for most policies. Board or Board Committee approval is required
.n some instances (e. o., RBC Code of Conduct, Dividend Policy)

O Generally within businesses or Corporate support Committees. Group Risk Management approval required if there are significant risk implications

Risk review and approval processes
Risk review and approval processes are established by GRM based on the nature, size and complexity of the risk involved. In general, the risk

review and approval process involves a formal review and approval by an individual, group or committee that is independent from the originator.

The approval responsibilities are governed by delegated authorities based on the following categories: transactions, structured credit, projects
and initiatives, and new products and services.

Authorities and limits
The Risk Committee of the Board of Directors delegates credit, market and insurance risk authorities to the President &Chief Executive Officer

(CEO) and the Group Credit Risk Officer (GCRO). The delegated authorities allow these o~cers to approve single name, geographic (country and
region) and industry sector exposures within defined parameters to manage concentration risk, establish underwriting and inventory limits for

trading and investment banking activities and set market risk tolerances.
The Board of Directors also delegates liquidity risk authorities to the President &CEO, Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and GCRO. These limits

act as a key risk control designed to ensure that reliable and cost-effective sources of cash or its equivalent are available to satisfy our current

and prospective commitments.

Reporting
Enterprise and business segment level risk monitoring and reporting are critical components of our enterprise risk management program and

support the ability of senior management and the Board of Directors to effectively perform their risk management and oversight responsibilities.
In addition, we publish a number of external reports on risk matters to comply with regulatory requirements. On a quarterly basis, we provide to

senior management and the Board of Directors the Enterprise Risk Report which includes a comprehensive review of our risk profile relative to
our risk appetite, concentrations and limit usage, stress testing results, portfolio quality and focuses on the range of risks we face along with an

analysis of the related issues and trends. On an annual basis, we provide a benchmarking review which compares our performance to peers

across a variety of risk metrics and includes a composite risk scorecard providing an objective measure of our ranking relative to the peer group.
I n addition to our regular risk monitoring, other risk specific presentations are provided to and discussed with senior management and the Board

of Directors on top and emerging risks or changes in our risk profile.

Stress testing
Stress testing examines potential impacts arising from exceptional but plausible adverse events, and is an important component of our risk

management framework. Stress testing results are used in:
• Monitoring our risk profile relative to our risk appetite in terms of earnings and capital at risk;
• Setting limits;
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Identifying key risks to and potential ships in our capital and liquidity levels, and our financial position;
Enhancing our understanding of available mitigating actions in response to adverse events; and
Assessing the adequacy of our target capital and liquidity levels.

Our enterprise-wide stress tests evaluate key balance sheet, income statement, leverage, capital, and liquidity impacts arising from risk
exposures and changes in earnings. The results are used by the Group Risk Committee (GRC), the Board of Directors and senior management risk
committees to understand our performance drivers under stress, and review stressed capital, leverage, and liquidity ratios against regulatory
thresholds and internal targets. The results are also incorporated into our Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP) and capital
plan analyses.

We annually evaluate anumber ofenterprise-wide stress scenarios over amulti-year horizon, featuring a range of severities. Our Board of
Directors reviews the recommended scenarios, and GRM leads the scenario assessment process. Results from across the organization are
integrated to develop an enterprise-wide view of the impacts, with input from subject matter experts in GRM, Corporate Treasury, Finance, and
Economics. Recent scenarios evaluated include global recessions, piule~liunisrn, isolationism, and real estate price corrections, as well as credit
sprgad an~d~a»+r+a~d:ty :}pocks: _ ---- ._ _..-------------- _ ___- ------ -

Ongoingstress testing and scenario analyses within specific risk types such as market risk, liquidity risk, structural interest rate risk, retail
and wholesale credit risk, operational risk, and insurance risk supplement and support our enterprise-wide analyses. Results from these risk-
specificprograms are used in a variety of decision•making processes including risk limit setting, portfolio composition evaluation, risk appetite
articulation, and business strategy implementation.

In addition to ongoing enterprise-wide and risk specific stress testing programs, we also use ad hoc and reverse stress testing to deepen
our knowledge of the risks we face. Ad hoc stress tests are one-off analyses used to investigate developing conditions or stress a particular
portfolio in more depth. Reverse stress tests, starting with a severe outcome and aiming to reverse-engineer scenarios that might lead to it, are
used in risk identification and understanding of risk/return boundaries.

In addition to internal stress tests, we participate in a number of regulator required stress test exercises, on a periodic basis, across several
jurisdictions.

Risk conduct and culture
We define our risk conduct and culture as a shared set of behavioural norms that sustain our core values and enables us to proactively identify,
understand and act upon our risks, thereby protecting our clients, safeguarding our shareholders value, and supporting the integrity, soundness
and resilience of financial markets.

Risk behaviour expectations are in place and articulated through:
• Our Values;
• Code of Conduct;
• Risk management principles;
• Risk appetite statements;
• Regulatory conduct rules, practices and policies;
• Performance management processes; and
• The Risk Conduct and Culture Framework.

We align with the Financial Stability Board's four fundamental Risk Culture practices. Our Risk Culture practices include:
• Tone from above;
• Accountability;
• Effective challenge; and
• Incentives and performance management.

These practices are largely grounded in our existing risk management and human resource disciplines and protocols, and, when combined with
the elements of effective leadership and values, provide a base from which the resulting risk conduct and culture can be assessed, monitored,
sustained and subject to ongoing enhancement.

We hold ourselves to the highest standards of conduct to build the trust of our clients, investors, colleagues and community. The desired
outcomes from effective risk conduct and culture practices align with our values and support our risk appetite statements:

Support desired outcomes J

The shaded text along with the tables specifically marked with an asterisk (*) in the following sections of the MD&A represent our disclosures
on credit, market and liquidity and funding risks in accordance with IfRS 7, Financial Instruments: Disclosures, and include discussion on how
we measure our risks and the objectives, policies and methodologies for managing these risks. Therefore, these shaded text and marked
tables represent an integral part of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Credit risk is the risk of loss associated with an obligor's potential inability or unwillingness to fulfill it
s contractual obligations on a timely

basis. Credit risk may arise directly From the risk of default of a primary oBligor (e.g., issuer,
 debtor, counterparty, borrower or policyholder), or

indirectly from a secondary obligor (e.g., guarantor or reinsurer). Credit risk includes counterparty credi
t risk from both trading and

non-tr~riing ~ctiuitie~. _ . _ _

The responsibility for managing credit risk is shared broadly following the three lines of defence g
overnance model. The Board of Directors,

through its Risk Committee, delegates credit risk approval authorities to the President &CEO 
and GCRO. Credit transactions in excess of these

authorities must be approved by the Risk Committee. To facilitate day-to-day business operations,
 the GCRO has been empowered to further

delegate credit risk approval authorities to individuals within GRM, the business segments, and 
Corporate Support as necessary.

We balance our risk and return by setting the following objectives for the management of credit risk:

• Ensuring credit quality is not compromised fnr growth;

• Mitigating credit risks in transactions, relationships and portfolios;

• Using RBC's credit risk rating and scoring systems or other approved credit risk assessment or rating m
ethodologies, policies and tools;

• Pricing appropriately for the credit risk taken;

• Qetecting and preventing inappropriate credit risk through effective systems and controls;

• Applying consistent credit risk exposure measurements;

• Ongoing credit risk monitoring and administration;

• Transferring credit risk to third parties where appropriate through approved credit risk mitigation
 techniques (e.g., sale, hedging,

insurance, securiti2ation); and

• Avoiding activities that are inconsistent with RBC's Values. Code of Conductor policies.

We maintain a Credit Risk Framework and supporting policies that are designed to clearly define ro
les and responsibilities, acceptable

practices, limits and key controls. The Credit Risk Framework describes the principles, methodolo
gies, systems, roles and responsibilities,

reports and COfiiiGi5liidi FXi51 fOf ~iiaita^gl .g;.redii ~IS~: V'I~~i~ RBA.

Credit risk measurement
We quantify credit risk, at both the individual obligor and portfolio levels, to manage expected cr

edit losses in order to limit earnings volatility

and minimize unexpected losses.
We employ a variety of risk measurement methodologies to measure and quantify credit risk 

for our wholesale and retail credit

portfolios. The wholesale portfolio is comprised of businesses, sovereigns, public sector entities,
 banks and other financial institutions, as

well as certain individuals and small businesses. The retail portfolio is comprised of residential mo
rtgages, personal loans, credit cards, and

small business loans. Our credit risk rating systems are designed to assess and quanti
fy the risk inherent in credit activities in an accurate

and consistent manner. The resulting ratings and scores are then used for both client• and tr
ansaction-level risk decision making and as key

i nputs for our risk measurement and capital calculations.

Measurement of regulatory and economic capital

I n measuring credit risk to determine regulatory capital, two principal approaches are available: i
nternal Ratings Based Approach (IRB) and

Standardized Approach. Most of our credit risk exposure is measured under the IRB.

Under the Standardized Approach, used primarily for our Caribbean banking operations and City
 National, risk weights prescribed by the

OSFI are used to calculate risk-weighted assets (RWA) for credit risk exposure.

Economic capital, which is our internal quantification of risks, is used for performance measurem
ent, limit setting and internal capital

adequacy.

The key parameters that form the basis of our credit risk measures For both regulatory and econom
ic capital are:

• Probability of default (PD): An estimated percentage that represents the likelihood of default 
within a given time period of an obligor for

a specific rating grade or for a particular pool of exposure.

• Exposure at default (EAD): An amount expected to be owed by an obligor at the time of default.

• Loss given default (LGD): An estimated percentage of EAD that is not expected to be recovered du
ring the collections and recovery

process.

These parameters are determined based primarily on historical experience from internal credit 
risk rating systems in accordance with

supervisory standards, and are independently validated and updated on a regular basis.

Each credit facility is assigned an LGO rate that is largely driven by factors that impact the extent
 of losses anticipated in the event the

obligor defaults. These factors mainly include seniority of debt, collateral security, and the indust
ry sector in which the obligor operates.

Estimated LGU rates draw primarily on internal loss experience. Where we have limited intemai l
oss data, we also refer to appropriate external

data to supplement the estimation process. LGD rates are estimated to reflect conditions that 
might be expected to prevail in a period of an

economic downturn, with additional conservatism added to reflect data limitations and statistica
l uncertainties identified in the estimation

process.
EAD is estimated based on the current exposure to the obligor and the possible future changes 

in that exposure driven by factors such

as the nature of the credit commitment. As with LGD, rates are estimated to reflect an econo
mic downturn, with added conservatism to reflect

data and statistical uncertainties identified in the modelling process.

Estimates of PD, LGD and EAD are updated, and then validated and back tested by an independen
t validation team within the hank, on

an annual basis. in addition, quarterly monitoring and back-testing is performed by tt~e esti
mation team. These ratings and risk

measurements are used to determine our expected losses as well as economic and regulator
y capital, setting of risk limits, portfolio

management and product pricing.
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Gross credit risk exposure
Gross credit risk exposure is calculated based on the definitions provided under the Basel III framework. Under this method,

 EAO is calculated

before taking into account any collateral and is inclusive of an estimate of potential future changes to that credit exposure. Gross c
redit risk is

categorized into either lending-related and other, or [rading•related.

Lending•related and other includes:
• Loans and acceptances outstanding, undrawn commitments, and other exposures, including contingent liabilities such as letters 

of

credit and guarantees, availabfe•for•sale (AFS) debt securities and deposits with financial institutions. Undrawn commitments 
represent

an estimate of the contractual amount that may be drawn upon at the time of default of an obligor.

Trading-related credit includes:
• Repo style transactions, which include repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements and securities lending and borrowing

transactions. For repo-style transactions, gross exposure represents the amount at which securities were initially financed, before 
taking

info account collateral. -- 
--------`—__~___~_ _._- ,— -----

• Derivative amounts which represent the credit equivalent amo~mt, defined by OSfI as the replacement cost plus an add-on amount
 for

potentia{ future credit exposure.

Credit risk assessment

Who(esole credit risk
The wholesale credit risk rating system is designed to measure the credit risk inherent in our wholesale credit activities.

Each obligor is assigned a borrower risk rating (BRR), reflecting an assessment of the credit quality of the obligor. Each BRR
 has a PD

calibrated against it. The BRR differentiates the riskiness of obligors and represents our evaluation of the obligor's ability and will
ingness to

meet its contractual obligations on time over a three year time horizon. The assignment of BRRs is based on the evaluation of the obl
igor's

business risk and financial risk and is based on fundamental credit analysis. The determination of the PD associated with ea
ch BRR relies

primarily on internal default history since the early tuUus. PU estimates are designed to be a conservative reflection of our experien
ce across

the economic cycle including periods of economic downturn.

Our rating system is designed to stratify obligors into 22 grades. The following table aligns [he relative rankings of our 22-grade internal

risk ratings with the ratings used by 5&P and Moody's.

Ratings PD Bands BRR S&P Moody

1 0.009% 1+ ~ AAA Aaa

2 0.013% 1H '' AA+ Aa1

3 0.025% 1M AA Aa2

4 0.028% 1L AA- Aa3

5 0.045% 2+H i A+ ~ Al

6 0.066% 2+M A A2

7 0.086% 2+L A- i A3

8 0.168% 2H BBB+ Baal

9 0.205% ZM B66 Baal

10 0.268% 2L BBB- Baa3

11 0.434% 2-H BB+ Bat

12 0.702% 2•M BB Bat

13 '1.135% 2•L BB- E3a3

iG 2.288% 3+H B+ 61

15 3.701% 3+M I B 82

16 5.985% 3+L ~ B• 63

17 9.680% 3H CCC+ Caal

18 12.556% 3M CCC Caa2

19 20.306°/a 3L CCG Caa3

20 32.840% 4 CC to

21 100% 5 1 C C

22 100% 6 ~ Bankruptcy Bankrup

"This table represents an Integral part of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements

Description

Investment Grade

Non-investment
Grade

Impaired

C.ounterparty credit risk
Counterparty credit risk is the risk that a party with whim the hank his entered into a finan~i~l or nnn-financial rnntr~ct will fail 

to fulfill its

contractual agreement and default on the obligation. It is measured not only by its current value, but also by how this valu
e can move as market

conditions change. Counterparty credit risk usually occurs intrading-related derivative and repo style transactions. derivat
ive transactions

include financial (e.g., forwards, futures, swaps and options) and non-financial (e.g., precious metal and commodities) derivatives
. For further

details on our derivative instruments and credit risk mitigation, refer to Note 8 of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statemen
ts.

Wrong-way risk
Wrong-way risk is the risk that exposure to a counterparty or obligor is adversely correlated with the credit quality of that counterpart

y. There are

two types of wrong-way risk:
• Specific Wrong-Way Risk, which exists when our exposure to a particular counterparty is positively and highly correlated wi

th the probability

of default of the counterparty due to the nature of our transactions with them (e.g., loan collateralized by shares or debt issue
d by the

counterparty or a related party); and
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• General Wrong-Way Risk, which exists when there is a positive correlation between the probability of default of counterparties and general

macroeconomic or market factors. This typically occurs with derivatives (e.g., the size of the exposure increases) or with collateralized

transactions (e.g., the value of the collateral declines).

Retail credit risk
Credit ~w~~~~s i~ ti~~• N~i~nary risk rating systere~ fur a55e»ins ut,li~ur and transaction risk For retail expusures. Scoring models use internal and

external data to assess and "score" borrowers, predict future performance and manage limits for existing loans and collection activities.

Credit scores are one of the factors employed in [he acquisition of new clients and management of existing clients. The credit score of the

~orn~vvrr-i~ mc~:v os~ss ttrepre~iFcird risirandrTevenueiarea~r}nd~erider~argoisltiIIn-t~rarcunmmarragemerRacrturr, iea~iingTa-arr-----

automated decision or guidance for an adjudicaror. Credit scoring improves credit decision quality, adjudication timeFrames, consistency in

the credit decision process and facilitates risk-based pricing.

Our retail risk rating system is two-dimensional, whereby assessment of internal ratings is based both on PD, which is a borrower risk

dimension, and on LGD, which is a facility-specific risk dimension.

The fol{owing table maps PD bands to various risk levels:

PD bands

0.000% •- 1.718%

1.719% — 6.430%

b.431% — 99.99%

100%

description

Low risk

Medium risk
_— -----

High risk

I mpaired/Default

`This table represents an integral part of our 7017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.

~TE~it fi5~: fil itl5 o:i~n

CrP~tit risk mitigation policies are an integral component of our Credit Risk Framework and set out the minimum requirements for the

mitigation of credit risk.

Structuring of trartsatfrons
Specific credit policies and procedures set out the requirements for structuring transactions. Risk mitigants include the use of guarantees,

collateral, seniority, loan-[o-value requirements and covenants. Product-specific guidelines set out appropriate product structuring as well as

client and guarantor criteria.

Collateral
We open require obligors ro pledge collateral as security when we advance credit. The extent of risk mitigation provided by collateral depends

on the amount, type and quality of the collateral taken. Specific requirements relating to collateral valuation and management are set out in

our credit risk management policies. The types of collateral used to secure creditor trading facilities within the bank are varied. For example,

the majority of our securities Financing and over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives activities are secured by cash and liquid government securities

such as Organisation For Economic Co-operation and Development {OECD} securities. Wholesale lending is often secured by pledges of the

assets of a business, such as accounts receivable, inventory, operating assets and commercial real estate. In our Canadian Banking business

and Wealth Management segment, collateral typically consists of a pledge over a real estate property, or a portfolio of debt securities and

equities trading nn a recognized exchange.

• We employ arisk-based approach to property valuation. Property valuation methods include airtomated valuation models (AVM) and

appraisals. An AVM is ;~ t~nl that estimates the value of a property by reference to market data inc(udinQ sales of comparable properties

and price trends specific to the Metropolitan Statistical Area in which the property being valued is located. Using arisk-based approach,

we also employ appraisals which can include drive-by or fuU on-site appraisals.

• We continue to actively manage our entire mortgage portfolio and perform stress testing, based on a combination of increasing

unemployment, rising interest rates and a downturn in real estate markets.

• We are compliant with regulatory requirements that govern residential mortgage underwriting practices, including loan-to-value

parameters and property valuation requirements.

Credit risk approval
The Board of Directors and its committees, the Group Executive (GE), the GRC and other senior management risk committees work rogether to

ensure a Credit Risk Framework and supporting policies, processes and procedures exist to manage credit risk and approve related credit risk

limits. Reports are distributed to the k3oard of Directors, the GRC, and senior executives to keep them informed of our risk profile, including

trending information aid significant credit risk issues and shifts in exposures to ensure appropriate actions can be. taken where necessary.

Our enterprise wide credit risk policies set out the minimurn requirements for [he management of credit risk in a variety of borrower,

transactional and portfolio management contexts.

Producfapprova!
• Proposals for credit products and services are comprehensively reviewed and approved under a risk assessment framework. New,

amended and existing products must be reviewed relative to alf risks in our risk pyramid, including credit risk. All products must he

reviewed on a periodic basis, with high risk products being reviewad more frequently.

Credit limits
• Concentration risk is defined as the risk arising from large exposures to borrowers aggregated under one or more single names, industry

sectors, countries or credit products within a portfolio that are highly correlated such that their ability to meet contractual obligations

could be similarly affected by changes in economic, political or other risk drivers.
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• We manage credit exposures and limits to ensure alignment with our risk appetite, to maintain our target business mix and to ensure

that there is no undue risk concentration. Credit concentration limits are reviewed on a regular basis aher taking into account business,

economic, financial and regulatory environments.

• Credit limits are established at the following levels: single name limits (notional and economic capital), underwriting risk limits,

leveraged lending limits, geographic (country and region) limits (notional and economic capital), industry sector limits (notional and

economic capital), and product and portfolio limits, where deemed necessary.

Credo risk administration
Credit provisioning and allowances
We maintain an Allowance for Credit Losses at an appropriate level to cover identified credit losses in the~ortFolio as well as losses for loans not yet

identified as impaired. In determiningthe appropriate level ofAllowance for Credit Losses, we utilize both quantitative and qualitative assessments

using current and historical credit information in accordance with IAS 39 Financiallnstruments: Recognition and Measurement (IAS 39).

Loan forbearance
In our overall management of borrower relationships, economic or legal reasons may necessitate forbearance to certain clients with respect to

the original terms and conditions of their loans. We have specialized groups and formalized policies that direct the management of delinquent 
or

defaulted borrowers. We strive to identify borrowers in financial difficulty early and modify their loan terms in order to maximize collection and to

avoid foreclosure, repossession, or other legal remedies. In these circumstances, a borrower may be granted concessions that would not

otherwise be considered. Examples of such concessions to retail borrowers may include rate reduction, principal forgiveness, and term

extensions. Concessions to wholesale borrowers may include restructuring the agreements, modifying the original terms of the agreement and/

or relaxation of covenants. For both retail and wholesale loans, the appropriate remediation techniques are based on the individualborrower's

situation, RBC's policy and the customer's willingness and capacity to meet the new arrangement.

As at

Otto6er 31 Ocrober 31

2017 20]6

Lending•related and other Trading•releted lending•related and other irading-related

Loans and acceptances Loans and acceptances

(Millions of Undrawn Repo-style Total Undrawn Repo~style Total

Canadian dollars) Outstanding commitments (1) Other (2) transactions Derivatives (3) exposure (4) Outstanding comm(tments (1) Other (2) transactions Derivatives (3) exposure (4)

ay partrouo
Residential mortgages S 270.348 5 818 5 269 5 - 5 - 5 271,435 S 254,996 S 1,063E 214 $ S - 5 256,275

Personal 92,294 88.120 176 - - !80,590 93,466 62,527 145 - - ll6,138

Credit cards 18 035 11,826 - - - 39,861 17,128 24,571 - - -- 41,699

Smallbuslness(5) A,493 6,888 6 - - 1],387 3,878 6,188 5 10,071

Retail S 385.f70 5 117,652 5 451 5 S -
-- --- --

S 503,273 S
- ---

369,470
-

S 1]4,349 S 364
- ---

5
_ - --

f 5 464,183

Buslness(5)
Agriculture S 7.380 S 1,336 S 78 $ - 5 63 5 8,859 S 6,515 S 1,310E 74 $ -- E 709 $ 8,008

Automotive 8,248 6,026 376 - 417 15,067 7,279 5,785 567 497 14,128

Consumer goods 17,387 6,872 605 - 525 21,389 10,052 9,562 756 ~ - 551 20,921

Energy
OII &Gas 6,743 10,327 1,810 -- 960 19,635 6,259 10,747 1,656 ~ 1,198 19,860

Utilities 5,654 14,867 3,689 37 1.347 25.554 7.680 13,694 3.496 - 1,748 26,618

Financing products 6,556 2.062 425 730 628 10,401 8,840 2,669 421 494 611 13,035

Forest products 911 635 85 - 16 1,647 1,099 56] SS 27 1,77Y

Health services 6,998 4,602 1.800 1 522 13,923 7,763 4,085 7,684 - 4F9 14,00]

Holding and
investments 8,803 929 566 - 203 10,50] 7,195 2,270 637 279 10,381

Industrial products 5,581 7,533 447 692 14,253 5,508 7,757 546 632 ]4,443

Mining&metals 1,113 3,816 1,027 - 101 6,OS7 1,455 3,640 1,135 - 144 6,374

Non-bankflnancial

services 10,744 14,263 6,597 329.314 36,477 408,Y95 8,408 13,149 15,830 249,732 4],381 326,500

Other services 14,757 1.529 4,024 950 654 27.914 11,582 9,848 10,049 ],410 1,525 34,414

Real estate &
related 46.797 17,26) 1.603 3 443 59.513 40,419 11,215 1,847 4 499 53,984

Technology &
media 8.690 14,129 633 305 2,456 26,413 11,019 14,758 873 470 1,632 28,952

Transpohatlon &
environment 5,950 5.712 3,300 - 841 15,803 6,060 4,393 3,603 - 1,637 15,693

Other sectors 4,570 77 4.694 3,018 563 12,962 7,568 755 5,856 882 507 15.568

Sovereign (5) 11,362 11,406 110,581 35,228 14,356 1$2,933 10,581 6,972 84,017 38,707 77.379 157,596

Bank (5) 4,261 1,423 ]32,644 106,346 23,735 166,409 1.930 1,815 119,324 104.314 25,600 252,983

Wholesale 5 176,065 5 126,748 5 263,984 S 475,832 $ 86,999 S 1,]49,628 $ 167,212 S ]24,965 $ 252,456 $ 396,013 $ 96,565 $ ],037,211

Total exposure S 561,235 5 244,400 5 284,435 5 475,832 5 86,999 5 ].652,901 $ 536,682 S 239,314 $ 252,820 $ 396,013 E 96,565 S 1,521,394

By geography (6)
Canada 5 458,963 5 156,749 S 100,740 5 68.279 5 24,018 5 808,249 $ 430,6]6 S ]51,481 $ 81,800 $ 76,094 S 27,647 $ 767,638

U.S. 73,137 64,439 79.762 256,883 14,333 490,574 76,481 69,006 81,168 206,759 14,395 449,729

Europe 13,979 17,93~~ 80,319 87.758 43,312 242,702 14,886 15,367 74,547 77,7 2 48,979 )74,84(1

Other international 15,156 5,778 23.594 61,512 5.336 117,376 14,699 3,460 15,305 39,438 6,285 79,187

Total Exposure 5 561,235 S 244,400 S 284.435 5 475,832 S 86,999 5 7.652,901 ~$ 536.682 S 239,314 $ 252.820 y 396,019 3 96,565 $ 1,521,394_

• This table represents an integral part of our IO] 7 Annual Consolidated financial Statements.

(1) Undrawn commitments represent an estimate of the contractual amount that may be drawn upon at the time of default of an obligor.

(2) Includes credit equivalent amounts for contingent )!abilities such as letters of credit and guarantees, outstanding amounts for AFS debt securit
ies, deposits with financial institutions and

other assets.

(3) Credit equivalent amount after factoring in master netting agreements.

(4) Gross credit risk exposure is before allowance for loan losses. Exposures under Basel III asset classes of qualifying revolving retail an
d other retail are largely included within Personal and

Credit cards, while home equity Ilnes of credit are Included in Personal.

(5) For further Information, refer to Note S of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.

(6) Geographic profile Is based on country of residence of the borrower.
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Zoi~ ~s. 2016
Total gross credit risk exposure increased $132 billion or 9% from last year, primarily due to growth in reps-style ~r<in5actions, cash and due from

banks, interest-bearing deposits with banks, as well as loans &acceptances. These increases were partially offset by a decrease in derivative

exposures and the impact of foreign exchange translation.
Retail exposure increased $19 billion or 4%, largely driven by volume growth in residential mortgages and personal loans, partially offset by

a decrease in credit cards related to undrawn commitments.
Wholesale exposure increased $11 billion or 11%, primarily ~ttribut~ble to growth in repo style transactions, cash and due from banks,

interest-bearing deposits with banks largely reflecting higher deposits with central banks, as well as loans and acceptances. These increases

were partially offset by a decrease in derivative exposures and the impact of foreign exchange translation Wholesale loan utilization remained

stable compared to the prior year at 39%.
The geographic mix of our gross credit risk exposure remained relatively unchanged from the prior year. Our exposure in Canada, the U.S.,

Europe and Other International was 49%, 30%, 15%and 6%, respectively (October 31, 2016 - 50%, 30%, 15%and 5%, respectively).

Our exposure in Canada increased $41 billion or 5%compared to the prior year, primarily due to growth in business loans and acceptances,

and residential mortgages.
Our exposure in the U.S. increased $41 billion or 9%compared to the prior year, mainly due to repo-style transactions largely attributable to

higher client and business activities, partially offset by the impact of foreign exchange translation.
Our exposure in Europe increased $18 billion or 8%compared to the prior year, primarily due to growth in repo style transactions and

increased deposits with central banks.
Our exposure in Other International increased $32 billion or 41%compared to the prior year, primarily due to growth in repo style

transactions and increased deposits with central banks.

As a[

Qctober 31 October 31

- - -- ~-- 2017 2016_ (2)

StandarditeJ Standardized

(Millions of and and

ianadian dollarsi Low risk Medium risk High risk Impaired Non-Rated Total Low risk (3) Medium risk Hlgh risk Impaired (3) Non-Rated (3), (4)
---

Total

Retail (5)
Residcnti~l
mortgages 5 221,911 5 12,388 5 2.383 5 284 5 34,200 $ 271,366 $ 209,532 $ 12,750 $ 2.090 $ 337 8 22,797 $ 246,906

Personal 1b1.484 12,238 2,736 !93 3,763 180,414 158,498 10,624 2,768 222 1,42] 173,533

Credit cards 37,883 5.320 1,396 - 1,262 39,861 34,176 5.342 1,437 642 4],537

Small business 7,770 1,908 433 31 1,239 11,381 5,822 1,201 1,671 36 1,336 10,066

5 423.048 5 31,854 S 6,948 $ 506 5 40,464 S 502,822 $ 407,968 $ 29,917 $ 7,966 $ 595 S 2S,Syb $ 472,042

As at

October 31 October 31

2017 20]6 (2)

investment Non-investment Investment Non-investment

(Millions of Canadian dollars) grade grade Impaired Total grade grade Impaired Total

Wholesale (b)
Business 5 108,733 5 164,256 5 1.372 5 274,361 $ 107,510 $ 132,967 $ 2,339 $ 242,816
Sovereign 21,457 ],311 - 22,768 15,939 786 - 16,725
Bank 3,519 2,165 - 5,684 1,881 943 2 2,826

Total 5 133,709 S 167,732 $ 1,372 S 302,813 $ 125,330 $ 134,69Fi R x,341 $ 262,367

This table represents an integral part of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Finanual Statements.

(]) This table represents our retail and wholesale loans and acceptances outstanding and undrawn commitments by portfolio and risk category. The amounts in the table are before allowance for

impaired loans.

(2) City National exposures of $47.6 billion are excluded as at October 31, 2016.

(3) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.

(4) Under the sla~dardized approach, credit risk exposure is based on risk weights prescribed by OSFI.

(5) Includes undrawn commi(ments of $1.0 billion, $86.1 billion, $21.8 billion, and $6.9 billion for Residential mortgages, Personal, Credit cards and Small business, respectively (October 31,

2016 - $1.0 billion, $82.4 billion, $24.6 billion and $6.2 billion, respectively).

(6) Includes undrawn commitments of $113.9 billion, $11.4 billion, and $1.4 billion for Business, Sovereign and Bank, respectively (October 31, 2016 $117.3 billion, $7.0 billion, and

$7.2 billion, respectively).

2017 vs. 2016
Growth in retail exposures was largely attributable to volume growth in residential mortgages and personal loans. Growth in wholesale exposures

mainly reflects increased volumes in non-investment grade categories across various industry sectors, slightly offset by the impact of foreign

exchange.
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October 31 October 31

-----
2017

_ -
2016

Asset type Client typ@

Loans Repo•style

(Millions of Canadian dollars) Outstanding Securities t3) transactions Derivatives Flnanciats Sovereign Corporate Totat Total

U.K. $ 7.925 S 10,428 S 909 $ 1.241 S 8,OS0 $ 4,87] 5 7,582 S 20,503 $ 17,956

Germany 1,626 12,308 1 260 6,686 5,001 2,508 14,195 11,273

France 615 9,650 2 453 1.909 8,249 562 10,720 8,398

Total U.K., Germany, France S 10,166 S 32,386 S 912 $ 1,954 S 16,645 5 18,121 S 10,652 S 45,418 $ 37,627

Ireland S 412 S 30 5 100 5 44 5 142 y 12 S 432 S 586 ~ 880
- .-- _._.--~Br- ___-12~- - ..._.~_ .__ _ 5 143 134

Portugal - 16 - 1 1 - 16 17 16

Spain 359 404 - 14 408 - 369 777 446

Total Peripheral (a) 5 876 $ 566 5 100 S 6G 5 694 S 21 5 891 5 1,606 $ 1,462

Luxembourg (s) S 939 S 5,541 5 2 S 85 S 507 S 5,029 5 1,031 5 6,567 $ 6,054

Netherlands (s) 895 2,304 26 246 2,493 - 978 3,471 3,904

Norway 239 4,169 - 5 3,889 247 277 4,413 3,945

Sweden 109 4,599 5 13 3,017 1,585 124 4,726 4,168

Switzerland 413 2,813 168 139 847 2,579 107 3,533 2,271

Other 1,262 2.160 7 81 735 1.601 1,174 3.510 2,982

Total Other Europe _ S 3,857 S 21586 S 208 $ 569 S 11,488 S 11,041 $ 3.691 S 26.220 $ 23,324

Net exposure to Europe rbL m S 14,899 5 S~k.538 5 1.,220 S 2.587 5 X8.827 S 29.1$3 S 15,234 $ 73,244 $ 62,413

(1) Geogropht[ profile is based on country of risk, which reflects our assessment of [he geographic risk associated with a given exposure. Typically, this is 
the residence of the borrower.

(2) Exposures are calculated on a fair value basis and net of collateral, which Includes $77.7 billion against repo•style transactions (October 3].2016 - 564.0 billi
on) and Si2.6 billion against

derivatives (October 31, 2016 - 535.7 billion).

(3) Securities include $20.0 billion of trading securities (October 31.2016 531.1 billion), $]9.7 billion of deposits (October 31, 2016 - $12.3 billion), and $14.8 billion of AFS securities

(October 31, 2016 - $15.9 billion).

(4) Gross credit risk exposure to peripheral Europe is comprised of Ireland E19.3 billion (October 31, 2016 - $18.9 billion), Italy 50.4 billion (October 31, 2016 - S
03 billion), Portugal Soli

(October 31, 2016 - $0.1 billion), and Spain $1.0 billion (October 31, 2016 - $1.1 billion).

(5) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.

(6) Excludes S2J billion (October 31, 2016 $1.9 billion) of exposures to suprenational agencies.

(7) Reflects 51.4 billion of mitigation through credit default swaps, which are largely used to hedge single name exposures and market risk (October 31, 2076 - 51.
5 billion).

2017 vs. 2016
Net credit risk exposure to Europe increased $10.8 billion from last year, largely driven by increased exposure to Germany, U.K., France, and

Switzerland. Our net exposure to peripheral Europe, which includes Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain remained minimal, with total outstanding

exposure increasing $0.1 billion during the year to $1.6 billion.
Our European corporate loan book is managed on a global basis with underwriting standards reflecting the same approach to the use of our

balance sheet as we have applied in both Canada and the U.S. PCL taken on this portfolio during the year was not material. The gross impaired

loans ratio of this loan book was 100 bps, slightly down from 110 bps in the prior year.
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Residential mortgages and home equity lines of credit (insured vs. uninsured)
Residential mortgages and home equity tines of credit are secured by residential properties. The following table presents a breakdown
by geographic region:

Residential mortgages and home equity lines of credit Table 5]

.~ ~

Home equity

(Millions of Canadian dollars,
except percentage amounts) 

__ _ InSUfCd Ci) Uninsured Total
---

~O~d~
-- --

Region ~4)
Canada
Atlantic provinces 5 7,670 57% S 5,848 43% 5 13,518 5 1,986

Quebec 15,OR9 48 16,557 52 "ii,h4F 3,964
Ontario 42,610 39 66.549 61 109,159 16,823
Alberta 21,820 58 15,702 47 37,522 6,950
Saskatchewan and Manitoba 9,?^5 5~• ',^32 ,•~ .' 23' 2,52;
B.C. and territories 17,169 37 29,521 63 46,690 8,620

- - --
Total Canada (s) $ 113,663 4A°io 5 142,109 56°/a $ 255.772 S 40,970
U.S. 1 - ]i,k48 100 11,4k9 1,557
Other International 9 - 3.091 100 3,100 1,992

Total lnternationa! S 10 -O~ S 14.539 100% $ 14,549 $ 3,549

Totat S 1 i 3,673 42% 5 156,646 5896 5 270.321 S 44,519

As at October 31, 2016

Home equity
Residential mortgages (i) lines of credit (z>

(Millions of Canadian dollars,
excep[percentageamounts) Insured (3) Uninsured Total

--- ---
Total
---

Region (o>
Canada
Atlantic provinces $ 7,633 59% $ 5,409 41% $ 13,042 $ 2,034
Quebec 14,432 50 14,429 50 28,861 4,060
Ontario 43,314 43 58,016 57 101,330 16,512
Alberta 21,746 58 15,429 42 37>175 7,066
Saskatchewan and Manitoba 8,897 54 7,730 46 16,627 2,682
B.C. and territories 17,b57 40 27,024 60 44,681 8,739

Total Canada (s) $ 113,679 47% $ 128,037 53% $ 241,716 $ 41,093
U.S. 2 - 10,012 100 10,014 1,464
Other International 13 - 3,171 100 3,184
-- ---- --_ -- - _ _ _----- _ ---- ---. .... ___o _ _ ___- --- - _ _

2,442
- - ---_o

Total International $ 15 /o $ 13,183 100 /o $ 13,198 $ 3,906

Total $ 113,fi94 45% $ 141,220 55% $ 254,914 $ 44,999

(1) The residential mortgages amounts exclude our third-party mortgage backed securities (MBS) of $27 million (2016 - $84 million).
(2) Home equity lines of credit include revolving and non-revolving loans.

(3) Insured residential mortgages are mortgages whereby our exposure to default is mitigated by insurance through the Canada Mortgage and Housing

Corporation (CMHC) or other private mortgage default insurers.
(4) Region is based upon address of the property mortgaged. The Atlantic provinces are comprised of Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince Edward Island,

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and B.C. and territories are comprised of British Columbia, Nunavut, Northwest Territories and Yukon.

(5) Total Consolidated residential mortgages in Canada of $256 billion (2016 - $242 billion) i5 largely comprised of $231 billion (2016 - $217 billion) of
residential mortgages and $6 billion (2076 - $6 billion) of mortgages with commercial clients, of which $4 billion (2016 - $3 billion) are Insured
mortgages, both in Canadian Banking, and S79 billion (2016 - $19 billion) of residential mortgages in Capliai Markets held for securitization purposes.

Home equity lines of credit are uninsured and reported within the personal loan category. As at October 31, 2017, home equity lines of credit in
Canadian Banking were $41 billion (2016 - $41 billion). Approximately 98% of these home equity lines of credit (2016 - 9&%) are secured by a
first lien on real estate, and only 7% (2016 - 7%) of the total homeline clients pay the scheduled interest payment only.
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Residential mortgages portfolio by amortization period
The following table provides a summary of the percentage of residential mortgages that fall within the remaining amortization periods

based upon current customer payment amounts, which incorporate payments larger than the minimum contractual amount and/or

higher frequency of payments:

~rrgages nnriraun ov amon~zauon uenuc

As dt

October 31 October 31

2017 2016

U.S. and Other U.S. and Other

Canada international Total Canada International Total

Amortization period - ---- -

<_ 25 years 739'0 43% 7196 74% 40% 72%

> 25 years <_ 30 years 24 57 26 25 58 27

> 30 years <_ 35 years 3 — 3 1 2 1

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Average loan-to-value (L'T~ ratio for newly originated and acquired uninsured residential mortgages and homeline products

The following table provides a summary of our average LN ratio for newly originated and acquired uninsured residential mortgages

and homeline products by geographic region:

October 31 October 31

2017
— -- --

2016
--

Uninsured Uninsured

Residential Hometine Residential Homeline

- — ___
mortgages (i) products (~l mortgages (i~ products(2)

Region (s)
Atlantic provinces 74% 74% 73% 74%

Quebec 72 73 71 74

Ontario 70 67 70 69

Alberta 73 72 73 72

Saskatchewan and Manitoba 74 74 74 74

B.C. and territories 69 65 68 65

U.S. 73 n.m. 72 n.m.

Other International 62 n.m. 63 n.m.

Average of newly originated and acquired for the

year ~4), (s) 70% 68% 71% 69%

Total Canadian Banking residential mortgages

portfolio (6) 530 49% 54% 51%

(7) Residential mortgages exclude residential mortgages within the homeline products.

(2) Homeline products are comprised of both residential mortgages and home equity lines of credit.

(3) Region is based upon address of the property mortgaged. I he Atlantic provinces are comprised of Newfoundland anJ Lebiddm, Piin~e Edward Island,

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and B.C. and territories are comprised of British Columbia, Nunavut, Northwest Territories and Yukon.

(4) The average LN ratio for newly originated and acquired uninsured residential mortgages and homeline products is calculated on a weighted basis by

mortgage amounts at origination.

(5) For newly originated mortgages and home~ine products, LTV is calculated based on the total facility amount for the residential mortgage and homeline

product divided by the value of the related residential property.

(6) Weighted by mortgage balances and adjusted for property values based on the Teranet —National Bank National Composite House Price Index.

n.m. not meaningful
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Credit quality performance

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts)

Personal &Commercial Banking
Wealth Management
Capital Markets

Total PCL -- -- ---

Canada (z)
Residential mortgages
Personal
Credit cards
Small business

Retail
Wholesale

PCL on impaired loans
__

Retail
Wholesale

PCL on impaired loans ___ __-
Other International (z), (s)

Retail
WhuleSale

PCL on impaired loans

PCL on loans not yet identified as impaired

Total PCL

PCL ratio
Total PCL ratio
PCL on impaired loans ratio
Personal &Commercial Banking
Canadian Banking
Caribbean Banking

Wealth Management
PCL ratio —loans
PCL ratio -acquired credit-impaired loans

Capital Markets

2017 

-

2016

--S 1,054 $ 1.122
34 48
62~_

327
__~

5 1.150 $ 1,546

$ 33 $ 42
413 459
426 435
32 34

904 970
95 213

999 1,183

$ 3 $ 1
117 227

120 228

$ 25 $ 41
6 44

31 85

— 50

$ 1,150 $ 1,546

0.21% 0.29%
0.21% 0.28%
0.26% 0.29%
0.26% 0.29%
0.44% 0.53%
0,07°/u 0.10%
0.07% 0.08%
0% 0.02°/a

0.07% 0.37%

(1? PCL in Corporate Support and Other primarily comprised of PCL for loans not yet identified as impaired. for further information, refer to

the Now we measure and report our business segments section.

(2) Geographic information is based on residence of borrower.

(3) Includes acquired crediFimpaired loans.

2017 vs. 2016
Total PCL decreased $396 million, or 26%from the prior year. The PCL ratio of 21 bps improved 8 bps.

PCL in Persona{ &Commercial Banking decreased $68 million or 6%mainly due to lower provisions in our Canadian personal lending

portfolios. The PCL ratio of 26 bps improved 3 bps.
PCL in Wealth Management decreased $14 million or 29%, mainly due to a recovery in International Wealth Management. This factor was

partially offset by higher provisions in U.S. Wealth Management (including City National.).
PCL in Capital Markets decreased $265 million or 81%, primarily due to lower provisions, including higher recoveries, primarily in the oil &

gas sector, partially offset by higher provisions in the real estate and related sector.
PCL in Corporate Support and Other decreased $49 million, as the prior year included PCL for loans not yet identified as impaired.
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(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts)

Personal &Commercial Banking
Wealth Management (i)
Capital Markets
I nvestor &Treasury Services
Corporate Support and Other

Total GIL

Canada (a)
Retail
Wholesale

__ --
~1C _ _ --

U.S. (i), (2)
Retail
Wholesale

--- __ _ _
GIL

Other International ~z)
Reta i l
Wholesale

GIL

Total GIL

2017 2016

S 1,500 $ 1,651
549 710
527 1,524

— 2
— 16

S 2,576 $ 3,903

5 559 $ 642

426 521

7pJ a~11J4

$ 59 $ 56
736 1,736

795 1,792

3

_ _ ---

345 $ 380
451 _567_

796 947

2,576 $ 3,903

I mr~irP~1 Inns, haginning halance $ 3.9Q3.. $ 2.285

Classified as impaired during the period (new impaired) (s) 2,269 3,673

Net repayments (3) (1,192) (946)

Amounts written off (1,425) (1,523)

Other (s), (u) (979) 414

Impaired loans, balance at end of period 5 2,576 $ 3,903

GIL ratio (s>
Total GIL ratio 0.46% 0.73%

Personal &Commercial Banking 0.36% 0.43%

Canadian Banking 0.24% 0.27%

Caribbean Banking 6.33% 7.56%

Wealth Management 1.0496 1.44%

GIL ratio —loans 0.5690 0.59%

GIL ratio -acquired credit-impaired loans 0.48% 0.85%

Capital Markets 0.63°k 1.73%

(1) Includes Sz56 million (2016 - E418 milliun) related lu a~yuiied creJil-impaired loans. For further details refer to Notes 2 and ; of

our 20]7 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.

(7) Geographic information is based on residence of borrower.

(3) Certain GIL movements for Canadian Banking retail and wholesale portfolios are generally allocated to New impaired, as Retur
n to

performing status, Net repayments, Sold, and Exchange and other movements amounts are not reasonably determin
able. Certain

Gll movements for Caribbean Banking retail and wholesale portfolios are generally allocated to Net repayments and N
ew impaired,

as Return to performing status, Sold, and Exchange and other movements amounts are not reasonably determinable
.

(4) Includes Return to performing status ~liirine the year, Recoveries of loans and advances previously written off, Sold, 
and Exchange

and other movements.
(5) GIL as a % of related loans and acceptances.

2017 vs. 2016
Total GIL decreased $1,327 million or 34%from the prior year, and the total GIL ratio of 46 bps improved 27 bp

s, largely reflecting lower

i mpaired loans in our Capital Markets, Wealth Management and Personal &Commercial Banking portfolios. 
Total GIL also includes acquired

credit impaired loans (ACI) of $256 million related to City National, which contributed 5 bps to the GIL ratio. 
For further detai{s on ACI loans,

refer to Notes 2 and 5 of our 2017 Annual Consolidated financial Statements.

GIL in Personal &Commercial Banking decreased $151 million or 9%, and the GIL ratio of 36 bps improve
d 7 bps, mainly due to lower

impaired loans in our Caribbean portfolios, partially offset by higher impaired loans in our Canadian commercial 
lending portfolios.

GIL in Wealth Management decreased $~61 million or 23%, mainly reflecting repayments in U.S. Wealth Management 
(including

City National),
GIL in Capital Markets decreased $997 million or 65%, primarily due to lower impaired loans reflecting loans ret

urning to performing status,

and repayments in the oil &gas sector, partially offset by higher impaired loans in the real estate and related s
ector.
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1 1 1 1 1

(Millions of Canadiandollars) 207 2016

All~wanrP fnr imnairarl Inana

Personal & Commercial Bankin $ 497 $ 520
Wealth Management (i) 80 73
Capital Markets 160 216
Investor &Treasury Services — — 
-Lor}~orat~-Supper~an~l~3tk~~ -----

Totalallowance for impaired loans S 737 $ 809

Canada (z~
Retail $ 141 $ 160
Wholesale 124 119

Allowance for impaired loans 265 279

U.S. (i), (z)
Retail $ 1 $ 2
Wholesale —. -

150
-----

177

Allowance for impaired loans ..---
151
--

179

Other International (z)
Retail S 168 $ 180
Wholesale 153 171

Allowance for impaired loans 321 351

Total allowance for impaired loans 5 737 $ 809

Allowance for loans not yet identified as impaired 1,513 1,517

Total ACL $ 2,250 $ 2,326

(1) Effective Q] 2016, includes ACL related to acquired credit impaired loans from our acquisition of City Nat(onal

(2) Geo¢raohic information is basPA nn rnciAenrP of hnrrnWnr,

2017 vs. 2016
Total ACL decreased $76 million or 3% from a year ago, largely due to lower ACL in Capital Markets and Personal &Commercial Banking.

For further details, refer to Notes 2 and 5 of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.

Market risk is defined to be the impact of market prices upon our financial condition. This includes potential gains or losses due to changes
in market determined variables such as interest rates, credit spreads, equity prices, commodity prices, foreign exchange rates and implied
volatilities.

The measures of financial condition impacted by market risk are as follows:

1. Positions whose revaluation gains and losses are reported in Revenue, which includes:
a) Changes in the fair value of instruments classified or designated as fair value through profit and loss (FVTPL), including impaired

ser.urities, and
b) Hedge ineffectiveness.

2. CET1 capital, which includes:
a) All of the above, plus
b) Changes in the fair value of AFS securities where revaluation gains and losses are reported as other comprehensive income,
c) Changes in the Canadian dollar value of investments in foreign subsidiaries, net of hedges, due to foreign exchange translation,

and
d) Remeasurements of employee benefit plans; this includes pension Fund assets underperforming in the market resulting in a

deficit and volatility between the pension liabilities and the fund assets, and/or estimated actuarial parameters not being realized
such that pension liabilities exceed pension fund assets.

3. CETl ratio, which includes:
a) All of the above, plus
b) Changes in risk-weighted assets (RWA) resulting from changes in traded market risk factors, and
c) Changes in the Canadian dollar value of RWA due to foreign exchange translation.

4. The economic value of the Bank, which includes:
a) Points 1 and 2 above, plus
b) Changes in the value of other non-trading positions whose value is a function of market risk factors.
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Market risk controls - FVTPL positions
As an element of the Enterprise Risk Appetite Framework, the Board of Directors approves our overall market r

isk constraints. GRM creates

and manages the control structure for FVTPL positions which ensures that business is conducted consistent wi
th Board requirements. The

Market and Trading Credit Risk function within GRM is responsible for creating and managing the controls
 and governance procedures that

ensure that risk taken is consistent with risk appetite constraints set by the Board. These controls include limits
 on probabilistic measures of

potential loss such as Value at-Risk and Stressed Value-at~Risk as defined below:

Value-at-Risk (VaR) is a statistical measure of potential loss for a financial portfolio computed at a given level of confid
ence and over a

defined holding period. We measure VaR at the 99th percentile confidence level for price movements over non
e-day holding period using

historic simulation of the last two years of equally weighted historic market data. These calculations are updated dail
y with current risk

positions, with the exception of certain less material positions that are not actively traded and are updated 
on at least a monthly basis.

Stressed Value-at-Risk (SVaR} Is calculated in aii i~enli~al ~nani~e~ as VaR with the exception that it is compute
d using a fixed historical

one~ye8r period of extreme volatility and its inverse rather than the most recent two•year history. The stress period us
ed is the interval

from September 2008 through August 2009. SVaR is calculated daily for all portfolios, with [he exception of ce
rtain less material positions

that are not actively traded and are updated on at least a monthly basis.

VaR and SVaR are statistical estimates based on historical market data and should be interpreted with knowledge 
of their limitations -which

include the following:
• VaR and SVaR will not be predictive of future losses if the realized market movements differ significantly from t

he historical periods

used to compute them.
• VaR and SVaR project potential losses over cone-day holding period and do not project potential losses For ris

k positions held over

longer time periods.
• VaR and SVaR are measured using positions at close of business and do not include the impact of tradi

ng activity over the course of

a day.

We validate our VaR and SVaR measures through a variety of means -including subjecting the models to vetting and 
validation by a group

independent of the model developers and by back-testing the VaR against daily marked-to-market revenue to 
identify and examine events in

which actual outcomes in trading revenue exceed the VaR projections.

Stress Tests -Our market risk stress testing program is used to identify and control risk due to large changes 
in market prices and rates. We

conduct stress testing daily on positions that are marked-to-market. The stress tests simulate both historical a
nd hypothetical events which

are severe and long term in ~iiirati~n. Historical scenarios are taken from actual market events over the last 30
 years and range in duration up

to 90 days. Examples include the equity market crash of 1987 and the global financial crisis of 2008. Hypothet
ical scenarios are designed to

be forward looking at potential future market stresses, and are designed to be severe but plausible. We are con
stantly evaluating and refining

these scenarios as market conditions change. Stress results are calculated assuming an instantaneous 
revaluation of our positions with no

management action.

These measures are computed on all positions that are FVTPL for financial reporting purposes, with the 
exception of those in a designated

hedging relationship and those in our insurance businesses.

Market risk measures - FVTPL positions

VaR and SVaR
The following table presents our Market risk VaR and Market risk SVaR figures for 2017 and 2016.

2017

For the year ended October31
As at----- --- -

(Millions ofCanadian dollars)

~

Ott. 31 Average

~

HIg11 LOW

Equity $ 10 S 12 S 26 S 6 $

Foreign exchange 3 4 6 3

Commodities 3 3 6 2

Interest rate (i) 16 17 25 ]3

Credit specific (z) 4 4 5 4

diversification (s) (18) (18) n.m. n.m.

Market risk VaR $
- - ------

18 S 22 $ 35 5 15 $

Market risk Stressed YaR ~ 43 5 53 5 95 5 34 $

2016

For_the year ended October 31
As at

_

Oct. 31 Average High Low

13 $ 16 $ 32 $ 7

5 5 8 3

5 3 5 2

18 21 32 14

4 5 7 4

(21) (17) n.m. n.m.

24 $ 33 $ 53 $ 20

46 $ 82 $ 150 $ 41

This tahlP rapresents an integral part of our 2017 Mnual Consolidated Financial Statements.

(1) General credit spread risk and funding spread risk assodated with uncollateralized dertvativesare included u
nder interest rete VaR.

(2) Credit specific risk captures issuer~speciFic credit spread volatility.

(3) Market risk VaR is less than the sum of the indiviAual risk factor VaR results due to portfolio dlversiFl
cation.

n.m. not meaningful

2017 vs. 2016
Average market risk VaR of $22 million decreased $17 million from the prior year. Reduced average equity exp

osures were observed in 2017 due

to lower than expected client-driven activity in rising equity markets, with volatility reaching historical l
ows. Furthermore, exposures infixed

income and securitized product portfolios have been maintained at lower levels on average. This follows
 portfolio reductions in 2016 as reflected

i n the interest rate and credit specific risk metrics. The impact of foreign exchange translation also contr
ibuted to the decrease.
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Average SVaR of $53 million decreased $79 million from the prior year, largely driven by reduced equity exposures and the impact of foreign
exchange translation as noted above, and the winding down of certain legacy trading portfolios in 2016.

The following chart displays a bar graph of our daily tra~iina nrnFir and Incc and a lino ?rash of niir flail mwrLnt .,~~ yup, ~n~o ;,,~~„`~ ; ~~y ~c
losses totalling $2 million in 2017 compared to 7 days of losses totalling $63 million in 2016, with none of the losses exceeding VaR.
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The Following chart displays the distribution of daily trading profit and loss in 2017. The only daily reported loss during the year was $2 million
on November 14, 2016. The largest reported profit vdas $41 million with an average daily profii of $14 million.
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Market risk measures for other FVTPLpositions — Assets and liabilities of RBC Insurance
We offer a range of insurance products to clients and hold investments to meet the future obligations to policyholders. The investments which
support actuarial liabilities are predominantly fixed income assets designated as FVTPL. Consequently, changes in the fair values of these assets
are recorded in investment income in the consolidated statements of income and are largely offset by changes in the fair value of the actuarial
liabilities, the impact of which is reflected in insurance policyholder benefits and claims. As at October 31, 2017, we had liabilities with respect
to insurance obligations of $9.7 billion, up from $9.2 billion in the prior year, and trading securities of $7.7 billion in support of the liabilities, up
from $7.2 billion last year'.

Market risk controls — Structu~ai interest Rate Risk (SfRR) positions~~~
The interest rate risk arising from traditional banking products, such as deposits and loans, is referred to as SIRR and is subject to limits and
controls. SIRR measures also include related hedges as well as khe interest rate risk from securities held for liquidity management. factors
contributing to SIRR include the mismatch between asset and liability repricing dates, relative changes in asset and liability rates, and other
product features that could affect the expected timing of cash flows, such as options to prepay loans or redeem term deposits prior to
contractual maturity.

The Board of Directors approves the risk appetite for SIRR, and the Asset liability Committee (ALCO), along with GRM, provides ongoing
governance of SIRR measurement and management through risk policies, {imiis, operating standards and other controls. SIRR reports are
reviewed regularly by GRM, ALCO, the Group Risk Committee, the Risk Committee of the Board and the Board of Directors.

Details on the non-trading risks included in SIRR are outlined in Table 59.

~~~ SIRR positions include impact of derivatives in hedge accounting relationships and AFS securities used for interest rate risk management.
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SIRR measurement
To monitor and control SIRR, we assess two primary metrics, 12-month Net Interest Incom

e (N11) risk and Economic Value of Equity (EVE} risk,

under a range of market shocks and scenarios. Market scenarios include currency-specifi
c parallel and non-parallel yield curve changes and

interest rate volatility shocks.
In measuring NII risk, detailed structural balance sheets and income statements are dynam

ically simulated to determine the impact of

market stress scenarios on projected NII. Assets, liabilities and off-balance sheet positions
 are simulated using monthly time steps over a

one•year horizon. The simulations incorporate product maturities, renewals and growth along
 with prepayment and redemption behaviour.

Product pricing and volumes are forecast based on past experience and expectations for a
 given market stress scenario. EVE risk captures the

market value sensitivity of structural positions to changes in longer-term rates. In measurin
g EVE risk, deterministic (single-scenario) and

stochastic (multiple-scenario) valuation techniques are applied to detailed spot position
 data. NII and EVE risks are measured for a range of

market risk stress scenarios which include extreme but plausible changes in market rates 
and volatilities. These SIRR measures do not

include the benefit of management actions.

Mana~enieril u(NII and EVE risk is complementary and supports our efforts to generate a s
ustainable high-quality NII stream. N11 and EVE

risks for specific units are measured daily, weekly or monthly depending on its materiality, 
complexity and hedge strategy.

A number of assumptions affecting cash flows, product re-pricing and the administration of rat
es underlie the models used to measure

NII and EVE risk. The key assumptions pertain to the expected funding profile for mortgage r
ate commitments, fixed rate loan prepayment

behaviour, term deposit redemption behaviour, and the treatment of non maturity deposits. A
ll assumptions are derived empirically based on

historical client behaviour and product pricing with consideration of future behavioural ch
anges. All models aid assumptions used to

measure SIRR are subject to independent oversight by GRM.

Market risk measures —Structural Interest Rate Sensitivities

The following table shows the potential before-tax impact of an immediate and sustained 
100 bps and 200 bps increase or decrease in

i nterest rates on projected 12-month NII and EVE for our structural balance sheet, as
suming no subsequent hedging. Rate floors are applied

within the declining rates scenarios, with floor levels set based on rate changes experienced 
globally. Interest rate risk measures are based

upon interest rate exposures at a specific time and continuously change as a result of busines
s activities and management actions.

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

._.EYE risk

Canadian U.S. dollar

dollar impact impact (z1

2017

NIA risk (t) - -----

Canadian U.S. dollar

Total dollar impact impact (2) Total

2016

EVE risk NII risk (1)

Before-tax impact of:
100bps increase in rates S (1,105) 5 (110) S (1,215) $ 269 5 182 S 451 $ (1,377) $ 420

100bps decrease in rates 962 (324) 638 (385) (219) (604) 644 (465)

Before-tax impact of:
200bps increase in rates (2,199) (308) (2,507) 472 353 825 (2,883) 711

200bps decrease in rates 1,943 (940) 1,003 (647) (360) (1,007) 664 (467)

` This table represents an integral part of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial 
Statements.

(I) Represents the 12~month NII exposure to an instantaneous and sustained shift in inter
est rates.

(2) Represents the impact on the SIRR portfolios held in our City National and U.S. b
anking operations.

As at October 31, 2017, an immediate and sustained -100 bps shock would have had a 
negative impact to our NII of $604 million, up from

$465 million last year. An immediate and sustained +100 bps shock at the end 
of October 31, 2017 would have had a negative impact to the

Bank's EVE of $1,215 million, down from $1,377 million reported last year. The year•ove
r-year NII sensitivity to rate increases was positioned

marginally higher. Under tfie cJe~liiiirig rate scenarios, NII risk has increased primarily as 
a result of higher rates, which allows rates to decline

further under the down shock scenario. during 2017, NII and EVE risks remained well wit
hin approved limits.

Market risk measures for other material non-trading portfolios

AFS securities
We held $75.9 billion of securities classified as AFS as at October 31, 2017, compared t

o $69.9 billion as at October 31, 2016. We hold debt

securities designated as AFS primarily as investments, as well as to manage liquidity
 risk and hedge interest rate risk in our non-trading banking

balance sheet. Certain legacy debt portfolios are also classified as AFS. Changes 
in the value of these securities are reported in other

comprehensive income. As at October 31, 2017, our portfolio of AFS securities exposes 
us to interest rate risk of apre-tax change in value of

$9.8 million as measured by the change in the value of the securities for a one 
basis point parallel increase in yields. The portfolio also exposes

us to credit spread risk of a pre-tax change in value of $25.0 million, as measured b
y the change in value for a one basis point widening of credit

spreads. The value of the AFS securities included in our SIRR measure as at October
 31, 2017 was $36.A billion. Our AFS securities also include

equity exposures of $1.2 billion as at October 31, 2017, down from $1.6 billion in the 
prior year.

Derivatives related to non trading activity

Derivatives are also used to hedge market risk exposures unrelated to our tradin
g activity. In aggregate, derivative assets not related to trading

activity of $3.2 billion as at October 31, 2017 were down from $5.1 billion last year
, and derivative liabilities of $3.2 billion as at October 31,

2017 were down from $4.1 billion last year.
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Non-trading derivatives in hedge accounting relationships
The derivative assets and liabilities described above include derivative assets in a designated hedge accounting relationship of $1.3 billion as at
October 31, 2017, down from $2.4 billion as at October 31, 2016, and derivative liabilities of $1.5 billion as at October 31, 2017, down from
$1.8 billion last year. These derivative assets and liabilities are included in our SIRR meaSurP anti ~thar inra~nai non-t~?~i~ng mar~Ar .~~k
measures. We use interest rate swaps to manage our AFS securities and structural interest rate risk. To the extent these swaps are considered
effective, changes in their fair value are recognized in other comprehensive income. The interest rate risk for the swaps designated as cash flow
hedges, measured as the change in the fair value of the derivatives for a one basis point parallel increase in yields, was $7.7 million as of
October 31, 2017 compared to $5.2 million as of October 31, 2016.

Interest rate swaps_are also usgd~.4~.esige_than~e~i~tfiefdL_v~lue_ufleclainfuced-rate-(nstrumeais_Lbanges-iu-fairNalae ef~he-hedged- - - - --
instrumentsthat are related to interest rate movements and the corresponding interest rate swaps are reflected in the consolidated statement of
income.

We also use foreign exchange derivatives to manage our exposure to equity investments in subsidiaries that are denominated in foreign
currencies, particularly ttie U.S. dollar, British pound, and Euro. Changes in the fair value of these hedges and the cumulative translation
adjustment related to our structural foreign exchange risk are reported in other comprehensive income.

Other non=trading derivatives
Derivatives, including interest rate swaps and foreign exchange derivatives, that are not in designated hedge accounting relationships are used
to manage other non-trading exposures. Changes in the fair value of these derivatives are reflected in the consolidated statement of income.
Derivative assets of $1.9 billion as at October 31, 2017 were down from $2.7 billion as at October 31, 2016, and derivative liabilities of
$1.7 billion as at October 31, 2017 were down from $2.3 billion last year.

Non-trading foreign exchange rate risk
foreign exchange rate risk is the potential adverse impact on earnings and economic value due to changes in foreign currency rates. Our
revenue, expenses and income denominated in currencies other than the Canadian dollar are subject to fluctuations as a result of changes in
the value of the average Canadian dollar relative to the average value of those currencies. Our most significant exposure is to the U.S. dollar,
due to our operations in the U.S. and other activities conducted in U.S. dollars. Other significant exposures are to the Bri[ish pound and the
Euro, due to our activities conducted internationally in these currencies. A strengthening or weakening of the Canadian dollar compared to
the U.S. dollar, British pound and [he Euro could reduce or increase, as applicable, the translated value of our foreign currency denominated
revenue, expenses and earnings and could have a significant effect on the results of our operations. We are also exposed to foreign exchange
'3:f ;ISM: 3~. t~s .. v.. i%ui I 'c SiiTici~i5 ei~ iGi eir~ii G{~ci diiui7 ~. ~U~ u~~heugeu equity inves[menis, Wf1Ef1 (f12 l3fld(Ildfl tl011 cif A~~J IQ(12TP5 ~gAI~S(

other currencies, the unrealized translation losses on net foreign investments decreases our shareholders' equity through the other
components of equity and decreases the translated value of the Risk weighted Assets (RWA) of the foreign currency-denominated asset. The
reverse is true when the Canadian dollar depreciates against other currencies. Consequently, we consider these impacts in selecting an
appropriate level of our investments in foreign operations to be hedged.

Our overall trading and non-trading market risk objectives, policies and methodologies have not changed significantly from 2016.
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Linkage of market risk to selected balance sheet items

The following table provides the linkages between selected 
balance sheet items with positions included in our trading market risk and

non-trading market risk disclosures, which illustrates how w
e manage market risk for our assets and liabilities through different risk measures:

• ~ ~. 
. ~

As at October 31, 2017

Market risk measure

Balance sheet Non-traded Non-traded risk

~Mtutons orca~adta~ aouars~ _ __ ____ _ amount Traded risk c» risk c~) primary risk sensitivity

Assets subject to market risk
Cash and due From banks (3) S 28,407 S - S 28,407 Interest rate

Interest-bearing deposits with banks ~a) 32,662 20,792 11,870 Interest rate

Securities
Trading ~s) 127,657 119,815 7,842 Interest rate, credit spread

Available-for-sale (e) 90,722 - 90,722 Interest rate, credit spread, equity

Assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements

and securities borrowed (~) 220,977 141,532 79,Gk5 Interest rate

Loans
Retail (s) 385,170 7,638 377,532 Interest rate

Wholesale ~9~ 159,606 4,217 155,389 Interest rate

Allowance for loan losses (2,159) - (2,159) Interest rate

Segregated fund net assets (io) 1,216 - 1,216 Interest rate

Derivatives 95,023 91,791 3,232 Interest rate, foreign exchange

Other assets iii) 68,545 2,006 66,539 Interest rate

Assets not subject to market risk biz) 5,027

Total assets $ 1,212,853 5 387,791 5 820,035

'
Liabilities subject to market risk
Deposits (i3) 5 789,635 S 78,194 5 711,441 Interest rate

Segregated fund liabilities (ia) 1,216 - 1,216 Interest rate

Other
Obligations related to securities sold short 30,008 30,008 -

Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase

agreements and securities loaned his) 143,084 136,371 6,713 Interest rate

Derivatives 92,127 88.919 3,208 Interest rate, foreign exchange

Other liabilities (ie) 65,565 4,275 61,290 Interest rate

Subordinated debentures
9,265 - 9,265 Interest rate

Liabilities not subject to market risk (i~) 7,525

Total liabilities S 1,138,425 S 337,767 $ 793,133

Total equity 5 74,428

Total liabilities and equity 5 1,212,853

(1) traded risk includes positions that are classified or designated as FVT
PL and positions whose revaluation gains and losses are reported 

in revenue. Market risk measures of VaR and SVaR

and stress testing are used as risk controls fortreded risk.

(2) Non•traded risk includes positions used in the management of the SI
RR and other non-trading poAfolios. Other material non-trading portfo

lios include positions from RBC Insurance and AFS

securities not included in SIRR.

The following fnotno[05 p~o~ide additional information on the Non-
traded risk amounts:

(3) Cash and due from banks includes $15,895 million included in SIRR.
 An additional $I1,S] 2 million Is intlucled fn other risk controls.

(4) Interest-bearing deposits with banks of 511,870 million are included 
in SIRR.

(5) trading securities include $7,706 million in securities Forasset/liabili
ty management of RBC Insurance. An additional $136 million is inclu

ded in other risk controls.

(6) Includes AFS securities of $75.877 million and held-to•maturity securi
ties of E14,845 million. $51,269 million of the total securities are inc

luded in SIRR. An additional $1,946 million are

held by RBC Insurance. The remaining 537.507 million are captured 
in other internal non-trading market risk reporting.

(7) Assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements include $32,
547 million reflected in SIRR. An additional $46,904 million is in

cluded in other risk controls.

(8) Retail loans include $366,928 million ~eFlected in SIRR and $241 
million is used for asset/liability management of RBC Insurance. An ad

ditional610,363 million is included in other

risk controls.

(9) Wholesale loans include 5353.8 9 million reflected in SIRR. An 
additional $1,560 million is used for asset/liability management of R8C 

Insurance.

(10) Investments for the account of segregated fund holders are included 
in RBC Insurance risk measures.

(il) Other assets include 837,999 million reFlected fn SIRR and $2,428 mil
lion is used for asset/liability management of RBC Insurance. An

 additional 526,112 million is included in other

risk controls.
(12) Assets not subject to market risk include E5.027 million of physical and 

other assets.

(13) Deposits Include E650,841 million reflected in SIRR. The remaining $60,60
0 mitUon are captured in other internal non-trading market

 risk reporting.

(14) Insurance and investment contracts forthe account of segregated fund hol
ders are included in RBC Insurance risk measures.

(I S) Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase agreements and 
securities loaned include $6,713 million included in other

 risk controls.

(1b) Other liabilities include $36.019 million reflected in SIRR and $10,318 mill
ion of RBC Insurance liabilities. An additional $14,953 

million is included in other risk controls.

(17) Liabilities not subject to market risk include $7,525 million of payroll relat
ed and other liabilities.
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- - ------- --- -- ----- ---------------
As at October 31, 2016 (i)

Market risk measure

Balance sheet Non-traded Non-traded risk

(Millions ofCanadlan dollars) amount Traded risk ~z> risk (3) primary risk sensitivity

Assets subject to market risk
Cash and due from banks (a) $ 14,929 $ - $ 14,929 Interest rate

Interest-bearing deposits with banks ~s) 27,851 16,058 11,793 Interest rate

Securities
Trading (6) 151,292 144,001 7,291 Interest rate, credit spread

Available-for-sale ~i~ 84,801 - 84,801 Interest rate, credit spread, equity
Assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements
and securities borrowed (8) 186,302 121,692 64,610 Interest rate

Loans
Retail (9) 369,470 9,081 360,389 Interest rate
Wholesale (io) 154,369 2,341 152,028 Interest rate
Allowance for loan losses (2,235) - (2,235) Interest rate

Segregated fund net assets (ii) 981 - 981 Interest rate

Qerivatives 118,944 113,862 5,082 Interest rate, foreign exchange
Other assets (i2) 68,363 1,440 66,923 Interest rate
Assets not subject to market risk his) __ 5,191 _ __

Total assets $ 1,180,258 $ 408,475 $ 766,592

Liabilities subject to market risk
Deposits (ia) $ 757,589 $ 81,986 $ 675,603 Interest rate
Segregated fund liabilities (is) 981 - 981 Interest rate
Other
Obligations related to securities sold short 50,369 50,369
Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase
agreements and securities loaned (i6) 103,441 88,863 14,578 Interest rate

Derivatives 116,550 112,500 4,050 Interest rate, foreign exchange
Other liabilities (i» 62,625 5,439 57,186 Interest rate

Subordinated debentures 9,762 - 9,762 Interest rate
Liabilities not subject to market risk (ia) 7,329

Total liabilities $ 1,108,646 $ 339,157 $ 762,160

Total equity $ 71,612

Total liabilities and equity $ 1,180,258

(1) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.

(2) Traded risk includes positions That are classified or designated as NlPI and positions whose revaluation gains and losses are reported in revenue. Market risk measures of VaR and SVaR

and stress testing are used as risk controls for traded risk.

(3) Non•Iraded risk includes positions used in the management of [he SIRR and other non trading portfolios. Other material nomtrading portfolios include positions from RBC Insurance and AFS

securities not included in SIRR,
The following footnotes provide additional information on the Non-traded risk amounts:

(4) Cash and due from banks includes $12,644 million included in SIRR. An additional $2,285 million is included in other risk controls.

(S) Interest-bearing deposits with banks of $11,793 million are included in SIRR.

(6) Trading securities include $7,171 million in securities for asset/liability management of RBC Insurance. An additional $120 million is included in other risk controls.

(7) Includes AFS securities of $69,922 million and held-to~ma[urity securities of $14,879 million, $51,239 million of the total securities are included in SIRR. An additional $1,901 million are

held by RBC Insurance. The remaining $3],661 million are captured in other internal non trading market risk reporting.

(8) Assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements include $24,838 million reflected in SIRR. An additional $39,772 million is included in other risk controls.

(9) Retail loans include $350,019 million reflected in SIRR and $251 million is used for asset/liability management of RBC Insurance. An additional $10,119 million is included in other

risk controls.
(30) Wholesale loans include $150,679 million reflected in SIRR. An additional $1,409 million is used for asset/liability management of RBC Insurance.

(I1) Investments for the account of segregated fund holders are included in RBC Insurance risk measures.

(12) Other assets include $39,272 million reflected in SIRR and $2,463 million is used for asset/liability management of RBC Insurance. An additional $25,]88 million is included in other risk

controls.
(13) Assets not subject to market risk include $5,191 million of physical and other assets.

(14) Deposits include $644,812 million reflected in SIRR. The remaining $30,791 million are captured in other internal non-trading market risk reporting.

(15) Insurance and investment contracts for the account of segregated fund holders are included in RBC Insurance risk measures.

(16) Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase agreements and securities loaned include $14,578 million included in other risk cunlrols.

(17) Other liabilities include $35.526 million reflected in SIRR and $9,900 million of RBC Insurance liabilities. An additional $11,760 million is included in other risk controls.

(18) Liabilities not subject to market risk include $7,329 million of payroll related and other liabilities.

Liquidity and funding risk (liquidity risk) is the risk that we may be unable to generate su~cient cash or its equivalents in a timely and cost-
effectivemanner to meet our commitments as they come due. Liquidity risk arises from mismatches in the timing and value of on•balance
sheet and off-balance sheet cash flows.

Our liquidity profile is structured to ensure that we have su~cient liquidity to satisfy current and prospective commitments in both
normal and stressed business and liquidity environments. To achieve these goals, we operate under a comprehensive Liquidity Risk
Management Framework (LRM~ and Pledging Policy, We also employ several liquidity risk mitigation strategies that include:
• An appropriate balance between the level of exposure allowed under our risk appetite and the cost of risk mitigation;
• Broad funding access, including preserving and promoting a reliable base of core client deposits and ongoing access to diversified

sources of wholesale funding;
• A comprehensive liquidity stress testing program, contingency, recovery and resolution planning and status monitoring to ensure

sufficiency of unencumbered marketable securities and demonstrated capacities to monetize specific asset classes;
• Governance of pledging activity through limits and liquid asset buffers for potential pledging activity;
• Timely and granular risk measurement information;
• Transparent liquidity transfer pricing and cost allocation; and
• A rigorous first and second line of defense governance model.
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Risk control
Our liquidity risk objectives, policies and methodologies are reviewed regularly, and updated to reflect changing market conditions and

business mix, to align with local regulatory developments and to position ourselves for the phase-in of Basel III regulatory liquidity standards.

We continue to maintain liquidity and funding that is appropriate for the execution of our strategy. Liquidity risk remains we11 within our risk

appetite.
The Board of Directors annually approves the delegation of liquidity risk authorities to senior management. The Risk Committee of the

Board annually approves the LRMF and the Pledging Policy and is responsible for their oversight. The Board of Directors, the Risk Committee

of the Board, the GRC and the AlCO regularly review reporting on our enterprise-wide liquidity position and status. The GRC, the Policy Review

Committee (PRC) and/or the ALCO also review liquidity documents prepared far the Board of Directors or its committees.

• The PRC annually approves the Liquidity Risk Policy (LRP), which establishes minimum risk control elements in accordance with the

Board-approved risk appetite and the LRMF.
• The ALCO annually approves the Liquidity Contingency Plan (LCP) and provides strategic direction and oversight to Corporate Treasury,

other functions, and business segments on the management of liquidity.

These policies are supported by operational, desk and product•levei policies that implement risk control elements, such as parameters,

methodologies, management limits and authorities that govern the measurement and management of liquidity. Siress testing is also

employed to assess the robustness of the control framework and inform liquidity contingency plans.

Risk measurement

Liquidity risk is measured by applying scenario-based assumptions against our assets and liabilities and off-balance sheet commitments to

derive expected cash flow profiles over varying time horizons. For instance, government bonds can be quickly and reliably monetized without

significant loss of value to generate cash inflow prior to their contractual maturity, and similarly, relationship demand deposits can be

deemed as having little risk ofshort-term cash outflow, although depositors have the contractual right to redeem on demand. Risk

methodologies and underlying assumptions are periodically reviewed and validated to ensure alignment with our operating environment,

expected economic and market conditions, rating agency preferences, regulatory requirements and accepted practices.

To manage liquidity risk within our liquidity risk appetite, we set limits on various metrics reFlecting a range of time horizons and severity of

stress conditions and develop contingency, recovery and resolution plans. Our liquidity risk measurement and control activities are divided

into three categories as follows:

Structural (longer-term) liquidity risk
To guide our secured and unsecured wholesale term funding activities, we employ an internal metric to focus on the structural alignment

between long-term illiquid assets and longer•term funding sourced from wholesale investors and core relationship deposits.

Tacticnl (shorter-term) liquidity risk
To address more immediate cash flow risks we may experience in times of stress, we use short-term net cash flow limits, in conjunction with

stress testing, to contain risk within the risk appetite at branch, subsidiary and currency levels. Net cash flow positions are derived from the

application of internally generated risk assumptions and parameters to known and anticipated cash flows for all material unencumbered

assets, liabilities and off-balance sheet activities. Encumbered assets are not considered a source of available liquidity. We also control

tactical liquidity by adhering to enterprise-wide and unit specific prescribed regulatory standards, such as LCR.

Contingency liquidity risk
Contingency liquidity risk planning assesses the impact of and our intended responses to sudden stressful events. Our LCP, maintained and

administered by Corporate Treasury, guides our actions and responses to liquidity crises. This plan establishes a Liquidity Crisis Team, led by

Corporate Treasury, and consisting of senior representatives with relevant subject matter expertise from key business segments. Group Risk

Management, finance, and Operations. This team contributes to the development of stress tests and funding plans and meets regularly to

assess our liquidity status, conduct stress tests and review liquidity contingency preparedness.

Our stress tests, which include elements of scenario and sensitivity analyses, measure our prospective exposure to global, country-specific

and RBC-specific events over a period of several weeks. DiFferent levels of severity are considered for each type of crisis with some scenarios

reflecting multiple notch downgrades to our credit ratings.
The contingency liquidity risk planning process identifies contingent funding needs (e.g., draws on committed credit and liquidity lines,

demands for more collateral and deposit run•of~ and sources (e.g., contingent liquid asset sales and incremental wholesale funding capacity)

under various stress scenarios, and as a result, informs requirements for our earmarked contingent unencumbered liquid asset pools.

Our contingent liquid asset pools consist of diversified, highly rated and liquid marketable securities, overnight government reverse repos,

and deposits with central banks. These portfolios are subject to minimum asset quality levels and, as appropriate, other strict eligibility

guidelines (e.g., maturity, diversification and eligibility for central bank advances) to maximize ready access to cash in emergencies. These

securities, when added to other unencumbered liquid assets that we hold as a result of capital markets or other activities, combine to populate

our liquidity reserve and asset encumbrance disclosures provided below.

liquidity reserve and asset encumbrance
The following tables provide summaries of our liquidity reserve and asset encumbrance. In both tables, unencumbered assets represent, for the

most part, a ready source of funding that can be accessed quickly. For the purpose of constructing the following tables, encumbered assets

include: (i) bank-owned liquid assets that are either pledged as collateral (e.g., repo financing and derivative pledging) or not freely available

due to regulatory or internal policy requirements (e.g., earmarked to satisfy mandatory reserve or lor.al capital adequacy requirements and to

maintain continuous access to payment and settlement systems); (ii) securities received as collateral from securities financing and derivative

transactions which have either been re-hypothecated where permissible (e.g., to obtain financing through repos or to cover securities sold short)

or have no liquidity value since re-hypothecation is prohibited; and (iii) illiquid assets that have been securitized and sold into the market or that

have been pledged as collateral in support of structured term funding vehicles. As per our liquidity management framework and practice, we do

not include encumbered assets as a source of available liquidity in measuring liquidity risk. Unencumbered assets are the difference between

total and encumbered assets from both on-and off-balance sheet sources.
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Liquidity reserve
In the I(quidity reserve table, available l(quid assets consist of on•balance sheet c

ash and securities holdings, as well as securities received as

collateral from securities financing (reverse repos and off-balance sheet collateral swa
ps) and derivative transactions, and constitute the

preferred source for quickly accessing liquidity. The other component of our liquid
ity reserve consists primarily of uncommitted and undrawn

central bank credit facilities that could be accessed under exceptional circumstances,
 provided certain pre-conditions could be met and where

advances could be supported by eligible assets (e.g., certain unencumbered loan
s) not included in the liquid assets category.

The liquidity reserve is mainly affected by routine Flows of client banking activity wher
e liquid asset portfolios adjust to the change in cash

balances, and additionally from capital markets activities where business strategi
es and client flows may also affect the addition or subtraction

of liquid assets in the overall calculation of the liquidity reserve. Corporate Treasury 
also affects liquidity reserves through the management of

funding issuances where reserves absorb timing mismatches between debt issua
nces and deployment Into business activities.

As at October 31, 2037

(MIIlions of Canadian dollars)

Cash and hold(ng at central banks
Deposits in other banks available overnight

Securities issued or guaranteed by sovereigns, central

banks or multilateral development banks (~~

Other securities
Liquidity assets eligible at central banks (not included

above) (3)
Undrawn credit lines granted by central banks (a)

Other assets eligible as collateral for discount (s>

Other liquid assets (e)

Total liquid assets

(Millions of Canadian dollars)
- -- - --

Cash and holding at central banks
Deposits in other banks available overnight

Securities issued or guaranteed by sovereigns, central

banks or multilateral development banks ~2>, ~s)

Other securities
Liquidity assets eligible at central banks (not included

above) (4)
Undrawn credit lines granted by central banks (s)

Other assets eligible as collateral for discount (6)

Other liquid assets (~)

Total liquid assets

Securities received
as collateral from

Bank-owned securities financing
liquid and derivative Total liquid Encumbered Unencumbered

assets (i) transactions assets liquid assets liquid assets

$ 46,581 $ - $ 46,581 $ 2,045 S g4,536

4,004 - 4,004 203 3,801

303,003 27,534 330,537 187,465 143,072

1G2,272 44,487 186,759 77,696 109,063

436 - 436 - k36

12,007 - 12,007 - 12,007

94,207 - 94.207 - 94,207

19,520 - 19.520 19,120 -

S _622,030_ S ~__ __72.021 S 694,051 $ 286,929 S 407,122
_ _

As at October 31, 2016

Securities received
as collateral from

Bank-owned securities Financing
liquid and derivative Total liquid Encumbered Unencumbered

assets (i) transactions assets liquid assets liquid assets

$ 31,771 $ - $ 31,771 $ 1,781 $ 29,990

1,679 - 1,679 262 1,417

281,313 28,564 309,877 154,105 155,772

146,269 34,386 180,655 72,765 107,890

600 - 600 600

13,558 - 13,558 - 13,558

141,888 - 141,888 - 141,888

23,307 23,307 23,307 -

640,385 $ 62,950 $ 703,335 $ 252,220 $ 451,115

As at

Ocrober 31 October 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 
2017 2016

Royal Bank of Canada $ 204,999 $ 264,522

Foreign branches 63,283 53,006

Subsidiaries 138,840 133,587_ _ _ _. _ __

Total unencumbered liquid assets S k07,i22 $ 451,115

(1) 7Fie Bank•owned Ilquid assets amount includes securities owned outright by the 
Bank as well as collaterel received through reverse repurchase transactions.

(2) Includes liquid securities issued by provincial governments and U.S. governme
nt-sponsored entitles working under U.S. Federal government's conservatorship (e.g.

, federal National

Mortgage Assoclallon and Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation).

(3) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.

(4) Includes Auction Rate Securities.

(5) Includes loans that qualify as eligible collateral for the discount window facilit
y available to us at the Federal Reserve Bank of Newyork (Federal Reserve Bank). Amounts 

are face value and

would be subject to collateral margin requirements applied by the Feder
al Reserve Bank to determine collateral valuelborrowing capacity. Access to the discoun

t window borrowing program

is conditional on meeting requirements set by the Federal Reserve Bank and 
borrowings are typically expected to be infrequent and due to uncommon occurtences requi

ring temporary

accommodation.

(6) Represents our unencumbered Canadian dollar non-mortgage loan book (at Face 
value) that could, subject to satisfying conditions precedent to borrowing and application of presc

ribed

collateral margin requirements, be pledged to the Bank of Canada for advances
 under its Emergency Lending Assistance (EIS program. ElA and other central bank 

facilities are not

considered sources of available liquidity In our normal liquidity risk proF
lle but could in extraordinary circumstances, where normal market liquidity is seriously i

mpaired, allow us and other

banks to monetize assets eligible as central bank collateral to meet requirements 
and mitigate further market liqu(dity disruption.

(7) Represents pledges related to OTC and exchange•traded derivative transaction
s.
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2017 vs. 2016
Total liquid assets decreased $23.6 billion or 3%, primarily due to a reduction in non-mortgage loans that qualify to be pledged under the ELA

program due to the change of the eligibility criteria by the BoC. This decline was partially offset by higher balances of cash and holdings at

central banks.

Asset encumbrance

The table below provides a summary of cash, securities and other assets, distinguishing between those that are encumbered assets and those

available for sale or use as collateral in secured funding transactions. Other assets, such as mortgages and credit card receivables can also be

monetized, although over a longer timeframe than that required for marketable securities. As at October 31, 2017, our Unencumbered assets

available as collateral comprised 33% of our total assets (October 31, 2016 - 38%).

As at
_- - - -

October 31 October 37

2017 2016

Encumbered Unencumbered Encumbered Unencumbered

Pledged as Available as Pledged as Available as

(Millions of Canadian dollars) coltaterol Other (i) collateral l2) Other (3) Total collateral Other (1) collateral (2) Other (3) Total

Cash and due from banks S 6 S 2,039 S 26,362 S - S 28,407 $ - $ 1,781 $ 13,148 $ - $ 14,929

I nterest•bearing deposltswith

banks - 204 32,458 - 32,662 - 262 27,589 27,851

Securities
Trading 51,344 74,922 7,391 127,657 66,734 83,219 1,339 151,292

Available•for-sale 3,184 - 66,k42 1,096 90,722 2,858 78,966 2,977 84,801

Assets purchased under reverse

repurchase agreements and
securities borrowed (~~), (5) 222,128 23,]31 74,950 - 320,209 166,449 20,450 82,749 269,648

loans
Retail
Mortgage securities 35.861 - 32,589 - 68,450 34,624 - 35,591 70,215

Mortgage loans 38,504 - 14,737 148,657 201,898 40,293 - 12,796 131,694 184,783

Non-mortgage loans 8,776 - 65,449 40,597 114,822 10,422 100,612 3,438 114,472

Wholesale 3,713 - 27,637 128,256 159,606 3,477 41,445 109,447 154,369

Allowance for loan fosses - - - (2.159) (2,159) - - (2,235) (2,235)

Segregated fund net assets - - - 1,216 1,216 - - - 981 981

Other ~ Derivatives - - - 95,023 95,023 - - - 118,94k 118,944

- Others (5) 19,520 - - 54,052 73,572 23,307 - - 50,247 73,554

Total assets 5 383,036 5 25,3Tk S 435,546 5 468,129 51,312,085 $ 348,164 $ 22,493 $ 476,115 $ A16,832 $ 1,263,604

(1) Includes assets restricted from use to generate secured funding due to legal or other constraints.

(2) Includes loans that could be used to collateralize central bank advances. Our unencumbered Canadian dollar non-mortgage loan book (at fate value) could, subje
ct to satisfying conditions

for borrowing and application of prescribed collateral margin requirements, be pledged to the Bank of Canada for advances under its ElA program. We also lodge loans that 
qualify as eligible

collateral for the discount window facility available to us at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. EIA and other central bank facilities are not considered sources of 
available liquidity in our

normal liquidity risk profile. However, banks could monetize assets meeting central bank collateral criteria during periods of extraordinary and severe disruption to ma
rket-wide liquidity.

(3) Other unencumbered assets are not subject to any restrictions on their use to secure funding or as collateral but would not be considered readily available since they may 
not be acceptable

at central banks or for other lending programs.
(4) Includes bank-owned liquid assets and securities received as collaterel from off-balance sheet securities financing, margin lending, and derivative transactions. Incl

udes $21.7 billion (2016:

519.5 billion) of collateral received through reverse repurchase transactions that cannot be rehypothecated in its current legal 
Forin.

(S) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.
(6) The Pledged as collateral amounts relate to OTC and exchange-traded derivative transactions.

Funding

Funding strategy
Core funding, comprising capital, longer-term wholesale liabilities and a diversified pool of personal and, to a lesser extent, commercial and

institutional deposits, is the foundation of our structural liquidity position.

Deposit and funding profile
As at October 31, 2017, relationship-based deposits, which are the primary source of funding for retail loans and mortgages, were $525 

billion or

54% of our total funding (October 31, 2016 - $506 billion or 55%). The remaining portion is comprised of short- and long
-term wholesale

funding.
Funding for highly liquid assets consists primarily of short-term wholesale funding that reflects the monetization period of those as

sets.

Long-term wholesale funding is used mostly to fund less liquid wholesale assets and to support liquidity asset buffers.

For further details on our wholesale funding, refer to the Composition of wholesale funding tables below.

l.ong•term debt issuance
During 2017, we continued to experience more favourable unsecured wholesale funding access and pricing compared to many o

f our global

peers. We also continued to expand our unsecured long-term funding base by selectively issuing, either directly or through our subsi
diaries,

$22.3 billion of term funding in various currencies and markets. Total unsecured long-term funding outstanding decreased $2.7
 billion from the

prior year due to maturities.

We primarily use residential mortgage and credit card securitization programs as alternative sources of funding and for liquid
ity and asset(

liability management purposes. Our total secured long-term funding includes outstanding mortgage-backed securities (MBS) sold, 
covered

bonds that are collateralized with residential mortgages, and securities backed by credit card receivables.

Compared to 2016, our outstanding MBS sold decreased $271 million. Our covered bonds and securitized credit card 
receivables

decreased $2.7 billion and $2.3 billion, respectively.
For further details, refer to the Off-balance sheet arrangements section.
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(Millions o(Canadian dollars)

Unsecured long-term funding
Secured long-term funding
Commercial mortgage-backed securities sold

Subordinated debentures

As at

October 31 October 31
2017 2016

5 96,112 $ 98,827
64,758 69,971
1,366 1,297
9,362 9,597

$ 171,598 $ 179,692

This table represents an integral part of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.

Our wholesale funding activities are well-diversified by geography, investor segment, instrument, currency, structure and maturity. We maintain

an ongoing presence in different funding markets, which allows us to continuously monitor market developments and trends, identify

opportunities and risks, and take appropriate and timely actions. We operate longer-term debt issuance registered programs. The following table

summarizes these programs with their authorized limits by geography.

~rn¢rams ev geoE

Canada U.S. Europe/Asia

• Canadian Shelf Program — $25 billion •SEC Shelf Program — •European Debt Issuance Program —

US$40 billion US$40 billion

• SEC Registered Covered Bond Program — •Global Covered Bond Program —

US$15 billion (i) X'32 billion

• Japanese Issuance Programs —
~1 trillion

(1) Subject to the E32 billion Global Covered Bond Program limit. Upon the enactment of U.S. SEC Regulation AB II on November 23, 2016, we are not currently able to issue 
new series of

SEC-registered covered bonds under the existing program.

We also raise tong-term funding using Canadian Deposit Notes, Canadian NHA MBS, Canada Mortgage Bonds, credit card receivable backed

securities, Kangaroo Bonds (issued in the Australian domestic market by foreign firms) and Yankee Certificates of Deposit (issued in the U.S.

domestic market by foreign firms). We continuously evaluate opportunities to expand into new markets and untapped investor segments since

diversification expands our wholesale funding flexibility, minimizes funding concentration and dependency, and generally reduces financing

costs. As presented in the following charts, our current long-term debt profile iswell-diversified by both currency and product. Maintaining

competitive credit ratings is also critical tocost-effective Funding.

U.S. dollar
39%

Canadian dollar
37%

(1) Based on original term to maturity greater than 1 year

Other
9%

~~

Cards securitizatlon
5%

i

Covered Bonds

27% \ Unsecured
funding

October 31, 2017 54

$139 B

MBS/CMB (2)
14%

(7) Based on original term to maturity greater than 1 year

(2) Mortgage backed securities and Canada Mortgage Bonds
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The following table provides our composition of wholesale funding based on remaining term to maturity:

As at October 31, 2017

less than

Less than 1 1 to 3 3 to 6 6 to 12 1 year 1 year to

(MiIllonsofCanadiandollars) month months months months sub-total 2years

Deposits from banks ~z~ $ 5,054 S 39 S 47 5 13 S 5,153 S

Certificates of deposit and commercial paper 1,092 8,801 14,194 13,501 37,588 1,5k9

Asset-backed commercial paper(3) 997 1,385 4,300 5,555 12,237 -

Seniorunsecured medium-term notes (a) - 2,625 3,402 16,691 22,718 17,311

Senior unsecured structured notes (s) 188 192 980 1,545 2,905 1,332

Mortgage securitization - 571 1,310 1,549 3,430 4,094

Covered bonds/asset-backed securities (6) - 2,685 1.777 6,179 10,641 10,017

Subordinated liabilities - - - - 1,106

Other (~) 4,669 2,005 173 1,488 8,335 5

Totat S 12,000 S 18,303 $ 26,183 S 46,521 S 103,007 S 35,414

2 years
and

greater Total

S - S 5,153
39 39,176
- 12,237

38,695 78,72G
6,270 10,507
12,650 20,174
23,925 44,583
8,256 9,362
5,344 13,684

$ 95,179 5 233,600

Of which:
- Secured 5 5,265 $ 5,541 S 7,388 S 13,283 5 31,477 S 14,111 5 36,575 5 82,163

-Unsecured 6,735 12,762 18,795 33,238 71,530 21,303 58,604 151,437

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

Deposits from banks ~2)
Certificates of deposit and commercial paper
Asset-backed commercial paper (3>
Senior unsecured medium•term notes (u)

Senior unsecured structured notes (s)
Mortgage securitization
Covered bonds/asset-backed securities fib)

Subordinated liabilities
Other p)

Total

Of which;
- Secured
- Unsecured

As at October 31, 2016

Less than 2 years

Less than 1 1 to 3 3 to 6 6 to 12 1 year 1 year to and

month months months months sub-total 2 years greater Total

$ 1,375 $ 80 $ 30 $ 38 $ 1,523 $ - $ - $ 1,523

3,072 8,950 10,692 5,199 27,913 1,220 54 29,187

1,503 1,600 3,551 2,923 9,577 - - 9,577

1,135 9,140 7,582 7,282 25,139 18,156 43,073 86,368

141 305 213 554 1,213 1,871 6,493 9,577

- 686 514 1,435 2,635 3,432 14,378 20,445

1,674 626 5,834 8,134 14,700 30,692 49,526

- - - 128 128 - 9,469 9,597

1,173 2,053 43 738 4,007 13 5,073 9,093

$ 8,399 $ 24,488 $ 23,251 $ 24,131 $ 80,269 $ 35,392 $109,232 $ 224,893

$ 2,502 $ 5,528 $ 4,691 $ 10,192 $ 22,913 $ 14,132 $ 45,071 $ 82,116

5,897 18,960 18,560 13,939 57,356 21,260 64,161 1k2,777

(1) Excludes bankers' acceptances and repos.

(2) Only includes deposits raised by treasury. Encludes deposits associated with services we provide to these banks (e
.g., custody, cash management).

(3) Only includes consolidated liabilities, including our collateralized commercial paper program.

(4) Includes deposit notes.

(5) Includes notes where the payout is tied to movements in foreign exchange, commodities and equities.

(6) Includes credit carci, auto and mortgage loans.

(7) Includes tender option bonds (secured) of $5,168 million (October 31, 2016 - $2,567 million), bearer depo
sit notes (unsecured) of E3,342 million (October 31, 2016 - $1,652 million) and

other long-term structured deposits (unsecured) of $5,176 milUon (October 31, 2016 - $4,874 million).

Credit ratings
Our ability to access unsecured funding markets and to engage in certain collateralized business activities on 

acost-effective basis are primarily

dependent upon maintaining competitive credit ratings. Credit ratings and outlooks provided by rating agencies
 reflect their views and

methodologies. Ratings are subject to change, based on a number of factors including, but not limited to, 
our financial strength, competitive

position, liquidity and other factors not completely within our control.
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The following table presents our major credit ratings~l~:

• ~

As at November 28, 2017

Short-term debt Senior long-term debt Outlook

Moody's (z> P-1 Al negative

Standard & Poor's (s) A-1+ AA• negative
Fitch Ratings (4) Fi+ AA stable

DBRS ~s) R-1(high) AA stable

(1) Credit ratings are not recommendations to purchase, sell or hold a financial obligation inasmuch as they do no[

comment on market price or suftabiUty for a particular investor. Ratings are determined by the rating agencies based

on criteria established from time to time by them, and are subject to revision or withdrawal at any time by the rating

organization.
(2) On May 30, 2017, Moody's lowered our senior long-term debt rating one notch, along with our large Canadian peers,

due to Moody's change to Canada's macroeconomic profile. Moody's also affirmed our negative outlook.

(3) On )une 6, 2016, S&P revised our outlook to negative from stable.
(4) On October 27. 2017, Fitch Ratings revised our outlook to stable from negative.

(5) On duly 31, 2017, DBRS revised our outlook to stable from negative.

Additional contractual obligations for rating downgrades
We are required to deliver collateral to certain counterparties in the event of a downgrade to our current credit rating. The following table

presents the additional collateral obligations required at the reporting date in the event of aone-, two- orthree-notch downgrade to our credit

ratings. These additional collateral obligations are incremental requirements for each successive downgrade and do not represent the

cumulative impact of multiple downgrades. The amounts reported change periodically as a result of several Factors, including the transfer of

trading activity to centrally cleared financial market infrastructures and exchanges, the expiration of transactions with downgrade triggers, the

imposition of internal limitations on new agreements to exclude downgrade triggers, as well as normal course mark-to•market of positions with

collateralized counterparties moving from a negative to a positive position. There is no outstanding senior debt issued in the market that

contains rating triggers that would lead to early prepayment of principal.

As at

October 31 October 31
2017 2016

One-notch Two-notch Three-notch One-notch Two-notch Three-notch

(Millions of Canadian dollars) downgrade downgrade downgrade downgrade downgrade downgrade

Contractual derivatives funding or margin
requirements $ 61 $ 102 5 307 $ 487 $ 117 $ 501

Other contractual funding or margin requirements (s) 231 100 — 293 473 —

(i) Includes GICs issued by our municipal markets business out of New York.
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Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)
The LCR is a Basel III metric that measures the sufficiency ofhigh-quality liquid assets (HQLA) available to meet liquidity needs over a

 30-day

period in an acute stress scenario. The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) and OSfI regulatory minimum coverage 
level for LCR is

currently 100%.
OSFI requires Canadian banks to disclose the LCR using the standard Basel disclosure template and calculated using the averag

e of daily

LCR positions during the quarter.

For the three-months ended

2017 2016

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts)
- --- - -- --- - ----

Total unweighted Total ew  gjite~ Total unweighfed- Total weighted

value (average) (2) value (average) value (average) (z) value (average)

High•quality liquid assets
Total high-quality liquid assets (HQLA) ._ 211,735 207,541

Cash outflows
Retail deposits and deposits from small business customers, of

which: 243,794 19,118 224,518 17,372

Stable deposits (s) 75,160 2,255 72,570 2,177

Less stable deposits 168,63k 16,863 151,948 15>195

Unsecured wholesale funding, of which: 260,993 117,451 234,455 99,877

Operational deposits (all counterparties) onddeposits in

networks o/cooperative banks (u) 106,980 25,775 106,040 25,491

Non-operational deposits 137,475 75,138 113,719 59,690

Unsecured debt 16,538 16,538 14,696 14,696

Secured wholesale funding 18,735 _- 26,069

Additional requirements, of which: 229,048 74,047 226,706 67,106

Our~lows related to derivative exposures and other collateral

requirements 61,901 41,364 59,910 34,299

Ouf~lows related to loss of funding on debt products 7,108 7,108 5,364 5,364

Credit and liquidity facilities 160,039 25,575 161,432 27,443

Other contractual funding obligations (s) 26,252 26,252 30,951 30,951

Other contingent funding obligations (s) 429,706 6,902 448,854 6,814

Total cash outflows
- - - ---------- - --

262,505 248,189

Cash inflows
Secured lending (e.g., reverse repos) 138,867 28,062 126,615 31,978

Inflows from fully performing exposures 11,626 8,310 10,559 7,042

Other cash inflows 51,878 51,878 45,207 45,207

Total cash inflows 88,250 84,227

Totat adjusted Total adjusted

value value
- ---

Total HQLA 211,735 207,549

Total net cash outflows 17k,255 163,962

Liquidity coverage ratio 122% 127%

(1) The LCR is calculated in accordance with OSFI's LAR guideline, which, in turn, reflects liquidity-related requirements issue
d by the BCBS. Effective in the first quarter of 2017, OSfI requires

Canadian banks to disclose the LCR based on the average of daily positions during the quarter. Previously, the disclosed LCR was 
based on the average month-end positions during the

quarter. The LCR for the quarter ended October 31, 2017 is calculated as an average of 63 daily positions.

(2) With the exception of other contingent funding obligations, unweighted inflow and outflow amounts are items maturing or
 callable in 30 days or less. Other contingent funding obligations

also include debt securities with remaining maturity greater than 30 days.

(3) As defined by the BCBS, stable deposits from retail and small business customers are deposits that are insured and are either 
held in transactional accounts or the bank has an established

relationship with the client making the withdrawal unlikely.

(4) Operational deposits from non-retail and non-small and medium•sized enterprise customers are deposits which clients ne
ed to keep with the bank in order to facilitate their access and

ability [o use payment and settlement systems primarily for clearing, custody and cash management activities.

(5) Other contractual funding obligations primarily include outFlows Irom unsettled securities trades and outflows from obliga
tions related to securities sold short.

(6) Other contingent funding obligations include outflows related to other of(•balance sheet facilities that carry low LCR runoff factors 
(0~ - 5%).

We manage our LCR position within a target range that reflects our liquidity risk tolerance and takes into account business mix, 
asset

composition and funding capabilities. The range is subject to periodic review in light of changes to internal requirements
 and external

developments.
We maintain HQLAs in major currencies with dependable market depth and breadth. Our treasury management practices en

sure that the

levels of HQLA are actively managed to meet target LCR objectives. Our Level 1 assets, as calculated according to OSFI LA
R and the BCBS LCR

requirements, represent 82% of total HQLA. These assets consist of cash, placements with central banks and highly rated securit
ies issued or

guaranteed by governments, central banks and supranational entities.

LCR captures cash flows from on-and off-balance sheet activities that are either expected or could potentially occur within 30 days 
in an

acute stress scenario. Cash outflows result from the application of withdrawal and non-renewal factors to demand and term dep
osits,

differentiated by client type (wholesale, retail and small- and medium-sized enterprises). Cash outflows also arise from business
 activities that

create contingent funding and collateral requirements, such as repo funding, derivatives, short sales of securities and the 
extension of credit and

liquidity commitments to clients. Cash inflows arise primarily from maturing secured loans, interbank loans and non-HQL
A securities.

LCR does not reflect any market funding capacity that we believe would be available in a stress situation. All maturing who
lesale debt is

assigned 100% outflow in the LCR calculation.
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Q4 2017 vs. Q4 2016

The average LCR for the quarter ended October 31, 2017 of 122% was generally consistent with prior quarters and translates into a surplus of

approximately $37 billion. Compared to the prioryear, the average LCR decreased S%, mainly due to expected balance sheet growth and

optimization of surplus (iquiditV.

Contractual maturities of financial assets, financial liabilities and off-balance sheet items

The following tables provide remaining contractual maturity profiles of afl our assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet items at their carrying

value (e.g., amortized cost or fair value) at the balance sheet date. Off-balance sheet items are allocated based on the expiry date of the contract.

Details of contractual m,~l~uili~ti :1fIfI f(1RIR11tR1Pflt$ CO P%CPnCI fWnf~S ~I'Q a 54~~rrP_nf infnrm:+finn fn. t~p,p~gemP~t Of {4gUl~lly fVS~(rl~tFlTOttg-

otherpurposes, these details Form a basis for modelling a behavioural balance sheet with effective maturities to calculate liquidity risk

measures. for further details, refer to the Risk measurement section.

. ~

As at October 31, 2017

With no

Less then 1 to 3 3 to 6 6 to 9 9lu 12 1 year 2 years S years specific

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 1 month months months months months to 2 years to 5 years and greater maturity Total

Assets
Cash and deposits with

banks $ 58.675 5 27 $ 22 5 k 5 - S - 5 - 5 - 5 2,341 5 61,069

Securities
Trading (~) 88,083 9 72 3 12 91 6] 6,374 32,952 127,657

Available-for-sale 1,748 4,690 4,145 2,552 1,545 9.608 24,445 40,772 1,217 90,722

Assets purchased under
reverse repurchase
agreements and securities
borrowed 106,342 47,726 26,207 13,696 14,327 6,624 - - 6,055 220.977

Loans (net of allowance for
loan losses) 15,228 16,02G 23,572 27,220 24,086 704,059 206,201 40,028 86,799 542,617

Other
Customers' liability under

acceptances 10,825 5.541 77 - - 11 5 - - 16,454
Derivatives 5.619 10,004 4,530 3,290 2,849 9,357 19,459 39,919 2 95,023

Other financial assets 24,577 767 523 90 88 183 184 1,697 1,243 29,352

Total financial assets 5 311,097 5 84,788 5 59,148 S 46,855 S 42,907 S 129,927 5 250,355 S 128,790 5 130,009 5 1,183,876

Other non-financial assets 1,820 1,204 92 337 229 745 1,814 986 21,750 28,977

Total assets 5 312,917 5 85,992 S 59,240 5 47 ]92 5 43,136 5 130,672 5 252,169 5 129,776 5 151,759 5 1,212,853

Liabilities and equity
Deposits (z)

Unsecured borrowing 5 40,373 5 24,425 $ 33,825 $ 35,891 S 30,64] 5 34,737 S 48,980 5 74,709 5 429.152 5 692,733

Secured borrowing 1.156 3,989 6.289 5,799 4,064 10,]78 20,495 7.659 - 59,629

Covered bonds - 7,898 1,107 1,331 4,862 7,1]8 19,132 ].225 - 37,273

Other -
Acceptances 10,825 5.541 77 - - li 5 - - 16,459

Obligations related to
securities sold short 30,008 - - - - - - - - 30,008

Obligations related to
assets sold under
repurchase agreements
and securities loaned 98,409 32,026 4,374 - 93 - 12 - 8,170 143,084

Der(valives 5,765 9,436 4,787 3,388 3,038 9,410 1G,924 39,376 1 92,127

Other financial liabilities 25,]37 1,118 466 222 296 138 366 3,532 574 31,849

Subordinated debentures - - - - - 106 207 6,952 - 9,265

Total financial liabilities 5 211,673 5 78,433 5 50,925 $ 46,631 $ 42,994 5 61,698 S 106,721 5 75.G55 S 437,897 5 1,112,427

Other non-financial
liabilities 835 3,910 312 135 180 2,747 920 9,170 7,789 25.998

Equity - - - - - ~- - - 74.G28 74.428

Total liabilities and equity S 212,508 S 82,343 S 51,237 5 46,766 S 43.174 5 64,445 5 107,641 S 84,625 S 520,114 $ 1,212,853

Off-balance sheet items
Financial guarantees 5 S11 5 2.986 5 7,428 5 2.768 5 1,279 $ ],792 S 6,450 5 1,486 5 46 5 18,746

Lease commitments 63 125 1B2 181 IB1 720 1,471 2.859 - 5.782

Commitments to extend
credit 4,532 4,000 7,735 12,105 9,198 26,719 741,732 15,260 7,]76 228.457

Other credit•related
commitments 526 801 1,785 ],521 1,274 412 749 246 101,863 108,577

Olher commitments 38 - - - - - - - 4k2 480

Total off-balance sheet
items $ 5,670 ~ 7,912 ~ 10,530 ~ Sb,575~~ 11 .~~2 $ 'x$,$43 ~~ 1~0,4~~~+a ~i1 S 109,527 S 362.042

SEE Trading debt securities classified as fair value through profit or loss have been included in the less than t monUi category as there is no expectation [o hold these assets to (heir contractual

maturity.

A major portion of relationshfp•based deposits are repayable on demand or at short notice on a contractual hasis while, in practice, these customer balances form a core base for our

operations and liquidity needs, as explained in the preceding Deposit and funding profile.
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AS at October 31, 2016

With no

Less than 1 to 3 3 to 6 6 to 9 9 to 12 1 year 2 years 5 years specific

(Muttons oftanadtan dollars) i month months months
-

months months to 2 years
-___. to 5 years and greater maturity Total

Assets
Cash and deposits with banks $ 38,931 $ 342 $ 2 q - E 192 $ - E - S - $ 3,313 $ 42,780

Securities
Tradin¢ Nl 98.84a ~ 18 24 40 117 6.183 46.062 151.292

Available•for•sale 1,648 4,854 2,011 1,810 1,687 8,869 25,709 36,587 1,626 84,801

Assets purchased under reverse repurchase
agreements and securities borcowed 81 801 42 092 24 771 14 988 11 090 3 380 303 - 7.877 186,302

Loans (net of allowance for loan losses) 15,526 13,154 16,863 21,512 23,120 109.075 198,054 38,887 '85,413 521,604

Other
Customers' liability underacceptances 8,362 4,403 73 3 - - 2 - 12,843

- - --- - . .STI-'-- lYT9A - __ 2G,583-X9;099---

OtherFlnancfalassets 28.659 741 484 222 62 43 38 414 1,372 32,035

Total flnanclal assets $ 282,213 S 75,958 S 49,022 S 41,890 $ 39,686 $ 13k,201 $ 250,786 $ 131,170 $ 145,675 $7..150,601

Other non-financial assets 1,259 887 130 295 237 2,579 1,824 2,991 19,455 29,657

Total assets $ 283,472 $ 76,845 $ 49,152 $ 42,185 $ 39,923 $ 136,780 $ 252,610 $ 134,161 S 165,130 E 1,160,258

LiabiUties and equity
Deposits (2)
Unsecured borcowing $ 30,680 $ 35,333 $ 35,540 $ 16,684 $ 23,5$6 S 34,044 S 55,239 $ 15,123 $ 415,130 $ 661,359

Secured borrowing 1,545 4,788 4,947 5,700 2,290 7,256 20,660 8,569 - 55,755

Covered bonds - - - - 3,348 9,376 24,936 2,815 40,475

Other
Acceptances 8,362 4,403 73 3 2 72,843

Obligations related to securities sold short 50,369 - - - - - 50,369

Obligations related to assets sold under
repurchase agreements and securities
loaned (3) 61,170 31,499 1,568 - 756 8 21 - 8,419 103,441

Derivatives 7,334 10,904 5,809 3,939 2,976 13,562 25,945 46,081 - 116,550

OtherFlnancialliabilities 22,700 2,212 375 125 218 754 290 4,762 482 31,318

Subordinated debentures - - - - - - 115 9,647 - 9,762

Total Flnancial liabilities S 182,160 $ 89,139 $ 48.312 $ 26,451 $ 33,174 $ 64,400 $ 137,208 $ 86,997 $ 424,031 $ 1,081,872

Othernon-financial liabilities 863 3,692 276 15S 154 1,199 2,466 9,408 8,561 26,774

Equity - - - - - - - - 71,612 71,612

Total liabilities and equity S 183,023 $ 92,831 $ 48,588 $ 26,606 $ 33,328 $ 65,599 $ 129,674 S 96,405 $ 504,204 ~ 1,180,258

Off-balance sheet items
Flnancial guarantees S 736 $ 2,255 $ 1,897 $ 3,199 S 1,251 $ 3,010 $ 6,403 $ 79 $ 56 S 18,886

Lease commitments 62 123 ]84 181 177 661 1,528 2,131 - 5,047

Commitments to extend credit 3,723 5,461 9,783 7,190 12,074 31,384 132,092 18,284 3,220 223,231

Other credit-related commitments 433 791 1,A20 1,339 1,158 678 758 306 90,241 97,124

Other commitments 477 63 - - - - - - - 540

Total off•balance sheet items $ 5,431 S 8,713 $ 13,284 $ 11,909 $ 14,660 $ 35,733 $ 140,781 ~ 20,800 $ 93,517 E _ 344,828

(1) Treding debt securities classified as fair value through profit or loss have been included in the less than 1 month category as there is no expectation to hold these assets to their contr
actual

maturity.
(2) A maJor portion of relationship•based deposits are repayable on demand or at short notice on a contractual basis while, in practice, these customer balances form a core base for our

operations and liquidity needs, as explained in the preceding Deposit and funding profile.
(3) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.

Contractual maturities of financial liabilities and off-balance sheet items - undiscounted basis

The Following tables provide remaining contractual maturity analysis of our financial liabilities and off-balance sheet items. The amount
s

disclosed in the following table are the contractual undiscounted cash flows of all Financial liabilities (e.g., par value or amount payab
le upon

maturity). The amounts do not reconcile directly with those in our consolidated balance sheets as the table incorporates only cash flows

relating to payments on maturity and do not recognize premiums, discounts or mark•to•market adjustments recognized in the 
instruments'

carrying values as at the balance sheet date. Financial liabilities are based upon the earliest period in which they are required to be 
paid. For

ofF~balance sheet items, the undiscounted cash flows potentially payable under financial guarantees and commitments to extend 
credit are

classified on the basis of the earliest date they can be called.
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(Millions of Canadian dollars)
- - --- - -

financialliabilities
Deposits (i>
Other

Ob►igations related to securities sold short
Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase

agreements and securities loaned
Other liabilities

Subordinated debentures

Off-balance sheet items
Financial guarantees (z)
Lease commitments
Commitments to extend credit (z)

- --
Totalfinancial liabilities and off-balance sheet items

(Millions of fanadian dollars) (3)

Financial liabilities
Deposits (i~
Other

Acceptances
Obligations related to securities sold short
Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase

agreements and securities loaned
Other liabilities

Subordinated debentures

Off-balance sheet items

As at October 31, 2017

~n Witnin i year s years ~ years
demand i year to 2 years to 5 years and greater Total

5 372,108 S 253,825 $ 52,026 S 89,k56 $ 22,280 5 789,695

- ----
-• 30,009 - - - 30,009

8,171 134,904 - 12 - 143,087
1,124 26,730 78 261 3,553 31,746

- - 106 207 8,952 9,265
381,403 461,911 52,220 89,942 34,785 1,020,261

S 18,569 $ 177 $ - S - 5 - $ 18,746
732 720 1,471 2,859 5,782

187,078 41,369 9 1 - 228,457
205,647 42,278 729 1,472 2,859 252,985

5 587,050 $ 504,189 S 52,949 S 91,414 S 37.644 $ 1,273,246

As at October 31, 2016

On Within 1 year 2 years S years
demand 1 year to 2 years to 5 years and greater Total

$ 358,254 $ 221,852 $ 50,293 $100,295 $ 25,422 $ 756,116

12,842
- 50,366

1 - 12,tS4j
- 50,366

8,420 95,005 8 21 - 103,454
445 24,198 112 289 4,761 29,805

- - - 115 9,646 9,761
367,119 404,263 50,413 100,721 39,829 962,345

Financial guarantees (z> $ 18,689 $ 197 $ - $ - $ - S 18,886
Lease commitments - 727 661 1,528 2,131 5,047
Commitments to extend credit (z) 181,496 41,671 5 59 - 223,231

200,185 42,595 666 1,587 2,131 247>164

Total financial liabilities and off-balance sheet items $ 567,304 $ 446,858 $ 51,079 $102,308 $ 41,960 $ 1,209,509

• This table represents an integral part of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.
(11 A major portion of relationship-based deposits are repayable on demand or at short notice on a contractual basis while, in practice, these customer balances form a core base for our

operations and liquidity needs, as explained in the preceding Deposit and Funding profile.
(2) We believe that it is highly unlikely [hat all or substantially all of these guarantees and commitments will be drawn or settled within one year, and contracts may expire without being drawn or

settled. The management of the liquidity risk associated with potential extensions of funds is outlined in the preceding Risk measurement section.
(3) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.

Insurance risk refers to the potential financial loss that may arise where the amount, timing and/or frequency of benefit payments under
insurance and reinsurance contracts are different than expected. Insurance risk is distinct from those risks covered by other parts of our risk
management framework (e.g., credit, market and operational risk) where those risks are ancillary to, or accompany the risk transfer. The four
insurance sub-risks are: morbidity, mortality, longevity and travel risk.

Our Insurance Risk Framework provides an overview of our processes and tools for identifying, assessing, managing, mitigating and
reporting on the insurance risks that face the organization. These are also supported by our robust three lines of defence governance structure.

Operational risk is the risk of loss or harm resulting from people, inadequate or failed internal processes and systems or from external events.
Operational risk is inherent in all our activities, including the practices and controls used to manage other risks. Failure to manage

operational risk can result in direct or indirect financial loss, reputational impact, regulatory censure, or failure in the management of other risks
such as credit or market risk.

Our management of operational risk follows our established three lines of defence governance model. This model encompasses the
organizational roles and responsibilities for a co-ordinated enterprise-wide approach for the management of operational risk. For Further details,
refer to the Risk management -Enterprise risk management section.
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Operational Risk Framework
We have put in place an Enterprise Operational Risk Framework, which is founded on the principles of our Enterprise Risk Management

Framework and sets out the processes to identify, assess, manage, monitor and report operational risk. The processes are established through

the following core programs:
• Inrernaf events —Internal events are specific instances where operational risk leads to or could have led to an unintended, identifiable

impact. The internal events program provides a structured and consistent approach for collecting and analyzing internal event data to

facilitate the analysis of the operational risk events affecting us.

is critical to gain awareness of operational risk experience within the industry and to identify emerging industry trends.

• Business Environment and Internal Control Factors (BEfC~Assessments — BEICFAssessments are conducted to improve business decision-

- makingi~YBatrttn~-awerette5sefthe-ke~rrtsifsartd-EFte 5trengtha-attd-lrtt{r~era~i4iEies-e€iftfernal cen#els~ Yey 
~~~rr e«o«...o...., ~~...- --

include: risk and control self-assessments conducted at both enterprise and business levels; change initiatives and new/amended product

assessments conducted to ensure understanding of the risk and reward trade-off for initiatives (e.g., new products, acquisitions, changes in

business Pra~esses, int~letttenlaEluri v1 new E~chnology, etc.i and that we do nai assume resks not aligne:l wish uu~ rlsk appelft

• Scenario analysis —Scenario analysis is a structured and disciplined process for making reasonable assessments of infrequent, yet

plausible, severe operational risk events. Understanding how vulnerable we are to such "tail risks" identifies mitigating actions and informs

the determination of related operational risk thresholds as part of the articulation of operational risk appetite.

• BEICFmonitoring — BEICF monitoring is conducted on an ongoing basis through key risk indicators (KRIS) and other assurance/monitorin
g

programs (e.g., business unit monitoring, second line of defence monitoring, audit results, etc.).

Conclusions from the operational risk programs enable learning based on "what has happened to us, could it happen again elsewhere in RBC

and what controls do we need to amend or implement," support the articulation of operational risk appetite and are used to inform the overall

level of exposure to operational risk, which defines our operational risk profile. The profile includes significant operational risk exposures,

potential new and emerging exposures and trends, and overall conclusions on the control environment and risk outlook. We proactively identify

and investigate corporate insurance opportunities to mitigate and reduce potential future impacts of operational risk.

We consider risk/reward decisions in striking the balance between accepting potential losses versus incurring costs of mitigation, the

expression of which is in the form of our operational risk appetite. Our operational risk appetite is established at the board level and cascaded

throughout each of our business segments.
Management reports have been implemented at various levels in order to support proactive management of operational risk and

transparency of risk exposures. Reports are provided on a regular basis and provide detail on the main drivers of the risk status and trend 
for

each of our business segments and RBC overall. In addition, changes to the operational risk profile that are not aligned to our business strategy

or operational risk appetite are identified and discussed.
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Our operations expose us to many different operational risks, which may adversely affect our businesses and financial results. The following list
is not exhaustive, as other factors could also adversely affect our results.

Information Technology and Cyber Risks We use information technology for business operations and the enablement of strategic
business goals and objectives. Information technology risk is the risk to our business associated

—._ _ with the use, ownership,_operation, involvemem, influence. and adoption of information ____ __ ._.
~ technology within the enterprise. It consists of information technology related events (e.g.,

,
cybersecurity incidents, including data breathes) that could have a material adverse impact on

~~J u our business. Such events could result in business interruption, service disruptions, theft of
intellectual property and confidential information, litigation and reputational damage. To
manage our information technology risk, we have established an enterprise-wide Information
Technology Risk Management Framework and we continue to develop advancements in cyber
defence capabilities to support our business model and protect our clients.

Third Party Risk Failing to effectively manage our service providers may expose us to service disruptions,
regulatory action, financial loss, litigation or reputational damage. Third-party and outsourcing
risk has received increased oversight from regulators and attention from the media. We
formalized and standardized our expectations of our suppliers with aprinciples-based supplier
code of conduct to ensure their behaviour aligns with our standards in the following key areas:
business integrity, responsible business practices, responsible treatment of individuals, and the
environment.

Processing and Execution Risk Processing and execution risk is the risk of failure to effectively design, implement and execute a
process. Exposure to this risk is global, existing in all of our locations and operations, and in our
employee's actions. Examples of processing and execution events range from selecting the
wrong interest rates, duplicating wire payment instructions, processing a foreign exchange

• transaction incorrectly, underinsuring a property and incorrectly investing funds. The potential
* impacts of such events include financial loss, legal and regulatory consequences and

reputational damage. When identified, these situations are assessed, analyzed and mitigating
actions are undertaken.

Fraud Risk Fraud risk is defined as the risk of intentional unauthorized activities designed to obtain benefits
either from us or assets under our care, or using our products. Fraud can be initiated by one or

~f ~)
more parties who can include employees, potential or existing clients, agents, suppliers or
outsourcers, or other external parties. We have extensive professional resources allocated for

(~' the recovery of lost assets and the improvement of loss avoidance through both enhanced

1~ intelligence and aggressive pursuit of those who attack enterprise assets.

~̀
/~

Model Risk The use of models plays an important role in many of our business activities. We use a variety of
models for many purposes, including the valuation of financial products, risk measurement and

,~~~
~~d
~ management of different types of risk. Model risk is the risk of error in the design, development,

implementation or subsequent use of mode►s. We have established an enterprise-wide Model
Risk Management Policy, including principles, policies and procedures, roles and
responsibilities to manage model risk. One of the key factors in the policy to mitigate model risk
is independent validation.

Operational risk capital
We received approval from OSFI on May 10, 2016 for the use of the Advance Measurement Approach (AMA) for operational risk capital
measurement subject to the application of a Standardized Approach (TSA) floor. We commenced reflecting operational risk capital under the
AMA in the third quarter of 2016. As such, we currently perform parallel runs of the TSA and the AMA of determining operational risk capital.
UnderTSA, operational risk capital is determined based on an OSFI-established percentage of 3 years' average gross income for predetermined
industry standardized business activities. Under AMA, operational risk capital is determined by using our internal Operational Risk Measurement
System, which includes internal loss experience, external loss experience, scenario analysis, and Business Environment Internal Control Factors.
RBC Bank {Georgia), RBC Caribbean, and City National will continue using TSA. RBC Insurance (including insurance recoveries) is not in the scope
of operational risk capital calculations. We do not account for mitigation through insurance or any other risk transfer iiiechanism in our AMR
model.

Operational risk loss events
During 2017, we did not experience any material operational risk loss event. For further details on our contingencies, including litigation, refer to
Notes 25 and 26 of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Regulatory compliance risk

Regulatory compliance risk is the risk of potential non-conformance with laws, rules, regulations and prescribed practices in
 any jurisdiction in

which we operate. Issues regarding compliance with laws and regulations can arise in a number of areas in a large complex f
inancial institution

such as RBC, and are often the result of inadequate or failed internal processes, people or systems.

Laws and regulations are in place to protect the financial and other interests of our clients, investors and the public. As a 
large-scale global

financial institution, we are subject to numerous laws and to extensive and evolving regulation by governmental agencies, 
supervisory

regulation has become increasingly extensive and complex. In addition, the enforcement of regulatory matters has intensif
ied. Recent resolution

of such matters involving other global financial institutions have involved the payment of substantial penalties, agreement
s with respect to

future operation of their business, actions with respect to relevant personnel andg~y p~ wit'Ti respect to cnminar~iarges.

Operating in this increasingly complex regulatory environment and intense regulatory enforcement environment, we are and 
have been

subject to a variety of legal proceedings, including civil claims and lawsuits, criminal charges, regulatory examinations, inve
stigations, audits

an requests or in ormation y various gavernmenta regu atory agencies an aw en orcemen au on ies in various ~uris is ions, an w

anticipate that our ongoing business activities will give rise to such matters in the future. Changes to laws, including tax law
s, regulations or

regulatory policies, as well as the changes in how they are interpreted, implemented or enforced, could adversely affect us, 
for example, by

lowering barriers to entry in the businesses in which we operate, increasing our costs of compliance or limiting our activities 
and ability to

execute our strategic plans. Further, there is no assurance that we always will be or will be deemed to be in compliance wit
h laws, regulations or

regulatory policies. Accordingly, it is possible that we could receive a judicial or regulatory judgment or decision that results in fine
s, damages,

penalties, and other costs or injunctions, criminal convictions or loss of licences or registrations that would damage our reputatio
n and

negatively impact our ability to conduct some of our businesses and our earnings. In addition, we are subject to litigation a
rising in the ordinary

course of our business and the adverse resolution of any litigation could have a significant adverse effect on our results or 
could give rise to

significant reputationaf damage, which in turn could impact our future business prospects.

Global compliance has developed a Regulatory Compliance Management Framework designed to manage and mitigate the regula
tory

compliance risks associated with failing to comply with, or adapt to, current and changing laws and regulations in the jurisd
ictions in which we

nrarate.
Regulatory compliance risk includes the regulatory risks associated with financial crime (which includes, but is not li

mited to, money

laundering, bribery and sanctions), privacy, market conduct, consumer protection, business conduct and prudential requi
rements. Specific

compliance policies, procedures and supporting frameworks have been developed to manage regulatory compliance risk,

Strategic risk is the risk that the enterprise or particular business areas will make inappropriate strategic choices, or will be 
unable to

successfully implement selected strategies or related plans and decisions. Business strategy is the major driver of our risk 
profile and

consequently the strategic choices we make in terms of business mix determine how our risk profile changes.

Responsibility for selecting and successfully implementing business strategies is mandated to the individual heads of the b
usinesses.

Oversight of strategic risk is the responsibility of the heads of the business segments and their operating committees, the 
Enterprise Strategy

Office, Group Executive, and the Board of Directors. The Enterprise Strategy group supports the management of strategic risk 
through the

strategic planning process (articulated within our Enterprise Strategic Planning Policy) ensuring alignment across our business, 
financial, capital

and risk planning.
Our annual business portfolio review and project approval request processes help identify and mitigate strategic risk by ensu

ring strategies

for new initiatives, lines of business, and the enterprise as a whole align with our risk appetite and risk posture. GRM provides
 oversight of

strategic risk by providing independent review of these processes, establishing enterprise risk frameworks, and inde
pendently monitoring and

reporting on the level of risk established against our risk appetite metrics in accordance with the three lines of defence gov
ernance model.

For details on the key strategic Niiurities for our business segments, refer to the Business segment results section.

Reputation risk is the risk that an activity undertaken by an organization or its representatives will impair its image in the 
community or lower

public confidence in it, resulting in the loss of business, legal action or increased regulatory oversight.

Reputation risk can arise from a number of events and primarily occurs in connection with credit risk, regulatory, legal and 
operational risks

and failure to maintain strong risk conduct. Operational failures and non-compliance with laws and regulations can have a 
significant

reputational impact on us.
Our Reputation Risk Framework provides an overview of our approach to the management of this risk. It focuses on our o

rganizational

responsibilities, and controls in place to mitigate reputation risks.

The following principles guide our management of reputation risk:

• We must operate with integrity at all times in order to sustain a strong and positive reputation.

• Protecting our reputation is the responsibility of all our employees, including senior management, and this responsibility e
xtends to

the Board of Directors.

Legal and regulatory environment risk is the risk that new or modified laws and regulations, and the interpretation or
 application of those laws

and regulations, will negatively impact the way in which we operate, both in Canada and abroad. The full impact of s
ome of these changes on our

business will not be known until final rules are implemented and market practices have developed in response. We c
ontinue to respond to these

and other developments and are working to minimize any potential adverse business or economic impact. The following pr
ovides ahigh-level

summary of some of the key regulatory changes that have potential to increase our operational, compliance, and technolo
gy costs and to impact

our profitability, as well as to potentially increase the cost and complexity of our operations.
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Canadian Housing Market and Consumer Debt
The Government of Canada (GoC) continues to express concerns with the level and sustainability of Canadian household debt. A number of

measures to address these concerns have been introduced by both the federal government and a number of provinces, including changes to

federal mort~aQe rules (e.x. chanties to OSfI B-20 Guidelinel. Goine forward. other iniriative~ rnntin~~P rn ha PxnlnrP~i, c~~ch ac an accac~mPnr h~~

the Department of Finance on a lender risk-sharing model.

Paymants Issues
The federal government is engaged in several initiatives that could have an impact on the payment system in Canada. This includes the

following: an ongoing review of the interchange framework: a consultation process one rP~latoiXfi~amework for rhi~ ri~l til ~i ivmT_~niti tiytilNrn in

Canada; and initiatives under consideration by Payments Canada to modernize the payments system in Canada.

Other Regulatory Initiatives Impacting Financial Services in Canada
The federal government continues to assess a number of issues relating to consumer protection. Previously withdrawn legislative proposals to

update the consumer protection framework and to clarify federal jurisdiction in this area continue to be reviewed by the government. In addition,

federal regulatory agencies are also undertaking a review of sales practices at Canadian banks and will be providing reports to the government

on these issues. Provincial consumer protection initiatives arc ~Iso being monitored to assess their possible implications from a financial

services perspective.
Other regulatory initiatives include a review of the deposit insurance framework by the Department of Finance and the Canada Deposit

I nsurance Corporation, consultations by the financial Consumer Agency of Canada on indirect auto lending, and initiatives by the Canadian

Securities Administrators to regulate market conduct activities relating to OTC derivatives products.

Negotiations on North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
Canada, Mexico and the United States are currently engaged in negotiations on potential changes to NAFfA. The existing chapters in NAFTA such

as those relating to financial services, cross-border trade, and temporary entry rules, could be changed as a result of these discussions. In

addition, there may be efforts made to update the agreement to address new areas like electronic commerce. While the outcome of the

negotiations remain unclear, changes to NAFfA may adversely affect certain of our businesses, either directly or indirectly through adverse

effects on portions of the Canadian and U.S. economies.

United States Regulatory Initiatives
Policymakers are beginning to consider financial regulatory reforms that could result in reduced cost and complexity of U.S. regulations. These

include possible reforms to the Volcker rule that could ~;mp;i~y campl~anc~ requ~r2m2~.s regarding proprieiary irad~iig aciiviiy and invesiriienis

in private equity and hedge funds; revisions to the new fiduciary rule that could have implications for financial services firms, investors and

markets; potential changes to the Framework for the regulation of OTC derivatives; and ongoing adjustments to key aspects of the capital,

leverage, liquidity, and oversight framework in the U.S. (e.g. foreign bank organization rules; comprehensive capital analysis and review

requirements; single counterparty credit limits; total loss absorbing capacity rules). In addition, U.S. policymakers are considering reforms to the

tax code that could be beneficial in teens of lowering cuiporate tax rates; however, they are also considering measures to raise revenues to pay

for those lower rates, including measures that could target the financial sector and many of its employees, such as: reductions in the

deductibility of interest on corporate debt, of mortgage interest, and of state and local taxes; revisions to the tax exemption For interest on

municipal debt; changes to tax credits for low-income housing and renewable fuels; changes to the tax treatment of derivatives; and a large-

banktax and/or financial transactions tax. the impact of the Tax Reform framework, if enacted, could include a reduction in our deferred tax

asset and tax reductions on future earnings. Congress may opt for a more modest, and less costly, package of reforms.

Regulatory Capital and Related Requirements
We continue to monitor and prepare for developments related to regulatory capital. The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) has

issued a number of proposed revisions and new measures that would reform the manner in which banks calculate, measure and report

regulatory capital and related risks, including with respect to the use of banks' own internal risk models. The impact of these proposals on us will

depend on the final standards adopted by the BCBS and how these standards are implemented by our regulators. For further details on

regulatory capital and related requirements, refer to the Capital Management section.

Canadian Bail-in Regime
Bail-in regimes are being implemented in a number of jurisdictions in an effort to limit taxpayer exposure to losses of a failing institution and

ensure the institution's shareholders and creditors remain responsible for bearing such losses. Un lune 22, 2016, legislation came into force,

amending certain federal statutes pertaining to banks to create a bank recapitalization or "bail-in" regime for the six domestic systemically

important banks (D-SIBS) in Canada. On June 16, 2017, the Department of Finance announced the publication of draft regulations under the

Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation (CDIC) Act and the Bank Act, which provide key details of the conversion, issuance and compensation

regimes for bail-in instruments issued by D-SIBS. The proposed regulations provide that, pursuant to the CDIC Act, in circumstances when the

Superintendent of Financial Institutions has determined that a bank may no longer be viable, the Governor in Council may, upon a

recommendation of the Minister of Finance that he or she is of the opinion that it is in the public interest to do so, grant an order directing the

CDIC to convert all or a portion of certain shares and liabilities of that bank into common shares. These changes are not expected to have a

material impact on our cost of long-term unsecured funding.

Total Loss Absorbing Capacity ('TLAC)
On dune 16, 2017, OSFI released a draft guideline on TLAC, which will apply to Canada's D-SIBS as part of the Federal Governments bail-in

regime. The draft guideline is consistent with the TLAC standard released on November 9, 2015 by the FSB for institutions designated as global

systemically important banks (G-SIBs), but tailored to the Canadian context. The standards are intended to address the sufficiency of a

systemically important bank's loss absorbing capacity in supporting its recapitalization in the event of its failure. TLAC is defined as the

aggregate of Tier 1 capital, Tier 2 capital, and other 7LAC instruments, which allow conversion in whole or in part into common shares ~mder the

CDIC Act and meet all of the eligibility criteria under the guideline. We are expected to comply with the disclosure requirements beginning the

first quarter of 2019 and the remaining TLAC standard requirements by November 1, 2021. The final guidance is expected to be issued in 2018.

We do not anticipate any challenges in meeting these TIAC requirements.

Step-In Risk
On October 25, 2017, the BCBS finalized its guidelines on the identification and management of step-in risk. Step-in risk is the risk that a bank

may provide financial support to an unconsolidated entity beyond their contractual obligations, should the entity experience financial distress,
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in order to minimize any potential reputatlonal risk to the bank. The guidelines aim to strengthen the oversight and re
gulation surrounding

systemic risks arising ftom a bank's interaction with shadow banking entities. The guidelines provide that banks
 will be required to at a minimum

annually self-assess their step-in risk based on a number of indicators, including the impact on liquidity and capital p
ositions of stepping in to

provide support to an unconsolidated entity. These new guidelines do not impose an automatic liquidity or capital char
ge for step-in risk but do

require banks and supervisors to take appropriate actions to respond to and mitigate material step-in risk as out
lined in the guideline. We are

reviewing these new guidelines along with future OSFI guidance and incorporating them into our risk management act
ivities as recommended by

BCBS. The BCBS expects banks and supervisors to implement the guidelines no laterthan 2020.

U.K. and European Regulatory Reform
The revised directive and regulation on Markets in Financial Instruments (MiFID II/MiFIR) become effective January 2

018 and will have a

_ —..s ant teehlrotagicat-sand-proreduratin-rpactfor certain businesses-aperaEirtg+t~theEar~ea~ilr~+orgy.-~#e-rsfer~sxvilliniroduce.thanges to

pre- and post-trade transparency, market structure, trade and transaction reporting, algorithmic trading, and condu
ct of business. The U.K. is in

negulialions to exit the European Union. Until those negotiations are concluded, and the resulting changes are i
mplemented, the U.K. will remain

a European Uttiott MemberStatE; subjeefi to-all faropean Union legislataen. 
__ .. __._

Other regulatory initiatives include: the General Data Protection Regulation, effective May 2018, introducing signi
ficant obligations on data

handling globally; the extension of the Senior Managers Regime to all U.K. regulated firms from 2018; the Benchm
arks Regulation impact(ng

users of, contributors to, and administrators of benchmarks; and the publication of the Foreign Exchange Global
 Code, setting out global

principles of good practice in foreign exchange markets.

The competition for clients among financial services companies in the markets in which we operate is intense. Client 
loyalty and retention can be

influenced by a number of factors, including new technology used or services offered by our competitors, relativ
e service levels and prices,

product and service attributes, our reputation, actions taken by our competitors, and adherence with competition
 and anti-trust laws. Other

companies, such as insurance companies and non-financial companies, are increasingly offering services traditionall
y provided by banks. Thls

competition could also reduce net interest income and fee revenue and adversely affect our results.

We identify and assess competitive risks as part of our overall risk management process. Our products and services a
re regularly

benchmarked against existing and potential competitors. In addition, we regularly conduct risk reviews of o
ur products, services, alliances and

acquisitions as well as ensure adherence to competition and anti-trust laws. Our annual strategysetting pr
ocess also plays an integral role in

managing competitive risk.

I macrveconom~c nsic anvers 
I

L 
J

Systemic risk is the risk that the financial system as a whole, or a major part of it — either in an individual co
untry, aregion, or globally — is put in

real and immediate danger of collapse or serious damage with the likelihood of material damage to the econom
y, and that this will result in

financial, reputation or other risks for us.
Our earnings are significantly affected by the general business and economic conditions in the geographic regi

ons in which we operate.

These conditions include consumer saving and spending habits as well as consumer borrowing and repayment
 patterns, business investment,

government spending, exchange rates, sovereign debt risks, the level of activity and volatility of the capital
 markets, strength of the economy

and inflation. For example, an extended economic downturn may result in high unemployment and lower family
 income, corporate earnings,

business investment and consumer spending, and could adversely affect the demand for our loan and other pro
ducts and result in higher

provisions for credit losses. Given the importance of our Canadian operations, an economic downturn in Canada 
or in the U.S. impacting Canada

would largely affect our personal and business lending activities in our Canadian banking businesses, inclu
ding mortgages and credit cards, and

could significantly impact our results of operations.
Our earnings are also sensitive to changes in interest rates, which have increased in Canada and the U.S. over

 the last year but remain

historically low. A continuing low interest rate environment in Canada, the U.S. and globally would result in 
net interest income being

unfavourably impacted by spread compression largely in Personal &Commercial Banking and Wealth Manageme
nt. While a further increase in

interest rates would benefit our businesses that are currently impacted by spread compression, a significant inc
rease in interest rates could also

adversely impact household balance sheets. This could result in credit deterioration which might negative
ly impact our financial results,

particularly in some of our Personal &Commercial Banking and Wealth Management businesses.

Deterioration in global capital markets could result in volatility that would impact results in Capital Markets 
while in Wealth Management,

weaker market conditions would lead to lower average fee-based client assets and transaction volumes. In 
addition, worsening financial and

credit market conditions may adversely affect our ability to access capital markets on favourable terms and coul
d negatively affect our liquidity,

resulting in increased funding costs and lower transaction volumes in Capital Markets and Investor &Treasury S
ervices.

Systemic risk is considered to be the least controllable risk facing us. Our ability to mitigate this risk when
 undertaking business activities is

limited, other than through collaborative mechanisms between key industry participants, and, as appropriate, 
the public sector, to reduce the

frequency and impact of these risks. The two most significant measures in mitigating the impact of systemic ris
k are diversification and stress

testing.
Our diversified business portfolios, products, activities and funding sources help mitigate the potential im

pacts from systemic risk. We also

mitigate systemic risk by establishing risk limits to ensure our portfolio iswell-diversified, and concentration risk is 
reduced and remains within

our risk appetite.
Stress testing involves consideration of the simultaneous movements in a number of risk factors. It is used 

to ensure our business

strategies and capital planning are robust by measuring the potential impacts of credit, market, liquidity a
nd funding and operational risks on us,

under adverse economic conditions. Our enterprise-wide stress testing program uses stress scenarios feat
uring a range of severities based on

plausible adverse economic and financial market events. These stress scenarios are evaluated across the organi
zation, and results are

integrated to develop an enterprise-wide view of the impacts on our financial results and capital requireme
nts. For further details on our stress

testing, refer to the Risk management —Enterprise risk management section.
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In addition to the risks described in the Risk management section, there are other risk Factors, described below, which may adversely affect our
b IISIIIPSSPS All fI fl fl~t1f 13I IPC~iItc. Thp fnlln~n~ino rlipf USSlC^ IS ̂ CZ ~Xhu~S~IVC "'~ "~~~•c"'`""" ~~ ~-_ ~.._..__~Y _cc.
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Government fiscal, monetary and other policies
Our businesses and earnings are affected by monetary policies that are adopted by the Bank of Canada, the Fed in the U.S., the ECB in the
European Union and monetary authorities in other jurisdictions in which we operate; as well as the fiscal policies of the governments of Canada,
the U.S.. Europe anJ auc.l~ ulhrr juritiriirtlnns. Such policies can also adversely attect our clients and counterporties in Canada, the U.S. anJ
internationally, which may increase the risk of default by such clients and counterparties.

Tax risk and transparency
Tax risk refers to the risk of loss related to unexpected tax liabilities. The tax laws and systems that are applicable to RBC are complex and wide
ranging. As a result, we ensure that any decisions or actions related to tax always reflect our assessment of the long-term costs and risks
involved, including their impact on our relationship with clients, shareholders, and regulators, and our reputation.

Our approach to tax is governed by our Taxation Policy and Risk Management Framework, and reFlects the fundamentals of our Risk
Pyramid. Oversight of our tax policy and the management of tax risk is the responsibility of Group Executive, the CFO and the Senior Vice
President, Taxation. We discuss our tax position with the Audit Committee on a regular basis and discuss our tax strategry with the Audit and Risk
Committees.

Our tax strategy is designed to ensure transparency and support our business strategy, and is aligned with our corporate vision and values.
We seek to maximize shareholder value by ensuring that our businesses are structured in a tax-e~cient manner while considering reputational
risk by being in compliance with all laws and regulations. Our framework seeks to ensure that we:

• Act with integrity and in a straightforward, open and honest manner in all tax matters;
• Ensure tax strategy is aligned with our business strategy supporting only bona fide transactions with a business purpose and economic

substance;
• Ensure alf intercompany transactions are conducted on arm's length terms;
• Ensure our Full compliance and full disclosure to tax authorities of our statutory obligations; and
• Endeavour to work with the tax authorities to build positive long-term relationships and where disputes occur, address them

constructively.

With respect to assessing the needs of our clients, we consider a number of factors including the purposes of the transaction. We seek to
ensure that we only support bona fide client transactions with a business purpose and economic substance. Should we become aware of client
transactions that are aimed at evading their tax obligations, we will not proceed with the transactions.

We operate in 37 countries worldwide. Our activities in these countries are subject to both Canadian and international tax legislation and
other regulations, and are fully disclosed to the relevant tax authorities. The Taxation group and GRM both regularly review the activities of all
entities to ensure compliance with tax requirements and other regulations.

Given that we operate globally, complex tax legislation and accounting principles have resulted in differing legal interpretations between
the respective tax authorities we deal with and ourselves, and we are at risk of tax authorities disagreeing with prior positions we have taken for
tax purposes. When this occurs, we are committed to an open and transparent dialogue with the tax authorities to ensure a quick assessment
and prompt resolution of the issues where possible. Failure to adequately manage tax risk and resolve issues with tax authorities in a
satisfactory manner could adversely impact our results, potentially to a material extent in a particular period, and/or significantly impact our
reputation.

Tax contribution
In 2017, total income and other tax expense, including income taxes in the Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income and Changes in
Equity, to various levels of governments globally totalled $5.1 billion (2016 — $3.8 billion). In Canada, total income and other tax expense for the
year ended October 31, 2017 to various levels of government totalled $3.9 billion (2016 — $2.8 billion).
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For further details on income and other tax expense, refer to the Financial performance section.

Environmental and social risk
Environmental and social (E&S) risk is the risk that an environmental or social issue associated with a client, transaction, product, supplier or
activity will create a risk of loss of financial, operational, legal and/or reputational value to RBC. E&S issues include, but are not limited to: site
contamination, waste management, land and resource use, biodiversity, water quality and availability, climate change, environmental
regulation, human rights, Indigenous Peoples' rights and consultation, and community engagement. GRM is responsible for developing policies
to identify, assess, monitor and report on E&S risk, and for their regular review and update. E&S risk policies seek to identify sectors, clients
and business activities exposed to E&S risk; apply enhanced due diligence and escalation procedures; and establish requirements to manage,
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mitigate and monitor E&S risk. Business segments and corporate functions are responsible for incorporating E&S risk management requirements

within their operations.
RBC recognizes the importance of E&S risk management practices and processes and is committed to the regular and transparent

disclosure of these. As a signatory to the Equator Principles (EP), we report annually on projects assessed for E&S risk according to the EP

framework. As a signatory to the Carbon Disclosure Project, we annually disclose information on climate change risks as well as our energy and

emissions performance. In 2017, we published our first Modern Slavery Act Statement, which sets out the steps that RBC has taken to ensure

that slavery and human trafficking are not taking place in the supply chains or our businesses. A number of companies in our RBC Global Asset

Management business and BlueBay Asset Management LLP are signatories to the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment and they

report annually on their responsible investment activities. Their approach integrates environmental, social and governance issues into the

investment process when doing so may have a material impact on investment risk or return. RBC Europe Limited is a signatory to the Green Bond

Principles and they report annually on green bond underwriting activities. RBC Corporate Citizenship sets corporate environmental strategy and

reports annually on our performance in the Corporate Citizenship Report and Public Accountability Statement.

RBC believes we have a role to play in the transition to a clean, low-carbon economy. We are encouraged by the recent efforts of the

Financial Stability Board's (f58) Task Furce un Climate-related Financial Disclosures (7CF~) and are ~Artk+pants in a pilvt•le51 cif the TCFD

recommendations, which will be coordinated by the United Nations Environment Programme —Finance Initiative (UNEP—FI). We continue to

investigate and assess climate-related risks and seek to develop and continually improve our climate-related financial disclosures.

Other factors
Other factors that may affect our results include changes in government trade policy, changes in accounting standards, including their effect on

our accounting policies, estimates and judgments, currency and interest rate movements in Canada, the U.S., and other jurisdictions in which we

operate, changes to our credit ratings, the timely and successful development of new products and services, technological changes, effective

design, implementation and execution of processes and their associated controls, fraud by internal and external parties, the possible impact on

our business from disease or illness that affects local, national or global economies, disruptions to public infrastructure, including

transportation, communication, power and water, international conflicts and other political developments including those relating to the war on

terrorism, and our success in anticipating and managing the associated risks.

We caution that the foregoing discussion of risk factors, many of which are beyond our control, is not exhaustive and other factors could

also affect our results.

We actively manage our capital to maintain strong capital ratios and high ratings while providing strong returns to our shareholders. In addition

to the regulatory requirements, we consider the expectations of credit rating agencies, depositors and shareholders, as well as our business

plans, stress tests, peer comparisons and our internal capital ratio targets. Our goal is to optimize our capital usage and structure, and provide

support for our business segments and clients and generate better returns for our shareholders, while protecting depositors and senior creditors.

Capital management framework
Our capital management framework establishes policies and processes for defining, measuring, raising and investing all forms of capital in a

co-ordinated and consistent manner. It sets our overall approach to capital management, including guiding principles and roles and

responsibilities relating to capital adequacy and transactions, dividends, solo capital and management of risk•weighted assets (RWA) and

leverage ratio exposures. We manage and monitor capital from several perspectives, including regulatory capital, economic capital and solo

capital.
Our capital planning process is dynamic and involves various teams including Finance, Corporate Treasury, GRM, Economics and our

businesses, and covers internal capital ratio targets, potential capital transactions as well as projected dividend payouts and share repurchases.

This process considers our business operating plans, enterprise-wide stress test and Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP),

regulatory capital and accounting changes, internal capital requirements, rating agency metrics and solo capital.

Our capital plan is established nn an annual basis and is aligned with the management actions included in the annual business operating

plan, which includes forecast growth in assets and earnings taking into account our business strategies, the projected market and economic

environment, and peer positioning. This includes incorporating potential capital transactions based on our projected internal capital generation,

business forecasts, market conditions and other developments, such as accounting and regulatory changes that may impact capital

requirements. All of the components in the capital plan are monitored throughout the year and are revised as deemed appropriate.

Capital impacts of stress scenarios

Capital impacts of Total capital requirements

Enterprise-wide 
stress scenarios Capital Plan and

Stress Testing ~ ~~P 
Business

Operating Plan

Capital available and target
capital ratios

Our Enterprise-wide stress test and annual ICAAP provide key inputs for capital planning, including setting internal capital ratio targets. The

stress scenarios are evaluated across the organization, and results are integrated to develop an enterprise-wide view of financial impacts and

capital requirements, which in turn facilitate the planning of mitigating actions to absorb adverse events. ICAAP assesses capital adequacy and

requirements covering all material risks, with a cushion for plausible contingencies. In accordance with OSFI guideline, major components of our

ICAAP process include comprehensive risk assessment, stress testing, capital assessment and planning (both economic and regulatory), Board

and senior management oversight, monitoring and reporting and internal control review.
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Our internal capital targets are established to maintain robust capital positions in excess of OSFI's Basel III "alt-in" regulatory targets. The

stress test results of our Enterprise-wide stress testing and ICAAP are incorporated into the OSFI capital conservation buffer and D•SIBs

surcharge, with a view to ensuring the bank has adequate capital to underpin risks and absorb losses under all plausible stress scenarios given

our risk profile and appetite. In addition, we inrliida» di5rretinn~ry ciishinn nn tn~ ~f nSFI rrgiilatnry targata to maintain ranital Strength for

forthcoming regulatory and accounting changes, peer comparatives, rating agencies sensitivities and solo capital level.

The Board of Directors is responsible for the ultimate oversight of capital management, including the annual review and approval of the

capital plan. ALCO and GE share responsibility fur capital managernent anti receive regular reports detailing cur compliance with approved lirnits

and guideUnes. The Risk Committee annually approves the Capital Management Framework. The Audit and Risk Committees jointly approve the
~apanaocmanf

Basel III
Our consolidated regulatory capital requirements are determined by guidelines issued by OSFI, which are based on the minimum Basel III capital

ratios adopted by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS).
The BCBS sets out the Basel III transitional requirements for Common Equity Tier 1 capital (CET1), Tier 1 capital and Total capital ratios at

5.75%, 7.25% and 9.25%, respectively for 2017, which would be required to be fully phased•in ("all•in") to 7.0%, 8.5%and 10.5%, respectively,

by January 1, 2019 (includ(ng minimums plus capital conservation buffer of 2.5%). However, other than providing phase-out rules for

non-qualifying capital instruments, OSFI required Canadian banks to meet the BCBS Basel III "ati•in" targets For CET1, Tier 1 capital and Total

capital ratios in 2013. Effective January 1, 2016, we were required to include an additional 1%risk-weighted capital surcharge to each tier of

capital for the above alt-in requirements given our designation as a D-SIB by OSFI in 2013 (similarto five other Canadian banks designated as

D•SIBs).
In 2014, OSFI also advised Canadian banks that it would begin phasing in the Credit Valuation Adjustment (CVA) risk capital charge

required under the Basel III framework. In accordance with OSFI's guidance, there are two possible options to phase in the CVA capital charge.

Under the option selected by RBC, the 2017 CVA capital charge for CET1, Tier 1 capital and Total capital was 72°~, 77%,and 81%, respectively. In

2018, the CVA capital charge will be 80%, 83%and 86%, respectively, and will reach 100% for each tier of capital by 2019.

Under Basel III, banks select from two main approaches, the Standardized Approach or the Internal Ratings Based (IRB) Approach, to

calculate their minimum regulatory capital required to support credit, market and operational risks. We adopted the Basel III IRB approach to

calculate credit risk capital for consolidated regulatory reporting purposes. While the majority of our credit risk exposures are reported under the

Basel III IRB Approach for regulatory capital purposes, certain portfolios continue to use the Basel III Standardized Approach for credit risk (for

example, our Caribbean banking operations and Clty National). For consolidated regulatory reporting of market risk capital, we use both Internal

ModEls-l;asecl and Standardized App~~uaches. For cons~Uclated regulatory reporiin~ of operational risk, we use the higher of the Standardized

approach and the Advanced Measurement Approach. We determine our regulatory leverage ratio based on OSFI's Leverage Requirements (LR)

Guideline, which reflects the BCBS Basel III leverage ratio requirements. We are required to maintain a minimum leverage rat(o that meets or

exceeds 3%.
All federally regulated banks with a Basel III leverage ratio total exposure exceeding E200 billion at their financial year-end are required, at a

minimum, to publicly disclose in the first quarter following their year-end, the twelve indicators used in the G•518 assessment methodology, with

the goal of enhancing the transparency of the relative scale of banks' potential global systemic importance and data quality. The FSB publishes

an updated list of G•SIBs annually. On November 21, 2017, we were designated a G-SIB in the 2017 f56 list. For further details refer to the

Regulatory developments section.
In April 2017, OSFI issued final guidelines forthe first phase of the Pillar 3 disclosure requirements, indicating that all D-SIBS are expected

to implement the "Revised Pillar 3 Disclosure Requirements", issued by the BCBS in January 2015 for the reporting period ending October 31,

2018 (and referenced by BCBS as phase one). These guideUnes replace existing disclosure requirements in the areas of credit risk, counterparty

credit risk and securitization activities. We are making progress and expect to meet OSFI's stated timeline.

In March 2017, the BCBS issued its second phase of the Pillar 3 disclosure requirements entitled, "Pillar 3 disclosure requirements —

consolidatedand enhanced framework". The enhancements include the addition of a dashboard of key metrics and incorporates disclosure

requirements related to ongoing reforms to the regulatory environment, such as the TLAC regime for G-SIBS, the proposed operational risk

requirements, and the final standard for market risk. The disclosure standard also consolidates all existing Pillar 3 disclosure requirements of the

Basel III framework, including the leverage and liquidity ratios disclosure templates. This phase two requirement, together with the phase one

Revised Pillar 3 disc.luswe requirements, issued in January 2015, comprise the single Pillar 3 framework. OSFI has not yet released the

implementation date for the BCBS phase two disclosure requirements.

The BOBS has commenced its work on the final phase of the Pillar 3 disclosure requirements, which includes the standardized approach

RWA to benchmark internally modelled capital requirements, asset encumbrance, operational risk, and ongoing policy reform.

On August 21, 2017, OSFI announced its intention to delay the domestic implementation of the BCBS frameworks related to the

Standardized Approach to Counterparty Credit Risk (SA•CCR) and the revisions to the capital requirements for bank exposures to Central

counterparties until Ql 2019. In addition, in its communication, OSFI also announced its intention to delay the implementation of the BCBS

Revised Securitization Framework until Q12019.
We continue to monitor the finalization of Basel III post-crisis regulatory reforms and assess their expected impact to our capital and

leverage ratios. BCBS issued consultation papers on revisions relating to how regulatory capital is calculated under the Basel III Standardized

and IRB approaches along with changes to operational risk methodology and the leverage framework. In addition, the BCBS expects to finalize a

capital floor based on its revised Standardized Approach. Once these frameworks are finalized, OSFI's guidance will provide implementation

timelines. Our aim is to ensure we maintain robust capital ratios in expectation of these pending regulatory changes.
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The foNowing table provides a summary of OSFI regulatory target ratios under Basel III:

OSFI regulatory target requirements for large banks under Basel III
RBC capital Meet or

Basel III Minimum ~Minimum
and leverage exceed OSFI

Capital ratios
and levera eg Minimum Capital including D-Si6 including Capital ratios as at

October 31,
regulatory

Buffers (i> Capital Surcharge (iJ Buffers and D-SIB target ratios
Buffers surcharge (z> 2017

Common Equity Tier 1 > 4.5% 2.5% > 7.0% 1.0% > 8.0% 10.9% ✓

Tier 1 capital s 6.0% 2.5% > 8.5% 2.0% > 9.5% 12.3% ✓

Total capital > 8.0% 2.5% > 10.5% 1.0% > 11.5% 14.2% ✓

Leverage ratio > 3.0% n.a. > 3.0% n.a. > 3.0% k.4% ✓

- --- - - -
1 e capita ~~rs inc u e the capifal2onseivafionbu er an Be counteriy cai c8pi a u e~ aS~cri e" y -

(2) Effective January 1, 2016, the D-SIBS surcharge is applicable to risk•weighted capital.

n.a. not applicable

Regulatory capital, RWA and capital ratios
Under Basel III, regulatory capital consists of CET1, Additional Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital.

CET1 capital comprises the highest quality of capital. Regulatory adjustments under Basel III include full deductions of certain items a
nd

additional capital components that are subject to threshold deductions.

Tier 1 capital comprises predominantly CET1 and Additional Tier 1 items including noncumulative preferred shares that meet certain

criteria. Tier 2 capital includes subordinated debentures that meet certain criteria, certain loan loss allowances and non-controlling int
erests in

subsidiaries Tier 2 instruments. Total capital is defined as the sum of Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital. Preferred shares and subordinated debentures

issued afterlanuary 1, 2013 require Non-viability contingent capital requirement (NVCC) features to be included into regulatory capital. NVCC

requirements ensure that non-common regulatory capital instruments bear losses before banks seek government funding.

Regulatory capital ratios are calculated by dividing CET1, Tier 1 and Total capital by their respective RWA.

The Following chart provides a summary of the major components of CETl, Additional Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital.

Common Equity Tier 1 (CETi) + Additional Tier 1 Capital t Tier 2 Capital

.....c ................1.....i...' ..,.........,.,......,,...,.,........................................................._.................................. ...
i i i

o l i ~ i

9 yN
O C
i

9

Q

Higher quality ` 
Lower quality

capital 
capital

(1) First level: The amount by which each of the items exceeds a 10 % threshold of CET3 capital (after all deductions but before th
reshold deductions) will be deducted from CET1

capital. Second level: The aggregate amount of the three items not deducted from fhe f rst level above and in excess of 15q o
f CETS capital after regulatory adjustments will be

deducted from capital, and the remaining balance not deducted will be risk•weighted at 250M .

(2) Non-significant investments are subject to certain Capital Adequacy Requirements (CAR) criteria that drive the amount eligibl
e for deduction.
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The following tables provide details on our regulatory capital, RWA and capital and leverage ratios. Our capital position remains strong and our

capital and leverage ratios remain well above OSFI regulatory targets:

As at

October 31 October 31
(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts and as otherwise noted) 20l 7 2016

CETl capital S 51,572 $ 48,181
Tier 1 capital 58,361 55,270
Total capital 67,556 64,950

Risk•weighted Assets (RWA) used in calculation of capital ratios (i), (z~
CET1 capital RWA 5 474,478 $ 447,436
Tier 1 capital RWA 474,478 448,662
Total capital RWA 474,478 449,712

Total capital RWA consisting of: (~>
Credit risk 5 376,519 $ 369,751
Market risk 27,618 23,964
Operational risk 59,203 55,997
Regulatory floor adjustment ~3) 11,138 —

Totalcapital RWA S 474,478 $ 449,712

Capital ratios and Leverage ratio (i>, (a)
CET1 ratio 10.9% 10.8%
Tier 1 capital ratio 12.3°!0 12.3%
Total capital ratio 14.2% 14.4%
Leverage ratio 4.49'0 4.4%
Leverage ratio exposure (billions} $ 1,3:5.5 3 1,265.1

(1) Capital, RWA, and capital ratios are calculated using USYI Capital Adequacy Requirements based on the Basel III framework ("ail-in"

basis). The leverage ratio is calculated using OSFI Leverage Requirements Guideline based on the Basel III framework.

(2) In 2016, the CVA scalars of 64 k., 71%and 77q were applied to CETl, Tier 1 and Total capital, respectively. In fiscal 2017, [he scalars

were 72%, 77%and 81%, respec(ively.In 2018, the scalarswill be 80%, 83%and 86%, respectively.

(3) BeFore any capital floor requirement as applicable, there are three different levels of RWAs For the calculation of the CE71, Tier 1, and
Total capital ratios arising from the option we have chosen For the phase•in of the CVA capital charge. Since the introduction of Basel II
in 2008, OSFI has prescribed a capital floor requirement for institutions that use the advanced Internal ratings-based (AIRB) approach

for credit risk. The capital Floor is determined by comparing a capital requirement under Basel I and Basel III, as specified by OSFI. i(the

capital requirement under the Basel 111 standards is less than 90 %of the capital requirements as calculated underthe Basel

standards, the difference is added to the RWAs.
(4) To enhance comparability among other global financial institutions, ourtransiNonal CETl, Tier 1, Total capital and leverage ratios as at

October 31, 2017 were 11.3%, 12.3q, 14.7 % ,and 4.5%, respectively. Transitional is defined as capital calculated according to the

current year's phase~in of regulatory adjustments and phaseout of nomqualirying capital instruments.
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All-in basis

(Mlllfons of Canadian dollars) Z~~~ 2016

CET1 capital: instruments and reserves and regulatory adjustments
Directly issued qualifying common share capital (and equivalent for

non-joint stock companies) plus related stock surplus S 18,019 $ 18,161

Retained earnings 45,043 41,217
Accumulated other comprehensive income (and other reserves) 4,354 4,926
Directly issued capital subject to phase out from CET1 (only applicable

to non joint stock companies) - -
Common share capital issued by subsidiaries and held by third parties
~amount.a.l.lowed in group CET1~--___ . _ __--__...._.____ ___ -13 1 i

Regulatory adjustments applied to CET1 under Basel III .T~(15,857)_ (16,136)_ .

Common Equity Tier 1 capital (CETi) 5 51.572 $ 48,181

Additional Tier 1 capital: instruments and regulatory adjustments
Directly issued qualifying Additional Tier 1 instruments plus related
stock surplus 5 3,825 $ 3,825

Directly issued capital instruments to phase out from Additional Tier 1 2,961 3,261

Additional Tier 1 instruments issued by subsidiaries and held by third
parties (amount allowed in group AT1) 3 3

Regulatory adjustments applied to Additional Tier 1 under Basel III - -

AdditionalTier icapital (A71) S 6,789 $ 7,089

Tier i capital (Ti = CETi + AT1) S 58,361 $ 55,270

Tier 2 capital: instruments and provisions and regulatory adjustments
Directly issued qualifying Tier 2 instruments plus related stock surplus 5 6,346 $ 6,630
Directly issued capital instruments subject to phase out from Tier 2 2,550 2,738
Tier 2 instruments issued by subsidiaries and held by third parties
(amount allowed in group Tier 2) 12 18

Collective allowance 287 294
Regulatory adjustments applied to Tier 2 under Basel III -

Tier 2 capital (T2) $ 9,195 $ 9,680

Total capital (T3 + T2) S 67,556 $ 64,950

2017 vs. 2016

135 bps 
19 bps

10.8%

October 31, 2016 (i) Internal Pension and
capital post-employment

generation (z) benefit
obligations

(70) bps

. (35) bps

Share Higher RWA
repurchases (excluding

regulatory
Floor adjustment,

risk

(30) bps
_ (9) bps 10.9%

Regulatory Risk October 31, 2017 (i)
Floor parameters

adjustment update
and Other

parameters
update and FX)

(11 Represents rounded figures.

(2) Infernal capital generation of $6.0 billion which represents Net income available [o shareholders, less common and preferred shares dividends.

Our CET1 ratio was 10.9%, up 10 bps from last year. Changes reflect internal capital generation and returns on our pension assets, partially

offset by share repurchases, higher RWA due to business growth and a regulatory floor adjustment, and an update to our corporate and business

lending risk parameters.
Our Tier 1 capital ratio of 12.3% was flat, mainly due to the factors noted above under the CET1 ratio, along with the redemption of preferred

shares.
Our Total capital ratio of 14.2% was down 20 bps, mainly due to the factors noted above under the Tier 1 capital ratio.

Our Leverage ratio of 4.4%was flat, mainly due to internal capital generation and returns on our pension assets, fully offset by share

repurchases and growth in leverage exposures, primarily in loans, repos-style transactions, and cash and deposits.
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Basel Iti RWA
OSFI requires banks to meet minimum risk-based capital requirements for exposures to credit risk, operational r

isk, and, where they have

significant trading activity, market risk. RWA is calculated for each of these risk types and added together to 
determine total RWA. In addition,

~JSF! r~g4lres the minim:;m r?sk-based capita! to ~e ..̂o less than 94°! of the 
ca~+~r?{ ~Pr~i,~jromPnts ?S r2lr~ilatvrl i~nria~ th? B~5?I I ctand~rdt.

If the capital requirement is less than 90%, a Floor adjustment to RWA must be applied as prescribed by OS
FI CAR guidelines.

As at October 31 (Millions of Canadian dollars, except

percentage amounts)

Credit risk
Lending-related and other

Residential mortgages
Other retail
Business
Sovereign
Bank

Total lending-related and other

Trading•related
Repo style transactions
Derivatives -including CVA - CET1
phase-in adjustment

Total trading•retated

Total lending-related and other and

S 77,948 $ 343,262 S_53,268 S 474,478

trading-related 5 1,629,861 20%

Bank book equities 3,09G 113%

Securitization exposures 58,418 14°~

Regulatory scaling factor n.a. n.a.

Other assets 51,139 56°k

Total credit risk $ 1,742,514 22%

Market risk
Interest rate
Equity
Foreign exchange
Commodities
Specific risk
Incremental risk charge

Total market risk

Operational risk --
Regulatoryfloor adjustment ~3)

CETi capital risk-weighted assets ta>

Additional CVA adjustment, prescribed
by OSFI, for Tier i capital

Regulatory floor adjustment (s~

Tier 1 capital risk•weighted assets tai

Additional CVA adjustment, prescribed

by OSFI, for Total capital

Regulatory floor adjustment cs)

Total capital risk-weighted assets ~a)

Average --------- 
Risk-weighted assets

of risk Standardized Advanced

Exposure (~) weights tz> approach approach Other Totel Total

$ 243,462 7% $ 5,823 5 12,374 $ - $ 18,197 $ 17,364

239.Ok1 22% 7,638 46,111 - 53,749 52,164

313,550 60% 41,187 145,976 187,163 186,285

135,450 9% 2,930 8,805 - 11,735 9,776

135,527 89'0 2,802 8465 - 11,267 11,801

S 1,067,030 26% S 60,380 $ 221.731 $ - S 282,111 $ 277,390

$ 475,832 2% S 66 S 8,379 S 75 S 8,520 $ 7,924

86.999 33% 603 15,977 31.808 28,388 29,796

5 562,831 7% $ 669 S 24,356 S 11,863 5 36,908 $ 37,720

S 1,742,514

$ 1,742,514

$ 1,742.514

241.6

$ 4,484
3,005
931
326

5,730
9,488

$ 23,964

$ 55,997

$ 447,436

784 784 1,226

(784) (784) -
--- ------ --

$ 77,948 S 343,262 S 53,268 S 474,478 $ <<48,662

627 627 1,050

- - - --- (627) --- (627) -

S 77,948 S 343,262 S 53,268 5 474,478 $ 449,712

(1) Total exposure represents exposure at default which is the expected gross exposure upon the defa
ult of an obligor. This amount is before anv allowance against impaired loans or partial

write•offs and does not reFlec[ the impact of credit risk mitigation and collateral held.

(2) Represents the average of coun[erparty risk weights within a particular category.

(3) Before any capital floor requirement as applicable, there are three different levels of RWAs for the cal
culation of the CET7, Tier 1, and Total capital ratios arising from the option we have

chosen for the phase•in of the CVA capital charge. Since the introduction of Basel II in 2008, 
OSFI has prescribed a capital floor requirement for institutions that use the advanced Internal

ratings-based (AIRD) approach for credit risk. The capital floor is determined by comparing a capital r
equirement under Basel I and Basel lit, as specified by OSFI. If the capital requirement

under the Basel III standards is less than 9096 of Me capital requirements as ce~culeted underthe ea
sel I standards, the difference is added to the RNIAs.

(4) In 2017, the fVA scalars o(7246, 77 %and 81%were applied to CET3, Tier 1 and Total capital, respec
tively. In 20]6, the CVA scalars were 64%, 71°~ and 77 % .respectively.

n.a. not applicable.

2017 vs. 2016
During the year, CETl RWA was up $27 billion, primarily reflecting business growth, mainly in loans,

 securities lending and seturitizations, and

trading portfolios, the regulatory floor adjustment, and an update to our corporate and business len
ding risk parameters, partially offset by the

impact of foreign exchange translation.

S 61,049 $ 246,087 $ 11,883 S 319,019 $ 315,110

3,485 - 3,4E5 2,362

2,386 6,076 - 8,462 9,591

n.a. 15,306 - 15,306 15,028

n.a. n.a. 28,836 28,836 25,384

S 63,435 5 270,954 S 40,719 S 375.108 $ 367,475

S 2,562 S 4,348 S - 5 6,910

1,461 1,371 - 2,832

671 64 735

232 13 245

5,117 2,076 - 7,93

- 9,703 - 9,703

5 10,043 5 17,575 5 - S 27,618

S 4,470 $ 54.733 n.a. S 59.203

12.5A9 12,549
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Selected capital management activity
The following table provides our selected capital management activity:

2017

Issuance or Number of
(Millions of Canadian dollars, except number of shares) redemption date Shdf2S (oo0s} Amount

Tier 1 capital
Common shares activity

Issued in connection with share-based compensation

plans (i) 3,477 $ 227

Purchased for cancellation ~z~ (35,973) (436)

Redemptior~af preferred s#►are~ SeriesRB - -- - --3e~ert~ef37~ 29~-7~ -- (~2,&AA}- -- - -f3A8)
Tier 2 capital
Redemption of )une 26, 2037 subordinated debentures June 26> 2017 119

(1) Amounts include cash received for stock options exercised during the period and includes fair value adjustments to stack options.
(1) During the year ended October 31, 2017, we purchased Common shares for cancellation at an average cast of $86.47 per share with a book

value of $12.1 S per share.

On March 9, 2017, we announced a normal course issuer bid (NCIB) to purchase up to 30 million of our common shares, commencing nn
March 14, 2017 and continuing until March 10, 2018, or such earlier date as we complete the repurchase of all shares permitted under the bid.
We determine the amount and timing of the purchases under the NCIB, subject to prior consultation with OSFI. Purchases may be made through
the T5X, the NYSE and other designated exchanges and alternative Canadian trading systems. The price paid for such repurchased shares has
been and will be the prevailing market price at the time of acquisition. Purchases may also be made through other means permitted by the TSX
and applicable securities laws, including under specific share repurchase programs pursuant to issuer bid exemption orders issued by
applicable securities regulatory authorities. Any purchases made under an exemption order will generally be at a discount to the prevailing
market price. In 2016, we announced a normal course issuer bid for the purchase of 20 million shares, which commenced on tune 1, 2016 and
was completed on March 7, 2017. In 2017, the total number of common shares repurchased under our NCIB programs was approximately
36 million. The total cost of the shares repurchased was $3,110 million, comprised of a book value of $436 million and an additional premium
paid on repurchase of $2,674 million.

On tune 26, 2017, we redeemed all X10,000 million outstanding 2.86% subordinated debentures due )une 26, 2037 for 100% of their
principal amount plus accrued interest to the redemption date. The redemption was completed on )une 26, 2017.

On September 27, 2017, we redeemed all 12 million issued and outstanding Non-cumulative First Preferred Shares, Series AB, for cash at a
redemption price of $25 per share.

On November 13, 2017, we redeemed all 82,050 issued and outstanding Non-cumulative Perpetual First Preferred Shares, Series C-1, for
cash at a redemption price of US$1,000 per share.

Dividends
Our common share dividend policy reflects our earnings outlook, payout ratio objective and the need to maintain adequate levels of capital to
support business plans. In 2017, our dividend payout ratio was 46%, which met our dividend payout ratio target of 40% to 50%. Common share
dividends paid during the year were $5.1 billion.
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2017 2016

A5 at prXnbPr 3q
niyi~lo~As Dividends

(MIIlfons of Canadian dollars, except numberof shares and as Number of declsred~ Number of declared
otherwise noted) shares (000:) Amount per share shares (000s) Amount per share

Common shares outstanding (x) 1,452,898 S 17.730 $ 3.48 1,485,394 $ 17,939 $ 3.24

First preferred shares outstanding

ft~at-sumulative_Ssiies ~Si sii _ _ --~nOQ -------~IIo--------.1.23 _ _ _-12,oUu _ _ -qua . ___ ~.1i - -- -

Non•cumulatfve Series M 12,000 700 1.11 12,000 300 1.11

Non-cumulative Series AB (s) - - 0.99 12,000 300 1.18

Non-cumulative Series AC 8,000 200 1.15 8,000 200 1.15

Non-cumulative Series AD 10,000 250 1.13 10,000 250 1.13

Noncumulative Series AE 10,000 250 1.13 10,000 250 1.13

Noncumulative Series AF 8,000 200 1.11 8,000 200 1.11

Nu~r~wnuleliveSeiiesAG 1U,OOu 25u 1.13 lU,000 250 1.13

Noncumulative Series AI (a) 13,579 339 0.88 13,579 339 0.88

Non-cumulative Series AK (4) 2,421 61 0.62 2,421 61 0.60

Noncumulative Series AL (o) 12,000 300 1.07 12,000 300 1.07

Noncumulative Series AZ (u), (s) 20,000 500 1.00 20,000 500 1.00

Non-cumulative Series BB (a), (s) 20,000 500 0.98 20,000 500 0.98

Non-cumulative Series BD (a), (s) 24,000 600 0.90 24,000 600 0.90

Non-cumulative Series BF (4), (s) 12,000 300 0.40 12,000 300 0.90

Non-cumulative Series BH (s> 6,000 150 1.23 6,000 150 1.23

Non-cumulative Series BI (s) 6,000 ] 50 1.23 6,000 150 1.23

Noncumulative Series 81 (s) ti,000 150 1.31 6,000 150 1.51

Noncumulative Series BK (a), (s) 29,000 725 1.38 29,000 725 1.29

Non-cumulative Series BM (a), (s) 30,000 750 1.38 30,000 750 0.98

Non-cumulative Series C•1 (6) 82 107 USS 55.00 82 107 US$55.00

Non-cumulative Series C-2 (6) 2~ 3: :.'SS 5'.;0 20 31 US$b7.50

Treasury shares held -preferred 6 - 31

Treasury shares held -common (363) (27) (1,159) (80)

Stock options
Outstanding 9,315 11,388

Exercisable 4,337 6,909

Available for grant (~) 9,933 9,267

Dividends
Common 5,096 4,817

Preferred 300 294

(1) For(urther details about our capital management activity, refer to Note 21 of our 201) Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.

(2) Effective February 24, 20]p, we have the right to convert these shares into common shares at our option, subject to certain restrictions.

(3) On Sep[em6er 27, 2017, we redeemed all 12 million issued and outstanding Non-cumulative Frst Preferred Shares, Series A8, for cash at a redemption price of E25 per share.

(4) Dividend rate will reset every eve years.

(5) Non-viable contingent capital (NVCC) instruments.

(6) Represents 3,282,000 and 815.400 depositary shares relating to preferred shares Series C-1 and Series C-2, respectively. Each depositary share represents one-fortieth Interest in a share o
f

Series C-1 and Series C•2, respectively.

(7) 20th amount excludes 2.1 million stock options available for grant, which became available upon the exercise of tandem stock appreciation rights prior to November i, 2015.

As at November 24, 2017, the number of outstanding common shares and stock options and awards was 1,453,039,318 and 9,124,811,

respectively, and the numher ~f Tra~sury shares -preferred and Treasury shares -common was (99,367) and (202,634), respectively.

NVCC provisions require the conversion of the capital instrument into a variable number of common shares in the event that OSFI deems a

bank to be non-viable or a federal or provincial government in Canada publicly announces that a bank has accepted or agreed to accept a capital

injection. If a NVCC trigger event were to occur, our NVCC capital instruments, which are the preferred shares Series AZ, preferred shares

Series BB, preferred shares Series BD, preferred shares Series BF, preferred shares Series BH, preferred shares Series BI, preferred shares

Series BJ, preferred shares Series BK, preferred shares Series BM, subordinated debentures due on July 17, 2024, subordinated debentures due

on September 29, 2026, subordinated debentures due on June 4, 2025, subordinated debentures due on January 20, 2026 and subordinated

debentures due on January 27, 2026, would be converted into RBC common shares pursuant to an automatic conversion formula with a

conversion price based on the greater of: (i) a contractual floor price of $5.00, and (ii) the current market price of our common shares at the time

of the trigger event (10-day weighted average). Based on a floor price of $5.00 and including an estimate for accrued dividends and interest,

these NVCC capital instruments would convert into a maximum of 2,739 million RBC common shares, in aggregate, which would represent a

dilution impact of 65.34% based on the number of RBC common shares outstanding as at October 31, 2017.

Attributed capital
Our methodology for allocating capital to our business segments is based on the higher of fully diversified economic capital and the Basel III

regulatory capital requirements. Risk-based capital attribution provides a uniform base for performance measurement among business

segments, which compares to our overall corporate return objective and facilitates management decisions in resource allocation in conjunction

with other factors.
Attributed capital is calculated and attributed on a wider array of risks compared to Basel III regulatory capital requirements, which are

calibrated predominantly to target credit, market (trading) and operational risk measures. Economic capital is our internal quantification of risks

associated with business activities which is the capital required to remain solvent under extreme market conditions, reflecting our objective to

maintain strong credit ratings. Economic capital is calculated based on credit, market (trading and non-trading), operational, business and fixed

asset, and insurance risks, along with capital attribution for goodwill and other intangibles. The common risks between the two frameworks are

aligned to reFlect increased regulatory requirements.

• Business risk is the risk of loss or harm due to variances in volumes, prices and costs caused by competitive forces, regulatory changes,

reputation and strategic risks.
• Fixed asset risk is defined as the risk that the value of fixed assets will be less than their book value at a future date.
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for further discussion on Credit, Market, Operational and Insurance risks, refer to the Risk m
anagement section.

Attributed capital is also used to assess the adequacy of our capital base. Our policy is to 
maintain a level of available capital, defined as

common equity and other capital instruments with equity-like loss absorption features such as
 preferred shares that exceed Economic capital

with a comfortable cushion.
The calculation and attribution of capital involves a number of assumptions and judgment

s by management which are monitored to ensure

that the economic capital framework remains comprehensive and consistent. The models are
 benchmarked to leading industry practices via

participation in surveys, reviews of methodologies and ongoing interaction with external risk ma
nagement industry professionals.

The following outlines our attributed capital:

• ~ . ~

(Millions of Canadian dollars)
2017 2016

Credit risk $ 21,450 $ 20,550

Market risk (trading and non-trading) 3,250 3,200

Operational risk 5,200 4,900

Business and fixed asset risk 3,200 3,100

Insurance risk 6S0 650

Goodwill and other intangibles 15,550 16,100

Regulatory capital allocation 10,950 8,900

Attributed capital S 60,250 $ 57,400

Unattributed capital 5,050 4,800

Average common equity 5 65,300 $ 62,200

2017 vs. 2016
Attributed capital increased $3 billion, mainly reflecting business growth, higher capital attrib

ution rate, and the update to our corporate and

business lending risk parameters.
We remain well capitalized with current levels of available capital exceeding the attributed cap

ital required to underpin all of our material

risks.

Attributed capital in the context of our business activities

I n carrying out our business activities, we are exposed to a range of risks. The following chart 
provides a high level view of risks within our

business segments, which includes credit, market and operational risks. We have used at
tributed capital to illustrate the relative size of the risks

i n each of our businesses. The attributed capital distribution reflects the diversified nature of 
our business activities. RWA represents our

exposure to credit, market and operational risk for regulatory capital requirements.

Within Personal &Commercial Banking, credit risk is the most significant risk, largely related to
 our personal financial services, business

financial services and cards businesses. The primary risks within Wealth Management, which 
provides services to institutional and individual

clients, are operational risk and credit risk. Risks within our Insurance operations are primarily 
related to insurance risk in our life and health

businesses followed by market risk and operational risk. The largest risk within Investor &Treas
ury Services is market risk, followed by credit risk

and operational risk. The most significant risk within Capital Markets is credit risk, followed b
y market risk.
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For additional information on the risks highlighted below, refer to the Risk management section.

e~~.~ti~~~edS„iit1~ n,

Credit ~ ~ •33°~
INarL of !'f1 C

ou ~'liiu-
Credit~J 5375,108
IW ~r4n1 ]7 ~1R

Attributed capital (11
Credit 44 %

Attributed capital (i]
Credit 20%

Attributed capital (t)
Credit 12%

9[[[ib~tS.ed capital (11
Credit 11%

Attributed ca~i~ai fll
Credit 45%

Market (2J 3 Market (2) 2 Market (2) 15 Market (2) 7 S Market (z) 8
Operational 10 Operational 9 Operational 13 Operational 11 Operational 7
Goodwill and other Goodwill and other Goodwill and other Goodwill and other Goodwlil and other
intangibles 23 intangibles 56 intangibles 9 intangibles 16 intangibles 7
Other (6) 20 Other (6) 13 Other (6) 51 Other (6) 44 Other (6) 33

1

~A (CS mlltions] (41
Credit 5143,825
Market 186
Operational 23,543

1
1

RWA (CS mfllionsl (6)
Credit $53,593
AAarket 454
Operational ]4,358

RWA (Cf millionsl (7)
Credit $8,584
Market
Operational

i

~l~ (CS m' li jyl
Credit $16.569
Market 7,869
Operational 4,339

1

R~9.iSi millis[~1541
Credit $145,562
Market 18,755
Operational 16,366

(1) Attributed capital: An estimate of the amount of equity capital required to underpin risks. It is calculated by estimating the level of capital that is necessary to support our various businesses,
given their risks, consistent with our desired solvency standard and credit ratings.

(2) Market risk attributed capital: An estimate of the amount of equity capital required to underpin trading market risk and interest rate risk.
(3) Other — RBC: Includes (a) an estimate of the amount of equity capital required to underpin risks associated with business, fixed assets and insurance risks; (b) a regulatory capital adjustment

since attributed capital is determined at the higher of regulatory or economic capital; and (c) unattributed capital reported representing common equity in excess of common equity attributed
to our business segments which is reported in the Corporate Support segment only.

(4) RWA amount represents RWA for CETI.
(5) RWA regulatory floor adjustment is not attributed to business segments.
(6) Other —Business segments: Includes (a) an estimate of the amount of equity capital required to underpin risks associated with business, fixed assets and insurance risks; and (b) a

regulatory capital adjustment since attributed capital is determined at the business segment level as the greater of regulatory or economic capital.
(7) Insurance RWA amount above represents our investments in the insurance subsidiaries capitalized at the regulatory prescribed rate as required under Basel CAR filing.

Subsidiary capital
Uur capital management Framework includes the management of subsidiaries' capital. We invest capital across the enterprise to meet local
regulators' capital adequacy requirements and maximize returns to our shareholders. We set guidelines for defining capital investments in our
subsidiaries and manage the relationship between capital invested in subsidiaries and our consolidated capital base to ensure that we can
access capital recognized in our consolidated regulatory capital measurements.

Each of our subsidiaries has responsibility for maintaining compliance with local regulatory capital adequacy requirements, which may
include restrictions on the transfer of assets in the form of cash, dividends, loans or advances. Concurrently, Corporate Treasury provides
centralized oversight of capital adequacy across all subsidiary entities.

Other considerations affecting capital
Capital treatment for equity investments in other entities is determined by a combination of accounting and regulatory guidelines based on the
size or nature of the investment. Three broad approaches apply as follows:
• Consolidation: entities which we control are consolidated on our Consolidated Balance Sheets.
• Deduction: certain holdings are deducted from our regulatory capital. These include all unconsolidated "substantial investments," as

defined by the Bank Act (Canada) in the capital of financial institutions, as well as all investments in insurance subsidiaries.
• Risk weighting: equity investments that are not deducted from capital are risk weighted at a prescribed rate for determination of capital

charges.

Regulatorycapi[al approach forsecuritization exposures
For our securitization exposures, we use an internal assessment approach (IAA) for exposures related to our ABCP business, and for other
securitization exposures we use a combination of approaches including gratings-based approach and the standardized approach.

While our IAA rating methodologies are based in large part on criteria that are published by External Credit Assessment Institutions (ECAIs)
such as S&P and therefore are similar to the methodologies used by these institutions, they are not identical. Our ratings process includes a
comparison of the available credit enhancement in a securitization structure to a stressed level of projected losses. The stress level used is
determined by the desired risk profile of the transaction. As a result, we stress the cash flows of a given transaction at a higher level in order to
achieve a higher rating. Conversely, transactions that only pass lower stress levels achieve lower ratings.
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Most of the other securitization exposures (non-ABCP) carry external ratings and we use the lower of our own rating or the lowest external

rating for determining the proper capital allocation forthese positions. We periodically compare our own ratings to ECAIs ratings to ensure that

the ratings provided by ECAIs are reasonable.
GRM is responsible for providing risk assessments for capital purposes in respect of all our banking book exposures. GRM is independent 

of

the business originating the securitization exposures and performs its own analysis, sometimes in conjunction with but always independent 
of

the applicable business. GRM has developed asset class specific criteria guidelines which provide the rating methodologies for each asset c
lass.

The guidelines are reviewed periodically and are subject to the ratings replication process mandated by Piltar I of the Basel rules.

u~m~me anu r~~rn rn

Appli~atiQn of ~ritit~! ~ctounting policies, judgments, estimates and assumptions 
'

Our significant accounting policies are described in Note 2 to our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements. Certain of these policies and

related estimates are recognized as critical because they require us to make particularly subjective or complex judgments about matters that are

inherently uncertain and significantly different amounts could be reported under different conditions or using different assumptions. Our critical

accounting judgments, estimates and assumptions relate to the fair value of financial instrument and securities impairment, allowance for credit

losses, goodwill and other intangible assets, employee benefits, consolidation, derecognition of financial assets, application of the effective

interest method, provisions, insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities, income taxes, and deferred revenue on our customer loyalty program.

Our critical accounting policies and estimates have been reviewed and approved by our Audit Committee, in consultation with management, as

part of their review and approval of our significant accounting policies, judgments, estimates and assumptions.

Fairvalue of financial instruments and securities impairment

The fair value of a financial instrument is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction

between market participants at the measurement date. We determine fair value by incorporating factors that market participants would c
onsider

fn setting a price, including cornrnonly accepted valuation approaches.

We give priority tothird-party pricing services and valuation techniques with the highest and most consistent accuracy. The level of accuracy

is determined over time by comparing third-party price values to traders' or system values, other pricing service values and, when available,

actual trade data. Other valuation techniques are used when a price or quote is not available. Some valuation processes use models to

determine fair value. We have a systematic and consistent approach to control model use.

In determining fair value, a hierarchy is used which prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques. The fair value hierarchy gives the highest

priority to unadjusted quoted prices in active markets and the lowest priority to unobservable inputs. Fair values established based on this

hierarchy require the use of observable market data whenever available. Level 1 inputs are unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for

identical assets or liabilities that we have the ability to access at the measurement date. Level 2 inputs include quoted prices for similar assets

or liabilities in active markets, quoted prices for identical or similar assets or liabilities in markets that are not active, and model inputs that are

either observable, or can be corroborated by observable market data for substantially the full term of the assets or liabilities. Level 3 inputs are

one or more inputs that are unobservable and significant to the fair value of the asset or liability. Unobservable inputs are used to measu
re fair

value to the extent that observable inputs are not available at the measurement date. The availability of inputs for valuation may affect the

selection of valuation techniques. The classification of a financial instrument in the fair value hierarchy for disclosure purposes is based
 upon

the lowest level of input that is significant to the measurement of fair value.

Where observable prices or inputs are not available, management judgment is required to determine fairvalues by assessing other relevant

sources of information such as historical data, proxy information from similar transactions, and through extrapolation and interpolation

techniques. For more complex or illiquid instruments, significant judgment is required to determine the model used, select the model inputs, and

in some cases, apply valuation adjustments to the model value or quoted price for inactively traded financial instruments. The selection of model

inputs maybe subjective and the inputs maybe unobservable. Unobservable inputs are inherently uncertain as there is little or no market data

available from which to determine the level at which the transaction would occur under normal business circumstances. Appropriate par
ameter

uncertainty and market risk valuation adjustments for such inputs and other model risk valuation adjustments are assessed in all such

instances.
Valuation adjustments maybe subjective as they require significant judgment in the input selection, such as the probability of default and

recovery rate, and are intended to arrive at a fair value that is determined based on assumptions that market participants would use in pricing

the financial instrument. The realized price far a transaction may be different from its recorded value that was previously estimated usin
g

management judgment, and may therefore impact unrealized gains and losses recognized in Non-interest income —Trading revenue or Ot
her.

At each reporting date or more frequently when conditions warrant, we evaluate our AFS securities to determine whether there is any

objective evidence of impairment, such as a significant or prolonged decline in the fair value of the security below its cost or when an adverse

effect on future cash flows from the security can be reliably estimated. Evidence of impairment includes, but is not limited to, delinquency or

default, bankruptcy, restructuring or other events that may question the issuer's creditworthiness. When assessing impairment for debt

instruments we primarily consider counterparty ratings and security-specific factors, including collateral, external ratings, subordination and

other market factors. for complex debt instruments including U.S. non-agency MBS, ABS and other structured products, we also use cash flow

projection models which incorporate actual and projected cash flows for each security using a number of assumptions and inputs that are based

on security specific factors. The inputs and assumptions used, such as default, prepayment and recovery rates, are based on updated market

data. In addition, we consider the transaction structure and credit enhancement for structured securities. If results indicate that we will not 
be

able to recover the entire principal and interest amount, we do a further review of the security in order to assess whether a loss would ultimately

be realized. As equity securities do not have contractual cash flows, they are assessed differently than debt securities. When assessing equity

securities for impairment, we consider factors that include the length of time and extent the fair value has been below cost and the finan
cial

condition and near term prospects of the issuer. We also consider the estimated recoverable value and the period of recovery. Refer to Note 4 
to

our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements for more information.

Allowance for credit losses
We maintain an allowance for credit losses relating to on-balance sheet exposures, such as loans and acceptances, and off-balance she

et items

such as letters of credit, guarantees and unfunded commitments, at levels that we consider appropriate to cover credit-related losses in
curred as

at the balance sheet date.
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Loans which are individually significant are assessed individually for objective indicators of impairment. A loan is considered impaired

when we determine that we will not be able to collect all amounts due according to the original contractual terms. Credit exposures of

individually significant loans are evaluated based on factors including the borrower's overall financial condition, resources and payment record,

and where applicable, the realizable value of any collateral. If there is evidence of impairment leading to an impairment loss, then the amount of

the loss is determined as the difference between the carrying value of the loan, including accrued interest, and the estimated recoverable

amount. The estimated recoverable amount is measured as the present value of expected future cash flows discounted at the loan's original

effective interest rate, including cash flows that may result from the realization of iullateral less costs li, sell,

Loans which are not individually significant, orwhich are individually assessed and not determined to be impaired, are collectively

assessed for imRairment For the ~?~~~oses of a ill ~• ~liv ~~ ~v .I ~ ,Gu,~ of i~~~.~innNni In~~n~ ~r gruiij~l tin fhN hatiic of similar ~'rarlit rick

characteristics, taking into account loan type, industry, geographic location, collateral type, past due status and other relevant factors. The

collective impairment allowance is determined by reviewing factors including: (i) historical loss experience, which takes into consideration

historical probabilities of default, loss given default and exposure at default, and (ii) managements judgment on the level of impairment losses

based on historical experience relative to the actual level as reported at the balance sheet date, taking into consideration the current portfolio

credit quality trends; business, economic and credit conditions; the impact of policy and process changes; and other supporting factors. Future

cash flows for a group of loans are collectively evaluated for impairment on the basis of contractual cash flows and historical loss experience for

loans with ueJit risk cl~a~a~teri5li~5 sin~ila~ to thuse in the group. We use historical loss experience and normalize observable Inputs for current

and past conditions that are not relevant to the assessment performed far the current reporting period. The methodology and assumptions used

for estimating future cash flows are reviewed regularly to reduce any differences between loss estimates and actual loss experience.

loans and the related impairment allowance for credit losses are written off, either partially or in full, when there is no realistic prospect of

recovery. Where loans are secured, they are generally written off after receipt of any proceeds from the realization of the collateral. In

circumstances where the net realizable value of any collateral has been determined and there is no reasonable expectation of further recovery,

write off may be earlier.
For further information on allowance for credit losses, refer to Note 5 to our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.

Goodwill and other intangible assets
We allocate goodwill to groups ofcash-generating units (CGU). Goodwill is not amortized and is tested for impairment on an annual basis, or

more frequently if there are objective indications of impairment. We test for impairment by comparing the recoverable amount of a CGU with its

carrying amount.
We estimate the value in use and fair value less costs of disposal of our CGUs primarily using a discounted cash flow method which

incorporates each GU's intema! forecasts of revenues and 2xper~s~s. Significant ms~~~gcment judgment is applied in the determination of

expected future cash flows (uncertainty in timing and amount), discount rates (based on CGU-specific risks) and terminal growth rates.

CGU-specific risks include country risk, business/operational risk, geographic risk (including political risk, devaluation risk and government

regulation), currency risk and price risk (including product pricing risk and inflation). If the forecast earnings and other assumptions in future

periods deviate significantly from the current amounts used in our impairment testing, the value of our goodwill could become impaired.

We assess for indictors of impairment of our other intangible assets at each reporting period. If there is an indication that an asset may be

i mpaired, an impairment test is performed by comparing the carrying amount of the intangible asset to its recoverable amount. Where it is not

possible to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, we estimate the recoverable amount of the CGU to which the asset belongs.

Significant judgment is applied in estimating the useful lives and recoverable amounts of our intangible assets and assessing whether certain

events or circumstances constitute objective evidence of impairment. We do not have any other intangible assets with indefinite lives.

For further details, refer to Notes 2 and 10 to our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.

Employee benefits
We sponsor a number of benefit programs for eligible employees, including registered pension plans, supplemental pension plans, health,

dental, disability and life insurance plans.
The calculation of defined benefit expenses and obligations depends on various assumptions such as discount rates, healthcare cost trend

rates, projected salary increases, retirement age, and mortality and termination rates. Discount rates are determined using a yield curve based on

spot rates from high quality corporate bonds. All other assumptions are determined by us and are reviewed by the actuaries. Actual experience

that differs from the actuarial assumptions will affect the aniuunts of benefit obligations and remeasurements that we recognize. The weighted

average assumptions used and the sensitivity of key assumptions are presented in Note 17 to our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial

Statements.

Consolidation of structured entities
Subsidiaries are those entities, including structured entities, over which we have control. We control an entity when we are exposed, or have

rights, to variable returns from our involvement with the entity and have the ability to affect those returns through our power over the investee.

We have power over an entity when we have existing rights that give us the current ability to direct the activities that most significantly affect the

entity's returns (relevant activities). Power may be determined on the basis of voting rights or, in the case of structured entities, other contractual

arrangements.
We are not deemed to control an entity when we exercise power over an entity as the agent of a third party or parties. In determining

whether we are acting as an agent, we consider the overall relationship between us, the investee and other parties to the arrangement with

respect to the following factors: (i} the scope of our decision making power; (ii) the rights held by other parties; (iii) the remuneration to which we

are entitled; and (iv) our exposure to variability of returns.
The determination of control is based on the current facts and circumstances and is continuously assessed. In some circumstances,

different factors and conditions may indicate that various parties control an entity depending on whether those factors and conditions are

assessed in isolation or in totality. Significant judgment is applied in determining whether we control an entity, specifically, assessing whether

we have substantive decision making rights over the relevant activities and whether we are exercising our power as a principal or an agent.

We consolidate all subsidiaries from the date control is transferred to us, and cease consolidation when an entity is no longer controlled by

us. Our consolidation conclusions affect the classification and amount of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses reported in our Consolidated

Financial Statements.
For further details, refer to the Note 7 to our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Derecognition of financial assets
We periodically enter into transactions in which we transfer financial assets such as loans ormortgage-backed securities to structu

red entities or

trusts that issue securities to investors. We derecognize the assets when our contractual rights to the cash flows from the assets
 have expired;

when we retain the rights to receive the cash flows but assume an obligation to pay those cash flows to a third party subject to
 certain pass-

through requirements; or when we transfer our contractual rights to receive the cash flows and substantially all of the risks and r
ewards of the

assets have been transferred. When we retain substantially all of the risks and rewards of the transferred assets, the transferred 
assets are not

derecognized from our Consolidated Balance Sheets and are accounted for as secured financing transactions. When we neither retain 
nor

transfer substantially all risks and rewards of ownership of the assets, we derecognize the assets if control over the assets is 
relinquished.

If we retain control over the transferred assets, we continue to recognize the transferred assets to the extent of our continuing inv
olvement.

Managements judgment is applied in determining whether we have transferred or retained substantially all risk and rewards of o
wnership of

the transferred financial asset.
The majority of assets transferred under repurchase agreements, securities lending agreements, and in our Canadian residential

 mortgage

securitization transactions do not qualify for derecognition. As a result, we continue to record the associated transferred assets on 
our

EansolidaEed Balar~ee Sheets and-no gams or losses are-fecogn+zed foF Ehose securi6i~ation aetivities:8thenai~ef a-~air~-o~18ss is recognised on

securitization by comparing the carrying amount of the transferred asset with its fair value at the date of the transfer. For further 
information on

derecognition of financial assets, refer to Note 6 to our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.

Application of the effective interest method
Interest is recognized in Interest income and Interest expense in the Consolidated Statements of Income for all interest be

aring financial

instruments using the effective interest method. The effective interest rate is the rate that discounts estimated future cash flaws o
ver the

expected life of the financial asset or liability to the net carrying amount upon initial recognition. Sivnificant judgment is applied
 in dPtPrmining

the effective interest rate due to uncertainty in the timing and amounts of future cash flows.

Provisions
Provisions are liabilities of uncertain timing or amount and are recognized when we have a present legal or constructive ob

ligation as a result of a

past event, it is probable that an outflow of resources will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate can be mad
e of the amount

of the obligation. We record provisions related to litigation, asset retirement obligations, and the allowance for off-balance sheet
 and other

items. Provisions are recorded under Other liabilities on our Consolidated Balance Sheets.

Provisions are measured as the best estimate of the consideration required to settle the present obligation at the reporti
ng date. Significant

judgment is required in determining whether a present obligation exists and in estimating the probability, timing and amount 
of any outflows.

The forward-looking nature of these estimates requires us to use a significant amount of judgment in projecting the timing
 and amount of future

cash flows. We record our provisions on the basis of all available information at the end of the reporting period and make adjust
ments on a

quarterly basis to reflect current expectations. Should actual results differ from our expectations, we may incur expenses in exce
ss of the

provisions recognized.
When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a provision are expected to be recovered from a third party, such as 

an insurer,

a separate asset is recognized if it is virtually certain that reimbursement will be received.

Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities
Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities represent current claims and estimates for future insurance policy benefits. Liabili

ties for life

insurance contracts are determined using the Canadian Asset Liability Method, which incorporates assumptions for mortality, 
morbidity, policy

lapses and surrenders, investment yields, policy dividends, operating and policy maintenance expenses, and provisions 
for adverse deviation.

These assumptions are reviewed at least annually and updated in response to actual experience and market conditions. 
Liabilities for property

and casualty insurance represent estimated provisions for reported and unreported claims. Liabilities For life and property 
and casualty insurance

are included in Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities. Changes in Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities a
re included in the

Insurance policyholder benefits, claims and acquisition expense in our Consolidated Statements of Income In the period In whic
h the estimates

change. Refer to Note 15 to our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements for further information.

Income taxes
We are subject to income tax laws in various jurisdictions where we operate, and the complex tax laws are potentially subject 

to different

i nterpretations by us and the relevant taxation authority. Managements judgment is applied in interpreting the relevant t
ax laws and estimating

the expected timing and amount of the provision for current and deferred income taxes. A deferred tax asset or liability is 
determined for each

temporary difference based on the tax rates that are expected to be in effect in the period that the asset is realized or the 
liability is settled.

Where the temporary differences will not reverse in the foreseeable future, no deferred tax amount is recognized.

On a quarterly basis, we review whether it is probable that the benefits associated with our deferred tax assets will be real
ized, using both

positive and negative evidence. Refer to Note 23 to our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements for furthe
r information.

Future changes in accounting policy and disclosure

IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (IFRS 9)
I n July 2014, the IA56 issued the complete version of IfRS 9, which brings together the classification and measurement, i

mpairment and hedge

accounting phases of the IASB's project to replace IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement (IAS 39).

I n January X015, OSFI issued an advisory with respect to the early adoption of IFRS 9 for D-SIBS, requiring D•SIBs to adopt I
FRS 9 For the

annual period beginning on November 1, 2017. As a result, we are required to adopt IFRS 9 on November 1, 2017, with t
he exception of the own

credit provisions of IFRS 9, which we adopted in the second quarter of 2014.

In June 2016, OSFI issued its final guideline on IFRS 9 Financial Instruments and Disclosures. The guideline provides guid
ance to Federally

Regulated Entities on the application of IFRS 9, including the implementation of the expected credit loss framework under IFRS 9
. The OSFI

guideline is effective for us on November 1, 2017, consistent with the adoption of IFR5 9.

The new classification and measurement and impairment requirements will be applied by adjusting our Consolidated Bal
ance Sheet on

November 1, 2017, the date of initial application, with no restatement of comparative period financial information. Based
 on current estimates,

the adoption of IFRS 9 is expected to result in a reduction to retained earnings as at November 1, 2017 of approximately 
$600 million, net of

taxes. The impact is primarily attributable to increases in the allowance for credit losses under the new impairment 
requirements. We do not

expect the adoption of IFRS 9 to have a significant impact on our CET1 capital. We continue to monitor and refine 
certain elements of our

impairment process in advance of Ql 2018 reporting.
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Classification and measurement
IFRS 9 introduces a principles-based approach to the classification of financial assets. Debt instruments, including hybrid contracts, are
measured at fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL), FVOCI or amortized cost based on the nature of the cash flows of the assets and an entity's
business model. These categories replace the existing IAS 39 classifications of FVTPL. AFS, loans and receivables; and held-to-maturity. En~~ity
instruments are measured at FVTPL, unless they are not held for trading purposes, in which case an irrevocable election can be made on initial
recognition to measure them at hVOCI with no subsequent reclassification to profit or loss.

For financial liabilities, most of the pre-existing requirements for classification and measuremer~l previuusly in~lu~le~ iii IAS 39 were carried
forward unchanged into IFRS 9. The requirements related to the fair value option for financial liabilities, which were adopted in 2014, were
changed to address the treatment of own credit risk __.—..____.~~-~._ ---...------

Thecombined application of the contractual cash flow characteristics and business model tests a~ at November 1, 2017 is expected to
result in certain differences in the classification of financial assets when compared to our classification under IAS 39. The most significant
changes include the following:

• Approximately $25 billion of debt securities previously classified as AFS are expected to be classified as amortized cost based on a
heid•to•collect business model.

• Approximately $2.5 billion of securities previously classified as AFS are expected to be classified as FVTPL, primarily representing
equities and debt securities whose cash fluws ilo i~vL ~eNieSeiil sulely payments of principal and Interest.

Impairment
IFRS 9 introduces an expected credit loss impairment model that differs significantly from the incurred loss model under IAS 39 and is expected
to result in earlier recognition of credit losses. Additional details on the key elements of the new expected credit loss model are described below.

Scope
Under IfRS 9, the same impairment model is applied to all financial assets, except for financial assets classified or designated as at FVTPL and
equity securities designated as at FVOCI, which are not subject to impairment assessment. The scope of the IFRS 9 expected credit loss
impairment model includes amortized cost financial assets, debt securities classified as at FVOCI, and off balance sheet loan commitments and
financial guarantees which were previously provided for under IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets (IAS 37). The
above-mentioned reclassifications into or out of these categories under IFRS 9 and items that previously fell under the IAS 37 framework were
considered in determining the scope of our application of the new expected credit loss impairment model.

Exp~cteu credit foss irrrpairrT~ent rriudel
Under IFRS 9, credit loss allowances will be measured on each reporting date according to athree-stage expected credit loss iinpairmenl riiodel:

• Stage 1 —From initial recognition of a financial asset to the date on which the asset has experienced a significant increase in credit risk
relative to its initial recognition, a loss allowance is recognized equal to the credit losses expected to result from defaults occurring
over the next 12 months.

• Stage 2 — Following a significant increase in credit risk relative to the initial recognition of the financial asset, a loss allowance is
recognized equal to the credit losses expected over the remaining lifetime of the asset.

• Stage 3 — When a financial asset is considered to be credit-impaired, a loss allowance equal to full lifetime expected credit losses will
be recognized. Interest revenue is calculated based on the carrying amount of the asset, net of the loss allowance, rather llian on its
gross carrying amount.

Stage 1 and Stage 2 credit toss allowances effectively replace the collectively-assessed allowance for loans not yet identified as impaired
recorded under IAS 39, while Stage 3 credit loss allowances effectively replace the individually and collectively assessed allowances for impaired
loans. Under IFRS 9, the population of financial assets and corresponding allowances disclosed as Stage 3 will not necessarily correspond to the
amounts of financial assets currently disclosed as impaired in accordance with IAS 39. Consistent with IAS 39, loans are written off when there is
no realistic probability of recovery. Accordingly, our policy on when financial assets are written-off will not significantly change on adoption of
I FRS 9.

Because all financial assets within the scope of the IFRS 9 impairment model will be assessed for at least 12-months of expected credit
losses, and the population of financial assets to which cull litetime expected credit losses applies is largerthan the population of impaired loans
for which there is objective evidence of impairment in accordance with IAS 39, loss allowances are genera Hy expected to be higher under IFRS 9
relative to tA5 39.

Changes in the required credit loss allowance, including the impact of movements between Stage 1 (12 month expected credit losses) and
Stage 2 (lifetime expected credit losses), will be recorded in profit or loss. Because of the impact of moving between 12 month and lifetime
expected credit losses and the application of forward looking information, provisions are expected to be more volatile under IFRS 9 than IAS 39.

Measurement
The measurement of expected credit losses will primarily be based on the product of the instrument's probability of default (PD), loss given
default (LGD), and exposure at default (EAD), discounted to the reporting date. The main difference between Stage 1 and Stage 2 expected credit
losses is the respective PD horizon. Stage 1 estimates will use a maximum of a 12-month PD while Stage 2 estimates will use a lifetime PD.
Stage 3 estimates will continue to leverage existing processes for estimating losses on impaired loans, however, these processes will be
updated to reflect the requirements of IfRS 9, including the requirement to consider multiple forward-looking scenarios.

An expected credit loss estimate will be produced for each individual exposure, including amounts which are subject to a more simplified
model for estimating expected credit losses; however the relevant parameters will be modeled on a collective basis using largely the same

underlying data pool supporting our stress testing and regulatory capital expected loss processes. Models have been developed, primarily
leveraging our existing models for enterprise-wide stress testing.

For the small percentage of our portfolios that lack detailed historical information and/or toss experience, we will apply simplified
measurement approaches that may differ from what is described above. These approaches have been designed to maximize the available
information that is reliable and supportable for each portfolio and may be collective in nature.

Expected credit losses must be discounted to the reporting period using the effective interest rate, or an approximation thereof.

Movement between stages
Movements between Stage 1 and Stage 2 are based on whether an instrument's credit risk as at the reporting date has increased significantly
relative to the date it was initially recognized. For the purposes of this assessment, credit risk is based on an instruments lifetime PD, not the
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losses we expect to incur. The assessment of significant increases in
 credit risk is a new concept under IFRS 9 and will require signific

ant

judgment.
Our assessment of significant increases in credit risk will be performed at least

 quarterly for each individual exposure based on three

factors. If any of the following factors indicates that a significant increas
e in credit risk has occurred, the instrument will be moved from Stage 

1

to Stage 2:
(1) We have established thresholds for significant increases in credit 

risk based on both a percentage and absolute change in lifetime PD

relative to initial recognition. The exact thresholds applied will differ 
by product and/or business.

(2) Additional qualitative reviews wilt be performed to assess the stagin
g results and make adjustments, as necessary, to better reflect th

e

positions which have significantly increased in risk.

(3) IFRS 9 contains a rebuttable presumption that instruments which are 30 
days past due have experienced a significant increase in

credit risk. We do not intend to rebut this presumption.

Movements between Stage 2 and Stage 3 are based on whether financial
 assets are credit-impaired as at the reporting date. The

determination ofcredit-impairment under IFRS 9 will be similar to the 
individual assessment of financial assets for objective evidence of

impairment under IAS 39.
The assessments for significant increases in credit risk since initial rec

ognition and credit-impairment are performed independently as at

each reporting period. Assets can move in both directions through the stages
 of the impairment model. After a financial asset has migrated to

Stage 2, if it is no longer considered that credit risk has significantly increase
d relative to initial recognition in a subsequent reporting period, it

wild move back to Stage 1. Similarly, an asset that is in Stage 3 will mo
ve back to Stage 2 if it is no longer considered to be credit-impaired:

Forward•looking infoanation

The measurement of expected credit losses for each stage and the ass
essment of significant increases in credit risk must consider information

about past events and current conditions as well as reasonable and supp
ortable forecasts of future events and economic conditions. The

estimation and application of forvvard-looking information will require sig
nificant judgment.

PD, LGD and EAD inputs used to estimate Stage 1 and Stage 2 credit 
loss allowances are modelled based on the macroeconomic variables

(or changes in macroeconomic variables) that are most closely corre
lated with credit losses in the relevant portfolio. Each macroeconomic

scenario used in our expected credit loss calculation will have foreca
sts of the relevant macroeconomic variables —including, but not limi

ted to,

unemployment rates, gross domestic product, bond yields, cred}t spr
eads, equity indices, stock market volatility, residential and commercial 

real

estate prices, and commodity prices — for a Five year period, xubsequ
ently reverting to long-run averages.

Our estimation of expected credit losses in Stage 1 and Stage 2 will be a di
scounted probability-weighted estimate that considers a

minimum of three future macroeconomic scenarios. Our base case scenario 
will be based on macroeconomic forecasts published by our internal

economics group. Upside and downside scenarios will be set relative to 
our base case scenario based on reasonably possible alternative

macroeconomic conditions. Scenario design, including the identifica
tion of additional downside scenarios will occur on at IPast an annual basis

and more frequently if conditions warrant.

Scenarios will be probability-weighted according to our best estimat
e of their relative likelihood based on historical frequency and curren

t

trends and conditions. Probability weights will be updated on a quarterly
 basis. All scenarios considered will be applied to all portfolios subjec

t

to expected credit losses with the same probabilities.

Loss rates used in collectively-assessed Stage 3 allowances will be adjus
ted based on the forward-looking macroeconomic scenarios used

in the Stage 1 and Stage 2 estimates. Individuallyassessed allowanc
es will be established on consideration of a range of possible outcomes,

which may include macroeconomic ornon-macroeconomic scenarios, as a
ppropriate.

Our assessment of significant increases in credit risk wilt be based onch
anges inprobability-weighted forward-looking lifetime PD, using

the same macroeconomic scenarios as the calculation of expected cred+t
 losses.

Expected life
For instruments in Stage 2 or Stage 3, loss allowances will cover expecte

d credit losses over the expected remaining lifetime of the instrument.

For most instruments, the expected life is limited to the remaining contractua
l life, adjusted as applicable for expected prepayments. However,

an exemption from this limit is granted for instruments that include both 
a loan and undrawn commitment component and where our contractual

ability to demand repayment and cancel the undrawn commitment does 
not limit our exposure to credit losses to the contractual notice period.

For products in scope of this exemption, the expected life is the period ove
r which our exposure to credit losses is not mitigated by our normal

credit risk management actions. Deterrnining tl~e instruments in sc
ope for this exemption and estimating the appropriate remaining life will

require significant judgment.
Products identified as in scope of the lifetime exemption include credit cards,

 overdraft balances and certain revolving lines of credit. The

expected life forthese products will be determined using a behavioral lif
e simulation, based on our historical experience.

Definition of default
The definition of default used in the measurement of expected credit losses and t

he assessment to determine movement between stages will be

consistent with the definition of default used for internal credit risk management
 purposes. IFRS 9 does not define default, but contains a

rebuttable presumption that default has occurred when an exposure is greate
r than 90 days past due. We will rebut this presumption for our

Canadian and U.S. credit card assets, which use a definition of default of 180 day
s for both accounting and regulatory capital purposes, based

on an analysis ofwrite-off and cure rates which indicates that a more laggi
ng criterion is appropriate.

Governance
As part ofthe implementation of IFRS 9, we have designed and implemented

 new controls and governance procedures in several areas that

contribute to the calculation of expected credit losses. These include controls ove
r credit risk data and systems, expected credit loss models and

calculation engine, forecasts of future macroeconomic variables, design and 
probability-weighting of future macroeconomic scenarios, and the

determination of significant increases in credit risk.

In addition to the existing risk management framework, we have established 
an Allowance Committee to provide oversight to the IFRS 9

impairment process. The Allowance Committee is comprised of senior representa
tives from Finance, Risk Management and Economics and will

be responsible for reviewing and approving key inputs and assumptions used in 
our expected credit loss estimates. It also assesses the

appropriateness ofthe overall allowance results to be included in our Financial
 statements. We have also established the Business Advisory

Working Group, comprised of senior representatives from the Business and Ris
k Management, which provides advice to the Allowance

Committee on certain measurement methodology and assumptions. The new 
committee structure, with underlying key controls, went into

operation in 2017.
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Regulatory capital
Under the Basel III regulatory capital Framework, any shortfall of accounting allowances to expected losses calculated according to the Basel
rules for IRB portfolios is a deduction from CETl capital. ff accounting allowances exceed Basel expected losses, the excess is included as Tier 2
capital.

After the adoption of IFRS 9, expected loss models will be used for both regulatory capital and accounting purposes. Under both models,
expected losses are calculated as the product of PD, LGD and EAD. However, there are several key differences under current Basel rules which
could lead to significantly different expected loss estimates:

• Basel PDs are based on long-run averages over an entire economic cycle. IfRS 9 PDs are based on current conditions, adjusted for
estimates of future conditions that will impact PD under several probability-weighted macroeconomic scenarios.

• Basel PDs consider the probability of default over the next 12 months. IFRS 9 PDs consider the probability of default over the next
12 months only for instruments in Stage 1. Expected credit losses for instruments in Stage 2 are calculated using lifetime PDs.

• Basel LGDs are based on severe but plausible downturn economic conditions. IFRS 9 LGDs are based on current conditions, adjusted
for estimates of future conditions that will impact LGD under several probability-weighted macroeconomic scenarios.

As at October 31, 2017, our shortfall of accounting allowances under IAS 39 to Basel expected losses was $1.2 billion. We expect the impact of
the impairment requirements of IFRS 9 to reduce but not eliminate the shortfall of accounting allowances to Basel expected losses as at
November 1, 2017. Going forward, the regulatory capital impact of further increases in our accounting allowances under fFRS 9 will be mitigated
to the extent of the remaining deduction from CET1 capital.

Hedge accounting
The new hedge accounting model under IFRS 9 aims to simplify hedge accounting, align the accounting for hedge relationships more closely with
an entity's risk management activities and permit hedge accounting to be applied more broadly to a greater variety of hedging instruments and
risks eligible for hedge accounting.

The new standard does not explicitly address the accounting for macro hedging activities, which is being addressed by the IASB through a
separate project. As a result, IFRS 9 includes an accounting policy choice to retain IAS 39 for hedge accounting requirements until the amended
standard resulting from the IASB's project on macro hedge accounting is effective. We will elect the accounting policy choice to continue
applying hedge accounting under the IAS 39 framework. The new hedge accounting disclosures required by the related amendments to IFRS 7
Financial Instruments: Disclosures, however, are required for the annual period beginning November 1, 2017.

Transition
To manage our transition to IFRS 9, we implemented a comprehensive enterprise-wide program led jointly by Finance and Risk Management that
focuses on key areas of impact, including financial reporting, data, systems and processes, as well as communications and training. Throughout
the project, we have provided regular updates to the Audit Committee, Risk Committee and senior management to ensure escalation of key
issues and risks.

During fiscal 2015 and 2016, we completed initial assessments of the scope of IFRS 9, differences from IAS 39, classification of financial
assets, financial and economic impacts, system and resource requirements, and key accounting interpretations. We also designed and began
building the systems, models, controls and processes required to implement IfRS 9.

During fiscal 2017, we completed the following steps:
• Completed a parallel run of the full end to end process during the fourth quarter of 2017, the results of which were used to test our

models and methodologies against our key performance indicators;
• Validated significant new impairment models;
• Completed documentation of updated bank-wide accounting and risk policies;
• Finalized governance and control frameworks over new processes and testing of internal controls;
• Documented the roll-out and implementation of the IFRS 9 project and governance structure including key controls;
• Continued to provide training and educational seminars to impacted internal stakeholders; and
• Prepared external disclosures to be provided on transition to IFRS 9 and going forward on a quarterly or annual basis.

IFRS 15 Revenue /rom Contracts with Customers (IFR515)
In May 2014, the IASB issued IFRS 1 S, which establishes the principles for reporting about the nature, amount, timing and uncertainty of revenue
and cash flows arising from an entity's contracts with customers. The standard provides a single, principles based five-step model for revenue
recognition to be applied to contracts with customers except for revenue arising from items such as financial instruments, insurance contracts
and leases. The majority of our revenue, including net interest income, is not expected to be impacted. In April 2016, the IASB issued
amendments to IFRS 15, which clarify the underlying principles of IFRS 15 and provide additional transitional relief on initial application. IFRS 15
and its amendments will be effective for us on November 1, 2018.

We plan to adopt IFRS 15 by adjusting our Consolidated Balance Sheet at November 1, 2018, the date of initial application, with no
restatement of comparative periods.

To manage our transition to IFRS 15, we implemented a comprehensive enterprise-wide program and governance structure led by Finance

that Focuses on key areas of impact, including financial reporting, systems and processes, training, as well as communications.
During fiscal 2017, we have continued to manage the IFRS 15 program through detailed assessment of our higher-risk revenue contracts

and accounting policies. In the upcoming year, we will continue our assessment of the remaining revenue contracts and finalize the changes
required to our applicable transition, interim and annual disclosures. While our implementation efforts are not complete, aside From the limited
changes necessary to comply with the enhanced presentation and disclosure requirements, we do not expect any material impacts of IFRS 15 on
our Consolidated Financial Statements.

As we prepare for our transition to IFRS 15, we will continue to monitor industry interpretations of the new standard and expect to adjust our
i mplementation accordingly.

IFRS 16 Ceases (IFRS 16)
I n January 2016, the IA56 issued IfRS 16, which Sets aut the principles for the recognition, measurement, presentation and disclosure of leases.
The standard removes the current requirement for lessees to classify leases as finance leases or operating leases by introducing a single lessee
accounting model that requires the recognition of lease assets and lease liabilities on the balance sheet for most leases. Lessees will also
recognize depreciation expense on the lease asset and interest expense on the lease liability in the statement of income. There are no significant
changes to lessor accounting aside from enhanced disclosure requirements. IFRS 16 will be effective for us on November 1, 2019.
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IAS 7 Statement o/Cash flows (IAS 7)
In January 2016, the IASB issued amendments to IAS 7, which will require specific disclosures for movements in certain liabilities on 

the

statement of cash flows. These amendments will be effective for us on November 1, 2017 and will adopt these disclosures in our 20
18

Consolidated Financial Statements. The adoption of these amendments is not expected to have a material impact on our consolidat
ed financial

statements.

IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts (IFRS 17)
In May 2017, the IASB issued IFRS 17 to establish a comprehensive global insurance standard which provides guidance on the rec

ognition,

measurement, presentation and disclosures of insurance contracts. This new standard will be effective for us on November 1, 2021.
 We are

currently assessing the impact of adopting this standard on our Consolidated Financial Statements.

Global systemically important bank (G-SIB) designation

On November 21, 2017, Royal Bank of Canada was designated as a G-SIB by the F56. We remain in consultation with OSFI and other relev
ant

regulatory bodies to discuss and understand the impacts resulting from the G-SIB designation; however we do not expect any significant 
impacts

resulting from the designation. In accordance with BCBS requirements, we will begin disclosing the detailed template used in the c
alculation of

each of the 12 G-SIB indicators beginning in Q1 2018. The proposed 2018 CAR Guideline also clarifies that if, and when, a Canadian bank
 is

designated a G-SIB, the higher of the D-SIB and G-SIB surcharges will apply.

BCBS Pillar 3 disclosure requirements

In April 2017, OSFI issued final guidelines for the first phase of the Pillar 3 disclosure requirements, indicating that all D-SIBS are exp
ected to

implement the "Revised Pillar 3 Disclosure Requirements", issued by the BCBS in January 2015 for the reporting period ending October 
31, 2018

(and referenced by BCBS as phase one). These guidelines replace existing disclosure requirements in the areas of credit risk, count
erparty credit

risk and securitization activities. We are making progress and expect to meet OSfI's stated timeline.

In March 2017, the BCBS issued its second phase of the Pillar 3 disclosure requirements entitled, "Pillar 3 disclosure requirements —

consolidatedand enhanced framework". The enhancements include the addition of a dashboard of key metrics and incorporates d
isclosure

requirements related to ongoing reforms to the regulatory environment, such as the TLAC regime for G-SIBS, the proposed operation
al risk

requirements, and the final standard for market risk. The disclosure standard also consolidates all existing Pillar 3 disclosure requirement
s of the

Basel III framework, including the leverage and liquidity ratios disclosure templates. This phase two requirement, together with the
 phase one

Revised Pillar 3 disclosure requirements, issued in January 2015, comprise the single Pillar 3 framework. OSFI has not yet released 
the

implementation date for the BCBS phase two disclosure requirements.

The BCBS has commenced its work on the final phase of the Pillar 3 disclosure requirements, which includes the standardized 
approach

RWA to benchmark internally modelled capital requirements, asset encumbrance, operational risk, and ongoing policy reform.

Capital treatment proposed or issued in connection with accounting changes

On March 29, 2017, the BCBS issued a standard with details on the interim regulatory treatment of accounting provisions und
er the Basel III

regulatory capital framework. The standard addresses the impact of new expected credit loss accounting requirements under IFRS 9 
Financial

Instruments (IFRS 9) that will replace the current incurred loss models used for accounting purposes. IFRS 9 will be effective for us o
n

November 1, 2017. for further details on the adoption of IFRS 9, including applicable regulatory guidance, refer to the Critical accoun
ting policies

and estimates section.
The standard retains the current regulatory treatment of accounting provisions under the standardized and the internal ratings-

based

approaches until alonger-term solution is developed. It also sets out transitional arrangements which allow for aphase-in of the impact 
of the

new expected credit loss accounting standard on regulatory capital for up to five years, should individual jurisdictions choose to 
provide capital

relief. OSFI has not adopted any of these transitional arrangements.

On August 21, 2017, OSfI announced its intention to delay the domestic implementation of the BCBS frameworks related to th
e

Standardized Approach to Counterparty Credit Risk (SA-CCIt) and the revisions to the capital requirements for batik exposures to Cen
tral

counterparties until Qi 2019. In addition, in its communication, OSFI announced its intention to delay the implementation of the BC
BS Revised

Securitization Framework until Q1 2019.

Disclosure controls and procedures

Our disclosure controls and procedures are designed to provide reasonable assurance that information required to be disclosed by 
us in reports

filed or submitted under Canadian and U.S. securities laws is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time perio
ds specified

under those laws and include controls and procedures that are designed to ensure that information is accumulated and communic
ated to

management, including the President and Chief Executive Officer, and the Chief Financial Officer, to allow timely decisions regarding
 required

disclosure.
As of October 31, 2017, management evaluated, under the supervision of and with the participation of the President and Chief Exe

cutive

Officer and the Chief Financial Officer, the effectiveness of our disclosure controls and procedures as defined under rules adopted b
y the United

States Securities and Exchange Commission (U.S. SEC). Based on that evaluation, the President and Chief Executive Officer and th
e Chief

Financial Officer concluded that our disclosure controls and procedures were effective as of October 31, 2017.

Internal control over financial reporting

Management is responsible For establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting. Internal control over 
financial

reporting is designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financi
al statements

for external purposes in accordance with IFRS. However, because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial r
eporting may not

prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis. See Managements Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting and the R
eport of

Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm.

No changes were made in our internal control over financial reporting during the year ended October 31, 2017 that have ma
terially affected,

or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.
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In the ordinary course of business, we provide normal banking services and operational services, and enter into other transactions with

associated and other related corporations, including our joint venture entities, on terms similar to those offered to non-related parties. We grant

loans to directors, officers and other employees at rates normally accorded to preferred clients. In addition, we offer deferred share and other

plans to non•employee directors, executives and certain other key employees. For further information, refer to Notes 12 and 28 of our audited

2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.

• ~ . ~ ~ . ~

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except as otherwise noted)
---- ---

2017
------ --------

201 fi 2015

Total revenue (~) S 40,669 $ 38,795 $ 35,703

Net income attributable to:
Shareholders 11,428 10,405 9,925

Non-controlling interest_._
k1 53 101

S 11,469 $ 10,458 $ 10,026

Basic earnings per share (~~ doua~s) 7.59 6.80 6.75

Diluted earnings per share ~~~ doua~s) 7.56 6.78 6.73

Dividends declared per common shares (~~ aona~5~ 3.48 3.24 3.08

Total assets 1,212,853 1,180,258 1,07G,208

Deposits 789,635 757,589 697,227

(]) Effective Q4 2017, certain commissions and fees paid and related revenue are presented on a gross basis in non-interest expense and non interest income, respectively. Prior period amounts

have been reclassified to conform w(th this presentation.
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..

Average balances Interest Average rate

(MillionsafCanad(andollars,exceptforpercenwgeamounts) 2017 2016 2017 2016 2017 2016

A55@t5

Deposits with other banks
Canada 5
U.S.
Other Internat(onal

Securities
Trading
Available-for-sale

Asset purchased under reverse repurchase
agreements and securities borrowed

Loans U)
Canada

Retai
Wholesale __

U.S.
Other International

Totalinterest-earning assets
Non-interest-bearing deposits w(th other banks
Customers' liability under acceptances
Other assets

Total assets ---- -------- --
LiabiUtiesand shareholders' equity
Deposits (z~
Canada
U.S.
Other International

11,380 $ 11,679 $ 146 $ 114 1.28% 0.98%

21,508 16,842 192 71 0.89 0.42

17,215 15,415 (31) (18) (0.18) (0.12)

50,103 43,936 307 167 0.61% 0.38%

130,816 153,114 3,520 3,366 2.69 2.20

83,787 72,440 1,379 1,227 1.65 1.69

214,603 225,554 4,899 4,593 2.28 2.04

205,993 191,243 3,021 1,816 1.47 0.95

350,155 338,270 11,672 11,141 3.33 3.29

74,955 69,028 3,534 3,249 4.71 4.71

425,110 407,298 15,206 14,390 3.58 3.53

75,967 75,734 2,391 2,038 3.15 2.69

27,201 29,409 1,080 1,448 3.97 k.92

528,278 512,441 18,677 17,876 3.54 3.49

998,977 973,17G 26,904 24,452 2.69 2.51

23,953 17,586 - - - -

14,550 13,247 - - - --

149,114 172,393 - - - -

$ 1,186,600 $ 1,176,400 S 26,904 $ 24,452 2.27% 2.08%

5 498,134 $ 487,194 5 5,560 $ 4,714 1.12% 0.97%

79,354 83,001 640 413 0.81 0.50

70,028w_.. _
67,365

_ _ _ 364
--

340
-

0.52
---- _ _

0.50
-

647,516 637,560 6,564 5,467 1.01 0.86

37,205 50,262 1,515 1,579 4.07 3.14

128,831 110,231 1,396 629 1.08 0.57

9,460 8,931 270 227 2.85 2.54

14,839 15,437 19
_----.-_

19 0. ~ 3 0.12

837,851 822,421 9,764 7,921 1.17 0.96

122,800 112,071 - - - -

14,549 13,248 - - - -

138,747 159,215 - - - -

5 1,113,997 $ 1,106,955 $ 9,764 $ 7,921 0.88% 0.72%

72,607 69,445 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Obligations related to securities sold short
Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase
agreements and securities loaned

Subordinated debentures
Other interest-bearing liabilities

Total interest-bearing liabilities
Non-interest-bearing deposits
Acceptances
Other liabilities

Total liabilities

Equity

Total Uabilities and shareholders' equity

Net interest income and margin

S 1,186,600 $ 1,176,400

S 1,186,600 $ 1,176,400

$ 9,764

S 17,140

$ 7,921

$ 16,531

0.82%

1.44%

0.67%

1.41%

Net interest income and margin (average earning assets)
Canada 5 595,790 $ 572,671 5 12,104 $ 11,694 2.03% 2.04%

U.S. 243,276 246,065 3,469 3,241 1.43 1.32

Other International 159,912 154,438 1,567 1,596 0.98 1.03

Totat S 998,9. $ 973,17~i 5 17,140 $ 16,531 1.72% 1.70°/a

(1) Interest income includes loan fees of 5561 million (2016 - 4573 million).

(2) Deposits include personal savings deposits with average balances of $178 billion (2016 - $166 billion), interest expense of 4.5 billion(2016 - S.4 bill(on) and average rates of .3°h

(2016 - .396). Deposits also include term deposits with average balances of $353 billion (20'!6 - $362 billion), interest expense of $5.0 billion (2016 - 54.3 bil
lion) and average rates of

1.42% (2016 - 1.20%).
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L
Change in net interest income Table 79

2017 (~) vs. 2016

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

dccpre _..__ --- ----

Depositswith other banks
Canada (s)
U.S. (s)
Other international (3)

Securities
Trading
Available-for-sale

Asset purchased under reverse repurchase agreements and securities borrowed
Loans
Canada

Retail
Wholesale

U.S.
Other international

Total interest income

US.

Increase (decrease)
due to changes in

Average Average
volume (~) rate cz) Net change

5 (3} 5 35 5 32
20 101 121
(2) (i l) (13)

(490) 644 154
192 (40) 152
140 1,065 1,205

391 140 531
279 6 285
6 347 353

(109) (259) (368)

5 424 S 2.028 5 2,452

Liabilities
Deposits
Canada 106 740 846
U.S. (IS} 245 227

Other international 13 l i 24
ObQgations related to securities sold short (4101 346 f641
Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase agreements and securities loaned 106 661 767
Subordinated debentures 13 30 43
Other interest•bearing liabilities (1? i

Total interest expense $~ (191)_ S _ 2.034 $ I,Sk3

Net interest income S 615 $ (6) S 609

(1) Insurance segment assets and liabilities are included In Other assets and Other Ilablllties, respectively.

(2) Volume/rate variance is allocated on the percentage relationships of changes in balances and changes in rates to the total net change in net interest income.

(3) Geographic classiflcatlon for selected assets and IiabillHes is based on the ~inmicila ~f thr honking point of the subject assets and liabilities.

~ •~ ~ •~• r ~ 21

As at October 31(Millions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013

Canada
Residential mortgages S 255,799 $ 241,800 $ 224,987 $ 215,624 $ 206,134
Personal 82,022 82,245 84,637 86,984 86,102
Credit cards 17,491 16,601 15,516 14,650 13,902
Small business 4,493 3,878 4,003 4,067 4,026

Retail 359,805 344,484 334,1k3 321,325 310,164

Business 88,453 76,266 71,246 64,643 5$,920
Sovereign (i) 9.379 8,586 8,508 3,840 3,807
Bank 1,326 1,278 530 413 823

Wholesale

Retail
Wholesale

Other International

__--
S 99,158 $ 86,130 $ 80,284 $ 68,896 $ 63,550

S 458,963 $ 430,614 $ 41k,427 $ 390,221 $ 373,714

18,100 17,134 5,484 4,686 3,734
55,037 59,349 34,702 23,639 19,443

_-- _ _ -- -
73,137 76,483 40,186 28,325 23,177

Retail 7,265 7,852 8,556 8,258 6,768
Wholesale 21,870 21,733 24,536 21,881 17,103

29,135 29,585 33,092 30,139 23,871

Total loans and acceptances S 561,235 $ 536,682 $ 487,705 $ 448,685 $ 420,762

Total allowance for loan losses (2,159) (2,235) (2,029) (1,994) (1,959)

Total loans and acceptances, net of allowance for loan losses 5 559,076 $ 534,447 $ 485,676 $ 446,691 $ 418,803

{1) In 2015, we reclassified $4 bilflon from AFS securities to Loans
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As at October 31 (Millions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013

Residential mortgages 5 270,348 $ 254,998 $ 233,975 $ 219,257 $ 209,238

Personal 92,294 93,466 94,346 96,021 93,260

Credit cards 18,035 17,128 15,859 14,924 14,142

Small business 4,493 3,878 4,003 4,067 4,026

Retail
- --

S 385,170 $ 369,470 $ 348,183 $ 334,269 $ 320,666

Business 
---"gri6~+lture 7,380 6,5]5 6,057 5.594 5,441

Automotive 8,248 7,279 6,614 6,109 6,167

Consumer goods 11,387 10,052 7,146 7,]77 6,230

Oil &gas 6,743 6,259 7,691 5,849 5,046

Utilities 5,614 7,680 5,162 3,766 3,860

Financing products 6,556 8,840 10,093 3,670 3,162

Forest products 911 1,099 1,169 979 893

Health services 6,998 7,763 6,023 4,052 3,786

Holding and investments 8,603 7,195 6,935 6,865 4,973

Industrial products 5,581 5,508 4,725 4,665 4,038

Mining &metals 1,113 1,455 1,402 1,320 1,074

Non~bank financial services 10,744 $,408 6,428 5,688 4,903

Other services 14,757 11,582 8,834 8,322 8,090

Reat estate &related 46,197 40,419 33,802 30,387 24,413

Technology &media 8,890 11,019 6,599 4,822 4,006

Transportation & environment 5,950 6,060 5,907 5,432 5,593

Other 4,570 7,568 3,248 3,695 2,705

Sovereign 11,362 10,581 9,887 4,628 .4,396

Bank _. 4,261
_ --~. ---

1,930 1,800 1,201 1,320

Wholesale S 176,065 $ 167,212 $ 139,522 $ ]14,416 _ .. $ 100,096

Total loans and acceptances S 561,235 $ 536,682 $ 487,705 $ 448,685 $ 420,762

Total allowance for loan losses (2,159) (2,235) (2,029) (1,994) (1,959)

Totat loans and acceptances, net of allowance for loan losses S 559,076 $ 534,447 $ 485,676 $ 446,691 $ 418,803
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As at October 31(Millions of Canadian dollars, except for percentage amounts) 2017 2016 2015 201k 2013

Rasiriantial mortga¢es 5 634 ~ 709 $ 646 S 678 $ 691

Personal 276 304 299 300 363

Small business 38 46 45 47 37

Retail __ __ __ __946 _ 1,059_.___. . __ 99.0 __. __1,425.. 1,091_

Business
Agriculture S 28 ~ 43 $ 41 $ 40 $ 43

_
_AUT6rtf8TIVE~ - -

--_~___._~. T~

Consumer goods 105 165 130 108 101

Energy
Oil and gas 315 1,264 156 6 14

Utilities l0 78 57 - -

Financingproducts 107 111 109 39

Forest products 7 21 28 25 26

Health services 21 21 17 18 25

lioldingand investments 27 - -~ ~-- r85-" -"T3Z"— -k0

Industrial products 34 43 45 48 54

Mining &metals 3 15 17 9 2

Non-bank financial services 32 3 1 3 1

Otherserv(ces 157 109 69 99 101

Real estate &related 345 241 297 314 3G7

Technology &media 82 93 34 38 117

Transportation &environment 23 45 53 3~ 98

Other 47 57 43 66 67

Sovereign - - -

Bank - 2 2 2 3

Wholesale - _-_. ____.___ __ ___.. 1.372 2,426 1,295—-_____-_ 952 1.110

Acquired credit-impaired loans 256 _ 418 - - -

7otal impaired loans (i) S 2,576 $ 3,903 $ 2,285 $ 1,977 $ 2,201

Canada
Residential mortgages S 323 $ 368 $ 356 $ 388 $ 464

Personal I98 228 223 224 229

Small business . _ _ __ --- _------ 38 _!+6_ __.____-- 45 __ 47 36
---- -- -

Retail 559 642 624 659 729

Business
Agriculture
Automotive
Consumer goods
Energy
Oil &gas
Utilities

Financing products
Forest products
Health services
Holding and investments
Industrial products
Mining &metals
Non-bank financial services
Other services
Real estate &related
Technology &media
Transportation &environment
Other

Sovereign
Bank
Wholesale

Total

U.5.
Retail
Wholesale

Total

Other International

22 34 39 36 38
4 9 8 11 9

45 91 65 70 58

13 57 39 4 14

- 15 20 -

7 21 5 6 8

5 18 17 19 15

3 5 3 3 3
25 39 39 41 40
3 12 7 9 2
29 - - 1 1

48 49 51 67 59
187 121 161 171 169
12 27 34 37 86
23 24 29 11 21
- - (5) 1 3

426 522 —512 _487 ____526_
__—

S 985 $
— --
1,164 $ 1,136 $ 1,146 $ 1,255

5 59 $ 56 $ 10 $ 13 $ 14

736 1,736 204 18 98
— - - --- —
S 795 $ 1,792 $ 214 $ 31 $ 112

Retail
Wholesale

Total

Total impaired loans

5

5

5

345
451

796

2.576

$ 380
567

$ 947

$ 3 903

$ 356
579

$ 935

$ 2,285

$ 353
447

$ 800

$ 1,977

$ 348
486

$ 834

$ 2,201

Allowance for impaired loans (737} (809) (654) (632) (599}

Net impaired loans 5 1.839 $ 3,094 $ 1,631 $ 1,345 $ 1,602

Gross impaired loans as a % of loans and acceptances
Residential mortgages 0.23°io 0.28% 0.28°/a 0.31% 0.33%

Personal 0.30°/ 0.33% 0.32% 0.31% 0.39%

Small business 0.85°/a 1.19% 1.A3% 1.16% 0.83%

Retail 0.25% 0.29% 0.28% 0.31°k 0.34°~

Wholesale-- 
-- _ _.._--- --

0.92% _. 1.69% --- 
0.930 -- 

-0.84°/a --- 
1.11%

— ___ _ — ----------- ---
Total 0.46% 0.73°~6 0.47% 0.4k% 0.52%

Allowance for impaired loans as a % of gross impaired loans __ 28.61% 20.72% 28.64% 31.98% 27.22%

(i) Past due loans greater than 90 days not included In impaired loans were $307 million in 2017 (2016 - 
$337 million; 2015 5314 million; 2014 - j316 million; 2013 b346 million). for

further details, refer to Note 5 of our 2017 Annual Consolidated Financial Statements.
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(Millions of Canadian dollars, except for percentage amounts) 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013

Residential mortgages S 56 $ 77 $ 47 $ 94 $ 41
Personal 409 458 3$8 441 458
Credit cards 435 442 378 353 354
Smatt business 32 34 32 44 32

Reta(I $ 932 $ 1,011 $ 845 $ 932 $ 885

Business
Agriculture $ 2 $ 10 $ 9 $ 3 $ 4
Automotive 34 - 3~~ 3 ~ --~
Consumer goods 11 20 33 27 17
Energy
Oil and gas (27) 320 47 (5) __ ~_

5 __16_---...--9-- 
32

Financing products (19) 1 39 3 1
Forest products 4 4 6 7 4
Health services 10 4 - -
Holdingand investments ] - 18 29 (6)
Industrial products 16 12 4 14 21
Mining &metals (4) 7 8 2 1
Non-bank financial services 2 - 7 - 30
Other services 20 (5} 4 18 14
Reai estate &related 115 36 29 58 62
Technology &media 13 8 5 14 157
Transportation &environment - (4) 8 2 35
Other 53 36 24 26 35

Sovereign - - - -
Bank - (3) (1) - -

Wholesale S 216 $ 475 $ 252 $ 232 $ 352

Acquired credit-impaired loans 2 10 - - -

Totalprovision for credit losses on impaired loans S 1,350 $ 1,496 $ 1,097 $ 1,164 $ 1,237

Canada
Residential mortgages 5 33 $ 42 $ 27 $ 27 $ 27
Personal 413 459 393 393 391
Credit cards 426 435 371 345 346
Small business 32 34 32 44 32

Retail 
..—

S 904 $ 970 $ 823 $ 809 $ 796

Business
Agriculture - 10 9 4 4
Automotive 1 3 3 3 3
Consumer goods 11 19 21 25 16
Energy
Oil &gas (15) 99 z2 (5) (6)
Utilities ~ - 1 -

Financial products - - - -
Forest products 4 5 1 1 3
Health services 7 4 - - -
Holdingand investments - - - (8)
I ndustrial products 13 10 7 14 14
Mining &metals 7 7 3 7 7
Non-bank financial services 2 - -
Otherservices 21 14 - 6 3
Reai estate &related 38 26 13 34 37
Technology &media 10 2 6 14 50
Transportation &environment 2 8 7 3 2
Other (1) 6 23 22 30

Sovereign - - - -
8ank - - - - -

Wholesale S 95 $ 213 $ 116 $ 123 $ 149

Total — -- -_ S 999 $ 1,183 $ 939 S 932 $ 945
_

U.S.
Retail 3 1 1 2 3
Wholesale 117 227 40 40 32

— -_ -----
S 120 $ 228 $ 41 $ 42 $ 35

Otherinternational
Retail 25 41 21 121 86
Wholesale 6 44 96 69 171

S 31 $ 85 $ 117 $ 190 $ 257

Total provision for credit losses on impaired loans S 1,150 $ 1,496 $ 1,097 $ 1,164 $ 1,237

Total provision forcredit losses on non-impaired loans - 50 - - -

Total provision for credit losses S 1,150 $ 1,546 $ 1,097 $ 1.164 $ 1,237

Total PCL as a % of average net loans and acceptances 0.21% 0.29% 0.24°h 0.27% 0.31%

PCL on impaired loans as a % of average net loans and acceptances 0.21 % 0.28% 0.24% 0.27% 0.31%
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(Millions of Canad(an dollars, except percentage amounts)
2017 2016 2015 _ 2014 2013

Glln~yan~o 3f ~avinnine ~F vPar $ 2326 $ 2,120 $ 2,085 $ 2,050 $ 2,087

Provision for credit losses
1,150 1,546 1,097 1,164 1,237

Write-offs by portfolio
Residential mortgages

(53) (42) {64) (30) (24)

Personal
(54~) (55G) (k94) (565) (446)

Credit cards
(565) (564) (49» (466) (466)

Sma41 business
(38) (40) (40) (47) (35)

eta 
~__ _ ---5-- - _.

(1,199) 8 (1,202) $ (1,095) E (1,108) $
-

(1,027)

Business
-- ---

5 (2z6) $ (321) $ (243)
—
$ (221) $ (448)

Sovereign - -

Bank

Wholesale S (226) $ (321) $ (243) $ (221) $ (448)

_
Total write-offs by portfolio

_ - ---
S (1,425) $ (1,523) $ (1,338) $ (1,329) $ (1,47])

Recoveries by portfolio
5 8 $ 5 S 7 $ 2$ 2

Residential mortgages
Personal

316 111 105 106 96

Credit cards
!31 122 119 114 112

Small business
9 10 10 9 9

Retail S 264 ~ 248 $ 241 $ 231 $ 219

Business S 66 $ 38 S 33 ~ 32 $ 51

Sovereign
Bank - - 1

Wholesale 5 66 $ 38 $ 34 $ 32 S 51

Total recoveries by portfoUo __ _ _ __ S 330 $ 286 $ 275 $ 263 $ 270

Net write-offs S (1,095) $ (1,237 $ (1,063) $ (1,066) 3 (1,201)

Adjustments (1)
(131) (103)
—

1 (63) (73)

__
Totalallowance for credit losses at end of near 5 2,250 $ 2,326 $ 2,120 $ _ _ _ 2,085 $ 2,050

Allowance against Impaired loans
Canada
Residential mortgages S 31 S 35 $ 27 $ 31 $ 36

Personal
97 105 96 93 97

Small business
19 20 19 19 16

--- --
Retail

-
S 141

_
$

_
160 $ 142 $ 143 ~ 149

Business
Agriculture S 3 $ 6 $ 5 $ 6$ 6

Automotive
4 4 4 4 4

Consumer goods
11 14 12 22 15

Energy
Oil &gas 3 6 - - 1

Utilities - - 1 -

Flnancingproducts - - -

Forestproducts
3 5 3 J 4

Health services
6 6 6 6 6

Holding and investments
1 1 1 1 2

Industrial products
13 ii 13 18 15

Mining and metals
4 4 1 1 1

Nombankflnancialservices ~ - - -

Otherservices 19 18 19 28 23

Real estate &related
36 23 28 48 42

Technology &media
11 10 12 17 46

Transportation &environment
8 11 7 5 G

Other
i - (i) 1 (i)

Sovereign - ~ ~ -

Bank

Wholesale S 124 $ 119 ~
-

]li--~$ 160 $ _ -170

---- ------ ---------- $ _
---

265 $
---
279 $ 253 $ 303 S _ _ 319

U.S.
Retail S f $ 2 $ 1 S 1 $ 2

Wholesale
150 177 47 16 19

S 1i1 $ 179 $ 48 $ 17 $ 21

Otherinternational
Retail S 168 $ 180 $ 169 $ 172 $ 146

Wholesale 153 171 184 140 113

S 321 $ 351 S 353 $ 312 $ 259

Total allowance against impaired loans 5 737 $ 809 $ 654 $ 632 $ 599

Allowance against non-Impaired loans
Residential mortgages S 128 $ 96 $ 83 $ 78 $ 48

Personal
391 385 396 400 405

Credit cards
379 386 386 385 385

Small business
37 45 45 45 45

Retail - 6- -~3i $ 912 $ 910 $ 908 $ 883

Wholesale $ 487 $ 514 $ 465 $ 45A $ 477

Off-balance sheet and other Items S 91 $ 91 $ 91 $ 91 $ 91

Total allowance against non•impalred loans S 1,513 $ 1,517 $ 1,466 $ 1,453 $ 1,451

Total allowance for credit losses S 2,250 $ 2,326 E 2,120 $ 2,085 $ 2,050

Key ratios
Allowance for credit losses as a °k of loans and acceptances

0.40% 0.43% 0.4396 0.46% 0.4996

Net write-offs as a % of average net loans and acceptances
0.20°~6 0.23% 0.2396 0.25% 0.30%

(1) Under IFRS, other adjustments include E104 million of unwind of discount and S27 million of cha
nges in exchange rate (2016 - 5100 million and ~3 m(Ilion; 2015 - E80 million and f(81)

million; 2014 - S87 million and x(24) million). For further details, refer to Note 5 of our 2017 Annual 
Consolidated Financial Statements.
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(Millions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013

Loans and acceptances
Atlantic provinces (i) 5 24,471 $ 23,947 $ 23,040 $ 22,130 $ 21,263
Quebec 56,7k9 53,518 51,197 50,748 48,060
Ontario 202,272 185,434 175,315 159,817 152,258
Alberta 68,051 66,277 64,902 61,197 58,318
Other Prairie provinces (z) 31,338 30,143 29,490 27,341 25,697
B.C, and territories (~) 

__
7~.SII2_

Total loans and acceptances in Canada _ _ __ _ S 458,963 $ 430,614 $ 414,427 $ 390,221 $ 373,714

Gross impaired loans
~ 1 83
Quebec 176 207 X13 205 177
Ontario 213 336 341 391 424
Alberta 284 313 224 185 233
Other Prairie provinces (s) 125 93 115 73 97
B.C. and territories (3) 110 114 150 211 241

Total gross impaired loans in Canada S 985 $ 1,164 $ 1,136 $ 1,146 $ 1,255

Provision for credit tosses on impaired loans
Atlantic provinces (i) S 66 $ 67 $ 57 $ S1 $ 50
Quebec 85 92 96 92 78
Ontario 617 654 590 588 605
Alberta 11z 226 77 71 74
Other Prairie province (z> 64 64 52 40 39
B.C. and territories (~) 5 S 80 67 90 99

Total provision for credit losses on impaired loans in Canada S 999 $ 1,183 $ 939 $ 932 $ 945

l3) Comprises Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
(2) Comprises Manitoba and Saskatchewan.
(3) Comprises British Columbia, Nunavut, Northwest TeMtorles and Yukon,
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We aim to present transparent, high•quality risk disclosures by providing discl
osures in our 2017 Annual Report and Supplementary Financial

Information package (SFI), in accordance with recommendations from the 
Financial Stability Board's (FSt3j tnnanced uisciosure iasic rorce

(EDTF~.

The following index summarizes our disclosure by EDTF recommendation:

- _ ...

Annuat Report 5FI

Type of Risk Recommendation Disclosure page page

1 Table of contents for EDTF risk disclosure 116 1

2 Define risk terminology and measures 52, 54.57 -

General
206-207

3 Top and emerging risks S3

4 New regulatory ratios 92.95

Risk governance, risk
5 Risk management organization 52, 54-57

management and
6 Risk culture 54-57

7 Risk in the context of our business activities 100

bu51ne55 model g Stress testing 56-57, 69 -

9 Minimum Basel III capital ratios and Domestic 92-95 -

systemically important bank surcharge

10 Composition of capital and reconciliation of the
21.24

accounting balance sheet to the regulatory balance

sheet

Capital adequacy and 11 Flow statement of the movements in regulatory capital - 25

risk-Weighted assets 12 Capital strategic planning 92.95 -

(RWA)
13 RWA by business segments - 28

14 Analysis of capital requirement, and related 58-60 26-27

measurement model information

15 RWA credit risk and related risk measurements
42-44

16 Movement of nsk-weighted assets by risk type - 28

17 Basel back-testing 55, 58 42

LlgUldlty
18 Quantitative and qualitative analysis of our liquidity 75.77,

reserve 81-82

19 Encumbered and unencumbered assets by balance 77, 80

sheet category, and contractual obUgations for rating

downgrades

20 Maturity analysis of consolidated total assets, 82.83 -

Funding liabilities and off•balance sheet commitments

analyzed by remaining contractual maturity at the

balance sheet date

21 Sources of funding and funding strategy 77.79 -

22 Relationship between the market risk measures for 73.74 -

trarlingand non•trading portfolios and the balance

sheet

Market risk 23 Decomposition of market risk factors 68-72 -

24 Market risk validation and back-testing 69 -

25 Primary risk management techniques beyond reported 68.72 -

riskmeasures and parameters

26 Bank's credit risk profile 58-68, 31-44

154-156

Quantitative summary of aggregate credit risk 111-115 40

exposures that reconciles to the balance sheet

27 Policies for identifying impaired loans 59.60, 101-102,
130

Credit risk
28 Reconciliation of the opening and closing balances of - 33,37

impaired loans and impairment allowances during

the year

29 Quantification of gross notional exposure for OTC 61-62 46

derivatives orexchange-traded derivatives

30 Credit risk mitigation, including collateral held for all
60 41

sources of credit risk

31 Other risk types 84-91

Other
32 Publicly known risk events 87-89, -

193-194
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Management's Responsibility for Financial Reporting

The accompanying consolidated financial statements of Royal Bank of Canada were prepared by management, which is responsible for the

integrity and fairness of the information presented, including the many amounts that must of necessity be based on estimates and judgments.

These consolidated financial statements were prepared in accordance with the Bank Act (Canada) and International Financial Reporting

Standards as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board. Financial information appearing throughout our Managements

Discussion and Analysis is consistent with these consolidated financial statements.

Our internal controls are designed to provide reasonable assurance that transactions are authorized, assets are safeguarded and proper

records are maintained. These controls include quality standards in hiring and training of employees, policies and procedures manuals, a

corporate code of conduct and accountability for performance within appropriate and well-defined areas of responsibility.

The system of internal controls is further supported by a compliance function, which is designed to ensure that we and our employees

comply with securities legislation and conflict of interest rues, and by an internal audit staff, which conducts periodic audits of all aspects of our

operations.
The Board of Directors oversees managements responsibilities for financial reporting through an Audit Committee, which is composed

entirely of independent directors. This Committee reviews our consolidated financial statements and recommends them to the Board for

approval. Other key responsibilities of the Audit Committee include reviewing our existing internal control procedures and planned revisions to

those procedures, and advising the directors on aud(ting matters and financial reporting issues. Our Chief Compliance Officer and Chief Internal

Auditor have full and unrestricted access to the Audit Committee.
The Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions Canada (OSFI) examines and inquires into our business and affairs as deemed

necessary to determine whether the provisions of the BankAct are being complied with, and that we are in sound financial condition. In carrying

out its mandate, OSFI strives to protect the rights and interests of our depositors and creditors.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm appointed by our shareholders upon the recommendation of

the Audit Committee and Board, has pe led an in pendent audit of the consolidated financial statements and their report follows. The

auditors have full and unrestricted acc 55 T6 e Audi L it to t Iscuss their audit and related findings.
~' ~

David I. McKay
President and Chief Executive O~cer

Rod Bolger /~~~
Chief Financial Officer

Toronto, November 28, 2017

Management of Royal Bank of Canada is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting. Internal

control over financial reporting is a process designed by, or under the supervision of, the President and Chief Executive Officer and Chief

Financial Officer and effected by the Board of Directors, management and other personnel to provide reasonable assurance regarding the

reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with International Financial

Reporting Standards as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board. It includes those policies and procedures that:

• Pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reFlect the transactions related to and dispositions of our

assets;
• Provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with

generally accepted accounting principles, and our receipts and expenditures are made only in accordance with authorizations of our

management and directors; and
• Provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention ortimely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of our assets that

could have a material effect on our financial statements.

Due to its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis. Also,

projections of any evaluation of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting to future periods are subject to the risk that the

controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may

deteriorate.
Management evaluated, under the supervision of and with the participation of the President and Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial

Officer, the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as of October 31, 2017, based on the criteria set forth in Internal

Control —Integrated Framework (2013) issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission. Based on that

evaluation, management concluded that, as of October 31, 2017, internal control over financial reporting was effective based on the criteria

established in the Internal Control —Integrated Framework (2013). Also, based on the results of our evaluation, management concluded that

there were no material weaknesses that have been identified in internal control over financial reporting as of October 31, 2017.

The effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as of October 31, 2017, has been audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP,

Independent Registered Public Account'ng Firm, as stated in thei it~~:ac~rt, r~hich expressed an unqualified opinion on our internal control over

financial reporting and appears herein

David I. McKay
~1

President and Chief Executive Officer

Rod Bolger
Chief Financial Officer

Toronto, November 28, 2017
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

Independent Auditor's Report

To the Shareholders of Royal Bank 
of Canada

We have completed integrated audit
s of Royal Bank of Canada's (the B

ank) 2017 and 2016 consolidated f
inancial statements and its interna

l

control over financial reporting as at
 October 31, 2017.Our opinions, b

ased on our audits are presented be
low.

Report on the consolidated financia
l statements

We have audited the accompanyin
g consolidated financial statements 

of Royal Bank ofCanada, which comp
risethe consolidated balance shee

ts

as at October 31, 2017 and Octobe
r 31, 2016 and the consolidated stat

ements of income, comprehensive in
come, changes in equity and cash f

lows

forthe yearsthen ended, and the rel
ated notes, which comprise a summar

yof significant accounting policies 
and otherexplanatory information.

Managements responsibiUty for th
e consolidated financial statements

Management is responsible forthe 
preparation and fair presentation of t

hese consolidated financial stateme
nts in accordance with International

Financial Reporting Standards as iss
ued by the International Accounting S

tandards Board and for such interna
l control as management determin

es

is necessaryto enable the preparati
on of consolidated financial stateme

nts that are free from material misst
atement, whether due to fraud or er

ror.

Auditor's responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opi
nion on these consolidated financial

 statements based on our audits. We
 conducted our audits in accorda

nce

with Canadian generally accepted aud
iting standards and the standards o

f the Public Company Accounting O
versight Board (United States). Thos

e

standards require thatwe plan and p
erform the audit to obtain reasonabl

e assurance about whetherthe con
solidated financial statements are fr

ee

from material misstatement. Canadian
 generally accepted auditing standar

ds also require that we complywith
 ethical requirements.

An audit involves performing proce
dures to obtain audit evidence, on a tes

t basis, about the amounts and dis
closures in the consolidated

financial statements. The procedures 
selected depend on the auditor's judgm

ent, including the assessment ofthe
 risks of material misstatement of

the consolidated financial statement
s, whether due to fraud or error. In m

akingthose risk assessments, the au
ditor considers internal control relevan

t

to the Bank's preparation and fair pre
sentation of the consolidated financi

al statements in orderto design aud
it procedures that are appropriate i

n

the circumstances. An audit also incl
udes evaluating the appropriateness 

ofaccounting principles and policies
 used and the reasonableness of

accounting estimates made by mana
gement, as well as evaluating the ove

rall presentation of the consolidated
 financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we
 have obtained in our audits is suffi

cient and appropriate to provide a 
basis for our audit opinion on

the consolidated financial statements
.

Opinion
In our opinion, the consolidated fina

ncial statements present fairly, in al
l material respects, the financial p

osition of Royal Bank of Canada as ai

October 31, 2017 and October 31, 2
016 and its financial performance an

d its cash flows for the years then en
ded in accordance with

International Financial Reporting St
andards as issued by the Internation

al Accounting Standards Board.

Report on internal control over Flnanc
ial reporting

We have also audited Royal Bank of C
anada's internal control over financi

al reporting as at October 31, 2017,
 based on criteria established in

Internal Control—Integrated Framewo
rk (2013) issued by the Committee 

of Sponsoring Organizations of the T
readway Commission (C050).

Managements responsibility for in
ternal control over financial reporti

ng

Management is responsible for mainta
ining effective internal control ove

r financial reporting and for its assess
ment of the effectiveness of

internal control over financial report
ing included in the accompanying M

anagements Report on Internal Con
trol over Financial Reporting.

Auditor's responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an 
opinion on the Bank's internal control

 over financial reporting based on 
our audit. We conducted our audit of

internal control over financial report
ing in accordance with the standards o

f the Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board (United States).

Those standards require that we pla
n and perform the audit to obtain re

asonable assurance about whether eff
ective internal control over

financial reporting was maintained 
in alt material respects.

An audit of internal control over financ
ial reporting includes obtaining an

 understanding of internal control ove
r financial reporting,

assessing the risk that a material 
weakness exists, testing and evalua

ting the design and operating effec
tiveness of internal control, based on

the assessed risk, and performing s
uch utlier procedures as we rnnsider 

necessary in the circumstances.

We believe that our audit provides a 
reasonable basis for our audit opini

on on the Bank's internal conlrul ove
r finoncial reporting

Definition of internal control over fina
ncial reporting

A company's internal control over finan
cial reporting is a process designe

d to provide reasonable assurance reg
arding the reliability of financial

reporting and the preparation of fin
ancial statements for external purpo

ses in accordance with generally acc
epted accounting principles. A

company's internal control over finan
cial reporting includes those policie

s and procedures that: (i) pertain to 
the maintenance of records that, in

reasonable detail, accurately and f
airly reflect the transactions and dispo

sitions of the assets of the company;
 (ii) provide reasonable assurance

that transactions are recorded as nece
ssary to permit preparation of fina

ncial statements in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting

principles, and that receipts and exp
enditures of the company are being 

made only in accordance with author
izations of management and

directors of the company; and (iii) p
rovide reasonable assurance regard

ing prevention or timely detection 
of unauthorized acquisition, use, or

disposition of the company's assets
 that could have a material effect on

 the financial statements.

Inherent limitations
Because of its inherent limitations, 

internal control over financial report
ing may not prevent or detect missta

tements. Also, projections of any

evaluation of effectiveness to future
 periods are subject to the risk that c

ontrols may become inadequate bec
ause of changes in conditions or

that the degree of compliance wit
h the policies or procedures may det

eriorate.

Opinion
In our opinion, Royal Bank of Canada

 maintained, in all material respects
, effective internal control over finan

cial reporting as at October 31,

2017, based on criteria established
 in Interna(Contro!—In[egrated Fram

ework (2013) issued by COSO.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Chartered Professional Accountants 
~~, ~~ ~(

_ I

Licensed Public Accountants 
~ I (~(,~✓~(/~/l~'~.-

Toronto, Canada
November 28, 2017 Consolidated Financial Statements 
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(Millions of Canadian dollars)

ASSQtS

Cash and due from banks

Interest-bearing deposits with banks

Securities Noce a)
Trading
Available•for-sale

Assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements and securities borrowed
Loans ~No~e s)
Retail
Wholesale

Allowance For loan losses (Note s3

127,657 151,292
90,722 84,801

218,379 236,093

220,977 186,302

385,170 369,470
159,606 154,369
544,776 523,839
(2,]59} (2,235)
542,617 521,604

Segregated fund net assets (Noce ib)-------- ------ -- ------ 1,216 981Other
Customers' liability under acceptances

16,459 12,843Derivatives (Noce a)
95,023 118,944Premises and equipment, fl@Y (Note 9)
2,670 2,836Goodwill (Note to)

10,977 11,156Other intangibles (Noce io)
4,507 4,648Other assets (Noce is)

38,959 42,071

- -------- ---^---
168,545

---- -7$11,212,853

192,498Total assets
$ 1.180.258

Liabilities and equity
DepOslts (Note 14)

Personal
5 260,213 $ 250,550Business and government

505,665 488,007Bank
23,757 19,032

------ - -------------------- ---
789,635 757.589

-

Segregated fund net liabilities cNo~e ~6)---- 1,216 981Other
Acceptances

16,459 12,843Obligations related to securities sold short
30,008 50,369Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase agreements and securities loaned 143,084 103,441Derivatives (Noce e)
92,127 116,550Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities (Noce is) 9,676 9,164Other liabilities (Noce i~
46,955 47,947----- ----------- ---

-- - -
_ _ 338,309 340.314

Subordinated debentures (Noce i9)
Totalliabilitles ~

9,265

T 1,138,425

9,762

1,108,646
Equity attr(butable to shareholders Note zip
Preferred shares

6,413 6,713C01►If11011 SI18fe5 (shares Issued -1,452,534,303 and 1,484,234,375) 17,703 17,859Retained earnings
45,359 41,519Other components of equity
4,354 4,926

Ion-controlling interests (Noce Zi>
'otal equity
'otai liabilities and equity

he accompanying notes are an int

avid I. McKay
resident and Chief Executive Officer

73,829 71,017
--- -- 599 - - 595

74,428 71,612
5 1,212,853 $ 1.180,258

of soli(
G

cial Statements.

As at
October 31 October 31
^- - 2017_ __ 2016

$ 28,407 $ 14,929

32,652 27,851

David F. De
Director
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•~ For the year ended

October 31 October 31 

(MilllonsoFCanadiandollars,exceptpe
rshareamounts) 

217 2~lfi

Interest income
Loans 

$ 18,677 $ 17,876

Securities 

4,899 4,593

Assets purchased under reverse repu
rchase agreements and securities 

borrowed 
3,021 1,816

Deposits and other 

307 167

26,904 24,452

Interest expense
Deposits and other

Other liabilities

Subordinated debentures

Net interest income

Non-interest income

6,564 5,467

2,930 2,227

-- 270_-- 227

9,764 7,921

17,140 16, 531

Insurance premiums, investment and
 fee income (Noce is)

4,566 4,868

Trading revenue

80b 701

Investment management and custodia
l fees

4,803 4,358

Mutual fund revenue

3,339 3,159

Securities brokerage commissions

1,416 1,429

Service charges

1,770 1,756

Underwriting and other advisory fees
2,093 1,876

Foreign exchange revenue, other tha
n trading

974 964

Card service revenue

933 889

Credit fees

1,433 1,239

Net gains on available-for-sale securi
ties (Noce a)

172 76

Share of profit in joint ventures and a
ssociates (Noce iz)

335 176

Other

889 773

23,529 22,264

Total revenue

40,669 38,795

Provision for credit losses (Noce s)

1,150 1,546

Insurance policyholder benefits, cla
ims and acquisition expense (Nose ~s)

 __ _ _ _ _ _ 3,053 _ _ _ 3,424

Non-interest expense

Human resources (Noce i~ and zz)

13,330 12,377

Equipment

1,434 1,438

Occupancy

1,588 1,568

Communications

1,011 945

Professional fees

1,214 1,078

Amortization of other intangibles (Noc
e io>

1,015 970

Other

2,202 2,150

21,794 20,526

Income before income taxes

14,672 13,299

Income taxes (Note ~3)

3,203 2,841

Net income

5 11,469 $ 10,458

Net income attributable to:

Shareholders

S 11,428 $ 10,405

Non-controlling interests ---- - - - - ---- -- -- -
 - - - -

41 53

- -- - - -- ----- --- - -
- - ---- - ---- $ 11,469 $ 10,458

Basic earnings per share pn doua~s> (Nose
 ~a)

S 7.59 $ 6.80

Diluted earnings per share pn doua~s) (No
ce za>

7.56 6.78

Dividends per common share c~ doua~s)
3.48 3.24

The accompanying notes are an inte
gral part of these Consolidated Financi

al Statements.
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Forthe year ended
~;,ry^ ~--m-- —

~~:~~, October3l(Millions of Canadian dollars)

-- -

r,~??~1.;.`z~;`, ~• 2016

----
Net income ---------- — ------- -a

.~~ , ̀ .'t $ 10.458
Other comprehensive income (loss), net of taxes (Noce zs) - +^~ ~~~''

'• `~
Items that will be reclassified subsequently to income: 3~~~;~Net than e in unre lized i os e n it 1 -f - l s c ritiesg a ga ns (i s s) o ava ab e or sa e e u ..~ ~.Net unrealized gains (losses) on available for-sale securities

4
~,.• 73Reclassification ofnet losses ains) on availabte•for-sale securities to incomeCS ,t,

.~.~:. t,: a' ~~ (48)

zsForeign currency translation adjustments "•`~~: ~t~~'`i'M~;`Unrealized foreign currency translation gains (losses) ~` 147Net foreign currency translation gains (losses) from hedging activities ~*3it 113Reclassification of losses (gains) on foreign currency translation toincome --T~ ---- — 
(1~2` ~ 

~-- 
260Net change in cash flow hedges

'w?.;Net gains (losses) on derivatives designated as cash flow hedges b2~` (35)Reclassification of losses (gains) on derivatives designated as cash flow hedges to income (92) __ _ 52

~ ~~

530; 17
Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to income:
Remeasurements of employee benefit plans (Noce x~) 790 (1,077)Net fair value change due to credit risk on financial liabilities designated as at fair value through profit or loss (323) (322)---- ---- — — — — -- ——--

467 
---

1.399)Total other comprehensive income (loss), net of taxes rt ̂ ~ (x.07) (1,097)
Total comprehensive income (toss) S 11,362 $ 9,361
Total comprehens(ve income attributable to:
Shareholders 

S 11,323 $ 9,306Non•controlling Interests— ---- --- 39 55

$.• ... i'~~~62 $ 9.361
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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(Millions of Canadian dollars) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __Cash flows from operating activities
Net income
Adjustments for non-cash items and others
Provision for credit losses
Depreciation
Deferred income taxes
Amortization and impairment of other intangibles
Net changes in investments in joint ventures and associatesLosses (Gains) on sale of premises and equipmentLosses (Gains) on available-for-sale securities
losses (Gains) on disposition of business
Impairment ofavailable-for•sale securities

Adjustments for net changes in operating assets and liabilitiesInsurance claims and policy benefit liabilities
Net change in accrued interest receivable and payableCurrent income taxes
Derivative assets
Derivative liabilities
Trading securities
Loans, net of securitizations
Assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements and securities borrowedDeposits, net of securitizations
Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase agreements and securities loanedObligations related to securities sold short
Brokers and dealers receivable and payable
Other

Net cash from (used in) operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Change in interest-bearing deposits with banks
Proceeds from sale of available for-sale securitiesProceeds from maturity ofavailable-for•sale securitiesPurchases of availabie•for-sale securities
Proceeds from maturity ofheld-to-maturity securitiesPurchases of held-to•maturity securities
Net acquisitions of premises and equipment and other intangiblesProceeds from dispositions
Cash used in acquisitions— --- — ---- -- -- — — -- -- --- --- — -- -- --Net cash from (used in) investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities
Redemption of trust capital securities
Issue of subordinated debentures
Repayment of subordinated debentures
Issue of common shares
Common shares purchased for cancellation
Issue of preferred shares
Redemption of preferred shares
Preferred shares purchased fnr cancellation
Sales of treasury shares
Purchases of treasury shares
Dividends paid
issuance costs
Dividends/distributions paid to non-controlling interestsChange in short-term borrowings of subsidiaries
et cash from (used in) financing activities
fect of exchange rate changes on cash and due from banks
at change in cash and due from banks
ish and due from banks at beginning of period ~i~
ish and due from banks at end of period (i)

For the year ended

~.Q4~0~►@f3.~ October 31
~~41~;: 2016

'~...... ~~:44~: $ 10.458

~~~~Q' 1,546
' ;,~QO 573

R̀~3`. (479)
'-; ;1,07 973

~. ~~3!} (184}
:;(I~) 19"~~A6? (176)

" 2. X268)
;53' 90

512• 1,040

;:(~'1$~) 1,189
~9,93~, ~13~224)

~,#4;428 8,593
23.624. 6,s27,' .

:~23;{508~ X19,297)~; - {~4,d7~) (11,369)
33;294 18.931

# 39~6g3 20,153
~.' . . (20i~61? 2.711
# ' ̀ 6Q3'` 47

fi.553., (1.230)
—`------ ~~,72~ ---26,856

~ (~1;811j (3,109)
ll~i32 8,056

„,39;944 34,005

%: z COQ' 1,G91
(̀1;995) (3,155)
(1;364} (1.257)

634
—

---- --
(2,964)

(15,438) (21,426)

(1,200)
3,606

~y~9): X1,500)
3~9 307

-: (3.130) (362)
1,475

G3Q4) -
(264)

4,5A4 5,145
(4:491] (5,261)
(S;3Q9) (4.997)

~1) X16)
(34) (63)
(30) (4)

($.651) (3,134)
~' E13s} ---isi
1~eA1,7$. 2,477
1.4;929 12,452

S `2$.~i01: $ 14.929sh flows from operating activities include:Amount of interest paid 
$; 8;$4~ $ 7,097Amount of interest received 

, ~~,~A,~ 23,2374mount of dividend received 
1,72.9 1,6804mount of income taxes paid 

- c4a0$ 1,581We are required to maintain balances with central banks and other regulatory authorities. The total balances were $2.3 billion as at October 31, 2017 (October 31, 2016 - $3.3 billion;November 1, 2015 - $2.6 billion).

accompanying notes are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Note 1 General information

Royal Bank of Canada and its subsidiaries (the Bank) provide diversified financial services including personal and commercial banking, wealth

management, insurance, investor services and capital markets products and services on a global basis. Refer to Note 29 for further details on our

business segments.
The parent bank, Royal Bank of Canada, is a Schedule I Bank under the BankAct (Canada) incorporated and domiciled in Canada. Our

corporate headquarters are located at Royal Bank Plaza, 200 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada and our head office is located at 1 Place Ville-

Marie, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Our common shares are listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange and New York Stock Exchange with the ticker

symbol RY.
These Consolidated Financial Statements are prepared incompliance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as issued by

the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). Unless otherwise stated, monetary amounts are stated in Canadian dollars. Tabular

information is stated in millions of dollars, except as noted. These Consolidated financial Statements also comply with Subsection 308 of the

Bank Act (Canada), which states that, except as otherwise specified by the OSfI, our Consolidated Financial Statements are to be prepared in

accordance with IFRS. The accounting policies outlined in Note 2 have been consistently applied to all periods presented.

On November 28, 2017, the Board of Directors authorized the Consolidated Financial Statements for issue.

The significant accounting policies used in the preparation of these Consolidated Financial Statements, including the accounting requirements

prescribed by OSFI, are summarized below. These accounting policies conform, in all material respects, to IFRS as issued by the IASB.

General
Use of estimates and assumptions
I n preparing our Consolidated Financial Statements, management is required to make subjective estimates and assumptions that affect the

reported amount of assets, liabilities, net income and related disclosures. Estimates made by management are based on historical experience

and other assumptions that are believed to be reasonable. Key sources of estimation uncertainty include: securities impairment, determination

of fair value of financial instruments, the allowance for credit losses, derecognition of financial assets, insurance claims and policy benefit

liabilities, pensions and other post-employment benefits, income taxes, carrying value of goodwill and other intangible assets, litigation

provisions, and deferred revenue under the credit card customer loyalty reward program. Accordingly, actual results may differ from these and

other estimates thereby impacting our future Consolidated Financial Statements. Refer to the relevant accounting policies in this Note for details

on our use of estimates and assumptions.

Significant judgments
In preparation of these Consolidated Financial Statements, management is required to make significant judgments that affect the carrying

amounts of certain assets and liabilities, and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses recorded during the period. Significant judgments

have been made in the following areas and discussed as noted in the Consolidated Financial Statements:

Consolidation of structured entities Note 2 —page 125 Securities impairment Note 2 —page 126
Note 7 —page 157 Note 4 —page 151

Fair value of financial instruments Note 2 —page 127 Application of the effective Note 2 —page 128
Note 3 —page 136 interest method

Allowance for credit losses Note 2 —page 130 Derecognition of financial Note 2 —page 131
Note 5 —page 154 assets Note 6 —page 156

Employee benefits Note 2 —page 132 Income taxes Note 2 —page 132
Note 17 —page 176 Note 23 —page 187

Goodwill and other intangibles Note 2 —page 133 Provisions Note 2 —page 134
Note 10 —page 168 Note 25 —page 190
Note 11 —page 170 Note 26 —page 193

Basis of consolidation
Our Consolidated financial Statements include the assets and liabilities and results of operations of the parent company, Royal Bank of Canada,

and its subsidiaries including certain structured entities, after elimination of intercompany transactions, balances, revenues and expenses.

Consolidation
Subsidiaries are those entities, including structured entities, over which we have control. We control an entity when we are exposed, or have

rights, to variable returns from our involvement with the entity and have the ability to affect those returns through our power over the investee.

We have power over an entity when we have existing rights that give us the current ability to direct the activities that most significantly affect the

entity's returns (relevant activities). Power maybe determined on the basis of voting rights or, in the case of structured entities, other contractual

arrangements.
We are not deemed to control an entity when we exercise power over an entity in an agency capacity. In determining whether we are acting

as an agent, we consider the overall relationship between us, the investee and other parties to the arrangement with respect to the following

factors: (i) the scope of our decision making power; (ii) the rights held by other parties; (iii) the remuneration to which we are entitled; and

(iv) our exposure to variability of returns.
The determination of control is based on the current facts and circumstances and is continuously assessed. In some circumstances,

different factors and conditions may indicate that different parties control an entity depending on whether those factors and conditions are

assessed in isolation or in totality. Significant judgment is applied in assessing the relevant factors and conditions in totality when determining

whether we control an entity. Specifically, Judgment is applied in assessing whether we have substantive decision making rights overthe

relevant activities and whether we are exercising our power as a principal or an agent.

Consolidated Financial Statements Royal Bank of Canada: Annual Report 2017 125



We consolidate all subsidiaries from the date we obtain control and cease consolidation when an entity is no 
longer controlled by us.

Our consolidation conclusions affect the classification and amount of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses repo
rted in our Consolidated

Financial Statements.
Non-controlling interests in subsidiaries that we consolidate are shown on our Consolidated Balance Sheet

s as a separate component of

equity which is distinct from our shareholders' equity. The net income attributable to non-controlling interests is 
separately disclosed in our

Consolidated Statements of Income.

Investments in joint ventures and associates
Our investments in associated corporations and limited partnerships over which we have significant influe

nce are accounted for using the equity

method. The equity method is also applied to our interests in joint ventures over which we have joint control.
 Under the equity method of

accounting, investments are initially recorded at cost, and the carrying amount is increased or decreased to
 recognize our share of the investee's

net profit or loss, including our proportionate share of the investee's other comprehensive income (OCI), sub
sequent to the date of acquisition,

Non-current assets held for sale and discontinued operations

Non-current assets (and disposal groups) are classified as held for sale if their carrying amounts will be r
ecovered principally through a sale

transaction rather than through continuing use. This condition is satisfied when the asset is available for im
mediate sale in its present condition,

management is committed to the sale, and it is highly probable to occur within one year. Non-current asset
s (and disposal groups) classified as

held for sale are measured at the lower of their previous carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell an
d if significant, are presented

separately from other assets on our Consolidated Balance Sheets.

A disposal group is classified as a discontinued operation if it meets the following conditions: (i) it is a comp
onent that can be

distinguished operationally and financially from the rest of our operations and (ii) it represents either a sep
arate major line of business or is part

of a single co-ordinated plan to dispose of a separate major line of business or geographical area of operat
ions. Disposal groups classified as

discontinued operations are presented separately from our continuing operations in our Consolidated State
ments of Income.

financial instruments —Recognition and measurement

Securities
Securities are classified at inception, based on managements intention, as at fairvalue through profit or lo

ss (FVTPL), available•for-sale (AFS) or

held-to-maturity. Certain debt securities with fixed or determinable payments and which are not quoted in a
n active market may be classified as

loans and receivables.
Trading securities include securities purchased for sale in the near term which are classified as at FVTPL by 

nature and securities designated

as at FVTPL under the fairvalue option. Obligations to deliver trading securities sold but not yet purchas
ed are recorded as liabilities and carried

at fairvalue. Realized and unrealized gains and losses on these securities are recorded as Trading revenue
 in Non-interest income. Dividends

and interest income accruing on Trading securities are recorded in Interest income. Interest and divid
ends accrued on interest-bearing and equity

securities sold short are recorded in Interest expense.

AFS securities include: (i) securities which may be sold to meet liquidity needs, in response to or in an
ticipation of changes in interest rates

and resulting prepayment risk, changes in foreign currency risk, changes in funding sources or terms, 
and (ii) loan substitute securities which are

client financings that have been structured as after-tax investments rather than conventional loans in
 order to provide the clients with a

borrowing rate advantage. AfS securities are measured at fair value. Unrealized gains and losses arising 
from changes in fair value are recorded

in OCI. Changes in foreign exchange rates forAFS equity securities are recognized in Other components 
of equity, while changes in foreign

exchange rates forAFS debt securities are recognized in Foreign exchange revenue, otherthan tradin
g in Non-interest income. When the security

is sold, the cumulative gain or loss recorded in Other components of equity is included as Net gains on AFS
 securities in Non-interest income.

Purchase premiums or discounts on AFS debt securities are amortized over the life of the security usi
ng the effective interest method and are

recognized in Net interest income. Dividends and interest income accruing on AFS securities are recor
ded in Interest income.

At each reporting date, and more frequently when conditions warrant, we evaluate our AFS securities to 
determine whether there is any

objective evidence of impairment. Such evidence includes: for debt instruments, when an adverse effect on
 future cash flows from the asset or

group of assets can be reliably estimated; for equity securities, when there is a significant or pro
longed decline in the fairvalue of the investment

below its cost.
When assessing debt instruments for impairment, we primarily consider counterparty ratings and security

-specific factors, including

subordination, external ratings, and the value of any collateral held for which there may not be a readily 
accessible market. Significant judgment

is required in assessing impairment as management is required to consider all available evidence in d
etermining whether objective evidence of

impairment exists and whether the principal and interest on the AFS debt security can be fully recover
ed. For complex debt instruments we use

cash flow projection models which incorporate actual and projected cash flows for each security base
d on security-specific factors using a

number of assumptions and inputs that involve management judgment, such as default, prepayment and r
ecovery rates. Due to the subjective

nature of choosing these inputs and assumptions, the actual amount of the future cash flows and the
ir timing may differ from the estimates used

by management and consequently may cause a different conclusion as to the recognition of impairme
nt or measurement of impairment losses.

When assessing equity securities for impairment, we consider factors which include the length of time 
and extent the fairvalue has been

below cost, along with managements assessment of the financial condition, business and other risk
s of the issuer. Management weighs all

these factors to determine the impairment but to the extent that management judgment may differ 
from the actual experience of the timing and

amount of the recovery of the fair value, the estimate for impairment could change from period to per
iod based upon future events that mayor

may not occur, and the conclusion for the impairment of the equity securities may differ.

If an AFS security is impaired, the cumulative unrealized loss previously recognized in Other compone
nts of equity is removed from equity

and recognized in Net gains on AFS securities under Non-interest income. This amount is determined as 
the difference between the cost/

amortized cost and current fair value of the security less any impairment loss previously recogni
zed. Subsequent to impairment, further declines

in fair value are recorded in Non-interest income, while increases in fair value are recognized in Other 
components of equity until sold. ForAFS

debt securities, reversal of previously recognized impairment losses is recognized in our Consolidated 
Statements of Income if the recovery is

objectively related to a specific event occurring after recognition of the impairment loss.

Held-to-maturity securities are debt securities where we have the intention and the ability to hol
d the investment until its maturity date.

These securities are initially recorded at fair value and are subsequently measured at amortized cost 
using the effective interest method, less any

impairment losses which we assess using the same impairment model as loans. Interest incom
e and amoKization of premiums and discounts on

debt securities are recorded in Net interest income. For held-to-maturity securities, reversal of previo
usly recognized impairment losses is

recognized in our Consolidated Statements of Income if the recovery is objectively related to a sp
ecific event occurring after the recognition of
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the impairment loss. Revers
als of impairment losses onhe

ld-to-maturity securities ar
e recorded to a maximum of w

hat the amortized cost of th
e

investment would have been
, had the impairment not be

en recognized at the date th
e impairment is reversed. H

eld•to-maturity securities ha
ve

been included with AFS secu
rities on our Consolidated 

Balance Sheets.

We account for all of our sec
urities using settlement date 

accounting and changes in fa
ir value between the trade d

ate and settlement date

are reflected in income for s
ecurities classified or desig

nated as at FVTPL, and chang
es in the fair value of AFS sec

urities between the trade an
d

settlement dates are recorde
d in OCI except for changes i

n foreign exchange rates on d
ebt securities, which are re

corded in Non-interest income
.

Fair value option

A financial instrument can be 
designated as at fVTPL (the f

air value option) on its initial
 recognition. An instrument t

hat is designated as at FVfP
L

by way of this fair value optio
n must have a reliably meas

urable fair value and satisfy 
one of the following criteria: (i

) it eliminates or significantly

reduces a measurement or re
cognition inconsistency that 

would otherwise arise from m
easuring assets or liabilities, 

or recognizing gains and

losses on them on a different b
asis (an accounting mismatch

); (ii) it belongs to a group 
of financial assets or financial

 liabilities or both that are

managed, evaluated, and repo
rted to key management pe

rsonnel on a fair value basis 
in accordance with our risk m

anagement strategy, and w
e

can demonstrate that significa
nt financial risks are elimina

ted or significantly reduced; 
or (iii) there is an embedded 

derivative in the financial or

nonfinancial host contract an
d the derivative is not closely 

related to the host contract. T
hese instruments cannot be

 reclassified out of the

FVTPL category while they are 
held or issued.

Financial assets designated a
s at FVTPL are recorded at fai

rvalue and any unrealized ga
in or loss arising due to chan

ges in fairvalue is

included in Trading revenue o
rNon-interest income —Othe

r. Financial liabilities design
ated as at FVTPL are recorded

 at fair value and fair value

changes attributable to chan
ges in our own credit risk are

 recorded in OCI. Amounts re
cognized in OCI wilt not be r

eclassified subsequently to net

income. The remaining fair va
lue changes are recorded in T

rading revenue orNon-intere
st income —Other. Upon initi

al recognition, if we

determine that presenting th
e effects of own credit risk ch

anges in OCI would create or
 enlarge an accounting misma

tch in net income, the full

fair value change in our debt 
designated as at FVTPL is reco

gnized in net income.

To determine the fair value a
djustments on our debt desig

nated as at FVTPL, we calcula
te the present value of the in

struments based on the

contractual cash flows over t
he term of the arrangement by 

using our effective funding ra
te at the beginning and end o

f the period with the

change in present value reco
rded in OCI, Trading revenue 

orNon-interest income — Oth
er as appropriate.

Determination of fair value

The fair value of a financial in
strument is the price that wou

ld be received to sell an asse
t or paid to transfer a liability

 in an orderly transaction

between market participants
 at the measurement date. We

 determine fairvalue by inc
orporating all factors that mark

et participants would

consider in setting a price, in
cluding commonly accepted v

aluation approaches.

The Board of Directors provi
des oversight on valuation of

 financial instruments, primaril
y through the Audit Committ

ee and Risk Committee.

The Audit Committee reviews
 the presentation and disclos

ure of financial instruments t
hat are measured at fairvalu

e, while the Risk Committee

assesses the adequacy of go
vernance structures and cont

rol processes for the valuat
ion of these instruments.

We have established policies,
 procedures and controls for

 valuation methodologies and
 techniques to ensure that fa

irvalue is reasonably

estimated. Major valuation p
rocesses and controls include,

 but are not limited to, profit 
and loss decomposition, ind

ependent price verification

(IPA and model validation s
tandards, These control proce

sses are managed by either
 Finance or Group Risk Manag

ement and are independent

of the relevant businesses an
d their trading functions. Profit

 and loss decomposition is 
a process to explain the fair 

value changes of certain

positions and is performed d
aily for trading portfolios. All 

fair value instruments are subj
ect to IPV, a process whereby

 trading function valuations

are verified against external 
market prices and other releva

nt market data. Market data 
sources include traded price

s, brokers and price vendors.

We give priority to those thir
d-party pricing services and p

rices having the highest and m
ost consistent accuracy. Th

e level of accuracy is

determined over time by com
paring third-party price valu

es to traders' or system value
s, to other pricing service val

ues and, when available, to

actual trade data. Quoted p
rices for identical instruments

 from pricing services or brok
ers are generally not adjuste

d unless there are issues su
ch

as stale prices. If multiple qu
otes for identical instrument

s are received, fair value is 
based on an average of the pri

ces received or the quote fro
rr

the most reliable vendor, af
ter the outlier prices that fall 

outside of the pricing range a
re removed. Other valuation te

chniques are used when a

price or quote is not available
. Some valuation processes u

se models to determine fairv
alue. We have a systematic a

nd consistent approach to

control model use. Valuation 
models are approved for use

 within our model risk manag
ement framework. The frame

work addresses, among

other things, model develop
ment standards, validation 

processes and procedures, and
 approval authorities. Model

 validation ensures that a

model is suitable for its inte
nded use and sets parameters 

for its use. All models are reva
lidated regularly by qualified

 personnel who are

independent of the model des
ign and development. Annuall

y our model risk profile is re
ported to the Board of Director

s.

IFRS 13 Fair Value Measureme
nt permits an exceptiuii, thro

ugh an acco~inting policy cho
ice, to measure the fair value

 of a portfolio of

financial instruments on a ne
t open risk position basis wh

en certain criteria are met. W
e have elected to use th(s poli

cy choice to determine the

fair value of certain portfolios 
of financial instruments, prima

rily derivatives, based on a n
et exposure to market or cred

it risk.

We record valuation adjustm
ents to appropriately reflect c

ounterparty credit quality of o
ur derivative portfolio, differen

ces between the

overnight index swap (015) cu
rve and London Interbank Of

fered Rates (LIBOR) for colla
teraUzed derivatives, funding

 valuation adjustments (FVA

for uncollateralized and under
-collateralized over-the-counte

r (OTC) derivatives, unrealize
d gains or losses at inception

 of the transaction,

bid-offer spreads, unobserva
ble parameters and model li

mitations. These adjustments m
ay be subjective as they requir

e significant judgment i

the input selection, such as 
implied probability of default a

nd recovery rate, and are int
ended to arrive at a fair value

 that is determined based c

assumptions that market par
ticipants would use in pricing 

the financial instrument. The
 realized price for a transacti

on may be different from its

recorded value, previously es
timated using management j

udgment. Valuation adjustme
nts may therefore impact unr

ealized gains and losses

recognized in Non-interest inc
ome —Trading revenue or Ot

her.

Valuation adjustments are re
corded forthe credit risk of ou

r derivative portfolios in order
to arrive at their fair values.

 Credit valuation

adjustments (CVA) take into 
account our counterparties

'creditworthiness, the current 
and potential future mark-to-

market of transactions, and

the effects of credit mitigan
ts such as master netting and 

collateral agreements. CVA am
ounts are derived from estim

ates of exposure at defaui

probability of default, recove
ry rates on a counterparty basi

s, and market and credit fac
tor correlations. Exposure at de

fault is the value of

expected derivative related as
sets and liabilities at the tim

e of default, estimated throu
gh modeling using underlying

 risk factors. Probability o

default and recovery rate are
 implied from the market pric

es for credit protection and th
e credit ratings of the countPrpa

rty. When market data i

unavailable, it is estimated 
by incorporating assumptions 

and adjustments that market 
participants would use for de

termining fair value using

these inputs. Correlation is t
he statistical measure of ho

w credit and market factors ma
y move in relation to one ano

ther. Correlation is estima

using historical data. CVA i
s calculated daily and change

s are recorded in Non-interest 
income —Trading revenue.

In the determination of the fa
irvalue of collateralized OTC

 derivatives using the OIS cur
ve, our valuation approach ac

counts forthe

difference between certain 0
15 rates and LIBOR as valuat

ion adjustments.

FVA are also calculated to i
ncorporate the cost and benef

it of funding in the valuation 
of uncollateralized and under

-collateralized OTC

derivatives. Future expected 
cash flows of these derivatives

 are discounted to reflect the
 cost and benefit of funding

 the derivatives by using

funding curve, implied volati
lities and correlations as inp

uts.
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Where required, a valuation adjustment is made to reflect the unrealized gain or loss at inception of a financial instrument contract wherethe fair value of that financial instrument is not obtained from a quoted market price or cannot be evidenced by other observable markettransactions based on a valuation technique incorporating observable market data.A bid-offer valuation adjustment is required when a financial instrument is valued at the mid-market price, instead ofthe bid or offer priceFor asset or liability positions, respectively. The valuation adjustment takes into account the spread from the mid to either the bid or offer price.Some valuation models require parameter calibration from such factors as market observable option prices. The calibration of parametersmaybe sensitive to factors such as the choice of instruments or optimization methodology. A valuation adjustment is also estimated to mitigatethe uncertainties of parameter calibration and model limitations.In determining fair value, a hierarchy is used which prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques. The fair value hierarchy gives the highestpriority to unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1) and the lowest priority to unobservable inputs(Leve13). Determination of fair value based on this hierarchy requires the use of observable market data whenever available. Level 1 inputs areunadjusted quoted prices inactive markets for identical assets or liabilities that we have the ability to access at the measurement date. Level 2inputs include quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities in active markets, quoted prices for identical or similar assets or liabilities in marketsthat are not active, and model inputs that are either observable, or can be corroborated by observable market data for substantially the full termof the assets or liabilities. Level 3 inputs are one or mare inputs that are unobservable and significant to the fairvalue of the asset or liability.Unobservable inputs are used to measure fair value to the extent that observable inputs are not available at the measurement date. Theavailability of inputs for valuation may affect the selection of valuation techniques. The classification of a financial instrument in the hierarchy fordisclosure purposes is based upon the lowest level of input that is significant to the measurement of fair value.Where observable prices or inputs are not available, management judgment is required to determine fair values by assessing other relevantsources of information such as historical data, proxy information from similartransactions, sndthrough extrapolation and interpolationtechniques. For more complex or illiquid instruments, significant judgment is required in the determination of the model used, the selection ofmodel inputs, and in some cases the application of valuation adjustments to the model value or quoted price for inactively traded financialinstruments, as the selection of model inputs maybe subjective and the inputs may be unobservable. Unobservable inputs are inherentlyuncertain as there is little or no market data available from which to determine the level at which the transaction would occur under normalbusiness circumstances. Appropriate parameter uncertainty and market risk valuation adjustments for such inputs and other model riskvaluation adjustments are assessed in all such instances.

Interest
Interest is recognized in Interest income and Interest expense in the Consolidated Statements of Income for all interest•bearing financialinstruments using the effective interest method. The effective interest rate is the rate that discounts estimated future cash flows overtheexpected life of the financial asset or liability to the net carrying amount upon initial recognition. Significant judgment is applied in determiningthe effective interest rate due to uncertainty in the timing and amounts of future cash flows.

Transaction costs
Transaction costs are expensed as incurred for financial instruments classified or designated as at FVTPL. For other financial instruments,transaction costs are capitalized on initial recognition. For financial assets and financial liabilities measured at amortized cost, capitalizedtransaction costs are amortized through net income over the estimated life of the instrument using the effective interest method. For AFS~inancial assets measured at fair value that do not have fixed or determinable payments and no fixed maturity, capitalized transaction costs are•ecognized in net income when the asset is derecognized or becomes impaired.

>ffsetting financial assets and financial liabilities
financial assets and financial liabilities are offset on the balance sheet when there exists both a legally enforceable right to offset the recognized:mounts and an intention to settle on a net basis, or realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.
,ssets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements and sold under repurchase agreements!e purchase securities under agreements to resell (reverse repurchase agreements) and take pussesslon of these securities. We monitor theiarket value of the securities purchased and additional collateral is obtained when appropriate. We have the right to liquidate the collateraleld in the event of counterparty default. Reverse repurchase agreements are treated as collatera►ized lending transactions. We also sell~curities under agreements to repurchase (repurchase agreements), which are treated as collateralized borrowing transactions. The securities~ceived under reverse repurchase agreements and securities delivered under repurchase agreements are not recognized on, or derecognizedgym, our Consolidated Balance Sheets, respectively, unless the risks and rewards of ownership are obtained or relinquished.Reverse repurchase agreements and repurchase agreements are carried on our Consolidated Balance Sheets at the amounts at which the~curities were initially acquired or sold, except when they are designated as at fVTPL and are recorded at fair value. Interest earned on reversepurchase agreements is included in Interest income, and interest incurred on repurchase agreements is included in Interest expense in ourinsolidated Statements of Income. Changes in fairvalue for reverse repurchase agreements and repurchase agreements designated as atTPL are included in Trading revenue or Other in Non-interest income.

~rivatives
rivatives are primarily used in sales and trading activities. Derivatives are also used to manage our exposure to interest, currency, credit andier market risks. The most frequently used derivative products are interest rate swaps, interest rate futures, forward rate agreements, intereste options, foreign exchange forward contracts, cross currency swaps, foreign currency futures, foreign currency options, equity swaps anddit derivatives. All derivative instruments are recorded on our Consolidated Balance Sheets at fair value, including those derivatives that arebedded infinancial ornon-financial contracts and are not closely related to the host contracts.When derivatives are embedded in other financial instruments or host contracts, such combinations are known as hybrid instruments witheffect that some of the cash flows of a hybrid instrument vary in away similarto astand-alone derivative. If the host contract is not carried atvalue with changes in fair value reported in our Consolidated Statements of Income, the embedded derivative is generally required to bearated from the host contract and accounted for separately as at FVTPL if the economic characteristics and risks of the embedded derivativenot closely related to those of the host contract. All embedded derivatives are presented on a combined basis with the host contractsough they are separated for measurement purposes when conditions requiring separation are met.
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When derivatives are used in sales and trading activities, the realized and unrealized gains and losses on these derivatives are recognizedin Trading revenue in Non-interest income. Derivatives with positive fairvalues are reported as Derivative assets and derivatives with negativefair values are reported as Derivative liabilities. In accordance with our policy for offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities, the net fairvalue of certain derivative assets and liabilities are reported as an asset or liability, as appropriate. Valuation adjustments are included in the fairvalue of Derivative assets and Derivative liabilities. Premiums paid and premiums received are shown in Derivative assets and Derivativeliabilities, respectively.
When derivatives are used to manage our own exposures, we determine for each derivative whether hedge accounting can be applied, asdiscussed in the Hedge accounting section below.

Hedge accounting
We use derivatives and non-derivatives in our hedging strategies to manage our exposure to interest rate, currency, credit and other market risks.Where hedge accounting can be applied, a hedge relationship is designated and documented at inception to detail the particular riskmanagement objective and strategy for undertaking the hedge transaction. The documentation identifies the specific asset, liability oranticipated cash flows being hedged, the risk that is being hedged, the type of hedging instrument used and how effectiveness will be assessed.We assess, both at the inception oFthe hedge and on an ongoing basis, whetherthehedging instruments are'highiy effective' in offsettingchanges in the fairvalue or cash flows of the hedged items. A hedge is regarded as highly effective only if the following criteria are met: (i) atinception of the hedge and throughout its life, the hedge is expected to be highly effective in achieving offsetting changes in fairvalue or cashflows attributable to the hedged risk, and (ii) actual results of the hedge are within apre-determined range. In the case of hedging a forecasttransaction, the transaction must have a high probability of occurring and must present an exposure to variations in cash flows that couldultimately affect the reported net profit or loss. Hedge accounting is discontinued when it is determined that the hedging instrument is no longereffective as a hedge, the hedging instrument or hedged item is terminated or sold, orthe forecast transaction is no longer deemed highlyprobable. Refer to Note 8 for the fair value of derivatives and non-derivative instruments categorized by their hedging relationships, as well asderivatives that are not designated in hedging relationships.

Fair value hedges
fn a fair value hedging relationship, the carrying value of the hedged item is adjusted for changes in fairvalue attributable to the hedged risk andrecognized in Non-interest income. Changes in fairvalue of the hedged item, to the extent that the hedging relationship is effective, are offset bychanges in the fair value of the hedging derivative, which are also recognized in Non-interest income. When hedge accounting is discontinued,the carrying value of the hedged item is no longer adjusted and the cumulative fair value adjustments to the carrying value of the hedged itemsare amortized to Net income over the expected remaining life of the hedged items.

We predominantly use interest rate swaps to hedge our exposure to changes in a fixed interest rate instrument's fair value caused bychanges in interest rates.

Cash flow hedges
In a cash flow hedging relationship, the effective portion of the change in the fair value of the hedging derivative, net of taxes, is recognized inOCI while the ineffective portion is recognized in Non-interest income. When hedge accounting is discontinued, the cumulative amountspreviously recognized in Other components of equity are reclassified to Net interest income during the periods when the variability in the cashflows of the hedged item affects Net interest income. Unrealized gains and losses on derivatives are reclassified immediately to Net incomewhen the hedged item is sold or terminated early, or when the forecast transaction is no longer expected to occur.We predominantly use interest rate swaps to hedge the variability in cash flows related to a variable-rate asset or liability.

Net investment hedges
In hedging our foreign currency exposure to a net investment in a foreign operation, the effective portion of foreign exchange gains and losseson the hedging instruments, net of applicable taxes, is recognized in OCI and the ineffective portion is recognized in Non-interest income.The amounts, or a portion thereof, previously recognized in Other components of equity are recognized in Net income on the disposal, or partialdisposal, of the foreign operation.

We use foreign exchange contracts and foreign currency-denominated liabilities to manage our foreign currency exposures to netinvestments in foreign operations having a functional currency other than the Canadian dollar.

Loans
Loans are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market and which are notclassified as AFS. Loans are initially recognized at fair value. When loans are issued at a market rate, fair value is represented by the cashadvanced to the borrowers. Loans are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method less impairment, unlesswe intend to sell them in the near future upon origination or they have been designated as at FVTPL, in which case they are carried at fair value.We assess our loans (including debt securities classified as loans) for objective evidence of impairment at each balance sheet date.Evidence of impairment may include indications that the borrower is experiencing significant financial difficulty, probability of bankruptcy orother financial reorganization, as well as a measurable decrease in the estimated future cash flows evidenced by the adverse changes in thepayments status of the borrower or economic conditions that correlate with defaults. Whenever a payment is 90 days past due, loans other thancredit card balances and loans guaranteed or insured by a Canadian government (Federal or Provincial) or a Canadian government agency(collectively, Canadian government) are classified as impaired unless they are fully secured and collection efforts are reasonably expected toresult in repayment of debt within 180 days of the loans becoming past due. Loans guaranteed by a Canadian government are classified asimpaired when the loan is contractually 365 days in arrears. Credit card balances are generally classified as impaired when a payment is 180days in arrears.

Assets acquired to satisfy loan commitments are recorded at their fair value less costs to sell. Fairvalue is determined based on eithercurrent market value where available or discounted cash flows. Any excess of the carrying value of the loan over the fair value of the assetsacquired is recognized by a charge to Provision for credit losses.
Interest on loans is recognized in Interest income —Loans using the effective interest method. The estimated future cash flows used in thiscalculation include those determined by the contractual term of the asset, all fees that are considered to be integral to the effective interest rate,transaction costs and all other premiums or discounts. Fees that relate to activities such as originating, restructuring or renegotiating loans aredeferred and recognized as Interest income over the expected term of such loans using the effective interest method. Where there is areasonable expectation that a loan will be originated, commitment and standby fees are also recognized as interest income over the expectedterm of the resulting loans using the effective interest method. Otherwise, such fees are recorded as Other Liabilities and amortized intoNon interest income over the commitment or standby period. Prepayment fees on mortgage loans are not included as part of the effective
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interest rate at origination as the amounts are not 
reliably measurable. If prepayment fees are rece

ived on a renewal of a mortgage loan, the fee

is included as part of the effective interest rate, and i
f not renewed, the prepayment fee is recognize

d in interest income at the prepayment date.

Allowance for credit losses

An allowance for credit losses is established if there 
is objective evidence that we will be unable to coll

ect all amounts due on our loans portfolio

according to the original contractual terms or the equ
ivalent value. This portfolio includes on-balance s

heet exposures, such as loans and

acceptances, and off-balance sheet items such as let
ters of credit, guarantees and unfunded commit

ments.

The allowance for credit losses is increased by the
 impairment losses recognized and decreased by

 the amount ofwrite-offs, net of

recoveries. The allowance for credit losses for on-bala
nce sheet items is included as a reduction to ass

ets, and the allowance for credit losses

relating to off-balance sheet items is included in Pr
ovisions under Other Liabilities.

We assess whether objective evidence of impairment
 exists individually for loans that are individually si

gnificant and collectively for loans

that are not individually significant. If we determine t
hat no objective evidence of impairment exists f

or an individually assessed loan, whether

significant or not, the loan is included in a group of
 loans with similar credit risk characteristics and co

llectively assessed for impairment. Loans

that are individually assessed for impairment and for
 which an impairment loss is recognized are not in

cluded in a collective assessment of

impairment.
Allowance for credit losses represent management's

 best estimates of losses incurred in our loan po
rtfolio at the balance sheet date.

Managements judgment is required in making assu
mptions and estimations when calculating allo

wances on both individually and collectively

assessed loans. The underlying assumptions and e
stimates used for both individually and collectivel

y assessed loans can change from period to

period and may significantly affect our results of ope
rations.

Individually assessed loans
Loans which are individually significant are assessed 

individually for objective indicators of impairme
nt. A loan is considered impaired when we

determine that we will not be able to collect all amou
nts due according to the original contractual term

s or the equivalent value.

Credit exposures of individually significant loans a
re evaluated based on factors including the borrow

er's overall financial condition,

resources and payment record, and where applicab
le, the realizable value of any collateral. If there 

is evidence of impairment leading to an

impairment loss, then the amount of the loss is d
etermined as the difference between the carrying a

mount of the loan, including accrued

interest, and the estimated recoverable amount. Th
e estimated recoverable amount is measured as th

e present value of expected future cash

Flows discounted at the loan's original effective inter
est rate, including cash flows that may result from 

the realization of collateral less casts to

sell. Individuallyassessed impairment losses reduce
 the carrying amount of the loan through the use

 of an allowance account and the amount

of the loss is recognized in Provision for credit losses
 in our Consolidated Statements of Income. Foll

owing impairment, interest income is

recognized on the unwinding of the discount from 
the initial recognition of impairment.

Significant judgment is required in assessing eviden
ce of impairment and estimation of the amount 

and timing of future cash flows when

determining thie impairment loss. When asse
ssinv objective evidence of impairment we primarily c

onsider specific factors such as the financial

condition of the borrower, the borrower's default 
or delinquency in interest or principal payments

, local economic conditions and other

observable data. In determining the estimated rec
overable amount we consider discounted expected

 future cash flows at the effective interest

rate using a number of assumptions and inputs. M
anagement judgment is involved when choosin

g these inputs and assumptions used such as

the expected amount of the loan that will not be 
recovered and the cost of time delays in collecting

 principal and/or interest, and when

estimating the value of any collateral held for whic
h there may not be a readily accessible market. 

Changes in the amount expected to be

recovered would have a direct impact on the Provi
sion for credit losses and may result in a change

 in the Allowance for credit losses.

Collectively assessed loans

Loans which are not individually significant, or whic
h are individually assessed and not determined

 to be impaired, are collectively assessed for

impairment. For the purposes of a collective evalua
tion of impairment, loans are grouped on the 

basis of similar risk characteristics, taking into

account loan type, industry, geographic location,
 collateral type, past due status and other relevant

 factors.

The collective impairment allowance is determined 
by reviewing factors including: (i) historical loss

 experience, which takes into

consideration historical probabilities of default, loss
 given default and exposure at default, in portfo

lios with similar credit risk characteristics,

and (ii) managements judgment on the level of impa
irment losses based on historical experience

 relative to the actual level as reported at the

balance sheet date, taking into consideration th
e current portfolio credit quality trends, busine

ss and economic and credit conditions, the impact

of policy and process changes, and other suppor
ting factors. Future cash flows for a group of loans

 are collectively evaluated for impairment on

the basis of the contractual cash flows of the loan
s in the group and historical loss experience for

 loans with credit risk characteristics similar to

those in the group. Historical loss experience is ad
justed based on current observable data to refl

ect the effects of current conditions that did

not affect the period on which the historical loss exp
erience is based and to remove the effects of

 conditions in the historical period that do not

currently exist. The methodology and assumptions
 used for estimating future cash flows are revie

wed regularly to reduce any differences

between loss estimates and actual loss experie
nce. Collectively-assessed impairment losses redu

ce the carrying amount of the aggregated loan

position through an allowance account and the am
ount of the loss is recognized in Provision for

 credit losses, following impairment, interest

income is recognized on the unwinding of the disc
ount from the initial recognition of impairment.

The methodology and assumptions used to calc
ulate collective impairment allowances are subject

 to uncertainty, in part because it is not

practicable to identify losses on an individual lo
an basis due to the large number of individually 

insignificant loans in the portfolio. Significant

judgment is required in assessing historical los
s experience, the loss identification period and 

its relationship to current portFolios including

delinquency, and loan balances; and current busi
ness, economic and credit conditions includi

ng industry specific performance, unemployment

and country risks. Changes in these assumptions w
ould have a direct impact on the Provision fo

r credit losses and may result in changes in the

related Allowance for credit losses.

Write-off of loans
Loans and the related impairment allowance for cr

edit losses are written off, either partially or in f
ull, when there is no realistic prospect of

recovery. Where loans are secured, they are gene
rally written off after receipt of any proceeds fr

om the realization of the collateral. In

circumstances where the net realizable value 
of any collateral has been determined and there is

 no reasonable expectation of further recovery,

write off maybe earlier. For credit cards, the balan
ces and related allowance for credit losses ar

e generally written off when payment is 180 day
s

in arrears. Personal loans are generally written o
ff at 150 days past due, except for loans guaran

teed or insured by a Canadian government or

Canadian government agency, which are written
 off when the loan is contractually 365 days i

n arrears.
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Derecognition of financial assets
Financial assets are derecognized from our Consolidated Balance Sheets when our contractual rights to the cash flows from the assets have
expired, when we retain the rights to receive the cash flows of the assets but assume an obligation to pay those cash flows to a third party
subject to certain pass-through requirements or when we transfer our contractual rights to receive the cash flows and substantially all of the risk
and rewards of the assets have been transferred. When we retain substantially all of the risks and rewards of the transferred assets, the
transferred assets are not derecognized from our Consolidated Balance Sheets and are accounted for as secured financing transactions. When
we neither retain nor transfer substantially all risks and rewards of ownership of the assets, we derecognize the assets if control over the assets
is relinquished. If we retain control over the transferred assets, we continue to recognize the transferred assets to the extent of our continuing
involvement.

Management's judgment is applied in determining whether the contractual rights to the cash flows from the transferred assets have expired
or whether we retain the rights to receive cash Flows on the assets but assume an obligation to pay for those cash flows. We derecognize
transferred financial assets if we transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of the ownership in the assets. When assessing whether we have
transferred substantially all oFthe risk and rewards ofthe transferred assets, management considers the Bank's exposure before and afterthe
transfer with the variability in the amount and timing of the net cash flows of the transferred assets. In transfers in which we retain the servicing
rights, management has applied judgment in assessing the benefits of servicing against market expectations. When the benefits of servicing are
greater than fair value, a servicing asset is recognized in Other assets in our Consolidated Balance Sheets. When the benefits of servicing are
less than fair value, a servicing liability is recognized in Other liabilities in our Consolidated Balance Sheets.

Derecognition of financial Uabllities
We derecognize a financial liability from our Consolidated Balance Sheets when our obligation specified in the contract expires, or is discharged
or cancelled. We recognize the difference between the carrying amount of a financial liability transferred and the consideration paid in our
Consolidated Statements of Income.

Guarantees
Financial guarantee contracts are contracts that contingently require us to make specified payments (in cash, other assets, our own shares or
provision of services) to reimburse the holder for a toss it incurs because a specified debtor fails to make payment when due in accordance with
the original or modified terms of a debt instrument. Liabilities are recognized on our Consolidated Balance Sheets at the inception of a guarantee
for the fair value of the obligation undertaken in issuing the guarantee. Financial guarantees are subsequently remeasured at the higher of (i) the
amount initially recognized less accumulated amortization and (ii) our best estimate of the present value of the expenditure required to settle the
present obligation at the end of the reporting period.

If the financial guarantee contract meets the definition of a derivative, it is measured at fairvalue at each balance sheet date and reported
under Derivatives on our Consolidated Balance Sheets.

Insurance and segregated funds
Premiums from long-duration contracts, primarily life insurance, are recognized when due in Non-interest income —Insurance premiums,
investment and fee income. Premiums from short-duration contracts, primarily property and casualty, and fees for administrative services are
recognized in Insurance premiums, investment and fee income over the related contract period. Unearned premiums oFthe short•duration
contracts, representing the unexpired portion of premiums, are reported in Other liabilities. Investments made by our insurance operations are
classified as AFS or loans and receivables, except for investments supporting the policy benefit liabilities on life and health insurance contracts
and a portion of property and casualty contracts. These are designated as at FVTPL with changes in fairvalue reported in Insurance premiums,~ investment and fee income.

~ Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities represent current claims and estimates for future insurance policy benefits. Liabilities for life
insurance contracts are determined using the Canadian Asset Liability Method (CALM), which incorporates assumptions for mortality, morbidity,
policy lapses and surrenders, investment yields, policy dividends, operating and policy maintenance expenses, and provisions for adverse
deviation. These assumptions are reviewed at least annually and updated in response to actual experience and market conditions. Liabilities forproperty and casualty insurance represent estimated provisions for reported and unreported claims. Liabilities for life and property and casualty
insurance are included in Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities. Changes in Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities are included in
the Insurance policyholder benefits, claims and acquisition expense in our Consolidated Statements of Income in the period in which the
estimates change.

Premiums ceded for reinsurance and reinsurance recoveries on policyholder benefits and claims incurred are reported in income and' expense as appropriate. Reinsurance recoverables, which relate to paid benefits and unpaid claims, are included in Other assets.
Acquisition costs for new insurance business consist of commissions, premium taxes, certain underwriting costs and other costs that vary

with the acquisition of new business. Deferred acquisition costs for life insurance products are implicitly recognized in Insurance claims and policy
benefit liabilities by CALM. For property and casualty insurance, these costs are classified as Other assets and amortized over the policyterm.

Segregated funds are lines of business in which we issue an insurance contract where the benefit amount is directly linked to the market
value of the investments held in the underlying fund. The contractual arrangement is such that the underlying segregated fund assets are
registered in our name but the segregated fund policyholders bear the risks and rewards of the funds' investment performance. Liabilities for
these contracts are calculated based on contractual obligations using actuarial assumptions and are at least equivalent to the surrender or
transfer value calculated by reference to the value of the relevant underlying funds or indices. Segregated funds' assets and liabilities are
separately presented on our Consolidated Balance Sheets. As the segregated fund policyholders bear the risks and rewards of the funds'
performance, investment income earned by the segregated funds and expenses incurred by the segregated funds are offset and are not~ separately presented in our Consolidated Statements of Income. Fee income we earn from segregated funds includes management fees,
mortality, policy administration and surrender charges, and these fees are recorded in Non-interest income —Insurance premiums, investment
and fee income. We provide minimum death benefit and maturity value guarantees on segregated funds. The liability associated with these
minimum guarantees is recorded in Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities.

Liability adequacy tests are performed for all insurance contract portfolios at each balance sheet date to ensure the adequacy of insurancecontract liabilities. Current best estimates of future contractual cash flows, claims handling and administration costs, and investment returns
from the assets backing the liabilities are taken into account in the tests. When the test results indicate that there is a deficiency in liabilities,
the deficiency is charged immediately to our Consolidated Statements of Income by writing down the deferred acquisition costs in Other assets
and/or increasing Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities.
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Employee benefits —Pensions and other post-employment benefits

Our defined benefit pension expense, which is included in Non-intere
st expense —Human resources, consists ofthe cost of employ

ee pension

benefits forthe current year's service, net interest on the net defi
ned benefit liability (asset), past service cost and gains or losses

 on settlement.

Remeasurements of the net defined benefit obligation, which com
prise actuarial gains and losses and return on plan assets (exclu

ding amounts

included in net interest on the net deFned benefit liability), are re
cognized immediately in OCI in the period in which they occur

. Actuarial gains

and losses comprise experience adjustments (the effects of diff
erences between the previous actuarial assumptions and what ha

s actually

occurred), as well as the effects of changes in actuarial assumpti
ons. Amounts recognized in OCI will not be reclassified subse

quently to net

income. Past service cost is the change in the present value of the d
efined benefit obligation resulting from a plan amendment or

 curtailment

and is charged immediately to income.

For each defined benefit pension plan, we recognize the present val
ue of our defined benefit obligations less the fair value of t

he plan

assets as a defined benefit liability reported in Other liabilities —Emp
loyee benefit liabilities on our Consolidated Balance Shee

ts. For plans

where there is a net defined benefit asset, the amount is reporte
d as an asset in Other assets —Employee benefit assets on ou

r Consolidated

Balance sheets.
The calculation of defined benefit expenses and obligations require

s significant judgment as the recognition is dependent on dis
count rates

and various actuarial assumptions such as healthcare cost trend 
rates, projected salary increases, retirement age, and mortalit

y and termination

rates. Due to the long-term nature of these plans, such estimates 
and assumptions are subject to inherent risks and uncertainti

es. For our

pension and other post•employme~t benefit plans, the discount 
rate is determined by reference to market yields on high quali

ty corporate

bonds. Since the discount rate is based on currently available yiel
ds, and involves managements assessment of market liquidit

y, it is only a

proxy for future yields. Actuarial assumptions, set in accordance 
with current practices in the respective countries of our plans,

 may differ from

actual experience as country specific statistics are only estimate
s of future employee behaviour. These assumptions are deter

mined by

management and are reviewed by actuaries at least annually. Chan
ges to any of the above assumptions may affect the amounts

 of benefits

obligations, expenses and remeasurements that we recognize.

Our contributions to defined contribution pension plans are expen
sed when employees have rendered services in exchange for 

such

contributions. Defined contribution pension expense is included
 in Non-interest expense —Human resources.

Share-based compensation
We offer share-based compensation plans to certain key employees

 and to our non-employee directors.

To account for stock options granted to employees, compensatio
n expense is recognized over the applicable vesting period

 with a

corresponding increase in equity. Fairvalue is determined by u
sing option valuation models, which take into account the exerci

se price of the

option, the current share price, the risk free interest rate, the ex
pected volatility of the share price over the life of the option a

nd other relevant

factors. When the options are exercised, the exercise price pr
oceeds together with the amount initially recorded in equity ar

e credited to common

shares. Our other share-based compensation plans include pe
rformance deferred share plans and deferred share unit plans

 for key employees

(the Plans). The obligations for the Plans are accrued over their ve
sting periods. The Plans are settled in cash.

For cash-settled awards, our accrued obligations are adjusted
 to their fairvalue at each balance sheet date. For share-se

ttled awards, our

expected obligations recognized in equity are based on the fair v
alue of our common shares at the date of grant. Changes in ou

r obligations, net

of related hedges, are recorded as Non-interest expense —Huma
n resources in our Consolidated Statements of Income wit

h a corresponding

increase in Other liabilities for cash-settled awards and in Retain
ed earnings for share-settled awards. Compensation expen

se is recognized in

the year the awards are earned by plan participants based on
 the vesting schedule of the relevant plans, net of estimated 

forfeitures.

The compensation cost attributable to options and awards grant
ed to employees who are eligible to retire or wilt become el

igible to retire

during the vesting period is recognized immediately if the emplo
yee is eligible to retire on the grant date or overthe period be

tween the grant

date and the date the employee becomes eligible to retire.

Our contributions to the employee savings and share ownershi
p plans are expensed as incurred.

Income taxes
Income tax comprises current tax and deferred tax and is reco

gnized in our Consolidated Statements of Income except t
o the extent that it relates

to items recognized directly in equity, in which case it is re
cognized inequity.

Current income tax payable on profits is recognized as an exp
ense based on the applicable tax laws in each jurisdiction

 in the period In

which profits arise, calculated using tax rates enacted or subs
tantively enacted by the balance sheet date. Deferred tax is r

ecognized on

temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets a
nd liabiUties for accounting and tax purposes. A deferred i

ncome tax asset or

liability is determined for each temporary difference, except 
for earnings related to our subsidiaries, branches, associates

 and interests in joint

ventures where the temporary differences will not reverse in the 
foreseeable future and we have the ability to control the ti

ming of reversal.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are determined based on the
 tax rates that are expected to be in effect in the period tha

t the asset is realized

or the liability is settled, based on tax rates and tax laws that h
ave been enacted or substantively enacted at the balance she

et date. Current tax

assets and liabilities are offset when they are levied by the sa
me taxation authority on either the same taxable entity or diff

erent taxable entities

,within the same tax reporting group (which intends to settle 
on a net basis), and when there is a legal right to offset. Defer

red tax assets and

liabilities are offset when the same conditions are satisfied. O
ur Consolidated Statements of Income include items that are

 non-taxable or

non-deductible for income tax purposes and, accordingly, thi
s causes the income tax provision to be different from wha

t it would be iF based on

statutory rates.
Deferred income taxes accumulated as a result of temporary d

ifferences and tax loss carryfonnrards are included in Other
 assets and Other

liabilities. On a quarterly basis, we review our deferred inc
ome tax assets to determine whether it is probable that the be

nefits associated with

these assets will be realized; this review involves evaluating 
both positive and negative evidence.

We are subject to income tax laws in various jurisdictions whe
re we operate, and the complex tax laws are potentially su

bject to different

interpretations by usand the relevant taxation authorities. Signif
icant judgment is required in the interpretation of the relev

ant tax laws, and the

determination of our tax provision which includes our best es
timate of tax positions that are under audit or appeal by relev

ant taxation

authorities. We perform a review on a quarterly basis to incor
porate our best assessment based on information availabl

e, but additional liability

and income tax expense could result based on decisions m
ade by the relevant tax authorities.

The determination of our deferred tax asset or liability also re
quires significant management judgment as the recognitio

n is dependent on

our projection of future taxable prof(ts and tax rates that a
re expected to be in effect in the period the asset is realiz

ed or the liability is settled.

Any changes in our projection will result in changes in def
erred tax assets or liabilities on our Consolidated Balance She

ets, and also deferred

tax expense in our Consolidated Statements of Income.
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Business combinations, goodwill and 
other Intangibles

All business combinations are accounted 
for using the acquisition method. Non

-controlling interests, if any, are recogniz
ed at their proportionate

share ofthe fairvalue of identifiable ass
ets and liabilities, unless othervvise indi

cated. Identifiable intangible assets are 
recognized separately

from goodwill and included in Other intang
ibles. Goodwill represents the excess 

ofthe price paid forthe business acquire
d overthe fairvalue of

the net identifiable assets acquired on t
he date of acquisition.

Goodwill
Goodwill is allocated tocash-generating u

nits orgroups ofcash-generating units f
or the purpose of impairment testing, whic

h is undertaken at

the lowest level at which goodwill is monit
ored for internal management purposes.

 Impairment testing is performed annually 
as at August 1, or

more frequently if there are objective indicat
ors of impairment, by comparing the rec

overable amount of acash-generating unit 
(CGU) with its

carrying amount. The recoverable amount 
of a CGU is the higher of its value in use 

and its fair value less costs of disposal. V
alue in use is the

present value of the expected future cash f
lows from a CGU. Fairvalue less costs of

 disposal is the amount obtainable from 
the sale of a CGU in

an orderly transaction between market par
ticipants, less disposal costs. The fair 

value of a CGU is estimated using valuation
 techniques such as

a discounted cash flow method, adjusted 
to reflect the considerations of a prospecti

ve third-party buyer. External evidence
 such as binding sale

agreements or recent transactions for si
milar businesses within the same industry

 is considered to the extent that it is av
ailable.

Significant judgment is involved in estimati
ng the model inputs used to determine 

the recoverable amount of our CGUs, in p
articular future

cash flows, discount rates and terminal gr
owth rates, due to the uncertainty in the 

timing and amount of cash flows and the
 forward-looking

nature of these inputs. Future cash flows ar
e based on financial plans agreed by ma

nagement which are estimated based on
 forecast results,

business initiatives, planned capital inves
tments and returns to shareholders. Di

scount rates are based on the bank-wide
 cost of capital,

adjusted for CGU-specific risks and currency
 exposure as reflected by differences in e

xpected inflation. Bank•wide cost of capi
tal is based on

the Capital Asset Pricing Model. CGU-specif
ic risks include country risk, business/

operational risk, geographic risk (including
 political risk,

devaluation risk, and government regulati
on), currency risk, and price risk (including

 product pricing risk and inflation). Termi
nal growth rates

reflect the expected tong-term gross domest
ic product growth and inflation for the 

countries within which the CGU operates. C
hanges in these

assumptions may impact the amount of
 impairment Ioss recognized in Non-inter

est expense.

The carrying amount of a CGU includes th
e carrying amount of assets, liabilities an

d goodwill allocated to the CGU. If the re
coverable

amount is less than the carrying value, the
 impairment loss is allocated first to red

uce the carrying amount of any goodwill 
allocated to the CGU

and then to the other non-financial assets
 of the CGU proportionately based on the

 carrying amount of each asset. Any impai
rment loss is

charged to income in the period in which 
the impairment is identified. Goodwill is st

ated at cost less accumulated impairmen
t losses.

Subsequent reversals of goodwill impairm
ent are prohibited.

Upon disposal of a portion of a CGU, the c
arrying amount of goodwill related to the p

ortion of the CGU sold is included in the 
determination

of gains or losses on disposal. The carryin
g amount is determined based on the rela

tive fair value of the disposed portion to 
the total CGU.

Other intangibles
Intangible assets represent identifiable no

n-monetary assets and are acquired eit
her separately or through a business combi

nation, or generated

internally. Intangible assets acquired throu
gh a business combination are recogni2ed

 separately from goodwill when they ar
e separable or arise

from contractual or other legal rights, and t
heir Fair value can be measured reliably.

 The cost of a separately acquired intangi
ble asset includes its

purchase price and directly attributable co
sts of preparing the asset for its intended 

use. In respect of internally generated intan
gible assets, cost

includes all directly attributable costs nece
ssary to create, produce, and prepare th

e asset to be capable of operating in the
 manner intended by

management. Research and development 
costs that are not eligible for capitalization

 are expensed. After initial recognition, a
n intangible asset

is carried at its cost less any accumulated 
amortization and accumulated impairme

nt losses, if any. Intangible assets with afin
ite-life are

amortized on astraight-line basis over thei
r estimated useful lives as follows: com

puter software — 3 to 10 years; and custom
er relationships —

30 to 20 years. We do not have any intangi
ble assets with indefinite lives.

Intangible assets are assessed for indicato
rs of impairment at each reporting period.

 If there is an indication that an intangibl
e asset may

be impaired, an impairment test is perform
ed by comparing the carrying amount of th

e intangible asset to its recoverable amou
nt. Where it is no'

possible to estimate the recoverable amount
 of an individual asset, we estimate the r

ecoverable amount of the CGU to which t
he asset belongs.

If the recoverable amount of the asset (or CG
U) is less than its carrying amount, the c

arrying amount of the intangible asset is 
written down to its

recoverable amount as an impairment loss.

An impairment loss recognized previously 
is reversed if there is a change in the est

imates used to determine the recoverabl
e amount of the

asset (or CGU) since the Iasi impairment 
loss was recognized. If an impairment loss

 is subsequently reversed, the carrying amo
unt of the asset

(or CGU) is revised to the lower of its reco
verable amount and the carrying amount

 that would have been determined (net o
f amortization) had

there been no prior impairment.

Due to the subjective nature of these estim
ates, significant judgment is required in 

determining the useful lives and recoverab
le amounts

of our intangible assets, and assessing wh
ether certain events or circumstances cons

titute objective evidence of impairment.
 Estimates of the

recoverable amounts of our intangible asset
s rely on certain key inputs, including fut

ure cash flows and discount rates. future 
cash flows are

based on sales projections and allocated co
sts which are estimated based on forecast

 results and business initiatives. Discount 
rates are base<

on the bank-wide cost of capital, adjusted
 for asset-specific risks. Changes in thes

e assumptions may impact the amount o
f impairment loss

recognized in Non-interest expense.

Other
Translation of foreign currencies

Monetary assets and liabilities denominated
 in foreign currencies are translated into 

Canadian dollars at rates prevailing at the 
balance sheet

date. Foreign exchange gains and losses r
esulting from the translation and settlemen

t of these items are recognized in Non-in
terest income in

the Consolidated Statements of Income.

Non-monetary assets and liabilities that ar
e measured at historical cost are transla

ted into Canadian dollars at historical rates
.

Non-monetary financial assets classified a
s AFS securities, such as equity instrument

s, that are measured at fair value are transl
ated into

Canadian dollars at rates prevailing at the 
balance sheet date, and the resulting forei

gn exchange gains and losses are record
ed in Other

components of equity until the asset is sol
d or becomes impaired.

Assets and liabilities of our foreign operati
ons with functional currencies other than

 Canadian dollars are translated into Canad
ian dollars

rates prevailing at the balance sheet date,
 and income and expenses of these forei

gn operations are translated at average rat
es of exchange fo

the reporting period.
Unrealized gains or losses arising as a resu

lt of the translation of our foreign operat
ions along with the effective portion of rela

ted hedges

are reported in Other components of equ
ity on an after-tax basis. Upon disposal 

or partial disposal of a foreign operation, a
n appropriate porti~

of the accumulated net translation gains o
r losses is included in Non interest inco

me.
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Premises and equipment
Premises and equipment includes land, buildings, leasehold improvements, computer equipment, furniture, fixtures and other equipment, and
are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation, except for land which is not depreciated, and accumulated impairment losses. Cost comprises
the purchase price, any costs directly attributable to bringing the asset to the location and condition necessary for its intended use, and the
initial estimate of any disposal costs. Depreciation is recorded principally on astraight—line basis over the estimated useful lives of the assets,
which are 25 to 50 years for buildings, 3 to 10 years for computer equipment, and 7 to 10 years for furniture, fixtures and other equipment. The
amortization period for leasehold improvements is the lesser of the useful life of the leasehold improvements or the (ease term plus the first
renewal period, if reasonably assured of renewal, up to a maximum of 10 years. Depreciation methods, useful lives, and residual values are
reassessed at each reporting period and adjusted as appropriate. Gains and losses on disposal are recorded in Non—interest income.

Premises and equipment are assessed for indicators of impairment at each reporting period. If there is an indication that an asset may be
impaired, an impairment test is performed by comparing the assets carrying amount to its recoverable amount. Where it is not possible to
estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, we estimate the recoverable amount of the CGU to which the asset belongs and test for
impairment at the CGU level. An impairment charge is recorded to the extent the recoverable amount of an asset (or CGU), which is the higher of
value in use and fair value less costs of disposal, is less than its carrying amount. Value in use is the present value of the future cash flows
expected to be derived from the asset (or CGU). Fair value less costs of disposal is the amount obtainable from the sale of the asset (or CGU) in
an orderly transaction between market participants, less costs of disposal.

After the recognition of impairment, the depreciation charge is adjusted in future periods to reflect the assets revised carrying amount. If an
impairment is later reversed, the carrying amount of the asset is revised to the lower of the assets recoverable amount and the carrying amount
that would have been determined (net of depreciation) had there been no prior impairment loss. The depreciation charge in future periods is
adjusted to reflect the revised carrying amount.

Provisions
Provisions are liabilities of uncertain timing or amount and are recognized when we have a present legal or constructive obligation as a result of a
past event, it is probable that an outflow of resources will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount
of the obligation. Provisions are measured as the best estimate of the consideration required to settle the present obligation at the reporting
date. Significant judgment is required in determiningwhether apresent obligation exists and in estimating the probability, timing and amount of
any outflows. We record provisions related to litigation, asset retirement obligations, and the allowance for off-balance sheet and other items.
Provisions are recorded under Other liabilities on our Consolidated Balance Sheets.

We are required to estimate the results of ongoing legal proceedings, expenses to be incurred to dispose of capital assets, and credit losses
on undrawn commitments and guarantees. The forward-looking nature of these estimates requires us to use a significant amount of judgment in
projecting the timing and amount of future cash flows. We record our provisions on the basis of all available information at the end of the
reporting period and make adjustments on a quarterly basis to reflect current expectations. Should actual results differ from our expectations,
we may incur expenses in excess of the provisions recognized.

When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a provision are expected to be recovered from a third party, such as an insurer,
a separate asset is recognized if it is virtually certain that reimbursement will be received.

Commissions and fees
Portfolio management and other management advisory and service fees are recognized based on the applicable service contracts. Fees related
to provision of services including asset management, wealth management, financial planning and custody services that cover a specified service
period, are recognized over the period in which the service is provided. Investment management and custodial fees are generally calculated as a
percentage of daily or period-end net asset values, and are received monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or annually, depending on the terms of the
contracts. Management fees are generally derived from assets under management (AUM) when our clients solicit the investment capabilities of
an investment manager and administrative fees are derived from assets under administration (AUA) where the investment strategy is directed 6y
the client or a designated third party manager. Performance-based fees, which are earned upon exceeding certain benchmarks or performance
targets, are recognized only when the benchmark or performance targets are achieved. Fees such as underwriting fees and brokerage fees that
are related to the provision of specific transaction type services are recognized when the service has been completed.

When service fees and other costs are incurred in relation to commissions and fees earned and we have significant risks and rewards
associated with delivering the service, we record these costs on a gross basis in either Non-interest expense —Other orNon-interest expense —
Human resources, as applicable.

Dividend income
Dividend income is recognized when the right to receive payment is established. This isthe ex-dividend date for listed equity securities, and
usually the date when shareholders have approved the dividend for unlisted equity securities.

Leasing
A lease is an agreement whereby the lessor conveys to the lessee the right to use an asset for an agreed upon period of time in return for a
payment or series of payments. A finance lease is a lease that transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of the
leased asset to the lessee, where title may or may not eventually be transferred. An operating lease is a lease other than a finance lease.

Operating leases
When we are the lessee in an operating lease, we record rental payments on astraight-line basis over the lease term in Non-interest expense.

Finance leases
When we are the lessee in a finance lease, we initially record both the leased asset and the related lease obligation in Premises and equipment,
Other intangibles and Other liabilities on our Consolidated Balance Sheets at an amount equal to the fair value of the leased asset or, if lower,
the present value of the minimum lease payments, each determined at the date of inception of the lease. Initial direct costs directly attributed to
the lease are recognized as an asset underthe finance lease.

Earnings per share
Earnings per share is computed by dividing Net income available to common shareholders by the weighted average number of common shares
outstanding for the period. Net income available to common shareholders is determined after deducting dividend entitlements of preferred
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shareholders, any gains (losses) on redemp
tion of preferred shares net of related

 income taxes and the net income attr
ibutable to

non-controlling interests.
Diluted earnings per share reflects the pot

ential dilution that could occur if addit
ional common shares are assumed to be

 issued under

securities or contracts that entitle their hol
ders to obtain common shares in the 

future, to the extent such entitlement is 
not subject to

unresolved contingencies. For contracts 
that may be settled in cash or in comm

on shares at our option, diluted earning
s per share is calculated

based on the assumption that such contrac
ts will be settled in shares. Income and 

expenses associated with these types of
 contracts are

excluded from the Net income available to
 common shareholders, and the addition

al number of shares that would be issue
d is included in the

diluted earnings per share calculation. T
hese contracts include our convertible Pr

eferred Shares and Trust Capital Securiti
es with the conversion

assumed to have taken place at the begi
nning of the period or on the date of issu

e, if later. For stock options whose exerci
se price is less than

the average market price of our common 
shares, they are assumed to be exercised 

and the proceeds are used to repurchase 
common shares at

the average market price for the period
. The incremental number of common s

hares issued under stock options and re
purchased from proceeds

is included in the calculation of diluted earni
ngs per share.

Share capital
We classify a financial instrument that we i

ssue as a financial asset, financial liabili
ty or an equity instrument in accordance 

with the substance

of the contractual arrangement.

Our common shares held by us are classified
 as treasury shares in equity and accou

nted for at weighted average cost. Upon 
the sale of

treasury shares, the difference between th
e sale proceeds and the cost of the shar

es is recognized in Retained earnings. 
Financial instruments

issued by us are classified as equity instru
ments when there is no contractual obl

igation to transfer cash or other financial 
assets. Incremental

costs directly attributable to the issue of equ
ity instruments are included in equity 

as a deduction from the proceeds, net of
 tax. Financial

instruments that will be settled by a variab
le number of our common shares upon t

heir conversion by the holders as well as
 the related accrued

distributions are classified as liabilities on
 our Consolidated Balance Sheets. Divid

ends and yield distributions on these ins
truments are

classified as Interest expense in our Consol
idated Statements of Income.

Future changes in accounting policy and d
isclosure

The following standards have been issued
, but are not yet effective For us. We are 

currently assessing the impact of adopti
ng these standards on

our Consolidated Financial Statements:

IFRS 9 fJnanclal Instruments (IFRS 9)

In July 2014, the IASB issued the complet
e version of IFRS 9, first issued in Novem

ber 2009, which brings together the clas
sification and

measurement, impairment and hedge accoun
ting phases of the IASB's project to re

place IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recog
nition and

Measurement (IAS 39).
IFRS 9 introduces a principles-based appro

ach to the classification of financial asse
ts based on an entity's business model 

and the nature

of the cash flows of the asset. All financial
 assets, including hybrid contracts, are 

measured as at FVTPL, fair value through 
OCI or amortized cost.

For financial liabilities, IFRS 9 includes the
 requirements for classification and meas

urement previously included in IAS 39.

IFRS 9 also introduces an expected credit l
oss impairment model for all financial as

sets not measured as at FVTPL. The mode
l has three

stages: (1) on initial recognitfon, a loss allo
wance is recognized and maintained eq

ual to 12 months of expected credit loss
es; (2) if credit risk

increases significantly relative to initial rec
ognition, the loss allowance is increased

 to cover full lifetime expected credit los
ses; and (3) when a

financial asset is considered credit-impa
ired, the loss allowance continues to refle

ct lifetime expected credit losses and int
erest revenue is

calculated based on the carrying amount
 of the asset, net of the loss allowance, r

ather than its gross carrying amount. Cha
nges in the required

loss allowance, including the impact of mo
vement between 12 months and lifet

ime expected credit losses, will be record
ed in profit or loss.

Finally, IFRS 9 introduces a new hedge acc
ounting model that aligns the accountin

g for hedge relationships more closely wi
th an entity's

risk management activities, permits hedge
 accounting to be applied more broadly t

o a greater variety of hedging instrument
s and risks and

requires additional disclosures. IFRS 9 inclu
des an accounting policy choice to retain

 the IAS 39 requirements for hedge acc
ounting, which we

will elect to apply.
We adopted the own credit provisions of IF

RS 9 in the second quarter of 2014. The
 new impairment and classification and m

easurement

requirements will be applied by adjusting o
ur Consolidated Balance Sheet on Nove

mber 1, 2017, the date of initial applicat
ion, with no

restatement of comparative period financ
ial information.

The arinption of IFRS 9 is expected to result 
in certain differences in the classificatio

n of financial assets when compared to o
ur

classification under IAS 39. The most signif
icant changes Include approximately $25 

billion of debt securities previously class
ified as AFS to be

classified as amortized cost, and approxim
ately $2.5 billion of equities and debt 

securities previously classified as AFS to b
e classified as at

FVTPL. Based on current estimates, the adopt
ion of IFRS 9 is expected to result in a 

reduction to retained earnings as at Novem
ber 1, 2017 of

approximately $600 million, net of taxes. T
he primary impact is attributable to incr

eases in the allowance for credit losses u
nder the new

impairment requirements. We continue to m
onitor and refine certain elements of ou

r impairment process in advance of Q1 2
018 reporting.

IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts wlth Custo
mers (IFRS 15)

In May 2014, the IASB issued IFRS 15, whi
ch establishes the principles for reportin

g about the nature, amount, timing and 
uncertainty of revenue

and cash flows arising from an entity's con
tracts with customers. The standard pro

vides a single, principles based five-step m
odel for revenue

recognition to be applied to contracts wit
h customers except for revenue arising fro

m items such as financial instruments, in
surance contracts

and leases. The majority of our revenue,
 including net interest income, is not exp

ected to be impacted. In April 2016, the IA
SB issued

amendments to IFRS 15, which clarify the u
nderlying principles of IFRS 15 and provi

de additional transitional relief on initial 
application. IFRS 15

and its amendments will be effective for
 us on November 1, 2018.

IFRS 16 Leases (IFR516)

In January 2016, the IASB issued IFRS 16, w
hich sets out the principles for the recog

nition, measurement, presentation and 
disclosure of leases.

The standard removes the current require
ment for lessees to classify leases as fin

ance leases or operating leases by introd
ucing a single lessee

accounting model that requires the recog
nition of lease assets and lease liabilities

 on the balance sheet far most leases. Le
ssees will also

recognize depreciation expense on the leas
e asset and interest expense on the leas

e liability in the statement of income. T
here are no significan

changes to lessor accounting aside from
 enhanced disclosure requirements. IFR

S 16 will be effective for us on November
 1, 2019.

IAS 7 Statement o f Cash Flows (IAS 7)

In January 2016, the IASB issued amendm
ents to IAS 7, which will require speci

fic disclosures for movements in certain 
liabilities on the

statement of cash flows. These amendme
nts will be effective for us on Novemb

er 1, 2017 and we will adopt these disclos
ures in our 2018

Consolidated Financial Statements. The ad
option of these amendments is not expe

cted to have a material impact on our 
consolidated financial

statements.
Consolidated Financial Statements 
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IFRS 17 Insurance Controcts (IFRS 17)
In May 2017, the IASB issued IFRS 17 to establish a comprehensive global insurance standard which provides guidance on the recognition,measurement, presentat(on and disclosures of insurance contracts. IFRS 17 requires entities to measure insurance contract liabilities at theircurrent fulfillment values using one of three approaches. This new standard will be effective for us on November 1, 2021 and will be appliedretrospectively with restatement of comparatives unless impracticable.

Carrying value and fair value of financial instruments
The following tables provide a comparison of the carrying and fair values for each classification of financial instruments. Embedded derivativesare presented on a combined basis with the host contracts. For measurement purposes, they are carried at fair value when conditions requiringseparation are met.

--.~.__~.~__._..~.___.r.., ~..~.~.~_.T.-- --- --- -----.._...T__~. _.._~_,>;___. _..._..._._;. ~. at October 31, 2017 - -_ -_-A-____
_ _ Carryin~vatue and fairvalue __ __ - _Carr~n~value _ __ Fair value

Avaitable-
Financfa~ Financial for-sate Financial Flnanciatinstruments instruments instruments instruments instruments Totalclassified as designated as measured at measured at measured at carrying Totai(Millions of Canadian dollars) at FVTPL at FV!'Pl fair value amortized cost amortized cost• amount fair value

- _Financial assets
Interest-bearing deposits with banks 5___ __,__- $ .______?0.r52 _5__̂ ___.__.f__S ______11,910 Ŝ _____31,910 _$ . 32,662_ S ___32,662Securities
Trad(ng 116,720 70,937 - - - 127,657 127,657.Available•for•sale(i) - - 75,877 14,845 ]4,771 90,722 90,648

116,720 10,937 75,877 14,845 i4,77~ 218 379 _ ̂ „228,305Assets purchased under reverse repurchase
agreements and securities borrowed - 138,979 81,998 81,999 220,977 220,978Loans
Retail 69 - - 383,857 380,782 383,926 380,651__Wholesale 1,837 2,329 - 154,525 153,967 SS8,691 158.133

1,906 2,329 - 538,382 534,749 5421617 538,984Other
Derivatives 95,023 - - - - 95,023 95,023Other assets (2) 1.23 44,598 44,598 45,Sif kS,87~ .Financial liabilities

Deposits
Personal 5 iS4 $ 13.794 $ 246,235 $ 245,147 5 260,219 S 260,125Business and government (3) (9) 94.538 411,156 ki2,495 505,665 507,OOkBank (4) - 1,072 23,685 21,708 23,757 23,780

--- - 175---- --- ---- 
110,384-~.,_.___._.._,~._.. 679,076_.-.-- - ~.__.~_.T_-----

680,350 789,635
-- ---

790,909
----Other

Obligations related to securities sold short 30,008 - - - 30,008 30,008Obligations related to assets sold under
repurchase agreements and securit(es loaned - 133,9k7 9,137 9,138 143,064 143,065Derivatives 92,127 - - - 92,127 92,127Other liabilities (5) (1,132) - N9,440 49,426 48,308 48,29kSubordinated debentures

9 265 9 559 9 265 9 559
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As at October 3 i, 2016 
_ _ ,__

Carryfngvalueandfairvalue 
Carryingzvalue __ Fair value

Available-

Financial Financial for-sale Financial Flnancial

instruments instruments instruments instruments instruments Total

classified as designated as measured at measured at measured at carrying Total

(Millions of Canadian dollars)
at FVTPL FVTPL value _ _amortized cos[

- ------
___amortized cost _------

amount_--
fair value _
----

-- 
__ __

Financialassets

___ --
__at--

_fair
-----

Interest-beari~epositswft
h banks $ _ - $ ___ 15,967 $ ________$ ___ 11,884 __$ _ 11,864 $_ 27,851 $ 27,851

Securities
Trading

141,265 10,027 - - - 151,292 151,292

Available-for-sale (1) __
__ _ - ~, - __ 69,922 ____ 14,879 __ _ _ _ 15,207 _ 84,801 85,129

_ 141,265 ______10,027___6
9,922____ 14,879 _

_. _ __ _ 15,207 _ _ 236,093 _ 236,421

Assets purchased under re
verse repurchase

agreements and securities 
borrowed __ - 121,692 __ ____ _64,610 __ ___ 64,498 186,302 186,190

Loans
Retail

71 - - 368.145 369,012 368,216 369,083

,_ _________ 1,437 904 ______ .____751,047 _____150,720 __15
3,386 __153,061

_ Wholesale

-- _ __ --_-_---- --
- 1,508 904 --_-- ,--_-_-519.192 -- - _-5]9.732---521.604 _ _ 522.144_

Other
Derivatives

118,944 - - - - 118,944 118,944

Other assets (2)
894 - 43.981 43.979 44,875 44,873

Financial liabilitles

Deposits
Personal

$ 113 S 15,142 $ 235,295 $ 235,490 $ 250,SS0 $ 250,745

Business and government (3
)

- 82,871
405,136 406,881 488,007 489,752

Bank (a)

18,302- - 7.8,312---
19,032 --19,042-- -

_ ------_--- -_- _-,---
113

--- -730_,. ---
-- --

98,743
660,683 757,589__ 759,539_

- 
-----------

-----______

Other

___ _________658,7
33__

Obligations related to securiti
es sold short 50,369 -

- - 50,369 50,369

Obligations related to assets 
sold under

repurchase agreements and
 securities loaned

- 88,863
14,578 14,583 103,441 103,446

Derivatives
116,550 -

- - 116,550 116,550

Other liabilities (5)
282 10

43,865 43,838 44,157 44,130

Subordinated debentures
131

9.631 9,700 9.762 9,831

(1) AFS securities inciudeheld-to-m
aturity securities that are recor

ded at amortized cos[.

(2) Includes Customers' liability un
der acceptances and financial i

nstruments recognized in Other
 assets.

(3) Business and government depos
its Include deposits from regul

ated deposit-taking institutions
 other than banks.

(4) Bank deposits refer to deposits 
from regulated deposit•taking ins

titutions.

(5) Includes Acceptances and finan
cial instruments recognized in 

Other liabilities.

Loans and receivables desig
nated as at fair value throu

gh profit or loss

for our loans and receivabl
es designated as at FVTPL, w

e measure the change in fai
rvalue attributable to change

s in credit risk as the diff
erence

between the total change in t
he Fair value of the instrum

ent during the period and th
e change in fair value calcul

ated using the appropriate 
risk-

freeyield curves.

-----------
--------------

--------------
----------

-----------
-------_-_---

- - ----

-
As at

~~,_ °~~ ~~~. October 31, 2016

~f l~,l~' ~i~i y
~ ,<-

Carrying amount of loans
},
. ~ ,~~~1 / ~~`~~ ~

and receivables

(Millions of Canadian dollars)
___-_-------

w~'~~i ~ 
- _ de5~nated ds at FVTPL (i

) -

-- ------------
---

Interest-hearing deposits wi
th banks

~,, ~3~~ ~'k ?~ ` ~
$ 15,967

Assets purchased under rev
erse repurchase agreements

 and securities borrowed
~ a~ *~,,~~.~ {11 43~ r 121,692

Loans -Wholesale

* ~~F~~ .~:~~„~rx 2~ r'
~ ''~` '~" ~'; ~`

904

Other assets

~~`: 
132

-----------
---------- 

- -- _ ; , ;~ti~.:~~? '~ `_ 
------ $ 138,695

(1) The carrying amounts of loans an
d receivables designated as at 

FVTPL represent their maximum 
exposure to credit risk.

There were no significant ch
anges in the fair value of th

e loans and receivables des
ignated as at FVTPL attributa

ble to changes in credit ris
k

during the years ended Octo
ber 31, 2017 and October 31

, 2016, and cumulatively si
nce initial recognition of the 

assets. The extent to which

credit derivatives or similar
 instruments mitigate the ma

ximum exposure to credit ris
k is nominal as at October 3

1, 2017 and October 31, 2
016.
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Liabilities designated as at fair value through profit or loss
For our financial liabilities designated as at FVTPL, we take into account changes in our own credit spread and the expected duration of the
instrument to measure the change in fairvalue attributable to changes in credit risk.

~.__ As at or for th~ear ended October 31, 2017 (i1
Changes in fair Cumulative change

Difference value attributable in fair value
between to changes in attributable to

Contractual carrying value credit risk included changes in credit
maturity Carrying and contractual in OCl for positions risk for positions

(Millions of Canadian dollars) _ amount value maturity amount_ still held stilt held (zi
Term deposits
Personal S 13,633 S 13,794 5 161 5 34 $ 59
Business and government (3) 93,532 94,518 986 398 423
Bank (u) 2,072 2,072 — — —

109,237 110,384 _______1,147 ____ 432 __ 482
Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase

agreements and securities loaned 133,967 133,947 (20) — —
Otherliabilities — — — — —
Subordinated debentures — — — — —

$ 243,204 S 244,331 $ 1,127 S 432 $ 482

As at or for the year ended October 31, 2016 (i)

Changes in fair Cumulative change
Difference value attributable in fairvalue
between to changes in attributable to

Contractual carrying value credit risk included changes in credit
maturity Carrying and contractual in OCI for positions risk for positions

(Millions of Canadian dollars) amount value maturity amount still held still held (z)
Term deposits
Personal $ 15,138 $ 15,142 $ 4 $ 99 $ 25
Business and government (s) 81,860 82,871 1,011 354 25
Bank (u) 730 730 — — —

97.728 98.743 1.015 453 50
Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase

agreements and securities loaned 88,863 88,863 — — —
Otherliabilities 10 10 — — —
Subordinated debentures 128 131 3 1 (2

$ 186,729 $ 187,747 $ 1,018 $ 454 $ 48
(1) There are no changes in fair value attributable to changes in cred(t risk included in net Income for positions still held.
(2) The cumulative change is measured from the initial recognition of the liabilities designated as at FVTPL. For the year ended October 31, 2017, $16 million of fair value gains previously

included in OCI relate [o financial liabilities derecognized during the year (October 31, 2016 — $14 million Fair value gains).
(3) Business and government term deposits include amounts from regulated deposit-taking institutions other than regulated banks.
(41 Bank term deposits rrfrr to amnnnra from rPgulatP~i de~osit4aking inctitutione,

Net gains (losses) from financial instruments classified and designated as at fair value through profit or loss
Financial instruments classified as at FVTPL, which includes mainly trading securities, derivatives, trading liabilities, and financial assets and
liabilities designated as at FVTPL are measured at fair value with realized and unrealized gains and losses recognized in Non-interest income,
primarily in Trading revenue.

For the year ended

October 31 October 31
(MIIlions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016

Net gains (losses) (i)
Classified as at fairvalue through profit or loss (z) $ 1,112 $ 371
Designated as at fair value through profit or loss (s) (68) 216

$ 1,044 $ 587
Byproduct tine ~i~

Interest rate and credit 5 662 $ 404
Equities (54) (345)
Foreign exchange and commodities 436 528

$ 1,044 $ 587
(1) Excludes the following amounts related to our Insurance operations and included in Insurance premiums, Investment and fee Income in the Consolidated Statements of Income: Net losses

from Flnancial Instruments designated as at FVTPL of $148 million (October 31, 2016 — gains of $617 million).
(2) Excludes derivatives designated in a hedging relationship. Referto Note 8 for net gains (losses) on these derivatives.
(3) Forthe year ended October 31, 2017, $645 million of net fairvalue losses on financial liabilities designated as at FVTPL, other than those attributable to changes In our own credit risk, were

included in Non-interest Income (October 31, 2016 — gains of $428 million).
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Net interest income hom financial instruments

Interest and dividend income arising from financial assets and fi
nancial liabilities and the associated costs of funding are report

ed in Net interest

income.

(Millions of Canadian

Interest income (i)
Financial instruments held as at fair value through profit or loss

Other categories of financial instruments

Interest expense (i)
Fnancial instruments held as at fair value through profit or loss

Other categories of financial instruments

Net interest income

For the year ended

M October 31
2016

i ..

q' ~ $ 5,181
~̀ 19,271

24,452

~4
~ ~ ~ $ 2,952

4,969

~— 7,921

..y , ;? $ 16,531

(1) Excludes the following amounts related to our insurance operation
s and included in Insurance premiums, Investment and fee income

 in the Consolidated Statements of Income: Interest

income of $459 million (October 31, 2016 — $474 million), and Interest
 expense of $5 million (October 31, 2076 — S4 million).

Net fee income
For the year ended October 31, 2017, we earned $5,139 million in f

ees from banking services (October 31, 2016 — $4,817 million). 
For the year

ended October 31, 2017, we also earned $11,191 million in fees 
from investment management, trust, custodial, underwriting, broker

age and

other similar fiduciary services to retail and institutional clients 
(October 31, 2016 — $10,378 millions). These fees are included in N

on-interest

income.

(1) Effective Q4 2017, service Fees and other costs incurred in association 
with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross bas

is in non interest expense. Comparative

amounts have been reclassified to conform with this presentation.
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fair value of assets and liabilities measured at fair value on a recurring basis and classified using the fair value hierarchy

As at

October 31, 2077 October 31, 2016

Total Assets/ Total Assets/ialrvaluemeasuremeotsusing _ g~ossfair Netting tiabiUttes Fair value measurementsusing gross fair Nettlng 1labilities
(Millions oFCanadian dollars) Lewes 1 level 2 LevN 3 value adjustments at fairvalue bevel 1 Level2 Level3 value adjustments atfalrvalue
Flnanclal assets
Interest•beadngdepositswithbanks $ - 5 20,752 $ - 5 20,752 5

Securltles
Trading
Canadian government debt (1)
Federal 9,374 7,949 -~ Ir,303
Provincial and municipal - 11,422 - 11,422

U.S. state, municipal and agencies
debt (1) ],226 29.634 - 30,860

Other OECD government debt (2) 934 10,420 - ]1,354
Mortgage backed securities (1) - i,298 - 1,298
AsseRbacked securities
Non-CDO secudNes(3) - 732 - 732

Corporate debtand otherdebt S2 2],655 29 21,736
Equities 29,674 2,653 425 32,952

~. 41,260 85,943 454 ]27,657

5 20,752 $ -~ S 15,967 S - 5 15,967

17,303 13,072 10,214 - 23,286 23,286
11,422 - 11,928 - 11,928 11,928

30,860 3,358 37,002 1 40,361 40,361
11,354 1,390 5,530 - 6,920 6,920
1,298 - 1,457 - 1,457 1,457

732 - 557 4 561 561
27,736 25 20,630 62 20,777 20,717
31,952 ~~3,155 2,531 376 46,062 46,062

127,657 67,00 89,849 443 151,292 15f,292
Available-for•sale (4)
Canadian government debt (1)
Federal - 477 ],124 - 1,601 1,601 44 378 - 422 422
Provincial and munic(pal - 2,503 - 2,503 2,503 - 2,364 - 2,364 2,364

U.S. state, municipal and agencies
debt (1) 8 28,999 508 79,535 29,515 1 24,668 747 25,416 25,416

O[herOECD govemmentdebt 479 8,673 - 9,152 9,Si2 3,416 10,484 - 13,900 13,900
Mortgage-backed securities (1) - 934 - 93A 934 - 395 - 395 395
Asset backed securities
CDO - 3.623 - 3,623 3,623 - 1,630 - 1,630 1,630
Non-CDO securities - 2,673 203 2,874 2,674 - 1,866 217 2,103 2,703

Corporate debtand otherdebt - 23,662 T97 24,459 24,659 - 21,710 956 22,066 22,066
Equities 339 36 731 1,088 1,088 376 337 756 1,463 1,463
Loan substitute securities - 24 a za 28 49 25 - 74 74

],303 72,211 Y,223 75,777 75,771 3,886 63,271 2,676 69,833 69,833
4ssets purchased under reverse

repurchase agreements and securities
borrowed - 136,979 - 138.979 18,979 - ]17,692 - 121.69] 12f,692

.oans - 4,056 779 4,235 4,235 - 2,083 329 2,412 2,412
)ther
Derivatives

Interes[ra[econ[racls - 106,145 380 f06,5~5 106,525 3 ]53,216 555 153.774 153,774
Foreign exchange contracts - k2,871 63 42,934 42,934 - 56,752 26 56,776 56,778
Creditderivatives - ]57 - 157 757 - 791 - 191 191
Othertontracts 3,510 10,341 907 13,956 13,958.. 2,855 3,613 307 6,775 6,775
Valuation adjustments - (722) (3) (725) p25)- - (1,429) (3) (1,432) (1,432)

Totalgrossderivatives 3,510 758,592. 747 162,849 162,849. 2,856 212,343 865 216,086 216,086
Nettingad~ustmen[s (67,626) (67,876) (97,]42) (97,142)
Total derivatives 95,023 138,944
Other assets 966 247 -- 1,213 1,2f3~ ~ 762 132 - 894 894

S4),039 S 480,620 $ 3,603 5531,462 5 (67,626) $ 463,696; S 68,506 S 505,337 s 4,333 5 578,176 $ (97.142) E 481.034
financial Liabilities
Deposits
Personel ! - S !),5'13 '$ 4e~ 5 iy,9i~s ~ y 13,y78 $ - $ 14,830 $ 425 $ 35, 55 $ $ 15.255
Business and government - 94,509 - 94,509 94,509 -- 82,869 2 62,87] 82,871
Bank - 2,072 ~- 2,072 2,072 - 730 - 730 730

Other
Obligations related to securities
sold short ~~~ 12,407 37.601 - 30,008 30.008 32,672 17,696 1 50,369 50,369

Obligatlons related ro assets sold
under repurchaseagreemen[sand
securities loaned - 133,947 - 133.947 133,947 - 88,863 - 86,863 88,863

Derivatives
Interest rate contracts - 100,765 835 101,600 ]0],600 - 145,055 1,003 146,058 146,058
Foreign exchange contracts - 40,497 42 40,539 40,539 - 57,438 41 57,479 57.479
Credit derivatives - 258 - 256 258 - 263 - 263 263
Othertontracts ~ 3,417 13,A61 486 17,366 37,366 3,135 5,543 429 9.107 9,107
Valuation adjustments - 55 13 68 68 - (133) 7 (126) (126)

TotalgrossderivaHves 3,417 155,036 1,378 359,831 159.83] 3.135 208,]66 1,480 212,781 217,781
Netfingad~ustments (67,704) (67,704) (96,231) (96,231)
Total derivatives 92.127 116,550
Otherlfabilities 130 (1,286) 24 (1,132) (1,132) 1z4 60 88 292 792
Subordinated debentures - - - - - - 131 - 131 ._131.

$15,954 5 475,392 S 1,867 5433,213 5 (67,704) $ 365.509 $ 35,931 $ 413,365 $ 1,996 ~ 451,292 $ (96,231) S 355,061

As at October 31, 2017, residential and commercial mortgage•backed securities (MeS) included in all fair value levels of trading securities were $17,977 million and $nil (October 31, 2016 -
$14,987 milllonand SIO million), respectively, and in all fairvalue levels of AFS securities were 513,352 million and $727 million (October 31, 2016 - $13,212 mill(on and 5346 million),
respectively.
OECD stands for Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development.
CDO stands for collateralized debt obligations.
Excludes $100 million of AFS securities (October 31, 2016 - $89 million) that are carried at cast.
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Fair values of our significant assets and liabilities measured on a recurring basis are determined and classified in the fair value hierarchy tableusing the following valuation techniques and inputs.

Interest-bearing deposits with banks
A majority of our deposits with banks are designated as at FVTPL. These FVTPL deposits are composed of short-dated deposits placed withbanks, and are included in Interest-bearing deposits with banks in the fair value hierarchy table. The fairvalues of these instruments aredetermined using the discounted cash flow method. The inputs to the valuation models include interest rate swap curves and credit spreads,where applicable. They are classified as Level 2 instruments in the hierarchy as the inputs are observable.

Government bonds (Canadian, U.S. and other OECD governments)
Government bonds are included in Canadian government debt, U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt, Other OECD government debt andObligations related to securities sold short in the fairvalue hierarchy table. The fairvalues of government issued or guaranteed debt securities inactive markets are determined by reference to recent transaction prices, broker quotes, orthird-party vendor prices and are classified as Level 1in the hierarchy. The fairvalues of securities that are not traded inactive markets are based on either security prices, orvaluation techniquesusing implied yields and risk spreads derived from prices of actively traded and similargovernment securities. Securities with observable pricesor rate inputs as compared to transaction prices, dealer quotes or vendor prices are classified as level 2 in the hierarchy. Securities where inputsare unobservable are classified as Level 3 in the hierarchy.

Corporate and U.S. municipal bonds
The fair values of corporate and U.S. municipal bonds, which are included in Corporate debt and other debt, U.S. state, municipal and agenciesdebt and Obligations related to securities sold short in the fair value hierarchy table, are determined using either recently executed transactionprices, broker quotes, pricing services, or in certain instances, the discounted cash flow method using rate inputs such as benchmark yields(Canadian Dealer Offered Rate, LIBOR and other similar reference rates) and risk spreads of comparable securities. Securities with observableprices or rate inputs are classified as Level 2 in the hierarchy. Securities where inputs are unobservable are classified as Level 3 in the hierarchy.
Asset-backed securities and Mortgage-backed securities
Asset-backed securities (ABS) and MBS are included inAsset-backed securities, Mortgage-backed securities, Canadian government debt, U.S.state, municipal and agencies debt, and Obligations related to securities sold short in the fairvalue hierarchy table. ABSinclude collateralizeddebt obligations (CDO). Inputs for valuation of MBS and CDO ere, when available, traded prices, dealer or lead manager quotes, broker quotesand vendor prices of the identical securities. When prices of the identical securities are not readily available, we use industry standard modelswith inputs such as discount margins, yields, default, prepayment and loss severity rates that are implied from transaction prices, dealer quotesorvendor prices of comparable instruments. Where security prices and inputs are observable, ABS and MBS are classified as Level 2 in thehierarchy. Otherwise, they are classified as Level 3 in the hierarchy.

Auction rate securities
Auction rate securities (ARS) are included in U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt, and Asset-backed securities in the fair value hierarchytable. The valuation of ARS involves discounting forecasted cash flows from the underlying collateral and incorporating multiple inputs such asdefault, prepayment, deferment and redemption rates, and credit spreads. These inputs are unobservable, and therefore, ARS are classified asLevel 3 in the hierarchy. All relevant data must be assessed and significant judgment is required to determine the appropriate valuation inputs.
Equities
Equities and Obligations related to securities sold short in the fairvalue hierarchy table consist of listed and unlisted common shares, privateequities and hedge funds with certain redemption restrictions. The fairvalues of common shares are based on quoted prices in active markets,where available, and are classified as level 1 in the hierarchy. Where quoted prices in active markets are not readily available, fairvalue isdetermined based on quoted market prices for similar securities or through valuation techniques, such as multiples of earnings and thediscounted cash flow method with forecasted cash flows and discount rate as inputs. Private equities are classified as Level 3 in the hierarchyas their inputs are not observable. Hedge funds are valued using Net Asset Values (NAB. If we can redeem a hedge fund at NAV priorto the nextquarter end, the fund is classified as Leve12 in the hierarchy. Otherwise, it is classified as Level 3 in the hierarchy.

Derivatives
The fair values of exchange-traded derivatives, such as interest rate and equity options and futures, are based on quoted market prices and areclassified as Level 1 in the hierarchy. OTC derivatives primarily consist of interest rate and cross currency swaps, interest rate options, foreignexchange forward contracts and options, and commodity options and swaps. The exchange•traded or OTC interest rate, foreign exchange andequity derivatives are included in Interest rate contracts, Foreign exchange contracts and Other contracts, respectively, in the fair value hierarchytable. The fair values of OTC derivatives are determined using valuation models when quoted market prices orthird-party consensus pricinginformation are not available. The valuation models, such as discounted cash flow method or Black-Scholes option model, incorporateobservable or unobservable inputs for interest and foreign exchange rates, equity and commodity prices (including indices), credit spreads,corresponding market volatility levels, and other market-based pricing factors. Other adjustments to fairvalue include bid-offer, CVA, FVA, OIS,parameter and model uncertainties, and unrealized gain or loss at inception of a transaction. A derivative instrument is classified as Level 2 inthe hierarchy if observable market inputs are available or the unobservable inputs are not significant to the fair value. Otherwise, it is classifiedas Level 3 in the hierarchy.

Securities borrowed or purchased under resale agreements and securities loaned or sold under repurchase agreementsIn the fair value hierarchy table, these Instruments are included in Assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements and securitiesborrowed, and Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase agreements and securities loaned. The fairvalues ofthese contracts aredetermined using valuation techniques such as the discounted cash flow method using interest rate curves as inputs. They are classified asLevel 2 instruments in the hierarchy as the inputs are observable.
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Deposits
A majority of our deposits are measured at 

amortized cost but certain deposits are desig
nated as at FVTPL. These fVTPI deposits in

clude

deposits taken from clients, the issuance of
 certificates of deposits and promissory notes

, and interest rate and equity linked note
s, and are

included in Deposits in the fair value hierarch
y table. The fair values of these instruments 

are determined using the discounted cash 
flow method

and derivative option valuation models. Th
e inputs to the valuation models include be

nchmark yield curves, credit spreads, inter
est rates, equity

and interest rate volatility, dividends and corr
elation, where applicable. They are classified

 as Level 2 or 3 instruments in the hierar
chy,

depending on the signiFicance of the unobs
ervable credit spreads, volatility, dividend an

d correlation rates.

Obligations related to securities sold short

Fair values of the Obligations related to securi
ties sold short are based on unadjusted qu

oted prices in active markets, where availabl
e, and are

classified as Level 1 in the fair value hierar
chy. Where quoted prices in active markets ar

e not readily available, they are primarily cl
assified as

Level 2.

Quantitative information about fair value me
asurements using significant unobservable inp

uts (Leve13 Instruments)

The following table presents fair values of o
ur significant Level 3 financial instruments, va

luation techniques used to determine the
ir fair values,

ranges and weighted averages of unobserv
able inputs.

As at October 37, 2017 (Millions of Cana
dian dollars, except for prices, percentages

 and ratios)

hlrve~Ju!
Range of Input values (2) (3)

Significant
Weighted

Reporting line in thefairvalue
,.'~ -,;r , _,.,:.:~:~'-~~ Valuation unobservable

avetagej~npgts

Products hierarchy table A54e~4 11ab~Utk,6> techniques inputs (1)~ ~ Low __Nigh_ d~ttributbn (4)

Non-derivative finandal instruments
~~~

Auction rate securities
- ~ Discounted cash flows Discount margins 1.13q 2.95% 1.T1%

U.S. slate, munkipal and agencies debt
3Q8

DeFault rates 3,00% 3.40Yo 3.0096

Assehbacked securities
~ #97

Prepayment rates 4.00% 10AOq A.2996

Recovery rates 40.00% 97.5096 95.95%

Corporate debt
Price~based Prices $ 20.00 S 17930 5 113.77

Corporate debt and other debt
3D Discounted cash flows

Yields n.a. n.N. n.a.

Loans 774
Capitalization rates a.a e.a. na.

Obligations related [o securities
Credit spread 1.f 1% t1.i9`Y 6.359{.

sold short
Credit enhancement i2.8Y% 17.10% ]4.16°/.

~

Govemmentdebtand~munlcipal
!`

Price-based Prices 5 63.43 5 93.29~S 64.18

bonds U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt
~ Discounted cash flows

Yields O.lI% ]3.04% 3.2296 .

Corporate debt and other deb[
X793 1̀6.60X ~13.32X

Private equities, hedge fund
Market comparable EV/EBITDA multiples 9.30X

investments and related Equities
1,36 Price based P/E multiples 4.BOX 27.40X 19.44X

equity derivatives Derivative related assets
- - Discounted cash flows EV/Rev multiples S.SOX 9.518 5.75X

Derivative related liabilities
A7 Liquidity discounts (5) 15.06% 40.00% 25.24%

Loan substitute securities
" ~

Discount rate 71.00% 11.009e 11.00°6 ~.

Net asset values/prices (6) n.a. n.a. n.a.

Derivative financial instruments

Interest rate derivatives and Derivative related assets
, ~4A5'. - Discounted cash flows Interest rates 2.23% 2.56% Even

interest-ra[e~linked Derivative mlated liabilities
~q9~ Option pricing model CPI swap rates 1.72 % 1.9096 Even

structured notes (7)

IR-IR correlations 19.00% 67.00% EveO,

FXdRcorrelations 79.00% 56.00% Even

i

FX-FXcorrelations 68.0046 66.00% Even

Equity derivaUvesand equity-
- ~ Discounted cash Flows Dividend yields 0.02% 10.49°h Lower

linked stme,lweJ notes (7) Dedvelive related a;sels
. ", 3Q,~ Option pricing model Equity (E~-EQ correlations SS.00h 97.34% MiddiB

Deposits
~46i

EQ-F7( correlptions (70.M!)~ . 39.7,0% Mlddte

---- 

Derivative relatedliabililies

------~ --
.Y~.......--------'

-----------------
---------,:~69.

EQvolatiUties 3.00% f10.00~. Lower 

Other l8)
Asset-backed securities

6'

Derivative related assets
30

Deposits
-

Derivative related liabilities
b8

Other liabilities
~ ~ '~ 24

Total
S 8:403 $, t86~'
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As at October 31, 2016 (Millions of Canadian dollars, except for prices, percentages and ratios)

Fair value Range of Input values (2) (3)

Significant WeightedReporting Tine in the fairvalue Valuation unobservable average /InputsProducts hierarchy table Assets Liabilities techniques Inputs (1) Low Hlgh distribution (4)
Non~derivptive financial Instruments
Auction rate securities Discounted cash Flows Discount margins 1.57°~ 3.75% 2.43%U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt 777 Default rates 3.00q 99096 3.02%Asset•backed securities 193 Prepayment rates 4,00% 10.00~o 4.44%

Recovery rates 40.00% 97.5096 9237%
Corporate debt Price•based Prices S 20,00 E 127.54 S 111.93Corporate debt and otherdebt 96 Discounted cash flows Yields 5.25% 8.85% 73996Loans 3~9 Capitalization rates 5.99% 8.35% 7.1796Obligations related to securitles 1 Credit spread 1.51% 1 .54% 7.02%sold short Credit enhancement 12.04% 16.05% 14.0496
Government debt and municipal Price•based Prices $ 60.00 5 99.79 $ 63.30bonds U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt 31 Discounted cash flows Yields 1.48'Y 10.92°6 4.16°!,Corporate debt and other debt 920
Prfvateequltles,hedgefund Market comparable EV/EBITDAmultiples 6.94X 15.SOX 9.65Xinvestments and related Equities 1,132 Price-based P/E multiples 12.12X 23.25X ]4.45Xequity derivatives Derivative related assets 77 Discounted cash flows EV/Rev multiples 0.30X 5.90X 3.62XDerivative related Iiabiiities 168 Liquidity discounts (5) 15.00% 40.00% 29.21%Loan substitute securities - Discount rate 12.0096 ]7.00% 16.53%

Net asset values/prices (6) n.a. n.a. n.a.
DerlvaHve Nnantlal instruments
Interest rate derivatives and Derivative related assets 566 Discounted cash flows Interest rates 1.79% 2.43°k Eveninterest-rete•Ilnked structured Derivative related liabilities 1,014 Option pricing model CPI swap rates 1.4996 1.97% Evennotes (7)

IR•IR conelations 19.00% 67.00% Even
FX-IR correlations 29.00% 56.0096 Even
FX-fXcorrelations 68.00% 68.0096 Even

Equity derivatives and equity-
Discounted cash flows Dividend yields 0.04% 20.64% Lowerlinked structured notes (7) Derivative related assets 217 Option pricing model Equity (E~•EQ correlations 13.90% 97.40% MiddleDeposits 425 EQ-FXcorrelations (71.40)% 32.4096 MiddleDerivative related liabilities 242 EQvolatiUties 3.0096 118.00% Lower

Other (B)
Asset-backed securities 28
Derivative related assets 25
Deposits 2
Derivative related tlabilitles 56
Other liabilities 98

Total E 4,333 S 1,996

(1) The acronyms stand forthe following: (i) Enterprise Value (E~: ((I) Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization (EBITDA); (tin Price /Earnings (P/~;'(Iv) Revenue (Rev);(v) Consumer Price Index (CPI); Interest Rate (IR); Foreign Exchange (fX); and Equity (E~.
(2) The low and high Input values represent the actual highest and lowest level Inputs used to value a group of financial instruments in a particular product category. These input ranges do notreflect the level of Input uncertainty, but are affected by the different underlying instruments within. the product category. the input ranges will therefore vary from period to period based onthe characteristics afthe underlying instruments held at each balance sheet date. Where provided, the weighted average of the Input values is calculated based on the relative fair values ofthe instruments within the product category. The weighted averages for derivatives are not presented In the table as they would not provide a comparable metric; Instead, distribution ofsignificant unobservable Inputs within the range foreach product category Is indicated in the table.
(3) Price-based inputs are signiFlcant for certain debt securities and are based on external benchmarks, comparable proxy Instruments or pre•quarter-end trade data. For these instruments, theprice Input Is expressed fn dollars For each $100 parvalue. For example, with an Input price of $105, an instrument is valued at a premium over Its parvalue.(4) The level of aggregation and diversity within each derivative Instrument category may result in certain ranges of inputs beingwide and Inputs be(ng unevenly distributed across the range. Inthe table, we ind(cated whether the ma~orfty of the Inputs are concentrated toward the upper, middle, or lower end of fhe range, or evenly distributed throughout the range.(5) Fafrvalue of securities with liquidity discount Inputs totalled $54 mltllon (October 31, 2016 - $127 million).
(6) NAV of a hedge fund is total Fair value of assets less liab(Iftles divided by the number of fund units. The NAV of the funds and the corresponding equity derivatives referenced to NAV are notconsidered observable as we cannot redeem certain ofthese hedge funds at NAV prior to the next quarter end. Pr(vate equities are valued based on NAV orvalua[lon techniques. The rangefor NAV per unit or price per share has not been disclosed forthe hedg¢ funds or private equitirs rliir to the dispersion of prices given the diverse noture of the investments.(7) The structured notes contain embedded equity or interest rate derivatives with unobservable inputs that are sfmilarto those of the equity or interest rate derivatives.(8) Other primarily includes certain insignificant instruments such as commodity derivatives, Foreign exchange derivatives, credit derivatives, bank•owned Iffe insurance and Bank funding anddeposits.
n.a. not applicable
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>ensitivity to unobservable inputs and interrela
tionships between unobservable inputs

Yield, creditspreads/discount margins

4 financial instruments yield is the interest rate us
ed to discount future cash flows in a valuation mo

del. An increase in the yield, in isolation,

Mould result in a decrease in a fair value measurem
ent and vice versa. A credit spread/discount m

argin is the difference between a debt

instruments yield and a benchmark instrument's y
ield. Benchmark instruments have high credit qu

ality ratings, similar maturities and are often

government bonds. The credit spread/discount m
argin therefore represents the discount rate use

d to determine the present value of future cash

Flows of an asset to reflect the market return requ
ired for uncertainty in the estimated cash flows.

 The credit spread/discount margin for an

instrument forms part of the yield used in a disco
unted cash flow method. Generally, an increas

e in the credit spread or discount margin will

result in a decrease in fairvalue, and vice versa.

Funding spread
Funding spreads are credit spreads specific to our

 funding or deposit rates. A decrease in fundin
g spreads, on its own, will increase fair value o

f

our liabilities, and vice versa.

Defaul t rates
A default rate is the rate at which borrowers fail to m

ake scheduled loan payments. A decrease in the
 default rate will typically increase the fair

value of the loan, and vice versa. This effect will 
be significantly more pronounced for anon-gove

rnment guaranteed loan than a government

guaranteed loan.

Prepayment rates
A prepayment rate is the rate at which a loan will 

be repaid in advance of its expected amortizatio
n schedule. Prepayments change the future

cash flows of a loan. An increase in the prepaym
ent rate in isolation will result in an increase i

n fair value when the loan interest rate is lower

than the then current reinvestment rate, and a
 decrease in the prepayment rate in isolation will

 result in a decrease in fair value when the lo
an

interest rate is lower than the then current reinv
estment rate. Prepayment rates are generally nega

tively correlated with interest rates.

Recovery and loss severity rates

A recovery rate is an estimation of the amount that c
an be collected in a loan default scenario. The

 recovery rate is the recovered amount divided

by the loan balance due, expressed as a percent
age. The inverse concept of recovery is loss severity

. Loss severity rate is an estimation of the

loan amount not collected when a loan defaults. Th
e loss severity rate is the loss amount divided 

by the loan balance due, expressed as a

percentage. Generally, an increase in the reco
very rate or a decrease in the loss severity rate wi

ll increase the loan fair value, and vice versa.

Capitalization rates
A capitalization rate is a rate of return on a real es

tate property investment calculated by dividin
g a property's income by the property's value.

A lower capitalization rate increases the property 
value, and vice versa.

Volatility rates
Volatility measures the potential variability of f

uture prices and is often measured as the standa
rd deviation of price movements. Volatility is a

n

input to option pricing models used to value de
rivatives and issued structured notes. Volatility i

s used in valuing equity, interest rate, commodi
ty

and foreign exchange options. A higher volatility ra
te means that the underlying price or rate m

ovements are more likely to occur. Higher volatil
ity

rates may increase or decrease an option's fair
 value depending on the option's terms. The de

termination of volatility rates is dependent on

various factors, including but not limited to, th
e underlying's market price, the strike price an

d maturity.

Dividend yields
A dividend yield is the underlying equity's expecte

d dividends expressed as an annual percentag
e of its price. Dividend yield is used as an inpu

t

for furward equity price and option models. High
er dividend yields will decrease the forward pr

ice, and vice versa. A higher dividend yield wil
l

increase or decrease an option's value, depen
ding on the option's terms.

Correlation rates
Correlation is the linear relationship between the

 movements in two different variables. Correla
tion is an input to the valuation of derivative

contracts and issued structured notes when a
n instrument's payout is determined by correl

ated variables. When variables are positively

correlated, an increase in one variable will res
ult in an increase in the other variable. When v

ariables are negatively correlated, an increase
 in one

variable wilt result in a decrease in the other v
ariable. The referenced variables can be withi

n a single asset class or market (equity, intere
st rate,

commodities, credit and foreign exchange)
 or between variables in different asset classes (e

quity to foreign exchange, or interest rate to 
foreign

exchange). Changes in correlation will either in
crease or decrease a financial instruments fai

r value depending on the terms of the instrume
nt.

Interest rates
An interest rate is the percentage amount char

ged on a principal or notional amount. Increas
ing interest rates will decrease the discounted

 cash

flow value of a financial instrument, and vice ver
sa.

Consumer Price Index swap rates

A CPI swap rate is expressed as a percentage of
 an increase in the average price of a basket 

of consumer goods and services, such as

transportation, food and medical care. An incr
ease in the CPI swap rate will cause inflation s

wap payments to be larger, and vice versa.

EV/EBITDAmultiptes, P/Emultiples, EV/Revm
ultiples, and liquiditydiscounts

Private equity valuation inputs include EV/EBI
TDA multiples, P/E multiples and EV/Rev mul

tiples. These are used to calculate either en
terprise

value or share value of a company based on
 a multiple of earnings or revenue estimates. 

Higher multiples equate to higher fair values f
or all

multiple types, and vice versa. A liquidity discount
 may be applied when few or no transaction

s exist to support the valuations.
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Credit Enhancement
Credit enhancement is an input to the valuation of securitized transaction and is the amount of loan loss protection for a senior tranch

e. Credit

enhancement is expressed as a percentage of the transaction size. An increase in credit enhancement will cause the credit spread to decrease

and the tranche fairvalue to increase, and vice versa.

Interrelationships between unobservable inputs
Unobservable inputs, including the above discount margin, default rate, prepayment rate, and recovery and loss severity rates, may not b

e

independent of each other. For example, the discount margin can be affected by a change in default rate, prepayment rate, or recovery an
d loss

severity rates. Discount margins will generally decrease when default rates decline or when recovery rates increase.

Changes in fair value measurement for instruments measured on a recurring basis and categorized in Level 3

The following tables present the changes in fairvalue measurements on a recurring basis for instruments included in Level 3 of the fairvalue

hierarchy.

For the year ended October 31, 2017

Total Changes in

realized) Total unrealized gains

unrealized unrealized Sales of (losses)included

gains gains Purchases assets/ in earnings For

Fairvalue (losses) (tosses) of assets/ settlements Transfers Transfers Fair value assets and

at beginning included in included fssuantes of liabilities into out of at end of liabilities For

(M(llions of Canadian dollars) of period earnings _in OCt (l) of Ifabilities . and other (2} Level 3 _Level 3 period_positionsslillheld

Assets
Securities
Trading
Canadian government debt

Provincial and municipal 5 - 5 - 5 - S - 5 - 5 - 5 - 5 - S -

U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt 1 - - - (1) - - - -

Mortgage-backed securities - - - - - - - - -

Asset-backed securities

CDO - - - - - - - - -

Non-CDO securities 4 - 7 (10) - (1) - -

Corporatedebt and other debt 62 (4) 1 52 (68) 20 (34) 29 (3)

Equities 376 (143) (18) 275 (81) 17 (1) 425 (119)

443 (147) (17) 334 (160) 37 (36) 454 (122)

Available-for-sale

U.S. stale, municipal and agencies debt 747 (5) (19) - (215) - - 508 n.a.

Asset-backed securities

Non-CDO securities 217 - 7 - (22) - - 203 n.a.

Corporate debt and other debt 956 (1) (34) 119 (55) - (188) 797 n.a.

Equities 756 62 45 45 (197) - - 711 n.a.

Loan substitute securities - - - 4 - - - 4 n.a.

2,676 56 (1) 166 (488) - (186) 2,223 n.a.

Loans 329 (5) (5) 405 (512) - (33) 179 -

Other
Net derivative balances (3)

Interest rate contracts (448) 49 (20) 33 (2) 4 (71) (455) 74

Foreign exchange contracts (15) 49 2 (3) (7) 1 (6) 21 17

Credit derivatives - - - - - - - - -

Othercontracts (122} 80 2 (/6) 2 (58) (9) (181) ;2

Valuation adjustments (10) - - - (6) - - (16) -

Other assets - - - - - - - - -

$ 2,853 S 82 S (39) 5 861 S (1,173) S (16) 5 (343) S 2,225 $ 21

Liabilities
Deposits
Personal S (425) 5 (20) 5 14 S (387) S 85 S (277) S 545 5 (465) 5 5

Business and government (2) - - - - - 2 - -

Other
Obligations related to securities sold short (1) - - - 1 - - - -

Otherliabilities (88) (4) 2 - 66 - - (24) -

S (516) 5 (24) S 16 5 (387) $ 152 S (277) 5 547 5 (489) S 5
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Note 3 Fair value of financial instruments (~o~en~,~d) J

For the year ended October 31, 2016

Total Changes in

realized/ Total unrealized gains

unrealized unrealized Sales of (losses) included

gains gains Purchases assets/ in earningsfor

Fair value (losses) (losses) of assets/ settlements Transfers Transfers Fairvalue assets and

at beginning included in included issuances of liabllitles Into out of at end of liabilities for

(Millions of Canadian dollars) of period earnings in OCI (1) of liabilities and other (2) Level3 Leve13 period positions still held

Assets

Securities
Trading
Canadian government debt
Provincial and municipal $ 5 $ — $ — $ — $ — $ — $ (5) $ — $ —

U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt 16 (2) — 21 (34) — — 1 —

Mortgage-backed securities 15 (1) — 8 (22) — — — —

Asset-backed securities
CDO 5 — — — (5) 1 (1) — —

Non-CDO securities. 23 (4) — 23 (39) 1 — 4 —

Corporatedebt and other debt 191 — 5 144 (294) 159 (143) 62 —

Equities 123 (160) 7 492 (89) 10 (7) 376 (163)

378 (167) 12 688 (483) 171 (156) 443 (163)

Available-for-sale
U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt 797 (12) 26 93 (157) — — 747 n.a.

Asset-backed securities
Non-CDO securities 197 (1) 18 26 (23) — — 217 n.a.

Corporate debt and other debt 1,757 (5) 17 2,437 (2,825) 21 (446) 956 n.a.

Equities 987 50 (49) 76 (308) — — 756 n.a.

Loan substitute securities — — — — — — — — n.a.

3,738 32 12 2,632 (3,313) 21 (446) 2,676 n.a.

Loans 472 17 (13) 102 (641) 396 (4) 329 —

Other
Net derivative balances (s)

Interest rate contracts (446) (18) 1 30 (18) 29 (26) (448) (17)

Foreign exchange contracts 58 (66) (6) (19) (2) 23 (3) (15) (64)

Credit derivatives (1) — — — 1 — — — (2)

Other contracts (313) (121) (1) (39) 213 51 88 (122) 55

Valuation adjustments (47) — — — 23 — 14 (30) —

Otherassets — (2) — 2 — — — — —

$ 3,839 $ (325) $ 5 $ 3,396 $ (4,220) $ 691 $ (533) $ 2,853 $ (191)

Liabilities
Deposits
Personal $ (389) $ (24) $ 2 $ (207) $ 82 $ (562) $ 673 $ (425) $ (16)

Business and government (8) (1) — — 9 (2) — (2) (1)

Other
Obligations related to securities sold short — — — (1) — — — (1) —

Otherliabilities (47) (22) (3) (93) 23 — 54 (88) (11)

$ (444) $ (47) $ (1) $ (301) $ 114 $ (SG4) $ 727 $ (516) $ (28)

(1) These amounts include the foreign currency translation gains or losses arising on consolidation of foreign subsldlarles relating to the Leve131nstruments, where applicable. The unrealized

gains on AFS securities recognized (n OCI were $84 million for the year ended Oc[ober 31, 2017 (October 31, 2016 — losses of $27 million), excluding the translation gains or losse
s arising

on consolidation.
(2) Other includes amortization of premiums or discounts recognized in net income.

(3) Net derivatives as at October 31, 2017 included derivative assets of $747 million (October 31, 2016 — $885 million) and derivative liabilities of $1,378 million (October 31, 2016 —

$1,480million).
n.a. no[ appUcable

Transfers between fair value hierarchy levels for instruments carried at fair value on a recurring basis

Transfers between Level 1 and Level 2, and transfers into and out of Level 3 are assumed to occur at the end of the period. For an asset or a

liability that transfers into Level 3 during the period, the entire change in fair value for the period is excluded from the Total realized/unrealized

gains (losses) included in earnings column of the above reconciliation, whereas for transfers out of Level 3 during the period, the entire change

in fair value for the period is included in the same column of the above reconciliation.
Transfers between Level 1 and 2 are dependent on whether fair value is obtained on the basis of quoted market prices in active markets

(Level 1).
During the year ended October 31, 2017, transfers out of Level 1 to Level 2 included Trading U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt and

Obligations related to securities sold short of $1,143 million and $1,472 million, respectively. During the year ended October 31, 2016, transfers

out of Level 1 to Level 2 included $266 million of Trading U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt and $490 million of Obligations related to

securities sold short.
During the year ended October 31, 2017, transfers out of Level 2 to Level 1 included $339 million of Trading U.S. state, municipal and

agencies debt and $80 million of Obligations related to securities sold short. During the year ended October 31, 2016, transfers out of Level 2 to

Level 1 included $424 million of Trading U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt, $65 million of AFS U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt and

$11 million of Obligations related to securities sold short.
Transfers between Level 2 and Level 3 are primarily due to either a change in the market observability for an input, or a change in an

unobservable inputs significance to a financial instruments fairvalue.
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For the year ended October 31, 2017, transfers of Other contracts were due to changes in the market observability of inputs, and transfers

relating to AfS Corporate debt and other debt, and Personal deposits were due to changes in the significance of unobservable inputs to their fair

value.
During the year ended October 31, 2017, significant transfers out of Level 3 to Level 2 included $188 million of AFS Corporate debt and

other debt, and $545 million of Personal deposits. In addition, during the year ended October 31, 2017, significant transfers out of Level 3 to

Level 2 included $52 million (net assets) of OTC equity options in Other contracts comprised of $321 million of derivative related assets and

$269 million of derivative related liabilities. During the year ended October 31, 2016, significant transfers out of Level 3 to Level 2 included

$143 million of Trading Corporate debt and other debt, $446 million of AFS Corporate debt and other debt and $673 million of Personal

deposits. In addition, during the year ended October 31, 2016, significant transfers out of Level 3 to Level 2 included $28 million (net assets) of

OTC equity options in Other contracts comprised of $682 million of derivative related assets and $654 million of derivative related liabilities and

$24 million (net assets) of commodity swaps in Other contracts comprised of $126 million of derivative related assets and $102 million of

derivative related liabilities.
During the year ended October 31, 2017, significant transfers out of Level 2 to Level 3 included $277 million of Personal deposits. In

addition, during the year ended October 31, 2017, significant transfers out of Level 2 to Level 3 included $11 million (net liabilities) of OTC equity

options in Other contracts comprised of $94 million of derivative related assets and $105 million of derivative related liabilities. During the year

ended October 31, 2016, significant transfers out of Level 2 to Level 3 included $159 million of Trading Corporate debt and other debt,

$396 million of Loans and $562 million of Personal deposits. In addition, during the year ended October 31, 2016, significant transfers out of

Level 2 to Level 3 included $58 million (net assets) of OTC equity options in Other contracts comprised of $407 million of derivative related

assets and $349 million of derivative related liabilities.

Positive and negative fair value movements of Level 3 financial instruments from using reasonably possible alternative assumptions

A financial instrument is classified as Level 3 in the fair value hierarchy if one or more of its unobservable inputs may significantly affect the

measurement of its fair value. In preparing the financial statements, appropriate levels for these unobservable input parameters are chosen so

that they are consistent with prevailing market evidence or management judgment. Due to the unobservable nature of the prices or rates, there

may be uncertainty about the valuation of these Levei 3 financial instruments.
The following table summarizes the impacts to fairvalues of Level 3 financial instruments using reasonably possible alternative

assumptions. This sensitivity disclosure is intended to illustrate the potential impact of the relative uncertainty in the fairvalue of Level 3

financial instruments. In reporting the sensitivities below, we offset balances in instances where: (i) the move in valuation factor caused an

offsetting positive and negative fair value movement, (ii) both offsetting instruments are in Level 3, and (iii) exposures are managed and reported

on a net basis. With respect to overall sensitivity, it is unlikely in practice that all reasonably possible alternative assumptions would

simultaneously be realized.

As at

Octo6er31,2o)7

Positivefdfrvalue NegaNvefairvalue
movement from movement from

using reasonably using reasonably
Level3 posslbte possible

of Canadian

Securities
Trading

U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt
Asset-backed securities
Corporate debt and other debt
Equities

Available-for-sale
U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt
Asset•backed securities
Curporate debt and other debt
Equities
Loan substitute securities

Loans
Derivatives

S - 5. - S
-

aq —
~zs

508 8 (ZOJ,
30~ 15 (21).
X97 , ., ', ,6 „.{6)
711 4U (2A).
4 s3
79 2 (3)'
747 34 (3,4)

October 31, 2016

Positive fair value Negative fair value
movement from movement from

using reasonably using reasonably
Level3 possible possible

irvalue alternatives alternatives

1 $ - ~ -
4 — —

62 1 (1)

376 — —

747 14 (31)

217 13 (19)

?56 R (8)

756 74 (13)

329 9 (10)

885
----

17
----- ------

(16)
---

333 $ 136 $ (98)

Deposits S (q65) $ 11 $ (11j $ (427) $ 13 $ (13)

Derivatives (1,318) ~7 (48j (1,480) 33 (53)

Other

Securities sold short and other liabilities (2p) — (gg) _ _

$ (1,867) $ 48 $ {59) $ (1,996) $ 46 $ (66)

Sensitivity results
As at October 31, 2017, the effects of applying other reasonably possible alternative assumptions to the Level 3 asset positions would bean

increase of $107 million and a decrease of $104 million in fair value, of which $71 million and $70 million would be recorded in Other

components of equity, respectively. The effects of applying these assumptions to the Level 3 liability positions would result in a decrease of

$48 million and an increase of $59 million in fairvalue.
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Level 3 valuation inputs and approaches to developing reasonably possible alternative assumptions

The following is a summary of the unobservable inputs used in the valuation of the Leve13 instruments and our ap
proaches to developing

reasonably possible alternative assumptions used to determine sensitivity.

Financial assets or liabilities Sensitivity methodolo

Asset-backed securities, Sensitivities are determined based on adjusting, plus or minus one standard deviation, the bid-offer

corporate debt, government spreads or input prices if a sufficient number of prices is received, adjusting input parameters such as

debt, municipal bonds and loans credit spreads or using high and low vendor prices as reasonably possible alternative assumptions.

Auction rate securities Sensitivity of ARS is determined by decreasing the discount margin between 11%and 26%and increasi
ng

the discount margin between 27%and 44%, depending on the specific reasonable range of fair value

uncertainty for each particular financial instruments market. Changes to the discount margin reflect

historical monthly movements in the student loan asset backed securities market.

Private equities, hedge fund Sensitivity of direct private equity investments is determined by (i) adjusting the discount rate by 2%whe
n

investments and related equity the discounted cash flow method is used to determine fairvalue, (ii) adjusting the price multiples based
 on

derivatives the range of multiples of comparable companies when price-based models are used, or (iti) using an

alternative valuation approach. Net asset values of the private equity funds, hedge funds and related equ
ity

derivatives are provided by the fund managers, and as a result, there are no other reasonably possible

alternative assumptions forthese investments.

Interest rate derivatives Sensitivities of interest rate and cross currency swaps are derived using plus or minus one standard

deviation of the inputs, and an amount based on model and parameter uncertainty, where applicable.

Eq uity derivatives Sensitivity of the Level 3 position is determined by shifting the unobservable model inputs by plus or minus

one standard deviation of the pricing service market data including volatility, dividends or correlations, a
s

applicable.

Bank fund(ng and deposits Sensitivities of deposits are calculated by shifting the funding curve by plus or minus certain basis point
s.

Structured notes Sensitivities for interest-rate-linked and equity•linked structured notes are derived by adjusting inputs b
y

plus or minus one standard deviation, and for other deposits, by estimating a reasonable move in the

funding curve by plus or minus certain basis points.
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Fair value for financial instruments that are carried at amortized cost and classified using the fair value hierarchy

----------------- As at October 31, 2017 -------'---- --

value may not approximate carrying value
Fair value always

_Fair

approximates __~.__.__..__.___._.~____~~_^.-..Fair value measurements using Total

(Millions of Canadian dollars) carrying value ti) Level 1 Levet 2 Level 3 Total fair value

Interest-bearing deposits with banks $ 11,880 $ - $ 30 $ - $ 30 $ 11,910

Held-to-maturity securities (z) - - 14,754 17 14,771 14,771

Assets purchased under reverse repurchase
agreements and securities borrowed 58,605 - 23,394 - 23,394 81,999

Loans
Retail 65,991 - 309,855 4,936 314,791 380,782

Wholesale 8,930 - 139,128 5,909 145,037 153,967

74,921 - 448,983 10,845 459,828 534,749

Other assets 43,963 - 433 202 635 44,598

189,369 - 487,594 11,064 498,658 688,0

Deposits
Personal 182,440 - 62,981 726 63,707 246,147

Business and government 261,898 - 149,618 979 150,597 412,495

Bank 16,615 - 5,079 14 5,093 21,708

460,953 - 211,678 1.719 219,397 680,350

Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase
agreements and securities loaned 7,774 - 1,364 - 1,364 9,138

Other liabilities 43,733 - 311 5,382 5,693 49,426

Subordinated debentures - - 9,504 55 9,559 9,559

$ 512,460 . $ - $ 228,857 $ 7,156 $ 236,013 $ 748,473

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

Interest-bearing deposits with banks
Held-to-maturity securities (z)
Assets purchased under reverse repurchase
agreements and securities borrowed

Loans
Retail
Wholesale

As at October 31, 2016

Fairvalue may not approximate carrying value
Fair value always

approximates Fair value measurements using Total

carrying value(i) Leve11 Level2 Level3 Total fair value

$ 11,820 $ - $ 64 $ - $ 64 $ 11,884

- 2 15,194 11 15,207 15,207

41,686 - 22,812 - 22,812 64,498

66,404 - 297,602 5,006 302,608 369,012

6,155 - 137,216 7,349 144,565 150,720

72,559 - 434,818 12,355 447,173 519,732

Other assets 43,229 - 457 293 750 43,979

169,294 2 473,345 12,659 486,006 655,300

Deposits
Personal 175,114 - 59,475 901 60,376 235,490

Business and government 241,950 - 163,782 1,149 164,931 406,881

Bank 12,387 - 5,883 42 5,925 18,312

429,451 - 229,140 2,092 231,232 660,683

Obligations related to assets sold under repurchase
agreements and securities loaned 13,032 - 1,551 - 1,551 14,583

Other liabilities 38,467 - 265 5,106 5,371 43,838

Subordinated debentures - - 9,643 57 9,700 9,700

$ 480,950 $ - $ 240,599 $ 7,255 $ 247,854 $ 728,804

(1) Certain financial Instruments have not been assigned to a level as the carrying amount always approximates their fair values due to 
their short-term nature (instruments that are receivable or

payable on demand, or with original maturity of three months or less) and insignificant credit risk.

(2) Included in Secur(ties - Available-for-sale on the Consolidated Balance Sheets.

Fair values of financial assets and liabilities carried at amortized cost and disclosed in the table above are determined using the f
ollowing

valuation techniques and inputs.

Held-to-maturity securities
Fair values of Canadian Federal and OECD government bonds, and corporate bonds are based on quoted prices. Fair values of certain No

n-OECD

government bonds are based on vendor prices or the discounted cash flow method with yield curves of other countries' government bon
ds as

inputs.
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Assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements and securities borrowed, and Obligations related to assets sold under repurcha
se

agreements and securities loaned
Valuation methods used for the long-term instruments are described in the Fairvalue of assets and liabilities measured on a recurring bas

is and

classified using the fair value hierarchy section of this note. The carrying values of short-term instruments generally approximate their fai
r values.

Loans —Retail
Retail loans include residential mortgages, personal and small business loans and credit cards. For residential mortgages, and personal 

and

small business loans, we segregate the portfolio based on certain attributes such as product type, contractual interest rate, term to maturity 
and

credit scores, if applicable. Fair values of these loans are determined by the discounted cash flow method using applicable inputs such as

prevailing interest rates, contractual and posted client rates, client discounts, credit spreads, prepayment rates and loan-to-value ratios. 
Fair

values of credit card receivables are also calculated based on a discounted cash flow method with portfolio yields, charge offs and mont
hly

payment rates as inputs. The carrying values of short-term and variable rate loans generally approximate their fair values.

Loans —Wholesale
Wholesale loans include Business, Bank and Sovereign loans. Where market prices are available, loans are valued based on market prices

.

Otherwise, fair value is determined by the discounted cash flow method using the following inputs: market interest rates and market bas
ed

spreads of assets with similar credit ratings and terms to maturity, loss given default, expected default frequency implied from credit default

swap prices, if available, and relevant pricing information such as contractual rate, origination and maturity dates, redemption price, coupon

payment frequency and date convention.

Deposits
Deposits are comprised of demand, notice, and term deposits which include senior deposit notes we have issued to provide us with long-term

funding. Fairvalues ofterm deposits are determined by one of several valuation techniques: (i) for term deposits and similar instruments, 
we

segregate the portfolio based on term to maturity. Fair values of these instruments are determined by the discounted cash flow method using

inputs such as client rates for new sales of the corresponding terms; and (ii) for senior deposit notes, we use actual traded prices, vendor prices

or the discounted cash flow method using a market interest rate curve and our funding spreads as inputs. The carrying values ofshort-term term

deposits, and demand and notice deposits generally approximate their fair values.

Other assets and Other liabilities
Other assets and Other liabilities include receivables and payables relating to certain commodities. Fair values of the commodity receivables and

payables are calculated by the discounted cash flow method using applicable inputs such as market interest rates, counterparties' credit

spreads, our funding spreads, commodity forward prices and spot prices.

Subordinated debentures
Fair values of Subordinated debentures are based on recent transaction prices.
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,.

Carrying value of securities

The following table presents the contractual maturit
ies of the carrying values of financial instrume

nts held at the end of the period:

(Muuons orcanad~an sonars)

__ __

'_~ _____._~_

~thln 3

As at October 31, 2017

_ berm to maturity (a) ̂ _ T _____

3 months 1 year to S years to Over

to i year 5 years _10 years ̂ _ 10 years,

With no
specific
maturi

'-~-- ̀  -

Total:
__

Trading (2>

__ ,months

Canadian government debt $ 1,757 S 11,362 S 8>047 5 1,447 $ 6,112 S - $ 28,725

U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt
3,527 2,033 4,685 k,145 36,472 - 34,8&0

Other OECD government debt
834 4,846 4,843 260 571 - 11,3Sk

Mortgage-backed securities
- - 67 22 1,209 - 2,298

Asset-backed securities
85 63 249 162 173 - 733

Corporate debt and other debt

Bankers'acceptances
246 - - - - - 246

Certificates of deposit
28 22 67 G 5 - 126

Other (s) 2,625 5,038 6,410 2,784 4,907 - 21,364

Equities
- - - - -- 32,952 32,952

9,102 23,362 23,968 8,824 29,449 32,952 127,657

Available-for-sale (z)

Canadian government debt

Federal
Amortized cost 5 - 1,528 17 58 - 1,G0~

Fair value
5 - 1,521 17 58 - 1,60i

Yield (a) 1.7°/a - 0.9% 1.8% 4.3°~6 - 2.1°!0

Provincial and municipal

Amortized cost 25 71 1,838 41 539 - 2,514

Fair value 25 71 1,836 40 531 - 2,503

Yield (a) l.b% 2.090 2.1% 2.8% 4.1% - 2.5%

U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt

Amortized cost 1,284 2,768 1,087 1,723 22,615 - 29,477

fair value 1,2$4 2,765 1,085 1,720 22,661 - 29,515

Yield (u) 1.2% 1.69'o S.S% 3.0% 2.7% 2.5%

Other OECD government debt

Amortized cost 824 2,367 5,894 60 - - 9,145

Fairvalue 824 2,367 5,901 60 - - 9,152

Yield (o) 0.4% 1.Ogo ].5% 1.1°!0 - - 1.3%

Mortgage-backed securities

Amortized cost
- - - 15 919 - 934

Fairvalue
- - - 1~ 919 - 934

Yield (a>
- - - 2.9%0 2.2% - 2.3%

Asset-backed securities
Amortized cost 960 67 688 3,030 1,774 - 6,519

Fairvalue
956 67 690 3,039 1,745 - 6,497

Yield (a)
1.29'0 1.6% 1.6% 2.6%a 2.k°~6 - 2.2%

Corporate debt and other debt

Amortized cost 3,332 2,917 17,006 461 680 - 24,3516

Fair value 3,336 2,918 17,060 464 681 - 24,459

Yield (u) 1.3% 1.5°!0 1.$% 2.$% 4.6°k - 1.8%

Equities
Cost

- - - - - 875 875

Fairvalue
- - - - - 1,188 1,186

Loan substitute securities

Cost
- - - - - 29 29

Fairvalue
- - - - - 28 28

Yield (4)
- - - - - 43% 4.3°fo

Amortized cost
.6,430 8,190 28,041 5,347 26,585 904 75,497

Fairvalue
----- ------

6,430 8,188 26,093 5,355 26,595- 1,216 75,877

Neld-to-maturity (z)
Amortized cost

9 54 5,960 4,~'S4 4,Ob8 - Ik,645

Fair value
9 54 5,941 4,7b1 4,006 - 1x,772

Total carrying value of securities (z)
$ 15,542 S 31,60k S 58,021 S 18,933 $ 60,112 S 34,168 $ 218,379
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As at October 31, 2016
---

Term to maturity(i>
With no

Within 3 3 months 1 year to 5 years to Over specific
(MiIllonsofCanadian dollars) months to 1 year 5 years 10 years

- -
10 years maturity

--
Total

-Trading (z)
Canadian government debt $ 6,761 $ 10,350 $ 9,208 $ 2,742 $ 6,153 $ - $ 35,214
U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt 6,582 6,150 5,912 5,988 15,729 - 40,361
Other OECD government debt 1,639 1,646 2,808 389 438 - 6,920
Mortgage-backed securities - 34 3 1 1,419 - 1,457
Asset•backed securities 42 80 219 139 81 - 561
Corporate debt and other debt
Bankers' acceptances 361 - - - - - 361
Certificates of deposit 155 132 14 2 19 - 322
Other (s) 1,748 4,450 7,473 2,472 3,891 - 20,034

Equities - - - - - 46,062 46,062
17,288 22,842 25,637 11,733 27,730 46,062 151,292

Available-for-sale (z)
Canadian government debt

Federal
Amortized cost 43 1 291 27 56 - 418
Fairvalue 43 1 293 27 58 - 422
Yield ~a) 0.5% 0.3% 1.5% 1.8% 4.2% - 1.7%

Provincial and municipal
Amortized cost - 139 1,863 90 252 - 2,344
Fair value - 139 1,873 92 260 - 2,364
Yield (u) - 1.3% 1.9% 4.1% 3.8% - 2.2%

U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt
Amortized cost 1,030 895 1,735 1,161 20,668 - 25,489
Fair value 1,029 896 1,734 1,159 20,598 - 25,416
Yield (a) 2.7% 0.9% 1.9% 2.7% 2.4% - 2.4%

Other OECD government debt
Amortized cost 3,109 1,396 9,070 293 7 - 13,875
fair value 3,108 1,398 9,095 292 7 - 13,900
Yield (u) (0.1)% 1.1% 1.1% 1.0% 3.9% - 0.8%

Mortgage-backed securities
Amortized cost - 16 27 19 330 - 392
Fair value - 16 27 20 332 - 395
Yield (4l - 2.2% 2.2% 2.8% 2.3% - 2.3%

Asset backed securities
Amortized cost 671 9 539 834 1,733 - 3,786
Fairvalue 671 8 540 835 1,679 - 3,733
Yield ~4) - 1.1% 1.1% 2.2% 2.2% - 1.6%

Corporate debt and other debt
Amortized cost 1,520 2,933 16,457 553 552 - 22,015
Fair value 1,521 2,734 16,495 55E1 558 - 22,066
Yield (a) 1.7% 1.8% 1.6% 2.8% 4.7% - 1.8%

Equities
Cost - - - - - 1,291 1,291
Fairvalue - - - - - 1,552 1,552

Loan substitute securities
Cost - - - - - 70 70
Fairvalue - - - - - 74 74
Yield (u)

- -- -- --- - ---
-

--- -----
-

- -------
- -
- ----

-
--

4.5%
-

4.5%
--Amortized cost 6,373 5,389 29,982 2,977 23,598 1,361 69,680

Fair value
-

6,372
--- -----

5,392
--

30,057 2,983
-----

23,492
--- -

1,626
--

69,922
- --Held-to-maturity (z)

Amortized cost 130 116 4,521 5,718 4,394 - 14,879
Fair value 130 116 4,583

------ 
5,953 4,425
---------

- 15,207---- -
rotalcarrying value of securities (z)

- -- ------
$ 23,790 $ 28,350 $ 60,21 S $ 20,434 $ 55,616 $ 47,688 $ 236,093

]) Actual maturities may differ from contractual maturities shown above since borrowers may have the right to extend or prepay obligations with or without penalties.
2) Trading securities and AFS securities are recorded at fair value. Held•to-maturity securities, included in Available-for-sale securities on the balance sheet, are recorded at amortized cost
3) Primarily composed of corporate debt, supra-national debt, and commercial paper.
4) The weighted average yield Is derived using the contractual interest rate and the carrying value at the end of the year for the respective securities.
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Unrealized gains and losses onavailable-for-sale securities (iJ (z)

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

As at

_ . .. . _.. —'---- October 3l, 2016

Cost/ Gross Gross
Amortized unrealized unrealized Fair

cost eains losses value
Canadian government debt -;. ~r ~+ ~,~~ ~4 ~

Federal '~ ~ ~..~,~~~ ~i ~~} ~ ~,y~tl~ $ 418 $ 4 $ - $ 422Provincial and municipal 1 ~~ ~~~ ~{;.'~~'`l , .~~~ ~ ,~,~~~3 2,344 22 (2) 2,364U.S. state, municipal and agencies debt (3) ~ y ,~'~ ~ ~ ~} u ~ ~ ~; 25,489 57 (130) 25,416Other OECD government debt ~ S">; ~ ~ ~~~L~,~ ~'1'~~ ' ~~~~ 13,875 35 (10) 13,900Mortgage-backed securities ~..,. ~ r~~a z 1 * "i,'~ ~i 392 5 (2) 395Asset-backed securities _,, ~5,~*~~ -. ~ ; r.~; 'i
CDO ' '~' ~ ~. ~ ~k~` , p a+ ` '' ~~~~ 1.628 2 - 1,630Non-CDO securities " u~~~~ r~ u ̀ ~ { ~~~~~.'" ~~ !'~ 

2,158 5 (60) 2,103Corporate debt and other debt ~a `~~,~~1 -~ = '~+~~~~9; 22,015 89 (38) 22,066Equities ~ ti ~, ` ~ ~~.~~ ~ '~~1 1,291 273 (12) 1,552Loan substitute securities ,"~~h ~ ~4~~,,' ?~ {,~,. .. ~ ~ ; ~~$:; 70 4 - 74— — - — 
~':+ ~ .~ .,~- ~:'Y 4 ~.'.., ~)~~~i ~~~$~'~~ $ 69.680 $ 496 $ (254) $ 69,922

(1) Excludes $14,645 million of held~to-maturity securities as at October 31, 2017 (October 31, 2016 — $14,879 million) that are carried at amortized cost.(2) The majority of the MBS are residential. Cost/Amortized cost, gross unrealized gains, gross unrealized losses and fair value related to commercial MBS are $727 million, $1 million, $1 millionand $727 million, respectively as at October 31, 2017 (October 31, 2016 — $346 million, $1 million, $1 million and $346 million).(3) Includes securities issued by U.S. non-agencies backed by government insured assets, MBS and asset-backed securities issued by U.S. government agencies.

AFS securities are assessed for objective evidence of impairment at each reporting date and more frequently when conditions warrant.Depending on the nature of the securities under review, we apply specific methodologies to assess whether the cost/amortized cost of thesecurity would be recovered. As at October 31, 2017, our gross unrealized losses on AFS securities were $339 million (October 31, 2016 -$254 million). We believe that there is no objective evidence of impairment on our AFS securities that are in an unrealized loss position as atOctober 31, 2017.

Net gains and losses onavailable-for-sale securities (i)

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

Realized gains
Realized losses
Impairment losses

Forthe year ended

tQ~,i~ ~1 October 31
;~ap~_ 2016

F ~~i~re $ 179
~.< (17)

-, -~— —. X86).
_._ `fix `: $ 76

(1) The following related to our insurance operations are excluded from Net gains and losses on AFS securities and are included in Insurance premiums, investment and fee Income in theConsolidated Statements of Income for the year ended October 31, 2017: Realized gains of $23 million (October 31, 2016 - $14 million), realized losses of $1 million (October 31, 2016 —$nll) and $nif in impairment losses (October 31, 2016 — b4 million).

During the year ended October 31, 2017, $172 million of net gains were recognized in Non-interest income as compared to $76 million in theprior year. The current year reflects net realized gains of $224 million mainly comprised of distributions from, and gains on sales of certainEquities, Other OECD government debt, and Loan substitute securities. Also included in the net gains are $52 million of impairment lossesprimarily on certain Equities and U.S. state, mi.inicipal and agencies debt. This compares to net realized gains for the year ended October 31,2016 of $162 million which was partially offset by $86 million of impairment losses.

Held-to-maturity securities
Held-to-maturity securities measured at amortized cost are subject to periodic impairment review and are classified as impaired when, inmanagements opinion, there is no longer reasonable assurance of the timely collection of the full amount of principal and interest. Theimpairment review ofheld-to-maturity securities is primarily based on the impairment model for loans. We believe that there is no objectiveevidence of impairment on our held-to-maturity securities as at October 31, 2017.
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Reclassification of financial instrumen
ts

The following table provides informatio
n regarding certain securities that we rec

lassified in prior reporting periods:

Financial Instruments reclassified in p
rior periods

As at

October 31, 2017 October 31, 2016

(MilltonsofCanadiandollars) 
Carryingvalue Fairvalue Carryingvalue Fairvalue

Financial assets - FVTPL reclassified toa
vailable-for-sale (1)

CDO 
S - $ - S - S

Financial assets - Available-for-sale r
eclassified to loans and receivables cz) cs

)

Canadian government debt -Federal 
2,747 2,737 3,692 3,697

Financial assets -Available-for-sale r
eclassified toheld-to-maturity (z>

Canadian government debt -Federal 
3,674 3,645 3,923 3,970

S 6,421 $ 6.382 -$ - -7,615 $ 7,667

(i) On October 1, 2011, we recla5sifled E3,8
72 million of certain CDO from classified 

as fVTPL to AFS.

(2) On October 1, 2015, we reclassiFled E4,1
32 milUon and $5,240 million, respectivel

y, of certain debt securities From classi
fied as AFS to loans and receivables, an

d from classified as AFS to

held•to•maturity.

(3) During the year ended October 31, 2016,
 we reclassified $697 million of certain deb

t securities from classified as AFS t
o loans and receivables.

The following table provides the amounts
 recorded in net income and OCI from t

he debt securities after the reclassifica
tion.

For the year ended

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

October 31, 2017 October 31, 2016

interest incomel Interest income/

gains {losses) gains (losses)

Unrealized gains recognized in net Unrealized gains recognized in net

(tosses) during income during (losses) during income during

the period (i) the period the period U) the period

F1fTPl reclassl~ed to available-for-sal
e

CDO 
S - $ ~ $ (4) $ 11

Available-for-sale reclassified to loans 
and receivables (z)

Canadian government debt -Federal 
(15) 56 (7) 91

Available-for-sale reclassified to held-to
-maturity (2)

Canad(an government debt -Federal 
(77) 126 (38) 135

5 (92) S i8G $ (49) $ 237

(i) This represents the unrealized gains or
 losses that would have been recognize

d in profit or loss (for reclassifications f
rom FVTPL) ar OCI (for reclassifications 

From AFS) had the assets not

been reclassified,

(2) Interest income/gains (losses) recognized
 in net income during the period includ

es amortization of net unrealized gains
 associated with reclassified assets that 

were included in Other

components of equity on the date of recla
ssification.

----- -----
As at

October 31, 2017
--- Ottuber31, 2016

United Other United Other

(Millions of Canadian dollars) - __ 
Canada

----~~-~
.~_._._._z_~_-.~.__States Intemallonat Total . Canada States International Total

Retail (i)
Residential mortgages

$ 255,799 $ 11,449 $ 3,100 S 270,348 $ 241,800 $ 10,014 $ 3,184 $ 254,998

Personal
82,022 6,357 3,915 92.294 82,205 6,853 4,408 93,466

Credit cards (2)
17,491 294 250 18,095 16,601 267 260 17,128

Small business (s)
4,493 -

~ 

- 4,493 3,878 - - 3,878

359,805 18,104̂ 7,265 385,17fl 344,484 17,134 7,852 369,470

Wholesale (i)
Business (a)

74,425 51,556 20,310 146,291 65,756 58,010 20,304 144,070

Bank (s)
1,027 2,498 437 3,962 1,027 445 207 1,679

Sovereign (b)
7,370 934 1,049 9,353 6,625 827 1,168 8,620

82,822 54,988 21,796 159,606 73,408 59,282 21,679 154,369

Total loans
442,627 73,088 29,061 54k,776 417,892 76,416 29,531 523,839

Allowance for loan losses
(1,406) (234) (519) (2,159) (1,491) (262) (482) (2,235)

Total loans net of allowance for loan l
osses S 441,221 $ 72,854 5 28,542 5 542,617 $ 416,401 $ 76,154 $ 29,049 $ 521,604

(1) Geographic information is based on resid
ence of borrower.

(2) The cred(t cards business is managed 
as a single portfolio and includes both

 consumer and business cards.

(3) Includes small business exposure manag
ed on a pooled basis.

(4) Includes small business exposure man
aged on an individual client basis.

(5) Bank refers primarily to regulated deposi[
•taking Institutions and secur(ties firms

.

(6) Sovereign refers to all central government
s and agencies, central banks, as well 

as other qualifying public sector entitl
es and multilateral development ban

ks
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loans maturity and rate sensitivity

As at October 31, 2017

Maturity term (1) Rate sensitivity

Under ] to S Over 5 Flxed Non-rate•

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 1 year (2) years years Total Floating Rate sensitive Total

Retail $ 202,221 $ 165,337 $ 17,612 $ 385,174 S 112,299 5 267,124 5 5,747 S 385,179

Wholesale 123,570 27,907 8,129 159,606 21,202 136,111 2,293 159,606

Total loans $ 325,791 $ 193,244 S 25,741 S 544,')76 5 133,501 $ 403,235 5 8,040 S 544,776

Allowance for loan losses (2,159) {2,159

Total loans net of allowance for toa~ losses $ 542,617 5 542,617

As at October 31, 2016

Maturity term (i) Rate sensitivity

Under i to 5 Over 5 Fixed Non-rate-

(MillionsofCanadiandollars) i year(z) years years Total Floating Rate sensitive Total

Retail $ 190,834 $ 161,953 $ 16,683 $ 369,470 $ 116,355 $ 247,021 $ 6,094 $ 369,470

Wholesale (s) 121,625 23,721 9,023 154,369 24,223 126,790 3,356 154,369

Total loans $ 312,459 $ 185,674 $ 25,706 $ 523,839 $ 140,578 $ 373,811 $ 9,450 $ 523,839
Allowance for loan losses (2,235) (2,235)

Total loans net of allowance for loan losses $ 521,604 $ 521,604

(1) Generelly, based on the earlier of contrectual repricing or maturity date.
(2) Includes variable rate loans that can be repriced at the clients' discretion without penalty.

(3) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.

Allowance for credit losses

•- -- 
For the year ended October 31, 2017

------- - - -- ----_.._...--- ..._--
Balance at Provision Exchan e

g
Balance

beginning of for credit Unwind of rate changes/ at end

(Millions of Canadian dollars) _ __ _ pB~lOd (055@S_ _ Wfite-Offs Recoveries. .discount. ______, other_ of period.,

Retail
Residential mortgages 5 273 5 90 5 (53) 5 8 $ (21) $ - $ 297
Personal 529 422 (543) 116 (11) (1) 512
Credit cards 386 427 (565) 131 - - 379
Small business 65 29 (38) 9 (3) (6) 56

1,253 968 (1,199) 264 (35) (7} 1,2k4

Wholesale
Business 979 180 (226) 66 (69) (18) 912
Bank - - - - - - -

979 180 (2Z6) 66 (69) (18) 912

Acquired credit-impaired loans 3 2 - - - (2) 3

Total allowance for loan losses 2,235 1,150 (1,425) 330 (104) (27) 2,159
Allowance for off-balance sheet and other items (i> 91 - - - - - 91

Total allowance for credit losses S 2,326 $ 1,150 $ (1,425) $ 330 $ (104) 5 (27) 5 2,250

Individually assessed S 365 S 86 5 (139) S 47 $ (52) $ (3) $ 304
Collectively assessed 1,961 1,064 (1,286) 283 (52) (24) 1,946

Total allowance for credit losses S 2,32b ~ ~, ~,iSa S (1,425) 5 330 S (144) 5 (27) S 2,250

For the year ended October 31, 2016

Balance at Provision Exchange Balance

beginning of for credit Unwind of rate changes/ at end
(Millions of Canadian dollars) period losses Write-offs Recoveries discount other of period

Retail
Residential mortgages $ 242 $ 77 $ (42) $ 5 $ (24) $ 15 $ 273
Personal 530 458 (556) 111 (14) - 529
Credit cards 386 442 (564) 122 - - 386
Small business 64 34 (40) 10 (3) - 65

1,222 1,011 (1,202) 248 (41) 15 1,253

Wholesale
Business 805 528 (321) 38 (59) (12) 979
Bank 2 (3) - - - 1 -

807 525 (321) 38 (59) (11) 979

Acquired credit-impaired loans - 10 - - - (7) 3

Total allowance for loan losses 2,029 1,546 (1,523) 286 (100) (3) 2,235
Allowance for off-balance sheet and other items U) 91 - - - - - 91

Total allowance for credit losses $ 2,120 $ 1,546 $ (1,523) $ 286 $ (100) $ (3) $ 2,326

Individually assessed $ 252 $ 351 $ (224) $ 25 $ (50) $ 11 $ 365
Collectively assessed 1,868 1,195 (1,299) 261 (50) (14) 1,961

Total allowance for credit losses $ 2,120 $ 1,546 $ (1,523) $ 286 $ (100) $ (3) $ 2,326

(1) The allowance for off-balance sheet and other Items is reported separetely in Other liabilities -Provisions.
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Net interest income after provision for credit losses

(Mllllons of Canadian dollars) ____ _ _ __

Net interest income
Provision for credit losses

Net interest income after provision for credit losses

Loans past due but not impaired

For the year ended

October 31 October 31
2017 _ 2016

$ 17,140 $ 16,531
1,150 1,546

$ 15,990 $ 14,985

As at

October 31..2017 October 31, 2016

90 days 90 days

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 1 to 29 days (xl 30 to 89 days and greater Totat 1 to 29 days (i) 30 to 89 days and greater Total

Reta(l $ 3,097 S 3.337 $ 307 $ k,741 $ 3,450 $ 1,296 $ 337 $ 5,083

Wholesale 1,251 k24 — 1,675. 848 372 — 1,220

5 4,348 $ 1,761 5 307 $ 6,416_. $ 4,298 $ 1,668 $ 337 $ 6,303

(1) Amounts presented may include loans pas[ due as a result of administrative processes, such as mortgage l
oans on which payments are restrained pending payout due to sale or refinancing

Past due loans arising from administretive processes are not representative of the boRowers' ability to 
meet their payment obligations.

Gross carrying value of loans individually determined to be impaired (~)
As at

October 31 October 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

— --

2017 2016

-- - f
Retail (z)

S - $ 16

Wholesale (z)
Business

1,126 2,130

Bank
- 2

Acquired credit-impaired loans — ---
256 418

---- -- ----- —
Total

$ 1,382 $ 2,566

(1) Average balance of gross Individuallyassessed impaired loans for the year ended October 37, X017
 was $2,065 million (October 31, 2016 - $2,037 million).

(2) Excludes acquired credit•impaired (ACI) loans.

Acquired credit-impaired loans
ACI loans resulting from the acquisition of City National include Retail, Wholesale and Federal Deposit

 Insurance Corporation (FDIC) covered

loans. The following table provides further details of ourACl loans.

As at

October 31 October 31

(Millions oFcanadian dollars)
2017

--
2016

CityNational
Unpaid principal balance ~i)

5 245 $ 409

Credit-related fair value adjustments
(5) (12)

Interest rate and other related premium/(discount)
16 21

Carrying value
256 k18

Individually assessed allowance
(3) (3)

Carrying value net of related allowance
$ 253 $ 415

(1) Represents contractual amount owed net of write-offs since the acquisition of the loan.

FDIC covered loans
FDIC covered loans are loans that, as at the reporting date, are subject to loss-share agreements 

with the FDIC under which the FDIC reimburses

us for 80% of the net losses incurred on the underlying loan portfolio. As at October 31, 2017, the bal
ance of FDIC covered loans recorded in

Loans on the Consolidated Balance Sheet was $6 million (October 31, 2016 — $374 million). The 
decrease in FDIC covered loans during the

period was primarily due to the expiry of certain loss-share agreements and loan repayments. As at 
October 31, 2017, the balances for

IndemniFfcaliun assecs and clawback liabilities were $nil and $26 mil{ion (October 31, 201 
~ — $7 million and $26 million), respectively.

We enter into transactions in which we transfer financial assets such as loans or securities to structu
red entities or other third parties. The

majority of assets transferred under repurchase agreements, securities lending agreements, and in
 our Canadian residential mortgage

securitization transactions do not qualify for derecognition as we continue to be exposed to subs
tantially all of the risks and rewards of the

transferred assets, such as prepayment, credit, price, interest rate and foreign exchange risks.
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Transferred financial assets not derecognized

Securitization of Canadian residential mortgage loans

We securitize insured Canadian residential mortgage loans 
through the creation of MBS pools under the National Housin

g Act MBS (NHA MBS)

program. All loans securitized under the NHA MBS program ar
e required to be insured by the Canadian Mortgage and Ho

using Corporation

(CMHC) or a third-party insurer. We require the borrower to p
ay the insurance for mortgages in which the loan amount i

s greater than 80% of the

original appraised value of the property (loan-to-value (LN) rat
io). For residential mortgage loans securitized under this p

rogram with an LN ratio

less than 80%, we are required to insure the mortgages at 
our own expense. Under the NHA MBS program, we are res

ponsible for making all

payments due on our issued MBS, regardless of whether we c
ollect the necessary funds from the mortgagor or the insurer. 

When a borrower

defaults on a mortgage payment, we submit a claim to the i
nsurer if the amount recovered from the collection or forec

losure process is lower

than the sum of the principal balance, accrued interest an
d collection costs on the outstanding loan. The insurance cla

im process is managed by

the insurance provider in accordance with the insurer's polici
es and covers the entire unpaid loan balance plus generally 

up to 12 months of

interest, selling costs and other eligible expenses. If an insur
ance claim is denied, a loss is recognized in Provision for credi

t losses in our

Consolidated Statements of Income. The amount recorded as
 a loss is not significant to our Consolidated Financial Stat

ements and no significant

losses were incurred due to legal action arising from m
ortgage default during 2017 and 2016.

We sell the NHA MBS pools primarily to agovernmen
t-sponsored structured entity under the Canada Mort

gage Bond (CMB) program. The

entity periodically issues CMBs, which are guaranteed 
by the government, and sells them to third-party inves

tors. Proceeds of the CMB issuances

are used by the entity to purchase the NHA MBS pools fro
m eligible NHA MBS issuers who participate in the i

ssuance of a particular CMB series.

Our continuing involvement includes servicing the under
lying residential mortgage loans we have securitized,

 either ourselves or through a third-

party servicer. We also act as counterparty in interest r
ate swap agreements where we pay the entity the inter

est due to CMB investors and

receive the interest on the underlying MBS and reinvested
 assets. As part of the swaps, we are also required to 

maintain a principal reinvestment

account for principal payments received on the underl
ying mortgage loans to meet the repayment obligation

 upon maturity of the CMB. We

reinvest the collected principal payments in permitted 
investments as outlined in the swap agreements.

We have determined that certain of the NHA MBS program
 loans transferred to the entity do not qualify for de

recognition as we have not

transferred substantially all of the risks and rewards 
of ownership. As a result, these transferred MB$ conti

nue to be c{assified as residential

mortgage loans and recognized on our Consolidated B
alance Sheets. The cash received for these transferred

 MBS is treated as a secured

borrowing and a corresponding liability is recorded in 
Deposits -Business and government on our Consol

idated Balance Sheets.

Securities sold under repurchase agreements and secur
ities loaned

We also enter into transactions such as repurchase agre
ements and securities lending agreements where we tr

ansfer assets under agreements

to repurchase them at a future date and retain substan
tially all of the risks and rewards associated with the 

assets. These transferred assets

remain on our Consolidated Balance Sheets and are ac
counted for as collateralized borrowing transactions.

The following table provides information on the carryin
g amount and fair value of the transferred assets that 

did not qualify for derecognition,

and their associated liabilities.

As at

October 31, 2017
October 31, 2016

Canddl~n Securities Canadian Securities

residential sold under residential sold under

morfgage repurchase Securities mortgage repurchase Securities

~M~u~a~s orca~ad~a~ doua~s) _ loans U) fz) agreements t3Lloaned~3) ___ _Total___ loans (~) (z> agreements (s) loaned (s) _ __Total_

Carrying amount of
transferred assets that
do not qualify for
derecognition $ 33,948 $ 139,249 $ 3,835 $ 177,032 $ 33,648 $ 100,556 $ 2,885 $ 137,089

Carrying amount of
associated liabilities 33,861 139,249 3,835 176,945 33,670 100,556 2,885 137,111

Fair value of transferred
assets S 33,529 S 139,249 $ 3,835 S 17b,613 $ 33,574 $ 100,556 $ 2,885 $ 137,015

Fair value of associated
liabilities 34,314 139,249 3,835 177,398 34,730 100,556 2,885 138,171

Fair value of net position S (785) ~ - $ - $ (785) $ (1,156) $ - $ - $ (1,156)

(1) Includes Canadian residential mortgage loans transferred primaril
y to Canada Housing Trust at the initial securi(ization and

 other permitted investments used for funding requirements a
ker

[he initial securitiza[lon.

(2) CMB Investors have legal recourse only to the transferred asse
ts, and do not have recourse to our general assets.

(3) Does not include over-collateralization of assets pledged.

I n the normal course of business, we engage in a variety of finan
cial transactions with structured entities to support our financing

 and investing

needs as well as those of our customers. A structured entity is an
 entity in which voting or similar rights are not the dominant f

actor in deciding

control. Structured entities are generally created to achieve a n
arrow and well defined objective with restrictions around thei

r ongoing activities.

We consolidate a structured entity when we control the entity in 
accordance with our accounting policy as described in Note 2. In

 other cases, we

may sponsor or have an interest in such an entity but may not 
consolidate it.

Consolidated structured entities

We consolidate the following structured entities, whose assets a
nd liabilities are recorded on our Consolidated Balance Sheets. 

Third-party

investors in these structured entities generally have recourse onl
y to the assets of the related entity and do not have recourse 

to our general

assets unless we breach our contractual obligations to those ent
ities. In the ordinary course of business, the assets of each co

nsolidated

structured entity can generally only be used to settle the obligat
ions of that entity.
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RBC•administered multi-seller conduit
We administer multi-sellerABCP conduit programs (multi-seller conduits) which primarily purchase financial assets from clients and finance
those purchases by issuing ABCP.

We generally do not maintain ownership in the multi seller conduits and generally do not have rights to, or control of, their assets. As the
administrative agent, we earn a residual fee for providing services such as coordinating funding activities, transaction structuring,
documentation, execution and monitoring. We serve as the placement agent for the multi-seller conduits and may purchase ABCP issued by
these conduits from time to time in order to facilitate the overall program liquidity. The ABCP issued by each multi-seller conduit has recourse to
the financial assets owned by each conduit, and isnon-recourse to us except through our participation in liquidity and/or credit enhancement
facilities.

In 2017, we began issuing ABCP through a multi•seller conduit administered by us. This conduit is primarily used to purchase financial
assets, in multiple currencies, from clients and finance those purchases by issuing ABCP or borrowing from us. Unlike the other multi-seller
conduits that we administer, this conduit does not have a first loss investor which has substantive power to direct the significant operating
activities of the conduit. This conduit is consolidated because we have exposure to variability of returns from performance in the multi-seller
arrangements through providing transaction-specific and program-wide liquidity, credit and loan facilities to the conduit and have decision-
makingpower over the relevant activities. We also earn an administration fee for providing administrative services to the conduit. As of
October 31, 2017, $583 million of financial assets held by the conduit was included in Loans and $499 million of ABCP issued by the conduit
was included in Deposits on our Consolidated Balance Sheets. For more information on unconsolidated multi-seller conduit programs, referto
unconsolidated structured entities below.

Credit card securifization vehicle
We securitize a portion of our credit card receivables through a structured entity on a revolving basis. The entity purchases co-ownership
interests in a pool of credit card receivables and issues senior and subordinated term notes collateralized by that co•ownership interest in the
underlying pool of credit card receivables. Investors who purchase the term notes have recourse only tothat co-ownership interest in the
underlying pool of credit card receivables.

We continue to service the credit card receivables and perform an administrative role for the entity. We also retain risk in the underlying pool
of credit card receivables through our retained interest in the transferred assets, the cash reserve balance we Fund from time to time, and also
through certain subordinated notes which we retain. Additionally, we may own some senior notes as investments or for market-making activities;
we have provided subordinated loans to the entity to pay upfront expenses; and we act as counterparty to interest rate and cross currency swap
agreements which hedge the entity's interest rate and currency risk exposure.

We consolidate the structured entity because we have decision making power over the timing and size of future issuances and other
relevant activities which were predetermined by us at inception. We also obtain significant funding benefits and are exposed to variability from
the performance of the underlying credit cards through our retained interest. As at October 31, 2017, $7.5 billion of notes issued by our credit
card securitization vehicle were included in Deposits on our Consolidated Balance Sheets (October 31, 2016 — $9.8 billion).

Collateralized commercial paper vehicle
We established a funding vehicle that provides loans to us and finances those loans by issuing commercial paper to third-party investors. The
structured entity's commercial paper carries an equivalent credit rating to RBC because we are obligated to advance funds to the entity in the
event there are insufficient funds from other sources to settle maturing commercial paper. We pledge collateral to secure the loans and are
exposed to the market and credit risks of the pledged securities. We administer the entity and earn an administration fee for providing these
services.

We consolidate the structured entity because we have decision making power over the relevant activities, are the sole borrower from the
structure, and are exposed to a majority of the residual ownership risks through the credit support provided. As at October 31, 2017,
$12.2 billion of commercial paper issued by the vehicle was included in Deposits on our Consolidated Balance Sheets (October 31, 2016 —
$9.6billion).

Innovative capital vehicles
RBC Capital Trust was created to issue innovative capital instruments, the proceeds from which were used to purchase mortgages from RBC. We
consolidate the trust as, through our roles as trustee, administrative agent and equity investor, we have the decision making power over the
relevant activities of the trust and are exposed to variability from the performance of the underlying mortgages. Refer to Note 20 for further
details on our innovative capital instruments.

Covered bonds
We periodically transfer mortgages to RBC Covered Bond Guarantor Limited Partnership (the Guarantor LP) to support funding activities and asset
coverage requirements under our covered bonds program. The Guarantor LP was created to guarantee interest and principal payments under the
covered bond program. The covered bonds guaranteed by the Guarantor LP are direct, unsecured and unconditional obligations of RBC;
therefore, investors have a claim against the Bank which will continue if the covered bonds are not paid by the Bank and the mortgage assets in
the Guarantor LP are insufficient to satisfy the obligations owing on the covered bonds. We act as general partner, limited partner, swap
counterparty, lender and liquidity providerto the Guarantor LP, servicer for the underlying mortgages as well as the registered issuer of the
covered bonds.

We consolidate the Guarantor LP as we have the decision making power over the relevant activities through our role as general partner and
are exposed to variability from the performance of the underlying mortgages. As at October 31, 2017, the total amount of mortgages transferred
and outstanding was $52.5 billion (October 31, 2016 —X53.8 billion) and $37.3 billion of covered bonds were recorded as Deposits on our
Consolidated Balance Sheets (October 31, 2016 — $40.5 billion).

Municipal bond TOB structures
We sell taxable and tax-exempt municipal bonds into Tender Option Bond (TOB) structures, which consist of a credit enhancement (CE) trust and
a TOB trust. The CE trust purchases a bond from us, financed with a trust certificate issued to the TOB trust. The TOB trust then issues floating-rate
certificates toshort-term investors and a residual certificate that is held by us. We are the remarketing agent for the floating-rate certificates and
provide a liquidity facility to the TOB trust which require us to purchase any certificates tendered but not successfully remarketed. We also provide
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a letter of credit to the CE trust underwhich we are required to extend funding if there are any losses on the underlying bonds. We earn interest o.the residual certificate and receive market-based fees for acting as remarketing agent and providing the liquidity facility and letter of credit.We consolidate both the CE trust and TOB trust when we are the holder of the residual certificate as we have decision making power overthe relevant activities, including the selection of the underlying municipal bonds and the ability to terminate the structure, and are exposed tovariability from the performance of the underlying municipal bonds. As at October 31, 2017, $5.2 billion of municipal bonds were included inAFS securities related to consolidated TOB structures (October 31, 2016 - $2.5 billion) and a corresponding $5.2 billion of floating-ratecertificates were included in Deposits on our Consolidated Balance Sheets (October 31, 2016 - $2.5 billion).
Non-RBC managed investmen[ funds
We enter into certain fee-based equity derivative transactions where our investments in the reference funds are held by an intermediate limitedpartnership entity (intermediate entity) in which we hold a substantial majority of the equity interests. We consolidate the intermediate entitybecause we have decision making power to direct all the activities of the entity and are exposed to a majority of the risks and rewards throughour equity investments. As at October 31, 2017, $68 million of Trading securities representing our investments in the reference funds wererecorded on our Consolidated Balance Sheets (October 31, 2016 - $179 million).

RBC managed investment funds
We are sponsors and investment managers of mutual and pooled funds, which give us the ability to direct the investment decisions of the funds.We consolidate those mutual and pooled Funds in which our interests, which include direct investment in seed capital plus management orperformance fees, indicate that we are acting as a principal. As at October 31, 2017, $473 million of Trading securities held in the consolidatedfunds (October 31, 2016 - $498 million) and $148 million of Other liabilities representing the fund units held by third parties (October 31,2016 - $126 million) were recorded on our Consolidated Balance Sheets.

Unconsolidated structured entities
We have interests in certain structured entities that we do not consolidate but have recorded assets and liabilities on our Consolidated BalanceSheets related to our transactions and involvement with these entities.The following table presents the assets and liabilities recorded on our Consolidated Balance Sheets and our maximum exposure to lossrelated to our interests in unconsolidated structured entities. It also presents the size of each class of unconsolidated structured entity, asmeasured by the total assets of the entities in which we have an interest.
-- ------ -- ---- - -- - --._.«- ----- 

As at Qctober 3>> 20]7 :
- - ---

Non•RBC ~ RBC
managed managed 7tUrd•party.Multi•seiter Stnictured - investmeet irrveStmenE securitizaHon

(Millions of Canadian dollars)
wndults (1} (2} _ fln8nce ! , funds funds vQhicles (3)~'.Other. ~ TotBtOn-balance sheet assets

Securities $ 1,028 S - S 2.943- ` S 162 $ - $ 707. S 4,80b„Loans
371 1.078 - - J,246 750 5,445Derivatives
17 - - - 3~ k9

Other assets

' -- --- - - --

- 443 - 1?7 77 697$~i,k16 $ 1,521 ST 2,943 S 339 $ ~ 3.246 S 1,566 S 10,991On•balance sheet liabilities
Derivatives $ kl. S - $ - S ~ S - S - S 41Other liabilities

- - -
S 41 $ - $ - 5 -, $ - S - ~ A3:Maximum exposure to loss (a) $ 35,639 .$ 4,280 S 3,163 5' 367 $ 6?67 5 2,062 5 _ 5~5;2f~`Total assets of unconsolidated structured entities S 37,871 5 16,778 $:..533,219.. .$ ~~9,907 5 62,411 $ 75,655 $ 1,. F~

- - - -- -- -------
-------

- -- ----- -- --- ----As at October 31, 2016---- --------- ---- -Non-RBC RBC
managed managed Third partyMulti-seller Structured investment investment securitization

(Millions of Canadian dollars) conduits (1) (2) finance Funds
---------------------

Funds vehicles Other Total
----

On•balance sheet assets
Securities $ 675 $ - $ 2,543 $ 213 $ - $ 777 $ 4,208Loans

733 1,179 - - 4,359 - 6,271Derivatives
11 - - - 3 21 35Other assets
- 549 3 156 - 75 783---------------- $ --1.419 $ 1,728 $ 2,546-$--369 $ 4,362 $ 873 $ 11,297On-balance sheet liabilities

Derivatives $ 68 $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 3 $ 71Other liabilities - - 27 - - 1 28$ 68 $ - $ 27 $ - $ - $ 4 $ 99Maximum exposure to toss (a> $ 39,475 $ 4,725 $ 3,378 $ 370 $ 8,998 $ 1,301 $ 58,247Total assets of unconsolidated structured entities $ 38,703 $ 20,650 $ 587,125 $ 308,683 $ 113,627 $ 63,792 $ 1,132,580(1) Total assets of unconsolidated structured entitles represent the maximum assets that may have to be purchased by the conduits under purchase commitments outstanding. Of the purchase
commitments outstanding, the conduits have purchased financial assets totalling $25.2 billion as at October 31, 2017 (October 31, 2016 - a24.6 billion).

(2) Securities include $1 billion ofasset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) purchased pursuant to the Risk Retention Rules (October 31, 2016 - $670 mlltion).
(3) Excludes on-balance sheet assets which are held by our consolidated structured entities.(4) The maximum exposure to loss resulting from our interests in these entities consists mostly of Investments, loans, Fair value of derivatives, liquidity and credit enhancement facilities. The

maximum exposure to loss of the multi-seller conduits is higher than the on-balance sheet assets primarily because of the notional amounts of the backstop liquidity and credit enhancement
facilities. Refer to Note 25.
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Note 7 Structured entities ~ ,

elow is a description of our inv
olvement with each significan

t class of unconsolidated 
structured entity.

lulti-seller conduits

Je administer multi-sellerAB
CP conduit programs. Multi-sel

ler conduits primarily purcha
se financial assets from cli

ents and finance those

purchases by issuing ABCP.

In certain multi-seller conduit 
arrangements, we do not maint

ain any ownership of the mu
lti-seller conduits that we a

dminister and have no

fights to, or control of, its asset
s. As the administrative agen

t, we earn a residual fee for 
providing services such as co

ordinating funding

activities, transaction structur
ing, documentation, execution

 and monitoring. The ABCP 
issued by each multi-seller c

onduit is in the conduits

>wn name with recourse to the
 financial assets owned by the

 multi-seller conduit, and is
non-recourse to us except th

rough our participation in

iquidity and/or credit enhance
ment facilities.

In October 2014, the U.S. fed
eral regulators adopted regu

lations related to the credit r
isk retention requirements fo

r asset-backed securities

(Risk Retention Rules) of the
 Dodd-Frank Act. The Risk Rete

ntion Rules went into effect 
in December 2016. We purch

ase ABCP from the U.S. multi-

sellerconduits to comply with 
this requirement. We continu

e to serve as a placement age
nt for the multi-seller condu

its and may purchase ABCP

issued by these conduits from 
time to time in order to facilita

te the overall program liquidi
ty.

We provide transaction-speci
fic and program-wide liquidity

 facilities to the multi-seller
 conduits. In addition, we pro

vide program-wide

credit enhancement to the mul
ti-seller conduits which obliga

te us to purchase assets or
 advance funds in the event t

he multi-seller conduit does

not otherwise have funds from
 other sources, such as from 

the liquidity facilities, to sett
le maturing ABCP. In some ca

ses, we or another third

party may provide transaction
-specific credit enhancement w

hich can take various forms.
 We receive market-based f

ees for providing these

liquidity and credit facilities.

For certain transactions, we a
ct as counterparty to foreign 

exchange forward contracts a
nd interest rate swaps to fa

cilitate our clients'

securitization of fixed rate a
nd/or foreign currency denomi

nated assets through the con
duits. These derivatives expo

se us to foreign exchange

and interest rate risks that ar
e centrally managed by our for

eign exchange trading and sw
ap desks, respectively, and

 credit risk on the underlying

assets that is mitigated by th
e credit enhancement describ

ed below.

Each transaction is structured 
with transaction-specific first lo

ss protection provided by t
he third party seller. This en

hancement can take

various forms, including but 
not limited to overcollateraliza

tion, excess spread, subord
inated classes of financial ass

ets, guarantees or letters of

credit. The amount of this enha
ncement varies but is general

ly sized to cover a multiple 
of loss experience.

An unrelated third party (exp
ected loss investor) absorbs l

osses, up to a maximum con
tractual amount, that may 

occur in the future on the

assets in the multi-seller con
duits before the multi-seller 

conduits' debt holders and u
s. In return for assuming th

is multi-seller conduit first-lo
ss

position, each multi-seller con
duit pays the expected loss 

investor a return commensura
te with its risk position. The

 expected loss investor has

substantive power to direct th
e majority of the activities wh

ich significantly impact the 
conduits economic performa

nce, including initial

selection and approval of the 
asset purchase commitments 

and liquidity facilities, appr
oval of renewal and amendm

ent of these transactions

and facilities, sale or transfer
 of assets, ongoing monitorin

g of asset performance, mit
igation of losses, and manag

ement of the ABCP liabilities.

We do not consolidate these
 multi-seller conduits as we do 

not control the conduit as no
ted above.

Structured finance

We purchased U.S. ARS from 
certain trusts (U.S. ARS Trusts)

 which fund their long-term 
investments in student loans

 by issuing short-term senior

and subordinated notes. W
e are subject to losses on thes

e U.S. ARS Trusts if defaults 
are experienced on the under

lying student loans; howeve
r,

in the majority of these struc
tures, the principal and accru

ed interest on the student lo
ans are guaranteed by U.S. 

government agencies. We act

as auction agent for some of
 these entities but have no le

gal obligation to purchase th
e notes issued by these ent

ities in the auction process. 
We

do not consolidate these U.S.
 ARS Trusts as we do not hav

e decision making power ov
er the investing and financin

g activities of the Trusts,

which are the activities that mo
st significantly affect the perf

ormance of the Trusts.

Additionally, we invest in cer
tain municipal bond TOB st

ructures that we do not conso
lidate. These structures are 

similar to those

consolidated municipal bond 
TOB structures described abov

e; however, the residual cer
tificates are held bythird-par

ties. We provide liquidity

facilities on the floating-rate
 certificates which may be dra

wn if certificates are tender
ed but not able to be remar

keted. We do not have decisi
on

making power over the re
levant activities of the structur

es; therefore, we do not con
solidate these structures. T

he assets transferred into the
se

programs are derecognized f
rom our Consolidated Balanc

e Sheets.

We provide seniorwarehouse
financing to structured entiti

es that are established by l
liird parties to acquire loans 

for the purposes of

issuing a term collateralized
 loan obligation (CLO) transa

ction. Subordinated financin
g is provided during the war

ehouse phase by one or more

third-party equity investors. 
We act as the arranger and p

lacement agent for the term
 CLO transaction. Proceeds f

rom the sale of the term CLO 
are

used to repay our senior wa
rehouse financing, at which 

point we have no further invo
lvement with the transaction.

 We do not consolidate thes
e

CLO structures as we do not 
have decision making powe

r over the relevant activities 
of the entity, which include t

he initial selection and

subsequent management o
f the underlying debt portfoli

o.

Non•RBC managed investmen
t funds

We enter into fee-based equi
ty derivative transactions wit

h third parties including m
utual funds, unit investment 

trusts and other investment

funds. These transactions pr
ovide their investors with the

 desired exposure to a refe
rence fund, and we economica

lly hedge our exposure to

these derivatives by investi
ng in those reference funds. W

e also act as custodian or a
dministrator for several funds

. We do not consolidate tho
se

reference funds that are ma
naged by third parties as we d

o not have power to direct 
their investing activities.

We provide liquidity faciliti
es to certain third-party inves

tment funds. The funds issue
 unsecured variable-rate p

referred shares and invest in

portfolios oftax-exempt mun
icipal bonds. Undrawn liqui

dity commitments expose u
s to the liquidity risk of the 

preferred shares and drawn

commitments expose us to 
the credit risk of the underlyin

g municipal bonds. We do n
ot consolidate these third-pa

rty managed funds as we d
o

not have power to direct thei
r investing activities.

RBC managed investment f
unds

We are sponsors and invest
ment managers of mutual an

d pooled funds, which gives
 us the ability to direct the i

nvestment decisions of the

funds. We do not consolida
te those mutual and pooled 

funds iFwe exercise our dec
ision making power as an a

gent on behalf of other unit

holders.
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Third-partysecuritization vehicles
We hold interests in securitization vehicles that provide funding to certain third parties on whose 

behalf the entities were created, The activities

of these entities are limited to the purchase and sale of specified assets from the sponsor 
and the issuance ofasset-backed notes collateralized

by those assets. The underlying assets are typically receivables, including auto loans and 
leases. We, as well as other financial institutions, are

obligated to provide funding up to our maximum commitment level and are exposed to cr
edit losses on the underlying assets after various credit

enhancements. Enhancements can take various forms, including but not limited to 
overcollateralization, excess spread, subordinated classes of

financial assets, guarantees or letters of credit. The amount of this enhancement varies 
but is generally sized to cover a multiple of loss

experience. We do not consolidate these entities as we do not have decision making pow
er over the relevant activities, including the entities'

investing and financing activities.

Other
Other structured entities include credit investment products and tax credit funds.

We use structured entities to generally transform credit derivatives into cash instruments, to 
distribute credit risk and to create customized

credit products to meet investors' specific requirements. We enter into derivative contracts, 
including credit derivatives, to purchase protection

from these entities (credit protection) and convert various risk factors such as yield, currency or credit risk of 
underlying assets to meet the needs

of the investors. We act as sole arranger and swap provider for certain entities and, in some cases, fulfill other a
dministrative functions for the

entities. We do not consolidate these credit investment product entities as we do not have decision making 
power over the relevant activities,

which include selection of the collateral and reference portfolio, and are not exposed to a majority of the benefits
 or risks of the entities.

We created certain funds to pass through tax credits received from underlying low-income housing, historic 
rehabilitation real estate

projects to third parties, or new market tax credits (tax credit funds). We are sponsors of the tax credit funds as a
 result of our responsibility to

manage the funds, arrange the financing, and perform the administrative duties of these tax credit funds. We 
do not consolidate the tax credit

funds as the third-party investors in these funds have the decision making power to select the underlying inves
tments and are exposed to the

majority of the residual ownership and tax risks of the funds.
We also purchase passive interests in renewable energy tax credit entities created and controlled by third parties. We do not consolidate

these third party funds as we do not have decision making power over the relevant activities and our investments are managed as part of larger

portfolios which are held for trading purposes.

Other interests in unconsolidated structured entities
In the normal course of business, we buy and sell passive interests in certain third-party structured entities, including mutual funds, exchange

traded funds, and government-sponsored asset backed securities vehicles. Our investments in these entities are managed as part of larger

portfolios which are held for trading, liquidity or hedging purposes. We did not create or sponsor these entities and do not have any decision

making power over their ongoing activities. Our maximum exposure to loss is limited toour on-balance sheet investments in these entities,

which are not included in the table above. As at October 31, 2017, $63.3 billion (October 31, 2016 — $50.8 billion) of investments in these

entities were included in Trading and AFS securities on our Consolidated Balance Sheet. Refer to Note 3 and Note 4 for further details on our

investment securities.

Sponsored entities
We are a sponsor of certain structured entities in which we have interests but do not consolidate. In determining whether we are a sponsor of a

structured entity, we consider both qualitative and quantitative factors, including the purpose and nature of the entity, our initial and continuing

involvement and whether we hold subordinated interests in the entity. We are considered to be the sponsor of certain credit investment

products, tax credit entities, RBC managed mutual funds and a commercial mortgage securitization vehicle. During the year ended October 31,

2017, we transferred commercial mortgages with a carrying amount of $407 million (October 31, 2016 — $660 million) to a sponsored

securitization vehicle in which we did not have any interests as at the end of the reporting period.

Financial support provided to structured entities
During the years ended October 31, 2017 and 2016, we have not provided any financial ornon-financial support to any consolidated or

unconsolidated structured entities when we were not contractually obligated to do so. furthermore, we have no intention to provide such support

in the future.

ate 8 Derivative financial instruments and hed~

Derivative instruments are categorized as either financial ornon-financial derivatives. Financial derivatives are financial contracts whose value is
derived From an underlying interest rate, foreign exchange rate, credit risk, and equity or equity index. Non-financial derivatives are contracts
whose value is derived from a precious metal, commodity instrument or index. The notional amount of derivatives represents the contract
amount used as a reference point to calculate payments. Notional amounts are generally not exchanged by counterparties, and do not reflect our
exposure at default.

Financial derivatives
Forwards and futures
Forward contracts are non-standardized agreements that are transacted between counterparties in the OTC market, whereas futures are
standardized contracts with respect to amounts and settlement dates, and are traded on regular futures exchanges. Examples of forwards and
futures are described below.

Interest rate forwards (forward rate agreements) and futures are contractual obligations to buy or sell an interest-rate sensitive financial
instrument on a predetermined future date at a specified price.

Foreign exchange forwards and futures are contractual obligations to exchange one currency for another at a specified price for settlement
at a predetermined future date.

Equity forwards and futures are contractual obligations to buy or sell at a fixed value (the specified price) of an equity index, a basket of
stocks or a single stock at a predetermined future date.

Swaps
Swaps are OTC contracts in which two counterparties exchange a series of cash flows based on agreed upon rates applied to a notional amount.
Examples of swap agreements are described below.
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Interest rate swaps are agreements where two counterparties exchange a series of payments based on different interest rates applied 
to a

notional amount in a single currency. Cross currency swaps involve the exchange of fixed payments in one currency for the receipt of fixed

payments in another currency. Cross currency interest rate swaps involve the exchange of both interest and notional amounts 
in two different

currencies.
Equity swaps are contracts in which one counterparty agrees to pay or receive from the other cash flows based on changes in the valu

e of an

equity index, a basket of stocks or a single stock.

Options
Options are contractual agreements underwhich the seller (writer) grants the purchaserthe right, but not the obligation, eitherto buy (call

option) or sell (put option) a security, exchange rate, interest rate, or other financial instrument or commodity at a specified price, at or 
by a

predetermined future date. The seller (writer) of an option can also settle the contract by paying the cash settlement value of the purchaser'
s

right. The seller (writer) receives a premium from the purchaser for this right. The various option agreements that we enter into
 include but are not

limited to interest rate options, foreign currency options, equity options and index options.

Credit derivatives
Credit derivatives are OTC contracts that transfer credit risk related to an underlying financial instrument (referenced asset} fr

om one

counterparty to another. Credit derivatives include credit default swaps, credit default baskets and total return swaps.

Credit default swaps provide protection against the decline in the value of the referenced asset as a result of specified credit
 events such as

default or bankruptcy. They are similar in structure to an option, whereby the purchaser pays a premium to the seller of the credit 
default swap in

return for payment contingent on a credit event affecting the referenced asset.

Credit default baskets are similarto credit default swaps except that the underlying referenced financial instrument is a group 
of assets

instead of a single asset. 
- —~

Total return swaps are contracts where one counterparty agrees to pay or receive from the other cash amounts based o
n changes in the

value of a referenced asset or group of assets, including any returns such as interest earned on these assets, 
in exchange for amounts that are

based on prevailing market funding rates.

O[her derivative products
Other contracts are stable value and equity derivative contracts.

Non-financial derivatives
Other contracts also include non-financial derivative products such as precious metal and commodity derivativ

e contracts inboth-the OTC and

exchange markets.

Derivatives issued for trading purposes

Most of our derivative transactions relate toclient-driven sales and trading activities, and associated market ris
k hedging. Sales activities

include the structuring and marketing of derivative products to clients, enabling them to modify or reduce risks.
 Trading involves market-making,

positioning and arbitrage activities. Market-making involves quoting bid and offer prices to other market partic
ipants with the intention of

generating revenue based on spread and volume. Positioning involves the active management of derivative tra
nsactions with the expectation of

profiting from favourable movements in prices, rates, or indices. Arbitrage activities involve identifying and prof
iting from price differentials

between markets and product types. Any realized and unrealized gains or losses on derivatives used for trading
 purposes are recognized

immediately in Non-interest income —Trading revenue.

Derivatives issued for other-than-trading purposes

We also use derivatives for purposes other than trading, primarily for hedging, in conjunction with the
 management of interest rate, credit, equity

and foreign exchange risk related to our funding, lending, investment activities and asset/liability manag
ement.

I nterest rate swaps are used to manage our exposure to interest rate risk by modifying the repricing 
or maturity characteristics of existing

and/or forecasted assets and liabilities, including funding and investment activities. Purchased options
 are used to hedge redeemable deposits

and other options embedded in consumer products. We manage our exposure to foreign currency risk wi
th cross currency swaps and foreign

exchange forward contracts. We predominantly use credit derivatives to manage our credit exposures. W
e mitigate industry sector concentrations

and single-name exposures related to our credit portfolio by purchasing credit derivatives to transf
er credit risk to third parties.

Certain derivatives and cash instruments are specifically designated and qualify for hedge accounting. W
e apply hedge accounting to

minimize volatility In earnings and capital caused by changes in interest rates or foreign exchange rates. I
nterest rate and currency fluctuations

will either cause assets and liabilities to appreciate or depreciate in market value or cause variability in fo
recasted cash flows. When a hedging

relationship is effective, gains, losses, revenue and expenses of the hedging instrument wild offset the gains, 
losses, revenue and expenses of

the hedged item. We assess and measure the effectiveness of a hedging relationship based on the change 
in the fairvalue or cash Flows of the

derivative hedging instrument relative to the change in the fair value or cash flows of the hedged item at
tributable to the hedged risk. When cash

instruments are designated as hedges of foreign exchange risks, only changes in their value due to forei
gn exchange risk are included in the

assessment and measurement of hedge effectiveness.

From time to time, we also enter into derivative transactions to economically hedge certain exposures that do
 not otherwise qualify for

hedge accounting, or where hedge accounting is not considered economically feasible to implement. In 
such circumstances, changes in fair

value are reflected in Non-interest income.

Before- and after-tax unrealized gain relating to de•designated hedges of $67 million and $49 million, respectiv
ely (October 31, 2016 —

unrealized losses of $95 million and $70 million, respectively) included in Other components of equity as at 
October 31, 2017, are expected to

be reclassified to Net interest income within the next 12 months.
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The following table presents the fair values of the derivative and non-derivative instruments categorized by their hedging relationships, as
well as derivatives that are not designated in hedging relationships.

Derivatives and non derivative instruments-- ---- — --- —--
---— —As at

,T~ QC~Ob$t~1 $Qa7 . _---- 3l, 2016--
Deslg~►A~e~:~s hedgtnglryStr,~t~tE?ts

--October
Designated as hedging instruments

in h~glp$X6.~1ti~ds'hij►x: -• _ in hedgin~relationshi_~
NRt liotdg~l~}~I Net Not designatedfalrvelu~ ~ ~ast~!#~r inues~nt ~'d,, Fair value Cash flow investment in a hedging(Millions of Canadian dollars)

— --- —
' h~ @~. ~ 8~ n. _ ~~► ', ~ : hedges hedges hues_ relationship

Assets 4
Derivative instruments $' 7~3~ '~J ~$~, ~ 4~ ~ ~~.~~E: $ 1,686 $ 546 $ 183 $ 116,529Liabilities ''=
Derivative instruments 7kQ 499 `x4~ ' f̀~4}d~t~,, 430 1,266 113 114,741Non-derivative instruments 19,950. a.a> — — 19,982 n.a.

n.a. no[ applicable

Results of hedge activities recorded in Net income and Other comprehensive income
For the year ended

O€~0~}t~i': October 31(Millions of Canadian dollars)
— r --*-~--~ -~=----- 2016_

Fairvalue hedges
Gains (losses) on hedging instruments (i) $ (1.76} $ (235)Gains (losses) on hedged items attributable to the hedged risk (i) 9~1: 135Ineffective portion (~) (z) ~$Sj (100)Cash flow hedges
Ineffective portion (i> , (1~ 1Effective portion (3) 622 (35)Reclassified to income during the period (u) 95 (71)Net investment hedges
Ineffective portion (i) —Foreign currency gains (losses) (3) (1,70) 147Gains (losses) from hedges (s) 9~,6 113

(1) Amounts are recorded in Non-interest income.
(2) Amounts include losses of $R7 million (October 3], 1016 - a97 million) that are excluded from the assessment of hedge effectiveness and are uf(set by economic hedges.(3) Amounts are included in OCI, net of [axes.
(4) A(ter•tax gains of $70 million were reclassified from Other components of equity to Net•interest income during the year ended October 31, 2017 (October 31, 2016 - $52 million after-taxlosses).
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~• ~ -~•

lotional amount of derivatives by term to mat_ urity (absolute amounts) _

--- --
___ _ V_ _ _ _ ̀_ T _ __

~.T_.~ -- ---- -- - - ---- 
As at October 31 ~ 2017 ------- --- - -----•--- -- - 

_.

Term to maturi

Within 1 to Over 5 Other than

Minions or Canadian doua~s)__.___ _ 

--- -

1 year

_ .'T-- -- 

_~. 5 years ___._..Years ii)____ Total

--~--~--^-`

._ Trading__

-- ~iy

_Trading_

)ver-the-countercontracts

Interest rate contracts

Forward rate agreements S 1,156,843 S 31,989 $ - $ 1,188,832 $ 1,188,832 $

Swaps 2,570,180 3,G50,280 2,331,289 8,351,749 7,854,309 497,440

Options purchased 77>953 124,0$3 59,435 261,471 261,G71

Options written 61,765 106,887 63,685 232,337 232,337 -

Foreign exchange contracts

Forward contracts 1,326,223 33,543 623 1,360,389 1,343,196 17,193

Cross currency swaps 80,436 35,662 39,440 155,538 149,254 6,28k

Cross currency interest rate swaps 281,590 551,576 268,119 1,101,285 1,048,891 S2,394

Options purchased 55,852 13,913 3,386 73,150 73,150 -

Optionswritten 55,922 9,187 2,829 67,938 67,938 -

Creditderivatives (z> 1,975 7,686 3,814 13,475 13,330 145

Other contracts 56,166 49,652 19,241 125,059 120,737 4,322

Exchange-traded contracts

Interest rate contracts

Futures -long positions 33,195 19,688 55 52,938 52,938 -

Futures -short positions 35,726 23,478 9 59,213 59,213

Options purchased 8,274 695 -- 8,969 8,969

Options written 10,872 327 - ii,i$9 11,189

Foreign exchange contracts

futures -long positions 83 - - 83 83 -

Futures -short positions 291 142 - 433 433 -

Othercontracts 198,360 44,858 528 243,746 243.607 .~ 139

-- - ------ - --------.- 

S 6,011,705
-.~T._-- 

$ 4,503,636

-------------__..~

$ 2,792,453 $ 13,307,784 $ 12,729,877 S 577,917

- - ------ ---- ----- - --

(Millions of Canadian dollars)__ _ __ _

-

Within

__ _ _ 1 year

--- - -_
As at October 31, 2016
- -

Term to maturity

1 to Over 5

5 years tears (i) Total Tradi~_

--- -

Other than
Trading

Over-the-counter contracts

Interest rate contracts

Forward rate agreements $ 522,944 $ 9,121 $ - $ 532,065 $ 532,065 $ -

Swaps 1,991,365 3,485,607 2,285,420 7,762,392 7,464,144 298,248

Options purchased 114>519 161,584 70,160 346,263 346,263 -

Optionswritten 97,283 182,233 71,503 351,019 351,019 -

Foreign exchange contracts

Forward contracts 1,288,656 44,980 939 1,334,575 1,314,103 20,472

Cross currency swaps
8,869 34,931 30,866 74,666 69,626 5,040

Cross currency interest rate swaps 272,029 544,195 251,371 1,067,595 1,013,958 53,637

Options purchased 28,601 16,538 4,619 49,758 49,758 -

Optionswritten 28,676 14,723 4,924 48,323 48,323 -

Creditderivatives (z) 1,581 10,314 4,306 16,201 15,842 359

Other contracts 58,863 59,133 22,355 140,351 136,205 4,146

Exchange-traded contracts

Interest rate contracts

Futures -long positions 26,076 14,496 3 40,575 40,575 -

Futures -short positions 35,269 19,551 - 54,820 54,820 -

Optionspurchased 18,196 165 - 18,361 18,361 -

Optionswritten 10,978 - - 10,978 10,978

Foreign exchange contracts

Futures -long positions 
312 - - 312 312 -

Futures -short positions 423 3 - 426 426 -

Othercontracts 178,675 55,820 617 235,052 235,052 -

- - --- - ---------- $ 4,683,255 $ 4,653,394 $ 2,747,083 $ 12,083,732 $ 11,701,830 $ 381,902

(1) Includes contracts maturing in over 10 years with a noti
onal value of $899 billion (October 31, 2016 - $883 

billion). The related gross positive replacement cost
 is $58 billion (October 31,

2016 - $79 billion).

(2) Credit derivatives with a notional value of $0.1 billion (Octo
ber 31, 2016 - $0.4 billion) are economic hedges. Trad

ing credit derivatives comprise protection purc
hased of $8.5 billion

(October 31, 2016 - $10.1 billion) and protection sold of $4.8
 billion (October 31, 2016 - $5.7 billion).
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The following tables indicate the periods when the cash flows from 
hedged items are expected to affect profit or loss for cash flow hedges.

- . _. __.
As at October 33,

of Canadian douars) .~__ __ _. Within 1 yeas i to 2 years 2 to 3 years 3 to 5 years Over 5 years Total
millions .___ _

Cash Inflows from assets S 938
(1,070)

5 243
(939)

S 351 S 59
(3,503) (476)

S 98
(71)_

S 1,489

Cash outflows from liabilities _ _ _ _(6,057)

S (132) S (696) S (3,350) S (417) 5 27 S (4,568)
Net cash flows

As at October 31, 2016

(Mllllons of Canadian dollars) Within i year i to 2 Years 2 to 3 years 3 to 5 Years Over 5 Years Total

Cash inflows from assets $ 192 $ 175 $ 122 $ 90
(559) (3,136)

$ 39
(77)

$ 618
(4,948)Cash outflows from liabiUties (387) (789}

Net cash flows $ (195) $ (614) $ (437) $ (3,046) $ (38) $ (4,330)

Fair value of derivative instruments
As at

October 31, 2017 October 31, 2016

(MlUions of Canadian dollars) _ Positive _ _ Negative ___ Positive Negative

Held or issued for trading purposes
Interest rate contracts

5 324 5 319 ~ 267 $ 244Forward rate agreements
Swaps 101,481 96,408 146,464 138,742

Options purchased 3,108 - 4,455 -
Optionswritten - 3.696 - _ 5,601

104, 913 100,42 3 151,186 144, 587

Foreign exchange contracts
Forward contracts 13,643 14.562 18,5.65 18,853
Cross currency swaps 4,229 3,438 5,43 4;~i38
Cross currency interest rate swaps 21,740 i9,o54 27,499 29,165
Options purchased 1,324 - 2,084 -
Opttonswritten - 1,217 - i;857

40,936 38,271 53,571 54,313
Credit der(vatives 157 246 191 242
Other contracts 13,775 17,183 6,662 8,994

159,781 156,123 211,610 208,136
Held or issued for other-than-trading purposes

Interest rate contracts
Swaps 1,612 1,177 2,588 1,471
Options purchased - - - -
Optionswritten _ - -

1,612 1,177 2,588 1,471
Foreign exchange contracts
Forvvard contracts 2k6 250 257 338
Cross currency swaps 207 318 314 542
Cross currency interest rate swaps 3,545 1,700 2,636 2,286

1,998 2,268 3,207 3,166
Credit derlvattves - 12 - 21Other contracts - ~ 184 184 113 113

3,794 3,641 5',908 4,771
Total gross fair values before: 163,575 159,764 217.518 212,907Valuation adjustments determined on a pooled basis (725) 68 (1,432) (126)Impact of netting agreements that qualify for balance sheet offset _ (67,827)

-
(67,705)
- -

(97,142) (96,231)w...,.,.
,,...~~ `__ _ 95,023 92,127 118,944 116,550

Impact of netting agreements that do not qualify for balance sheet offset (i)_ ~ (58.804) _ (58,804) (79,296) (79,296)
5 36,219 S 33,323 $ 39,648 $ 37,254

(1) Additional impact of offsetting tredlt exposures on contracts that do not quality for balance sheet offsM.
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1 ~ 1 1

Fair value of derivative instruments by term to maturity-------- ---- -- - -_..
As at

October 31, 2017 _ _ October 31, 2016

Less than
(Millions of Canadian dollars) _ _ _ i year

i to Over

S.years _ _ 5 Years_ _ T___
Less than

Total i year
i to Over ,rc:

S years 5 years Total

Derivative assets 5 26,292 S 28,810 5 39,921 $ 95,023 $ 30,475 $ 39,357 $ 49,112 $ 11s,944
Derivative liabilities 26,414 26,334 39,379 92,127 30,962 39,507 46,081 116,550

Derivative-related credit risk
Credit risk from derivative transactions is generated by the potential for the counterparty to default on its contractual obligations when one or

more transactions have a positive market value to us. Therefore, derivative-related credit risk is represented by the positive fair value of the

instrument and is normally a small fraction of the contract's notional amount.
We subject our derivative transactions to the same credit approval, limit and monitoring standards that we use for managing other

transactions that create credit exposure. This includes evaluating the creditworthiness of counterparties, and managing the size, diversification

and maturity structure of the portfolio. Credit utilization for all products is compared with established limits on a continual basis and is subject to

a standard exception reporting process. We use a single internal rating system for all credit risk exposure. In most cases, these internal ratings

approximate the external risk ratings of public rating agencies.
Offsetting is a technique that can reduce credit exposure from derivatives and is generally facilitated through the use of master netting

agreements and achieved when specific criteria are met in accordance with our accounting policy in Note 2. A master netting agreement provides
for a single net settlement of all financial instruments covered by the agreement in the event of default. However, credit risk is reduced only to

the extent that our financial obligations to the same counterparty can be set off against obligations of the counterparty to us. We maximize the

use of master netting agreements to reduce derivative-related credit exposure. Our overall exposure to credit risk that is reduced through master

netting agreements may change substantially following the reporting date as the exposure is affected by each transaction subject to the

agreement as well as by changes in underlying market rates. Measurement of our credit exposure arising out of derivative transactions is reduced

to ref►ect the effects of netting in cases where the enforceability of that netting is supported by appropriate legal analysis as documented in our
trading credit risk policies.

The use of collateral is another significant credit mitigation technique for managing derivative-related counterparty credit risk.
Mark-to-market provisions in our agreements with some counterparties, typically in the form of a Credit Support Annex, provide us with the right
to request that the counterparty pay down or collateralize the current market value of its derivatives positions when the value passes a specified
threshold amount. "~

Replacement cost represents the total fair value of all outstanding contracts in a gain position after factoring in the master netting
agreements. The credit equivalent amount is defined as the sum of the replacement cost plus an add-on amount for potential future credit
exposure as defined by OSFI. The risk-weighted amount is determined by applying the standard OS~I defined measures of counterparty risk to

the credit equivalent amount.

Derivative-related credit risk

(Millions of Canadian dollars)
_ _ -- ___

Over•the-counter contracts
Interest rate contracts

Forward rate agreements
Swaps
Options purchased

Foreign exchange contracts
Forward contracts
Swaps
Options purchased

Credit derivatives ~a>
Other contracts

Exchange-traded contracts

As at
- -

Ottober 31, 2017 (i) ___ October 31,_2016_(1)

Credit Credit
Replacement equivalent Risk•weighted Replacement equivalent Risk•weighted

cost _ __ __amount (2) equivalent (3) cost amount (2) equivalent (3)

5 264 S 328 5 59 $ 232 $ 250 $ 53
10,890 24,318 4,187 15,118 27,214 5,429

283 883 527 334 1,092 662

5,427 11,555 3,634 6,914 12,952 3,896
10,476 12.643 4,498 13,763 12,492 3,790

360 1,125 472 416 1,045 456
109 936 149 31 920 188

7,750 6,332 2,945 1,409 6,188 3,463
1,391 8,340 167 2,933__ 11,756 _235

5 36,944 $ 66,460 5 16,638 $ 41,150 $ 73,909 $ 18,172

(1) The amounts presented are net of master netting agreements in accordance with Basel III.

(2) The total credit equivalent amounCincludes collateral applied of $18 billion (October 31, 2016 - 821 61111on).

(3) The risk-weighted balances are calculated In accordance with Basel ill.

(4) Excludes credit derivatives issued for other•than-trading purposes related to bought protection.
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Replacement cost of derivative instruments b  yrisk rating and counterparty type
As at October 31, 20]7 - - - 

---Rlsk rating (i) _ __ f- ---- --- - - - Count¢rpaRy type (2) --- ._

BB or OECO

(Millions of Canadian. dollars) AAA, AA_ ___ _ _ A _ _BBB___
- - 

_ _lower_ Total
-------- ---

Banks governments
-- -

Other ~_ _Total

Gross positive replacement cost 5 26,707 S 108,320 $ 19,672 S 8,876 5 1b3,575 $ 45,723 $ 18,694 S 99,158 $ 163,575

Impact of master netting
agreements 14,468 98,605 10,167 3,391 126,631 38,508 8,342 79,781 126,631

Replacement cost (after netting
agreements) $ 12,239 5 9,715 5 9,505 S 5,485 5 36,944 5 7,215 $ 10,352 $ 19,377 $ 36,944

As at October 3l, 201G

Risk rating (1) CounterpartY type (2)

BB or OECD

(Millions of Canadian dollars) AAA, AA A BBB lower Total Banks governments Other Total

Gross positive replacement cost $ 37,119 $ 151,992 $ 20,634 $ 7,773 $ 217,518 $ 62,112 $ 21,824 $ 133,582 $ 217,518

Impact of master netting
agreements 20,704 139,912 14,255 1,567 176,438 52,535 9,494 114,409 176,438

Replacement cost (after netting
agreements) $ 16,415 $ 12,080 $ 6,379 $ 6,206 $ 41,080 $ 9,577 $ 12,330 $ 19,173 $ 41,080

(1) Our internal risk ratings for major counterparty types approximate those of public ratings agencies. Ratings of AAA, AA, A and BBB represent inv
estment grade ratings and ratings of 66 or

lower represent non~inves[ment grade ratings.

(2) Counterparty type is defined in accordance with the capital adequacy requirements of OSfI.

Furniture,
fixtures

Computer and other Leasehold Work in

(Millions of Canadian dollars) ___ ---
ldild __ Build'ift~v5 __ egUipRtent _ ec~Ul~meilt improvements ___~rocess_._._.___.____Total

Cost
Balance at October 31, 2016 $ 171 S 1,379 S 1,68b $ 2,352 5 2,566 $ 132 $ 7,286

Additions (i) - 1 211 25 43 226 506

Acquisitions through business combination - - - - -- -

Transfers from work in process - 7 43 37 96 {183) -

Disposals (9) {23) (90) (47) (68) - (237}

Foreign exchange translation (a) (9) (11) (7) (18) - (49)

Other (1) 8 36 (46) (33) (22) (58}

Balance at October 31, 2017 $ 157. $ 1,363 5 1,875 $ '1,31k 5 2,586 $ 153 S 7,448

Accumulated depreciation
Balance at October 31, 2016 $ - $ 570 $ 1,209 $ 961 $ 1,710 $ - 5 4,450

Depreciation - 74 229 111 186 - 600

Disposals - (15) (89) (4k} (61) - (209)

Foreign exchange translation - (2) (8) (3j (12) - (25)

Other - (19} 26 (ki) (4) - (38)

Balance at October 31, 2017
---

~ -_.A_.~$ 608 S 1,367 $ 984 $ 1,819
--- ---_.~..----~---.~~.----

S ~ 5 4,778
- -- -

Netcarrying amount at October 31, 2017 ' $. 157. $
z____

755 S 508 5
..-----
330 $ 767 S 153 S 2,670

--- --
Furniture,
fixtures

Computer and other Leasehold Work in

(nniuionsofcanadiandollars) _ _ Land Buildings _equ~ment equipment improvements ___process Total

Cost
Balance at October 31, 2015 $ 123 $ 1,294 $ 1,508 $ 1,292 $ 2,464 $ 168 $ 6,849

Additions (» - 1 156 35 46 249 487

Acquisitions through business combination 52 94 55 2 63 51 317

Transfers from work in process - 14 83 40 137 (274) -

Disposals (3) (15) (38) (47) (111) - (214)

Foreign exchange translation - 1 (17) (4) (8) (1) (29)

Other (1) (10) (61) 34 (25) (61) (124)

Balance at October 31, 2016
- --

$ 171 $ 1,379 $ 1,686 $ 1,352
----- 

$ 2,566
------

$ 132 $ 7,286
---

Accumulateddepreciation
Balance at October 31, 2015 $ - $ 534 $ 1,070 $ 875 $ 1,642 $ - $ 4,121

Depreciation - 48 219 126 180 - 573

Disposals - (4) (38) (40) (107) - (189)

Foreign exchange translation - (1) (13) (8) (7) - (29)

Other - (7) (29) 8 2

i 

- (26)

Balance at October 31, 2016 $ - $ 570 $ 1,209 $ 961 $ 1,710 $ - $ 4,450

Net carrying amount at October 31, 2016 $ 171 $ 809 $ 477 $ 391 $ ~ 856 $ 132 $ 2,836

(1) As at October 31, 2017, we had total contractual commitments of $266 million to acquire premises and equipment (October 31, 2016 - 
$301 million).
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Goodwill
The following table presents changes in the carrying amount of goodwill by CGU for the years ended October 31, 2017 and

 2016.

U.S. Wealth
Canadian Management International Investor &

Canadian Caribbean Wealth Global Asset (including Wealth Treasury Capital

(Millions of Canadian dollars) Banking Banking Management Management City National) Management Insurance Services Markets Total

At October 31, 2015 $ 2,527 $ 1,820 $ 579 $ 2,219 $ 673 $ 142 $ 118 $ 149 $ 1,062 $ 9,289

Acquisition - - - - 2,113 - - - - 2,113

Dispositions - - - - - - (6) (1) - (7)

Currency translations - (49) 3 (256) 68 (27) - - 22 (239)

At October 31, 2016 $ 2,527 $ 1,771 $ 582 $ 1,963 $ 2,854 $ 115 $ 112 $ 148 $ 1,084 $ 11,156

Acquisition ~ - - - -

Dispositions - - - - (2) - - - - (2)

Currency translations (77} (6) 43 (107 5 - (35) (177)

At October 31, 2017 $ 2,527 $ 1,644 $ 576 S 2,006 S 2,745- `S 120 $ 112 5 148 $ 1,049 $ 10,977

We perform our annual impairment test by comparing the carrying amount of each CGU to its recoverable amount. The rec
overable amount of a

CGU is represented by its value in use, except in circumstances where the carrying amount of a CGU exceeds its value in use.
 In such cases, we

determine the CGU's fairvalue less costs of disposal and its recoverable amount is the greaterof its value in use and f
airvalue less costs of

disposal. Our annual impairment test is performed as at August 1.

In our 2017 and 2016 annual impairment tests, the recoverable amounts of our Caribbean Banking and International W
ealth Management

CGUs were based on fairvalue less costs of disposal. The recoverable amounts of all other CGUs tested were based on v
alue in use.

Value in use
We calculate value in use using afive-year discounted cash flow method, with the exception of our U.S. Wealth Man

agement (including City

National) CGU where cash flow projections covering aten-year period were used, which more closely aligns with the st
rategic growth plan

resulting From the acquisition of City National. Future cash flows are based on financial plans agreed by management,
 estimated based on

forecast results, business initiatives, capital required to support future cash flows and returns to shareholders. K
ey drivers of future cash flows

include net interest margins and average interest-earning assets. The values assigned to these drivers over the f
orecast period are based on past

experience, external and internal economic forecasts, and managements expectations of the impact of economic
 conditions on our financial

results. Beyond the initial cash flow projection period, cash flows are assumed to increase at a constant rate usi
ng a nominal long-term growth

rate (terminal growth rate). Terminal growth rates are based on the current market assessment of gross domestic
 product and inflation for the

countries within which the CGU operates. The discount rates used to determine the present value of each CGU's p
rojected future cash flows are

based on the bank-wide cost of capital, adjusted for the risks to which each CGU is exposed. CGU-specific risks includ
e: country risk, business/

operational risk, geographic risk (including political risk, devaluation risk, and government regulation), currency r
isk, and price risk (including

product pricing risk and inflation).
The estimation of value in use involves significant judgment in the determination of inputs to the discounted cas

h flow model and is most

sensitive to changes in future cash flows, discount rates and terminal growth rates applied to cash flows beyond the f
orecast period. These key

inputs and assumptions used to determine the recoverable amount of each CGU using value in use were tested f
or sensitivity by applying a

reasonably possible change to those assumptions. The post-tax discount rates were increased by 1%, terminal g
rowth rates were decreased by

1%, and future cash flows were reduced by 10%. As at August 1, 2017, no reasonably possible change in an individua
l key input or assumption,

as described, would result in a CGU's carrying amount exceeding its recoverable amount based on value in use.

The terminal growth rates and pre-tax discount rates used in our discounted cash flow models are summarized b
elow.

Group of cash generating units
Canadian Banking
Caribbean Banking
Canadian Wealth Management
Global Asset Management
U.S. Wealth Management (including Ciry National)
International Wealth Management
Insurance
Investor &Treasury Services
Capital Markets

As at

____ August 1, 2017 August 1, 2016

Terminal Terminal
Discount growth Discount growth

rate (i) rate rate (i) rate

10.1% 3.0°.6 10.0% 3.0%
12.0 k.3 12.1 4.3
11.2 3.0 11.2 3.0
11.1 3.0 11.1 3.0
13.k 3.0 13.6 3.0
20.5 3.0 9.6 3.0
20.6 3.0 10.9 3.0
11.0 3.0 12.0 3.0
15.0 3.0 14.1 3.0

(1) Pre-tax discount rates are determined Implicitly based on post-tax discount rates.

Fair value less costs of disposal -Caribbean Banking

For our Caribbean Banking CGU, we calculated fair value less costs of disposal using a discounted cash flow met
hod that projects future cash

flows over a 5-year period. Cash flows are based on management forecasts, adjusted to approximate the c
onsiderations of a prospective third-

partybuyer. Cash flows beyond the initial 5•year period are assumed to increase at a constant rate using a nomi
nal long-term growth rate. Future

cash flows, terminal growth rates, and discount rates are based on the same factors noted above. This fair
 value measurement is categorized as

level 3 in the fair value hierarchy as certain significant inputs are not observable.
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The estimation of fair value less costs of disposal involves significant judgment in the determination of inputs to the discounted cash flow
model and is most sensitive to changes in future cash flows, discount rates and terminal growth rates applied to cash flows beyond the forecast
period. These key inputs and assumptions were tested for sensitivity by applying a reasonably possible change to those assumptions. As at
August 1, 2017, the recoverable amount of our Caribbean Banking CGU, based on fair value less costs of disposal, was 115% of its carrying
amount. If the post•tax discount rate was increased by 1%, holding other individual factors constant, the recoverable amount would approximate
the carrying amount. No other reasonably possible change in an individual key input or assumption, including decreasing the terminal growth
rates by 1% or reducing future cash flows by 10%, would result in the CGU's carrying amount exceeding its recoverable amount based on fair
value less costs of disposal.

Fair value less costs ofdisposal -International Wealth Management
For our International Wealth Management CGU, we calculated fairvalue less costs of disposal using a multiples based approach. Each business
within the CGU was valued using either aPrice-to-assets-under-administration (P/AUA) orPrice-to-revenue (P/Rev) multiple, as appropriate, to
reflect the considerations of a prospective third-party buyer. In 2017 and 2016, we applied a P/AUA multiple of 2.5% to AUA as at August 1 and
a P/Rev multiple of 2.5x to revenue for the 12 months preceding the testing date. These multiples represent our best estimate from a range of
reasonably possible inputs based on precedent transactions for comparable businesses. This fairvalue measurement is categorized as level 3
in the fair value hierarchy as certain significant inputs are not observable.

The estimation of fair value less costs of disposal involves significant judgment in the determination of the appropriate valuation approach
and inputs and is most sensitive to changes in the P/AUA and P/Rev multiples. These key inputs were tested for sensitivity by reducing each
multiple to the low end of the range of reasonably possible inputs considered. As at August 1, 2017, no reasonably possible change in an
individual key input or assumption, as described, would result in the CGU's carrying amount exceeding its recoverable amount based on fair
value less costs of disposal.

Other intangible resets
The following table presents the carrying amount of our other intangible assets.

(Millions of Canadian dollars) _ __
Gross carrying amount
Balance at October 31, 2016
Additions
Acquisitions through business combination
Transfers
Dispositions
Impairment losses
Currency translations
Other changes
Balance at October 31, 2017
Accumulated amortization
Balance at October 31, 2016
Amortization charge forthe year
Dispositions
Impairment losses
Currency translations
Other changes
Balance at October 31, 2017

Net balance, at October 31, 2017

(Millions of Canadian dollars) __ __ ___

Gross carrying amount
Balance at October 31, 2015
Additions
Acquisitions through business combinations
Transfers
Dispositions
Impairment losses
Currency translations
Other changes

Balance at October 31, 2016

Accumulated amortization
Balance at October 31, 2015
Amortization charge for the year
Dispositions
Impairment losses
Currency translations
Other changes

Balance at October 31, 2016

Net balance, at October 31, 2016

As at October 31, 2017

Internally Core Customer
generated Other deposit list and !n process
software _ sohware intangibles _ _relationships_ _software _ Total

$ 4,435 $ 1,389 S 1,784 5 1,761 $ 776 $ 10,147
26 70 - - 896 992

692 60 - - (752) -
- ~$) - - ~2) (10)
(2) (12) - - - (14)
(22) (i6) (69) 6 (5) (106)
14 (51) - (14) (23) (74)

S 5,143 $ 1,432 S 1,715 $ 1,753 $ 892 $ 14,935

$ (3,223) $ (1,054) $ (348) $ (87k) 5 - $ (5,499)
(595} (111) (156) (153) - (1,015)

- 7 - - - 7

15 10 17 {id) - 32
{22) 54 - 15 - 47

$ (3,825) $ (1,U94) $ (A87) S (1,022) 5 - S (6,428)

$ 1,318 $ 338 $ 1,228 $ 731 S 892 $ 4,507

As at October 31, 2016 
- - -

Internally Core Customer
generated Other deposit list and In process
software software intan ibles _ relationships, _software Total

$ 3,929 $ 1,193 $ 194 $ 1,538 $ 580 $ 7,434
11 58 - - 765 834
23 47 1,558 322 - 1,950
569 34 - - (603) -
(10) (6) - - - (16)

(33) 19 32 (99) (2) (83)
(54) 44 - - 38 28

$ 4,435 $ 1,389 $ 1,784 $ 1,761 $ 778 $ 10,147

$ (2,750) $ (893) $ (194) $ (783) $ - $ (4,620)
(560) (97) (158) (155) - (970)

7 5 - - - 12

31 (18) 4 64 - 81
49 (51) - - - (2)

$ (3,223) $ (1,054) $ - (348) $ (874) $ ------ $ -(5.499)

$ 1,212 $ 335 $ 1,436 $ 887 $ 778 $ 4,648
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Acquisition
Wealth Management
On November 2, 2015, we completed the acquisition of City National. 

City National's business gives us an expansion platform for long-
term

growth in the U.S. and the opportunity to enhance and complement our e
xisting U.S. businesses in line with our strategic goals.

Total consideration of $7.1 billion (US$5.5 billion) at the date of close 
included $3.4 billion (US$2.6 billion) in cash, 41.6 million RBC

common shares issued at a price of US$57.16 per share for a total value
 of $3.1 billion (US$2.4 billion), US$275 million of first pr

eferred shares

(Series C-1 and Series C-2), with a fair value of $380 million (US$29
0 million), as well as share-based compensation amounts of $20

4 million

(US$156 million), including the conversion of 3.8 million stock option
s with a fair value of $147 million (US$112 million), based on 

the

Black-Scholes model.
Our purchase price allocation assigned $47.8 billion to assets an

d $44.7 billion to liabilities on the acquisition date. Goodwill of

$2.1 billion reflects the expected synergies from the combined U.S. 
Wealth Management operations, expected growth ofthe platform

, and the

ability to cross sell products between segments. Goodwill is not expected
 to be deductible for tax purposes. In the year of acquisition,

 City

National increased our 2016 consolidated revenue and net income by 
$1,988 million and $290 million, respectively. All results of opera

tions are

included in our Wealth Management segment and goodwill is allocat
ed to our U.S. Wealth Management (including City National) C

GU (previously

called U.S. Wealth Management}.

The following table presents the fair value of the assets acquired and
 liabilities assumed as at the acquisition date.

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percenta~ _ _ _
 ____ _ __ __

Percentage of shares acquired
100%

Purchase consideration
$ 7.138

Fair value of identifiable assets acquired

Cash and due from banks
$ 499

Interest-bearing deposits with banks
2,779

Securities
Trading

321

Available-for-sale
7,409

Held-to-maturity
4,723

Loans (i>
Retail

9,597

Wholesale
20,555

Other assets -- —--- -- --- --- — ----
1,885

-- — -- -- - --- -- --

Totalfair value of identifiable assets acquired
$ 47,768

Fair value of identifiable liabilities assumed

Deposits
Personal

10,481

Business and government
31,593

Bank
169

Other liabilities
2,450

Total fairvalue of identifiable liabilities assumed
$ 44,693

Fair value of identifiable net assets acquired
$ 3,075

Intangible assets (z)
1,950

Goodwill
2,113

Total purchase consideration
$ 7,138

(1) The Yair value of loans reFlecls eslliiieles of incurred and expected future
 credit Inssac ~t the a[quisition date and interest rate premiu

ms or discounts relative to prevailing market rates. Gross

contractual receivables amount to $30.1 billion.

(2) Intangible assets primarily include core deposits and customer rel
ationships which are amortized on a straight-line basis over a

n estimated useful life of 10 years.

Dispositions
Wealth Management
On May 12, 2017, we completed the sale of our trust, custody 

and fund administration business in the Caribbean to SMP Group 
Limited. The

transaction did not have a significant impact on our Consolid
ated Statements of Income.

Insurance
On July 1, 2016, we completed the sale of RBC General Insurance 

Company, which included certain home and auto insurance m
anufacturing

businesses, including claims, undervuriting and product developmen
t capabilities, to Aviva Canada Inc. We also entered into a

n exclusive

15-year distribution agreement with Aviva Canada Inc. to market 
and sell a full suite of property and casualty insurance products t

o our existing

and new clients. As a result of the transaction, we recorded a p
re-tax gain on disposal of $287 million in Non•interest income 

-Other

($235 million after-tax).

Investor &Treasury Services

On October 21, 2016, we completed the sale of RBC Investor Servi
ces Espana S.A.U. and its wholly-owned subsidiary to Banco 

Inversis S.A. The

transaction did not have a significant impact on our Consolid
ated Statements of Income.
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The following table summarizes the carrying value of our interests in joint ventures and associated companies accoun
ted for under the equity

method as well as our share of the income of those entities.

Joint ventures_ Associated com anies

As at and for the year ended

04~Qbet'~~:: October 31 QC#ilbet 31? Ocrober 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars) __ ~(1~.~~ 2016 ' ~~,~~: 2016

Carrying amount $ 16k. $ 151 $ 526`' $ 465
--__ — ---

Share of:
Net income ~~~ 124 ~ 52

Other comprehensive income t(~ (5) K -

- --$--' 320 $ 119 ~ `7> $ 52

We do not have any joint ventures or associated companies that are individually material to our financial results.

On December 21, 2016, our joint venture, Moneris Solutions Corporation (Moneris), completed the sale of its U.S. oper
ations to Vantiv, Inc.

for proceeds of $576 million (US$430 million). We have a 50% interest in Moneris and recognized the gain of $212 mill
ion (before- and after-tax;

as Share of profit in joint ventures and associates in Non-interest income.

During the year ended October 31, 2017, we recognized impairment losses of $4 million with respect to our interests in asso
ciated

companies (October 31, 2016 — reversal of impairment losses of $8 million) and recognized no gains on sales of asso
ciated companies

(October 31, 2016 — $nil).
Certain of our subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates are subject to regulatory requirements of the jurisdictions in which

 they operate.

When these subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates are subject to such requirements, they may be restricted from trans
ferring to us our share

of their assets in the form of cash dividends, loans or advances. As at October 31, 2017, restricted net assets of these 
subsidiaries, joint

ventures and associates were $29.4 billion (October 31, 2016 — $28.4 billion).

---- ------ As at

O~tQ~1et3~ October 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars)
:t0~?: 2016

Cash collateral ~ ;~;~r~ib7, $ 18>979

Margin deposits `'-;5,~6~'.~ 4,308

Receivable from brokers, dealers and clients 1R$70 2,458

Accounts receivable and prepaids , ; 3,574. 3,487

Investments in joint ventures and associates
69b 616

Employee benefit assets 59 29

Insurance-related assets
Collateral loans -~•; 1,10 1,198

Policy loans '9S 98

Reinsurance assets 549' 713

Other 268 43

Deferred income tax asset '. 1,73 2,827

Taxes receivable `; 3,09 2,264

Accrued interest receivable x,111: 1,870

Precious metals 1,fl8~ 306

Other __-------- -----
` ~,2Z'1 2,875

S `36,959' $ 42,071
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The following table details our deposit liabilities.

As at

October 31, 2017 October 31, 2016

(Millions of Canadian dollars) Demand (t) Notice ~2~ Term (3) Totat Demand ~1) Notice (z) Term (s) Total

Personal 5 134,184 $ 47,366 5 78,663 5 260,213 $ 128,206 $ 46,096 $ 76,248 $ 250,550

Business and government 229,337 9,520 266,808 505,665 221,506 10,740 255,761 488,007

Bank 8,587 158 15,012 23,75 8,533 49 10,450 19,032

$ 372,108 S 57,044 5 360,483 $ 789,63 $ 358,245 $ 56,885 $ 342,459 $ 757,589

Non-interest-bearing (4)
Canada $ 84,498 $ 4,871 S - S 89,369 $ 78,692 $ 4,686 $ - $ 83,378

United States 34,441 90 - 34,531 34,172 93 - 34,265

Europe (s) 616 - - 616 1,009 - - 1,009

Other International 6,059 5 - 6,064 5,753 4 - 5,757

Interest-bearing ~4~
Canada 212,456 14,990 274,934 502,380 200,911 14,979 272,999 488,889

United States 847 32,263 55,840 88,950 999 32,388 41,427 74,814

Europe (s) 30,148 1,585 19,613 51,346 32,864 1,108 17,966 51,938

Other International 3,043 3,240 10,096 16,379 3,845 3,627 10,067 17,539

$ 372,108 $ 57,044 $ 360,483 $ 789,635 $ 358,245 $ 56,885 $ 342,459 $ 757,589

(1) Demand deposits are deposits forwhlch we do not have the right to require notice of withdrawal, which includes both savings and chequing accounts.

(2) Notice deposits are depos(ts for which we can legally require notice of withdrewal. These deposits are primarily savings accounts.

(3) Term deposits are deposits payable on a fixed date, and include term deposits, guaranteed Investment certificates and slmllar instruments,

(4) The geographical splits of the deposits are based on the point of origin of the deposits and where the revenue Is recognized. As at October 31, 2017, deposits denominated in U.S. dollars,

British pounds, Euro and other foreign currencies were $283 billion, $16 billion, $37 billion and $29 billion, respectively (October 31, 2016 - $264 billion,$16 billion, $37 b(Ilion and

$29 billion).
(5) Europe includes the United Kingdom, Luxembourg and the Channel Islands.

The following table presents the contractual maturities of our term deposit liabilities.

As at

October 31 October 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016

Within 1 year.
less than 3 months 5 71,841 $ 72,346

3 to 6 months 41,221 40,487

6 to 12 months 82,588 51,608

1 to 2 years 52,033 50,676

2 to 3 years 40,400 39,499

3 to 4 years 30,062 31,482

4 to 5 years 18,745 29,854

Over 5 years 23,593 26,507

$ 360,483 $ 342,459

Aggregate amount of term deposits in denominations of one hundred thousand dollars or more S 328,000 $ 309,000

The following table presents the average deposit balances and average rates of interest.

Millions of Canadian dollars, except for

ror the gear enaea~ .3:,,~
October 31, 2017- , October 31, 2016

Average Average Average Average
balances rates balances rates

Canada $ 581,059 0.96°~ $ 561,711 0.84%

United States 112,551 0.57 ~ 113,125 0.37

Europe 53,928 0.25 [ 50,341 0.15

Other International 22,778 1.01 24,454 1.07

$ 770,316 0.85%~ $ 749,631 0.73%
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Risk management
Insurance risk is the risk of fluctuations in the timing, frequency or severity of insured events, relative to our expectations at the time of

undervvriting. We do not have a high degree of concentration risk due to our geographic diversity and business mix. Concentration risk is not a

major concern for the life and health insurance business as it does not have a material level of regional specific characteristics like those

exhibited in the property and casualty insurance business. Exposure to concentrations of insurance risks for the property and casualty business,

up to the sale of certain home and auto insurance manufacturing businesses to Aviva Canada Inc. on July 1, 2016, was primarily mitigated

through prudent underwriting practices and diversification byproduct offerings and geographical areas. Reinsurance is also used for all

insurance businesses to lower our risk profile and limit the liability on a single claim. We manage underwriting and pricing risk through the use of

undervuriting guidelines which detail the class, nature and type of business that may be accepted, pricing policies byproduct line and centralized

control of policy wordings. The risk that claims are handled or paid inappropriately ismitigated by using a range of IT system controls and

manual processes conducted by experienced staff. These, together with a range of detailed policies and procedures, ensure that all claims are

handled in a timely, appropriate and accurate manner.

Reinsurance
In the ordinary course of business, our insurance operations reinsure risks to other insurance and reinsurance companies in order to lower our

risk profile, limit loss exposure to large risks, and provide additional capacity for future growth. These ceding reinsurance arrangements do not

relieve our insurance subsidiaries from their direct obligations to the insured. We evaluate the financial condition of the reinsurers and monitor

our concentrations of credit risks to minimize our exposure to losses from reinsures insolvency. Reinsurance amounts (ceded premiums)

included in Non interest income are shown in the table below.

Net aremiums and claims
For the ear ended

October 31

(MIII(ons of Canadian dollars} 2016

Gross premiums $ 4,335

Premiums ceded to reinsurers (1,160)

Net premiums $ 3,175

Gross claims and benefits $ 3,754

Reinsurers' share of claims and benefits (546)

Net claims $ 3,208

Insurance claims and policy benefit UabiUties
All actuarial assumptions are set in conjunction with Canadian Institute of Actuaries Standards of Practice and OSFI requirements. The

assumptions that have the greatest effect on the measurement of insurance liabilities, the processes used to determine them and the

assumptions used as at October 31, 2017 are as follows:

Life insurance
Mortality and morbidity —Mortality estimates are based on standard industry insured mortality tables, adjusted where appropriate to reflect our

own experience. Morbidity assumptions are made with respect to the rates of claim incidence and claim termination for health insurance policies

and are based on a combination of industry and our own experience.

Future investment yield —Assumptions are based on the current yield rate, a reinvestment assumption and an allowance for future credit losses

for each line of business, and are developed using interest rate scenario testing, including prescribed scenarios for determination of minimum

liabilities asset out in the actuarial standards.

Policyholder behaviour —Under certain policies, the policyholder has a contractual right to change benefits and premiums, as well as convert

policies to permanent forms of insurance. All policyholders have the right to terminate their policies through lapse. Lapses represent the

termination of policies due tonon-payment of premiums. Lapse assumptions are primarily based on our recent experience adjusted for emerging

industry experience where applicable.
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SiAni~cantinsurance assumptions
As at

p~~~Q~E~x October 31
v'3~t~~~ 2016

Life Insurance
Canadian Insurance
Mortality rates (i) Q.R11°Po 0.13%

Morbidity rates (z) ~c74'''- 1.68

Reinvestment yield (3) ,~JQ:,;;_ 4.00

Lapse rates (u) ~~~~= 0.50

International lnsurance
Mortality rates (1> 04,i ~ 0.43

Reinvestment yield (s) .3:14: 2.75

(1) Average annual death rate for the largest portfolio of insured policies.

(2) Average net settlement rate for [he individual and group disability insurance portfolio.

(3) Ultimate reinvestment rate ofthe insurance operations.

(4) Ultimate policy termination rate (lapse rate) for the largest permanent life Insurance portfolio that relies on higher termin
ation rate to maintain Its profitability (lapse-supported policies).

Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities
The following table summarizes our gross and reinsurers' share of insurance liabilities at the end of the year.

As at

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

Life insurance policyholder liabilities
Life, health and annuity
Investment contracts (i)

October 31, 2017

Gross Ceded

October 31, 2016

Net Gross Ceded Net

$ 9,653 S 393 S 9,260 $ 9>137 $ 545 $ 8,592

34 — 3G 22 — 22

S 9,687 $ 393 $ 9,29G $ 9,159 $ 545 $ 8,614

Non-life insurance policyholder liabilities
Unearned premium provision (i) $ 23 $ — $ 23 $ 23 $ — $ 23

Unpaid claims provision 23 2 21 27 4 23

$ 46 5 2 $ 44 $ 50 $ 4 $ 46

5 9>733 $ 395 S 9,338 $ 9,209 $ 549 $ 8,660

(1) Insurance liabilities for investment contracts and unearned premium provision are reported in Other liabilities on the Co
nsolidated Balance Sheets.

Reconciliation of life insurance policyholder IiabiNties
Ottobet 3i, X4 7 October 31, 2016

(Millions of Canadian dollars) _ _____._^ GYOSS C@flQd,_,: `Nt!t Gross Ceded Net

Balances, beginning of the year 5 9, 59' $ 5dt5 $ 8,biq $ 8,094 $ 519 $ 7,575

New and in-force policies 865 53 8~2` 1,132 26 1,106

Changes in assumption and methodology (349): (~05} (1g41 (78) — (78)

Net change in investment contracts 12 . 12 li — 11

Balances, end of the year $ 9,687. $ - 393 $ 9,294 $ 9,159 $ 545 $ 8,614

ReconciUation of non-life insurance oolicvhotder liabilities
October 31, 2017 October 31, 2016

(MfllionsofCanadiandollars) GI'OS5 Ceded

~

Net Gross Ceded Net

Balances, beginning of the year S SOS k S 46 $ 1,476 $ 38 $ 1,438

Changes in unearned premiums provision
Written premiums 119 1 118 665 19 646

Less: Net premiums earned (119) (1) (118) (665) (21) (644)

Less: Disposal (i) — — — (429) — (429)

Changes in unpaid claims provision and adjustment expenses

Incurred claims 64 (2} 66 482 18 464

Less: Claims paid (68) — (68) (439) (4) (435)

LF99S-D19~OSdI{2) —

~

—

'

(1,040) (46) (994)

Balances, end of the year S~ 46 S 2 S k4 $ S0 $ 4 $ 46

(1) RBC General Insurance Company was sold to Aviva Canada Inc. in 2016, which Includes certain home and auto insurance 
manufacturing businesses. Refer to Note 11.
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The net increase in Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities over the prioryearwas comprised 
of the net increase in life and health

liabilities and reinsurance attributable to business growth partially offset by market movements o
n assets backing life and health liabilities.

During the year, we reviewed all key actuarial methods and assumptions which are used in determining
 the policy benefit liabilities resulting in a

$144 million net decrease to insurance liabilities comprised of: (i) a decrease of $87 million for a
ssumption updates due to reduced provisions

for credit and interest rate risk; (ii) a decrease of $64 million arising from insurance risk related 
assumption updates largely due to mortality,

morbidity, maintenance, property and casualty margin for adverse deviation and expense assumpti
ons, impacting both gross and ceded

insurance policyholder liabilities; offset by an increase of $7 million due to valuation system and data 
changes.

Sensitivity analysis
The following table presents the sensitivity of the level of insurance policyholder liabilities disclosed in

 this note to reasonably possible changes

i n the actuarial assumptions used to calculate them. The percentage change in each variable is applied
 to a range of existing actuarial modelling

assumptions to derive the possible impact on net income. The analyses are performed where a sin
gle assumption is changed while holding other

assumptions constant, which is unlikely to occur in practice.

Net income impact for year ended

Millions of Canadian dollars, except for

Change in ~ October 31 October 31

I ncrease in market interest rates ~i>
1%~;

~''
5 (i) $ (2)

Decrease in market interest rates (i)
1 3 7

Increase in equity market values (z) 10 ~ 3 4

Decrease in equity market values (z) 10 (4) (4)

Increase in maintenance expenses (3) 5 (29) (30)

Life Insurance ~s)
Adverse change in annuitant mortality rates

2 (117) (129)

Adverse change in assurance mortality races
2 (60) (46)

Adverse change in morbidity rates 5 (183) (183)

Adverse change in lapse rates
10 (220) (229)

(1) Sensitivities for market interest rates include the expected current period earnings impact of a 100 basis po
ints shift in the yield curve by increasing the current reinvestment rates while

holding the assumed ultimate rates constant. The sensitivity consists of both the impact on assumed reinv
estment rates in the actuarial liabilities and any changes in fair value of assets and

liabilities from the yield curve shik.

(2) Sensitivities to changes in equity market values are composed of the expected current period earnings Impa
ct from differences in the changes in fairvalue of the equity asset holdings and

the partially offsetting impact on the actuarial liabilities.

(3) Sensitivities to changes in maintenance expenses and life insurance actuarial assumptions include [he exp
ected current period earnings impact from recognition of increased liabilities due

to an adverse change in the given assumption over the lifetime of all inforce policies.

We offer certain individual variable insurance contracts that allow policyholders to invest in segregated f
unds. The investment returns on these

funds are passed directly to the policyholders. Amounts invested are at the policyholders' risk, except 
where the policyholders have selected

options providing maturity and death benefit guarantees. A liability for the guarantees is recorded in In
surance claims and policy benefit

liabilities.
Segregated funds net assets are recorded at fair value. All of our segregated funds net assets are categ

orized as Level i in the fairvalue

hierarchy. The fair value of the segregated funds liabilities is equal to the fair value of the segregated f
unds net assets. Segregated funds net

assets and segregated funds liabilities are presented on separate lines on the Consolidated Balance Sh
eets. The following tables present the

composition of net assets and the changes in net assets for the year.

funds net assets
As at

)ctobe~ 31 October 31
v7.~' 2016

~~~/.:'9n 'sf

Cash 
_ 1

Investment in mutual funds 
1,217. 981

Other liabilities, net 
(2) (1)

$ 981

in net assets
Forthe yearended

October 31 October 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars)
2017

15

2016

Net assets, beginning of year
981 $ 830

Additions (deductions):
Deposits from policyholders

430 330

Net realized and unrealized gains
87 41

I nterest and dividends
26 25

Payment to policyholders
(279) (221)

Management and administrative fees
(29) (24)

Net assets, end of year
$ 1,216 $ 981
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Plan characteristics
We sponsor a number of programs that provide pension and post employment benefits to eligible employees. The majority of beneficiaries of the
pension plans are located in Canada and other beneficiaries of the pension plans are primarily located in the U.S., the U.K. and the Caribbean.
The pension arrangements including investment, plan benefits and funding decisions are governed by local pension committees ortrustees, who
are legally segregated from the Bank, or management. Significant plan changes require the approval of the Board of Directors.

Our defined benefit pension plans provide pension benefits based on years of service, contributions and average earnings at retirement.
Our primary defined benefit pension plans are closed to new members. New employees are generally eligible to join defined contribution
pension plans. The specific features of these plans vary by location. We also provide supplemental non-registered (non-qualified) pension plans
for certain executives and senior management that are typically unfunded or partially funded.

Our defined contribution pension plans provide pension benefits based on accumulated employee and Bank contributions. The Bank
contributions are based on a percentage of an employee's annual earnings and a portion of the Bank contribution may be dependent on the
amount being contributed by the employee and their years of service.

Our primary other post-employment benefit plans provide health, dental, disability and life insurance coverage and cover a number of
current and retired employees who are mainly located in Canada. These plans are unfunded unless required by legislation.

We measure our benefit obligations and pension assets as at October 31 each year. All plans are valued using the projected unit-credit
method. We fund our registered defined benefit pension plans in accordance with actuarially determined amounts required to satisfy employee
benefit obligations under current pension regulations. For our principal pension plan, the most recent funding actuarial valuation was completed
on January 1, 2017, and the next valuation will be completed on January 1, 2018.

For the year ended October 31, 2017, total contributions to our pension plans (defined benefit and defined contribution plans) and other
post-employment benefit plans were $612 million and $62 million (October 31, 2016 — $409 million and $49 million), respectively. For 2018,
total contributions to our pension plans and other post-employment benefit plans are expected to be $616 million and $78 million, respectively.

Risks
By their design, the defined benefit pension and other post-employment benefit plans expose the Bank to various risks Such as investment
performance, reductions in discount rates used to value the obligations, increased longevity of plan members, future inflation levels impacting
future salary increases as well as future increases in healthcare costs. These risks will reduce over time due to the membership closure of our
primary defined benefit pension plans and migration to defined contribution pension plans.

The following table presents the financial position related to all of our material pension and other post-employment benefit plans worldwide,
including executive retirement arrangements.

As at

October 31-; 2017 October 31, 2016

Other post- Other post-
Defined benefit employment Defined benefit employment

(Minions of Canadian dollars) _ _ eension Mans _ benefit plans

A

pension plans benefit plans

Canada
Fair value of plan assets 5 12,505 $ 1 $ 11,416 $ 1
Present value of defined benefit obligation 12,834 1,714 12,680 1,760

Net (deficit) 5 (329) S (1,713) $ (1,264) $ (1,759)

International
Fair value of plan assets 5 1,068 $ — $ 1,043
Present value of defined benefit obligation 1,171 131 1,199 134

Net (deficit) $ (1Q3) $ (131) $ (15h) $ (134)

Total
Fair value of plan assets $ 13,573 $ 1 $ 12,459
Present value of defined benefit obligation 14,005 1,845 13,879 1,894

Total net (deficit) $ (432) $ (1,844J $ (1,420) $ (1,893)

Effect of asset ceiling (1) — (3) -
--- --- - -- -- --

Total net (deficit), net of effect of asset ceiling $ (433) $ (1,844j $ (1,423) $ (1,893)

Amounts recognized in our Consolidated Balance Sheets
Employee benefit assets S 59 S — $ 29 $ —
Employee benefit liabilities (492) (1,844} (1,452) (1,893)

Total net (deficit), net of effect of asset ceiling S (433) S (1,844) $ (1,423) $ (1,893)
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The following table presents an analysis of the movement in the financial position related to all of our material 
pension and other post-

employment benefit plans worldwide, including executive retirement arrangements.

As at or for the year ended

October 31, 2017 October 31, 2016___

Other post- Other post-

De~ned benefit employment Defined benefit employment

(Miuionsorcanadiandouars) _.__ ___ _ ____..___pension plans(i)___benefit~lans,_,.__pensionplans U) __benefit~lans_

Change in fair value of plan assets
Opening fair value of plan assets $ 12,459 $ 1 $ 11,896 $ 11

I nterest income 426 ~- 498 —

Remeasurements
Return on plan assets (excluding interest income) 749 1 447 2

Change in foreign currency exchange rate 25 — (138) —

Contributions —Employer 444 62 257 49

Contributions —Plan participant 50 19 52 18

Payments (566) (82) (536) (79)

Payments —amount paid in respect of any settlements — — (4) —

Other (14) — {13) —

Closingfair value of plan assets $ 13,573 $ 1 $ 12,459 $ 1

Change in present value of benefit obligation

Opening benefit obligation $ 13>879 $ 1,$94 $ 11,974 $ 1,657

Current service costs 380 40 313 36

Past service costs (2) — (5) (3)

Interest expense 468 b$ 496 71

Remeasurements
Actuarial losses (gains) from demographic assumptions (2) (36) (5) (17)

Actuarial losses (gains) from financial assumptions (188) 3 1,644 194

Actuarial losses (gains) from experience adjustments (31} ($9) 79 17

Change in foreign currency exchange rate 18 (2) (128) —

Contributions —Plan participant 50 19 52 18

Payments (566) (82} (536) (79)

Payments —amount paid in respect of any settlements — — (4) —

Other (]) — (i) —

Closing benefit obligation $ 14,005 $ 2,845 $ 13,879 $ 1,894

Unfunded obligation 5 30 $ 1,b94 $ 33 $ 1,732

Wholly or partly funded obligation 13,975 1S1 13,846 162

Total benefit obligation $ 14,005 $ 1,845 $ 13,879 $ 1,894

(1) for pension plans with funding deficits, the benefit obligations and fair value of plan assets as at Oc
tober 31, 2017 were $12,824 million and $12,337 million, respectively (October 37,

20]6 —X12,705 million and $11,267 million, respectively).

Pension and other post-employment benefit expense

The following table presents the composition of our pension and other post-employment benefit expense
 related to our material pension and

other post-employment benefit plans worldwide.

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

Current service costs
Past service costs
Net interest expense (income)
Remeasurements of other long term benefits

Administrative expense

Defined benefit pension expense
Defined contribution pension expense

Fortherearended

Other post-employment benefit

Pension plans plans

October 31 October 31 Oet4tier 31 October 31

----
2017 

_ _ 2016 2017 2016
$

380 $ 313 ~ : $.. '., 40 $ 36
~, • ,

2) ~~~~`42, 68 71,

14 13 — —

5 434 $ 319 $ 10~;, $ 120

168 152 —

5 602 $ 471 S ~d6 $ 120

Service costs for the year ended October 31, 2017 totalled $370 million (October 31, 2016 — $300 millio
n) For pension plans in Canada and

$8 million (October 31, 2016 — $8 million) for International plans. Net interest expense (income) for the y
ear ended October 31, 2017 totalled

$37 million (October 31, 2016 — $(6) million) for pension plans in Canada and $5 million (October 
31, 2016 — $4 million) for International plans.
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Pension and other post-employment benefit remeasurements
The following table presents the composition of our remeasurements recorded in OCI related to our material pension and other post-employment

benefit plans worldwide.

Forthe yearended

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

Actuarial (gains) losses:
Changes in demographic assumptions
Changes in financial assumptions
Experience adjustments

Return on plan assets (excluding interest based on discount rate)

Change in asset ceiling (excluding interest income)

Other post-employment benefit

Defined benefit pension plans plans

October 31 October 31 October 31 October 31
2017 2016 2017 2016

~2) $ ~5)
(188) 1,644

(33) 79
(749) (447)
(2) 3

(972) $ 1,274

(3k) $ (20)
6 186

(62) 12
~1) ~Z)

176

Remeasurements recorded in OCI for the year ended October 31, 2017 were gains of $963 million (October 31, 2016 -losses of $1,180 million)

for pension plans in Canada and gains of $9 million (October 31, 2016 - losses of $94 million) for International plans.

Investment policy and strategies
Defined benefit pension plan assets are invested prudently in order to meet our longer-term pension obligations. The pension plan's investment

strategy is to hold a diversified mix of investments by asset class and geographic location in order to reduce investment-specific risk to the

funded status while maximizing the expected returns to meet pension obligations. Investment of the plan's assets is conducted with careful

consideration of the pension obligation's sensitivity to interest rates and credit spreads which are key risk factors impacting the obligation's

value. The asset mix policy is therefore consistent with anasset/liability framework. Factors taken into consideration in developing our asset mix

include but are not limited to the following:
(i) the nature of the underlying benefit obligations, including the duration and term profile of the liabilities;

(ii) the member demographics, including expectations for normal retirements, terminations, and deaths;

(iii) the financial position of the pension plans;

(iv) the diversification benefits obtained by the inclusion of multiple asset classes; and

(v) expected asset returns, including asset and liability volatility and correlations.

To implement our asset mix policy, we may invest in debt securities, equity securities, alternative investments and derivative Instruments. Our

holdings in certain investments, including common shares, debt securities rated lower than B66 and residential and commercial mortgages,

cannot exceed a defined percentage of the market value of our defined benefit pension plan assets. We may use derivative instruments as either

a synthetic investment to more efficiently replicate the performance of an underlying security, or as a hedge against financial risks within the

plan. To manage our credit risk exposure, where derivatives instruments are not centrally cleared, counterparties are required to meet minimum

credit ratings and enter into collateral agreements.
Our defined benefit pension plan assets are primarily comprised of debt and equity securities and alternative investments. Our equity

securities generally have unadjusted quoted market prices in an active market (Level 1) and our debt securities generally have quoted market

prices for similar assets in an active market (Level 2). Alternative investments and other includes cash, hedge funds, and private fund

investments including infrastructure, real estate leases, private equity and debt. In the case of private fund investments, no quoted market prices

are usually available (Level 2 or Level 3). These fund assets are either valued by an independent valuator or priced using observable market

inputs.
During the year r. nderl ClrtnhPr ~7, 2017, investment management focused on fund opportunities and optimizing mix to increase

diversification and improve expected returns within the plan's alternative and equity asset classes. Over time, an increasing allocation to debt

securities is being used to reduce asset/liability duration mismatch and hence variability of the plan's funded status due to interest rate

movement. Longer maturity debt securities, given their price sensitivity to movements in interest rates, are considered to be a good economic

hedge to risk associated with the plan's liabilities, which are discounted using predominantly long maturity bond interest rates as inputs.

Asset allocation of defined benefit pension plans (i~ __._____ _

As at

October 31, 2017 October 31, 2016

Percentage Qut~ked :; Percentage Quoted

of tutu in ncttve , of total in active

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentages) fair value plan assts marltet (~~ ::: Fair value plan assets market (z)

Equity securities
Domestic S 1,752 139b 1Q0'°~ $ 1,487 12% 100%

Foreign 3,31k 25 100 ~`' 2,971 24 89

Debt securities
Domestic government bonds 2,502 1$ - 2,536 20 -

Foreign government bonds 387 3 533 4 -

Corporateand other bonds 2,896 21 - 2,648 21 -

Alternativeinvestments and other

- --

2,722 20 f6 '. 2,284 19 24

S ,3,573 ,.100%..: qi'/q; $ 12,459 100% 38%

(1) The asset allocation is based on the underlying investments held directly and Indirectly through the funds as this is how we manage our investment policy and strategies.

(2) If our assessment of whether or not an asset was quoted in an active market was based on direct Investments, 45% of our total plan assets would be dassffled as quoted in an active market

(October 31, 2016 — 42%).
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The allocdtfon to equity securities of our pension plans in Canada is 38% (Oct
ober 31, 2016 — 37%)and that of our International plans is 22%

(October 31, 2016 — 17%). The allocation to debt securities of our 
pension plans in Canada is 42% (October 31, 2016 — 45%) and that of our

International plans is 42% (October 31, 2016 — 60%). The allocation to alternative 
investments and other in our pension plans in Canada is 20%

(October si, zo16 — 18%) and that of our International plans is 36°/a {October 31, 2016
 — 23%).

As at October 31, 2017, the plan assets include 1 million (October 31, 2016 —1 
million) of our common shares with a fairvalue of

$121 million (October 31, 2016 — $99 million) and $41 million (October 31, 2016 — $
62 million) of our debt securities. For the year ended

October 31, 2017, dividends received on our common shares held in the plan assets were $4 mi
llion (October 31, 2016 — $4 million).

Maturity profile
The following table presents the maturity profile of our defined benefit pension plan obligation.

As at

October 31, 2017

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except participants and years)
Ca118d8 International _ Total

Number of plan participants
71,267 8,447 79,714

Actual benefit payments 2017
$ 496 5 74 S 566

Benefits expected to be paid 2018
575 53 628

Benefits expected to be paid 2019
600 53 653

Benefits expected to be paid 2020
623 59 682

Benefits expected to be pa(d 2021
645 62 707

Benefits expected to be paid 2022
665 66 731

Benefits expected to be paid 2023.2027
3,572 369 3,941

Weighted average duration of defined benefit payments 15.2 years 19.6 years 15.6 years

Significant assumptions
Our methodologies to determine significant assumptions used in calculating the defined benefit pension

 and other post•employment benefit

expense are as follows:

Discount rate
Forthe Canadian pension and other post•employment benefit plans, all future expected benefit payments a

t each measurement date are

discounted at spot rates from a derived Canadian AA corporate bond yield curve. The derived curve is base
d on actual short and mid•maturity

corporate AA rates and extrapolated longer term rates. The extrapolated corporate AA rates are derived
 from observed corporate A, corporate AA

and provincial AA yields. For the International pension and other post-employment benefit plans, all futur
e expected benefit payments at each

measurement date are discounted at spot rates from a local AA corporate bond yield curve. Spot rates 
beyond 30 years are set to equal the

30-year spot rate. The discount rate is the equivalent single rate that produces the same discounted 
value as that determined using the entire

discount curve. This valuation methodology does not rely on assumptions regarding reinvestment returns.

Rpfe of Increase in future compensptlon
The assumptions for increases in future compensation are developed separately for each plan, where relevant. 

Each assumption is set based on

the price inflation assumption and compensation policies in each market, as well as relevant local statutor
y and plan•specific requirements.

Healthcare cost trend rates
fifealthcare cost calculations are based on both short and long term trend assumptions established using the plan's r

ecent experience as well as

market expectations.

~VVeighted average assumptions to determine beneftt obligation

As at

Defined benefit Other post-employment
pension plans benefit plans

October 31 October 31 October 31 October 31
2017 2016 2017 2Q16

Discount rate 3.50% 3.50% 3.70% 3.60%

Rate of increase in future compensation 3.30% 3.30% n.a. n.a.

Healthcare cost trend rates ci)
Medical n.a. n.a. 4.00°/a 4.10%

— Dental n.a. n.a. 3.90% 4.00%

(7) For our other post•employment beneiitplans, the assumed erend rates used to measure the expected benefit costs of the defined benefit obligations are also the ultimate trend rates

n.a. not applicable

.~
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Mortality assumptions
Mortality assumptions are significant in measuring our obligations under the defined benefit pension plans. These assumptions have been set

based on country specific statistics. Future longevity improvements have been considered and included where appropriate. The following table

summarizes the mortality assumptions used for material plans.

As at
- — --------- --------- ---- --- --- ---------- ---

October 31.2017 October 31, 2016
— -- -- — ---- ------

Life expectanty at 65 for a member currently at_ Life expectancy at 65 for a member currently at
— - ------

Age 65 Age 45_ _ __ _ _ _Age_ 65 Age 45

On years) Mele Female Male Ferrate Male Female Male Female

Country
Canada 23.2 23.7 24.2 24.6 23.1 23.6 24.1 24.6

United States 20.7 22.7 22.3 24.2 20.8 22.8 20.5 22.9

United Kingdom 24.1 26.2 26.2 28.4 24.0 26.0 26.1 28.3

Sensitivity analysis
Assumptions adopted can have a significant effect on the obligations for defined benefit pension and other post-employment benefit plans. The

increase (decrease) in obligation in the following table has been determined assuming all other assumptions are held constant. In practice, this

is unlikely to occur, as changes in some of the assumptions maybe correlated. The following table presents the sensitivity analysis of key

assumptions for 2017.

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

Discount rate
Impact of 50bps increase in discount rate
Impact of 50bps decrease in discount rate

Rate of increase in future compensation
Impact of 50bps increase in rate of increase in future compensation
Impact of.50bps decrease in rate of increase in future compensation

Mortality rate
Impact of an increase in longevity by one additional year

Healthcare cost trend rate
Impact of 100bps increase in healthcare cost trend rate
Impact of 100bps decrease in healthcare cost trend rate

n.a. not applicable

(Millions of Canadian dollars)

Cash collateral
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Payroll and related compensation
Payable to brokers, dealers and clients
Negotiable instruments
Accrued interest payable
Deferred income
Taxes payable
Precious metals certificates
Dividends payable
Insurance related liabilities
Deferred income taxes
Provisions
Employee benefit liabilities
Other

Increase (decrease) in obtigatlon

Other post-
Defined benefit employment

pension plans benefit plans

5 (1,033) 5 (127)
1,152 142

61 1
(61) (1)

340 39

n.a. 94
n.a. (78)

---- ----- -- ---
As at

—

October 31 f)rtnhPr 31

._... 2017 2016

$ 15,422 $ 14,545
1,293 1,191
7,192 6,448
2,932 2,919
2,080 2,277
1,781 1,630
2,079 1,971
2,342 2,730
387 485

1,394 1,309
334 328
97 989
460 485

2,336 3,345
6,826 7,295

S 46,955 $ 47,947
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The debentures are unsecured obligations and are subordinated in right of payment 
to the claims of depositors and certain other creditors. The

amounts presented below are net of our own holdings in these debentures, and incl
ude the impact of fair value hedges used for managing

interest rate risk.

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage and foreign Currency) Denominated in 
AS at

Earliest par value Interest foreign currency ;~iy~pp~t~'~~ ̀  October 31

Maturity redem~on date _ rate (millions) ~ ~, : ~~': 2016
--- - _ - -

August 12, 2019 9.00% US$75 ~i ~4; $ 115

November 2, 2020 November 2, 2015 (i) 3.18% t ;~~ ~ ~, -

July 15, 2022 
5.38% US$150 { t~ ~' ,~1~ 218

June 8, 2023 
9.30%a ~~,~~-~,r~Q' 110

July 17, 2024 (z) July 17, 2019 3.04% (3) ~~~ ~ 1,014

December 6, 2024 December 6, 2019 2.99% (a) ~, T +r`~} 2,055

June 4, 2025 (z) June 4, 2020 2.48% (s) ,~~ ~' 1,003

January 20, 2026 (z) January 20, 2021 3.31% (6) G ~,. ~ 1,496
~ 2,057

January 27, 2026 (z) 
4.65% US$1,500 ~ ~$ $~~;,

September 29, 2026 (z) September 29, 2021 3.45% (~) Y,_~,,~ ~~1;. 1,061

November 1, 2027 November 1, 2022 4.75% TT$300 '` ~~r:~ ~~~;' 60

June 26, 2037 June 26, 2017 (s) 2.86% )PY 10,000 ~ ~"~''~''~a~ 131

October 1, 2083 Any interest payment date (9) ~.~~.~{„ ~~ 224

June 29, 2085 Any interest payment date (io) US$174 ~.~~• ' ~ 233
---- - — - ~'~~ ~. $ 9.777

Deferred financing costs 
~' ~Z) (15)

r`.: h:.r . ~t',~►.fi,. $ 9.762

The terms and conditions of the debentures are as follows:
(1) All $1.5 billion outstanding subordinated debentures were redeemed on November 2, 2015 for 100 % of their principal amount plus accrued Interest to the redemption date.

(2) The notes include non~vlability contingency capital (NVCC) provisions, necessary for the notes to qualify as Tier 2 regulatory capital under Basel III. NVCC provisions require the conversion of

the instrument Into a variable number of common shares in the event that OSFI deems [he Bank non-viable or a federal or provincial government in Canada publicly announces that the Bank

has accepted or agreed to accept a capital injection. In such an event, each note is convertible Into common shares pursuant to an automatic conversion formula with a multiplier of 1.5 and a

conversion price based on the greater of: (i) a Floor price of $5.00 and (ii) the current market price of our common shares based on the volume weighted average trading price of our common

shares on the Toronto Stock Exchange. The number of shares Issued is determined by dividing the par value of the note (including accrued and unpaid interest on such note) by the

conversion price and then times the multiplier.
(3) Interest at stated interest rate until earliest par value redemption date, and thereafter at a rate of 1.08 % above the 90-day Bankers' Acceptance rate.

(4) Interest at stated interest rate until earliest par value redemption date, and thereafter at a rate of 1.10 ~ above the 90-day Bankers' Acceptance rate.

(5) Interest at stated interest rate until earliest par value redemption date, and thereafter at a rate of 1.10 % above [he 90-day Bankers' Acceptance rate.

(6) Interest at stated interest rate until earliest par value redemption date, and thereafter a[ a rate of 2.35 %above the 90-day Bankers' Acceptance rate.

(7) Interest at stated interest rate until earliest parvalue redemption date, and thereafter at a rate of 7.12 %above the 90-day Bankers' Acceptance rate.

(8) All Y10,000 million outstanding subordinated debentures were redeemed on )une 26, 20] 7 for 100 % of their principal amount plus accrued interest [o the redemption date.

(9) Interest at a rate of 40 basis points above the 30-day Bankers' Acceptance rate.

(f 0) Interest at a rate of 25 basis points above the U.5. dollar 3-month London Interbank Mean Rate (LIMEAN). In the event of a reduction of the annual dividend we declare on our common shares,

the interest payable on the debentures is reduced pro rata to the dividend reduction and the interest reduction Is payable with the proceeds from the sale of newly issued common shares.

All redemptions, cancellations and exchanges of subordinated debentures are subject to the consent and approval of OSFI, except for the

debentures maturing August 12, 2019 and July 15, 2022.

Maturity schedule
The aggregate maturities of subordinated debentures, based on the maturity dates under the terms of issue, are as follows:

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 
'>.

1 to 5 years ;~J

5 to 10 years 
:sf

Thereafter
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Note 20 Trust capital securities
L

We issued innovative capital instruments, RBC Trust Capital Securities (RBC TruCS), through the structured entity RBC Capital Trust (Trust).

The Trust has issued non-voting RBC TruCS Series 2010, 2011, 2015 and 2008-1 (RBC TruCS 2010, 2011, 2015 and 2008-1). RBC TruCS

2010 and 2011 were redeemed in 2010 and 2011, respectively. On December 31, 2015, the Trust redeemed all issued and outstanding RBC

TruCS 2015 for cash at a redemption price of $1,000 per unit.

The holders of the remaining outstanding RBC TruCS do not have any conversion rights or any other redemption rights. As a result, upon

consolidation of the Trust, RBC 7ruCS are classified as non-controlling interests. Holders of RBC TruCS 2008-1 are eligible to receive semi-annual

non-cumulative fixed cash distributions until June 30, 2018, and floating-rate cash distributions thereafter.
No cash distributions will be payable by the Trust on RBC TruCS if we fail to declare regular dividends (i) on our preferred shares, or (ii) on

our common shares if no preferred shares are then outstanding. In this case, the net distributable funds of the Trust will be distributed to us as

holders of residual interest in the Trust. Should the Trust fail to pay the semi-annual distributions in full, we will not declare dividends of any kind

on any of our preferred or common shares for a specified period of time.
The table below presents the significant terms and conditions of RBC TruCS.

Sgi nificant terms and conditions of RBC Trust Capital Securities _ __

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except for percentage amounts) _ Issuance date

RBC Capital Trust (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Included in Non-controlling interests

1,200,000 Trust Capital Securities —Series 2015 October 28, 2005

500,000 Trust Capital Securities —Series 2008-1 April 28, 2008

As dt

Earliest ~~~~~~1; October 3l
_redemption date ~Q~~ 2016

Annual At the option of the Pi~de~~a~ Principal

Distribution dates yield __ _ issuer `.,$tiiau~t= amount

)une 30, December 3] 4.87% (6) December 31, 2010 : ~ - $ —

June 30, December 31 6.82% (6) dune 30, 2013 iO.Q` 500

The significant terms and conditions of the RBC TruCS are as follows:

(7) Subject to the approval of OSFI, the Trust may, on the earliest redemption date specified above, and on any distribution date thereaker, redeem (n whole (but not in part) RBC TruCS 2008-1,

without the consent of the holders.
(2) Issuer Redemption Price: RBC TruCS 2008.1 may be redeemed for cash equivalent to (I) the Early Redemption Price, if [he redemption occurs prior to tune 30, 2016 or (ii) the Redemption

Price, if the redemption occurs on or aker dune 30, 2018. Redemption Price refers to an amount equal to $1,000 plus the unpaid distributions to the redemption date. Early Redemption Prlce

refers to an amount equal to the greater of (i) the Redemption Prlce and (ii) the price calculated to provide an annual yield, equal to the yield on a Government of Canada bond Issued on the

redemption date with a maturity date of dune 30, 2018, plus 77 basis points.
(3) Automatic Exchange Event: Without the consent of the holders, each RBC TruCS 2008-1 will be exchanged automatically for 40 of our noncumulative redeemable First Preferred Shares

Series AI, upon occurrence of any of the following events: (i) proceedings are commenced for our winding-up; (ii) OSFI takes control of us; (iii) we have a Tier 1 capital ratio of less than S% or

Total capital ratio of less than 8 % ; or (iv) OSFI has directed us to Increase our capital or provide additional liquidity and we elect such automatic exchange orwe fail to comply with such

direction. The First Preferred Shares Series AI pay semi-annual non-Cumulative cash dividends.
(4) From time to time, wP purrhace znmr nF fhe Innrnative capital insttumen[s and hold them temporarily. As at October 31, 2077, we held $0.2 million RBC TruCS 2008-1 (October 31, 2016 —

$nil) as treasury holdings. Treasury holdings are deducted from regulatory capital.

(5) Regulatory capital: In accordance with OSFI Capital Adequacy Requirements, effective January 2013, RBC TruCS no longer qualify as additional Tier 1 capital due to thelrlack ofnon-viability

contingent capital terms and conditions. As such. outstanding RBC TruCS are being phased out of regulatory capital in accordance with OSFI guidelines.

(6) The non-cumulative cash distribution on the RBC TruCS 2015 was 4.87 % paid semi-annually until December 31, 2015. The non-cumulative cash distribution on the RBC TruCS 2008-1 is

6.62 % pafdsemi-annually until tune 30, 2018, and one half of the sum of the 180-day Bankers' Acceptance rate plus 3.5 %thereafter.
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Note 21 Equity

Share capital
Authorized share capital
Preferred - An unlimited number of First Preferred Shares and Second Preferred Shares without nominal or par value, issuable in series; the

aggregate consideration for which all the First Preferred Shares and all the Second Preferred Shares that maybe issued may not exceed

$20 billion and $5 billion, respectively.
Common - An unlimited number of shares without nominal or parvalue may be issued.

Outstanding share capital
The following table details our common and preferred shares outstanding.

---- -- - -- As at

October 31, 2017 October 31, 2016

Number of Dividends Number of Dividends

(Millions ofCanadian dollars, exceptthenumber Shares declared shares declared per

of shares and dividends per snare) (thousands)

T̂

Amount per share (thousands) Amount share

Preferred shares
First preferred ~i)

Non-cumulative, fixed rate
Series W 12,000 $ 300 $ 1.23 12,000 $ 300 $ 1.23

Series AA 12,000 300 1.11 12,000 300 1.11

Series AB (z) - - 0.99 12,000 300 1.18

Series AC 8,000 200 1.15 8,000 200 1.15

Series AD 10,000 250 1.13 10,000 250 1.13

Series AE 10,000 250 1.13 10,000 250 1.13

Series AF 8,000 200 1.11 8,000 200 1.11

Series AG 10,000 750 1.13 10,000 250 1.13

Series BH 6,000 150 1.23 6,000 150 1.23

Series BI 6,000 150 1.23 6,000 150 1.23

Series B1 6,000 150 1.31 6,000 150 1.51

Series C-1 (s) 82 107 USS 55.00 82 107 US$ 55.00

Non-cumulative, 5•Year Rate Reset
Series AJ 13,579 339 0.88 13,579 339 0.88

Series AL 12,000 300 1.07 12,000 300 1.07

Series AZ 20,000 500 1.00 20,000 500 1.00

Series BB 20,000 500 0.98 20,000 500 0.98

Series BD 24,000 600 0.90 24,000 600 0.90

Series BF 12,000 300 0.90 12,000 300 0.90

Series BK (a) 29,000 725 1.38 29,000 725 1.29

Series BM (s> 30,000 750 1.38 30,000 750 0.98

Non-cumulative, floating rate
Series AK 2,421 61 0.62 2,421 61 0.60

Non-cumulative, fixed rate/floating rate
Series C-2 ~6) 20 31 USS 67.50 20 31 US$ 67.50

6,413 $ 6,713

Common shares
Balance at beginning of year 1,485,394 $ 17,939 1,443,423 $ 14,573

Issued in connection with the acquisition of City National - - 41,619 3,115

Issued in connection with share-based compensation
plans ~~) 3,k77 227 4,981 307

Purchased for cancellation (o) (35,973) (k36) (4,629) (S6)

Balance at end of year 1,452,898 $ 17,730 S 3.48 1,485,394 $ 17,939 $ 3.24

Treasury shares -Preferred shares
Balance at beginning of year 31 $ - (63) $ (2)

Sales 5,286 130 7,267 172

Purchases (5,311) (130) (7,173) (170)

Balance at end of year 6 5 - 31 $ -

Treasury shares -Common shares
Balance at beginning of year (1,159) 5 (80) 532 $ 38

Sales 46,862 4,424 64,678 4,973

Purchases (46,066) (4,361) (66,369) (5,091)

Balance at end of year (363) $ (27) (1,159) $ (80)

(1) First Preferred Shares were issued at $25 per share with the exception of Non-Cumulative Perpetual First Preferred Shares, Series C-1 (Series C-1) and Non-Cumulative Fixed Rate/Floating Rate

First Preferred Shares, Series C-2 (Series C-2) which were Issued at US$1,000 per share (equivalent to US$25 per depositary share).

(2) On September 27, 2017, we redeemed all 12 million issued and outstanding Non-Cumulative First Preferred Shares, Series AB, for cash at a redemption price of $25 per share.

(3) On November 2, 2015, we issued 175 thousand Series C-1, totalling $227 million, in connection with the acquisition of City National. On February 24, 2016, we purchased for cash 3,717,969

depositary shares, each representing done-fortieth interest in a share of Series C-].The purchased depositary and underlying Series C-1 shares were subsequently cancelled. On

November 13, 2017, we redeemed all remaining Non-Cumulative Perpetual First Preferred Shares Series C•1 (82 thousand shares) for cash at a redemption price of US$1,000 per share

(equivalent to US$25 per related depositary share).

(4) On December 16, 2015, we issued 27 million Non-Cumulative 5-Near Rate Reset First Preferred Shares, Series BK (Series 81Q and on December 31, 20] 5, we issued an additional 2 million

Series BK, totalling $725 million.

(5) On March 7, 2016, we issued 30 million Non•Cumulative 5-year Rate Reset First Preferred Shares, Series 8M, totalling $750 million.

(6) On November 2, 201 S. we issued 100 thousand Series C•2, totalling $153 million, in connection with the acquisition of City National. On February 24, 2016, we purchased for cash 3,184,5
62

depositary shares, each representing done-fortieth interest in a share of Series C-2. The purchased depositary and underlying Series C-2 shares were subsequently cancelled.

(7) Includes Fair value adjustments [o stock options of $46 million (2016 - $60 million).

(8) During the year ended October 31, 2017, we purchased common shares for cancellation at an average cos[ of $86.47 per share with a book value of $72.15 per share. During the year ended

October 31, 20]6, we purchased common shares for cancellation at an average cost of $78.10 per share with a book value of $12.03 per share.
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Si~niflcant terms

~s at gctober 3~ 207 onual Yteld Premium ~ _~grshA~e (33 _~ ~edemptipn date (2) , Issue Date ~_̂ pr~ce_~2
_. _._...-r ~T_.~......_...._

.4.".___

i~referred shares ^^ 
;:;

First preferred
Non•cumulative, fixed rate
Serigs 3+!f toy 4.911% $ .30625:0 February 24; 2010 )arivary 31, 2005 $ 2S:Q,0,~

aeries AA 4.G5% .2 8125 Nkay 2Q, 202f Aprii 4, Z00~ zti.4Q

 ̀5eriee At 4.6fl% ,2875 0 Ngvemher Z4, 2011 November 1, 2m06 25.00

Series AD 4.50% ,2812517 February 24, 2012 D~cNmber 13, 2006 25.00

Series AE A.50% :281250 February 24, 2012 ldnuary 19; 2007 25A0

Series AF 4.459'b .7.78325 May 24, 2012 March 1A, 2047 75.00

SFCieS AG ~.$OQla .2812Sa 1Ndy 24, 2022 ApT1126, 2Qp7 25.00

Series BH (s) G,90°/a .3g6250 November 24, 2020 June 5, 2015 26.00

Series Bf (s) 4.9(1°x, .306250 November 24, 2020 }u(y 22, 2015 26.40

Series 8J (s3 5~259'~ .328325 February 24, 2021 October 2, 215 26.00

Series G1 (s) 5.5U9~o US$ 13.750000' Ngvember 13, 2027 November 2, 2015 US$ 1.0 0.00

Non•cumufatve, 5•Year Rate Raset (7)
Series A) 5.00% 1.93°fo .?20000 February 24, 2014 September 16, 20Q8 25.00

Series AL 5.~0% .2,57°h .2fi6?. ~f3 February 2k, 2014 Npvember 3, 2008 25.OQ

5erfes AZ (sl k.40%o x.21°l0 .25pOC~0 N1ay 24, 201$ January 30, 2014 25.b0

Series B8 (s) x.96% ' 2.26% .24~75C1 August 24> 2Q~4 3u~tt 3, 2014 2500

Seri@S BD (5) 3,b0% 2.7/+% .ZlhUt)ll tYiay 24. ~Oe~i ldiiiia!'~ ~4, 2015 <5.04

Series ~~ t5) 3,60h'o 2.62% .Z2S000 Nouembet ?4, 202Q Marth 13, 2015 25.00

Series 8K (s) 5.50% 4,53% ,343754.- fNay 24, 2021 December 16, 2015 25.00

Series BM ts> 5. S0% G.80°/a .3~i3750 August 24, 2022 March 7, 2016 25,OQ

Nan-cumulative, €loat(ng rate

Series AK (a) 1.93°k, .169192 February 24, 2029 February 24, 201k 2 ,04

Nan-cumutafix~, fixed ratelfioat+~g rate..,

Series C-2
~...; . ry ~l

2/t ~.. f , t r~i ,~ ,i ,,f I',., 
.. , . . Y 

i ;.: 
~ br ̀ .~ ,.. 

r~, if ~ ̀~~~: . r ~IE~h ",G~Y~

(1) Non-cumulative preferential dividends of each Seiles are payable quarterly, as and when declared by the Board 
of Directors, on or about the 24th day (13th and 7th day for Series C•1 and

Series C•2, respectively) of February, May, August and November.

(2) SubJect to the consent of USfI and the requirements of the BvnkAc[ (Canada), we may, on or after the 
dates speciFled above, redeem First Preferred Shares. In the case of Series AJ, AL, AZ,

BB, BD, BF, BK, BM and AK, these may be redeemed for cash at a price per share of S251f redeemed on th
e earliest redemption date and on the same date every filch year thereafter. In the

case of Series W, AA, AC, AD, AE, AF, AG, BH, BI and BJ, these maybe redeemed for Lash at a price per s
hare of $26 If redeemed during the 12 months commencing on the earliest redemption

date and decreasing by $0.25 each 12•month period thereafter to a price per share of S25 If redeemed fo
ur years from the earliest redemption date or thereaker, Series C-1 and Series C-2

maybe redeemed at a price of US$1,000 on the earliest redemption date and any dividend payment date thereaft
er.

(3) Subject to the consent of OSFI and the requirements of the BonkAd (Canada), we may purchase the First 
Preferred Shares of each Series for cancellation at the lowest price or prices at which,

In the opinion of the Baard of Directors, such shares are obtainable.

(4) Subject [o the approval of the Toronto Stock Exchange, we may, on or aker February 24, 2010, convert Fir
st Preferred Shares Series W Into our common shares. First Preferred Shares Series W

may be converted Into that number of common shares determined by dividing the current redemption price
 by the greater of 52.50 and 95 % of the weighted average trading price of common

shares at such time.
(5) The preferred shares include non-viability contingency capital (NVCC) provisions, necessary For the shares to 

quality as Tler 1 regulatory capital under Basel III. NVCC provisions require the

conversion of the Instrument Into a variable number of common shares In the event that OSFI deems the B
ank non-viable or a federal or provincial government in Canada publicly announces

that the Bank has accepted or agreed to accept a capital inf action. In such an event, each preferred share
 Is convertible Into common shares pursuant to an automatic conversion formula

with a multiplier of 1 and with a conversion price based on the greater of: (f) a floor price of $5 and (ii) 
the current market price of our common shares based on the volume weighted average

trading price of our common shares on the Toronto Stock Exchange. The number of shares issued is determined b
y dividing the preferred share value ($25 plus declared and unpaid

dividends) by the convers(on price.

(6) Series G3 do not qualify as Tler 1 regulatory capital. Un November 13, 2017, we reJeenieJ all iss
ued end outstanding Non Cumulative Perpatu~l First Preferred Shares Series Gl

(82 thousand shares) for cash at a redemption price of US$1,000 per share (equivalent to USS25 per rel
ated depositary share).

(7) The dividend rate will reset on the earliest redemption date and every Flkh year thereafter at a rate equal to 
the 5-year Government of Canada bond yield plus the premium Indicated. The

holders have the option to convert their shares into non-cumulative floating rate First Preferred Shares sub
ject to certain conditions on the earliest redemption date and every filch year

thereafter al a rate equal to the three month Government of Canada Treasury BIII rate plus the premium In
dicated.

(8) The dividend rate Is equal to the three-month Government of Canada Treasury BIII rate plus the premium 
Indicated. The holders have the option to convert their shares Into noncumulative

First Preferred Shares, Series A~ subject to certain conditions on February Z4, 2019 and every fifth 
year thereaker.

(9) The dividend rate will change on the earliest redemption date at a rate equal to the 3•month LIBOR plus t
he premium Indicated. Series C•2 do not qualify as 71er 1 regulatory capital.

Restrictions on the payment of dividends
We are prohibited by the BankAct (Canada) from declaring any dividends on our preferred or common shar

es when we are, or would be placed as

a result of the declaration, in contravention of the capital adequacy and liquidity regulations or any r
egulatory directives issued under the Act. We

may not pay dividends on our common shares at any time unless all dividends to which preferred sharehol
ders are then entitled have been

declared and paid or set apart for payment. We have agreed that if the Trust fails to pay any required 
distribution on the trust capital securities in

full, we will not declare dividends of any kind on any of our preferred or common shares. Refer to Note 20.

Currently, these limitations do not restrict the payment of dividends on our preferred or common shar
es.

Dividend reinvestment plan
Our dividend reinvestment plan (DRIP) prov(des common and preferred shareholders with a means to 

receive additional common shares rather

than cash dividends. The plan is only open to shareholders residing in Canada orthe United States. T
he requirements of our DRIP are satisfied

through either open market share purchases or shares issued from treasury. During 2017 and 2016, 
the requirements of our DRIP were satisfied

through open market share purchases.
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Shares available for future Issuances
As at October 31, 2017, 43.8 million common shares are available for future issue relating to our DRIP and potential exercise of stock options

outstanding. In addition, we may issue up to 38.9 million common shares from treasury under the RBC Umbrella Savings and Securities Purchase

Plan that was approved by shareholders on February 26, 2009.

Interests

RBC Trust Capital Securities (i)
Series 2008-1

Other

As dt

October 31
2016

$ 511
84

$ 595

(1) As at October 31, 2017, RBC TruCS Series 2008-1 includes S71 million of accrued interest (October 31, 2016 — $]] mllllon), net of 50.2 million treasury holdings (Oc
tober 31, 2016 —Snip,

Stock option plans
We have stock option plans for certain key employees. Underthe plans, options are periodically granted to purchase common shares. The

exercise price for the majority of the grants is determined as the higher of the volume-weighted average of the trading prices per board lot

(100 shares) of our common shares on the Toronto Stock Exchange (i) on the day preceding the day of grant; and (li) the five consecutive trading

days immediately preceding the day of grant. The exercise price for the remaining grants is the closing market share price of our common shares

on the New York Stock Exchange on the date of grant. All options vest over afour-year period, and are exercisable for a period not exceeding 10

years from the grant date.
The compensation expense recorded for the year ended October 31, 2017, in respect of the stock option plans was $8 million (October 31,

2016 — $8 million). The compensation expense related to non-vested options was $5 million at October 31, 2017 (October 31, 2016 —

$4million), to be recognized over the weighted average period of 1.5 years (October 31, 2016 —1.9 years).

Analysis of the movement in the number and weighted average exercise price of options is set out below:

A summary of our stock outton activity and related Information

(Canadian dollars per share except share

Outstanding at beginning of year
Granted p)
Exercised (z) ~3)
Forfeited in the year

Outstanding at end of year

Exercisable at end of year

October 31, 2016

Number of Weighted
options average

(thousands) exercise price (a)

8,182 $ 55.78
7,403 55.74
(4,825) 50.97
(110) 69.79

10,650 $ 57.64

6,909 $ 49.47

(1) During 20]6, total consideration In our acquisition of City National included share based compensation amounts of US$]56 million, Including the conversion of 3.8 million stock 
options with

a fair value of USf112 million, based on the Black•Scholes model. ReFer to Note 11 for details on this acquisition.

(2) Cash received for options exercised during [he year was $178 million (October 31, 2016 — $246 mi~llon) and the weighted average share price at the date of exercise was 
$93.48 (October 31,

2016 — $76.90).
(3) New shares were Issued for all stock optlons exercised in 2017 and 2016.

(4) The weighted average Pxrrcise prices reflect the conversion of foreign currencydenominatedoptions atthe exchange rates as of October 31, 2017 and October 31, 2016. For 
foreign currency

denominated options exercised during the year, [he weighted average exercise prices are translated using exchange rates as at the settlement date.

O tions outstandin as at October 31, 2017 b ran e of exercise rice

l~umher .,, ''We#gfiEed .'J►'~~la#eiln~~t Humber `~.
Otftb~dtld}ii$, 2Y6f3~j8 . C011~t3l.~fUx~'

i f s.
@XB~G~S$~1~$ '` ~

(Canadian dollars per share except share amounts and years) ~rf vuSanQs exercise Y~ 8 ~ ~ .'~~fp &(~ ~,

_ 
t~._.~.+:~_:~_._._~.:.._.~~. t 0 'S`d11t~5 '~Xbl~~

$19.40 — $45.64 3.655 5 3$,44 ~:4! ` i:65~ ';; $ `;
$46.14 — $55.04 1,41'9 42:56 2,9Q - . ~.4~51, ~' ~ '
$58.65 — $72.77 1..375 b3.~i7 . 5~$~ 1A~4;
$73.14 — $74.39 1,785 ,4;3,8 7.$9 A~~; ; t
$75.12 — $90.23 2,171 gb.I T x.35 y

(1) The weighted average exercise prices reflect the conversion of foreign currencyde~ominated options at the exchange rate as of October 31.2017.
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The weighted average fairvalue of options granted during the year ended October 31, 2017 was estimated at $5.28 
(October 31, 2016 — $4.83).

This was determined by applying the Black-Scholes model on the date of grant, taking into account the specific 
terms and conditions under

which the options are granted, such as the vesting period and expected share price volatility estimated by consi
dering both historic average

share price volatility and implied volatility derived from traded options over our common shares of similar matur
ity to those of the employee

options. The following assumptions were used to determine the fairvalue of options granted:

Weighted average assumptions

(Canadian dollars per share except percentages and years) __

Share price at grant date
Risk-free interest rate
Expected dividend yield
Expected share price volatility
Expected life of option

For the year ended

~b~t'~~ October 31
'•` ~X ~` -- 2016

¢̀p.~Q $ 72.49
~̀ ~~~`Oloi 0.94%

~ ~bai,6" 4.07%
r.~::: . .

~'~e~ii~s; 6 years

Employee savings and share ownership plans

We offer many employees an opportunity to own our common shares through savings and share ownership plan
s. Underthese plans, the

employees can generally contribute between 1%and 10% of their annual salary or benefit base for commission-based
 employees. For each

contribution between 1%and 6%, we will match 50% of the employee contributions in our common shares. For
 the RBC Dominion Securities

Savings Plan, our maximum annual contribution is $4,500 per employee. For the RBC U.K. Share Incentive Plan, 
our maximum annual

contribution is £1,500 per employee. For the year ended October 31, 2017, we contributed $92 million (Octobe
r 31, 2016 — $91 million), under

the terms of these plans, towards the purchase of our common shares. As at October 31, 2017, an aggregate of
 36 million common shares were

held under these plans (October 31, 2016 — 37 million common shares).

Deferred share and other plans
We offer deferred share unit plans to executives, certain key employees and non-employee directors of RBC. Unde

r these plans, participants may

choose to receive all or a percentage of their annual variable short-term incentive bonus or directors' fee in the form 
of deferred share units

(DSUs). The participants must elect to participate in the plan prior to the beginning of the year. DSUs earn divide
nd equivalents in the form of

additional DSUs at the same rate as dividends on common shares. The participant is not allowed to convert the 
DSUs until retirement or

termination of employment/directorship. The cash value of the DSUs is equivalent to the market value of comm
on shares when conversion

takes place.
We have a deferred bonus plan for certain key employees within Capital Markets. The deferred bonus is inves

tecJ as RBC share units and a

specified percentage vests on each of the three anniversary dates following the grant date. Each vested amount
 is paid in cash and is based on

the original number of RBC share units plus accumulated dividends valued using the average closing price of R
BC common shares during the five

trading days immediately preceding the vesting date.

We offer performance deferred share award plans to certain key employees, all of which vest at the end of three
 years. Upon vesting, the

award is paid in cash and is based on the original number of RBC share units granted plus accumulated divide
nds valued using the average

closing price of RBC common shares during the five trading days immediately preceding the vesting date. A por
tion of the award under certain

plans may be increased or decreased up to 25%, depending on our total shareholder return compared to a defi
ned peer group of global financial

institutions.
We maintain non-qualified deferred compensation plans for certain key employees in the United States. These 

plans allow eligible

employees to defer a portion of their annual income and a variety of productivity and recruitment bonuses and 
allocate the deferrals among

specified fund choices, including a RBC Share Accounted fund that tracks the value of our common shares.

The following table presents the units granted under the deferred share and other plans for the year.

Units granted under deferred share and other plans _
For the y

hctobar ~1 _'2'A17

- V

(Units and~er unit amounts) _ _ _ __

~t►it~
~~~~ ~

`~t~10~t58; t

Deferred share unit plans ° ~~,
Deferred bonus plan bi~~l
Performance deferred share award plans 2Y85
Deferred compensation plans 99
Other share-based plans 7?4

October 31, 2016
Weighted

Units average
granted fair value

_ (thousands) _per unit
388 $ 74.89

4,545 8330
2,656 74.49

124 72.52
1,394 76.04

Our liabilities for the awards granted under the deferred share and other plans are measured at fair value, determined based on the quoted

market price of our common shares and specified fund choices as applicable. Annually, our obligation is increased by additional units earned by

plan participants, and is offset by forfeitures, cancellations, and the settlement of vested units. In addition, our obligation is impacted by

fluctuations in the market price of our common shares and specified fund units. For performance deferred share award plans, the estimated

outcome of meeting the performance conditions also impacts our obligation.
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The following tables present the units that have been earned by the participants, our o
bligations for these earned units under the deferred

share and other plans, and the related compensation expenses (recoveries) recognize
d for the year.

Obligations under deferred share and other Glans
As at

October 31, 2017 October 31, 2016

Units Carrying Units Carrying

(Millions of Canadian dollars except units)
. (thoU58i1d5~ 2n10Utlt

~$

(thousands) amount

Deferred share unit plans
4,642 468 4,490 $ 376

Deferred bonus plan
12,021 1,213 14,644 1,444

Performance deferred share award plans
5,924 597 5,999 502

Deferred compensation plans (i)
3,651 368 3,972 333

Other share-based plans
2,021 201 1,898 157

28,259 $ 2,847 31,003 $ 2,812

(1) Excludes obligations not determined based on the quoted market price of our commo
n shares.

Comaensation exaenses recortnized under deferred share and other Glans
Forthe yearended

October 31 October 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars)
2017 2016

Deferred share unit plans
$ 96 $ 62

Deferred bonus plan
343 195

Performance deferred share award plans
312 246

Deferred compensation plans
342 134

Other share-based plans
108 91

S 1,201 $ 728

The components of tax expense are as follows.

Forthe yearended

October 31 October 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars)
_,___ __ _7017 2016

Income taxes (recoveries) in Consolidated Statements of Income

Current tax
Tax expense for current year

5 3,261 $ 3,012

Adjustments for prior years
(22) (26)

Recoveries arising from previously unrecognized tax loss, tax credit or temporary difference
 of a prior period — (61)

3,239 2,925

Deferred tax
Origination and reversal of temporary difference

(32) (111)

Effects of changes in tax rates
(8) (3)

Adjustments for prioryears
5 27

Write-down (reversal of a previous write-down)
(1)

------
3

---- -- - -
(36) (84)

--~~3,203 2,841

Income taxes (recoveries) in Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income and Chan
ges in Equity

Other comprehensive income
Net unrealized gains (losses) on available-for-sale securities 

62 29

Reclassification of net losses (gains) onavailable-for-sale securities to income 
(38) (20)

Unrealized foreign currency translation gains (losses) 
(3) 3

Net foreign currency translation gains (losses) from hedging activities 
142 51

Net gains (losses) on derivatives designated as cash flow hedges 
195 (13)

Reclassification of losses (gains) on derivatives designated as cash flow hedges to income
 (3) 19

Remeasurements of employee benefit plans 
273 (373)

Net fair value change due to credit risk on financial liabilities designated as at fair value
 through profit or loss (124) (118)

Issuance costs 
— (6)

Share-based compensation awards 
(35) (10)

-~--- 469 (438)

Total income taxes 
$ 3,672; $ 2,403
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Our effective tax rate changed from 21.4% for 2016 to 21.8% for 2017, principally due to lower tax exempt income and the impact from the gain
on sale of RBC General Insurance Company in 2016. These factors were partially offset by our share of a gain related to the sale of our U.S.
operations of Moneris in the current year.

The following is an analysis of the differences between the income tax expense reflected in the Consolidated Statements of Income and the
amounts calculated at the Canadian statutory rate.

Reconciliation to statutory tax rate

For the vear ended

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except for percentage amounts) October 31, 2017 OCtOb2f 31, 2016

Income taxes at Canadian statuto tax ratery $ 3,888 26.5 /o $ 3,524 26.5%
I ncrease (decrease) in income taxes resulting from

Lower average tax rate applicable to subsidiaries (S18) (3.5) (340) (2.6)
Tax-exempt income from securities (293) (2.0) (410) (3.1)
Tax rate change (8) (0.1) (3) -
Effect ofpreviously unrecognized tax loss, tax credit or temporary differences - - (61) (0.4)
Other 134 0.9 131 1.0

Income taxes in Consolidated Statements of Income /effective tax rate $ 3,203 21.8% $ 2,841 21.4%

Deferred tax assets and liabilities result from tax loss carryforwards and temporary differences between the tax basis of assets and liabilities and
their carrying amounts on our Consolidated Balance Sheets.

Significant components of deferred tax assets and liabilities

As at October 31. 2017

of Canadian d

Net deferred tax asset/(liability)
Allowance for credit losses
Deferred compensation
Business realignment charges
Tax loss carryforwards
Deferred income
Available-for-sale securities
Premises and equipment and intangibles
Deferred expense
Pension and post•employment related
Other

Comprising
Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities

Net Asset Change Change Net Asset
November 1, through through profit Exchange rate Acquisitions/ October 31,

2016 eauity or toss dif€erences disoosais 2017

$ 484 $ - S 9 $ (7)
1,558 35 (65) (37}

8 - 3 -
32 - (12) (1}
95 - (105) (1)
iQ 47 (5) {3)

(1,081) (1) 66 13
(60) - 135 1
825 (273} 23 (4)
(33) (12) (13) 4

$ 1,838 S (204) $ 36 $ (35)

S 2,827
(989)

$ 1,838

- 5 486
- 1,491
- ii
- 19
- (11)
- 49
- {1,003)
- 76
- 571

(54)

- $ 2,b35

1,732
(97)

1,635

As at October 31. 2016

Net Asset Change Change Net Asset
November 1, through through profit Exchange rate Acquisitions/ October 31,

of Canadian dollars) 2015 eauity or loss differences disposals 2016

Net deferred tax asset/(liability)
Allowance for credit losses $ 372 $ - $ 90 $ 2 $ 20 $ 484
Deferred compensation 1,296 10 40 23 189 1,558
Business realignment charges 6 - 2 - - 8
Tax loss carryfonvards 54 (1) (19) (2) - 32
Deferred income 147 - (32) 1 (21) 95
Available-for-sale securities 12 (12) 1 4 5 10
Premises and equipment and intangibles (539) - 62 (10) (594) (1,081)
Deferred expense (86) 8 5 - 13 (60)
Pension and post-employment related 412 373 39 1 - 825
Other 197 8 (104) (7) (127) (33)

$ 1,871 $ 386 $ 84 $ 12 $ (515) $ 1,838

Comprising
Deferred tax assets $ 2,072 $ 2,827
Deferred tax liabilities (201) (989)

$ 1.871 $ 1,838
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The tax loss carryforwards amount of deferred tax assets relates to losses in our Caribbean, Canadian and Japanese operations. Deferred tax

assets of $19 million were recognized at October 31, 2017 (October 31, 2016 — $32 million) in respect of tax losses incurred in current or

preceding years for which recognition is dependent on the projection of future taxable profits. Managements forecasts support the assumption

that it is probable that the results of future operations will generate sufficient taxable income to utilize the deferred tax assets. The forecasts rely

on continued liquidity and capital support to our business operations, including tax planning strategies implemented in relation to such support.

As at October 31, 2017, unused tax losses, tax credits and deductible temporary differences of $387 million, $582 million and $40 million

(October 31, 2016 — $372 million, $541 million and $3 million) available to be offset against potential tax adjustments or future taxable income

were not recognized as deferred tax assets. This amount includes unused tax losses of $2 million which expire within one year (October 31,

2016 — $26 million), $4 million which expire in two to fouryears (October 31, 2016 — $3 million) and $381 million which expire aker four years

(October 31, 2016 — $343 million). There are $7 million of tax credits that will expire in one year (October 31, 2016 - $nil), $92 million that will

expire in two to four years (October 31, 2016 — $73 million) and $483 million that will expire after four years (October 31, 2016 — $468 million).

In addition, there are deductible temporary differences of $1 million that will expire in two to four years (October 31, 2016 — $nil) and $39 million

that will expire after four years (October 31, 2016 — $3 million).
The amount of temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, branches and associates and interests in joint ventures

for which deferred tax liabilities have not been recognized in the parent bank is $13.5 billion as at October 31, 2017 (October 31, 2016 —

$11.7 billion).

Tax examinations and assessments
During the year, we received proposal letters (the Proposals) from the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA), in respect of the 2012 taxation year, which

suggest that Royal Bank of Canada owes additional income taxes of approximately $250 million, excluding interest, as the tax deductibility of

certain dividends was denied on the basis that they were part of a "dividend rental arrangement".This Proposal is consistent with

reassessments also received during the year for approximately $209 million of additional income tax and interest for taxation year 2011 and

approximately $225 million of tax and interest reassessments received last year for taxation years 2010 and 2009 in respect of the same matter.

The dividends to which the Proposals and reassessments relate were received in transactions similarto those addressed in the 2015

Canadian Federal Budget, which disallowed deduction ofthese dividends from similar arrangements with prospective application effective

May 1, 2017. It is possible that the CRA will reassess us for significant additional income tax for subsequent years on the same basis. We are

confident that ourtax ding position was appropriate and intend to defend ourselves vigorously.

Forthe yearended

~:' QttObeY•3:1. October 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except share andper share amounts) _ _ __ `~~.~i~'. 2016

Basic earnings per share Y

Net Income $ 1~t469 $ 10,458

Preferred share dividends ~~Q~); (294)

Net income attributable to non-controlling interest ~~
2 F !_~.

(53)
_ __._. .__ ___

Net income available to common shareholders
1.1~~$ 10,111

_._- ___

Weighted average number of common shares (in thousands)
_ ....'__. _.._. 3f .1*G

1p4~4; 1,485,876

Basic earnings per share (in dollars) $ 7's ~ $ 6.80

Diluted earnings per share
Net income available to common shareholders
Dilutive impact of exchangeable shares

Net income available to common shareholders including dilutive impact of exchangeable shares

Weighted average number of common shares (in thousands)
Stock options (i)
Issuable under other share-based compensation plans
Exchangeable shares (z)

Average number of diluted common shares (in thousands)
Diluted earnings per share (in dollars)

~iti4y~
$ .

$ 10,111
15

10,126

1,485,876
3,329
731

4,201

1,494,137
$ 6.78

(1) The dllutive effect of stock options was calculated using the treasury stock method. When the exercise price of options outstanding is greater th
an the average market price of our common

shares, the options are excluded from the calculation of diluted earnings per share. for the year ended October 31, ?017, no outstanding options 
were excluded from the calculation of

diluted earnings per share. For the year ended October 31, 2016, an average of 802,371 outstanding options with an average exercise price of $78.58 were 
excluded from the calculation of

dfluted earnings per share.
(2) Includes exchangeable preferred shares and trust capital securities.
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Guarantees and commitments
We use guarantees and other off-balance sheet credit instruments to meet the financing needs of our clients.

The table below summarizes our maximum exposure to credit losses related to our guarantees and commitments provided to third parties.

The maximum exposure to credit risk relating to a guarantee is the maximum risk of loss if there was a total default by the guaranteed parties,

without consideration of possible recoveries under recourse provisions, insurance policies or from collateral held or pledged. The maximum

exposure to credit risk relating to a commitment to extend credit is the full amount of the commitment. In both cases, the maximum risk

exposure is significantly greater than the amount recognized as a liability in our Consolidated Balance Sheets.

ions of Canadian

Financial guarantees
Financial standby letters of credit

Commitments to extend credit
Backstop liquidity facilities
Credit enhancements
Documentary and commercial letters of credit
Other commitments to extend credit

Other credit-related commitments
Securities lending indemnifications
Performance guarantees
Other

Maximum exposure to credit losses

As at

October 31
2016

~~~'"~`.~~~'~ ~ $ 18.886

:~~~',~79~` 38,910
'~~b~~ 2.598
2~5 232

~$~'f,~'~1;'
;'

181,491

1Q3,$1!4 90,230
• E ~~'9. 6.844

~3a so

Our credit review process, our policy for requiring collateral security, and the types of collateral security held are generally the same for

guarantees and commitments as for loans. Our clients generally have the right to request settlement of, or draw on, our guarantees and

commitments within one year. However, certain guarantees can only be drawn if specified conditions are met. These conditions, along with

collateral requirements, are described below. We believe that it is highly unlikely that all or substantially all of the guarantees and commitments

will be drawn or settled within one year, and contracts may expire without being drawn or settled.

Financial guarantees
Financial standby letters of credit
Financial standby letters of credit represent irrevocable assurances that we will make payments in the event that a client cannot meet its

payment obligations to the third party. For certain guarantees, the guaranteed party can request payment from us even though the client has not

defaulted on its obligations. The term of these guarantees generally have a term of 8 years.

Our policy for requiring collateral security with respect to these instruments and the types of collateral security held is generally the same as

for loans. When collateral security is taken, it is determined on anaccount-by-account basis according to the risk of the borrower and the

specifics of the transaction. Collateral security may include cash, securities and other assets pledged.

Commitments to extend credit
Backstop liquidity facilities
Backstop liquidity facilities are provided to ABCP conduit programs administered by us and third parties as an alternative source of financing in

the event that such programs are unable to access commercial paper markets, or in limited circumstances, when predetermined performance

measures of the financial assets owned by these programs are not met. The average remaining term of these liquidity facilities is approximately

four years.
Backstop liquidity facilities are also provided to non-asset backed programs such as variable rate demand notes Issued by third parties.

These standby facilities provide liquidity support to the issuerto buy the notes if the issuer is unable to remarket the notes, as long as the

instrument and/or the issuer maintains the investment grade rating.
The terms of the backstop liquidity facilities do not require us to advance money to these programs in the event of bankruptcy or insolvency

and generally do not require us to purchase non-performing or defaulted assets.

Credit enhancements
We provide partial credit enhancement to multi-seller ABCP programs administered by us to protect commercial paper investors in the event that

the collections on the underlying assets together with the transaction-specific credit enhancements or the liquidity facilities prove to be

insufficient to pay for maturing commercial paper. Each of the asset pools is structured to achieve a high investment-grade credit profile through

credit enhancements from us and other third parties related to each transaction. The average remaining term of these credit facilities is

approximately three years.

Documentary and commercial letters of credit
Documentary and commercial letters of credit, which are written undertakings by us on behalf of a client authorizing a third party to draw drafts

on us up to a stipulated amount under specific terms and conditions, where some are collateralized based on the underlying agreement with the

client and others are collateralized by cash deposits or other assets of the third party which may include the underlying shipment of goods to

which they relate.

Other commitments to extend credit
Commitments to extend credit represent unused portions of authorizations to extend credit in the form of loans, bankers' acceptances or letters

of credit where we do not have the ability to unilaterally withdraw the credit extended to the borrower.
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Other credit-related commitments

Securities lending indemniFcations
Insecurities lending transactions, we act as an agent for the owner of a security, who agrees to lend the security to a

 borrower for a fee, under the

terms of apre-arranged contract. The borrower must fully collateralize the security loaned at all times. As part of this
 custodial business, an

indemnification may be provided to securities lending customers to ensure that the fair value of securities loaned will be ret
urned in the event

that the borrower fails to return the borrowed securities and the collateral held is insufficient to cover the fair value of those
 securities. These

indemnifications normally terminate without being drawn upon. The term of these indemnifications varies, as the securities 
loaned are recallable

on demand. Collateral held for our securities lending transactions typically includes cash, securities that are issued or 
guaranteed by the

Canadian government, U.S. government or other OECD countries or high quality debt or equity instruments.

Performance guarantees
Performance guarantees represent irrevocable assurances that we will make payments tothird-party beneficiaries in the even

t that a client fails

to perform under a specified non-financial contractual obligation. Such obligations typically include works and service contr
acts, performance

bonds, and warranties related to international trade. The term of these guarantees can range up to eight years.

Our policy for requiring collateral security with respect to these instruments and the types of collateral security held is generally the 
same as

for loans. When collateral security is taken, it is determined on an account-by-account basis according to the risk of the borr
ower and the

specifics of the transaction. Collateral security may include cash, securities and other assets pledged.

Indemni/ications
In the normal course of our operations, we provide indemnifications which are often standard contractual terms to counterparties in

 transactions

such as purchase and sale contracts, fiduciary, agency, licensing, custodial and service agreements, clearing system arrang
ements, participation

as a member of exchanges, director/officer contracts and leasing transactions. These indemnification agreements may require u
s to compensate

the counterparties for costs incurred as a result of changes in laws and regulations (including tax legislation) or as a result of lit
igation claims or

statutory sanctions that may be suffered by the counterparty as a consequence of the transaction. The terms of these indemnificati
on

agreements vary based on the contract. The nature of the indemnification agreements prevents us from making a reasonable estima
te of the

maximum potential amount we could be required to pay to counterparties. Historically, we have not made any significant payments
 under such

indemnifications.

Uncommitted amounts
Uncommitted amounts represent undrawn credit facilities for which we have the ability to unilaterally withdraw the credit ex

tended to the

borrower. These include both retail and commercial commitments. As at October 31, 2017, the total balance of uncommitted amoun
ts was

$260 billion (October 31, 2016 — $271 billion~~>).

Other commitments
We act as underwriter for certain new issuances under which we alone or together with a syndicate of financial institutions purchas

e the new

issue for resale to investors. In connection with these activities, our commitments were $38 million as at October 31, 2017, 
(October 31, 2016 —

$540million).

We invest in private companies, directly or through third party investment funds, including Small Business Investment Compani
es, real estate

funds and Low Income Housing Tax Credit funds. These funds are generally structured as closed-end limited partnerships wherein 
we hold a

limited partner interest. For the year ended October 31, 2017, we have unfunded commitments of CAD $937 million (Octobe
r 31, 2016 —

$898million) representing the aggregate amount of cash we are obligated to be contributed as capital to these partnerships under
 the terms of

the relevant contracts.

Pledged assets and collateral
I n the ordinary course of business, we pledge assets and enter in collateral agreements with terms and conditions that are usual an

d customary

to our regular lending, borrowing and trading activities recorded on our Consolidated Balance Sheets. The following are examples o
f our general

terms and conditions on pledged assets and collateral:
• The risks and rewards of the pledged assets reside with the pledgor.

• The pledged asset is returned to the pledgor when the necessary conditions have been satisfied.

• The right of the pledgee to sell or re-pledge the asset is dependent on the specific agreement under which the collateral is pledged.

• If there is no default, the pledgee must return the comparable asset to the pledgor upon satisfaction of the obligation.

We are also required to provide intraday pledges to the Bank of Canada when we use the Large Value Transfer System (LVTS), which is a rea
l-time

electronic wire transfer system that continuously processes all Canadian dollar large-value ortime-critical payments throughout the
 day. The

pledged assets earmarked for LVTS activities are normally released back to us at the end of the settlement cycle each day. Therefor
e, the pledged

assets amount is not included in the table below. For the year ended October 31, 2017, we had on average $3.7 billion of assets ple
dged

intraday to the Bank of Canada on a daily basis (October 31, 2016 — $3.4 billion). There are infrequent occasions where we a
re required to take

an overnight advance from the Bank of Canada to cover a settlement requirement, in which case an equivalent value of the ple
dged assets would

be used to secure the advance. There were no overnight advances taken on October 31, 2017 and October 31, 2016.

(1) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented
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Details of assets pledged against liabilities and collateral assets held or re-pledged are shown in the following tables:

(Millions of Canadian dollars) _

Sources of pledged assets and collateral
Bank assets
Cash and due from banks
Loans
Securities
Other assets

Client assets cl)

As at

October 31 October 31
2017 2016

$ 6 $ -
83,141 85,351
60,708 55,479
19,520 23,307

 ̂163,375 164,137

Collateral received and available for sale or re•pledging (z)
Less: not sold or re-pledged (~~

298,470
(82,522)

215,948

5 379,323

250,181
(69,631)

180,550

$ 344,687

Uses of pledged assets and collateral
Securities lent (z) 5 31,635 $ 25,187

Securities borrowed (z) 48,929 34,817

Obligations related to securities sold short 30,008 50,369

Obligations related to securities lent or sold under repurchase agreements (z) 139,536 102,29

Securitization 43,3A6 43,502

Covered bonds 38,504 40,293

Derivative transactions 22,134 29,183

Foreign governments and central banks 3,298 1,574

Clearing systems, payment systems and depositories 2,916 3,521

Other 19,U17 14,012
--- --- -- -- - --- - -- ------

5 379,323
-

$ 344,687

(1) Primarily relates to Obligations related to securities lent or sold under repurchase agreements, Securities lent and Derivative transactions.

;2) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.

Lease commitments
Finance lease commitments
VVe lease computer equipment from third parties under finance lease arrangements. The leases have various terms, escalation and renewal

rights. The future minimum lease payments under the finance leases are as follows:

October 31, 2017 October 31, 2016

Total future Present Total future Present
minimum future value of minimum Future value of

lease interest finance lease lease interest finance lease

;M~mo~Sorcaoad~a~douars) __payments_ char, ges_ commitments

"v~

payments charges _commitments

Future minimum lease payments
No later than one year S 17 $ (2) $ 15 $ 21 $ (2) $ 19

Later than one year and no later than five years 21 (2) 19 20 (2) 18

S 36 5 (4) S 34 $ 41 $ (4) $ 37

the net carrying amount of computer equipment held under finance lease as at October 31, 2017 was $44 million (October 31, 2016 -

547 million).
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Operating tease commitments

We are obligated under anumber of
non-cancellable operating leases for p

remises and equipment. These leases 
have various terms, escalation

and renewal rights. The lease agree
ments do not include any clauses that im

pose any restriction on our ability to
 pay dividends, engage in debt

financing transactions, or enter into f
urther lease agreements. The minimum f

uture lease payments under non-can
cellable operating teases are

as follows.

(Millions of Canadian dollars) _ _ ___

Future minimum lease payments

No later than one year

Later than one year and no later than f
ive years

Later than five years

Less: Future minimum sublease payme
nts to be received_ __

Qt~Qbltt~3~~i~t'.'~` October 31, 2016 _

lgnd`~C~#1

__

Land and

~bU~(~1U►~3 ~ENtiltlt~l~itt: _buildings Equipment

$ ~ 9k, $ 662 $ 70

~y0t~ ,~ A~~ 1,993 206
;~ :'~.:~ 2,140 —

5.'~~7 2~li' 4>795 276

~~~~5 .:~ L ._ cz4~
~ ' ~~~ `~~ ~$!;;

--- —
$ 4,771 $ 276

Net future minimum lease payments

We are a large global institution that is subject to many different complex legal and regulatory requirements that continue to evolve. We are and

have been subject to a variety of legal proceedings, including civil claims and lawsuits, regulatory examinations, investigations, audits and

requests For inFormation by various governmental regulatory agencies and law enforcement authorities in various jurisdictions. Some of these

matters may involve novel legal theories and interpretations and may be advanced under criminal as well as civil statutes, and some

proceedings could result in the imposition of civil, regulatory enforcement or criminal penalties. We review the status of all proceedings on an

ongoing basis and will exercise judgment in resolving them in such manner as we believe to be in our best interest. This is an area of significant

judgment and uncertainty and the extent of our financial and other exposure to these proceedings after taking into account current accruals

could be material to our results of operations in any particular period. The following is a description of our significant legal proceedings,

LIBOR regulatory investigations and litigation

Various regulators and competition and enforcement authorities around the world, including in Canada, the United Kingdom, and the U.S., are

conducting investigations related to certain past submissions made by panel banks in connection with the setting of the U.S, dollar London

interbank offered rate (LIBOR). These investigations focus on allegations of collusion between the banks that were on the panel to make

submissions for certain LIBOR rates. Royal Bank of Canada is a member of certain LIBOR panels, including the U.S. dollar LIBOR panel, and has in

the past been the subject of regulatory requests for information. In addition, Royal Bank of Canada and other U.S. dollar panel banks have been

named as defendants in private lawsuits filed in the U.S. with respect to the setting of LIBOR including a number of class action lawsuits which

have been consolidated before the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York. The complaints in those private lawsuits assert

claims against us and other panel banks under various U.S, laws, including U.S. antitrust laws, the U.S. Commodity Exchange Act, and state law.

On December 20, 2016, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York dismissed a substantial portion of the consolidated LIBOR

class action on jurisdictional grounds and lack of standing. Based on the facts currently known, it is not possible at this time for us to predict the

ultimate outcome of these investigations or proceedings or the timing of their resolution.

Royal Bank of Canada Trust Company (Bahamas) Limited proceedings

On April 13, 2015, a French investigating judge notified Royal Bank of Canada Trust Company (Bahamas) Limited (RBC Bahamas) of the issuance

of an ordonnance de renvoi referring RBC Bahamas and other unrelated persons to the French tribunal correctionnel to face the charge of

complicity in estate tax fraud relating to actions taken relating to a trust for which RBC Bahamas serves as trustee. RBC Bahamas believes that it<.

actions did not violate French law and contested the charge in the French court. On January 12, 2017, the French court acquitted all parties

including RBC Bahamas. The french prosecutor's office has appealed. The appeal is currently scheduled to be heard commencing on March 2,

2018.
On October 28, 2016, Royal Bank of Canada was granted an exemption by the U.S. Department of Labor that will allow Royal Bank of

Canada and its current and future affiliates to continue to qualify for the Qualified Professional Asset Manager exemption under the Employee

Retirement Income Security Act despite any potential conviction of RBC Bahamas in the French proceeding for a temporary one year period from

the date of conviction. An application to grant more lengthy exemptive relief is pending.

RBC Bahamas continues to review the trustee's and the trusts legal obligations, including liabilities and potential liabilities under

applicable tax and other laws. Based on the facts currently known, it is not possible at this time to predict the ultimate outcome of these matter<,

however, we believe that the ultimate resolution will not have a material effect on our consolidated financial position, although it may be

material to our results of operations in the period it occurs.

Interchange /ees litigation
Since 2011, seven proposed class actions have been commenced in Canada: Bancroft-Snell v. Visa Canada Corporation, etal., 9085-4886

Quebec Inc. v. Visa Canada Corporation, et al., Coburn and Watson's Metropolitan Home v. Bank o/America Corporation, et al. (Watson),

Macaronies Nair Club and Laser Centre Inc. v. BofA Canada Bank, et al., 1023926 Alberta Ltd. v. Bank o/America Corporation, et al., The Crown &

Hand Pub Ltd. v. Bank ofAmerica Corporation, et al., and Hello Baby Equipment Inc. v. BofA Canada Bank, et al. The defendants in each action ar

VISA Canada Corporation (Visa), MasterCard International Incorporated (MasterCard), Royal Bank of Canada and other financial institutions. The

plaintiff class members are Canadian merchants who accept Visa and/or MasterCard branded credit cards for payment. The actions allege,

among other things, that from March 2001 to the present, Visa and MasterCard conspired with their issuing banks and acquirers to set default

interchange rates and merchant discount fees and that certain rules (Honour All Cards and No Surcharge) have the effect of increasing the

merchant discount fees. The actions include claims of civil conspiracy, breach of the Competition Act, interference with economic relations and

unjust enrichment. The claims seek unspecified general and punitive damages. In Watson, a decision to partially certify the action as a class

proceeding was released on March 27, 2014, and was appealed. On August 19, 2015, the British Columbia Court ofAppeal struck the plaintiff

class representative's cause of action under section 45 of the Competition Act and reinstated the plaintiff class representative's cause of actior
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in civil conspiracy by unlawful means, among other rulings. In October 2016, the trial court in Watson denied a motion by the plaintiff to revivethe stricken section 45 Competition Act claim, and also denied the plaintiff's motion to add new causes of action. The plaintiff classrepresentative has now appealed that decision. The Watson proceeding has been set down for trial commencing September 2018. Based on thefacts currently known, it is not possible at this time for us to predict the ultimate outcome of this proceeding or the timing of its resolution.
Foreign exchange matters
Various regulators are conducting inquiries regarding potential violations of antitrust law by a number of banks, including Royal Bank of Canada,regarding foreign exchange trading. On March 3, 2017, the Brazilian civil antitrust authority Administrative Council for Economic Defense (CADE)initiated a civil administrative proceeding against the Royal Bank of Canada and certain other financial institutions and individuals.Beginning in 2015, putative class actions were brought against Royal Bank of Canada and/or RBC Capital Markets, LLC in the United Statesand Canada. These actions were each brought against multiple foreign exchange dealers and allege, among other things, collusive behaviour inglobal foreign exchange trading. In September 2017, the US Qistrict Court entered an order preliminarily approving RBC Capital Markets pendingsettlement with class plaintiffs. A hearing on the fairness of the proposed settlements is currently scheduled by the US District Court for May2018. RBC denies liability in connection with the proposed settlement. The Canadian class actions and one other US action that is purportedlybrought on behalf of different classes of plaintiffs remain pending.

In its discretion RBC may choose to resolve claims, litigations, or similar matters at any time. Based on the facts currently known, it is notpossible at this time to predict the ultimate outcome of the Foreign Exchange Matters or the timing of their ultimate resolution.
Panama Papers inquiries
Following media reports on the contents of files misappropriated from a Panamanian•based law firm, Mossack Fonseca & Co about specialpurpose entities associated with that firm, regulatory, tax and enforcement authorities are conducting inquiries. The inquiries focus on, amongother issues, the potential use of such entities by third parties to avoid tax and disclosure obligations. Royal Bank of Canada has received, and isresponding to, information and document requests by a number of such authorities.

Inquiries on sales practices
We have received inquiries about our sales practices and related compensation arrangements. In addition, in March 2017, the FinancialConsumer Agency of Canada announced that it will begin a review of sales practices in the Canadian federally regulated financial sector. TheOffice of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions is also involved in conducting this joint sales practices review.

Other matters
We are a defendant in a number of other actions alleging that certain of our practices and actions were improper. The lawsuits involve a variety ofcomplex issues and the timing of their resolution is varied and uncertain. Management believes that we will ultimately be successful in resolvingthese lawsuits, to the extent that we are able to assess them, without material financial impact to the Bank. This is, however, an area ofsignificant judgment and the potential Uabllity resulting from these lawsuits could be material to our results of operations in any particularperiod.

Various other legal proceedings are pending that challenge certain of our other practices or actions. While this is an area of significantjudgment and some matters are currently inestimable, we consider that the aggregate liability, to the extent that we are able to assess it,resulting from these other proceedings will not be material to our consolidated financial position or results of operations.
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The following table details our exposure to interest rate risk. The carrying amounts of financial asse
ts and financial liabilities are reported below

based on the earlier of their contractual repricing date or maturity date.

The following table does not incorporate managements expectation of future events where expected 
repricing or maturity dates differ

significantly from the contractual dates. We incorporate these assumptions in the management of int
erest rate risk exposure. These assumptions

include expected repricing of trading instruments and certain loans and deposits. Taking into account
 these assumptions on the consolidated

contractual repricing and maturity schedule at October 31, 2017, would result in a change in the unde
r-one-year gap from $7.0 billion to

$84.4 billion.

(Miltions of Canadian dollars) _

Immediately
interest

1"dte-SeftsitiVe

Under
3 months ___months

3 to 6
__._._

As at October 31, 2017

6 to 12 1 to 5
months ___.___ears

Over
__.__ 5. Lrears__

Non•rate-
sensitive ___. Total

Assets
Cash and deposits with banks $ 13,422 S 42,857 S 34 S 59 S 471 S 30 5 4,196 S 61,069

Trading securities 1 27,713 6,751 12,393 17,966 31,429 31,404 127,657

Available-for-sale securities - 29,494 3,084 2,302 27,510 27,116 1,216 90,722

Assets purchased under reverse
repurchase agreements and
securities borrowed 2,351 192,206 19,017 4,712 1,938 - 753 220,977

Loans (net of allowance for loan losses) 133,500 128,786 21,921 41,583 193,244 17,701 5,882 542,617

Derivatives 95,023 - - - - - - 95,023

Segregated fund net assets - - - - - - 1,216 1,216

Other assets 3 19>477 - - - 95 53,997 73,572

$ 244,300 S 440,533 S 50,807 S 61,049 S 241,129 5 76,371 $ 98,664 $

-----------------

1,212,853

-
Liabilities
Deposits $ 300,077 S 155,964 5 23,745 5 53,600 5 108,687 S 16,785 $ 130,777 $ 789,635

Obligations related to assets sold
under repurchase agreements and
securities loaned 3,381 133,809 4,366 - - - 1,528 143,084

Obligations related to securities
sold short - 2,227 1,164 966 8,288 13,813 3,550 30,008

Derivatives 92,127 - - - - - - 92,127

Segregated fund net liabilities - - - - - - 1,216 1,216

Other liabilities 68 15,374 23 71 1,928 7,617 48,009 73,090.

Subordinated debentures - 224 224 - 6,776 2,041 - 9,265

Non-controlling interests - - - S11 - - 88 599

Shareholders' equity - 200 800 750 4,525 - 67,554 73,829

S 395,653 $ 307,798 S 30,322 S 55,898 S 130,204 S 40,256 $ 252,722 $ 1,212,853

Total gap S (151,353) S 132,735 $ 20,485 S 5,151 S 110,925 $ 36,115 S (154,058) $

~ 

-

Canadian dollar 5 (77,711)$ 28,201 S 6,076 $ 10,636 S 130,947 5 (2,071)S (96,078) $ -

Foreign currency (73,642) 104,534 14,409 (5,485) (20,022) 38,186 (57,980) -

Tofalgap $ (151,353) S 132,735 $ 20,485 $ 5,151 5 110,925 5 36,315 S (154,058) S -

Related parties
Related parties include associated companies, post-employment benefit plans for the benefit of our employ

ees, key management personnel

(KMP), the Board of Directors (Directors), close family members of KMP and Directors, and entities which ar
e, directly or indirectly, controlled by,

jointly controlled by or significantly influenced by KMP, Directors or their close family members.

Key management personnel and Directors

KMP are defined as those persons having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controllin
g our activities, directly or indirectly.

They include the senior members of our organization called the Group Executive. The Group Executive is com
prised of the President and Chief

Executive Officer and individuals that report directly to him, including the Chief Administrative Officer
, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Human

Resources Officer, Group Chief Risk Officer, Chief Strategy &Corporate Development Officer, and Group 
Heads for Wealth Management and

Insurance, Capital Markets and Investor &Treasury Services, Technology &Operations, and Personal &Comm
ercial Banking. The Directors do

not plan, direct, or control the activities of the entity; they oversee the management of the business an
d provide stewardship.

Compensation of kev management uersonnel and Directors
For the ear ended

October 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 
2016

Salaries and other short-term employee benefits (i) 
$ 26

Post-employment benefits (~) 
2

Share-based payments 
41

-j $ 69

(1) Includes the portion of the annual variable short-term incentive bonus that certain executives electe
d to receive in the form of DSUs. Refer to Note 22 for further details. Directors receive

retainers but do not receive salaries and other short-term employee benefits.

(2) Directors do not receive post•employment benefits.
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Stock options, stock awards and shares held by key management personnel, Directors and their close family members
As at

October 31, 2017 October 31, 2016

No. of No. of
(Millions of Canadian dollars except number of units) Uittts held Value ~ units held V81Ue

Stock options (i) ' 2,174,841 5 60 2,110,038 $ 42
Other non-option stock based awards (i) i 1,371,104 138: 1,703,221 143
RBC common and preferred shares 632,631 64 789,295 66

4,178,576 $262; 4,602,554 $251

(1) Directors do not receive stock options or any other non-option stock based awards.

Transactions, arrangements and agreements involving key management personnel, Directors and their close family members
In the normal course of business, we provide certain banking services to KMP, Directors, and their close family members. These transactions
were made on substantially the same terms, including interest rates and security, as for comparable transactions with persons of a similar
standing and did not involve more than the normal risk of repayment or present other unfavourable features.

As at October 31, 2017, total loans to KMP, Directors and their close family members were $10 million (October 31, 2016 — $10 million). We
have no allowance or provision for crediYlosses relating to these loans as at and for the years ended October 31, 2017 and October 31, 2016. No
guarantees, pledges or commitments have been given to KMP, Directors or their close family members.

Joint ventures and associates
In the normal course of business, we provide certain banking and financial services to our joint ventures and associates, including loans, interest
and non-interest bearing deposits. These transactions meet the definition of related party transactions and were made op substantially the same
terms as for comparable transactions with third parties.

As at October 31, 2017, loans to joint ventures and associates were $200 million (October 31, 2016 — $71 million) and deposits from joint
ventures and associates were $123 million (October 31, 2016 — $25 million). We have no allowance or provision for credit losses relating to
loans to joint ventures and associates as at and for the years ended October 31, 2017 and October 31, 2016. $1 million of guarantees have been
given to joint ventures and associates for the year ended October 31, 2017 (October 31, 2016 — $nil).

Other transactions, arrangements or agreements tnvolvtng joint ventures and associates

As at or for the year

October 31

Commitments and other contingencies $ 554
Other fees received for services rendered ~ 40
Other fees paid forservices received 8,~ 189

Composition of business segments
For management purposes, based on the products and services offered, we are organized into five business segments: Personal &Commercial
Banking, Wealth Management, Insurance, Investor &Treasury Services and Capital Markets.

Personal &Commercial Banking is comprised of our personal and business banking operations, and our auto financing and retail
investment businesses including our online discount brokerage channel and operates through four business lines: Personal Financial Services,
Business Financial Services, Cards and Payment Solutions (Canadian Banking, and Caribbean & U.S. Banking. in Canada, we provide a broad
suite of financial products and services through our extensive branch, automated teller machines, online, mobile and telephone banking
networks, as well as through a large number of proprietary sales professionals. In the Caribbean, we offer a broad range"of financial products and
services to individuals, business clients and public institutions in targeted markets. In the U.S., we serve the cross-border banking needs of
Canadian clients within the U.S. through online channels.

Wealth Management is comprised of Canadian Wealth Management, U.S. Wealth Management (including City National), International
Wealth Management and Global Asset Management. We serve afFluent, high net worth (HNVU) and ultrahigh net worth clients (UHNVU) in key
financial centres mainly in Canada, the U.S., the U.K., the Channel Islands and Asia with a comprehensive suite of investment, trust, banking,
credit and other wealth management solutions. We also provide asset management products and services directly to institutional and individual
clients through our distribution channels and third-party distributors.

Insurance is comprised of our insurance operations in Canada and globally and operates under two business lines: Canadian Insurance and
International Insurance, providing a wide range of life, health, home, auto, travel, wealth, group and reinsurance products and solutions. In
Canada, we offer our products and services through our proprietary distribution channels, comprised of the field sales force which includes retail
insurance branches, our field sales representatives, advice centers and online, as well as through independent insurance advisors and affinity
relationships. Outside Canada, we operate in reinsurance markets globally offering life, accident and annuity reinsurance products.

Investor &Treasury Services is a specialist provider of asset services, custody, payments and treasury services for financial and other
institutional investors worldwide. We also provide Canadian dollar cash management, correspondent banking and trade finance for financial
institutions globally and short-term funding and liquidity management for RBC.

Capital Markets provides public and private companies, institutional investors, governments and central banks globally with a wide range of
capital markets products and services across our two main business lines: Corporate and Investment Banking and Global Markets. In North
America, we offer a full suite of products and services which include corporate and investment banking, equity and debt origination and
distribution, and structuring and trading. Outside North America, we have a select presence in the U.K., Europe, and Other International, where
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we offer a divers(~ed set of capabilities in our key sectors
 of expertise such as energy, mining and infrastr

ucture and we have a growing presence

in industrial, consumer and health care in Europe.

All other enterprise level activities that are not allocated to 
these eve business segments, such as enterprise f

unding, securitizations, net

charges associated with unattributed capital, and consol
idation adjustments, including the elimination of t

he Taxable equivalent basis (Teb)

gross-up amounts, are included in Corporate Support. Te
b adjustments gross up income from certain tax-ad

vantaged sources from Canadian

taxable corporate dividends and U.S. tax credit investme
nts recorded in Capital Markets to their effective ta

x equivalent value with the

corresponding offset recorded in the provision for income
 taxes. Management believes that these Teb adjust

ments are necessary for Capital

Markets to reflect how it is managed and enhances the com
parability of revenue across our taxable and tax-a

dvantaged sources. Our use of Teb

adjustments may not be comparable to similarly adjuste
d amounts at other financial institutions. The Teb adju

stment for the year ended

October 31, 2017 was $548 million (October 31, 2016 — $7
36 million).

Geographic segments
For geographic reporting, our segments are grouped into 

Canada, United States and Other International. Transa
ctions are primarily recorded in

the location that best reflects the risk due to negative ch
anges in economic conditions and prospects for

 growth due to positive economic

changes. This location frequently corresponds with the loca
tion of the legal entity through which the business

 is conducted and the location of

our clients. Transactions are recorded in the local currenc
y and are subject to foreign exchange rate fluctuations 

with respect to the movement in

the Canadian dollar.

Management reporting framework

Our management reporting framework is intended to mea
sure the performance of each business segment as if

 itwere astand-alone business

and reflects the way our business segments are managed
. This approach is intended to ensure that our busines

s segment results reflect all

relevant revenue and expenses associated with the conduct
 of each business. We regularly monitor these segm

ent results for the purpose of

making decisions about resource allocation and performanc
e assessment. These items do not impact our conso

lidated results.

The expenses in each business segment may include cos
ts ar services directly incurred or provided on their

 behalf at the enterprise level.

For other costs not directly attributable to one of our busine
ss segments, we use a management reporting fram

ework that uses assumptions,

estimates and methodologies for allocating overhead cos
ts and indirect expenses to our business segments an

d that assists in the attribution

capital and the transfer pricing of funds to our business se
gments in a manner that fairly and consistently measures

 and aligns the economic

costs with the underlying benefits and risks of that specific 
business segment. Activities and business conducted

 between our business

segments are generally at market rates. All other enterpri
se level activities that are not allocated to our five bus

iness segments are reported

under Corporate Support.

Our assumptions and methodologies used in our managem
ent reporting framework are periodically reviewed by 

us to ensure that they

remain valid. The capital attribution methodologies invol
ve a number of assumptions and estimates that are re

vised periodically,
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Fortbevearended October 31.2017
Personat & investor &
Commerclat Wealth Treasury Capital Corporate United Other

(Millions oFCanadian dollars) Banking Management (i) _Insurance Services Markets (2) SuppoR (2) _ _ Totet Canada States International
Net interest income (3) (a) S 10,787 $ 2,248 S - S 679 S 3,565 S (139) 5 17,140 $ .11,965 S 3,572 S 1,G03
Non-Interest income (3) (5) 5,076 7;827 4,566 1,756 q,617 (3]3) 73,529 12,701 5,606 5,222
Total revenue (5) 15,863 10,075 4,566 2,435 8,182 (452) 40.669 24,666 9,178 6,825
Provision for credit losses 1,05A 34 - - 62 - 1,150 451 107 92
Insurance policyholder benefits,
claims and acquisition
expense - - 3,053 - - - 3,053 1,793 - 1,260

Non interest expense (5) 7,176 7,611 584 1,466 4,719 238 21,794 11,219 6,889 3,686
Net Income (loss) before income

taxes 7,633 2,430 929 969 3,401 (690) ]4,672 10,703 2,182 1,767
Incometaxes(recoveries) 1,878 592 203 228 876 (574) 3,203 2,472 468 263
Net income $ 5,735 S 1,838 S 726 S 741 S 2.525 5 {116) S 11,469 5 8,231 5 1,7]4 S 1,524
Non interest expense Includes:
Depreciation and
amortization 5 382 5 526 S 33 S 105 $ 352 S i7 $ 1,615 S 959 $ 465 5 191

Impairment of other
intangibles - - - - - 2 2 2 - -

Restructuringprovisions - - - - - - - - -

Total assets $ 433,532 $ 89,493 $ 15,122 $ 133,126 S 506,116 $ 35,462 5 1,212,853 S 644,292 S 323,895 5 244,66b
Total assets include:
Additions to premises and
equipment and Intangibles $ 331 S 269 S 43 $ 74 S 246 5 485 S i,A98 $ 1,021 S 321 $ 156

TotalUabilities S 433,554 $ 89,571 $15,272 5 132.987 5 505,952 S (38,811) S 1,]38,425 $ 569,889. $ 323.911 $ 244,625

Forthe year ended October 31, 2016
- --

Personal & Investor &
Commercial Wealth Treasury Capital Corporate United Other

(Millions of Canadian dollars) Banking Management (1) Insurance Services Markets (2) Support (2) Total Canada States International
Net interest income (3) (a) $ 10,337 $ 1,955 S - S 825 $ 3,804 $ (390) $ 16,531 $ 11,685 $ 3,241 $ 1,605
Non-Interest income (3) (5) 4,675 7,048 5,151 1,446 4,146 (202) 22,264 12,357 5,045 4,862
Total revenue (5) 15,012 9.003 5,151 2,271 7,950 (592) 38,795 24,042 8,286 6,467
Provision for credit losses 1,122 48 1 (3) 327 51 1,546 1,231 254 61
Insurance policyholder benefits,
claims and acquisition
expense - - 3,424 - - - 3,424 2,304 - 1,120

Non•Interest expense (5) 6,933 7,015 622 1,460 4,466 30 20,526 10,532 6,204 3,790
Net income (loss) before

income taxes 6,957 1,9k0 1,104 814 3,157 (673) 13,299 9,975 1.828 1,496
Income taxes (recoveries) 1,773 467 204 201 887 (691) 2,841 2,158 397 286
Net Income $ 5,184 $ 1,473 $ 900 $ 613 $ 2,270 $ 18 $ 10,458 $ 7,817 $ 1,431 $ 1,210
Non-interest expense includes:
Depreciation and
amortization (6) $ 547 $ 505 $ 31 $ 101 $ 348 $ 11 $ 1,543 $ 903 $ 455 $ 185

Imp~frmPnt of other
intangibles - - - - - 3 3 3 - -

Restructuringprovisions - 10 - - - - 10 1 4 5

Total assets $ 411,251 $ 91,901 $ 14,245 $ 139,701 $ 492,899 $ 30,261 $ 1,180,258 $ 614,834 $ 328,088 $ 237,336
Total assets include:
Additions to premises and
equipment and intangibles $ 302 $ 2,532 $ 27 $ 63 $ 278 $ 386 $ 3,588 $ 849 $ 2,585 $ 154

Total liabilities $ 411,320 $ 91,908 $ 14,281 $ 139,608 $ 493,044 $ (41,515) $ 1,108,646 $ 543,072 $ 328,205 $ 237,369

(1) In QI 2016, we changed the organizational structure of our Wealth Management operations resulting fn a new operat(ng segment. U.S. Wealth Management (including City National),
representing our legacy U.S. Wealth Management operations and Ciry National. This new operating segment is combined with our other Wealth Management operations as a single reportable
segment because they have comparable products, regulatory frameworks, processes, customers and distribution channels, and show similar economic characteristics (such as pre-tax
margin).

(2) Taxable equivalent basis.
;3) Inter-segment revenue and share of profits in Joint ventures and associates are not material except as disclosed In Note 12.
;4) Interest revenue is reported net of Interest expense as we rely primarily on net interest income as a performance measure.
;5) Effective Q4 2017, service Fees and other costs incurred in association with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis in non•Interest expense. Comparative

amounts have been reclassified to Conform wkh this presentation.
:6) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.
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We are exposed to credit, market and liquidity and funding risks as a result o
f holding financial instruments. Our risk measurement and

objectives, policies and methodologies for managing these risks are disc
losed in the shaded text along with those tables specifically marked

with an asterisk (*) on pages 57 to 84 of the Management's Discussion and An
alysis. These shaded text and tables are an integral part of these

Consolidated Financial Statements.

Concentrations of credit risk exist if a number of our counterparties are 
engaged in similar activities, are located in the same geographic

region or have comparable economic characteristics such that their ability to
 meet contractual obligations would be similarly affected by

changes in economic, political or other conditions.

Concentrations of credit risk indicate the relative sensitivity of our perform
ance to developments affecting a particular industry or

geographic location. The amounts of credit exposure associated with cer
tain ofour on-and off-balance sheet financial instruments are

summarized in the following table.

_--~----_._.____ ___ ~ _._~ __ As at Ottaber 31,, 2017 .v._..___
_-

-_- ,-------_ ..__.___

United Other

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except percentage amounts) _~CSt18t18 ~__. % ̂  , StdtBS __ _ %____ EUfo~C _%_ _ I(1tN~t1at~011d1 __ °h, ___ _ 7018(_

On-balance sheet assets other than

derivatives (1) $ 53x,294 68°Io $ 145,824 19% $ 55,265 7~o S 49,829 6% $ 782,212

Derivatives before master netting

agreements (z) (s) 14,915 9 24,530 15 118,469 72 5,662 k Id3,575

$ 546,209 58°~6 $ 170,354 18% $ 173,734 18% $ 55,490 6% $ 9k5,787

Off-balance sheet credit instruments (a>

Committed and uncommitted ~s) $ 297,690 61go S 136,465 28% 5 32,934 7% 5 21,729 4% S 468,818.

Other 72,876 57 19,541 15 33,970 27 936 1 127,3I3

$ 370,566 60% $ 156,006 25% $ 66,904 11% $ 22,665 4% S b16~141

As at October 31, 2016

United Other

(Millions of Canadian dollars, exceptpercenta eamounts)_ __Canada __% _ States % Europ2 _..% International % TOtdl

On-balance sheet assets otherthan

derivatives (i) $ 485,575 67% $ 141,703 20% $ 55,610 8% $ 40,096 5% $ 722,984

Derivatives before master netting

agreements ~z~ ~s) 19,393 9 23,091 11 167,084 76 7,950 4 217,51$

- -._
$ 504,968 54% $ 164,794 17% $ 222,694 24% $ 48,046 5% $ 940,502

Off-balance sheet credit instruments ca)

Committed and uncommitted (s> (6) $ 301,490 61% $ 149,036 30% $ 30,575 6% $ 12,947 3% $ 494,048

Other 62,725 54 18,236 16 34,032 29 1,017 1 116,010

$ 364,215 60% $ 167,272 27% $ b4,607 11°/a $ 13,964 2% $ 610,058

(1) Includes assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements and 
securities borrowed, loans and customers' liability under acceptances. 

The largest concentrations in Canada are Ontario

at 50 % (October 31, 2016 - 49 h), the Prairies at ]9 % (October 31, 2016 - 
20%), British Columbia and the territories at 15 % (October 31, 2016 -

 15%)and Quebec at ] 1 % (October 3],

2016 - ] 1%). No industry accounts for more than 42 % (October 31, 2016 -
 36%) of total on•balance sheet credit instruments.

(2) A further breakdown of our derivative exposures by risk rating and coun[erpa
rty type Is provided in Note 8.

(3) Excludes credit derivatives classiFled as other than trading.

(4) Balances presented are contractual amounts representing our maximum exp
osure to credit risk.

(5) Represents our maximum exposure to credit risk. Retail and wholesale 
commitments respectively comprise 39%and 61%of our total commitment

s (October 31, 2016 - 42 %and 58%)•The

largest concentrations in the wholesale portfolio relate to Financing pr
oducts at 13 % (October 31, 2016 - 14%), Sovereign at 10 % (October 31, 

2016 - 6%), Non-bank financial services at

9 % (October 31, 2016 - 9%), Real estate &related at 9 % (October 31, 2016 -
 9%),and Udlltles al 9 % (O~tuber 31, 2016 - 69L).

(6) Amounts have been revised from those previously presented.

Regulatory capital and capital ratios

OSFI formally establishes risk-based capital and leverage targets for deposit
-taking institutions in Canada. We are required to calculate our

capital ratios using the Basel III framework. Under Basel III, regulatory capita
l includes Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1), Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital.

CET1 capital mainly consists of common shares, retained earnings and other
 components of equity. Regulatory adjustments under Basel III

include deductions of goodwill and other intangibles, certain deferred tax ass
ets, defined benefit pension fund assets, investments in banking,

financial and insurance entities, and the shortfall of provisions to expect
ed losses. Tier 1 capital comprises predominantly CET1, with additional

items that consist of capital instruments such as certain preferred shares
, and certain non-controlling interests in subsidiaries. Tier 2 capital

includes subordinated debentures that meet certain criteria and certain loan
 loss allowances. Total capital is the sum of CET1, additional Tier 1

capital and Tier 2 capital.
Regulatory capital ratios are calculated by dividing CET1, Tier 1 and Total cap

ital by risk-weighted assets. The leverage ratio is calculated by

dividing Tier 1 capital by an exposure measure. The exposure measure consi
sts of total assets (excluding items deducted from Tier 1 capital) any

certain off-balance sheet items converted into credit exposure equivalents. A
djustments are also made to derivatives and secured financing

transactions to reFlect credit and other risks.
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During 2017, we complied with all capital and leverage requirements imposed by OSFI.

As at

October 31 October 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except Capital ratios and leverage ratios)
___ _.2017 _ 2016

Capital (i)
Common Equity Tier 1 capital S 51,572 $ 48,181

Tier 1 capital 58,361 55,270

Total capital 67,556 64,950

Risk-weighted assets used in calculation of capital ratios (i> (z)

Common Equity Tier 1 capital ratio 474,478 447,436

Tier 1 capital ratio 474,478 448,662

Total capital ratio 474,478 449,712

Total capital risk-weighted assets ~i)
Credit risk 376,519 369,751

Market risk 27,618 23,964

Operational risk 59,203 55,997

Regulatory floor adjustment (s) 11,138 —

S 474.478 $ 449,712

Capital ratios and leverage ratios (i) (u)
Common Equity Tier 1 capital ratio 10.9°/a 10.8%

Tier 1 capital ratio 1230 12.3%

Total capital ratio 14.2°/a 14.4%

Leverage ratio 4.4% 4.4%

Leverage ratio exposure (billions) S 1,315.5 $ 1,265.1

(1) Capital, RWA, and capital ratios are calculated using OSFI Capital Adequacy Requirements based on the Basel III framework ("all-in" basis
). The leverage ratio is calculated using OSFI

Leverage Requirements Guideline based on the Basel III framework.

(2) in 2016, the CVA scalars of 64%, 71 %and 77%were applied to CETl, Tier 1 and Total capital, respectively. In fiscal 2017, the scalars were 
72%, 77 %and 81%, respectively. In 2018, the

scalars will be 80 % , S3 %and 86%, respectively.

(3) Before any capital floor requirement as applicable, there are three different levels of RWAs for the calculation of the CET3, Tier 1, and Total
 capital ratios arising from the option we have

chosen for the phase-in of the CVA capital charge. Since the introduction of Basel II (n 2008, OSFI has prescribed a capital floor requirement far instit
utions that use the advanced internal

ratings-based (AIRB) approach for credit risk. The capital floor is determined by comparing a capital requirement under Basel I and Basel I
II, as specified by OSFI. If the capital requirement

under the Basel III standards is less than 90 % of the capital requirements ~s calculated under the Basel I standards, the difference is add
ed to the RWAs.

(4) To enhance comparability among other global financial institutions, our transitional CETl, Tier 1, Total capital and leverage ratios as at October 31.20
17 were 11.3%, 12.3%, 14.1%,and

G.5%, respectively. Transitional is defined as capital calculated according [o the currentyear's phase•in of regulatory adjustments and phase-out 
ofnon-qualifying capital instruments.

Offsetting within our Consolidated Balance Sheets may be achieved where financial assets and liabilities are subject to master netting

arrangements that provide the currently enforceable right of offset and where there is an intention to settle on a net basis, or realize the a
ssets

and settle the liabilities simultaneously. For derivative contracts and repurchase and reverse repurchase arrangements, this is generally 
achieved

when there is a market mechanism for settlement (e.g, central counterparty exchange or clearing house) which provides daily net settlement of

cash flows arising from these contracts. Margin receivables and margin payables are generally offset as they settle simultaneously through a

market settlement mechanism. These are generally presented in Other assets or Other liabilities.

Amounts that do not qualify for offsetting include master netting arrangements that only permit outstanding transactions with the same

counterparty to be offset in an event of default or occurrence of other predetermined events. Such rnaslei iielting arrangements include t
he ISDA

Master Agreement orcertain derivative exchange or clearing counterparty agreements for derivative contracts, global master repurchase

agreement and global master securities lending agreements for repurchase, reverse repurchase and other similar secured lending and borrowing

arrangements.
The amount of financial collateral received or pledged subject to master netting arrangements or similar agreements but do not quali

fy for

offsetting refers to the collateral received or pledged to cover the net exposure between counterparties by enabling the collateral to be re
alized in

an event of default orthe occurrence of other predetermined events. Certain amounts of collateral are restricted from being sold or re-ple
dged

unless there is an event of default or the occurrence of other predetermined events.
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The tables below provide the amount of financial instruments that have been offset on the Consolidated Balance Sheets and the amounts

that do not qualify for offsetting but are subject to enforceable master netting arrangements or similar agreements. The amounts presented are

not intended to represent our actual exposure to credit risk.

Financial assets subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements or similar agreements
As at October 31.2017

Amounts subject to oFfsettinp and enforceable netting arrangements

Amounts sub)ect to master
netting arrangements or

similar agreements but do
not qualify far offsetting on

Gross amounts Amounts of -- the balance sheet (t) Amounts not

of Financial Flnancial Net amount of Impact of subject to Total amount

assets before liabilities financial assets master Financial enforceable recognized

balance sheet offset on the presented on the netting collateral netting on the

(Millions of Canadian dollars) _offsetting _balance sheet _ __ balance sheet _agreements received (1) Net amount arrangements __ balance sheet

Assets purchased under reverse
repurchase agreements and
securities borrowed S 239,944 5 20,470 5 279,474 $ 24 5 216,970 5 480 5 1,503 5 220,977

Derivative assets (3) 151,451 67,827 83,624 58,804 16,357 8,463 11,399 95,023

Other financial assets __ ___ 2,593 _~_w1,050_ 1,543 - ,_ 78 1,465 62 ~.~1,605

$ 393,988 $ 89,347 $ 304,641 $ 58,828 S 235,405 $ 10,408 $ 12,964 $ 317,605

As a[ October 31, 2016

Amounts subject to offsetting and enforceable netting arrangements

Amounts subject to master
netting arrangements or

similar agreements but do
not qualify for offsetting on

Gross amounts Amounts of
the balance sheet (1) Amounts not

of financial financial Net amount of Impact of subject to Total amount

assets before liabilities financial assets master Financial enforceable recognized

balance sheet offset on the presented on the netting coltaterel netting on the

(Millions of Canadian dollars) offsetting balance sheet balance sheet agreements received (2) Net amount arrangements balance sheet

Assets purchased under reverse
repurchase agreements and
securities borrowed $ 199,586 $ 14,290 $ 185,296 $ 422 $ 184,359 $ 515 $ 1,006 $ 186,302

Derivative assets (3) 208,936 97,142 111,794 79,296 17,249 15,249 7,150 118,944

Other financial assets 1.244 803 441 - 46 395 91 532

$ 409,766 $ 112,235 $ 297.531 $ 79,718 $ 201,654 $ 16,159 $ 8,247_ $ 305,778

(1) Flnancial collateral is reflected at fair value. The amount of financial instruments and financial collateral disclosed is limited to the net balance sheet exposure, and any 
over-collateralizatlon

is excluded from the table.
(2) Includes cash collateral of $12 billion (October 31, 2016 - $11 billion) and non-cash collateral of $224 billion (October 31, 2016 - $191 billion).

(3) Includes cash margin of $0.6 billion (October 31, 2016 - $2.2 billion) which offset against the derivative balance on the balance sheet.

Financial liabilities subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements or similar agreements
As at October 31, 2017

-- ----- - ----------
Amounts sub(ect
-----

to offsetting and enforceable netting arrangements _ ~ __ _ ̀ __

Amountssubject to master
netting arrangements or

similar agreements but do
not qualify for offsetting on

Gross amounts Amounts of
the balance sheet (1)-- ---------_------------ --- Amounts not

offinancial financial Net amount of Impact of subject to Total amount

liabilities assets offset financial liabilities master Fnancial enforceable recognized

before balance on the presented on the netting collateral netting on the

(MilUons of Canadian dollars) sheet offsetting _ balance sheet balance sheet _agreements_ _pledged (2) __ Net amount arrangements balance sheet

Obligations related to assets sold
under repurchase agreements
and securities loaned 5 161,883 $ 20,470 5 iG1,413 5 24 S 14],256 S 133 5 1,671 5 143,084

Derivative liabilities (3) 145,855 67,705 78,150 58,804 10,697 8,649 13,977 92,127

Otherflnancial liabilities 3,027 1,364

~ 

1,663 - 4k4 ___ _ 1,219 _~ _ 5__..~__.___ 1.668_

5 310,765 5 89_539__ $ 221,226 $ 58,828 $ 152,397 S 10,001,:rws '~.~s~;~_ ~$;,;v.~R~6,879_

As at October 31, 2016

Amounts subjectto offsetting and enforceable netting arrangements

Amounts subject to master
netting arrangements or

similar agreements but do
not qualify for offsetting on

Gross amounts Amounts of
the balance sheet (1) Amounts not

of Flnancial financial Net amount of Impact of subject to Total amount

liabilities assets offset Flnancial liabilities master financial enforceable recognized

before balance on the presented on the netting collateral netting on the

(Millions of Canadian dollars) sheet offsetting balance sheet balance sheet agreements pledged (2) Net amount arrangements balance sheet

Obligations related to assets sold
under repurchase agreements
and securities lowed $ 117,031 $ 14,290 $ 102,741 $ 422 $ 102,029 $ 290 $ 700 $ 103,441

Derivative liabilities (3) 203,874 96,231 107,643 79,296 15,993 12,354 8,907 116,550

OtherFlnancialliabilities 3,271 2,231 1,040 - 514 526 15 1,055

$ 324,176 $ 112,752 $ 211,424 $ 79,718 $ 118,536 $ 13,170 $ 9,622 $ 221,046

(1) Financial collateral Is reFlected at fairvalue. The amount of financial instruments and financial collaterel disclosed is Umfted to the net balance sheet exposure, and any 
over-collateralizatlon

is excluded from the table.
(2) Includes cash collateral of $10 bilUon (October 31, 2016 - 814 billion) and nan•cash collateral of $142 billion (October 31, 2016 - $105 billion).

(3) Includes cash margin of $0.3 billion (October 31, 2016 - $0.8 billion) which offset against the derivative balance on the balance sheet.
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ite 39 Recovery and settlement of on-balance sheet assets and liaC

The table below presents an analysis of assets and liabilities recorded on our Consolidated Balance Sheets by amounts to be recovered or

settled within one year and after one year, as at the balance sheet date, based on contractual maturities and certain other assumptions outlined

in the footnotes below. As warranted, we manage the liquidity risk of various products based on historical behavioural patterns that are often not

aligned with contractual maturities. Amounts to be recovered or settled within one year, as presented below, may not be reflective of our long-

term view of the liquidity profile of certain balance sheet categories.

As at

October 31, 2017 

T~

October 31, 2016

Within one After one Within one After one

(Millions of Canadian dollars) year
---- -------------

year Total year year Total

Assets
Cash and due from banks (i) S 26,695 S 1,712 $ 28,407 $ 12,049 $ 2,880 $ 14,929

I nterest-bearing deposits with banks 32,662 - 32,662 27,850 1 27,851

Securities
Trading (z) 116,841 10,816 127,657 142,045 9,247 151,292

Available-for-sale 15,934 74,792 90,722 12,153 72,648 84,801

Assets purchased under reverse repurchase
agreements and securities borrowed 214,353 6,624 220,977 182,618 3,684 186,302

Loans
Retail 97,784 287,386 385,170 81,683 287,787 369,470
Wholesale 38,573 121,033 159,606 34,887 119,482 154,369
Allowance for loan losses (2,159} (2,235)

Segregated fund net assets - 1,216 1,216 - 981 981

Other
Customers' liability under acceptances 16,443 16 16,459 12,841 2 12,843
Derivatives (z) 92,606 2,417 95,023 116,533 2,411 118,944

Premises and equipment, net - 2,670 2,670 - 2,836 2,836

Goodwill - 10,977 10,977 - 11,156 11,156

Other intangibles - 4,507 4,507 - 4,648 4,648

Other assets 30,738 8,221 38,959

~5

33,754 8,317 42,071

5 682,625 $ 532,387 1,212,853 $ 656,413 $ 526,080 $ 1,180,258

Liabilities
Deposits ~s) S 624,802 $ 164,833 S 789,635 $ 579,571 $ 178,018 $ 757,589
Segregated fund net liabilities - 1,216 1,216 - 981 981

Other
Acceptances 16,443 i6 16,G59 12,841 2 12,843
Obligations related to securities sold short 28,041 1,967 30,008 41,927 8,442 50,369
Obligations related to assets sold under

repurchase agreements and securities loaned 143,072 12 143,084 103,412 29 103,441
Derivatives (z) 90,15b 1,971 92,127 114,321 2,229 116,550
Insurance claims and policy benefit liabilities 131 9,545 9,676 118 9,046 9,164
Other liabilities 34,980 11,975 46,955 33,314 14,633 47,947

Subordinated debentures -
-----------------------------

9,265 9,265 - 9,762 9,762

$ 937,625 $ 200,800 $ 1,138,425 $ 885,504 $ 223,142 $ 1,108,646

(1) Cash and due from banks are assumed to be recovered within one year, except for cash balances not available for use by the Bank.
(2) Trading securities classified as at FVTPL and trading derivatives not designated in hedging relationships are presented as within one year as this best represents in most instances the

short-term nature of ourtrading activities. Non•trading derivatives designated in hedging relationships are presented according to the recovery or settlement of the related hedged item

(3) Demand deposits of $372 billion (October 31, 2016 - $358 billion) are presented as within one year due to their being repayable on demand or at short notice on a contractual basis.

In practice, these deposits relate to a broad range of individuals and customer-types which form a stable base for our operations and liquidity needs.
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The following table presents information regarding the legal entity of Royal Bank of Canada with its subsidiaries presented on an equity

accounted basis.

Condensed Balance Sheets
As at

October 31 October 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016

Assets
Cash and due from banks S 12,901 $ 3,164

Interest-bearing deposits with banks 20,864 16,126

Securities 109,082 132,100

Investments in bank subsidiaries and associated corporations (i) 31,302 30,248

Investments in other subsidiaries and associated corporations 65,576 61,705

Assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements and securities borrowed 49,615 25,129

Loans, net of allowance for loan losses 474,052 458,675

Net balances due from bank subsidiaries (i) 20,579 5,437

Other assets 136,069 162,790

5 920,040 $ 895,374

Liabilities and shareholders' equity
Deposits $ 605,849 $ 573,933

Net balances due to other subsidiaries 58,598 55,473

Other liabilities 172,869 185,583

837,316 814,989

Subordinated debentures 8,895 9,368

Shareholders' equity 73,829 71,017

$ 920,040 $ 895,374

(1) Bank refers primarily to regulated deposit-taking Instltutlons and securities firms.

Condensed Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income
For the year ended

October 31 October 31

(Millions of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016

Interest income (i) 5 18,419 $ 17,542

I nterest expense 6,556 5,486

Net interest income 11,863 12,056

Non-interest income (z) (3) 4,476 4,072

Total revenue (s) 16,339 16,128

Provision for credit losses ~ 1,033 1,456

Non-interest expense (s) 8,631 8,190

Income before income taxes 6,675 6,482

Income taxes 1,601 1,544

Net income before equity in undistributed income of subsidiaries 5,074 ' 4,938

Equity in undistributed income of subsidiaries 6,395 5,520

Net income $ 11,469 $ 10,458

Other comprehensive loss, net of taxes (107) (1,097)

Total comprehensive income $ 11,362 $ 9,361

(1) Includes dividend income from investments in subsidiaries and associated corporations of $25 million (October 31, 2016 - $23 million).

(2) Includes share of profit from associated corporations of $12 million (October 31, 2016 - $19 million).

(3) Effective Q4 2017, service fees and other costs Incurred In association with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis in non-interest expense. Comparative

amounts have been reclasslFled to conform with this presentation.
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Condensed Statements of Cash Flows
For the year ended

October 31 October 31
(Millions of Canadian dollars) Y __ 2017 2016

Cash flows from operating activities
Net income S 11,469 $ 10,458
Adjustments to determine net cash from operating activities:
Change in undistributed earnings of subsidiaries (6,395) (5,520)
Change in deposits, net of securitizations 33,166 7,030
Change in loans, net of securitizations (14,025) (14,488)
Change in trading securities 24,671 9,004
Change in obligations related to assets sold under repurchase agreements and securities loaned 14,018 8,511
Change in assets purchased under reverse repurchase agreements and securities borrowed (24,486) (1,711)
Change in obligations related to securities sold short (4,809) 3,145
Other operating activities, net 6,054 (2,736)

Net cash from (used in) operating activities 39,6b8 13,693

Cash flows from investing activities
Change in interest-bearing deposits with banks (4,738) (288)
Proceeds from sale ofavailable-for-sale securities 5,823 2,868
Proceeds from maturity ofavailable-for-sale securities 25,599 20,802
Purchases ofavailable-for-sale securities {34,903) (33,668)
Net acquisitions of premises and equipment and other intangibles (938) (750)
Change in cash invested in subsidiaries (116) (3,140)
Change in net funding provided to subsidiaries (12,018)

--------- --
2,275

Netcash from (used in) investing activities (21,291) (11,901)

Cash flows from financing activities
Issue of subordinated debentures - 3,606
Repayment of subordinated debentures {119) (1,500)
Issue of common shares 199 307
Common shares purchased for cancellation (3,110) (362)
Issue of preferred shares - 1,475
Redemption of preferred shares (300) -
Preferred shares purchased for cancellation - (264)
Dividends paid (5,309) (4,997)
Issuance costs (1) (16)

Net cash from (used in) financing activities

~ 

(8,640) (1,751)

Net change in cash and due from banks 9,737 41
Cash and due from banks at beginning of year 3,164 3,123

Cash and due from banks at end of year $ 12,901 $ 3,164

Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information
Amount of interest paid $ 6,286 $ 5,331
Amount of interest received 18,128 17,411
Amount of dividends received 4v 3U
Amount of income taxes paid 1,656 736

On November 13, 2017, we redeemed all 82,000 outstanding Non-Cumulative Perpetual first Preferred Shares Series C-1 for cash at a
redemption price of US$1,000 per share (equivalent to US$25.00 per related depositary share).
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Condensed Balance Sheet
IFRS CGAAP

(Mlllfons of Canadian dollars) 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2011 2010 2009 2008

Assets
Cash and due from banks ; $ 28,407 $ 14,929 $ 12,452 $ 17,421 $ 15,550 $ 12,428 $ 12,428 $ 13,247 $ 8,440 $ 7,584 $ 11,086

Interest-bearing deposits with banks 32.662 27,851 22,690 8,399 9,Q39 10,246 6,460 12,181 13,254 8,919 20,041

SecurfHes 218,379 236,093 215,508 199,148 182,710 161,602 167,022 179,558 183,519 1?7,298 171,134

Assets purchased under reverse
repurchase agreements and securities
borrowed 220,977 186,302 174,723 135,580 117,517 112,257 84,947 84,947 72,698 41,580 44,818

Loans net ofallawance 542,617 521,604 472,223 435,229 408,850 378,241 347,530 296,284 273,006 258,395 289,540

Other 169.811 193,479 176,612 144,773 126,079 149,180 175,446 165,485 175,289 161,213 187,240

Total Assets 51,212,853 $1,180,258 $1,074,208 $ 940,550 $ 859,745 $ 823,954 $ 793,833 $ 751,702 $ 726,206 $ 654,989 $ 723,859

Liabilitles
Deposits 5 789.635 $ 757,589 S 697,227 $ 614,100 $ 563,079 $ 512,244 $ 479,102 $ 444,181 $ 414.561 $ 378,457 $ 438,575

Other 339,525 341,295 305,675 264,088 239,763 259,174 263,625 256,124 263,030 229.699 242,744

Subordinated debentures 9,265 9,762 7,362 7,859 7,443 7,615 8,749 7,749 6,681 6,461 8,131

Trust capital securities - - - - - - 894 - 727 1,395 1,400

Non-controlling Interest in subsidiaries n.a, n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 1,941 2,256 2,071 2,371

Total Liabilities ~ 51,138,425 S 1,108,646 $1,010,264 $ 886,047 $ 810,285 $ 779,033 $ 752,370 $ 709,995 $ 687,255 $ 618,083 $ 693,221

Equftyattributab(etoshareholders 73,829 71,017 62,146 52,690 47,665 43,160 39,702 41,707 38,951 36,906 30,638

Non-cantroilinginterest 599 595 1,798 1,813 1,795 1,761 1,761 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Total equity 7̂4,428 71,612 63,944 54,503 49,460 44,921 41,463 41,707 38,951 36,906 30,638

Total Itabilities and equity x.51,212,853 $1,180,258 $1,074,208 $ 940,550 $ 859,745 $ 823,954 $ 793,833 $ 751,702 $ 726,206 $ 654,989 $ 723,859

Condensed Income Statement ~~
IFRS CGAAP

~ (MilllonsofCanadiandollars) 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2011 2010 2009 2008

Net interest income

_20i7

17.140 $ 16,531 $ 14,771 $ 14,116 $ 13,249 $ 12,439 $ 11,357 $ 10,600 $ 10,338 $ 10,705 $ 9,054

Non•interestincome(1) 23,529 22,264 20,932 19,992 17,433 16,708 16,281 16,830 15.~aa 15,736 12,528

Total revenue (1) 40,669 38,795 35,703 34,108 30,682 29,147 27,638 27,430 26,082 26,441 21,582

Provfsionforcreditlosses(PCL) 1~ x,150 1,546 1,097 1,164 1,237 1,299 1,133 975 1,240 2,167 1,595

Insurance policyholder benefits, claims
and acquisition expense 3,053 3,424 2,963 3,573 2,784 3,621 3,358 3,360 3.546 3.042 1,631

Non-interest expense(NI~(1) 21,794 20,526 19.020 17,661 16.214 14,641 14,167 14,453 13.469 13.436 12,351

Non-controilinginterest n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 104 99 100 81

Net Income from continuing operations 11,469 10,458 10,026 9,004 8,342 7,558 6,970 6,650 5,732 5,681 4,555

Net loss from discontinued operations - - - - (51) (526) (1,798) (509) (1,823) -

Net Income ~ $ 10,458 $ 10,026 $ 9,004 $ 8,342. $ 7,507 $ 6,444 $ 4,852 $ 5,223 $ 3,858 $ 4,555

Other Statistics -reported
IFRS CGAAP

(Millions of Canadian dollars, except

PROFITABIUTYMEASURES(2) _,

Earnings per shares (EPS) -basic 7.59 $ 6.80 $ 6.75 $ 6.03 $ 5.53 $ 4.96 $ 4.25 $ 3.21 $ 3.49 $ 2.59 $ 3.41

-diluted S 7.56 $ 6.78 $ 6.73 $ 6.00 $ 5.49 $ 4.91 $ 4.19 $ 3.19 $ 3.46 $ 2.57 $ 3.38

Return on common equity (R0~ ~, 17.oHo 16.3 % 18.6 % 19.0% 19.7% 19.6% 18.7 % 12.9% 14.9°h 11.9 % 18.1

Return on risk-weighted assets
(RWFU (3) 2.499'0 2.34q 2.45 % 2.52% 2.6~% 2.70% 2.44% 1.87% 2.03% 1.5096 1.78

Efficlenry ratio (1), (2) 53.690, 52.9°6 53.3 % 51.8% 52.8 h 50.2% 51.3% 52.7% 51.6% 50.8% 57.2

KEY RATIOS
PCL on Impaired loans as a % of

.~

Averege net loans and acceptances 0.21%~ 0.28 % 0.24 % 0.27 % 0.31 % 0.35 % 0.33 % 0.34 % 0.45% 0.72% 0.53

Net Interest margin (average earning
assets) 1 J2%q~ 1.70 % 1.71 % 1.86 % 1.88 % 1.97 % 1.86% 1.84 % 1.99% 2.19% 1.71%

SHARE INFORMATION (4) '
Common shares outstanding (OOOs) - ~ ~~
end of period ,1.452,89$.; 1,485,394 1,443,423 1,442,233 1,441,056 1,445,303 1,438,376 1,438.376 1,424.922 1,417,610 1,341,260

Dividends declared per common share i~5 3.48# $ 3.24 $ 3.08 $ 2.84 $ 2.53 $ 2.28 $ 2.08 $ 2.08 $ 2.00 $ 2.00 $ 2.00

Dividend yield 3.89'0 43 % 4.1 % 3.8 % 4.0 % 4.5 % 3.9 % 3.9 % 3.6 % 4.8% 4.2

Dividend payout ratio 46%' 48 % 46 % 47 % 46 % 46 % 45 % 47% 52 % 52 % 59

Book value per share $ 46.41 $ 43.32 $ 39.51 $ 33.69 $ 29.87 $ 26.52 $ 24.25 $ 25.65 $ 23.99 $ 22.67 $ 20.90

Common share price (RY on TSX) -
close, end of period $ 100.87 $ 83.80 $ 74.77 $ 80.01 $ 70.02 $ 56.94 $ 48.62 $ 48.62 $ 54.39 $ 54.80 $ 46.84

Market capitalization (TSX) 146,554] 124,476 107,925 115,393 100,903 52,296 69.934 69,934 77,502 77,685 62,825

Market price to book value 2.17 1.93 1.89 2.38 2.34 2.15 2.00 1.90 2.27 2.42 2.24

CAPITAL MEASURES -CONSOLIDATED (,)
Common Equity Tier 1 capital ratio 10.9% 10.8 % 10.6 % 9.9 % 9.6~ n.a. n.a. n,a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Tier 1 capital ratio 12.3%, 12.3 % 12.2 % 11.4 % 11.7 % 13.1 % n.a. 13.3 % 13.0 % 13.0 % 9.0

Tota! capital ratio 14.2 % 14.4 % 14.0 % 13.4 % 14.0 % 15.1 % n.a. 15.3% 14.4 % 14.2°/ 11.0%

Leverage Ratio 4.4% , 4.4 % 4.30 % n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

(1) Effective Q4 2017, service fees and other costs incurred in association with certain commissions and fees earned are presented on a gross basis In non-Interest expense. As at November 1,

2014, comparative amounts have been reclassiFled to conform with this presentation.

(2) Ratios for 2009-2012 represent continuing operations.
(3) Return on risk-weighted assets (RWA) for fiscal 2011 is based on RWA reported under CGAAP and Income reported under IFRS.

(4) On April 6, 2006, we paid a stock dividend of one common share on each of our issued and outstanding common shares. The effect was the same astwo-for-one split of our common shares.

All common share and per share information have been adjusted retroactively far the stock dividend.

(5) Effective 2013 we calculate the capital ratios and multiples using the Basel III (all-in basis) framework unless otherwise stated. 2008-2012 capital ratios and multiples were calculated using

the Basel II framework. 2004-2007 capital ratios and 2005-2007 asset-to-capital multiples were calculated using the Basel I framework. Capital ratios and multiples for 2011 were

determined under Canadian GAAP.
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Acceptances
A bill of exchange or negotiable instrument drawn by
the borrower for payment at maturity and accepted
by a bank. The acceptance constitutes a guarantee
of payment by the bank and can be traded in the
money market. The bank earns a "stamping fee" for
providing this guarantee.

Acquired Credit Impaired (ACI) loans
Are loans identified as impaired on the acquisition
date based on specific risk characteristics such as
indications that the borrower is experiencing
significant financial di~culty, probability of
bankruptcy or other financial reorganization,
payment status and economic conditions that
correlate with defaults.

Allowance for credit losses
The amount deemed adequate by management to
absorb identified credit losses as well as losses that
have been incurred but are not yet identifiable as at
the balance sheet date. This allowance is
established to cover the lending portfolio including
loans, acceptances, guarantees, letters of credit,
and unfunded commitments. The allowance is
increased by the provision for credit losses, which is
charged to income and decreased by the amount of
write-offs, net of recoveries in the period.

Asset-backed securities (ABS)
Securities created through the securitization of a
pool of assets, for example auto loans or credit card
loans.

Assets under administration (AUA)
Assets administered by us, which are beneficially
owned by clients, as at October 31, unless otherwise
noted. Services provided in respect of assets under
administration are of an administrative nature,
including safekeeping, collecting investment
income, settling purchase and sale transactions,
and record keeping.

Assets under management (AUM)
Assets managed by us, which are beneficially owned
by clients, as at October 31, unless otherwise noted.
Services provided in respect of assets under
management include the selection of investments
and the provision of investment advice. We have
assets under management that are also
administered by us and included in assets under
3dministretion.

suction rate securities (ARS)
)ebt securities whose interest rate is regularly reset
hrough an audiun prucess.

lverage earning assets
lverage earning assets include interest-bearing
leposits with other banks including certain
omponents of cash and due from banks, securities,
islets purchased under reverse repurchase
agreements and securities borrowed, loans, and
~xcludes segregated fund net assets and other
ssets. The averages are based on the daily
alances for the period.

alas point (bp)
one one-hundredth of a percentage point (.01%).

ollateral
ssets pledged as security for a loan or other
bligation. Collateral can take many forms, such as
ash, highly rated securities, property, inventory,
auipment and receivables.

ollateralized debt obligation (CDO)
~curities with multiple tranches that are issued by
ructured entities and collateralized by debt
~ligations including bonds and loans. Each tranche
iers a varying degree of risk and return so as to
eel investor demand.

Commercial mortgage•backed securities (CMBS)
Securities created through the securitization of
commercial mortgages.

Commitments to extend credit
Unutilized amount of credit facilities available to
clients either in the form of loans, bankers'
acceptances and otheron-balance sheet financing,
or through off-balance sheet products such as
guarantees and letters oFcredit.

Common Equity Tier 1(CETi) capital
A regulatory Basel III capital measure comprised
mainly of common shareholders' equity less
regulatory deductions and adjustments for goodwill
and intangibles, defined benefit pension fund
assets, shortfall in allowances and other speciFed
items.

Common Equity Tier ] cap(tal ratio
A risk based capital measure calculated as CET3
capital divided by risk-weighted assets.

Covered bonds
Full recourse on-balance sheet obligations issued by
banks and credit Institutions that are also fully
collateralized by assets over which investors enjoy a
priority claim in the event of an issuer's insolvency.

Credit default swaps (CDS)
A derivative contract that provides the purchaser
with a one-time payment should the referenced
entity/entities default (or a similar triggering event
occur).

Derivative
A contract between two parties, which requires little
or no initial investment and where payments
between the parties are dependent upon the
movements in price of an underlying instrument,
index or financial rate. Examples of derivatives
include swaps, options, forvvard rate agreements
and futures. The notional amount of the derivative is
the contract amount used as a reference point to
calculate the payments to be exchanged between
the two parties, and the notional amount itself is
generally not exchanged by the parties.

Dividend payout ratio
Common dividends as a percentage of net income
available to common shareholders.

Earnings per share (EPS), basic
Calculated as net income available to common
shareholders divided by the average number of
shares outstanding.

Earnings per share (EPS), diluted
Calculated as net income available to common
shareholders divided by the average number of
shares outstanding adjusted For the dilutive effects
of stock options and other convertible securities.

Economic capital
An estimate of the amount of equity capital required
to underpin risks. It is calculated by estimating the
level of capital that is necessary to support our
various businesses, given their risks, consistent with
our desired solvency standard and credit ratings.
The identified risks for which we calculate Economic
Capital are credit, market (trading and non-trading,
operational, business, fixed asset, and insurance.
Additionally, Economic Capital includes goodwill
and intangibles, and allows for divers(fication
benefits across risks and business segments.

Expected credit losses
The difference between the contractual cash flows
due to us in accordance with the relevant
contractual terms and the cash flows that we expect
to receive, discounted to the balance sheet date.

Fair value
Fair value of a financial instrument is the price that
would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer
a liability in an orderly transaction between market
participants at the measurement date.

federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC
An independent U.S. government agency that aims
to preserve and promote public confidence in the
U.S. financial system by insuring deposits in banks
and thrift Institutions; identifying, monitoring and
addressing risks to these deposits; and limiting the
effect on the economic and financial system when a
bank or thrift institution fails.

Funding Valuation Adjustment
Funding valuation adjustments are calculated to
incorporate cost and benefit of funding in the
valuation of uncollateralized and under-
collateralized OTC derivatives. Future expected cash
flows of these derivatives are discounted to reflect
the cost and benefit of funding the derivatives by
using a funding curve, implied volatilities and
correlations as inputs.

Guarantees and standby letters of credit
These primarily represent irrevocable assurances
that a bank will make payments in the event that Its
client cannot meet its Financial obligations to third
parties. Certain other guarantees, such as bid and
performance bonds, represent nonfinancial
undertakings.

Hadga
A risk management technique used to mitigate
exposure from market, interest rate or foreign
currency exchange risk arising from normal banking
operations. The elimination or reduction of such
exposure is accomplished by establishing offsetting
positions. For example, assets denominated in
foreign currencies can be offset with liabilities in the
same currencies or through the use of foreign
exchange hedging instruments such as futures,
options or foreign exchange contracts.

Hedge Funds
A type of investment fund, marketed to accredited
high net worth Investors, that is subject to limited
regulation and restrictions on its investments
compared to retail mirtual funds, and that often
utilize aggressive strategies such as selling short,
leverage, program trading, swaps, arbitrage and
derivatives.

High-quality Uquld assets (HQuU
Assets are considered to be HQLA ifthey can be
easily and immediately converted into cash at little
or no toss of value during a time of stress.

Home equity products
This is comprised of residential mortgages and
secured personal loans whereby the borrower
pledges real estate as collateral.

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
IFRS are principles-based standards, Interpretations
and the framework adopted by the International
Accounting Standards Board.
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Impaired loans
Loans are classified as impaired when there has

been a deterioration of credit quality to the extent

that management no longer has reasonable

assurance oFtimely collection of the full amount of

principal and interest in accordance with the

contractual terms of the loan agreement. Credit card

balances are not classified as impaired as they are

directly written ofFafter payments are 180 days past

due.

Innovative capital Instruments
I nnovative capital instruments are capital

instruments issued by structured entities, whose

primary purpose is to raise capital. We previously

issued innovative capital instruments, RBC Trust

Capital Securities (RBC TruCS) through RBC Capital

Trust. As per OSFI Basel III guidelines, non-qualifying

innovative capital instruments treated as additional

Tier 1 capital are subject to phase out over a ten year

period beginning on January 1, 2013.

Leverage Ratio
A Basel III regulatory measure, the ratio divides

Tier 1 capital by the sum of total assets plus

specified off-balance sheet items.

Liquidity Coverage Rat(o (LCR)
The Liquidity Coverage Ratio is a Basel III metric that

measures the sufficiency of HQLA available to meet

net short-term financial obligations over a thirty day

period in an acute stress scenario.

Loan•to-value (L'f~ ratio
Calculated based on the total facility amount for the

residential mortgage and homeline product divided

by the value of the related residential property.

Master netting agreement
An agreement between us and a counterparty

designed to reduce the credit risk of multiple

derivative transactions through the creation of a

legal right of offset of exposure in the event of a

default.

Net interest Income
The difference between what is earned on assets

such as loans and securities and what is paid on

liabilities such as deposits and subordinated

debentures.

Net interest margin (on average earning assets)

Calculated as net interest income divided by average

earning assets.

Normal course Issuer bid (NCIB)
A program for the repurchase of our own shares for

cancellation through a stock exchange that is

subject to the various rules of the relevant stock

exchange and securities commission.

Notional amount
The contract amount used as a reference point to

calculate payments for derivatives.

Off-balance sheet financial Instruments

A variety of arrangements offered to clients, which

include credit derivatives, written put options,

backstop liquidity facilities, stable value products,

financial standby letters of credit, performance

guarantees, credit enhancements, mortgage loans

sold with recourse, commitments to extend credit,

securities lending, documentary and commercial

letters of credit, note issuances and revolving

underwriting facilities, securities lending

indemnifications and indemnifications.

Office of the Superintendent of Financial

Institutions Canada (OSFI)
The primary regulator of federally chartered financial

institutions and federally administered pension

plans in Canada. OSFI's mission is to safeguard

policyholders, depositors and pension plan

members from undue loss.

Operating leverage
The difference between our revenue growth rate and

non-interest expense growth rate.

Options
A contract or a provision of a contract that gives one

party (the option holder) the right, but not the

obligation, to perform a specified transaction with

another party (the option issuer or option writer)

according to specified terms.

Primary dealer
A formal designation provided to a bank or

securities broker•dealer permitted to trade directly

with a country's central bank. Primary dealers

participate in open market operations, act as

market makers of government debt and provide

market information and analysis to assist with

monetary policy.

Provision for credit losses (PCL)

The amount charged to income necessary to bring

the allowance for credit losses to a level determined

appropriate by management. This includes both

provisions on impaired loans and loans not yet

identified as impaired.

Repurchase agreements
These involve the sale of securities for cash and the

simultaneous repurchase of the securities for value

at a later date. These transactions normally do not

constitute economic sales and therefore are treated

as collateralized financing transactions.

Residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS)

Securities created through the securitization of

residential mortgage loans.

Return on common equity (ROB
Net income available to common shareholders,

expressed as a percentage oFaverage common

equity.

Reverse repurchase agreements
These involve the purchase of securities for cash

and the simultaneous sale of the securities for value

at a later date. These transactions normally do not

constitute economic sales and therefore are treated

as collateralized financing tr2nsactions.

Risk-weighted assets (RWA)
Assets adjusted by a regulatory risk•weight factor to

reFlect the riskiness of on and off-balance sheet

exposures. Certain assets are not risk-weighted, but

deducted from capital. The calculation is defined by

guidelines issued by OSFI. For more details, refer to

the Capital management section.

Securities lending
Transactions in which the owner of a security agrees

to lend it under the terms of a prearranged contract

to a borrower for a fee. The borrower must

~ollateralize the security loan at all times. An

intermediary such as a bank often acts as agent for

the owner of the security. I here are two types of

securities lending arrangements: lending with and

without credit or market risk indemnification. In

securities lending without indemnification, the bank

bears no risk of loss. Fortransactions inwhich the

bank provides an indemnification, it bears the risk of

loss if the borrower defaults and the value of the

collateral declines concurrently.

Securities sold short
A transaction in which the seller sells securities and

then borrows the securities in order to deliver them

to the purchaser upon settlement. At a later date,

the seller buys identical securities in the market to

replace the borrowed securities.

SecuritlzaHon
The process by which various financial assets are

packaged into newly issued securities backed by

these assets.

Structured entities
A structured entity is an entity in which voting or

similar rights are not the dominant factor in deciding

who controls the entity, such as when the activities

that significantly affect the entity's returns are

directed by means of contractual arrangements.

Structured entities often have restricted activities,

narrow and well defined objectives, insufficient

equity to finance their activities, and Financing in the

form of multiple contractually-linked instruments.

Standardized Approach
Risk weights prescribed by OSFI are used to

calculate risk-weighted assets for the credit risk

exposures. Credit assessments by OSFI•recognized

external credit rating agencies of S&P, Moody's,

Fitch and DBRS are used to risk-weight our

Sovereign and Bank exposures based on the

standards and guidelines issued by OSFI. For our

Business and Retail exposures, we use the standard

risk weights prescribed by OSFI.

Structured investment vehicle
Managed investment vehicle that holds mainly

highly rated asset backed securities and funds itself

using the short-term commercial paper market as

well as the medium-term note (MTN) market.

Subprime loans
Subprime lending is the practice of making loans to

borrowers who do not qualify for the best market

interest rates because of their deficient credit

history. Subprime tending carries more risk for

lenders due to the combination of higher interest

rates for the borrowers, poorer credit histories, and

adverse financial situations usually associated with

subprime applicants.

Taxable equivalent basis (teb)
Income from certain specified tax advantaged

sources (eligible Canadian taxable corporate

dividends) is increased to a level that would make it

comparable to income from taxable sources. There is

an offsetting adjustment in the tax provision,

thereby generating the same after-tax net income.

Tier i capital
Tier 1 capital comprises predominantly of CET1

capital, with additional Tier 1 items such as

preferred shares, innovative instruments and

non-controlling interests in subsidiaries Tier 1

instruments.

Tier 2 capital
Tier 2 capital consists mainly of subordinated

debentures that meet certain criteria, certain loan

loss allowances and non•controllinginterests in

subsidiaries' Tier 2 instruments.

Total capital and total capital ratio

Total capital is defined as the total oFTier 1 and Tier

2 capital. The total capital ratio is calculated by

dividing total capital by risk-weighted assets.

Tranche
A security class created whereby the risks and

returns associated with a pool of assets are

packaged into several classes of securities offering

different risk and return profiles from those of the

underlying asset pool. Tranches are typically rated

by ratings agencies, and reflect both the credit

quality of underlying collateral as well as the level o

protection based on the tranches' relative

subordination.

Trust Capital Securities (RBC TrutS)
Transferable trust units issued by structured entities

RBC Capital Trust or RBC Capital Trust II for the

purpose of raising innovative Tier 1 capital.

Value-at-Risk (VaR)
A generally accepted risk-measurement concept the

uses statistical models based on historical

information to estimate within a given bevel of

confidence the maximum loss in market value we

would experience in our trading portfolio from an

adverse one-day movement in market rates and

prices.
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subsidiaries

Royal Bank Holding Inc.
Royal Mutual Funds Inc.
RBC Insurance Holdings Inc.

RBC Insurance Company of Canada
RBC Life Insurance Company

RBC Direct Investing Inc.
RBC Phillips, Hager &North Investment Counsel Inc.
R.B.C. Holdings (Bahamas) Limited

RBC Caribbean Investments Limited
Royal Bank of Canada Insurance Company Ltd

Investment Holdings (Cayman) Limited
RBC (Barbados) Funding Ltd.

Capital Funding Alberta Limited
RBC Global Asset Management Inc.

Principal office address (i)

Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Nassau, New Providence, Bahamas
George Town, Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands
St. Michael, Barbados
George Town, Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands
St. Michael, Barbados
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Carrying value of
voting shares owned

by the Bank (3)

56,397

RBC Investor Services Trust Toronto, Ontario, Canada
RBC Investor Services Bank S.A. Esch-sur-Alzette, Luxembourg
RBC (Barbados) Trading Bank Corporation St. James, Barbados
BlueBay Asset Management (Services) Ltd London, England

RBC USA Hoidco Corporation (z) New York, New York, U.S. 19,080
RBC Capital Markets, LLC (z) New York, New York, U.S.
RBC Bank (Georgia), National Association (z) Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.
City National Bank Los Angeles, California, U.S.
RBC Global Asset Management (U.S.) Inc. Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.

RBC Dominion Securities Limited Toronto, Ontario, Canada 8,378
RBC Dominion Securities Inc. Toronto, Ontario, Canada

RBC Finance S.~ r.l./B.V. (z) Amsterdam, Netherlands 3,200
RBC Holdings (Luxembourg) S.A R.L. Luxembourg, Luxembourg

RBC Holdings (Channel Islands) Limited Jersey, Channel Islands
Royal Bank of Canada (Channel Islands) Limited Guernsey, Channel Islands

RBC Holdings (Barbados) Ltd. St. Michael, Barbados 3,171
RBC Financial (Caribbean) Limited Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago

2BC Europe Limited London, England 1,820
2BC Capital Trust Toronto, Ontario, Canada
2oya1 Bank Mortgage Corporation Toronto, Ontario, Canada 1,173
the Royal Trust Company Montreal, Quebec, Canada 692
loyal Trust Corporation of Canada Toronto, Ontario, Canada 229
tBC Covered Bond Guarantor Limited Partnership Toronto, Ontario, Canada 154
1) The Bank directly or indirectly controls each subsidiary.
2) Each subsidiary Is incorporated or organized underthe law of the state or country in which the principal office Is situated, except for RBC USA Holdco Corporetlon which is Incorporated underthe laws of the State of Delaware. U.S., RBC Capital Markets, LLC, which Is organized under the laws of the State of Minnesota, U.S. RBC Finance 5.~ r,l. / B.V. is a company Incorporated in theNetherlands with Its official seat fn Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and place of effective management, central administration, and principal establishment in Luxembourg, Grand Duchy ofLuxembourg. RBC Bank (Georgia), National Association Is a national banking association organized under the laws of the U.S. with Its main office in Atlanta, Georgia and management officesin Raleigh, North Carolina.
1) The carrying value (in millions of Canadian dollars) of voting shares is stated as the Bank's equity In such investments.
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Corporate headquarters
Street address:
Royal Bank of Canada
200 Bay Street
Toronto, Ontario M51 215
Canada
Tel: 1-888-212-5533

Mailing address:
P.O. Box 1
Royal Bank Plaza
Toronto, Ontario M51 215
Canada
website: rbc.com

Transfer Agent and Registrar
Main Agent:
Computershare Trust
Company of Canada
1500 Robert-Bourassa Blvd.
Suite 700
Montreal, Quebec H3A 3S8
Canada
Tel: 1.866-586-7635 (Canada and
the U.S.) or 514-982-7555
(International)
Fax: 514-982-7580
website: computershare.com/rbc

Co-Transfer Agent (U.S.):
Computershare Trust
Company, N.A.
250 Royall Street
Canton, Massachusetts 02021
U.S.A.

Co-Transfer Agent (U.K.):
Computershare Investor
Services PLC
Securities Services —Registrars
P.O. Box 82, The Pavilions,
Bridgwater Road,
Bristol BS99 6ZZ
U.K.

Stock exchange listings
(Symbol: Rl~

Common shares are listed on:
Canada —Toronto Stock
Exchange (TSX)
U.S. —New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE)
Switzerland —Swiss Exchange
(SIX)

All preferred shares are listed on
the TSX with the exception of the
series C-2. The related depository
shares of the series C-2 preferred

shares are listed on the NYSE.

Valuation day price
For Canadian income tax
purposes, Royat Bank of Canada's
common stock was quoted at
$29.52 per share on the Valuation
Day (December 22, 1971). This is
equivalent to $7.38 per share
after adjusting for the two•for-one
stock split of March 1981 and the

two•for-one stock split of February
1990. The one-for-one stock
dividends in October 2000 and
April 2006 did not affect the
Valuation Day amount for our
common shares.

Shareholder contacts
For dividend information, change
in share registration or address,
lost stock certificates, tax forms,
estate transfers or dividend
reinvestment, please contact:
Computershare Trust Company of
Canada
100 University Avenue, 8th Floor
Toronto, Ontario M51 2Y1
Canada

Tel: 1.866.586.7635 (Canada and
the U.S.) or 514.982-7555
(International)
Fax: 1-888-453-0330 (Canada and
the U.S.) or 416-263.9394
(International)
email: service@computershare.com

For other shareholder inquiries,
please contact:
Shareholder Relations
Royal Bank of Canada
200 Bay Street
South Tower
Toronto, Ontario M5J 2J5
Canada
Tel: 416-955-7806

Financial analysts, portfolio
managers, institutional
investors
For financial information inquiries,
please contact:
Investor Relations
Royal Bank of Canada
155 Wellington Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5V 3K7
Canada
Tel: 416-955-7802
or visit our website at
rbc.com/investorrelations

Direct deposit service
Shareholders in Canada and the
U.S. may have their RBC common
share dividends deposited directly

to their bank account by
electronic funds transfer. To
arrange for this service, please
contact our Transfer Agent and
Registrar, Computershare Trust
Company of Canada.

Eligible dividend designation
For purposes of the Income Tax
Act (Canada) and any
corresponding provincial and
territorial tax legislation, ail
dividends (and deemed
dividends) paid by RBC to
Canadian residents on both its
common and preferred shares, are
designated as "eligible
dividends", unless stated
otherwise.

Common share repurchases
We are engaged in a Normal
Course Issuer Bid (NCIB) which
allows us to repurchase For
cancellation, up to 30 million
common shares during the period
spanning March 14, 2017 to
March 10, 2018. We determine
the amount and timing of the
purchases under the NCIB,
subject to prior consultation with
the Office of the Superintendent
of Financial Institutions Canada
(OSFI).

A copy of our Notice of Intention
to file a NCIB may be obtained,
without charge, by contacting our
Corporate Secretary at our Toronto
mailing address.

2018 Quarterly earnings release
dates
First quarter February 23
Second quarter May 24
Third quarter August 23
Fourth quarter November 28

2018 Annual Meeting
The Annual Meeting of Common
Shareholders will be held on
Friday, April 6, 2018, at 9:30 a.m.
(Eastern Time), at the Metro
Toronto Convention Centre,
255 Front Street West, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada

Dividend dates for 2016
Subject to approval by the Board of Directors

Record Payment
dates dates

Common and preferred January 25 February 23
Shares series W, AA, AC, AD, AE, AF, April 25 May 24
AG, AJ, AK, AL, AZ, BB, BD, BF, BH, BI, July 26 August 24
BJ, BK and BM October 25 November 23

Preferred shares series G2 January 26 February 7
(US$) April 27 May 7

July 27 August 7
October 26 November 7

Governance
Summaries of the significant ways in which corporate governance

practices followed by RBC differ from corporate governance practices

required to be followed by U.S. domestic companies under the NYSE

listing standards are available on ourwebsite at rbc.com/governance.

Information contained in or othervvise accessible through the websites mentioned in this report to shareholders does not form a part of this report. All 
references to websites are

Inactive textual references and are for your information only.

7redemarks used in this report Include the LION &GLOBE Symbol, ROYAL BANK OF CANADA, RBC, RBC AMPLIFY, RBC CAPITAL MARKETS, RBC 
CAPITAL TRUST, RBC FUTURE LAUNCH, RBC

GLOBAL ASSET MANAGEMENT, RBC INSURANCE, R8C REWARDS, RBC TruCS, RBC WEALTH MANAGEMENT, DIGITALLY ENABLED RELATIONSHIP
 BANK, MYADVISOR, NOMI FIND &SAVE

and NOMI INSIGHTS which are trademarks of RoyalBank of Canada used by Royal Bank of Canada and/or by Its subsidiaries under license. VISA is a reg
istered trademark of Visa

International Service Association. All other trademarks mentioned in this report which are not the property of Royal Bank of Canada, are owned by 
their respective holders.
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